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Theme

Hypersonic vehicles for military and space transportation applications are receiving increased attention among the leading
aerospace nations. Hypersonic vehicle technologies have been the subject of meetings of several AGARD Panels, each
addressing the technical issues from their particular discipline perspectives. It is appropriate and timely for the Propulsion and
Energetics Panel to sponsor a Symposium on hypersonic propulsion. The proposed Symposium will deal with the major
propulsion aspects including high temperature materials, components, combustion and computational methods. The
Symposium will also explore relevant propulsion and propulsion/vehicle concepts. The interest of the member countries is
high, reflecting both the several hypersonic vehicle development efforts and the broad interest in key areas as propulsion and
computational methods. Adequate basic research is going on in many countries, and a technical interchange will be of great
value.

Theme

Les vehicules hypersoniques destines a des applications militaires et spatiales suscitent de plus en plus d'int&r&t de la part des
pays les plus avancds en matiire de recherche et de ralisations adrospatiales.

La technologie des vehicules hypersoniques a ddji fait lobjet de diffdrentes runions organisies par les Panels de i'AGARD,
chaque Panel abordant les aspects techniques de son propre point de vue. Nous considerons qu'il est opportun et appropri6 que
le Panel de Propulsion et d'Energitique organise un symposium sur ia propulsion hypersonique. Le symposium propos6
traitera les principaux aspects de la question, y compris les matriaux A haute rsistance thermique, les composants, la
combustion et les methodes de calcul. Des concepts de propulsion et d'intdgration propulsion/v6hicule applicables seront
6galement examines lors de la reunion.

Les pays membres de I'OTAN s'intdressent vivement h ce sujet, ce qui est le reflet i la fois des diff6rents projets de
developpement de vehicules hypersoniques qui sont en cours, et de rintdrit manifest6 de fa~on gdndrale pour les domaines chis
tels que la propulsion et les mdthodes de calcul.

Des travaux de recherche de base approprids ont &6 entamds par de nombreux pays et un ichange d'informations techniques
serait d'une grande utilit6.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

G. Winterfeld
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.

Institute for Propulsion Technology
Linder Hdhe, 5000 K6ln 90, W.-Germany

INTRODUCTION

Since the middle of the last decade the trends in aerospace research and development
are characterized by renewed scientific and technical interest in problems of hypersonic
flight. Technology programs have been set up in the alliance's countries, which in the
long run aim at the realization of transatmospheric vehicles for space transportation.
Work in propress, presently, is oriented towards concrete flight missions, as well as to
basic technologies needed for hardware demonstration. The magnitude of this fascinating
technological task demands for increased cooperation as well as for extended exchange of
information and experience between the experts. Therefore, after a break of more than
20 years, AGARD's Propulsion and Energeties Panel has returned to this field of work and
selected "Hypersonic Combined Cycle Propulsion" as the subject of its 75th. Meeting, held
at Madrid, Spain, May 28, to June 1, 1990.

The meeting comprised a keynote lecture and 34 technical papers, arranged in nine
sessions. Five originally scheduled papers had to be withdrawn due to restrictions im-
posed by national authorities. In order to bridge the gap to former activities histori-
cal aspects of the subject have been partly included. The technical content of these 35
papers will be evaluated under the following subject areas, which differ slightly from
the published program of the meeting.

1. General overview and flight mechanics considerations
2. Propulsion systems for hypersonic vehicles and missiles
3. Component technology
4. Materials for hypersonic engines
5. Conclusions and recommendations.

GENERAL OVERVIEW AND FLIGHT MECHANIC CONSIDERATIONS

In his keynote lecture, E.T. Curran reviewed the potential of hypersonic propulsion
systems. Besides stressing the need for engine/vehicle integration he pointed to seve-
ral important features which determine the practical application of combined cycle engi-
nes. Of paramount importance is to stretch the performance of the bc.sic engine types
over a larger range of operating parameters than hitherto usual. For turbo-based ac-
celerators, application of new materials, all-supersonic throughflow as well as inlet
and nozzle designs promise higher thrust-to-weight ratios, whereas extension of the Mach
number range can be achieved by precooling. Improvements in specific impulse of rocket-
based accelerators can be obtained by a variety of combinations of the main components,
ranging from simple ejector rockets to complicated liquid-air collectihg engines. A
main challenge is posed for all engine cycles employing precooling or liquefaction by
the need for compact and low-mass heat exchangers, which demand also for cryogenic or
endothermic fuels as heat sinks. As far as hardware testing of combined cycle engines
during their development is concerned new problems are posed by the requirement for de-
monstration of stable transition from one operational mode to the next. Also n.ew pro-
cesses for the true simulation of high-speed high-altitude conditions in a ground test
facility, avoiding vitiation of the test air are required. Lastly, flight testing of
propulsion systems will be a fundamental need in the development process.

One of the most important requirements of hypersonic flight missions is minimum fuel
consumption, demanding for a continuous optimization of aerodynamic, trajectory and
engine parameters along the whole flight path. This is brought to the attention of
engine designers by paper 4 of F. Kremer, using the ramjet part of a hypersonic engine
as an example. He shows that flight mechanic and aerodynamic parameters like accelera-
tion, climb angle, angle of attack, wing loading, trajectory dynamic head and vehicle
mass, and engine parameters like thrust vector angle and specific fuel consumption are
all closely interrelated and have to be optimized jointly, if minimum fuel consumption
is to be achieved. Thus, the right choice of the engine size needs the close coopera-
tion of engine and vehicle designers, and still more important, vehicle design and tra-
jectory optimization has to involve the engine designer.

The system of mathematical relationships between flight mechanics, aerodynamic, struc-
tural and engine operational parameters is also the basis for optimum guidance and con-
trol for a hypersonic vehicle. In paper 3, R.L. Schultz et al. reported on a computa-
tional system which is capable of on-board generation of energy-optimized flight trajec-
tories for vehicle control, thereby improving vehicle autonomy. Minimum fuel usage,
flight trajectory constraints, accommodation for uncertainties of the individual design
models are basic inputs to the computation system, of which the above mentioned inter-
relationship between trajectory and aerodynamic parameters and engine parameters are
substantial parts.

These three introductory papers have clearly shown that hypersonic vehicle design and
operation is strongly coupled to the flight mission objectives and to the characteris-



tics of the propulsion systems. Thus, studies on the design optimization of hypersonic
propulsion systems, which concentrate on the hardware aspects of the propulsion system
only, are surely not sufficient, if optimum vehicle design and operation is to be
achieved.

PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES AND MISSILES

Presentations on this subject were introduced by 2 historical reviews of combined
cycle and ramjet propulsion. The first report by Sanchez Tarifa described the evolution
of ramjets since the beginning of this century. The second report by Marguet summarized
the numerous and well-known French activities on the application of combined cycle pro-
pulsion systems in the range of low to medium flight Mach numbers. Projects like the
turbo-ramjet powered "Griffon" or the Leduc 22 aircraft, the missiles ASMP, Stataltex,
Scorpion or the dual-model ramjet ESOPE shows the wealth of theoretical and practical
experience, by ground as well as by flight testing, which is available in France.

Studies on Combined Propulsion Systems for Space Transportation Vehicles

Propulsion systems for hypersonic vehicles, preferably space launchers, have been
treated in several contributions. Emphasis was placed on the qualification of the indi-
vidual basic engine types and their integration into a propulsion system for single-
stage and two-stage space transportation vehicles. As these investigations were partly
carried out from a general point of view and not always based on specific ascent trajec-
tories, the results and conclusions from these papers differ to some extent. Neverthe-
less, there seems to be agreement, that for SSTO-vehicles propulsion systems based on
combinations of ramjets/scramjets and rockets as boosters for the lower and higher speed
level of the ascent trajectory are best suited. This, mainly because of their high
thrust-to-mass ratio, and although in the lower speed range relatively low specific im-
pulses have to be encountered (papers 5, 10, 12). On the other hand, for the propulsion
systems of the first stage of TSTO-vehicles, priority is placed with high specific im-
pulse; hence combinations of turbo engines for the lower speed range with ramjets for
the higher Mach numbers are favoured (papers 5, 8, 10). The higher flexibility of turbo
engines is viewed as an advantage despite their lower thrust-to-mass ratio. Whether
precooling the air mass flow before it enters the turbo engine is a suitable means for
shifting the transition to the ramjet mode to higher flight Mach numbers depends on the
demonstration of extremely light-weight heat exchangers. For this purpose H. Kankler
proposes in paper 8 to use heat exchangers with rather low effectiveness. The subject
of extending the operational range of turbo engines towards Mach 5 is treated in Paper 9
by J.M. Stricker et al.. The necessary prerequisites are improvements in nozzle gross
thrust coefficient, component efficiencies and matching, as well as increased turbine
inlet temperatures. The analysis shows that, based on components optimized for the en-
larged operational range and on the application of advanced materials, an afterburning
turbojet without precooling promises good performance, if compared to a turboramjet or a
turboexpander-ramjet. Although none of the papers dug into the depth of the speficic
problem, a chance is given to the turbofan engine only, if the trajectory includes lon-
ger cruise phases at low speed. Design criteria for turbo engines and ramjets were dis-
cussed in paper 5. As to the results, it has to be remarked that, if the design stra-
tegy were based on the requirements of the specific mission objective (e.g. paper 4),
different recommendations for the design of ramjets may be deduced.

A description of the progress achieved in the field of scramjets in recent years as
well as a trade-off study for the development and application of scramjets are given in
papers 6 and 12. The latter shows the high Mach number limits of scramjet application
if in performance calculations the efficiencies of inlet, combustor and nozzle are vari-
ed with realistic component efficiencies. The useful range of application of scramjets
is predicted to end between Mach 12 and 14, if compared to liquid rockets. As is well
known, the decisive parameters are inlet and nozzle efficiency. However, the total
pressure loss of the supersonic combustion process, which is not specifically mentioned,
may worsen the quantitative results still more.

In view of a possible development of hypersonic propulsion systems several general
conclusions and requirements can be formulated from what has been discussed in the above
mentioned papers. The selection of a propulsion system for a hypersonic vehicle depends
strongly on the mission objective, as well as on the development risk, one is prepared
to take. The latter concerns mainly the technology base for combined cycle hypersonic
engines which is not yet firmly established. Therefore, particularly the estimate
achievable thrust-to-mass ratios contain major uncertainties, at present.
Here, improvements can be expected from progress in the development of new light-weight
high-temperature materials. Both, the complexity of the space flight missions and of
the propulsion systems determine a number of problem areas in which progress is urgently
needed. First, the proper integration of the propulsion system and the vehicle has to
be mastered, this the more, as the complete undersurface of the vehicle is used for pro-
pulsion purposes and different power settings influence the force and momentum book-
keeping and thus vehicle control. Moreover, for SSTO-vehicles solutions for the inte-
gratioin of the rocket engines without additional external drag are needed. The smooth
transition from one engine mode to the next places very difficult requirements with the
control system, since not only much more control variables have to be handled, but also
control of the engine transients as well as the thermal management (e.g. active cooling)
of the vehicle has to be included.

The proof of concept of hypersonic propulsion systems including mode transition re-
quires ground test facilities as well as flight-testing. Larger facilities which can
handle continuous testing at high Mach numbers of engine modules of larger size than



hitherto would be urgently needed, in order to establish a data base for upscaling.
However, they are very expensive to build and operate. For Mach numbers beyond about 8,
pulse type facilities are hoped to be an alternative. They promise, at least partly,
less vitiation of the test air, however they allow only short test times of 0.5 - lmsec.
Therefore, doubts are raising as to whether these facilities are actually suitable for
scramjet engine testing. This seems to indicate that in the future more emphasis might
be placed with flight testing of hypersonic engines.

A positive development must be registered in the field of CFD application in hyperso-
nic engine development and testing. Progress made in this field in recent years allows
to use theoretical calculations as a reliable tool not only for engine component design
but also for the support of propulsion module testing in wind tunnels. However, further
progress is needed in the field of turbulence modeling particularly for supersonic flows
with mixing and chemical reaction. Nevertheless, CFD will be increasingly used in hy-
personic engine design and investigations, not the least, because of the limitee availa-
bility of suitable test facilities.

Specific Problems of Hypersonic Propulsion Systems and Modules

Air liquefaction techniques for the use in hypersonic propulsion systems as developed
in the US during the last decades are described in a very comprehensive report by W.
Escher (paper 14). Starting from the basic LACE-proposal of the fifties, it is elabo-
rated how by several innovative steps some of the basic cycle limitations have been
removed in the following years, e.g. by the air collection and enrichment system ACES.
Component technology is discussed, as well as improvements of the cycle by new possibi-
lities, e.g. use of para/ortho-H -shift conversion catalysts. A brief overview of com-
bined propulsion systems employing liquid-air collection terminates this elucidating
report. However, it still remains to show whether such improved concepts will be ac-
tually competitive in terms of thrust-to-mass ratio.

Problems of oblique detonation wave engines (ODWE) are the subjects of papers 25, 33
and 26. The first paper by T.M. Atamanchuck et al. analyzes theoretically the perfor-
mance of this engine type at Mach numbers above 10. It shows that due to the special
thrust/drag relationship of the relevant vehicles the design Mach number must be chosen
at the lower end of the operating range of the ODWE. Off-design performance seems to
depend on vehicle geometry. Paper 26 by G. Menees et al. reports on recent analytical
and experimental work in the field of ODWE at NASA-Ames. Firstly, performance calcula-
tions show that the ODWE is only slightly superior to the normal scramjets above Mach
14. Secondly, the main problem of the ODWE, fuel-air mixture formation, is addressed
experimentally showing the difficulties to be expected in practice. It is obvious that
the use of injectors fuelling the whole flow field of the ODWE cannot be circumvented.
Thus, the ensuing disturbances of the flow field together with premature burning induced
by the hot air boundary layers of the injectors might easily spoil the shock pattern
required for good performance. Together with the reduced performance flexibility this
might lead to increased inferiority of the ODWE compared to "conventional" scramjet
engines. Lastly, computational problems of the modelling of a shock wave plus chemical
reaction as to be found in an ODWE engine, are addressed in paper 33 by M. Onofri. A
technique of decoupling the system of differential equation by using separate gas dyna-
mic and chemical operators is proposed and applied.

Missile propulsion up to Mach numbers in the lower hypersonic range is discussed in
paper 30, where the specific problems of the optimization of solid fuel ramjets (or
ducted rockets) for this speed range are treated. Observing the constraints set by
military application, H.L. Weinreich shows that by clever design of optimized inlet,
propellant and gas generator, and the nozzle it should be possible to adapt thip cype of
propulsion systems to low-level missions with flight speeds up to about Mach 5. A
similar extension of the Mach number range of solid-fuel ramjets is investigated kor
high-altitude missions in paper 29 by P.J.M. Eland et al.. They conclude that by ex-
perimental and theoretical optimization of the solid-fuel gas generator/combustor the
performance of the propulsion system can be improved such that sustained flight with
Mach numbers of about 4 should be possible at altitudes of 13 km.

HYPERSONIC ENGINE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
Inlet diffusors are critical components of hypersonic airbreathing propulsion sys-

tems, largely determining their performance. Their design will profit strongly by the
application of advanced CFD-methods if the codes describe the flow phenomena within the
inlet adequately. This presumes adequate and sufficient knowledge about the physical
processes in hypersonic inlets. As, in this respect, deficiencies are existing present-
ly, validation against experimental test cases is mandatory. W. Schmidt reported on re-
levant activities of Working Group 13 of AGARD's Fluid Mechanics Panel, which are direc-
ted towards the col.lection of suitable experimental test cases. However, only one test
case for a hypersonic inlet (Mach number 7) has been offered, up to now. Furthermore,
inlet test data including real gas effects are practically non-existent, and even with
the available lower Mach number test cases code validation is difficult because" of the
scarcity of data. Therefore, an important research task for the future is to set up
generic test cases for hypersonic inlets, producing all data, that are needed for code
validation. This requires close cooperation between CFD-experts and experimentalists.

One way to improve the insight into flow phenomena in hypersonic inlets is presently
pursued at NASA-Lewis (paper 18 by L. Povinelli), where computer simulations using ad-
vanced 3D-Navier-Stokes codes are compared with experimental results of flow fields in



hypersonic inlets for Mach numbers 5, 12 and 18. Although, partly good agreement had
been achieved, more and improved experimental information is needed, for example, on the
state of the wall boundary layers including corner flows, as well as on hypersonic inlet
flows with real gas effects. This poses new challenges for measuring and testing tech-
niques; on the theoretical side, new mathematical models for flow effects are required,
particularly for the adequate description of turbulence and of glancing shock/boundary
layer interaction. Similarly, paper 17 by J. Stollery demonstrated by means of experi-
mental results some of the deficiencies in understanding important inlet flow phenomena,
like shock/boundary layer, shock/shock and viscous interaction, which can lead to flow
separation, extremely high heat transfer, and unsteadiness. Clearly, more information
is needed on how the whole inlet flow field including interaction phenomena is influenc-
ed by boundary layer transition and real gas effects before proper mathematical modeling
is achieved.

Unconventional inlet designs are mentioned in two of the papers, namely sidewall con-
traction (paper 18) and an all-internal compression inlet (paper 16), using symmetrical
variable geometry, similar to a proposal of Busemann many years ago. This latter paper
addresses also design problems of hypersonic inlets using semi-empirical engineering as
well as numerical methods. An important conclusion is that numerical methods are not
yet advanced far enough as to be used for inlet performance estimations. Thus, wind
tunnel testing of inlets is still necessary for that purpose.

Subsonic and supersonic combustor technology problems were treated by two papers
each. Paper 21 by H. Koopman et al. investigated transverse injection of gaseous hy-
drogen into a subsonic ramjet combustor model by means of experimental and numerical
studies. CFD-calculations showed reasonable agreement for jet penetration except for
burning jets, where improvement of turbulence and flame models are needed. Concerning
flame stabilization by such jets in subsonic cross-flow, a new correlation based on the
main variables determining the ratio of characteristic times is derived from experi-
ments, which can be used for the selection of flame stabilizing jet parameters. This
interesting work needs extension into the range of parameters pertaining to actual ram-
jet combustor conditions, particularly higher flow temperatures. In paper 22, S. Gleis
et al. reported on a technique for the investigation of combustion instabilities, the
"Active Instability Control" (AIC). Applied to an enclosed jet burner it is shown how
sound radiation can be used to control oszillating combustion, thus permitting conclu-
siona on the mechanisms driving the combustion instability. This new experimental tech-
nique could be a powerful tool for the investigation of such processes during the deve-
lopment of highly loaded ramjet combustors provided that the necessary sound energy in-
put can be realized with AIC; therefore, the method should be extended towards more
complex engine combustor flow fields, exhibiting also tangential and radial instability
modes.

One of the processes governing the design of scramjet combustors is fuel-air mixing
in supersonic flow. Paper 24 by G.V.R. Rao describes a numerical attempt to improve
hydrogen-air mixing by generation of axial vorticity using conical ramp injectors. The
computations using an Euler code show the existence of axial vorticity if a "skewed"
hydrogen nozzle is incorporated in the conical ramp, however, no experimental results
are available, as yet. Although, there is presently much interest in ramp injectors for
improved mixing, there are several reservations as to the specific method and the re-
sults presented here. They concern the numerical code used, the influence of glancing
shock/boundary layer interaction on the resulting flow field, as well as the effective-
ness of a conical ramp injector as compared to the usual swept or unswept ramps with
rectangular cross-sections.

The design of scramjet combustors is described in detail by F. Billig et al. in paper
23, using his well-known method of flow analysis. The design procedure consists of a
2-step iterative computation, where in the first step the iD-conservation equations for
supersonic flow with heat addition are solved using estimations for three of the unknown
flow quantities at the combustor outlet. In the second step the estimated flow quanti-
ties are improved using a finite difference method, and the iteration is repeated until
convergence is obtained. The procedure employs empirical or semi-empirical models for
important phenomena, such as the pressure rise in the shock train at combustor inlet,
wall shear and heat transfer, transverse fuel injection by wall jets, as well as mixing
and combustion. These models are outlined in detail (with the exception of mixing and
combustion), placing emphasis with the pressure field in the combustor, particularly
with the shock train in the isolator/combustor inlet region. The paper shows the wealth
of experimental and theoretical experience and results resting with the author and his
co-workers. However, due to the high complexity of supersonic flows with heat addition,
shocks and viscous effects, a thorough understanding of the solutions of the design pro-
cess can be obtained only by penetrating deeply into the related physical problems. In
addition to the calculated curves a more detailed explanation of the physical meaning of
individual results would be very helpful.

Two papers on rotatin components (papers 19 and 20) are devoted to multistage hydro-
gen turbines, as they are proposed for turboexpander engines, mainly for SSTO propulsion
systems. The well-known equations for the design of turbines are applied for hydrogen
as the turbine fluid in order to derive the aerodynamic design parameters leading to
optimum conditions. A comparison between corotating and counterrotating wheels, includ-
ed in paper 20, showed advantages in turbine efficiency in favour of the counterrotating
case. In general, the design exercises did not reveal unusual problems, except for the
higher number of stages compared to air or combustion gases. Problems of hydrogen in-
teraction with the turbine materials as well as solutions for adequate mechanical design



are discussed in paper 19; however, durability of turbine hardware and sufficient opera-
tional life has yet to be demonstrated.

Beat exchangers will be found in future hypersonic propulsion systems performing
several important duties; however, this system component was only marginally represented
at the Meeting. Paper 11 by Ribaud et al. discusses the design of heat exchangers as
components of inverse cycle engines, based on current technology and using the well-
established equations for the heat exchange process. The results of this exercise give
rise to doubts with respect to a hardware application, particularly, as far as the high
ratio of heat exchanger weight to total engine mass, estimated in the paper to be about
10, is concerned. Moreover, if the losses in the heat exchanger inlet and outlet area,
which are neglected in the paper, are taken into account, one recognizes easily that a
tremendous amount of research and development work has to be done before light-weight
high-performance heat exchangers are available as main components for hypersonic
engines.

Nozzles of hypersonic propulsion systems arc critical components, too, for which a
very careful design is needed. Although there is accelerated flow in a nozzle, flow
phenomena associated with shocks and boundary layer separation can be encountered, which
can lead to a deterioration of thrust, and this the more, since nozzle geometry will
mostly be 2D and asymmetric, and geometric constraints from the integration of the
nozzle into the vehicle have to be observed. Therefore, one of the most important areas
of work on future hypersonic propulsion technology should be to generate a sound basis
for nozzle design and to understand and to avoid detrimental flow effects.

Three relevant problem areas have been treated in papers 32, 34, and 35. Paper 35 by
M. G6ing and J. Heyse dealt with the very first step in nozzle design, namely the gene-
ration of an idealized optimum nozzle geometry. By means of the methods of characteris-
tics, and employing simplifying assumptions, e.g. inviscid flow, a family of length-op-
timized 2D-nozzles is derived, which is bounded by the symmetric nozzle, the single ex-
pansion ramp nozzle and the Prandtl-Meyer-type nozzle. By combining different elements
of these three basic types, adaptation to different requirements is feasible. However,
the integration of those optimized nozzle geometries into a hypersonic vehicle is very
difficult, mainly because of their length. Hence, the described design procedure repre-
sents only the very first step, from which nozzle geometries with shorter lengths,
allowing for variable geometry and meeting the integration constraints must be derived.

Analysis of nozzle flow properties and problems requires versatile and complicated
CFD-codes, which are now available or in the process of development. An example of
their capabilities is given in paper 34 by G.J. Harloff et al., using a 3D-Navier-Stokes
code, PARC3D. After validation of the code by means of two known specific test cases,
the code is applied to analyze several nozzle flows in the Mach number range between 3
and 20, including 2D and 3D, laminar and turbulent flow cases, in order to gain confi-
dence in the calculated results. Although these calculations have been carried out with
some simplifying assumptions, like perfect gas and frozen flow, the results are encou-
raging, particularly for the case of the single expansion ramp nozzle. Realistic flow
phenomena have been predicted, like flow separation characteristics, divergence of flow
vectors in the nozzle outlet plane or change in flow direction of shear layers by shocks
leaving the nozzle. Where pressure measurements were available a fairly good agreement
with computed results is registered. It appears, that for future realistic calculations
on nozzle performance, e.g. nozzle coefficients and thrust vectors, the use of such
codes is absolutely mandatory. However, what still remains to be done is to include in
these codes real gas effects and also finite rate chemistry, where necessary. Likewise,
non-uniformity effects of the flow at the nozzle inlets will have to be taken into ac-
count, although the latter problems might yet be beyond our present computer capabili-
ties.

This latter aspect of non-uniformity with respect to flow variables, gas composition
and recombination processes is very important for hypersonic nozzle performance. An
example, which is still rather simple, namely the effect of a non-uniform static pres-
sure distribution at the entrance to the supersonic portion of a single ramp nozzle, is
demonstrated in paper 32, by P. Goel et al.. A CFD-analysis using a 3D-Euler code is
carried out assuming several pressure profiles with high or low pressure at the upper
and the lower nozzle wall and keeping constant the other flow parameters. In cases with
high pressure at the lower wall, an improved thrust akd nozzle coefficient was calculat-
ed, whereas in the opposite case a deterioration of the nozzle performance was found.
This exercise shows that, at least in the case of highly asymmetric 2D-nozzles, non-uni-
formity effects at the entrance are amplified in the complicated nozzle flow field.
Therefore, it is important, that in future work on hypersonic nozzles, both experimental
and theoretical, much emphasis has to be placed with studies on these effects.

MATERIALS FOR HYPERSONIC ENGINES

New structural materials, which combine low density, high-load bearing capabilities
with highest possible temperature performance represent one of the most important key
technologies, which can permit or prevent flying at hypersonic speeds for extended time.
Particularly, the low-density requirements point to new classes of materials for use in
hypersonic engines and airframes than hitherto employed. Recognising their importance
the meeting closed with two papers devoted to the development of suitable materials and
their application to structural parts within engines and airframe. Unfortunately, for
two additionally scheduled papers on related subjects permission for their presentation
could not be obtained. This is to be regretted the more, as engine design has to rely
highly on suitable high-duty materials and their performance data.



Paper 36 by T. Ronald presented a brief survey on the structural materials which are
under development within the US NASP-program. It concentrates on Ti-Aluminides, Ti-
based metal matrix composites, c/c-composites and ceramic-matrix composites, as well as
on copper-matrix composites and beryllium alloys, the latter two particularly because of
a possible use in cooled engine parts. Advantages and disadvantages as well as manufac-
turing problems are discussed, thus representing a comprehensive introduction into the
problem area. Paper 38 by D. Boury et al. deals with the same problem area, as viewed
from the French activities and experiences (SEP/SNECMA). In particular, properties and
problems of glass-ceramic composites, C/C composites (type SEPCARB, SEPCARBINOX) and
SiC/SiC composites (type CERASEP) are discussed, together with considerations on their
application to specific engine types and components. The presentation is illustrated
with figures for materials properties; and estimations for possible life time and num-
bers of thermal cycles under high-load high-temperature situations are given. In both
papers the progress which has been made with respect to the manufacture of large and
complicated structural parts from the new materials was demonstrated by impressive exam-
ples.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This 75th. PEP-meeting on hypersonic combined cycle propulsion attracted a large number
of participants, in the order of 180 authors and observers. On the average, the techni-
cal papers were of considerable interest.and of high technical standard. The presenta-
tions enclosed a rather wide range of technical subjects related to hypersonic propul-
sion, which, for a first AGARD-meeting on that theme after a long time, is surely justi-
fied. On the other hand, there was only little discussion immediately after many of the
presentations. This phenomenon is known from other Panel meetings on similarly wide-
spread areas; it could be avoided in the future by keeping to sufficiently narrow
meeting subjects. Another comment to be made is that the withdrawal of 12% of the
papers on important topics and recent work, due to restrictions from outside the Panel,
represented a heavy loss for the meeting.

Taking all facts into account, the meeting was surely successful, although not all
hopes for technical exchange connected with the meeting have been fulfilled. The Panel
is definitely encouraged to continue with further activities in that field. There are
enough well-defined subject areas in hypersonic propulsion technology which warrant .
further Panel meetings. Preferably, Specialists' Meetings should be organized on sub-
jects the scope of which is chosen narrow enough to provide both detailed presentations
as well as lively discussion and exchange of information and experience. Based on the
technical evaluation in the preceding paragraphs, tentative subjects for Specialists'
Meetings could be

- hypersonic inlets and nozzles, possibly as a joint effort with FDP,
- combustion problems in hydrogen-fuelled ram-/scramjets
- heat transfer and cooling problems in hypersonic propulsion systems;

after sometime from now another Specialists' Meeting could be interesting on:
- systems aspects of hypersonic engines, including for example variable geometry

aspects, integration and testing techniques.

In addition to the subjects mentioned above there are other problems of hypersonic
propulsion technology which need presentation and discussion at technical meetings, too,
but where the number of expected contributions might not warrant a dedicated meeting.
It should be considered whether it is appropriate to include them into those running
Panel activities which deal with related physical aspects of propulsion technology.
This could concern subjects like, for example, instrumentation, measuring and testing
techniques (a topic which - in view of future research still in preparation - would also
be suited for a lecture series), boundary layer problems in hypersonic ram/scramjets,
CFD-methods for hypersonic propulsion components, multi-variable control of combined
cycle engines, high-temperature lubrication, fuel systems, or secondary energy genera-
tion on board of hypersonic vehicles, etc..

In view of the high degree of integration of hypersonic vehicles it might be recom-
mendable to undertake some of the efforts jointly with other Panels.
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SUMMARY

The current renewal of interest in hypersonic flight, and in low-cost access to
space has emphasized the accelerative aspects of aircraft performance in contrast to
the traditional emphasis on cruising flight. The consequent trade-off between
specific fuel consumption and engine thrust-to-weight ratio has. generated renewed
interest in a wide variety of existing and new engine cycles. Furthermore, the
requirement to fly efficiently over a wide Mach number range demands that multi-mode
propulsion systems be integrated into the vehicle.

In this paper the emergence of combined cycle engines from their rocket and
airbreathing progenitors is reviewed and the task of bringing such engine cycles to
practical reality is examined. Particular emphasis is laid on the requirements for
airframe-engine integration, and on the ground testing of such engine systems.

INTRODUCTION

The early decades of aviation were characterized by the pursuit of speed, of
range, and of extended range at high flight speeds. Further advances in speed will
require the development of combined-cycle engine technologies. Some exploratory
flight experience has been gained in the past with both airbreathing and rocket
elements. A major push for higher speed was characterized by the X-series of aircraft
which explored the supersonic regine in the 1950's and 1960's. The X-series
culminated in the rocket powered X-15-A2 which propelled man to his highest speed in
an airplane, namely Mach 6.7. In a similar time period several other interesting
projects were pursued, for example, the rocket-airbreathing powered fighters such as
the Republic XF-91 (1949) and Saunders Roe SR53 (1957). The turbo-ramjet engine also
appeared as the powerplant of the outstanding Nord Aviation Griffon 02 aircraft in
France and as the power plant of choice for the ill-fated Republic XF-103 fighter.
The work of Rene Leduc in pioneering ramjet and turboramjet propulsion must also be
noted: The flight programs involving the ramjet powered Leduc 0.10, Leduc 0.21 (with
Turbomeca turbojet) and Leduc 0.22 (with Atar turbojet) were significant steps in
aviation progress. In this time frame it is also important to note the contribution
to U.S. ramjet engine technology of the unmanned Lockheed X-7 ramjet-powered
test-vehicle program which has not received wide publicity.

At the time of writing, maximum speeds of commercial aircraft and military
aircraft appear to have reached a plateau with Concorde in the Mach 2 region and the
SR71 in the Mach 3 region, but currently there is a renewal of interest in the
utilization of airbreathing combined cycle engines for vehicles cruising, at high
flight speeds and for vehicles dedicated to acceleration to hypersonic speeds .

In regard to cruising flight the potential of high speed commercial vehicles has
been evaluated in the USA under NASA's High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) program.
Also, in recent years, there has been a proliferation of studies of aircraft-like
vehicles as first-stage space launchers or indeed as single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO)
vehicles. Such studies, at various levels of investment, include efforts by the USA,
the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, and the USSR. Although these various
studies can arbitrarily be divided into cruising vehicles and accelerator vehicles
this is not a hard and fast distinction. Thus the acceleration phase of a
predominately cruising hypersonic vehicle is a significant segment of the total
flight-path, and similarly a dedicated accelerator vehicle may require substantial
cruise capability, for example, to obtain access to desired orbit planes, or for
subsonic-ferry capability.

A general discussion of the probable evolution of high speed commercial
transports is difficult, because the foundational technologies such as; aerodynamic
configuration, power plant, structure, and fuel type, change markedly with increasing
flight speed. In the last major U.S. effort to build an SST the need to accommodate
both low speed and high speed flight requirements led to the evolution of a
significant new engine technology, namely that of variable-cycle engines. With even
higher maximum flight speeds it is to be expected that advanced variable-cycle
engines, combined cycle or mixed engine types, and also novel engine cycles will
emerge to bridge the wide speed range. The rigt choice of terminology and
classification of such engines is not a trivial problem
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The ultimate aeronautical challenge however, is the achievement of orbital
conditions with a single-stage vehicle using primarily airbreathing propulsion. This
elegant but elusive approach to space transportation is a classical aeronautical
concept. For this vehicle the flight spectrum from horizontal take-off to orbital
speed is encompassed and a combined cycle system is required for efficient operation
over this wide speed range. The propulsion installation will probably require
significant variable geometry features. However the vehicle aerodynamic configuration
will presumably not incorporate variable geometry in the interest of low structural
weight.

It is important to note that with increasing flight speed, the fuel type
typically changes from conventional JP fuels at the lower speeds to cryogenic fuels
such as methane or liquid hydrogen at hypersonic speeds, with endothermic fuels
currently emerging for possible use at intermediate speeds. The introduction of
liquid hydrogen fuel with its high cooling capacity and its high work capability, has
introduced major new opportunities for the synthesis of efficient aero-propulsion
systems. Hydrogen may be used to cool both internal (engine) and external flow
surfaces, or to cool the working fluid (air) and thus impact the engine thermodynamic
cycle. Also, hydrogen may be used as a working fluid in its own right providing
opportunities for additional energy interactions as an intrinsic part of the
aero-propulsive system.

From this point forward the discussion will primarily apply to the accelerator
class of vehicle. There is, of course, much which is also applicable to hypersonic
cruising vehicles.

OVERALL PROPULSION CONSIDERATIONS

The potential performance of conventional engine cycles, using hydrogen fuel, is
shown in Figure 1. It is apparent that as flight speed increases the turboaccelerator
class of engine is supplanted first by the subsonic combustion ramjet and second by
the supersonic combustion ramjet: rocket propulsion may also be needed at the higher
flight speeds. Consequently, for a hypersonic flight vehicle operating at a maximum
speed above about Mach 5.0, a multi-mode propulsion system will be required. Bearing
in mind the limitations of materials, such an engine system might operate as a
turboaccelerator to speeds of the order of Mach 4.0, then transition to subsonic
ramjet operation up to speeds of about Mach 6.0, and then be operating totally as a
supersonic combustion engine for speeds above about Mach 7.0. Now Figure 1 affords a
simple comparison of various engine cycles based on fuel specific impulse (Isp) and
therefore generally appropriate to cruise flight performance, where the Breguet
equation is used to compare ranges. However, for acceleration missions, the engine
weight becomes an even more important variable and the performance of the engine may
be evaluated initially on the basis of both its specific impulse and its corresponding
thrust-to-weight ratio.

It is clear that for maximum flight speeds of about Mach 6 the use of a
conventional ramjet cycle is imperative and for higher maximum flight speeds the
scramjet is the appropriate high speed engine. The lower speed engine cycle must be
integrated with the appropriate ramjet element(s) to form a truly combined cycle
engine. In the following discussion the term low speed engine applies typically to
turbo-accelerator or rocket-based systems used to accelerate the vehicle up to speeds
of roughly Mach 4.0.

For purposes of discussion, let us consider a hypersonic vehicle with maximum
speed in excess of say Mach 7, and consequently using a supersonic combustion ramjet
as its dominant propulsion system. A plausible overall propulsion installation for
such a vehicle is one which uses a low speed engine of the turbo-accelerator class for
take-off (and landing), and for acceleration to speeds of about Mach 4.0, followed by
an initial transition to ramjet operation. A subsequent transition to scramjet
operation takes place at about Mach 6.0. The vehicle then accelerates to a terminal
Mach number on scramjet power.

It is appropriate to point out that because of the complexities of mode
transition, there is a substantial payoff to eliminating such transitions. For
example, the turbo-accelerator speed capability may be 'stretched' to permit direct
transition to a scramjet mode. Alternatively, for say a Mach 7 system, the ramjet
performance may be "stretched* to avoid transition to a true scramjet mode.
Simultaneously the scramjet take-over Mach number may be reduced or 'stretched" down
to eliminate the ramjet mode. Similarly in relation to fuels it is desirable where
possible to stretch the performance of hydrocarbon class fuels to higher Mach numbers
to defer the logistical problems of operating with cryogenic fuels. Consequently the
propulsion engineer must place emphasis on 'stretched' capability wherever
appropriate, and where mission requirements will not be compromised.

LOW SPEED PROPULSION TRADE-OFFS

For maximum payload capability it is desirable for a candidate engine to possess
high specific impulse, a high installed thrust-to-weight ratio and the capability to
function over a broad Mach number range. For an acceleration mission a typical
trade-off curve between specific impulse and thrust-to-weight ratio for a given
payload is of the form shown in Figure 2.
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fNote that for each class of engine the thrust loading of the vehicle must be
chosen to optimize the appropriate payload fraction. Different aircraft
thrust-loadings are required for each engine class and consequently the corresponding
initial vehicle accelerations are different. Thus the rocket class of engine requires
a higher initial acceleration for optimum payload fraction than the turbo-accelerator
class. (Of course a pinch point in excess thrust may exist, requiring additional
thrust loading.) In regard to Figure 2 it is unfortunately true that for propulsion
systems there is no class of engine which simultaneously possesses high specific
impulse and high installed thrust-to-weight ratio. Typically, high specific impulse
engines such as turbojets are mechanically complex, and therefore heavy, whereas
lightweight enginef such as liquid fuel rockets generate relatively low specific
impulses. Barrere has recently drawn attention to the relationship between engine
thrust-to-weight ratio and basic specific impulse: a similar functional relationship
was also noted by jmilder and Cuadra in evaluating candidate transonic acceleration
engines.

In order to improve the payload potential of engines three simplistic approaches
can be outlined: for the turboaccelerator class of engine the appropriate approach is
to increase the engine thrust-to-weight ratio; for the rocket class of engine,
attention should be focused on improving the specific impulse; it would be expected
that an engine type intermediate between the turboaccelerator and the rocket engine,
for example the air turborocket, may offer a performance superior to its progenitors.
This expectation, of course, accounts for the current renewal of interest in combined
cycle engines.

CANDIDATE LOW SPEED ENGINES

One stream of development is, as noted above, to improve the thrust-to-weight
ratio of turbo-accelerators. The specific thrust of the engine can be increased by a
modest but useful amount by increasing the turbine inlet temperature, and also by
increasing the efficiency of the internal flow processes. However, there are
potentially larger benefits available by significantly reducing engine weight by use
of new materials allied with innovative structural concepts. In this regard a major
initiative is underway in the USA to double the thrust-to-weight ratio of advanced
turbine engines by the year 2000. This initiative is known by the acronym IHPTET -
Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology. Similar efforts are being
pursued internationally.

The rotating machinery of a turbo-accelerator is a major contributor to the
engine weight; it also dictates the basic air swallowing characteristics of the
propulsion device, and imposes mechanical limitations on the Mach number capabilities
of such engines. Also, with increasing Mach number, the size and complexity of the
inlet-nacelle-nozzle in which the core engine is housed, becomes increasingly heavy
and results in a significantly reduced installed thrust-to-weight ratio.
Additionally, the internal pressure and temperature loads imposed on such inlet ducts
become a limiting factor. In this regard, there is a driving need to devise compact
inlet and exhaust nozzle configurations. Another approach to reducing the inlet
weight is to reduce the amount of flow diffusion by maintaining supersonic flow either
throughout the engine or through a fan stage: 4his latter concept has been worked on
intermittently over the years. Recent studies of the potential performance of Air
Turboramjets (ATRs) using a variable geometry Supersonic Through-Flow Fan (STFF) have
shown significant gains in performance compared to a conventional over-under
turboramJet arrangement. Furthermore the installation of the STFF-ATR is much simpler
leading to a lighter-weight, reduced drag power plant. Much more work needs to be
done to develop high efficiency, rugged supersonic fans and this work is currently in
progress.

It is also well known that the overall engine total pressure ratio of the
turbojet (turbine exit to compressor face) decreases rapidly with Mach number, for a
given turbine temperature. Typically, the performance capability of the basic
turbojet is increased either by use of afterburning or by use of an integrated ramjet
system. Such turboramjets may be of tandem or of parallel design, or the basic
turbojet and ramjet may be installed as discrete units. Such a mechanical integration
of turbojet core and ramjet engine may result in a relatively heavy and complex
installation.

An alternative approach to the turbomachine-based compression process is the use
of non-mechanical pumps and/or crypto-steady compressors. However such devices
frequently produce very low overall pressure ratios and are therefore very sensitive
to losses in the flow process. The combination of a ramjet (or scramjet) with a
rocket (liquid or solid) driven ejector-pump has received major attention to the
literature. Examples of such engines are the Ejector Ramjet (ERJ), the Supercharged
Ejector Ramjet (SERJ) and the Ejector Scramjet (ESCRJ). the evolution of these engine
systems is described in Reference 6. It is also interesting to note that an early
mixed mode engine, named the "Hyperjet' was flight tested by the Marquardt
Corporation, under USAF sponsorship, in 1959/1960. This engine was basically a ramjet
engine with a valved intake, and was capable of operation as a rocket (inlet valve
closed), yielding thrust at either static or high altitude conditions, or as a ramjet
(valve open). In many ways the Hyperjet was the precursor of the integral-rocket
ramjet which has found application in several missile systems.
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We have previously noted that whereas the acceleration capability of
turbo-accelerator engines is best improved by seeking increased thrust-to-weight
ratio, the capability of the rocket class of engine is best improved by increasing
specific impulse. It is interesting to note that, historically, improvements in
rocket efficiency have been sought by extracting work from the thrust chamber to drive
propellers or fans. As early as 1932, Dr R.H. Goddard was reported as working on a
Oturbine rocket plane' in which a rocket-driven turbine was usd to drive two
propellers. A related concept is the engine described by Sloop for the REX-i
Aircraft System (1954). This engine used a series of three gas-generator powered
turbine units to drive a propeller system. This concept evolved to the REX II engine
- a form of turborocket, and subsequently to the REX III engine - a form of hydrogen
expander. The hydrogen-expander class of engine was extensively studied in the USA in
the mid-1950s time frame, as discussed also by Sloop. These initial designs involved
complex, and therefore heavy, heat exchangers. The overall performance was also
constrained by the inability to reach a high hydrogen temperature due to materials
limitations. The fan-turbine work balance also imposes limitations on the cycle
performance which is achievable without added mechanical complexity.

A more familiar engine, which also largely decouples the turbine mass flow from
that of the compressor, is the so-called Air-Turbo-Rocket (more recently, and perhaps
more appropriately, called the Air-Turbo-Ramjet). In this case, the gas generator can
be fed by mono or bi-propellant combinations with a significant increase in gas
generator temperature compared to the expander cycle: the ATR cycle is, however, also
dominated by fan-turbine matching constraints. Obviously, cycle elements from both
the basic expander engine and Air Turboramjet can be combined to Yield new engine
cycles. Another variation on the turborocket theme is the rocket fan in which a fan
is driven directly by small rocket nozzles at the blade tips. The hydrogen that is
exhausted through these nozzles is then burned with the fan discharge air in an
afterburner.

An interesting approach to the problem of improving the specific impulse of
rocket type engines during atmospheric flight is to replace, either completely or
partially, the conventional liquid oxidizer by atmospheric air: the immediate problem
is the compression of such air from free stream to combustion chamber pressure levels
(see Figure 3). One approach to this, which avoids heavy turbomachinery, is to pump
the air in the liquid phase; obviously a direct approach to condensing the engine
airflow is to use the on-board cooling capacity of cryogenic fuels and oxidizers, or
cryogenic diluents, such as liquid nitrogen. An intermediate approach is strong
pre-cooling of the inlet flow without actual liquification: this effect permits
substantial reduction in turbomachinery mass but of course introduces the mass of a
heat exchanger.

Precooling has also received attention in regard to conventional turboaccelerator
designs, initially from the point of view of extending the flight Mach number
capability of such engines. In cases where the maximum Mach number of the engine is
limited by the compressor exit temperature then precooling of the air can permit
significant increases in flight speed. However, it was soon realized that additional
potential performance advantages exist and that the pre-cooled turboaccelerator can be
a significant contender for high speed flight. The precooling concept has also been
extended to include both air-hydrogen and air-air heat exchangers in the air cooling
system . In an overall sense the introduction of precooling can potentially improve
engine thrust performance, and reduce engine size: nevertheless, inlet flow matching
with minimal variable geometry is a challenge. Also, because of the increased flight
Mach number capability it may be possible to defer transition to other engine modes to
higher speeds. Furthermore the ground test problem is simplified in that the core
engine, which experiences temperatures less severe than those corresponding to the
flight Mach number, can be developed in available test facilities. The potential
performance advantages are however tempered by the practical difficulties of
fabricating lightweight, reliable heat exchangers and avoiding the fouling problems of
flight operations. The thermodynamic spectrum of some candidate pre-cooled engines is
illustrated in Figure 4. The potential performance advantages of air precooling have
led to a re-emphasis on the role of heat exchanger processes and components in jet
engine technology. Of course, heat exchangers have been previously considered for
conventionally fueled engines but are now receiving renewed emphasis with
cryogenically fueled systems.

The above discussion does not exhaust the innovative uses of cryogenic fuels in
new engine cycles. One such novel cycle is the inverted turbojet cycle intended for
operatilb in the range Mach zero to six; this cycle received its first wide attention
in 1961 . In this engine the sequence of the core-engine components was arranged in
the order turbine - heat exchanger - compressor - combustor. Although this engine did
not give acceptable cycle performance at low speeds it did lead directly to a variant
cycle which became known as the pre-cooled turbojet discussed earlier.

An 1 mproved version of the inverted cycle engine (ICE) has recently been
proposed in France which incorporates an additional burner installed between the
inlet and the turbine. At low speeds the additional burner allows a heat input
upstream of the initial turbine to augment thrust: the fuel-rich mode of operation is
particularly beneficial; as speed increases the burner equivalence ratio can be
reduced and eventually reduced to zero. A bypass duct can also be incorporated in
this engine. In regard to internal engine flows the potential (and necessity) to
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radically improve hot-section and exhaust nozzle cooling may permit significant
increases in maximum combustion temperature. Similarly the use of hydrogen as an
engine/airframe coolant produces a source of hot hydrogen which can be used to do work
in the overall propulsion system. The fuel turbopump subsystem, for the hydrogen
cooled systems, introduce a further set of choices for the turbine-drive cycli which
parallel the traditional cycle choices for liquid fueled rockets, for example : gas
generator cycle, combustion or coolant bleed cycles; staged combustion or expander
cycle, or other variants.

Although it is not always possible to separate rigorously the airflow associated
with a hypersonic vehicle into external and internal airflows, it is still
conventional to treat such flows as separate aerothermodynamic systems. Such an
approach cannot continue since the efficient production of the overall aero-propulsion
forces on an actively cooled vehicle is inextricably linked through the cryogenic fuel
circuits and many other coupling mechanisms, see for example Figure 5. The overall
energy bookkeeping of the total aerothermodynamic system which constitutes the vehicle
can be rationally addressed by the explicit use of Available En3rfgy methods which have
been successfully applied to many complex thermodynamic systems in recent years.

HIGH SPEED PROPULSION

For speeds in excess of Mach 4 it is generally necessary to transition from the
turboaccelerator to the conventional ramjet mode. However, as outlined in the
previous section, it may be possible in the future to extend the capability of the
turboaccelerator class to speeds in excess of Mait 4.0. In this case direct
transition to a scramjet mode may become possible. The characteristics of the
conventional subsonic-combustion hydrogen-burning ramjet are well understood and have
been verified in ground tests to speeds in excess of Mach 6. As is well known the
performance of the subsonic-combustion ramjet deteriorates at hypersonic speeds due to
real gas effects and internal losses; and the structural design of the engine becomes
very difficult due to the high internal temperatures and pressures.

Thus for really high speeds it is necessary to utilize the supersonic combustion
engine (scramjet). The scramjet engine potentially offers outstanding specific
impulse performance to high hypersonic Mach numbers as pointed out by several authors.
Such performance estimates are, of course, theoretical and the practical upper speed
limits of such engines have not generally been established on an engineering basis.

The speed range between the conventional ramjet and the scramjet can be bridged
by the dual mode ramjet engine. The dual mode engine is one in which, initially,
subsonic combustion is employed at lower speeds (typically Mach 3-6) with transition
to the supersonic combustion mode at speeds in excess of about Mach 6. This class of
engine has undergone extensive analysis and ground test in the USA, in France, and the
USSR. It is probable that the dual mode engine will be the next workhorse engine for
future hypersonic vehicles.

As shown in Figure I the supersonic combustion ramjet engine offers higher
performance than the conventional ramjet engine at speeds in excess of about Mach 6.
It is difficult to be precise about the point of transition to supersonic combustion
because mixed flow conditions can exist in the combustor until substantially higher
flight Mach numbers are attained; and in any event, one-dimensional flow concepts and
criteria are difficult to apply. The phenomenon of supersonic flow through the engine
introduces totally new technology challenges compared to the conventional ramjet:
these challenges are principally associated with the wave interaction phenomena
generated by the basic mixing, combustion, and expansion processes.

Up to this point, heat addition to only the internal flow has been considered.
Heat addition to the external flow is of considerable relevance primarily to relieve
base drag in the transonic speed range. It is also possible to modify the basic
lifting and propulsive forces associated with a high speed vehicle by selective
external heat addition. Thus the approach used in internal flows, namely to
synthesize a multi-dimensional flow where the basic wave structures constructively
interact with regions of heat addition may also be applied to external flow fields.

INTEGRATION

For optimum flight performance the aerodynamic, structural, and propulsion
elements of the vehicle have to be integrated into a cohesive whole taking every
opportunity to synergistically enhance performance. For a single stage vehicle where
vehicle integration is critical, some technological relief could be obtained by
refueling or by air collection. In the acceleration case it should be noted that the
overall propulsive parameter is the "effective' specific impulse, which couples the
basic impulse of the flight engine to the overall vehicle thrust/drag characteristics.
For an airbreathing engine such characteristics are of course dependent of the flight
trajectory. There are conflicting flight path requirements: to maintain high engine
thrust, a high dynamic pressure trajectory is desirable; however, the converse is true
in regard to heating and pressure loads. Thus trajectory optimization is also an
integration issue. In regimes of minimum thrust margin a sharp loss in effective
impulse can occur. This can be relieved by thrust augmentation typically by simple
mass addition. Thus the use of water injection to augment turbojet and ramjet thrust
is well documented. Similarly, augmentation by simple fuel and/or oxidant injection
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can also be an effective way to increase thrust and enhance overall performance. The
overall spectrum of such airbreathing elements utilizing thrust augmentation or
rocket-augmentation is well covered in an early foundational paper by Lindley . Such
techniques may be an attractive alternative to over-sizing an acceleration engine
simply to overcome regimes of minimum thrust margin.

As flight speed increases the engine size also grows and soon dominates the
vehicle configuration. The only efficient way to accommodate this reality is by total
integration of the vehicle and propulsion systems. Essentially, the entire
undersurfaces of the forebody and aftbody provide propulsion functions, and their
contributions to the thrust, drag, and control of the vehicle are of paramount
importance. Considerable ingenuity is required to tailor the vehicle configuration
and its associated flow fields, to the engine installation and its mass flow
characteristics. Typically, matching of the engine flow characteristics and the
available airflow over a wide speed range requires variable geometry. Some
complexities may be alleviated by the judicious use of precooling in cryogenic engine
systems.

In addition to the basic engine installation, the thermodynamics of both the
overall active cooling circuits and the engine fuel system must be such as to avoid
unnecessary losses of available energy. The energy of the basic hydrogen-air system
is marginal for the single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) mission. Thus energy must be
conserved, and utilized in the most effective manner. Once again, an Exergy based
approach can be used to address total vehicle thermodynamics.

Regarding minimization of the structural weight fraction, the design problems are
severe. The vehicle will be subject externally to both high dynamic pressures and
high temperature levels during ascent, while internally, low temperature cryogenic
storage must be maintained. The engine structure is also subject to even higher
internal pressures and temperatures, possibly in box-like actively cooled structures.
Integration of the basic engine and airframe structures is desirable to avoid
duplicative weight elements. Fortunately new high-temperature materials are emerging
to alleviate the design problems; nevertheless the achievement of a reusable high
temperature structure of minimum structural fraction is a major challenge. As in the
case of the engine, ground test validation of candidate structural approaches and
assemblies is a demanding requirement.

A similar challenge is the development of a comprehensive vehicle control system.
This is a significant architectural and engineering problem.

TEST FACILITIES

In previous years the testing of high speed flight engines has evolved to a
disciplined sequential ground test process leading to flight qualification and flight
demonstration. Full simulation of supersonic flight conditions has involved large
scale plant, handling substantial mass flows at high enthalpy and high pressure
conditions. The process of producing a large high quality supersonic stream tube at
the correct simulated flight Mach number is not trivial. Correctly designed
axisymmetric nozzles can be used for discrete Mach number simulation. Such
conventional facilities can currently simulate conditions which approximately
correspond to typical Mach 7/8 flight speeds. Traditional criteria for both tunnel
starting, with various blockages, and the avoidance of excessive transient loads can
be applied. One new requirement for multi-mode engines will be the convincing
demonstration of stable mode transitions. Such transitions will generally occur at
Mach numbers below about eight and thus such tests can be undertaken in suitably
modified conventional facilities.

For significantly higher speeds, ultra-high enthalpies (and of course
correspondingly high pressures) are required, and although many schemes have been
postulated to achieve such enthalpies, the currently available test facilities are
limited to relatively short duration systems: the use of such short-duration
facilities to test scramjet engine components has been well established over the last
twenty five years in the USA, the USSR and other locations.

Such facilities, supported by increasingly sophisticated instrumentation and
diagnostics have been invaluable in estimating the potential aerothermodynamic
performance of inlets, combustors, and nozzles through tests lasting only a few
milliseconds. The application of the supercomputer to the analysis of both
aerothermodynamic flows and structural design, can make maximum use of such
short-duration test data. However the process of validating the performance and
durability of a full scale flight engine is somewhat removed from the elemental tests
performed in short-duration facilities, although these latter tests are essential.
Currently an incremental flight test procedure appears to be the only logical course
to proceed safely with engine certification.

In the future, extended duration ground tests for high speed will require novel
facilities. Such facilities must avoid generating the simulated stagnation (or
reservoir) conditions in the facility both because of engineering limitations and
because the test gas may often be in a dissociated state. Consequently one must look
to generating the required test enthalpy by progressive acceleration of the test gas
by MHD or other energy transfer processes.
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In any event a fundamental need exists for the incremental flight testing of
hypersonic engine systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Currently we stand at a crucial point in aeronautical progress. Aeronautics has
advanced along the traditional flight corridor to achieve relatively conventional
flight to speeds approaching Mach 4.0. Such cruising flight may be regarded as an
established stable boundary condition at the lower speed end of the flight corridor.
At higher speeds anothei established steady condition exists namely orbital "flight.,
Between these establishL stable states a wide range of transatmospheric flight paths
exist. Currently, passage through the transatmospheric region is of a transient
nature involving insertion to, and re-entry from, orbital conditions, or transient.
*zoom" operations. However, in the longer term, ability to operate in the
transatmospheric region may be of considerable interest as the fields of aeronautics
and space continue to merge: once again combined-cycle propulsion will be key.

It is clear that entry into the hypersonic flight regime means that long term
commitments must be made to embark on new areas of technology in engines, fuels,
aerothermodynamics, materials and structures. Similarly the whole infrastructure
supporting operation of hypersonic cryogenically-fueled vehicles must be addressed.
Such changes will tend to be more revolutionary than evolutionary and should be
recognized as a major shift in traditional aeronautical development. As previously
noted we stand at an exciting point in aeronautical, or rather aerospace, history:
new vehicle configurations and engine concepts are emerging, and these opportunities
need to be addressed in a cohesive, imaginative fashion. Fortunately, the
supercomputer is now available to address both engineering and management problems.
However, the overall strategy for evolving such efficient high-spfed vehicles is a
complex and major challenge - a point first stressed by Kuchemann . Although such
major changes in aeronautical development have been latent for some decades, the
current emphasis in hypersonics now requires dedicated attention so that the required
engineering disciplines and methodologies can be brought together in appropriate
management structures.
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SUM4ARY

The change of the concept of hypersonic speed with time

is in the first place briefly discussed.

The evolution of the hypersonic propulsion is

restrictld to the history of the ramiets. Considering

the abundance of excellent literature on the subject

only the most remarkable achievements are commented.

Less divulged historical events, such as the propulsion

of helicopters by ranijets are discussed with more

detail, and special attention is given to the

contributions of Spain to supersnnic combustion.

The present state of the hypersonic propulsion is

commented, reviewing from the literature on the subject

some of the most demanding problems facing the

propulsion systems of the Aerospace Plane and of the

Hypersonic Cruise Aircraft.

1. INTRODUCTION. HYPERSONIC SPEEDS

The history of the hypersonic propulsion systems should begin with the

definition of hypersonic speed, because it has changed with time.

Up to the middle 1950's the hypersonic regimen was considered as the flow region

at which the linearized theories to study supersonic flows developed by Ackeret
1

and other aerodynamicists, such as Von KArmAn and Busemann in the 1920's and
21930's did not longer apply

The approximated theories developed for the study of the hypersonic regime by

Hayes, Goldsworthy and others3 , depended not only on the Mach number, but on a

geometrical parameter which in turn was a function of the thickness and camber
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of the profile and of the angle of-attack. Therefore, the hypersonic flow region

might begin at different Mach numbers.

The same thing happens nowadays, but for very different physical concepts. In

the supersonic region when the Mach number increases, several well known
phenomena become gradually important; such as curved strong shocks and thin

shock layers, entropy layers in blunt bodies, thick and hot boundary layers and

the existence of high temperature regions in which the flow is no longer at

constant chemical composition, but a reacting flow. When all or some of these
4phenomena have to be taken into account the flow is considered hypersonic

Therefore, there is not a Mach number defining the change from supersonic to

hypersonic, but a transition region. However, for simplicity, it is generally

agreed that at Mach number 5 the flow may be considered hypersonic.

The first man-made craft to achieve a hypersonic speed according to the above

mentioned definition was a WAC Corporal rocket as a second stage of a German

V-2, in White Sands, USA, on 24th February 1949. From that date hypersonic

speeds have been reached by the ballistic missiles developed in the 1950's;

followed by unmanned and manned spacecrafts reaching orbital speeds and reentry

Mach number in the region of 25-27; deep space sondes and even hypersonic

piloted aircraft. All these hypersonic vehicles have been powered by rocket

motors, due to its relative simplicity, and above all because their performances

are practically independent of the outside conditions and they can be fully

tested on the ground.

2. AIRBREATHING HYPERSONIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT

2.1. INTRO(UCTION

The huge potential advantages of the airbreathing engines in terms of fuel

consumption in comparison with rocket engines for hypersonic high altitude

flights was very early recognized, when jet propulsion was still in its infancy.

It is also well known that its development is much more complex, among other

things because the performances of the airbreathing engines are fully dependant

on the external air flow conditions and because testing at high Mach numbers is

extremely difficult. These complicated development problems coupled with the
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lack of adequated funds for many years have resulted in that up to date no
operational hypersonic airbreathing engines have been developed.

The history of the development of the airbreathing hypersonic propulsion
systems, is essentially, the history of the ramjet. In all hypersonic propulsion

systems, ramjets are coupled with jet engines and/or rocket motors in a large
variety of combinations. However, the ramjet is the essential component of the

propulsion systems and it is the only airbreathing engine with the capability of

reaching hypersonic speeds. Accordingly, and in order to keep this work within
reasonable limits, it will be fundamentally restricted to the evolution of those

engines. Special emphasis will be placed on supersonic combustion, the applied

technology that gives the ramjet its hypersonic capability.

Many publications have been written on the history of the ramjets. From the

early development up to 1955 and excellent history of the ramjet development was

published by Avery5.

In a recent AGARD Conference, Waltrup6 has published an extensive study on the

evolution of ramjets, with special dedication to scramjets, as part of a more

extense work on the evolution of hypersonic airbreathing propulsion systems.

Taking into account the excellent and abundant literature on the subject, the

part of this work dedicated to the history of the ramjets will be restricted to
comment the most important achievements or landmarks, and to detail some less

well known contributions, with special emphasis on those of Spain to the

supersonic combustion problems.

2.2. EARLY DEVELOPHENTS

Among the many names of early inventors, patents and studies, which are cited in

many publications, due credit has to be given to the french R. Lorin 7, who was

the first to carry out a study on the potential utilization of ramjets for

subsonic applications, recognizing its low efficiency. What makes this work so
remarkable it is its pioneering nature and that it was written in 1913, when

flight was in a very primitive stage. As a consequence, no practical
investigations were carried out.

Air breathing engines were left with little money available for research,
when most of the resources for propulsion in the United States were devoted for
many years to the development of the ICBM and other missiles as well as on space
vehicles powered by rocket motors.
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Another remarkable achievement for its anticipation was the Fono 5'8

patent of a supersonic ramjet. This patent was granted in Germany in 1928, and

in these 1920's it was then when thanks to the works of distinguished

aerodynamicists, such as Ackeret, Mach and Prandtl the possibility of supersonic

flight was given a real consideration.

Extensive description of these early developments are given in ref. 5 and 9.

2.3. WAR DEVELOPMENTS

The development of the ramjets during the Second World War was carried out

mainly in Germany5' 0 . S~nger, of the Air Research Institute at Brunswick, was a

leader in the field, and in 1943 he had developed a full scale ramjet which was

tested in flight in a DO17Z. His works and the contributions of distinguished

scientists and engineers, such as Oswatitsch and Busemann (aerodynamics);

Damkolher, Lippisch, Schwalb and Pabst (combustion) and the involvement of some

important engine and aircraft companies of Germany (Walter, Focke-Wulf, Heinkel

and Messerschmitt), produced the design and test of large units including

designs of fighter with full ramjet propulsion11

Design and tests were also carried out on artillery projectiles accelerated by

ramjets, propulsion of missiles and propulsion of helicopters with tip placed

ramjets. It may be pointed out that the design and studies conducted on ramjets

in Germany during the War established the foundation of the modern technologies

of this propulsion system.

However, due credit must be given to the research and development efforts

carried out in the United States. The special relevance were the works of

Kantrowltz and Donaldson on supersonic diffusers 12, and the combustion

research programme carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT)5 . Special mention should be made of R. Marquardt, who founded the

Marquardt Company in 1945, which has been since that time one of the leaders in

the field.

5
It is interesting to mention the Bumblebee programme , initiated near the end of

the war to develop missiles against the Kamikaze attacks of the Japanese

fighters. A large number of institutions and companies were involved and the

ramjet development programme received a very large impulse.
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2.4. POST-WAR DEVELOPHENTS. AIRCRAFTS AND MISSILES

Ramjets'development after the war followed several courses. The main ones were

the propulsion of aircrafts and missiles; and there existed a limited and not

much divulged programme on ramjet propulsion of helicopters and an isolated
military laboratory programme on nuclear powered ramjets.

Propulsion of aircrafts by ramjets was a short lived effort, although some
remarkable achievements may be mentioned, mainly the Leduc 13 developments and

flights in France and the development of flight models of subsonic ramjets by

the Marquardt Company in the United States, where a Lockheed F-80 Shooting Star
10was the first piloted aircraft to fly powered only by ramjets

The development of missiles powered by ramjets were mainly carried out in the

United States and in the United Kingdom (not counting the Soviet Union), where

surface to air missiles reached operational state.

In the United States the research and development efforts carried out by the

John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, NASA Langley Research

Center, NASA Lewis, MIT, the Marquardt Company and others, lead to the

development and manufacture of operational ramjets for the missiles Boeing

Bomarc (US Army) and Bendix Talos (US Navy) in 1955. This last missile

resulted from the Bumblebee programme and was followed some years later by the

advance version Typhone.

There are several facts about the research and development efforts carried out

in the United Kingdon, mainly by the Rolls Royce company (on that time Bristol

Aeroengines) which should be specially pointed out.

This company developed the Thor ramjet for the Bloodhound missile for the RAF,

and the Odin ramjet for the Sea Dart missile for the Navy; and the remarkable

fact is that the lasts versions of these missiles are still in service. This has

provided Rolls Royce with an unique experience on operational reliability of

ramjets14.

Another remarkable fact is the wide range of applications studied by the company

in early days, including aircraft propulsion and hypersonic vehicles.

Aside of the abovementioned ramjets developments in the United States and in the

United Kingdon, no other operational missiles with ramjet propulsion followed

these early efforts; until recent years when the development of integrated
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rocket-ramjet propulsion systems took place, which gave a very important impulse

to the ranijet powered missiles, as it will be later described.

2.5. RANJETS FOR HELICOPTER PROPULSION

The idea of using air conducted through the blades of the rotor of a helicopter,

with or without combustion at the tips, as a propulsion system, is an old one

and it is still alive. With these jet powered helicopters the mechanical

transmission is eliminated as well as the reaction torque.

Pulse-jets and rockets have been utilized placed on the tips of the rotor

blades, with the same purpose, but they were very short lived experiments.

On the other hand, a considerable effort has been carried out to utilize ramjet

powered helicopter rotors. Actually, this is the only subsonic applications of

ramjets.

The thermal efficiency of a subsonic ramjet is very low, and therefore, the

specific fuel consumption of the helicopter is very high. However, a subsonic

ramjet is a low cost and low weight machine, which added to the aforementioned

advantages made the idea attractive for some special applications.

The original idea is of the german origin. There were some studies and test

programmes conducted in Germany during the War, specially in the Focke Wulf

Company, although no flying models were developed.

After the War some developments took place in th!" United States

The austrian engineer Doblhoff , developed the first ramjet powered helicopter:

the "Little Henry" for the Douglas Aircraft in 1949. The ramjets had a thrust of

50 N at full tip speed (26 HP total). After a long test programme the Air Force

cancelled the project.

The Hiller Company, after rejecting pulse-jets, developed in 1955 the Hornet

helicopter, utilizing ramjets. The prototype was initially a great success, and

The data on the developments of ramjet powered helicopters in the United
States and in the Netherlands have been taken from refs. 15 and 16.

He was heavily involved during the War developing jet powered
helicopters for the Wiener Neustaedter Flugzeugwerke.
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a contract was placed on the company to manufacture 15 helicopters for the armed

services. The 200 N ramJets were certified by the FAA, but not the helicopter,

and therefore, no further orders were received.

The most important achievement on this technology of ramjet powered helicopters

was the "Hummingbird" or "Kolibrie", developed by J. Drees for the Netherlandse

Helicopter Industrie.

After a research program some prototype helicopters were developed in 1955

powered by two light weight ramjets (9 Kg each). Certification was granted in

the Netherlands in 1958 (not in the United States) and a small series of 25

helicopters was manufactured. They were utilized in several countries, mainly

for agricultural tasks. Until recient years, some of them were still flying.

In Spain a contribution to the development of ramjet powered helicopters was

carried out in the early 1950's.

The german engineer 0. Roeder conducted for the Aeronautica Industrial S.A.

(AISA) a ground test programme of a rotor powered by ramjets (Fig. 1). The

theoretical calculations were carried out at the Instituto Nacional de Tocnica

Aeroespaclal (INTA) by the aeronautical engineer J. de la Cierva, eldest son of

the spanish inventor of the autogiro.

A second model (Fig. 2) was developed with foldable ramjets, which constituted a

new development to improve autorotation. The programme ended because no funds

were allocated to develop a flying model, coinciding with the untimely death of

J. de la Cierva.

Ramjets powered helicopters did not succeed for a variety of reasons; mainly the

very high fuel consumptions, noise and some autorotation problems.

Modern technologies in the fields of high strength low density materials and on

the aerodynamics of supersonic rotors might improve the problem of fuel

consumption by increasing rotor tip speeds. However, the problem of noise would

have to be alleviated in commercial applications, and there would be the problem

of high infrared emission for military applications.
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2.6. NUCLEAR POWERED RANJETS

At the height of the Cold War some research programmes were carried out in the

United States directed to the utilization of nuclear energy to power both jet

and ramjet engines.

The purpose of the programmes was the development of aircrafts and weapons with

the capability of flying for practically unlimited time thus avoiding in this

way the possibility of being destroyed by pre-emptive attack on the ground by

hostile missiles.

Three experimental programmes were carried out; two on jet engines and one on

ramjets, the Pluto programme.

In the Pluto programme an air cooled nuclear reactor was utilized instead of a

combustion chamber. Inlet diffuser and nozzles were of the conventional type.

The idea was to keep ramjets flying at low altitudes over unpopulated areas

around the artic regions.

Of the three programmes, the nuclear powered ramjet was the one with less

technical problems. After many Atudies and laboratory tests, the three

programmes were cancelled due to their huge political implications.

2.7 SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION. SCRANJETS DEVELOPMENTS.

From the early development of the ramjets their limitations regarding maximum

speed were well known, mainly originated by the compressed air reaching

temperatures near the equilibrium values of the hydrogen-air mixtures, at which

the only available thrust would be obtained via recombination reactions in the

nozzle.

It is generally agreed that the practical limit is around Mach 7. The

introduction of supersonic combustion in the ramjets, from there on denominated

scramjets, represented a tremenous break in performances, since it gave them

*

One of the programmes (General Electric) was of the open cycle type with
a nuclear reactor replacing the combustion chamber. The other programme (Pratt &
Whitney) was of the double cycle type, with a sodium loop.
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the unique theoretical potential of beeing able to function up to orbital

speeds.

As it has already been pointed out in paragraph 2.1, there is abundant

literature on the evolution of supersonic combustion and on other all aspects of

scramjets. A review of supersonic combustion has been recently published by

Barrere17 . Early developments were reviewed by Ferr 18, and a modern review of

the scramjet evolution has been carried out by Waltroup6 , who also published a

review on liquid fueled scramjets

Supersonic combustion was initially studied in external flows, directed either

to increase lift or to reduce drag. The first practical laboratory demonstration

was carried out by Smith and Davies20 in 1952.

Supersonic combustion was initially achieved in scramjets by means of a shock

wave. Diffusive combustion type was introduced by Ferri 21, and it proved to

be superior, specially at high Mach numbers.

After these early studies and model tests, in the late 1950's and early 1960's,

very important and extensive research programmes on supersonic combustion and on

all other aspects of scramjets were conducted. The brunt of the research effort

was carried out in the United States; but with relevant contribution in the

United Kingdom, France, Germany and Spain (not counting the Soviet Union). In

Spain the contributions were of the theoretical type.

One of the main reasons behind that great impulse on the research efforts was

the possibility of developing aircrafts with the capability of taking off from

normal airports and reaching low orbits, powered only by airbreathing engines:

the aerospace plane concept.

The obvious strategic interest of this aerospace plane was the reason why many

researchs programmes were sponsored by the armed services.

The first important programme on the aerospace plane concept was conducted by

Ferri 21 at the Applied Sciences Laboratory with the collaboration of the

Republic company. Subsequently, the USAF launched a major programme: the

Aerospace Plane in which collaborated the companies Douglas and Republic. The

USAF also sponsored three important programmes on scramjets developments22 ,

carried out by the Applied Sciences Laboratory, the Marquardt company and the

United Aircraft Research Laboratory.
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Another major programme was carried out in NASA Langley : The Hypersonic

Research Engine, directed to the propulsion of manned vehicles22 . The US Navy

sponsored the programme: the Supersonic Combustion Ramjet Airbreathing Missile,

under the direction of the John Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory.

During the same period of time lesser research efforts,but with relevant

contributions, were carried out in Western Europe. They are described in detail

in refs. 6 and 13, including those carried out in the Soviet Union.

All these important research programmes carried out in the United States and in

Europe did not conclude with the development of any operational hypersonic

aircraft or missil powered by air breathing engines, and in the 1970's the

research efforts decreased considerably and many programmes were cancelled.

It is generally agreed that the reason is that the technological level on that

time was not sufficiently advanced to accomplish the formidable task of

developing aerospace planes or atmospheric hypersonic vehicles.

2.8 CONTRIBUTIONS IN SPAIN TO SUPERSONIC COBUSTION

In 1954 a combustion group was constituted at the Instituto Nacional de Tdcnica

Aeroespacial (INTA) of Spain. This group was promoted by the World known

aerodynamicist, the late Prof. Von Khrm~n, and directed for several years by

his collaborator on combustion, Prof. and Academician G. Millan

The combustion group worked continously for over 20 years under research

contracts sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research , of the

United States.

The combustion group also worked for other US organizations: The Forest Fire

Research Service (6 years), the European Office of the Army and the Arnold

Engineering Development Center.

When in the late 1950's the US Air Force became highly interested on supersonic

combustion, the Spanish combustion group carried out a number of research

*

Von Kirmln and Millin gave a course on combustion at La Sorbonne in Paris
in 1953. The lecture notes considerably enlarged were published by Mill~n for
the Air Research and Development Command of the USAF in 1954 under the title:
Aerothermochemistry.

**

Formerly, Office of Aerospace Research of the Air Research and
Development Command, of the United States Air Force.
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programes for the aforementioned organization, on several aspects of supersonic

combustion and on hydrogen-air flames.

These activities were conducted mainly in the period 1962-1970.

An early work was a study carried out by Perez del Notario and this author23 in

1962. Premixed and diffusion laminar hydrogen-air flames were studied with a

spherlco-symuetrical model, and chemical kinetics was approximated by parametric

overall reaction rates, since no overall reactions rates for the hydrogen-air

reactions were known.. Solution of the problem was obtained by means of

approximated integral methods.

The experimental work was carried out by injecting hydrogen in air through

porous spheres. With the same experimental equipment the diffusion

hydrogen-oxygen flame was studied by injecting oxygen through the same spheres

in hydrogen (Fig. 3). There are little or no free convection effects when

burning oxidizers in hydrogen and the flame is nearly spherical 24. (Fig. 4).

On the other hand, when hydrogen is injected in air, free convection exists but

the flame is located ;.,'y close to the sphere surface (Fig. 3) and the

spherico-symmetrical .Io",l holds.

Several conclusions were obtained and it was shown the advantages of this

spherical model in order to obtain from the experimental results information on

the main parameters that characterize the flame.

A comprehensive analysis of a supersonic combustion process of the diffusive

type was carried out by Da. Riva, Lifn and Fraga 25 in 1964. The model included

the study of turbulent mixing. Chemical kinetics non-equilibrium effects were

treated with special emphasis on flame extinction for the laminar case, with a

tentative extension to the turbulent case. A discussion on the application of

the model to the hydrogen-air flame was also included.

Da. Riva26, carried out in 1966 a study on the internal structure of

hydrogen-air diffusion flames by means of singular perturbation methods,

utilizing the fact that for large reaction rates the flame is close to chemical

equilibrium. The main contribution of the work was the introduction of a very

The mathematical possibility of obtaining three stationay solutions with
sphertc-l models was analized.
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completed chemical kinetics scheme. The study had a direct application to

supersonic combustion.

Liflin, Urrutia and Fraga27 , studied chemical kinetics effects in hydrogen-air

supersonic combustion of the diffusive type, showing the existence of three

regions: the first region close to the injector exit where the flow may be

considered frozen for the main reacting species, which is the ignition delay

region; a second transition region and a third region far from the injector in

which the flow is close to chemical equilibrium.

An ignition delay model was investigated by Da Riva and Urrutia 28 in 1968 in

diffusive supersonic combustion under conditions of two-dimensional mixing. It

was shown that the temperature of the injector outer wall and to a lesser

extent, pressure, injector length and the conditions outside the boundary layer,

control the ignition process.

Liflin and Urrutia 29 , studied the hydrogen-air flame utilizing singular

perturbation methods at temperatures typical of supersonic combustion. A model

of eight chemical reactions was utilized.

It was shown the existence of several reaction stages clearly differentiated,

which were studied for particular cases obtaining characteristics times and

simplified kinetics schemes for each region.

The formation of nitrogen oxides in the hydrogen-air reaction was studied by
30*Sanmartin, Fraga and this author

A complex chemical kinetics model of 34 reactions was utilized and overall

reaction rates were obtained for different temperatures, including those of

interest for supersonic combustion.

Fraga, Crespo and this author carried out a review of the principal problems
31involved in hydrogen combustion, including supersonic combustion

This work was part of a programme sponsored by the Fundaci6n Juan March
of Spain on emission of contaminants in hydrocarbons and hydrogen combustion
processes, directed by this author.
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Another contribution of the Spanish group to supersonic hydrogen-air combustion
32problems was the work by Lifidn and Crespo . They carried out an asymptotic

analysis of unsteady diffusion flames for large activation energy

The works uncovered the existence of three regimes, an ignition regime a

deflagration regime and a diffusion flame regime. It was pointed out the

existence of experimental evidence supporting this complex picture.

This work was continued in 1987 by Jackson and Hussaini33 . They utilized the

same model but including the effect of free shear and Mach number on the

ignition regime, on the deflagration regime and on the diffusion flame regimen.

3. PRESENT SITUATION.

3.1 RAMJET POWERED MISSILES.

The development of integrated ramjet-rocket propulsion systems, coupled with

advances in technologies, such as on board microcomputers to facilitate control,

has given a strong impulse to the design and manufacture of low consumption

ramrocket powered tactical missiles for medium and long range missions.

No operational ramjet powered missiles had been developed for many years. Now,

the Soviet Union has in operation the well known SA-N family of surface to air

missiles, and France 13 has developed the ASME, air to ground missile with

nuclear warhead, powered by a liquid fueled ramjet, and the Rustic, with a solid

fuel ramjet. In addition, France and Germany are developing in cooperation an

antiship missile, the ANS.

All these ramjet powered missiles are only of the supersonic type.

A study to apply scramjets hypersonic propulsion to missiles was carried out by
34Billig

This work was sponsored by the ARO company of the Arnold Engineering
Development Center. USA.
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3.2 HYPERSONIC AIRBREATHING PROPULSION. CURRENT MANNED PROGRAIHES.

Research and development on hypersonic airbreathing propulsion for manned system

is again in a high level of activity and it is the object of political and

public interest.

In the United States, the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) is in progress with

the goal of developing stage to orbit capability (SSTO) vehicles, based on

airbreathing propulsion. Two X-30 manned SSTO hight test vehicles are planned to

be developed and another one for ground tests.

The programme is now in the phase of developing technologies, with the main

effort on propulsion, and conducting conceptual and preliminary designs.

The programme is being funded by NASA, the Air Force Defense Advanced Research

Project Agency (DARPA), the Strategic Defense Initiative and the Navy. 50

organisations and companies are involved and about 6000 people.

Decision to develop the X-30 has been postponed until 1994. A total of $ 3.3

billions will be spent up to that date.

A derivative of the NASP programme would be a hypersonic cruise atmospheric

aircraft, the "Orient Express", of which many studies are also in progress.

In Germany there is the Singer space plane programme and in the UK the

Horizontal Take-off and Landing (HOTOL) programme, both vehicles with SSTO

capabilities.

In SAnger, airbreating propulsion will be utilized up to Mach numbers of the

order of 7; and from there on rocket propulsion will take over. This programme

is significantly funded by the German goverment and the prime contractor is the

company MBB.

HOTOL is, for the present moment, with little or no funds allocated. It is been

announced that it will utilize airbreathing propulsion up to altitudes of 25-26

km and up to Mach numbers of the order of 6 or 7.

There are also hypersonic propulsion activities in France and in Japan, and it

has been reported that the Soviet Union is heavily engaged in evaluating

aerospace plane concepts and developing the required scramjet technologies.
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The reasons behind this renewal of the high level of interest in hypersonic

airbreathing powered aircrafts, in addition to commercial reasons, it is that

the technology has reached a level at which the development appear as feasible

in a near future.

Three technologies are specially significant: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

and the high capability supercomputers; the development of new composite low

weight heat resistance materials, and new diagnosis methods to carry out tests,

specially the non-intrusive optical methods.

CFD and the new generation of supercomputers are making possible approximated

calculations of the complex flow problems in intakes and nozzles, and above all

in the combustor. An evaluation of the CFD analysis applied to scramjets is

reviewed in ref. 22.

The introduction of the new light weight heat resistance materials in the

structure of the aerospace plane, would permit higher Mach numbers at every

altitude, making wider and more efficient the so called flight corridor up to

orbit 35 (Fig. 5).

These light weight materials would reduce the empty weight of the vehicle and of

the power plant, which would decrease the sensitivity factor to acceptable

levels36.

Finally, non intrusive measurement methods would give more accurate information

from tests and better validation of theoretical models37 38

3.3 HYPERSONIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS. PRESENT SITUATION.

The propulsion system of the NASP is partially classified. It is known that the

main engines will be hydrogen fueled scramjets. No data have been released on

the propulsion system from take off up to Mach numbers of the order of 3 or 4.

In addition to the NASP scramjets the US Navy is sponsoring the development of

liquid fueled dual combustor scramjets, designed for applications in the range

of Mact number 3-7.

An error in the empty weight is considerably amplified in the total weight
and the same thing occurs with the errors in the estimation of the hydrogen
consumption for the mission.
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No scramjets developments are reported to being carried out in Western Europe.

Airbreathing propulsion in the SAnger will be a combination of jet engines and

ramjets. Several possible combinations are being studied by MTU and MBB 39-40.

On the other hand, the propulsion system of the HOTOL has been classified by the

UK government, and no information has been released.

Some comments will be included on the extremely difficult problems facing the

development of scramjets operating up to or near to orbital speeds.

A review of these and other hypersonic propulsion problems has been carried out

by Cheng 41. In this analysis it is pointed out that the boundary control in the

diffuser, and the nozzles problems although difficult will be solved and that

the main difficulties lie in the combustor.

In a flight corridor that a space plane will have to follow such as that shown

on Fig. 5, the spacecraft will follow a trajectory of maximum admissible dynamic

pressure in order to optimize combustion. This maximum pressure, dictated by

the airframe, is estimated in ref. 35 to be of the order of six times the value

admitted in actual commercial subsonic transports.

At a certain Mach number, (12-13) the aircraft will have to climb faster, in

order to avoid excessive heating of the heat shield of the structure (Fig. 5).

Then, the very rapid exponential decrease of the atmospheric density could not

be compensated with dynamic pressure, and combustion might not be possible.

Cheng 4 , believes that with present scramjets combustion systems, they will not

be able to operate at altitudes higher than 60 km. Hydrogen reaction rates are

of second order, and then proportional to the square of density, which

originates that thrust falls rapidly with height. He proposes to utilize at high

altitude a catalytic first order reaction in which oxygen will react on a

molecular layer of hydrogen absorbed on platinum or other metals. The reaction

rate will only be proportional to the density and the thrust of the scramjet

will decrease much slower with height and it would be much easier to produce a

positive thrust margin over drag at very high altitudes.

On the other hand, Waltrup 6, proposes a scramjet utilizing different types of

injector systems, and the injection of hot combustion products and fuel, which

might be produced by the exhaust of a hydrogen rich rocket exhaust for high

altitude operation.
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A simple solution would be to utilize rocket propulsion in the last part of the

flight path, which would be needed in all cases in orbit for manoeuvres and

during re-entry. We would like to remark that an important feature of the space

plane would be its capability to reach high Mach numbers at relatively low

altitudes, because the difference in potential energy between orbit level

(- 150 km.) and a height of 60 km is less than two orders of magnitude in

comparison with the kinetic energy of orbital speeds.

Finally, we would like to comment on the hypersonic propulsion systems of the

"Orient Express".

They are very different proposals for that propulsion system, which depend, to

some extent, on the cruise conditions selected.

It has been mentioned that scramjets would be an ideal power plant for cruise

Mach numbers of the order of 5-6 with cruise altitudes of about 40 km 41. On the

other hand, Schwab and Hewit 42 , estimated that a hypersonic aircraft would

require to have a subsonic speed capability over long distances in the event of

engine malfunction. In consequence, they propose a dual mode turbojet-ramjet

power plant, carrying out several optimization studies for Mach numbers ranging

between 4 and 6.

There are doubts about if this type of aircraft will ever be constructed, in

addition or substituting a Mach 2-3 supersonic transport. There is the old known

problem of the maximum admissible acceleration for ordinary passengers,
42-43estimated to be of the order of O.2g , which coupled with the time lost on

the ground makes imperative long ranges (Fig. 6). Hydrogen must be utilized, and

in addition to all technical problems of this type of aricraft, it would have to

be included the logistic problem of having storage and fueling facilities of

liquid hydrogen in most major airports throught the World.

On the other hand, utilization of hydrogen would not be a major problem in

selected aerodromes for the aerospace plane operation.
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FIG. 1 GROUND TEST OF THE AISA RAMJET POWERED HELYCOPTER ROTOR.

FIG. 2 AISA HELYCOPTER ROTOR WITH FOLDABLE RAMJETS.
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FIG. 3 OXYGEN BURNING IN HYDROGEN (LEFT) AND HYDROGEN BURNING IN AIR (RIGHT).

T = SEC. T = SEC. T - 2 SEC.
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FIG. 4 NITRIC ACID DROPLETS BURNING IN HYDROGEN.
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L'ETUDE DU STATOREACTEUR SUPERSONIQUE ET HYPERSONIQUE
EN FRANCE do 1950 A 1974

APPLICATION AUX MOTEURS COMBINES AEROBIES)
par

Roger A4ARGUET, Pierre BERTON et Francis HIRSINGER
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R~sum6

La France dispose aujourd'hui d'un potentiel de recherches et d'6tudes th~oriques et exp6rimentales
sur le statoriacteur qui lui a permis de r~aliser des programmes op~rationnels tels quc l'ASMP (Air-Sol
Moyenne Port~e AL charge nucl~aire), d'orientcr les investigations et de d~gager des tendances pour le
futur, en particulier dans le domaine des tr~s hautes vitesses, avec llutilisation des moteurs combines.

Cette situation est due pour une large part aux importantes activit~s nationaics sur le stato-
r~acteur, pendant la piriode 1951-1972, au cours de laquelle de nombreux essais en vol ou au sol ont 6t
r~aiis~s sur les concepts de stator6acteurs conventionnels, de combines turbo-stato, ainsi quc sur cclui
de stator~acteur hypersonique a double mode, ce dernier faisant intervenir une combustion subsonique
puis supersoniquc. Des essais au point fixe, A 6chelle significative, ont 6t r~alis~s dans les
souffleries de I'ONERA a Modane.

A la demande des organisateurs du 75ime Symposium du Panel Propulsion de l1AGARD, cet expose
rappelle Ics 6tapes, les principaux travaux et r~sultats conduits et obtenus en France pendant cette
p~riode. Une analyse sera tent~e pour 6valuer l'acquis de cette exp~rience et son apport au niveau des
actions men~es actuellement pour une 6ventuelle utilisation du stator~actcur en propulsion hypersonique.

1. Introduction

Pour ripondre A Ia demande des organisateurs de ce symposium de 11AGARD, le but de cette pr~senta-
tion est de rappeler Ia contribution franqaise au d~veloppement de la propulsion par stator~acteur
(conventionnel ou combin6 avec d'autres r~acteurs), au cours de la p~riode de 1950 A 1974, marqu6e par
une intense activiti dans ce domaine.

Des avions et des missiles expirimentaux, propuls~s par stator~acteur, combin6 ou non, furent
6tudi~s, rialis~s et essay~s en vol en grand nombre :plusieurs centaines de vols d'avions et de rirs
dlengins furent effectu~s dans le domaine du supersonique A Mach inf6rieur ou 6gal a 5, souvent avec un
remarquable succ~s, tandis que des essais probatoires au point fixe permettaient les premi~res incur-
sions dans le domaine de I1hypersoniquc a Mach 6.

C'est grice A cc foisonnement f~cond de travaux, mends avec t~nacit6 et enthousiasme, que la France
dispose depuis quciqucs ann~es du prestigieux missile a~roport6 supersonique, ASMP, A charge thermo-
nucl~aire, et propuls6 par un stator~actcur A k~ros~ne, combin6 avec un acc~l~rateur int6gr6 il est
capable de trajectoires diversifi~es, en volant A basse et haute altitude sur plusieurs centaines de
kilomktres et posside une tr~s haute manoeuvrabilit6 (Figure 1).

Fig. 1I ASMP missile with MIRAGE 2000 N launcher

Ce missile op~rationnel, d~ploy6 par les avions MIRAGE 2000 N de IlArm~e de ]'Air et SUPER-ETENDARD
de la Marine Nationale, ouvre la vole AL une famille d'engins a domaine de vol augment6 en vitesse et
altitude, 6tudi~e en cc moment, et permettant une port~e accrue.

Une autre retomb~e de l'active p~riode 1950/1974 peut ktre 6galement esp~r~e dans le donlaine de
I'hypersonique, o6i la France consacre maintenant tine petite partie de son potentiel de recherches A
ktablir [a possibilit~i et l1int~rkt du vol A tr~s arande vitesse, au profit de missions civiles ou
militaires. telles que celles de transporteur ou de lanceur, r~utilisable, de satellites, A d~collage
horizontal (Figure 2), ou encore de missiles Ai tr~s arande vitesse.

Enfin, si toutes ces activit~s sont A I'honneur du franqais LORIN, A qui la paternit6 du concept
est fr~quemment attribu~e, grice au brevet qu'il i~posa en 19131, on ne peut 6voquer Ie stator~acteur
sans rendre hommage A I'action de pionnier, jou~e par le grand ing~nieur fran~ais Ren6 LEDUC qui,A
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partir de 1930, red~couvrant le principe de la "tuy~re thermopropulsive', en privit d'embl~e I'applica-
tion A des vihicules supersoniques allant jusqu'a Mach 5, Ahaute altitude, tandis qulil se lanqait dans
l'aventure industrielle de "llavion thermopropuls6".

Single-stage STS 2000 (Akospatiale) Two-stage STAR-H (Dassault)

Fig. 2 - Conceptual orbital aircraft

En rappelant les principaux travaux effectu~s et les r~sultats acquis, nous tenterons de montrer
116volution du stator~acteur, en France, pendant cette p~riode de 1950 a 1974, que Ilon peut diviser en
deux t6poques:

- jusquen 1966 :priorit6 aux recherches sur le stator6acteur conventionnel jusqulA Mach 5 et sur
les applications avec moteur combin6 supersonique,

- de 1966 A 1974 :priorit6 aux tr~s grandes vitesses, avec des 6tudes sur le stator~acteur conven-
tionnel jusqu'A Mach 6, et des recherches sur le stator~acteur hypersonique, A combustion supersonique,
pour applications civiles ou militaires (Figure 3).

PERIOD NATIONAL ACTIVITY MISSION

AIRPLANES
LEDUC 022 Experimental

SUESNCGRIFFON 02 fFlight tested at Ms 2.2

PERIOD NMiES
1950 / 19W6 Seaae J STATALTEX Experimental

booster LVEGA, CT41, X422 .. Flight tested at M5 5

booster f INTEGRAL RAMROCKET Ground tested at M = 2

HYPERSONIC MISSIqLES
PERIOD SCORPION (Subsonic combustion) Experimental

1966/1974 ESOPE (Subsonic & supersonic combustion) f1 Ground tested at M:56

Fig. 3 - Ramjet In France between 1q50 A 1974

2. Travaux sur le stator~acteur et le moteur combini, A vitesse supersonique (1950-1974)

Les ann~es qui suivirent la fin de la Seconde Guerre Mondiale virent se d~velopper en France une
tres arande activit6 dans le domaine a~ronautique, afin de tenter de combler les retards dus A la
auerre.

Pour le stator~acteur, ses caracteres attractifs d'apparente simplicit6 et de forte potentialit6 en
supersonique conduisirent A de nombreuses 6tudes aboutissant AL des r~alisations int~ressantes de
missiles et davions, mais qui, paradoxalement, ne donn~rent jamais lieu A des d~veloppements operation-
neis, ni pour les programmes militaires, ni pour ceux civils.

Clest, qu'en France, comme dans d'autres pays, les programmes militaires furent orient~s vers les
missiles strat~giques A trajectoire balistique en dehors de I'atmosph~re, pour les engins, et vers
I 'avion de combat A turbor~acteur (pour les Mach inf~rieurs A 2,5) en raison des rapides progr~s de ce
moteur (r~5chauffe, puis double-flux), surciassant alors le stator~acteur A bas Mach, tandis que les
programmes civils allaient vers les lanceurs propuls~s par fus~e. Quant aux missiles tactiques, ii
n'6tait pas apparu de missions exigeant la sp~cificit6 dui stator~acteur.

2.1 Missiles supersoniques propuls~s par stator~acteur conventionnel

De 1950 A 1966, NORD-AVIATION, SUD-AVIATION, SNCASE (regroup~s aujourd'hui dans I'AEROSPATIALE),
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MATRA et lONERA vont 6tudier de multiples projets, r~aliser beaucoup de statoriacteurs exp~rimentaux et
proc~der A des essais au sol et en vol.

On peut citer quelques-unes des plus remarquables 6tudes de cette 6poque, successivement

- lengin VEG3A, de NORD-AVIATION (Figure 4), pr~figurant un missile sal-air de calibre 645 mm 5 en
vol en 1960,

- Ilengin-cible CT41, de NORD-AVIATION (Figure 5) propuls6 par 2 ststor6acteurs SIRIUS de calibre
650 mm M 2,5 A Z 22 km ;en vol en 1962,

Fig. 4 -Nord-Aviation FIg. 5 - Nord-Aviation supersonic target CT 41
ground-to-air VEGA missile misslis

I lengin X422, de la SNCASE, de calibre 800 mm, a entr~e d'air en 6cope, pr~figurant une arme
strat~gique, voisine du cruise missile, mais non retenue au b~n~fice des missiles balistiques (Figure 6),

Fuel tank air bottie Combustor

Length lin

Fig. 6 -SNCASE experimental ramjet X422 missile

leI missile experimental STATALTEX de PONERA (Figure 7), stator~acteur A hautes performances, de
calibre 3172 mm , M A 10 km d'aititude, tir6 en vol de 1900 A 64.

Ces divers engins, utilisant le k~rosine comme carburant du stato, 6taient mis en vitesse initiale
par nn acc6l~rateur A poudre, s~par6 et largable.

Toutes ces r~alisations avaient 6t rendues possible grice a de vastes programmes de recherches,
balayant Pensemble des disciplines, telles que

- irs calcuis g~n~raux de performance, de trajectoire et de dynamique du yak, ainsi que d'a~ro-
dynamique, de thermadynamique et de propulsion (ceci avec les moyens informatiques limitis de 1'6poque),
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Fig. 7 -ONERA Mach 5 STATALTEX
experimental miilie

- les 6tudes de configurations des missiles et les essais correspondants,

- les 6tudes th~oriques et exp~rimentales des constituants, tels que:

* 1entr~e d'air, A pointe 6mergente conique, ou 6volutive, AL compression interne ou externe, et
du type Pitot pour les basses vitesses,

l a chambre de combustion, A vitesse subsonique, r~gl~e par le col de l'6jecteur, et pr6sentant
la plus faible Iongueur compatible avec le domaine de vol, caract~ris~e par la temp~rature
d'entr~e de Pair, la pression et La richesse, la stabilit6 de la combustion 6tant obtenue par
des accroche-flammes m~caniques,

*les syst~mes de misC en oeuvre du carburant liquide tels que :r6servoirs, chasse (gaz comprim6
ou turbopompe), r~gulateurs, injecteurs,

- les nouveaux mat~riaux, tels que les alliages au cobalt pour la tenue des parties chaudes, ou les
stratifi6s composites et r~sines cliverses pour les protections thermiques internes (combustion) ou
externes (6chauffement cin~tique),

- les essais au sol, qui, utilisant non seulement les souffleries super-soniques existantes pour la
mise au point de I 'a~roidynamique interne et externe, avaient n~cessit6 la cr~ation de puissants moyens
en bancs dlessai pour I'6tude de la combustion dans Ia totalit6 du domaine envisag6 (restitution du
dt~bit d'air avec pression et temp~rature r~elles) et ceci A 1l'&helle grandeur. Des bancs sp~ciaux
furent cr66s A PONERA (Palaiseau et Modane), A NORD-AVIATION (Centre des Gitines) et Ai Saclay (Centre
d'Etudes des Propulseurs),

- les moyens de mesure, avec cr~ation dinstruments adapt~s pour les essais au sol, tels que
balances d'efforts, capteurs de pression, d~bitm~tres A liquide, etc., permettant d'6valuer le bilan
poussee-train~e avec une pr~cision meilleure que 5 %, et enfin les t~i~mesures appropri~es.

E;n rt~sum , toute cette activit6 se traduisit par I'ex~cution de plus de 300 essais en vol, repr~sen-
tant une somme sup~rieure A six millions d'heures de travail.

Arr~tons-nous maintenant queiques instants sur le missile exp~rimental STATALTEX, qui fut longtemps
l'enptin A stator~acteur Ie plus rapide au monde, atteignant M = 5 et propuls6 jusqu'A 39 km d'altitude,
en d~1ivrant des acc I6rations allant jusqu'A 30 m.s. y(Figure 8).

Get exceptionnel succi~s provenait de ]a simplicit6 et de Pefficacit6 de la machine, r~alisant
entre le largage de Paccjl~rateur et l'6puisement du combustible, une acc~l~ration de Mach 3,2 A 5 sur
une importante deniveI~e, avec un moteur AL gomtrie fixe (entr~e d'air frontale A pointe de compression
isentropique, adapt~e A 4ach 3,5, et 6jecteur Ai col fixe) avec r~gulation simplifi~e du d~bit de
keros~ne assurant une richesse compatible avec le foyer pendant la totalit6 du vol.

La Fieure 9 montre le domaine de vol explor6 par les diff~rents missiles exp~riment~s Ct les perfor-
mances d impulsion sp~cifique correspondantes.

Si cette premi~re p~riode d'activit6 avait bien mis en 6.vidence Pint~rkt 6nerg~tique du stato-
r~acteur pour le vol supersonique, elle avait aussi r~v6i6 des points faibles comme la compacit6 insuffi-
Sante du propulseur, due A la configuration bi-kage, ]a sensibilit6 de Ia combustion au d~clenchement
d'instabilit~s, incompatibles avec les structures, dans certaines conditions de fonctionnement, et,
surtout la n~cessit6 d'int~grer profond~ment le moteur A lensemble de ]a cellule pour obtenir la
train~e minimale du v~hicule WIacc I6ration fournie par un stator~acteur est tr .s inf~rieure A celle
d'un moteur-fus~e) td'autre part, cette derni~re suj~tion avait conduit A concevoir ]a plupart des
enrins expirimentaux avec un corps principal A passage d'air annulaire, peu propice A une utilisation
op~rationneIle.
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0 312
STATALTEX ONERA

0555 1388 kg

STATALTEX on launch pad in -

southeastern France

Fig. 8 - Experimental Mach 5 STATALTEX missile
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Ramjet in-flight tsteS omi Flight specific,'?us

Fig. 9 - STATALTEX missile performances

Le moment d'une secondee gjrtnde stator6acteurs supersoniges itait venu : 1acc~lPrateur et
le statoriacteur devale;nt ~te .ob~ et I a configuration du missileprofond6ment remaniee.

2.2 Avions a moteurs comtbin~s turbo-stato

L'int~rkt d'un tel couplage est d'autant plus 6vident qu'il sladresse un avion hautement super-
sonique, puisque le turbor~acteur assurera toujours aisement les fonctions de d~collage, dlacc~l~ration
initiale, puis dlatterrissage, tandis que le stator~acteur verra son effic:acit6 d'autant plus confirm~e
que la vit, sse recherch~e sera 6lev~e.

2.2.1 Avions LEDUC 022

Ce fut le premier avion combin6 turbo-stato, pr~vu pour le supe-sonique Mach 2 ii 6tait 6quip6
d'un reacteur ATAR 101 F, jnstall6 coaxialement au stator~acteur, avec entree d'air et 6jecteur
communs Iii vola en 1956 en faisant la preuve de sa souplesse au cours de nombreux essais, mais
lobjectif final du vol supersonique ne put maiheureusement pas ktre atteint.

La Figure 10 montre la configuration de lavion et rappelle aussi son pr~d~cesseur, subsonique, le
LEDUC 010, qui de 1949 A 1956 vola parfaitement, en atteignant Mach 0,9 12 km d'altitude.
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ILEDUC 022 turbo-ramjet aircraft I LEDUC 010 subsonic ramjet aircraft on top of
(ATAR 101 engine) LANGUEDOC launch-plane

Fig. 10 - French early ramjet aircraft

2.2.2 Avion NORD 1500 GRIFFON 2

Clest en 1953, que les Services Officiels command~rent A NORD-AVIATION 1'itude d'un avion exp~rimen-
tal, pr6figurant un intercepteur supersonique propulsi par un moteur combin6 turbor~acteur-stator~acteur
(Figure 11) 1clkait un avion de 6 800 kg, dont 1 700 kg de propuiiseur (turbor~acteur ATAR 101 E3 et
stator~acteur de diam~tre 1 500 mm) profond~ment int~gri AL la cellule, avec les deux moteurs, coaxiaux,
utilisant la mime entr~e d'air et le mime 6jecteur, caract~ristique majeure de ce systime (Figure 12a).

Fig. 1 1 - Nord-Aviation turboramlet

1954 GRIFFON 2 combined engine

Fixed-Pilot tye No by-pass Fixed-long Fixed convergent
I I I__ _ _ _ I

COMMON IN11E1 TUMRJT TURBOJET NOZZLE COMmMOOUET

Variatble geometry Turbofan I Mixer Fixed-shiort Variatoe
with internal supersonic -. convergent-divergent

1965 combined engine With turbofan (Ground-tested)

Fig. 12 - Evolution of the Nord-Aviation combined engine for aircraft
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De cette disposition, NORD-AVIATION espirait bdn~ficier d'une train~e minimale et des qualit~s
propres aux deux moteurs en fonction dui domaine de vol, clest-A-dire:

- du turboriacteur pour les faibles vitesses juqulau supersonique modirii,

- du stator~acteur pour les vitesses en supersonique moyennement 6leve.

Un autre avantage 6tait que la n~cessit6 d'un turbor~acteur efficace A fort Mach n'existait plus
au contraire, il 6tait plus indiqu46 de ladapter au vol AL basse vitesse, et de le r~duire, voir de le
stopper, A Mach 6lev6.

Vlest bien co qui fut r~alis6 avec le GRIFFON 2 qui atteignit M = 2,19 A 18 500 m~tres en monte
acc:6J6rie (record mondial de vitesse ascensionnelle), avec une pouss~e exc~dentaire qui lui aurait
permis d'atteindre Mach 2,5, si la ceilule navait pas 6t thermiquement limit~e A Mach 2,2, tandis que
lo r~acteur ATAR 101 E3 6tait, lui, pr~vu pour un Mach maximal de 1,8.

Remarquons aussi que la r~duction do r6gime dui turbor~acteur A vitesse 6lev~e pormettait de dimi-
nuer la fatigue thermique des parties chaudes.

La Figure 13 montre des caract~ristiques de fonetionnement dui combin6 dune part, le rapport des
d~bits d'air aval6 par le turbo et le stato en fonction du Mach (13a) et d'autre part le pourcentage de
pouss~e dui stato qui atteignait 80 % AL Mach 2 (13b).

RM flow capkiwa s

Mlax fow captueams

0.9'-
T'urbo, Ramet Ramie fthrs

0.8 -__ Totl thrus

0.7 - ___ 100% -- __

®0.6------------- W%

0.5 60%00, ?*

OA 
40%

0.3 0_ _

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 Mach 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 Mach

Fig. 13 - Performancest of Nord-Aviation 1500 *GRIFFON 2' aircraft

L'optiration fut tr~s r~ussie et le uRIFFON 2 effectua 330 vols entre 1957 et 1961, slattribuant
aussi in record mondial de vitesse en circuit ferm6 sur 100 kin, prouvant ainsi sa haute manoeuvrabilit6.

Par la suite, riche de cette exp~rience, NORD AVIATION pr~para le lancement dun nouveau prototype,
en utilisant cette fois in turboreacteur A double flux, lentr~e d'air et 116jecteur clevenantA
g~om~trie variable (Figure 12b).

Cette 6tude fut propos~e aux Services Officie-s Amiricains qui envisageaient de lappliquer A in
transportour commercial supersonique, ou A in intercepteur pour l1USAF, pour Mach 3.

Le programme, entre 1960 et 1965, fit l1objot d'6tudes th6oriques et exp,~rimentales, au sol, sur
los entries d'air et Ia tuy~re variables, la chainbre do combustion et los interactions entre flux
primaire et secondaire. Un domaine de fonctionnement allant jusqu'A Maul, 4 A 30 km d'altitude, fut
valid6i avec de tr~s bonnes performances par des essais au sal, mais le projet no re~ut pas d'application
et les travaux slarrkt~rent LA.

2.3 Combin6 stator~acteur et fus~e, mono~tage, pour missile supersonique (principe dii statofus~e)

En lt072, l'ONERA examinait une solution simple do moteur combin6 pour missile, associant Lie fus~e
et in statoroacteur clans ]a m~me structure ; I'6tude visait uric alplication en supersonique moyen
(Mach 3). r~pondant ainsi A l'6vohution des souhaits des militaires pour disposer dun propulseur plus
compact ct plus performant quo la fus~e, tout en pr6sentant une simplicit6 6quivalente.

La configuration propos~e (Figure l4b) comportait uric fus~ie actL66ratrice A poudre et in stato-
rtiacteur, en tandem, qui d6riuchaicnt da'm une tuy .re annulaire bi-fonction : l condiut interne corres-
pondait A la fus~ceto celiii annulairc au stator6acteur.

oette solution pr~sentait des avantages do compacit6 6vidents par rapport au staror~acteur bi--&aee
aacceltirateur largable.

Pe plus. ia nouvelle disposition avec los quatre entries dair lat~t-ales repr~sentait Lin avancoment
majeur dan' lutilisation op6rationnelle dui stator~acteur, en offrant uric accessibilit6 et tine possibi-
I ir de cont~vprion modulairt' incomparablemont superieures a cotloes dui missil Ici entr~e frontale.

En associant A cc moteur, tin g~n~ratvur do gaz combustible pour le stato, on obtonait aussi in,
mcilloure compacir quo cello dii stator~acteur A k6ros~ne, ot on franchissait utice notivelleo tape vers
I 'extr~me simplicit6 (absence do syst~mcs de pressurisation, chasso, rietilarion et injection d'un
I iquide).
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Gas generator Boostr Wrain In nualt cembustor

Iuldrce with ejectable nozzle and port covers
Duoted rocket solution)

Gas generator Booster Combustor

Ducted rocket with annular nozzle

Fig. 14 - Integral boost ducted rocket

(rocket-r amlet combined engine)

En r~sum6, la solution propos~e constituait un stator~acteur A acc~l1&ateur int~gr6 que Pon peut
comparer A la formule actuelle (Figure 14a) o6i la chambre stato devient bivalente en recevant le bloc de
I'acc~l~rateur, disposition plus compacte mais n~cessitant gin~ralement des pi~ces 6jectables ou mobiles
comme :des volets d'obturation des entries d'air pendant le phase acc~l~r~e, des opercules 6jectables
obstruant temporairement les orifices d'entr~e d'air dans la chambre, et une tuy~re d'acc~l~rateur
largabi e.

Les avantages suivants 6taient revendiqu~s du statofus~e en tandem

- pas de pi~'ces 6jectables

- pas de train~e suppl~mentaire due aux entries d'air, puisque celles-ci restaient. ouvertes pendant
l'acc~i~ration 5pas de risque de pompage non plus

- possibilit6 de fonctionnement simultan6 des deux propulseurs

- grande s~curit6 A Pallumage du g~n~rateur, les gaz d~bouchant dans une chambre ouverte

- gain de longueur avec la tuy~re annulaire qui ne demandait qu'une longueur d'un tiers de calibre.

Des essais de principe sur une maquette compl~te de diam~tre 200 mm, mont~e en jet libre dans la

soufflerie S,3 de Modane, pour des conditions simul~es M =2, Z =I kin, furent entrepris (Figure 15).

Schlieren

Roktramjet model In S3 wind tunnel
Roke 1aM=2 Z=lkmI

Time (m) Events

Scheme 0 Wid tunnel Start
8 Gas generator Ignition
8 Supply of 45-baraoW

(booster simulation)
Nozzle streamlines I12 Ramj~ et se air uppl

Istudy In wind-tunnel 1. (simulation of transition)
75 End of ramjet operation

100 Wind tunnel stop

Result e mInteraction between rocket
& ramjet, during acceleration.

- Acquired specific Impulse =-1200.

Fig. 15 - Annular nozzle ducted rocket
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Ils avaient pour but

- de v6rifier le principe dlint~gration de i1acc~lrateur, en particulier pendant la phase de
transition oii les deux propulseurs fonctionnaient ensemble

- de determiner les performances du statoriacteur avec la tuy~re annulkaire.

Les essais, r~ussis, r~v~l~rent une impulsion volumique sup6rieure 4 celle du kirosine, tandis que
la tuyire annulaire montrait une efficacit6 comparable i celile du convergent-divergent classique.

Ces r~sultats validajent le principe du combin6 statofus6e A tuyire annulaire.

En r6sum6 de cette premi -re p~iode, les bases du vol supersonigue, avec le stato avaient 6tL6
6tablies, grace aux nombreuses 6tudes th~oriques et exp~rimentales ; les concepts proposes 6taient
valid6s, avec des r6sultats tr -s 6tendus, comme le montre la figure 16, domaine explor6 en
Mach/altitude ; d'un autre c6t6, certaines difficult~s 6taient r6hauss~es, ou r~vc-l6es, comme, par
exemple, le r6glage pointu du stator~acteur entrafn6 par sa faible acc~l6ration, son man que de
compacit6, et, pour les missiles surtout, l'inaptitude d'une cellule i passage d'air annulaire A
satisfaire les exigences op~rationnelles ; 6galement, le r~glage de la combustion se r~v~lait
difficile, en 1 absence de mod~les de r~f~rence, et exigeait des moyens d'essais importants et tr~s
sp~cialis~s ; mais des progr~s notables 6taient en cours, avec l'apparition de la configuration A
entr6es d'air et manches lat~rales et celle de l'acc~l~rom~tre int6gr6. Quant aux avions 6 combin6
turbo-stato de la classe Mach 2/2,5, leur int6r&t, malgr6 les brillants r~sultats obtenus, Otait
insuffisant face au d~veloppement rapide du turbor~acteur.

Cependant, la martrise d6montr6e dans tous ces domaines, ouvrait la voie vers 1 hy per-
sonique, qui paralssait b 1 '6poque 6tre I '6vidente et naturelle continuit6.

I (kPun)
40-

20- TTLE

10-

Fig. 16 - Ramjet In-flight tested area from 1950 to 1974

3. Travaux sur le stator~acteur hypersonique (1966-1974)

D~s le d~but des ann~es 1960 , en France, et A 11ONERA en particulier, avait it mis en 6vidence
llint~r~t 6nergtique du stator.5acteur pour les grandes vitesses.

Sur la Figure 17, on voit que I'hypersonique mod~r6 (Mach 6) peut 6tre atteint avec le stato-
r~acteur A combustion subsonique ou supersonique ;clest le domaine de transition entre les deux types
de combustion que ilONERA a 6vaiu6 a cette 6poque, en proposant le stator~acteur A combustion subsonique
pour un missile de Mach 3/6 (operation SCORPION), puis le stator~acteur A combustion 6volutive du
subsonique aui supersonique, pour un domaine voisin de Mach 3,5/7 (op~ration ESOPE).

Is1 Specifc Impulse
7500-

Fig. 17 - Specific Impulse with combined engines
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3.1 Stator~acteur Mach 3/6 A combustion subsonigue (SCORPION)

Vers 1970, 11ONERA, A la demande des Services Officiels, a 6valu6 la faisabiliti d'un missile
sol-air longue port~e, propuls6 par un stator~acteur AL combustion subsonique, acc6l~rant de Mach 3 A 6,
puis volant A altitude de 30 km avant Ilinterception finale, r~clamant une manoeuvrabilit6 tous azimuts.

L'itude th~orique et exp~rimentale qui slensuivit a port6 sur un modile propuls6 par un stato-
r~acteur a kiros~ne, comportant un acc~l~rateur AL poudre en tandem, largu6 AL Mach 3.

Si lengin bi~tage 6tait encore conserv6 (Figure 18a), par contre apparaissait IAL pour la premi~re
fois la configuration A entr~es d'air et manches lat~rales, deji cit~e sur le statofus~e mono~tage, de
r~alisation post6rieure, et assurant captation d'air et portance du missile, en d~gageant Ilavant,
constitu6 par le rad~me, la charge militaire et le reservoir de combustible (Figure l8b).

AIR BREATHING MISSILE ROCKET BOOSTER

- -Stage Missie

INVERTED KEROSENE FLAME
AIR INTAKES TANK HOLDER

RAMJIET

()operational lay-out -... HME

FORE COMPRESSION BO:JNDARY LAYER
RAMP TRAP

Model for S4 wind-tunnel testing

Fig. 15 - Mach 6 SCORPION ramiet

Le stator~acteur moderne 6tait n6, comme allaient le dimontrer les r~alisations futures.

Les travaux portirent sur:

- la d~termination des entries d'air pour fonctionner dans le domaine Mach 3/6 avec une g~om~trie
fixe, compatible avec les distorsions rencontries en phase finale manoeuvrante,

- l'6tude de la chambre de combustion, A tuy~re fixe, dans un large domaine de richesse, et en
presence des distorsions de vitesse.

D~e la maquette exp~rimentale, r~aiis~e en calibre 200 mm, on tirait deux 6tudes s~par~es

- l'une pour la mise au point des entr~es d'air, en soufflerie classique a Mach 3, puis dans la
soufflerie S4 de Modane, A haute enthalpie, qui aboutissait A la definition d'entr~es d'air bidimen-
sionnelles invers~es, tr~s performantes (Figure 19a),

- l'autre pour la mise au point de la combustion, en conduite forc~e sur une installation de
Palaiseau, 6igalement A haute enthalpie, mais en air vici6, qui se traduisait par le choix d'un syst~me
d'accroche-flamme m~canique, compatible avec le domaine de vol simu16 et les distorsions importantes de
I'6coulement (Figure 19b).

Les travaux se terininajent ensuite par une synth~se, o~i, r~unissant a~rodynamique et combustion sur
une maquette pour jet libre, essay~e A S4 (Figure I~c). les r~sultats montraient gue les sp~cifications
itaient bien tenues et que le projet constituait une avanc~e importante dans le domaine du statoreacteur
hypersonigue.

3.2 Combini stato A double mode, Mach 3,5/7+ (ESOPE)

Eui 1962, les Services Officiels avaient demand6 A NORD-AVIATION d'6tudier la faisabilit6 d'un
planeur hypersonique, capable de vols sustent~s sur de longue dur~e A haute altitude, pour un Mach
supirieur A 7, projet baptis46 VERAS pour lequel une structure experimentale avait 6t qualifi~e par des
essais au sol.
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Fig. 19 - SCORPION ramjet Internal Performances

Quelques annies plus tard, 1'ONERA proposa, A titre de recherche prospective, d'associer a ce
projet un stator~acteur ii double mode, combustion subsonique, puis supersonique dans la mime chambre,
pour constituer un v~hicule capable dleffectuer des missions de Mach 3,5 a 7 et plus (Figure 20a), soit
qulil slagisse d'un eventuel avion hypersonique ou d'un lanceur a~robie r~utilisable :ce fut le projet
ESOPE.

'irit~r~t de la configuration r~sidait dans la possibilit.6 de disposer le propulseur en nacelle,
comme le montre la Figure 20b, sous i'intrados de l'aile, afin de profiter de la recompression engendr~e
par le choc de bord d'attaque, la prise d'air b~n~ficiant, en plus, d'une alimentation peu sensible au
champ airodynamique.

Une premi~re itude avait montr6 que de bonnes performances pouvaient ktre atteintes avec un stato-
r~acteur A giometrie fixe (la g~om~trie variable aurait entrain6 des difficult~s technologiques r~dhibi-
toires), fonctionnant successivement en combustion subsonique, puis supersonique, pourvu que le Mach
d'adaptation de la prise d'air soit choisi pour assurer un compromis optim&Al Sur l'ensemble de la
mission (Figure 21a) )les deux modes de fonctionnement 6taient obtenus par d~placement des points
d'injection (Figure 20a).

Jet fime holer )
* 4

M

3< Mo< 5.5
Subsonic como~ -h~

5 1S Shock Rme

H0 > 55
Supersonic combustion phase

DUAL MODE RAMJET OPERAllItI

Fig. 20 - ESOPE concept

Mais, cette 6tude r~v~Iait aussi des incertitudes de fonctionnement de ce stator~acteur telles que
Ilauto-al iumage du mi~Jange air/hydrog~-ne non assur6 pour Mach 5, 5 et aussi des pertes de performances
vers 4ach 6 o6i la sup~riorit6 de la combustion supersonique nWest pas encore 6tahlie, de sorte que Ie
concept 6volua vers celui dit de la combustion A transition, ob pour cette vitesse de Mach 6, Ia zone
amont est le si~ge d'un 6coulement, tr~s stratifie (m -lanae subsoniquc 61ev6 et supersonique), tandis
quc [a vitesse soniquc est atteinte plus loin, par un col thermiquc et que la combustion se poursuit
au-dejA en supersoniquc aux vitesses sup6rieures A Mach 7, la combustion est enti~rement super-sonique.

Le pro jet fut donc r~orient6 suivant cc processus de combustion, comportant trois phases

-combustion subsonique de Mach 1, A 5 environ,
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- combustion de transition entre Mach 5 et 7,

- combustion supersonique pour les Mach sup~rieurs A7.

"s Subsonic combustion Thra
adapted ramjet (TP = 1) raM l

3 _Shock Combustion
zone

Subsonc combustion 6r, Combustion

10. Supersonic combustion ramjet2.

Possible dual mode M01 _ ________

Fixed geometry performance Optimal transition combustion

Fig. 21 - ESOPE pirincipliss

Des techniques d'optimisation sous contraintes, utilisant des principes variationnels appliqu~s AL
la dynalpie de sortie et A. la loi de combustion ant it6 mises en oeuvre par F. HIRSINGER [8] ;elles ont
montr6 1'int~rkt de rialiser la partie subsonique de la combustion dans une zone cylindrique A l'amont
du foyer, le cot thermique slaccrochant A la cassure entre cette zone et le dibut du divergent,
configuration 6galement favorable pour la combustion supersonique ;de plus, la presence dune marche AL
Il'entree de ta partie cylindrique, augmentant brutalement la section de passage AL la sortie du diffu-
seur, permettait d'accroltre notablement lapport de chaleur dans la zone subsonique (Figure 21b).

Dle ce vaste projet, seule une partie fut rialis~e :d'une part, 1'6tude et les essais en soufflerie
de la prise d'air, et, d'autre part, des essais de combustion, en conduite forc~e, du moteur en regime
de transition.

- Pour 1'entr~e d'air, les essais furent effectu~s en soufflerie, entre Mach 3,5 et 7, avec un Mach
d'adaptation de 3,5 et de 4, cette derni~re valeur 6tant finalement retenue.

A Mach 6, le Mach iflterne de fin de recompression 6tait alors dlenviron 2,4.

- Pour le moteur, des essais partiels avaient d'abord it mends sur les bancs dlessai de Palaiseau,
afin de mettre en evidence la combustion de transition ;ensuite, l'exp~rimentation slest port~e vers la
soufflerie A haute enthalpie S4 de Modane, capable de simuler, en pression et en temp~rature, un
6coulement de Mach 6 avec de l1air non vicie.

Cependant, 1'essai en conduite forc~e 6tant limit6 A la chambre de combustion, le montage fut
effectu6 avec une tuvZ~re supersonique annulaire directement reli~e A la chambre et assurant les condi-
tions de fin de recompression, soit, un Mach de 2,4, une temp~rature g~n~ratrice voisine de 1 600 k,
une pression totale dlenviron 15 bar, avec un d~bit dair de 5 kg/s (Figure 22).

STATIONS 0 3 300 IT ("23
Flight Mao II~ T4 THdoe neto
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Avec Vhydrog~ne gazeux, retenu pour ses bonnes propriit~s inergitiques, la stabilisation. de la
flamme 6tailt recherchie par d~collement de la couche limite avec les jets pari~taux de combustible ainsi
que par 1'effet de sillage de ces jets ; 11injection 6tait compos~e de deux rampes, l'une avec des
orifices resserris et de faible diametre et l'autre avec des orifices plus 6cartis et de diam~tre plus
important, solution de compromis m~Iangeant jets L forte et L faible pinktration r~partis sur les faces
interne et externe du canal annulaire (Figure 23a).

La maquette avait un diam~tre de 420 mm (Figure 23b) et les conditions simul~es furent les
suivantes:.

- altitude :25 A 29 km

- nombre de M4ach de vol :5, 5 A 6

- temperature g~n~ratrice :de 1 550 1. 670 kt

des mesures portaient principalement sur les pressions statiques de paroi et lies r~sultats obtenus sont
repr~sent~s sur la Figure 24.

120 729 (mm)

149 234 197
Constant
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Fig. 23 - Transition combustion test model
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Fig. 25 -Transition combustion process

Quant A la poussie issue de la mesure dynamom~trique, elle put 6tre calcul6e avec une precision de
l'ordre de 2 %.

En r~sui, cette itude a montr6 la faisabilit6 du stator~acteur h combustion de transition, avec
une injection gazeuse d'hydrog~ne ; Mach 6, 1'impulsion spicifique 6tait de 1'ordre de 2 500 secondes
et le rendement de combustion de 0,80 en rigime sto~chiomitrique (Figure 26).

llc Burn RIHSubsonic combustion
Inj~te N2 4000 adopted Inlet

E /nnto
~~ction Deal ranjat *

A 2000 Sapsmun c combustion
.5- neto optimal m jt Test results

0edo 0 a_<____ <__. _

Fig. 26 - Combustion performance results

Ces performances, acuie avec une giomitrie fixe, approchaient celles du stator~acteur i combus-
tion subsonigue avec geoO~triesvariable ;des Ctudes et essais compl~mentaires auraient ki n~cessaires
pour ameliorer le rendement de combustion, par exemple en programmant la r~partition de l'injection en
fonction de la vitesse de vol.

la poursuite vers des Mach sup~rieurs, au-delA de la combustion de transition (M> 7), aurait
nicessit6 des temp~ratures gin~ratrices plus 6lev~es, toujours avec de Pair pur, qui ne pouvaient pas
itre envisag~es AL l'6poque, ni a S4, ni ailleurs.

11 en risulta que les travaux slarr~tirent IA, avec I'acquis essentiel d'une maitrise certaine de
la combustion ivolutive entre le subsonique et le supersonique.

4. Conclusion

Si la multiplicit6 des 6tudes de statoriacteur et de moteurs combin~s, en France, de 1950 AL 1974,
n'engendra au cours de la d~cennie suivante que le seul programme op~rationnel ASMP, malgr6 le consensus
g~niral sur Ilintirkt 6nerg~tique, nul doute que le succ~s de cette op~ration nait 6t largement
pr~par6 par les travaux anterieurs.

Pour I'hypersonique, les moteurs aerobies seront certainement utilis~s dans l'avenir ;cette
perspective rend utile le rappel des risultats acquis ii y a 20 ans, sans omettre les difficults,
intrins~ques aux principes, dont la plupart subsistent toujours.

En quelques lignes, 6voquons donc le bilan des activit~s pass~es. En premier lieu, le domaine
d'emploi des syst~mes (stato A combustion subsonique, turbor~acteur, turbostato, stator~acteur A combus-
tion supersonique) fut 6tudi et d~fini avec precision.

- Pour le statoreacteur A combustion subsonique, la mithodologie fut 6tablie :calculs th~oriques,
choix des configurations, inte-rCt des combust ibles solide et liquide, choix des entr6es d'air, organi-
Ration He la chamthre dp rnmh,v~tinn, -- ye.- d'essais en conduite torcee, eventuellement en jet libre,
essais en vol :tous ces travaux aboutirent At rendre parfaitement coh~rente la confrontion th~orie-
expirience.

De tout cela, on put d~gager une r~flexion pour Ilavenir et 6tablir les r~gles de conception du
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statoriacteur moderne pour missile, compact et adapt6 aux exigences opirationnelles.

- Bans le domaine des moteurs combin~s pour avions, ou lanceurs, le concept du turbostato fut
ktudi6 et sa faisabilite obtenue, en vol, jusqu'a Mach 2.2 1 pour les Mach plus 6lev~s, les 6tudes
montrerent qu'une g6om~trie profond~ment variable de llentr~e d'air et de 116jecteur 6tait n~cessaire,
engendrant ainsi une complexit6 technologiqlue du v~hicule consid~rable, tandis que la mission restait A
61aborer et l'int~rkt A d6montrer.

- Pour le stator~act ur hy son Igue, une premi~re approche fut faite avec 1'6tude d'un moteur A
g6om~trie fixe, capable d'v.oLurde Mach 3,5 A 7, en combustion successivement subsonique puis super-
sonique.

Des calcuis g~n~raux furent effectu~s sur les syst~mes a~robies utilisant I'hydrog~ne dont
I 'int6rkt 6nerg~tique ktait A mettre en balance avec la faible compacit6, les temperatures de combustion
6tev~es, les matiriaux pour les hautes temp~ratures, etc..

En plus, Ilimportance rapidement prohibitive des moyens d'essais n~cessaires, lorsque le calibre
et le domaine de Mach aupmentent, 6tait misc en lumire.

Cependant, le projer ESOPE d~montra bien la faisabilit6 de la combustion superbonique avec
t'hydlrog~ne et llint~rkt du passage par la combustion de transition, avec des performances int~ressantes.

Ces r~sultats et tes m~thodes d~velopp~es pour les obtenir devraient constituer un apport
appr~ciable dans 1'6tude des propulseurs hypersoniques de l'avenir.

La Figure 27a montre une synth~se du domaine de Mach exp~rimentalement balay6 A 1'6poque, en
fonction de l'altitude de vol et du concept propulsif utilis6..

Enfin, [a Fieure 27b exprime, a titre dexemple, tune des difficult~s de I'hypersonique, avec la
rapide croissance de [a sensibilit6 des performances des a~robies lorsque le Mach aup-mente, rappelant
aux concepteurs d'aujourd'hui lea consid~rables difficult~s auxqueltes its se heurteront, en hyper-
sonique, pour 1'6valuation pr~cise du bilan pouss~e-traln~e. De nombreuses recherches au sol, A I'aide
de moyens d'essais r~alistes, actuellement quasi-ineistants, devront ltre associ,5es A des experiences
fondamentales en vol pour v~rifier la validit6 des mod~les, avant de pouvoir 6tablir la cr~dibilit6 des
6ventuels futurs concepts op~rationnels hypersoniques.

ESOPE F=D 5-D0
Z (kin) Subsonic & subsonic dual Thrut gap D -_

Subsonic combustion combustion ram jet a F/F (1/6 A f kA 5 Dramjet missiles (ground tests with H2) FF=kA 5D(flight test) 25
40 Combined engines

(turbo-ramjet aicraft) 20 Example for 1 %
30 Igap on output dynalpy (D)

15. (fuel H2)

20 SCO-RPION 10.
-- Subsonic combustion

10 ramjet (ground tests) 1 5-

Mach Mach
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 2 4 68 1012

Air breathing systems explored domain Thutsniiiyversus
from 1950 to 1974Mahnme

Fig. 27 - Resumed ramjet activity
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1.0 Summary

A computationally efficient, real-time trajectory optimization and guidance approach for hypersonic
aircraft is described. The optimization algorithms compute, in flight, minimum fuel trajectories within
constraints from the current aircraft position to its final destination. In flight trajectory computation can
provide a high degree of vehicle autonomy which could greatly reduce aircraft ground support costs.

The optimization approach is based on Euler-Lagrange theory and energy-state approximations. A
three-dimensional, spherical earth, aircraft motion model, with constraints on temperature, dynamic
pressure and stall, is employed. An exact optimal iterative solution method and an approximate closed-
form feedback solution method are developed. In the exact approach, solutions are computed lUy
iteration on adjoint constants. Each iteration requires a complete forward trajectory integration. In the
approximate closed-form feedback approach, the adjoint constants are expressed in terms of the states.
No forward trajectory calculations are required, thus, the computations are minimal. Minimum-fuel
climb to orbit, powered abort, and unpowered abort trajectories are computed with both methods. The
approximate closed-form feedback solution closely matches the optimal iterative solution.

A computationally efficient method for generating unpowered descent footprints is also described.
Footprints are used to identify candidate landing sites under an engine failure or other emergency
conditions, and to initiate final descent. A hypersonic vehicle guidance, navigation and control
configuration employing the optimal closed-form feedback guidance and the footprint generator is
described.

This research was sponsored by the Air Force Wright Research and Development Center (WRDC).

2.0 Nomenclature

a = Speed of sound w f = Weight of fuel
A, = Cowl area x = State vector
an = Normal acceleration z = Roll control variable (z = tana)
Ca = Capture area 0 = Longitude
CdO = Parasite drag coefficient * = Crossrange position
cl = Lift curve slope a = Angle of attack

D = Drag Se = Elevator deflection

E = Specific energy i = Roll angle

Fz = Normal forces Y = Flight path angle

Fx = Horizontal forces XE = Energy adjoint
g = Gravity k0 = Longitude adjoint
h = Altitude Xy = Heading adjoint
Isp = Specific impulse ). = Latitude adjoint
k = Induced drag coefficient X. = Fuel adjoint
L = Lift p = Density
m = Mass X = Engit
M = Mach number = Engine throttle
Q = Dynamic pressure = Heading angle error

= Range to go -

R, = Equilibrium glide descent range Em
Rc = Range to center of footprint
S = Wing area
Stg = Arc length to go -

T = Engine thrust
Tmax = Maximum temperature
t = Time
u = Control vector
V = Velocity
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3.0 Introduction

A key requirement of optimizing performance and operability of hypersonic aircraft is the ability to
generate onboard flight trajectories that optimize energy management in response to mission phase
demands and contingencies. The goal is to compute these trajectories on board is a step toward
providing the autonomous capability required for hypersonic vehicle operations. Past space vehicle
programs lacked this autonomy and consequently required complex ground support services. A truly
autonomous aerospace vehicle would greatly reduce this associated cost by providing the capability to
accommodate takeoff delays, changing mission conditions, low fuel conditions, engine failures, and other
emergencies.

The flight profile for a flight to orbit and the return mission are shown in Figure 1. The goal is to fly to
orbit employing a single stage. Minimization of fuel usage and avoidance of high temperature, high
dynamic pressure, engine flame-out, and stall regions ,re required. The guidance system must
accommodate deviations from the design model, such as aerodynamic model errors, thrust model errors,
and atmospheric model errors, and external disturbances such as winds.

Also, the guidance system must accommodate emergency conditions such as aborts before reaching
orbit. The abort could be due to a power loss or other failure. The vehicle must be returned to Edwards
Air Force Base or to an alternate landing site if a return to Edwards is not possible.

Automatic guidance may be required because, as is known, unpowered hypersonic vehicles, for
example, the Space Shuttle, are difficult for the pilot to fly in the high-speed regime. Also, it is expected
that it will be difficult for the pilot to fly a powered aircraft in regions where there are a number of
active constraints.

Based on these requirements, a potential configuration for the guidance system is shown in Figure 2.

Single Stage to Orbit and Return Requirements

Stall * Minimize fuet usage
Constraint Constrain flight to within flight.

Heating corridor
Constraint * Compute commands on board

Dynamic Pressure * Accommodate modeling uncertainty
Constraint

Velocity

Emergency Situation: Abort during Climb to Orbit Requirements

i Stall Identify all possible landing sites
Constaint(footprint)

Descent Heating - Choose best landing site
Consssin 5 ~ Cnstraint

climb Abort C Guide to chosen landing site

Dynamic Pressure
Constraint

Velocity

Figure 1. Single Stage to Orbit and Return Mission Requirements

Footprint
CalculationsMission H Optimal Onboard

Crew Mission Guidance Vehicle Guidance
F r . d e s oiaLaws

Figure 2. Guidance System Configuration
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4.0 Optimization Problem and Solution Approach

The objectives of this problem are to fly from a given latitude, longitude, altitude, and velocity to a
specified longitude, latitude, altitude, and velocity using the minimum amount of fuel, and to
continuously compute in flight the optimal trajectories between the changing current vehicle state
conditions and the specified final state. The flight regime includes Mach numbers from 0.5 to 25. The
optimization problem, then, is one of managing kinetic, potential, thermal, and chemical energy.

The solution approach, which is based on the Euler-Lagrange theory, is summarized in this section. The
topics covered are:

" Mathematical statement of the optimization criterion
• Mathematical models for engines and aerodynamics
• Euler-Lagrange optimization theory
" Energy-state approximations
" Equation simplification
* Iterative and closed-form solutions
" Final descent reformulation

4.1 Optimization Criterion-The minimum-fuel performance objective is expressed as

tf

J =f * fdt
0

where wf is the weight of fuel. Within the general problem, some specific problems having different
end conditions are addressed:

0 Minimum fuel to orbit
. Minimum-fuel climb/descent to final downrange position
. Minimum fuel to a specified downrange and crossrange position

4.2 Vehicle Models-The vehicle configuration and coordinate systems are defined in Figure 3.

L -- Center of Gravity _L ¢F n

DR

( TLcs V2 aO

mVV

Xv .

rnre(g-_y2

Figure 3. Vehicle Models

The equations of motion for a spherical, nonrotating earth are

V=T---__D .gsiny
m

,= (-T + L)coso V co

(-T, + L)sino Vos os ltan¢
mVcosY R

fi Vsin7
0- Vcosy:os /

Rcoso

Vcosysin R +
'I= R ; R=R0 +h
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The states are

V = Velocity
y = Flight path angle
, = Heading

0 = Longitude
* = Latitude
wf = Weight of fuel

The control variables are

a = Angle of attack

o = Roll angle

* = Engine throttle

The aerodynamic model and airbreathing engine model are based on the generic hypersonic
aerodynamic model example (GHAME) (Reference 1). The GHAME engine model is of this form:

T = IspKtxgpMaCaAc

For this study, the GHAME engine was modified. The lsp curve was inverted with respect to throttle and
increased in magnitude.

The GHAME aerodynamic drag (D) and lift (L) are expressed as

D=QS[Cdo+K C

L = QSq(Ma)

The constraints on the trajectory variables may be of the equality or inequality type. The system must
operate in such a way that the resulting trajectory does not violate the constraints. Some typical
hypersonic vehicle constraints are shown in Figure 4. The plot on the left shows some of the constraints
on an altitude-velocity grid. The plot on the right shows the throttle constraints. The flame-holding
constraint prevents the fuel-to-air ratio from becoming so small that the engine ceases operating. It is
currently assumed that the engine cannot be restarted in flight. The other throttle constraint is an
active-cooling constraint. Fuel flow must be retained if active cooling is employed.

The constraints can be put in this form:

C(x,u,t) < 0

Minimum Throttle Constraints
Engine Stall, , /

0 /
Stall C1  CI max cc/

Flame /
Holding A

Hen'gCooling
. Heating .

_.. ~~Boundary L /

/

Mach Number
" Maximum Dynamic Pressure

Additional Constraints

SSonic Boom • Maximum fuel-to-air ratio
J I Consn I Maximum angle of attack

0 5 10 15 20 25 • Maximum acceleration

Mach Number • Maximum bank angle

Figure 4. Typical Form of Constraints
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4.3 Euler-Lagrange Solution Equations-The solution approach used is the Euler-Lagrange
method. The general statement of the optimization problem and its solution via calculus of variations
are stated below.

Minimize the performance criterion J,

if

J = fG(x,u,t)dt

0

subject to these constraints:

x = f(x,u,t) ; x(t) = x0

C(x,u,t) < 0

The solution to this optimization problem is the following set of Euler-Lagrange equations.

The controls are found by minimizing the Hamiltonian:

min (H)1
u

The Hamiltonian is given by

H=G + .f

The adjoint variables X are given by

aHa

The boundary conditions on X and x are given by the transversality conditions

Hdt -2dx] i = 0

When H is independent of time, it must also satisfy H = 0.

Although these equations specify a solution in principle, the actual solution is still quite difficult to
obtain because a two-point boundary value problem results. In a two-point boundary value problem,
the initial conditions on the state variables x(t 0 ) are specified but the initial conditions on the adjoint
variables X(to) are not specified while some final condition may be specified. The set of equations cannot
be directly integrated on a computer because an initial value for all variables is required to start the
integration. Additional iterative data processing techniques, which correct errors in initial guesses, are
required to solve the problem. Even with elaborate iteration methods, the solution may not converge
because of the extreme sensitivity to the adjoint variables.

4.4 Energy-State Approximations-To avoid the difficulties mentioned above, an approach based
on simplifying approximations is considered. In this approach, assumptions and simplifications are
made to reduce the number and complexity of the adjoint variables. The goal is to eliminate or
significantly reduce the difficulty of the two-point boundary value problem.

In the energy-state approximations illustrated in Figure 5, it is assumed that vertical motion has higher
frequency dynamics than horizontal motion. This assumption is similar to the assumption that the
attitude dynamics are at a higher frequency than the positional dynamics. Ultimately, both assumptions
imply that an attitude controller and a vertical motion controller are supplied where the control
frequencies of the successively higher dynamics are separated by a factor of 10. The y and h differential
equations are eliminated and replaced by their equilibrium conditions. The energy-state equations are
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D)M!- 2E=-2+ gh

oo -VcsN
Rocos
VsinW , R=R 0 +h
R0

wf=4

The energy-state assumptions result in a vertical force equality constraint:

Fz=L-T.-mg-=0

This equation is solved for h for given values of a and a.

Using vertical equilibrium, the maximum acceleration and stall inequality constraints become

Zao&+ T, Ing- S amax

.5pV 2s Cosa

Moment Dynamics
Closed-Loop Poles

j 0)J--Vertical Dynan-ics

Closed-Loop Poles Energy-State Approximations

-HosezLo olDeocs - Neglect higher frequency dynamics,
both vertical and moment

x - Replace with equilibrium condition

r Fz=

X
x

x

Figure 5. Energy-State Approximations

4.5 Equation Simplification-The Euler-Lagrange equations can be simplified as follows.

Analytical Solution to Adjoint Equation-Following Vinh (Reference 2), an analytical solution to the
adjoint equation is determined by

# =C 2sino -C3cose

X= Clsin) + (C 2cosO +C3sinO)cos

Reformulation of Adjoint Constants of Integration-The adjoint constants are expressed in terms of three
other constants that have physical meaning. One constant is eliminated using the transversality
condition on final heading. The reformulation approach is illustrated in Figure 6. From Vinh, the adjoint
constants form a vector that is perpendicular to the final position and velocity vector. The final
condition on Lf (Xtv = 0) has been used to eliminate one parameter. The constants in terms of the new
parameters are
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C1 = Co~OsifC0

C 2 = (Sino fsi~n't - cos~fsnfOslIf)C0

C3 = ( - COofSO'nV/f - S'sinV ~os~,dC0

v~f is the final beading angle and Co is related to the cruise minimum-fuel flow rate.

Elimination of the Adjoint Constant ,tE-The adjoint constant XE is eliminated using the minimum
principle and the first integral, i.e.,

H(u) H(u*+Au) ; H=O

where u* is the optimal control and u* + Au is the nonoptimal control. The derivation, which is presented
in Reference 3, results in two possible operations on a new Hamiltonian Ha:

min [H.(u)] ift>O

nmax [ H(u)] if 'E <

The new Hamiltonian is

H. I., 8 R coo4 * o 0V(

_T~-D)

Selection of Extremum Operation-The elimination of the adjoint variable XE results in two possible
extremum operations. The condition for switching between extremum operations can be determined by
using the continuity Of XE and XE =-min(Ha) Or )LE = -max(Ha). The switching condition, which is derived
in Reference 3, is

max (H.) t= min (H,).

Typical switching conditions are shown in Figure 7. The starting operation is still unknown at this point.

1. Start: Pick
z Starting Operation

5. Switch at
inaxHa= m~in Ha
U U

Wf6. Compute 2. Compute
max H. max H.a

R, 4. Compute
------- y in Ha

E f 3. Switch at
0 f R x Vmax H,= min Ha

I R f11V 1 07. 
Stop at Final Energy :

V Velocity

X
Figure 7. Switching Conditions between Maximum

Figure 6. Reformulation of Adjoint Constants and Minimum Operations
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General Methods to Find Extrema of the Hamiltonian-The optimal controls are found by determining
the extrema of the Hamiltonian with respect to the controls:

max; P <0
Exuemum (H-,)k,= 0 ; Eutre=u rain; t2:0

2(a

Some general methods to find the extrema are shown in Figure 8.

Hamfltonian Gdsearch

. Gradient search

=0 A Analytical mC%-
af-0 C-0

. Approximations
Gradient - Throttle as a function of

Mach number

- Constant q

* Combinations of methods

Figure 8. Methods to Determine the Extrema of the Hamiltonian

4.6 Optimal Solution Methods-The determination of the adjoint constants Co and IV and the
starting extremum operation are still required. Table 1 compares two solution methods.

Table 1. Solution Method Comparison

Optimal Iterative Solution Optimal Closed-Form Solution

" Adjoint constants selected at start * Adjoint constants expressed in terms
of states

" Extremum operation selected at start * Extremum type selected using
endpoint location

" Controls found by full search for • Controls found by analytical and
extremum of Hamiltonian simple search for extrema of

Hamiltonian

" Requires trajectory integrations * No trajectory integrations required

" Adjoint constants updated with
terminal misses

* Most exact solution . Approximate solution

Iterative Solution-The optimal iterative solution procedure is illustrated in Figure 9. In the iterative

solution, #f and Co are selected at the start. The trajectory is then integrated to the end. The solution,

however, is sensitive to 'Wf. If Wf is not correctly chosen, the trajectory diverges near the end. A method

employed to reduce this sensitivity is

iftXV(t)1 1XLv(t- )1 ; 0=0

Closed-Form Solution-Closed-form feedback solutions can be obtained by expressing the adjoint
constants in terms of the state variables. The method to generate closed-form feedback solutions is
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illustrated in Figure 10. The closed-form solution eliminates the need to iteratively update the adjoint
constants and to forward integrate the equations of motion. Computations are performed only at the
current energy level. The optimal controls are used to directly control the real vehicle.

Exact closed-form solutions can be determined for linear equations with quadratic performance
measures. However, for nonlinear problems, closed-form solutions, in general, are difficult to find. The
hypersonic aircraft performance problem is a nonlinear problem.

Adjoint Constant Solution-The solution approach for adjoint constants is to express Coand Vfin
terms of the states. In Reference 4, the adjoint constant Co is shown to be related to the negative of the
cruise minimum-fuel flow rate:

Co-- -rmin - ; F1 =T 1 -l>, Fz=L-T.-mg

F.=0

PickC 0 , 4f~ , andSarting
3 ic ,Extremm opration

4. maxi (11 u uCompute Extemuin of Hamihouian
WRT to Controls (X, a, )

Min (H, Compte Alitude *nm
U Vertical Equilibrium

z 5.End increment Equations of
Update Motion to Next Time Point

Cl.V 1. St: &

Pick ,VfA  I Switch Operation when
Extrema Are Equal

E EI Stop at Stopping Conditions
(final energy)

Velocity

Compute Latitude and Longitude
Misses and Use Misses to Update Cj,
', and Starting Operation

Figure 9. Optimal Iterative Solution Procedure

Commanded Adjoint Optimal
Vehicle Final Constants Controls

States Vehicle
xc oAdjoints; ' V4 f Analytical and XCc ' Real States

in Terms Search Extrema Vehicle
x of States 

of H

Figure 10. Optimal Closed-Form Feedback Approach

A typical plot showing the line of best cruise points and the values of Co at different energy levels is
shown in Figure 11. For a vehicle that has the fuel flow rate decreasing with increasing energy, the
range is increased for smaller values of CO; thus the value of Co is dependent on the remaining range.
The method for approximating Co from the current states is
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c°=co+(c°.c  gd" n=-2,
CO CO. + 'CO. -Coj~ ; ~ 2

where

Co. = CurrentC o

C0 = Final C0

Rd, = Computed range traveled during unpowered descent (Rd = R, + AR,)

Rts = Rangetogo

The closed-form solution approach for determining yIf is to express it in terms of the current heading
errors (AV) and the angle to the relative position vector at the final point (Vtf). Vf is made equal to the
sum of the angle to the relative position vector at the final point (Wtf) and a gain multiplied by the
heading angle error:

¥t = va + k. A'v

The current heading error is the angle between the current velocity vector and the relative position

vector (AR), both defined in Figure 12.

Line of Best

Ef

Velocity V

Figure 11. Closed-Form Feedback Solution for Figure 12. Closed-Form Solution for Adjoint
Adjoint Constant Co Constant yf

Logic for Selecting the Hamiltonian Extremum Operation-For a closed-form feedback solution,
logic to select the type of starting extremum operation, i.e., the maximum of Ha (energy descent) or the
minimum of Ha (energy climb), is required. The form of the selection logic depends on the location of
the endpoint with respect to the current point and the current energy. Logic for selecting the energy
climb or energy descent is shown in Figure 13.

Three flight regimes are possible. First, if the endpoint is inside the no-power descent footprint (a
method to calculate the zero-power footprint is described later), then the maximization operation
(energy descent) is chosen. Second, if the endpoint is outside the zero-power descent footprint but
inside a heading angle limit, then the minimizing solution (energy climb) is chosen first. A switch to the
no-power decent is made when the endpoint moves into the zero-power descent footprint. Third, if the
endpoint is outside the heading angle boundary, the initial segment is a maximizing operation (descent
solution). After the heading angle error is inside the heading angle limit, the climbing solution (min Ha)
is used. Again, if the endpoint moves inside the zero-power footprint, the final descent solution (max
Ha) is used.
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The heading angle boundary was determined from simulation analysis comparing the fuel used for a
three-segment flight and a two-segment flight. An approximate analytical expression for the heading
angle boundary is

Awe=40deg/l-26000ft/sec

Simplified Extrema of Hamiltonian-To simplify the solution, approximate analytical expressions

for the extrema of the Hamiltonian are obtained. Analytical solutions for the minimum and maximum of
the Hamiltonian are examined separately.

Analytical Solutions for the Minimum of Ha (energy climb)--The analytical minimum of H with respect to
roll angle can be found by taking the partial derivative with respect to z (z = tano) and setting it equal
to zero. This shows that z is proportional to '. 7W can be expressed as the projection of the adjoint
constant vector on the current position vector; thus X'v and z are proportional to the heading error. The
specific form of the proportionality constant is unknown, but it can be adjusted to match the profile
from the optimal iterative solution. That the gain should be inversely proportional to range is intuitive.
Based on this assumption, a z controller of this form is chosen:

z m-in sin (

The minimum of Ha with respect to it can be found by taking the partial derivative of Ha. Simulation
studies using a full search on the throttle show that another good approximation to it is

it = a0 + a1M + a.2M
2

The minimum of Ha with respect to a for the energy gain case is difficult to obtain analytically; thus a
search method is used. The optimum 3 (a*) is given by

Tehadigagebudr a eemndfo iuainaayi oprn h ulue o
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*= arg IinI(HJ, o}

F; = 0; C(x,u)<0

The analytical solutions for x and z are used in computing the minimum with respect to a.

Analytical Solution for the Maximization of Ha (energy loss)--The roll angle solution for maximizing the
Hamiltonian is assumed to be the same as that for minimizing the Hamiltonian. The optimal throttle
determined from the iterative solution shows that the throttle for the energy loss case is small or
approximately zero. Thus, the descent throttle is

a min for flame-holding initial descent

= I for final descent

This throttle is for engine control. Additional fuel flow may be required for cooling.

The optimum density for energy descent can be determined by examining the the Hamiltonian Ha with
zero throttle. The numerator does not contain the angle of attack for x = 0; thus the optimal angle of
attack maximizes or minimizes the drag depending on the sign of the numerator. For the initial descent,
the drag will be a minimum. For the final descent, the drag will be a maximum or minimum depending
on the location of the endpoint on the footprint boundary. For the initial descent, the optimum angle of
attack (a*) is computed from

a = arg Imax[J,, I r=

F; -- 0 ; C(x,u)<0

The angle of attack for the final descent is described in the next subsection.

4.7 Final Descent Reformulation-The optimal minimum-fuel trajectories have powered climbs at
high dynamic pressures followed by low-throttle or zero-throttle turning descents at maximum or
minimum drag. For a perfect system, after the descent is started, the decent trajectory characteristics
stay the same: the throttle stays at zero and the path stays at minimum drag or maximum drag until
the terminal point is hit. However, for an imperfect system (e.g., modeling errors), a predicted terminal
miss error could occur and the new optimal path then would contain a short powered climb segment
followed by a minimum or maximum drag descent. The entire descent trajectory could consist of short
pulses of thrust. For a practical system, this is undesirable. Thus the descent guidance approach is
reformulated.

The approach for descent trajectory determination is to: 1) start the descent when the the terminal
point is well inside the footprint and 2) change the performance criterion after the descent is started.
The area to begin descent can be either an area smaller than the footprint or a circular area around the
center point on the footprint, as shown in Figure 14. The performance criterion after the descent is
started is chosen to be

J=Jrwt+wd(aj2+k.z21dt ; Wd={ (1

0 ; E<E,

The first term is the distance traveled, the second is the average drag over energy, and the third is the
integral of the roll angle squared. For short distances traveled, a large drag is required; thus the
criterion trades drag for distance traveled. The weight wd, which is a function of energy, can be chosen
to shape drag to a temperature profile.

A close4-form solution for the controls can be determined for the zero-power descent with this
performance criterion. The full nonlinear equations of motion are difficult to integrate in closed form,
but if flat Earth and small crossrange assumptions are made, the equations can be integrated in closed
form. The approximate solution can be extended to the nonlinear problem. The solution reduces to the
form of the Space Shuttle analytic drag controller (Reference 5). The closed-form feedback solution for
the criterion is
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Throttle:

X=O

Roll Angle:

3V 2sinAW

z .R

Angle of Attack:

Sts= Rt9 (1 + 0.3 Isin AN4)

S ),->E,
(D J{ S ES)~ tg

t E f -, E < E ,

p=(-j)+ (/i)l4a, <,(+Z2)

a = 2min(1 +z 2)

P V2SCic1

If the density exceeds the constraints, it is replaced by its constraint value.

If the circular region is chosen to begin descent after a powered segment, the center of this region is
computed from

f+ 1.(E2 -E) 1
f~~ (D[---+/, ., ,>

R.= '( Ef-E M E< E

Ttm~c

Equilibrium Glide Range, Re

Descent Region for Power
AR = 0.8(Re - R,)

Center of Footprint

RZero-Power Footprint

Figure 14. Area to Begin Descent with Power

The drag parameter (D/m)c is chosen to be between the minimum drag and the drag at maximum q.
The radius of the circle is chosen to be some factor multiplied by the difference between the
equilibrium glide range and the footprint center range:

ARc = 0.8 (Re -Rc)
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where the equilibrium glide range Re is approximately

2E 1R0___ R
R e = O I R

4Sf C: k gR0

The center of the footprint and the equilibrium glide range can also be taken from the footprint
calculation. The footprint calculation is described in the next section.

5.0 No-Power Footprint Generator

The footprint generator finds the area of attainable final points for unpowered flight. The footprint is
calculated using closed-form control equations. The closed-form iterative footprint calculator is accurate
for spherical earth and includes earth's rotation effect and complex constraints. The method for
calculating and continuously updating a footprint is shown in Figure 15.

The footprint is calculated starting with the vehicle's initial altitude, velocity, heading, fuel mass, and
position. The energy state equations of motion are integrated along a commanded heading angle until a
minimum energy is reached. A variable time step depending on the magnitude of the bank angle turn
rate is used. At the minimum energy point, the final latitude and longitude define the footprint
boundary. A 540-deg sweep of heading angles is conducted employing minimum and maximum drag
flight conditions. The trajectory termination points create a closed boundary. A total of 69 position
coordinates define the footprint boundary. The central processing unit (CPU) time to create a footprint is
approximately 5 sec.

An interpolation routine is used to create a smooth transition between successive footprints computed a
fixed amount of time apart. Using the current five states, a footprint is generated and stored in memory.
Then, using the current state rates, the states are projected along the current flight path for a fixed
elapsed time. A future footprint is then generated using the new projected states. A linear interpolation
between the current footprint and the future footprint is used to create footprints along the flight
between the current state and the future state.

The footprint for unpowered flight is shown superimposed over a United States map in Figure 16. If
Edwards Air Force Base is in the footprint, it is chosen as the landing site; otherwise another site near
the center of the footprint is chosen. After the landing site is selected, a trajectory to the landing site is
computed. The vehicle is guided to this point.

/t"Footprint

Footprint Calculation Method

- Input velocity, altitude, mass of fuel,
heading, and position

- Iterate heading command Wcom:
Minimum Drag tan(O) = K(v/g)('com - IF)

1 ------- -" * Set drag to minimum or maximum

Downrange • Use variable time step for
integration of equations of motion

M Stop integration when minimum
energy is reached

. Generate footprint boundary
with 69 points

Minimum Drag
Crossrange

Figure 15. Footprint Generation Approach
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Figure 16. Hypersonic Vehicle Footprint

6.0 Trajectory Coupler

The vertical dynamics that were neglected in the energy-state solutions are now reintroduced. A
controller that stabilizes these dynamics is incorporated. The commands to the controller are the
optimal controls and the equilibrium values of the vertical dynamics determined from the energy-state
solution. The trajectory coupler controls the vehicle to the computed optimal altitude. The trajectory

coupler is

- [ RI [ + kh (h- hoP)+k h- (h-h)

7.0 Guidance, Control, and Navigation Control System Configuration

A guidance, navigation, and control structure is shown in Figure 17. The aircraft guidance configuration
consists of a trajectory generator, a trajectory coupler, and a footprint calculator.

The guidance system is the set of optimal closed-form feedback solution equations. No forward
prediction is required; thus updates of the guidance commands can be made very rapidly. Forward
trajectory computation, however, still may be required for pilot information. One forward trajectory
computation takes approximately 2 sec of CPU time for a 2000-sec trajectory.

The trajectory coupler is an altitude feedback controller that controls the vehicle altitude to an optimal
altitude computed from the energy-state optimization. The optimal roll angles and throttle are direct
commands to the engine controller and the attitude controller.

The footprint generator finds the area of attainable final points for unpowered flight. If Edwards Air
Force Base is in the footprint, it is chosen as the landing site; otherwise another site near the center of
the footprint is chosen. After the landing site is selected, a trajectory to the landing site is computed and
the vehicle is guided to this point.

8.0 Optimal Solutions for Different Cases

Optimal trajectory solutions for different cases are discussed below.

Minimum-Fuel Climb to Orbit-The aircraft takes off from Edwards Air Force Base on an ascent to orbit.
For this case, Co and vf are zero. The time histories of several variables are shown in Figure 18. The
plot in the upper left is an altitude vs. velocity profile. The two lower curves are the temperature
constraint and the dynamic pressure constraint. The upper curve is the stall constraint. The other plots
show the throttle, thrust, fuel used, and angle of attack vs. time.
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Abort with No Power and Land at Langley Air Force Base-The aircraft takes off from Edwards Air Force
Base with the intent of ascending to orbit. The vehicle encounters an emergency situation at Mach 15.
In this scenario, the vehicle has lost use of its engines and is unable to return to Edwards. The trajectory
of the vehicle is shown in Figure 19. In the no-power abort procedure, a footprint is first calculated
from the point of abort. Then a landing site in the footprint is chosen. From the plot, we see that the
vehicle is just able to make it back to the United States. Langley Air Force Base in Virginia is inside the
footprint and is chosen as the landing site. If the abort had occurred later in the ascent, the aircraft
wouid have had to land outside the United States at a landing site inside the footprint. The time
histories of several variables are shown in Figure 20. The plots show the throttle, thrust, angle of attack,
and roll angle vs. time. After the abort, the scenario shows first a hard turn. This turn occurs under high
drag, high roll, and high angle of attack.

60

50

NT

'Q 40

0

20

10
-140 -120 -100 -80 -0 -40

Longitude (deg)

Figure 19. Trajectory Plot for an Abort with No Power

Abort with Power and Return to Edwards Air Force Base-The aircraft takes off from Edwards Air Force
Base with the intent of ascending to orbit. The vehicle encounters an emergency situation at Mach 15.
The engine remains operating and the vehicle is able to return to Edwards Air Force Base. The
trajectory of the vehicle is shown in Figure 21. The time histories of several variables are shown in
Figure 22. After the abort, first a hard turn occurs with the throttle set to zero. The aircraft descends to
make a smaller radius turn. This turn occurs under high drag, high roll, and high angle of attack. After
the vehicle is headed toward Edwards, the power is turned on again and the aircraft gains energy.
When the vehicle is within gliding range of Edwards, the power is shut off and the vehicle glides back to
Edwards.

Comparison of Feedback Solutions for the Energy-State Model and the Full-State Model-A comparison
of the energy-state iterative solution, the energy-state closed-form feedback solution, and the full-state
closed-form feedback solution is shown in Figure 23. In the full-state model, the vertical equations of
motion are included. The vehicle is controlled with closed-form guidance and the trajectory coupler
(altitude controller). For the ene-.gy-state model, the feedback solution gives similar results to the more
exact optimal iterative solution. The full-state model results are similar to the energy-state model
results.

9.0 Conclusions

The closed-form approach gives trajectories very close to full optimal solution trajectories for minimum
fuel. The computing time for the closed-form feedback solution is much less than that for the full
optimal iterative solution because no forward trajectory computation is required; computations are
performed only at the current time. Thus, the closed-form feedback method is chosen for the
hypersonic vehicle guidance, navigation, and control system. The solution equations developed above
are general in nature and can be applied in different problems.
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The significant contributions made by this study are listed below.

" The Euler-Lagrange energy-state optimization solutions are extended to powered-vehicle, three-
dimensional, spherical earth motion models.

" Exact solutions are obtained by iteration on the adjoint constants.

" An approximate closed-form optimal feedback solution that closely approximates the iterative
optimal solution is determined.

" A computationally efficient method for generating footprints for use in identifying alternate
landing sites under an engine abort or other emergency condition is developed.
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Figure 20. Time Histories for an Abort with No Power
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Figure 21. Trajectory Plot for an Abort with Power
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Discussion

TARIFA.
How is the final orbit insertion accomplished?

AUTHOR'S REPLY.
The final orbital insertion may be accomplished by: 1) use of a rocket

engine or 2) flying faster than the orbital velocity then converting this
kinetic energy to potential energy.

WEYER.
You discussed emergencies at Ma 15 with powerless descend flight. What

about cooling of engine and airframe structures? Is your model taking into
account cooling requirements and cooling capacity which depends on fuel flow?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, at the present time simple generic models for cooling are

incorporated in the computer simulation. For minimum power (flame holding)
descents dumping of fuel used for cooling may be required.
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1 Abstract

For supersonic and hypersonic flight conditions with ramjets, trajectory calculations have necessarily
to be coupled with the engine performances. In space transportation systems ramijets will be employed
in a relatively wide range of Machnumbers, and therefore not always near the optimum design point.

Optimization of several physical parameters along the trajectory will be inevitable. This paper
discusses some of these parameters and their importance for an ascent trajectory, having a minimum
fuel requirement.

2 Nomenclature

Symbols

A Area p Pressure
Bs Specific fuel consumption q Dynamic pressure
CL Lift coefficient T Thrust
CL. Lift coefficient for zero t Flight time

angle of attack v Velocity
CL. dCL/do v Acceleration
g Gravity x Flight distance
G Weight a Angle of attack
Gv. Fuel consumption term b Nozzle exit area angle
GIA Wing loading against roll axis
h Altitude 6 Flow vector direction
Hb Constant in atmospheric model against roll axis
LID Lift over drag A Oxidation ratio
m Vehicle total mass 01 Thrust angle against velocity vector
M Machnumber UT Thrust vector angle against roll axis
thf Fuel rate

Subscripts

'x:- 1 Undisturbed flow 2 Combustion chamber inlet
0 After front shock 3 Combustion chamber outlet
0' Diffussor inlet 4,- Nozzle critical point
1 Diffussor outlet 5 Nozzle exit o
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3 Introduction

In worldwide hypersonic technology programmes various concepts of airborne space transportation
vehicles are under consideration. In Europe a.o. TSTO-systems are analysed with the first stage
to carry the orbitor close to the equator, where seperation is scheduled at a medium hypersonic
Machnumber. Whereas the first stage returns to its base, the upper stage ascents into orbit, using
conventional rocket engines. The first stage will most likely be propelled by hydrogen fueled turbo-
ramjet engines. The turbo engines are used for taking off and accelerating the vehicle to about Mach
3. Beyond this speed ramjets will supply the required thrust.

Unlike conventional designing of turbo engines, for supersonic flight vehicles with fully integrated
engines, it is necessary to consider the whole system of flight vehicle and engine. Flight mechanic and
engine specific parameters are closely connected and interacting. Therefore trajectory optimization is
not possible without considering both systems simultaneously.

4 Force balance for winged vehicle

In order to find the relevant physical parameters relating to the fuel requirement it is necessary to
look at the distribution of forces on the vehicle, with mass m. Fig. 1 shows the forces acting on
the considered configuration. Not regarded are mass forces (for instance Coriolis force) because these
are required for discription of the flightpath relatively to the observer standing on the rotating earth.
For our purposes the effects, due to the rotation of the earth, will be neglected. Curvilinear flight
is not considered. The vehicle is climbing, which is indicated by the angle of incidence -y between
the horizon and the velocity vector. The angle of attack a is also indicated, being the angle between
the velocity vector and the roll axis of the vehicle. Since the engine will not be symmetrical also
thrust vector components perpendicular to the roll axis can be expected. This is indicated with thrust
vector angle UT. The sum of the angle of attack a and thrust vector angle aT are defined as thrust
angle a. Also the aerodynamic forces are drawn in Fig. 1: drag opposite to the velocity vector and
lift perpendicular upward. Finally the vehicle is speeding up in velocity direction, indicated with
acceleration i3. Accelerations perpendicular to the velocity vector are neglected. Applying the law
of equilibrium of forces in speed direction and perpendicular, the following set of equations can be
obtained:

{ mi' = Tcosa - Gsin-y - D
0= Tsina - Gcosy + L. (1)

For an accelerated flight point, angle of incidence y and acceleration i' are related [1]:

dv
= v sin-y - . (2)

Introducing a usual atmospheric model and furthermore assuming flight with a constant dynamic
pressure the following expression between the angle of incidence 7 and acceleration i' can be derived
[1]:

sin M , (3)

with the parameter Hb = 6.338 kin, coming from the atmospheric model. Only small angles of
incidence will be considered, allowing the approximation cos -y 1. Eq. (1) now becomes:

mi' = Tcoso - 2 - D V2 (4)
0 = Tsina - G + L.

This set of equations can be combined introducing LID as one parameter:

i (I + Lv- ) LID

G cosa + -

This equation already shows some of the important parameters to be discussed furtherdown.
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Instead of the thrust requirement above deduced, we are interested in the fuel requirement. First a
pure accelerated flight mission is considered, so accumulating speed is of only interest. A small time
interval At - is being considered, in which acceleration i and fuel mass flow hi =- are of
constant value. Furthermore the change of mass Am is being neglected compared to the total vehicle
mass m. With these assumptions and using the definition for the specific fuel consumption, Bs = M,
Eq. (5) can be rewritten:

Xmf 1 + 2 +___

___ v .L/D .Bs.Av. (6)m Cos a + "" .B v 6

Eq. (6) shows, that the fuel requirement Amf for speeding up Av depends on five parameters:
velocity v, acceleration , lift over drag value L/D, thrust angle a and the specific fuel consumption
Bs. It is recognized, that typical flight mechanic and typical engine parameters have impact on the
fuel requirement. Also the vehicle mass m is important. Here it always will be assumed that this
mass is the same at the highest Machnumber. Minimizing the fuel consumption then leads to defining
the minimum starting mass at the lowest considered Machnumber. To minimize fuel requirement it is
necessary to optimize all above parameters. Therefore all parameters first are considered seperately.

5 Flight parameters
At first the term Gv = 1 + 3 + I is considered, being a function of velocity v (Fig. 2). It is

evident, that higher seP s are beneficial for fuel consumption. Acceleration t has been varied too in
this figure, showjq a.P even stronger impact of this parameter on fuel requirement. It is advantageous
to realize &aYeleration, although the positive effect diminishes with increasing acceleration.

Fw-I," data (Fig. 2) the lift over drag value LID has been kept constant at LID = 4. However it
j.-1"ould be recognized, that this parameter is as important as the above considered acceleration, since

both quantities appear in the denominator of term Gv. Maximum values of LID are the matter of
fact of the aerodynamics of the hypersonic vehicle. The behavior of a specific configuration usually is
described by aerodynamic parameters, as for instance lift coefficient CL = 2__, which dependends on. . pV2A,

Machnumber, angle of attack and Reynoldsnumber. An appropiate aerodynamic model for hypersonic
vehicles as developed in (21 is used. Fig. 3 shows the lift over drag value LID as a function of angle of
attack a for several Machnumbers. It is mentioned, that this aerodynamic model does not include an
explicit function between the considered parameters and the Reynoldsnumber. For each Machnumber
just one angle of attack can be found with lift over drag LID being a maximum. These optimum
angles of attack are plotted versus Machnumber in Fig. 4 also indicating the angle of attack variation,
if lift over drag LID differs five and ten per cent respectively. For each Machnumber, the angle of
attack should be set near the plotted optimum value, to provide a high value of lift over drag LID.
The parameters determining the angle of attack are considered in the next subsection.

Eq. (6) points also to the thrust angle a having an influence on the fuel requirement Amj. The
term cos a + L- which has to be maximized in this context, is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of thrust
angle a and several values of LID. Depending on lift over drag LID, thrust angles a up to 200 are of
posivitive effect on fuel consumption. It should not be concluded from this figure, that small values of
lift over drag LID are beneficial, since this parameter also is of great but opposite importance in the
term Gv.

It is reminded, that thrust angle a is the sum of angle of attack a and thrust vector angle aT. The
last parameter is determined by the engine and will be considered in more detail in the next section.
Since the angle of attack has revealed to be important for fuel requirement it will be examined more
closely in the next subsection.

5.1 Angle of attack

In order to define the parameters influencing the angle of attack a, Eq. (4) is used again, now
differentiating between angle of attack a and thrust vector angle aT. Fig. 6 illustrates that, for any
Machnumber, the lift coefficient CL is linearily increasing with the angle of attack a:

CL = CLo + CL. ". (7)
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Eliminating thrust T in Eq. (4) and using Eq. (7) leads to a quadratic equation:

[CL." (--7z - sin UT)] .a 2

COS - o (1 + "(I+,-)+ Sin0T) + CL OS ---'-Sin rT) + C L. '• (COST+ aC (8)

+ [ sin T • (1 + C) - Cos UT) + Ct0. (cos aT + 6T 0.

An analysis of this equation for a fixed value of wing loading G/A, is plotted in Fig. 7, demonstrating
that the dynamic pressure has particular influence on the angle of attack. For a certain Machnumber
the dynamic pressure decreases by increasing altitude. Furthermore it is obvious, that an increasing
thrust vector angle aT decreases the angle of attack, verifying the influence of an engine parameter
on the flight mechanics. An increasing thrust vector angle UT signifies that the thrust component
perpendicular to the roll axis of the vehicle increases and therefore lift can decrease, which is again
achieved by decreasing of the angle of attack (See Eq. (7)).

Higher acceleration -& leads to a smaller angle of attack as evident from Fig. 7. Increasing acceleration
i' requires more thrust parallel to the velocity vector. Given a certain thrust vector angle aT, this
signifies an increase of the thrust perpendicular to the velocity vector, reducing the angle of attack.
This effect diminishes with decreasing thrust vector angle aT, as shown in Fig. 7. If the thrust vector
angle aT gets negative and equals the angle of attack a, the thrust angle o will be zero and acceleration
will have no effect on the angle of attack. For even smaller thrust vector angles UT the above effect
becomes opposite, i.e. the angle of attack increases with increasing acceleration (not evident in Fig.
7).

It is shown, which influence on the flight mechanics can be expected from the engine specific value
UT. This parameter and the specific fuel consumption Bs, having also an impact on the fuel requirement
(Eq. (6)), are dealt with in the next section.

6 Engine specific parameters

As mentioned in the introduction the ramjet part of the mission is considered in this paper. In order to
determine thrust, thrust vector angle and fuel consumption, a calculation model of a ramjet has been
established (Fig. 8), which allows to calculate all thermodynamic data in characteristic cross sections.

The undisturbed flow is deflected and compressed by the front shock of the vehicle (oc - 0). Ahead
of the engine a boundary layer builds up, causing a displacement and a momentum loss. Total pressure
loss within the diffussor (0 -* 1) is accounted for by using a kinitic efficiency. Further pressure loss is
caused by the drag of the flow around the turbo engine tube, which holds the turbo engine, and by
fuel-airflow mixing (1 - 2). In the combustion chamber (2 -- 3) the fuel is burnt; because of the high
temperatures (up to 3000 K) dissiocation occurs, which results in a loss of total enthalpy. Part of the
dissiocation enthalpy is regained within the convergent part of the nozzle (3 -- 4). The critical area of
the nozzle is variable and adjusted to pass the incoming massflow. Finally the flow is expanded in the
divergent part of the nozzle (4 -- * 5). An asymmetrical nozzle is chosen, since it is fair to assume that
the tail base of the vehicle will be used for additional expansion. In order to obtain the flow angle 05,
it's assumed, that a Mach line is located at the oblique nozzle exit area, which is not variable.

6.1 Thrust vector angle orT

Fig. 9 shows the thrust vector angle UT for various flight conditions, revealing that the angle first
increases towards a maximum around Mach 4.5. Higher dynamic pressures only causes the level to be
slightly lower and the maximum to be shifted to somewhat lower Machnumbers. For this effect it is
necessary to look at the thrust components, which form the thrust vector angle:

UT = arctan -Y (9)

with the x-axis being parallel and the y-axis being perpendicular to the roll axis. The thrust
components again are built up by the diffussor inlet and nozzle outlet forces, which are plotted in
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Fig. 10: in x-direction the nozzle force T4 increases with Machnumber, but the diffussor drag T3

increases even more. The difference is the net thrust T, parallel to the roll axis of the vehicle. The
diffussor also causes a lift T, because of the outer compression shocks. In Fig. 10, 11 and 13 T is
arbitrarily set negative to illustrate the difference of the y-forces at engine in- and outlet. This lift
gradually decreases with increasing Machnumber but constant dynamic pressure. The shown behavior
of thrust vector angle OrT is mainly determined by the nozzle outlet force perpendicular to the roll axis
T2. The particular behavior of the curve is due to the two parts of this force: first the momentum
h V5 -sin 05, in which nozzle exit flow angle 0s increases with increasing Machnumber; secondly the

pressure force (p5 - p.,) - A5 • cos 6. The pressure force is about zero at Mach 3, but produces a lift at
higher speeds, which is increasingly counteracted by the impuls force. This explains the decrease for
higher Machnumbers of thrust vector angle UT in Fig. 9. For Machnumbers below 3 the nozzle is over
expanded. This results in a negative lift with the thrust vector angle OrT getting negative. It is added.,
that above effect would diminish, if the effective nozzle exit area is reduced for Machnumbers below 3.

Thrust vector angle UT is furthermore affected by the angle of attack (Figs. 11 and 12). The angle of
attack is varied for a fixed flight condition: an increasing angle of attack causes a stronger compression
at the front shock of the vehicle, resulting in an increasing mass flow into the engine and therefore
increasing thrust. Also lift T, is increased at the diffussor, because of the increased massflow. Because
of the increased massflow the critical area of the nozzle has to be enlarged reducing the expansion
ratio. Nozzle exit speed v5 and flow angle 05 decrease, but nozzle pressure P5 increases; the overall
effects are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12: an increase of the angle of attack results in an increase of the

thrust vector angle.
Another parameter influencing the thrust vector angle is the fuel equivelence ratio or the reciprocal

oxidation ratio A. The relevant results are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14, again for a fixed flight condition.
The oxidation ratio has no impact on the incoming forces, identified as horizontal lines (1,3) in Fig. 13.
Decreasing the fuel flow results of course in a decreasing thrust and the lift at the nozzle also decreases,
but thrust vector angle UT is not much affected, although velocity v5 decreases. The reason is that,
the critical area of the nozzle has to be reduced leading to an increased expansion and resulting in a
lower nozzle pressure P5, which predominantly causes the drop in nozzle lift T2 .

6.2 Specific fuel consumption

The specific fuel consumption is always particulary emphasized, because it directly affects fuel require-
ment (Eq. (6)). The effect of leading parameters on specific fuel consumption is examined in the
following.

Fig. 15 shows the specific fuel consumption as a function of Machnumber for various dynamic pres-
sures and oxidation ratios. The specific fuel consumption rapidly increases with speed and oxidation
ratio, but is about independent of the dynamic pressure and altitude, especially for smaller Mach-
numbers. Fig. 16 illustrates, that the specific fuel consumption decreases little with increasing angle
of attack and confirms its independence of altitude. A useful approach for trajectory optimization is
drawn sofar from the figure, that the specific fuel consumption of the ramjet considered changes little
with changing altitude or angle of attack, both parameters being important for maximizing the lift
over drag value LID.

Fig. 15 already revealed the strong influence of the oxidation ratio A on the specific fuel consumption.
For several fixed flight conditions this has been plotted in Fig. 17, showing, that for Machnumbers
above 3 an optimum oxidation ratio A exists, for which the specific fuel consumption has a minimum
value. This optimum oxidation ratio, which is independent of the dynamic pressure, increases with
Machnumber and is indicated in Fig. 18. It also identifies the allowable range for the oxidation ratio,
if a ten per cent deviation from the minimum specific fuel consumption is acceptable (Fig. 17). This
range decreases for speeds below Mach 4, as does the optimum oxidation ratio, which is in contradiction
with Fig. 17. It is reminded, that for these Machnumbers negative thrust vector angles UT occur if the
fuel flow decreases. The reasons for the combined effect on thrust vector angle UT of low Machnumber
(Fig. 9) and high oxidation ratio (Fig. 14) have both seperately been explained above. Since a negative
thrust vector angle is undesired from the point of view of fuel requirement optimization (Eq. (6)) only
the thrust component parallel to the roll axis was considered, when drawing Fig. 18.
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7 Optimal acceleration trajectories

Eq. (6) is used for finding optimum acceleration trajectories. To optimize the engine specific parameters
it's sufficient to choose the oxidation ratio A according to Fig. 18. Prescribing the oxidation ratio
determines the engine size required for a fixed flight Machnumber. The combustion chamber inlet area
(index '2' in Fig. 8) is chosen as the reference area of the engine. Varying the flight Machnumbers
reveals a curve of required engine sizes, which can be used to design the final engine size. Selecting, for
instance, the largest required engine size for design, means that the oxidation ratio must be increased
for all off-design flight points (less fuel is needed to obtain the required thrust). In order to be sure
to improve specific fuel consumption for the flight conditions under consideration the lower curve of
prescribed oxidation ratios in Fig. 18 has been chosen for the calculation.

The specific fuel consumption can roughly be treated as being independent of the altitude and the
angle of attack. The angle of attack however is quite important for a maximum lift over drag ratio LID
and should be set near its optimum value, which might be done by choosing the adequate altitude.
taking in account all governing parameters, as acceleration, thrust vector angle and wing loading.

Fig. 19 shows the resulting acceleration fuel consumption Amy /Av for two different accelerations,
which have been kept constant for all flight points. As could be expected an increased acceleration
is advantageous for the fuel requirement. (Compare Tab. 1, listing the total fuel consumption for
the whole trajectory). The wing loading G/A was varied, having little effect on the accelerating fuel
consumption, but having strong effect on the flight altitude as shown in Fig. 20. Obtaining optimum
angle of attack with lower wing loadings necessarily leads to lower dynamic pressures (term in Eq.
(8)), which means high flight altitude. This also affects the required engine size, as evident in Fig. 21.
Doupling the wing loading causes smaller engine sizes, even with acceleration 6 doupled, demonstrating
the tremendous impact of a typical structure parameter of the flight vehicle on the ramjet design size.

8 Accelerated flight with included cruise flight

The vehicle under consideration in this section is to start from Europe, because seperation of the upper
stage will occur near the equator a cruise flight has to be included into the mission. If a certain distance
is to be flown, the acceleration determines the cruise flight distance (see Fig. 22), which already implies
another point of view of the fuel requirement being the distance fuel requirement Am/Ax, instead of
the acceleration fuel requirement Am/Av. The latter becomes infinite in cruise flight (1/6 in Eq. (6)).
The relevant modification of Eq. (6) results in:

Am! -1  (+ -. _adv + -'LID. S . Ax. (10)
m cosa + v

This equation shows, that a low value for acceleration i) is beneficial for fuel requirement, if cruise is
included, since acceleration i now appears in the numerator. All other parameters must be optimized
as discussed before.

Except during cruise flight the acceleration is kept constant for all flight points. The flight distance
needed for vehicle acceleration increases with decreasing acceleration 6 (Fig. 22). The overall flight
distance determines the minimum value for acceleration t. Any higher value requires cruise operation.
The cruise distance increases with increasing acceleration (Fig. 22).

Eq. (10) can be used for finding the optimum cruise flight point (minimum distance fuel requirement
Am/Ax) by setting acceleration 6 equal zero and varying flight speed and altitude. For each altitude,
an optimum cruise flight point can be found at Mach 4.25 [11, which is chosen for the here considered
acceleration mission with included cruise flight. Fig. 23 illustrates the reduced total fuel consumption
for decreased acceleration . Also the total flight time will be shortened, if a smaller acceleration
is chosen. It can be concluded, that for missions starting at Europe a small acceleration will be
preferable, if minimized fuel consumption is required. Furthermore it is reminded, that speeding up
with a smaller acceleration leads to smaller required engine sizes (Fig. 21). Reducing the engine size
reduces the structural weight and therefore increases the payload.
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9 Summary

The parameters, having impact on fuel requirement of vehicles using a ramjet, have been deduced and
discussed. It has been shown, that lift over drag LID always should be maximized. To achieve this, a
discret angle of attack has to be flown at particular flight Machnumber. This can be done by choosing
the appropiate altitude, which depends mainly on the wing loading. Also the acceleration and the
thrust vector angle have an influence on the angle of attack, which have to be taken in account. For
each flight Machnumber an optimum oxidation ratio can be pointed out, for which the specific fuel
consumption is minimal. When designing a ramjet, the engine size should be chosen such, that the
needed oxidation ratio is near the optimum oxidation ratio during the most time of the mission.

The angle of attack and the thrust vector angle have an impact on fuel requirement. Positive thrust
angles up to 20' are beneficial. For speeds above Mach 3 such angles can be realised.

The best choice for the acceleration for speeding up depends on the kind of mission. A purely
accelerated flight mission requires large values for acceleration. In case of an included cruise flight, it's
better to speed up with low acceleration, which also leads to smaller required engine sizes. Also the
size of the ramjet engine is closely related to the wing loading.
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Discussion

TOWNEND L. H.
Your paper is largely concerned with Mach numbers above 2.5 . Have you

applied optimisation to lower flightspeeds, in particular to the problem of
transonic acceleration? (Which strongly influences the size of the propulsion
installation, and is strongly influenced by transonic base drag).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This paper only deals with that part of the trajectory, where the ramjet

is in use. However the deducted equation (Eq.6) also can be used for lower
flight speeds. Here a turbo engine will be in use.
To be able to say something about the optimal flight trajectory in this speed
range a closer examination of the turbo engine is required, simular as has
been done for the ramjet.
Furthermore an aerodynamic model of the vehicle has to be defined for the low
and transonic speeds.
The aerodynamic model used in this paper is only valid for high speeds.

WINTERFELD

COMMENT : We made a thesis last year in which we adressed the optimisation of
the size of the low Mach number turbojet. One of the results is that there is
a coupling between the size of the turbojet engine and its afterburner and the
ramjet's size. The two optimisation processes should be coupled.
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ETUDE COMPARATIVE
DE DIFFERENTS SYSTEMES
DE PROPULSION COMBINEE

Philippe RAMETTE, HYPERSPACE (France)
Dominique SCHERRER, ONERA (France)
Michel DOUBLIER, SNECMA (France)

SEP
24, rue Salomon de Rothschild

92150 SURESNES
FRANCE

RESUME

Depuis 1986. le CNES soutient des etudes comparatives de diff6rents concepts de noteurs coabinbs

effectu6es conjointement par Ia SNECMA, I& SEP et OtIERA. La SNECKA tt la SEP viennent de rassembler leurs

efforts en propulsion combin6e en cr6ant un Groupement d'lnt6rtt Economique comun appel6 HYPERSPACE.

L'avancement des 6tudes de comparalson des diff6rents cycles de moteurs combin6s eat pr6sent6 en se

concentrant sur les concepts suivants :

- I& famille des turbofushe* comprenant Ie turbofus6e-stato et le turboexpander-stato

- Is famille des turbor6scteurs avec Ia turbosoufflante-stato et le turbo-stato

- le fus6e-stato

- la fus6e A air liqulfl6

- Is fusie & air refroidi (etude en cours)

- et I. stator6acteur A combustion supersonique qui eat *galement en couTs d'exauen.

La comparaison de ces concepts Inclut leurs performaces th6oriques, des considbrations de

dimensionnement et une 6valustion approximative des probldmes technologlques associis A chaque concept.

COMPARATIVE STUDY
OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

OF COMBINED CYCLE PROPULSION

ABSTRACT

Since 1986 the French Space Agency CNES is sponsoring some comparative studies of different. concepts

of combine cycle engines made Jointly by SNECKA. SEP and ONERA. SNECUA and SEP recently Joined their efforts

in combined cycle propulsion by creating a common Joint Venture ("Groupement d'lnt6rt Economique") named

HYPERSPACE. The recent progress of comparative studies of different combined cycle engine systems is presented

focusing on the following concepts :

- the turborocket family including the turbo rocket-ronJet and the turbo expander-ramjet

- the turbojet family with the turbofan-raujet and the turbo-ramjet

- the rocket-ramJet .

- the liquefied air rocket

- the cooled air rocket (study in progress)

- and the scramjet (supersonic combustion ramjet) which is also presently in progress.

The comparison of these concepts includes their theoretical performances, some design considerations

and an approximate evaluation of the technological difficulties associated with each concept.
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1. IENTODUT=ION

Au d4but du 224.. ejicle. ufit flotvelle fasille de lanceurs A dicoilage at attirissage horizontal avec
une propulsion combin~e commencera A devenir opirationnelle.

De tel. lanceurs devraient conduire A une reduction des coOts de lancement et A des ambliorations

importantes en souplesse et en flexibilitb d'emploi par rapport aux lanceurs classiques a decollage vertical

et A propulsion tus6e.

L'optimisation de ces lanceurs du futur dipend en grande partie du concept do propulsion combin6e
s~lectionn6 aussi bien pour un lanceur mono~tage que pour un lanceur bietage. La selection des concepts de
propulsion combinie eat done tondamentale pour Ie succis de ces nouveaux lanceurs futurs.

L'objectif de jI6tude prisentie eat de comparer certain* des concepts de propulsion combinee qui
peuvent 6tre envIsagis pour de tels lanceurs.

2. ANALYSE DE DIFFERENTS CONCEPTS DR PROPULSION COMBINEE

2. 1. Turbofus6e-Stato

Le principe achimatique de fonctionnement de ce concept eat reprisent* our Ia Fig.l Ia combustion

d'un milange hydrogdne-oxygdne dans une chanbre do type fusie produit des got de6chappement qui entrainent I*

turbine entrainant 1e compresseur ; I6coulement qui traverse Is turbine est riche en hydrogine. ce qui peruet

une combustion complimentaire dans Ia chambre principale du moteur suivant un mode do type statoriacteur.

A partir d'un nombre do Mach do vol do lordre de 3, le comptesseur no prisente qu'un foible taux do

compression et eat pratiquement en autorotation. Le fonctionnement du Turbofusie-Stato eat limite. comae tous

los concepts de type Turbofuse. A une nombre de Mach de vol do Vordre do 6 & cause des temperatures elevees

au niveau des subes du compresseur tout en supposant l'utilisation do aatirioux composites thermostructuraux
comme le: carbone-carbure do silicium pour lea suborn.

Lea paramitres suivants ont 6t6 choisis, dans lea conditions aol

rapport do pression 3.75
rapport do milange 0.75
(oxygdns/hydrogino)

La ditermination des performances thioriquea du Turbofusie-Stato conduit A des impulsions specifiques

qul sont reprisentbes sur Ls, Figure 2. Les performances du Turbo-Fusie-Stato presentent l'avantage d'une

impulsion spicifique assea ilevie (entre 2000a et 25008) our une plage importante en nombre de Mach do vol

(jusqu'A M - 6) ;cotte impulsion spicifique eat nianmoins plus faible que pour doautres concepts de moteurs
combinia qui sont prisentis plus loin.

Un dimenaionnement do cc typo do concept a 6t6 etfectu6 et conduit i Vsrchitecture qui eat presentie

n Figure 3. Les hypothss prises au niveau do* matriaux Supposnt quo les matriaux composites
thermostructuraux et en particulier lea composites A matrice ciramique soient lergeuent utilis~s.

L~a figure 4 montro A titro Indicatif lonsomblo des picos d'un Turbofusie-Stato qui pourraient 6tro

rislisies en matiriou composite A matrice cirauique.

Do tela matirioux permettront une augmentation sensible des tempiratures do fonctionnement A
l'intirieur du moteur et une riduction de wasso importente par rapport A des matiriaux Obtalliques.
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2.2. Turboeicpander-Stato

Le achham de fonctionnement dua Turboexpander-Stato eat prtaenth our I& Figure S. L'hydroghne eat
d 'Abor4 utili*6 pour refroidir Its paraia do I* chambre suivant un mode reghnhratif. cc qui I. richauffe
suffisaent pour quo sa dhtento ulthrieure pormette d'entrainer I& turbine entrainant 1. compresseur *an*
introduction doxyghne.

Do mime quo dana 1. cas du Turbofushe-Statc. Is tonctionnement airoble 4u Turboexpander-Stato eat
possible jusquhA tn nombre de Mach de vol de lordre do 6 A condition qua des *atbriaux composites
thermoatructuraux acient utilishs pour lee aubes de coapreaseur.

Un rapport de preamion dua compreameur de 3 a 6t6 choimi (done lee conditions Sol). Les impulsions

aphcifiquea calculica aont prksenthea our Is Figure 6. Cos impulsion& aphcifiquea mont trha blevhea Centre

35008 at 4500.) aur une large plage en nombre de Mach de vol (jusqu'A Mach 6). Par rapport au Turbofushe-

State. lea impulsions aphcifiquta dua Turboexpander-Stato aent largement auphrieures do 1500s A 2000.

L'inconvbnient du Turboexpander-Stato porte aur Is mass* it I& complexit6 technologique du syatime de

refroi41nsoment rhghnhratif par l'hydroghne . Un dimenaionnemant du Turboexpander-Stato a 6tA effectu6 at

conduit A ian. architecture qui eat reprhsenthi aur la Figure 7 en suppoaant ian emploi trio frhquent dea

mathriaux: composite* thermoatructuraux.

Sea performance* trio 6levicsaen impulsion aphcifique font dua Turboexpander-Stato ian bon candidat
Paroi lee diffhrenta concepts de propulsion combinie enviaageables pour des lanceura apatiaux. en particulier
pour ian premier btags d'un lanceur bihtage.

Lea difficuith. technologiques associbes au Turboexpandor-Stato portent en particulier our Ilhchangeur

qui permit A V'hydroghne de refroidir Is veine *tato (masse. fiabilltb. etc) it sur Vintroduction large des

mathriaux composites A matrice chramique pour lea diffhrentes pihcea du moteur en contact avec le flux dair

chaud (subs* di compreaaeur, chambre. tuytre. etc).

2.3. Turbosoufflante-Stato

La Turboaufflante-Stato eat ian turborhacteur double flux avec rhchauffe pour lequel I. turborhacteur

eat en autorotation aux granda nombre. de Mach do vol. cc qui correspond alora A ian mode de propulsion dui type

statorhacteur.

En mode turbo. Is nombre de Mach de vol maximum eat d'environ 4.5 it eat limith par Ia timpirature au

niveou de I& turbine qui eat alora voimine de 2000K.

En mode atato. le nombre do Mach de vol maximum et deonviron 6 at cette limitation provient do la

temphrature perque par lea subs* dui compresseur. do manlre similaire aux concepts du type turbofuahe-stato

prhaentha ci-desaua.

Lea niveaux do performance en Impulsion spicifique caltulhs pour la turbosoufflante-atato goat

prdaintha our Is, Figure 8. L'Impulsion aphcifique eat trio 6levke (entre 4000s, it 4500.) en mode turbo Jusqu*A

Mach 4.5 environ ; .11. eat coins forte en mode stato pour ian Mach compria entre 4.5 at 6 (do l'ordre di

30006).

Una architecture schhmatique de turbosoufflante-stato eat prhaenthe our I* Figure 9. Un inconvhnient

do 1. turboaoufflante-stato eat son poid* qui eat sas Important. Li poids dian tel moteur pourrait 6tre de
l'ordre do 3.4 tonnes pour une pousahe au sel do 400 WN en aupposant qu'une partie des composants dui moteur

coit rhaliaeo en mathriaux composite. A metric* chramique (lea akubem do compresseur an particulier).

La turbosoufflante-atato eat ian candidat inthreasant pour I& propulsion d'un premier 6tage do lanciur

bibtage A cause de son Impulsion aphcifique *levbe. sale no conviendrait pas a priori A la propulsion dian

lanceur monoitagi A cause dos probldmia de mass qui aent d~saen grand. partie au turborhactour.



2.4. Turbo-utato

Contrairement A i& turbosoufflante-stato pour lequel le turbo eat double flux, le concept turbo-stato

suppose quo to turboriacteur eat monoflux. Suivant que le statoriacteur eat diapos6 derriire le turboreacteur.
autour oti en vein. paralldle. le turbo-stato eat atore intigr6. coaxial oti parallile.

L'6tude des difrentes variantes du turbo-atato eat actuellernent en cours ; ele devrait conduire A
des performances comparable* A celles de Is turbosoufflante stato et faire lVobjet d'une presentation
ultirLeure.

2.5. Fua~e-Stato

Dane un fusie-stato. is fusie eat disposie A l'entrie du foyer du statoriacteur et fonctionne en
milmnge rich.. permettant ainai tine combustion avec lair sans Injection supplimentaire de combustible dane I&

veins stato. Af in de riduire lea longuours de milange at de combustion. lensemble fusee eat souvent constitue

de plusieurs mini-moteurs fusies appelis 6jecteurs (doO lappellation de stato A 6jecteurs). En sortie du
foyer atato, I. milange eat subsonique et eat ensuite accilir6 done tine tuyire convergente-divergente. La
Figure 10 prisente tin schima de fonctionnement du fusee-stato. Lentrke d'air eat A geometric variable pour
les rampes de compression et le diffuseui. *cc qui permet une meilleure adaptation aux nombres de Mach de vol.

La ttiyire est bidimensionnelle (dans I& lire version 6tudiie). A detente/di flexion (autoadaptable) et elle
comporte un col variable.

Au dicollage. lessentiel de I& poussie est assuri par lea ijecteur. Un faible compliment do pousste
eat apporti per Veffet daspiration provoqui par 1e milage do lair et des jets des ijecteurs (effet
trompe). A partir do Mach 0.4 environ. leffet trompe eat remplaci par tin classique effet stato qui assure tin
compliment do poussie et done tin gain d*impilsion spicifique par rapport aux ijecteurs souls. Quand I& poussie

du atatoriacteur soul devient auffisante pour assurer la proptilsion du vihiculo (vers Mach 2.5 environ), lee
6jocteurs sont iteints et 10 motour passe en mode stato. l'injection do combustible (V'hydrogine pour tin
lanceur spatial) itant alors effectuie soit par lVintermidiaire des ijecteurs, soit par des injecteurs
indipendants.

Un. configuration bidimensionnelle dti fusie-stato a iti itudiie avec tine poummie aui sol de 600 kN et
tine poussie minimum du stato de 400 kN. La chambre stato eat dimensionnie avec tine section de 3 m2

(rectangulairo) avec 15 ijecteurs A l'intirieur (3 couches de 5 ijocteurs).

L'architecture de ce moteur conduit A tine masse (hors pries d'air) de 3.65 tonnem.

La Figure 11 prisento lea performances en Impulsion apicifique qui ont 6ti calculies pour la

configuration do fusio-stato itudlie. Lee performances sont donnies jtisqu'A Mach 14 en "sode ijecteir"

(ijcteurs milumia) et A partir do Mach 2 en mode stato (ijecteurs iteints). Le Mach d'extinction des
ijecteura eat A optimiser en fonction du vihictile, typiquoment autour de 2.5.

Lee calctils do trajoctoire actuollement en cours oontrent quill y a intirit A diminuer lea sections
d'entrie dair et do chambre stato afin de riduiro Ia masse du moteur et I& trainie induite stir le vihicule
(sti ditrment de Ia poussie). Par allieurs tine architecture axysimitrique permettrait igalement do riduire la

masse. Un nouveau dimonsiowinement dans une configuration axysimitrique eot actuellement A 1Vitude.

Si I& combtistion du statoriacteur d'une fusie-stato rest. subsonique. l'impulsion spicifique du motour

beisso trim rapidoment entr* Mach 6 ot Mach 8 ;Mach 8 samble 6tre tine limite mu nombre do Mach de vol
admissible dane 10 cam dun atatoriacteur A combustion mubsonique. Au del&, lea ijocteurm peuvent Atre A
nouveau alitimis pour permettro A tin lanceur monoitage do quitter Vatmosphire pour me mettrc en orbite
(configuration du typo fusie-stato-fusie).

$i Is statoriacteur eat conqu pour fonctionner A Ia fois en combustion aubmonique et mupersonique

grAce A des giomitrios variables approprlies. le fonctionnemont airobia du fusie-stato petit store itre
considirablemont itendu jusqu'A des nombrem do Mach de vol do l'ordre de 15 A 18.
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Un avantage important du concept fusee-atato concerns son aptitude A transiter vera une combustion
supersonique pour I* stato qul mliare alors consid6rablement lee performances potentiellea au delA de Mach 6
Ct 41argit done I& nature des missions envisageables avec des concepts de propulsion combine du type fuaje-

stato.

2.6. Fuz~e A air liqu~fiA

Le schema de fonctionnement de I& fus~e A air liqu~fi6eoat repr~sent6 our Is, Figure 12. L'air traverse
ui refroidisseur puis un liquhfacteur pour lequel 1* fluids rofrig~rant eat de V'hydrogine qui eat ainsi
r~chauff6 avant dl6tre introduit dane Is chambre qui est du type fusbe.

Un mhlange d'hydrogine. d'oxyg6ne et d'air liqu~fiC brOle done I& chambre do combustion. Par rapport A

un moteur fua6e. une partie de loxyg~ne eat sinai remplac~e par do Iasir liqu~fi6, ce qili emeliore
senaiblement 1'ispulsion apicifique.

L'impulsion sp~cifique calcul~e pour une fusee A air Iqu~fii correspond A I& Figure 13 dane 1e cas du
cycle de base dicrit ci-deasus. Lee diffirentes courbes correspondent A i& taille des 6changeurs de chaleur
per rapport A un coo do rhf~rence avec des 6changeura dimensionnbs pour un nombre do Mach de Vol do 4.5. Les
courbes d'impulsion ap~cifique montrent qu'entre Mach 1 at Mach 4.5 l'impulsion sp~cifique est superieure
d'environ 50 Z par rapport A cell. d'un moteur fusee (600s au lieu de i&50s) et qu'A un nombre de Mach plus
6lev6 Ie gain en impulsion specifique diminue Juaqu'A s'annuler pour tan nombre de Mach de Vol d'environ 10.

Des amiliorations du cycle de base pour Ia fusee A air liqu6fi sont possibles par exemple en
injectant do l'oxyg~ne liquido dana IV6coulement d'air pour Ie refroidir ou en utilisant do l'hydroghne sous
form. de bouts (melange liquide-solide ou "slush") dana des riservoirs (A uno temp~rature de 14&K).

Ces deux examples devraient an~liorer l'impulmion sp~cifique d'environ 80s et 50s respectivement.
Daoutres varlantes du cycle du type fusie A air liqu~fi* sont posaibles. en particulier avec une recirculation

de l'hydrogdne ou de l'oxygine vera lea reservoirs (avec la posaibilit& d'utiliser des carburants "slush") ou

en Introduisant un compresseur dair interstdiaire entre It refroidisseur et Ie liqu~facteur.

La principal. difficult6 technologique de I& fias~e A air liqu~fie r~side dana lea 6changeurs
(refroidisseur et liqu~facteur) pour leaquels lee ap~cifications sont trds *6v~res :faible poids. faible
porte de charge. tr~s grand. r~sistance at fiabilit6, teuptrature dCentrhe du refroidisseur blevbe. conditions

d'utiliation extrimement variables et absence de givrage A bass. altitude.

Le poida des 6changeurs de choleur risque de constituer un Inconv~nIent majeur pour des cycles de
moteurs combin~a du type fushe A air liqu~fiC. Cc probldwe de poids socH au fait que limpulsion sp~cifique
de Ia fusee A sir liquhfib eat &sses nettemont plus faible quo pour le*asutres cycles do moteurs combin~a
conduit A 6liminor a priori lee concepts de fuahe A sir liquMfC sauf s1 une technologie nouvelle conduisant

A do* 6changeurs do chaleur Air-Hydrog~ne 16gors et fiables et mime sau point.

2.7. FuUse A air refroidi

Le principe do Is fus~e A air refroidi (voir Figure 14) eat tr~s aemblable A colui de Ia fuske A sir
liqukfiA pr~sentA ci-doscus. It rofroidiasoeont do lair nallant par contre pas jusqu'A I& liquefaction. En

Val du refroidiseur. I'sir est comprici dne un compresseur avant d're Inject6 dne Ia chambre. La
puissance du compresseur eat fournie aoit par une turbine alimenth. par un genirateur de gas. Soit par un
cycle expander.

L'impulsion sp~cifique d'une fNas A air refroidi oat do Vordre do 2500s A 3000s au Sol et 1900s A
Mach 7. 1110 oat nettemont sup~rioure A cello C'une fus~e. as 0110 recta l~gerement inf~rieuro A cell. des
sutre Noteure combin~A (A lexception de Is fus~e A air iqu~fI6) du felt du dibit Important d'hydrogdne
n~ceasaire :u refroidiaseement do lasir ot A a& compression. Lobtention do* nivosux d'impulsion sp~cifiques
indiqu~s suppose par ailleura des Achangeurs tr~s importants et uno optimisation do Ia performance pour une
mission donn~e conduira peut-Atro A choisir des 6changeurs plus petits at plus ldger. au ditriment do

I'iopulsion aphcifique. Le nombre do Mach do vol maximum ae situe autour de 7. A cause des problimes de tenue

en teoprature au niveau de lentr~e d'air ot du refroidisseur.
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2.8. Stator~acteur A combustion supersonique

Dana un statoriacteur A combustion aupersonique (ou I'acramijet"). li6coulement reute aupersonique A

lint~rieur do ia chambre de combustion. La Figure 15 prisente lea niveaux d'impulsion specifique qul

pourralent 6tre atteints pour le "acranjet"* par rapport au atatorbacteur et au turboriacteur. Ce. courbes
montrent que is "scranjet" eat potentiellement intiressant au del& de Kach 6 environ. L'impulsion sp~cifique
resta thioriquement supieure A celle d'une fusie jusqu&A des nombres do Moch de vol de l'ordre de 15 A IS. A
condition de savoir rialisar 1e milange et la combustion de JVair et du combustible (hydrogine a priori) done

I. dilal tris court impos6 par le tamps de sijour des molicules dans le foyer. Le nombre de Mach de vol

maximum pour un vihicule hypersonique propuls6 avec un *!scranjet" eat actuellement incertain du fait de
l'impricision sur Ia poussie du moteur et sur le bilan propulsif du vehicule at du beaoin en refroidisaement

de Ia cellule at du moteur qui risque de limiter le nombre de Mach de vol maximum.

La "scraujet" eat Ie saul concept de propulsion combinie qul permette des impulsiona apecifiques
relativement 6levies (entre 1000. et 3000a) sur une plage de nombres de Mach comprise entre 6 at 15 environ.

11 eat donc potentiellement tris intiressant pour lea missions utilisant largemant cette plage en nombres de
Mach. A savoir lea lanceurs apatiaux monoetage ou deuxiime itage de biitage (avec separation vera Mach 6).

La modilisation des icoulements done un "scrauijet". en particulier ia combustion aupersonique dana Ia

chambre. eat nicessaire pour diterminer lea performances qui peuvent 6tre espirees dans un "scramijet'. Lea

phinomines physiques six en Jeu. part iculi16rement complexes, comportent le melange turbulent du combustible
dans un 6coulament suparsonique. Ia combustion turbulent. assoclie. lea effets catalytiques de paroi. les
interactions entre ondes de choc de le6coulemant at antre ondes de choc at Ia paroi qui induisent des

surchauffes en paroi qui peuvant 6tre trds importantes. D'autre part. dans le cao du "acraniet. ]2integration

antre Ia cellule at le systime propulait (au nivaau de lantrie d'air at de la tuyire) eat entitrement

critique pour Ia determination du bilan propulsif global du vehicule hypersonique at devra donc 6tra nodelie

vec prcision (positionnment des ondes de choc. interactions ntre ondes de choc d'une part. entre ondes de

choc at paroi d'autre part. etc).

Aux difficultis de modilisation de phinomines physiques assoclia au "scramiaet" saajoutent de nombreux

probimes tachnologiquas spicifiques :retroidissement des parois. systime dinjection. entree d'air A

giomitrie fortement variable.

La "scranijet" a basoin d'un accelirataur pour le porter A Mach 6 environ. Un accelerateur de
".scramjat" pout 6tre soit intigri dane Is veine du "scramjet" (concept fusie-atato pour lequel le atato eat
capable de transiter en combustion supersoniqua). soit positionn* dana una vaine parallile suivant un concept

du type turbo-stato ou turbofusia-stato. Une comparaison entre lea diffbrents concepts d'accilirateur doit
prandra en compte lea performances des moteurs correspondants (impulsion apbcifique en particulier) at lour

bilan de masse. Du point de vue masse. le concept fusie-stato tranaitant an combustion supersonique presente

un avantage sensible. maim l'impuleion spicitique de la fusie sur le premier trongon de Ia trajectoire
(jusquiA Mach 2 environ) est particullirement faibla. Saul le calcul complet des performances assoclies A une

trajectoire permettra de silectionner l'accilirateur le mieux adapti au "acramijet".

La "scramijet" eat un concept de propulsion combinia qui davrait permettre un "stap" tachnologique

important pour des applications lanceurs spatiaux ;caest aussi un concept tria complexe do part Ia nature des

phinomines physiques correspondants (combuation suparsonique en particulier) at dont le6tude approfondie

niceasita d'importants travaux de recherche.
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3. COMPARAISON ZNTRE LES DIF7ERENTS CONCEPTS
DE PROPULSION CONDINEE

Pour une application lanceur spatial. deux types de vihicules doivent 6tre considirhs ;e mtonoetoge

at Is bitage.

Pour un lancour monoitage. des colculs sur trojectoires semblent montrer qu'a priori seule une

propulsion combinie Intigront un "scrajet" conduit A une charge utile sonsiblement positive, Is fusie A air

refroidi pouvont dons certains cog prisenter de lintirft. Dans ce cog, un accilirateur du type fusie-4tato ou

plut~t fusie A air refroidi-stoto conduirait it une intigration complute de l'accblirateur et du "scroijet". Un

accilirateur A bae do turborioctour en veine porallilo (turbo-state ou turbofusee-stoto) omelioreroit

Ilopulsion spicifique pendant Ia phase initial. de Is trajectoire (Jusqu*A Mach 2 environ) mais presenteroit

un. *ase sensibiement plus importante quo pour I& fumie-stato.

Pour It premier btage dCun lanceur biitage. It critire d'impulsion spicifique devient prioritoire

Dana ce coo, souls des concepts do propulsion combinie correspondent A uno trio forte impulsion specifique (do

l'ordr* do 4000s) peuvent 6tre retenus :le turbo-stato. I. turboexpander-stoto. 10 turbosoufflonte-ototo et

1e turbofusie-stoto.

On recherchero une transition du turbo ou stoto pour un nombre do Mach de vol 6love. vers Koch 4

environ. Le fonctionnement en mode stoto correspond A une combustion subsonique et sera etendu i un nombre do

Hach maximum (entre 6 et 7).

Pour un deuxiime 6tage d'un Lonceur bietoge, une tusie pout itre envisage mais d'autres concepts sont

6goleaont possible&, en porticulier le stotorbacteur A combustion supersoniquo-fusbe.

4. CONCLUSION

Un. analyse do differents concepts do propulsion combinie a 6t6 prentie pour une application it des

lanceurs spotiaux (vbhicule monoetoge ou biitoge). La comparoison do coo concepts montro quo soul un petit

nombre dentre eux sont susceptible. ti'6tre retenus pour un vihicule hyporsonique futur it propulsion combinee.

Pour pouvoir offinor une analyst comparative de concepts do propulsion combinko de ce type,

dimportonts progris doivent 6tre riolisis dons le domaino do I& modblisotion des ecoulements ("CFD" ou

"Computational Fluid Dynamics") ofin do prendre en compto lts phinomines physiques do turbulence, de melange.

do combustion (6vontuellement supersonique). d'interoction d'ondes do choc. etc. Ce besoin en modilisotion des

4hcoulements eat particulibremont critique dons 1e cog du stotorioctour A combustion supersonique ("scrajet")

qui nicessite 1e deloppement do modilos specifiques. en particulier pour prendro correctemont en compte Ia

combustion suporsonique.

Un certain nombre d'hypothises ont 6t6 faites concernant lea solutions tochnologiques los plus

opproprites. La voidit6 de ces hypothioes rest. A dimontrer, par exemple pour l'introduction do moteriaux

composites thermostructuraux qul devroient permettre une augmentation des temperatures do fonctionnomont et

une riduction do Is masse ;cog dimonstrations conduiront A effoctuer plusiours experimentat ions do

validation.

L'octivite do propulsion combinie qui a 6tb priaont~e conjointomont par 1& SNECMA, 1& SEP et 1'ONERA.

De tels trovaux our Is propulsion coebinie des vbhiculos hyperooniques future devront sons douto it terme 6tre

intigris dons un large programme on coopirotion Internationale.
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RYPIASONIC PROPULSION: STATUS AND CIALLENCE

R. Wayne Guy
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665 92-16952
ABSTRACT 11111111111111111111111111 I1 1

Scientists in the United States are again focusing on the challenge of hypersonic
flight with the proposed National Aero-Space Plane (NASP). This renewed interest has led
to an expansion of research related to high-speed airbreathing propulsion, in particular,
the supersonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet. This paper briefly traces the history of
scramJet research in the United States, with emphasis on NASA-sponsored efforts, from the
Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE) to the current status of today's airframe-integrated
scramjets. The challenges of scramjet technology development from takeover to orbital
speeds are outlined. Existing scramJet test facilities such as NASA Langley's Scramjet
Test Complex as well as new high Mach number pulse facilities are discussed. The
important partnership role of experimental methods and computational fluid dynamics is
emphasized for the successful design of single-stage-to orbit vehicles.

INTRODUCTION L--

A concerted effort is underway in the United States to develop the technology for
the proposed horizontal-takeoff, single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) National Aero-Space Plane
(NASP) shown in artist's concept in figure 1. To break the "thermal barrier" and achieve
its mission, the best of propulsion, aerodynamics, structures, materials, subsystems, and
controls will be required in this vehicle which must be the most carefully integrated
functionally of any airplane ever designed (ref. 1). Several requirements for an SSTO
vehicle are indicated in figure 2 where fuel fraction is plotted as a function of velocity
achieved (ref. 2). This figure shows that an SSTO vehicle must have airbreathing
engines, use hydrogen fuel, and have very high vehicle volume-to-weight ratios (compared
to previous research aircraft such as the X-15). In addition, for the portion of the
flight above Mach 6, supersonic combustion ramjets (scramjets) are essential to achieve
the necessary fuel specific impulse (ref. 3). Furthermore, thrust requirements at high
speeds (ref. 2) demand that engines be integrated with the aircraft to capture a large
percentage of the airflow compressed by the forebody shock and to use the aircraft aft
end as a nozzle for engine flow expansion. Therefore, it becomes clear that a hydrogen-
fueled, airframe-integrated scramjet must be the propulsion workhorse for an SSTO mission.

Although scramjet research in the United States has been cyclic in nature since the
early 1960's, a rich history is available for present-day researchers to use. The
collective work by several government agencies and private industry from the early 1960's
to the mid-1970's, including NASA's Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE), resulted in
extensive proof of the scramJet cycle, a significant start on hydro en-fueled,
regeneratively-cooled hardware, and a keen realization of the need tor engine-airframe
integration (ref. 4). Although the decade from 1975 to 1985 was a period of relative
inactivity in the hypersonic, airbreathing propulsion arena, small scramjet research
efforts were maintained at The Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory
(JHU/APL) and at the NASA's Langley Research Center. Scientists at Langley pursued
research related to the hydrogen-fueled, modular, airframe-integrated scramjet (ref. 5)
and tested three complete subscale engines up to Mach 8 during the time period.
Projections of these data to engine performance installed on a vehicle suggested that the
airframe-integrated scramjet was capable of propelling an aircraft up to the Mach 8 limit
of the data. The success of these subscale scramjet tests together with significant
advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD), structures, and materials helped to
promote renewed interest in SSTO vehicles.

Because of the emergence of the NASP, scramjet research in the United States is once
again a national effort and the commitment has been made to explore scramjet performance
over the speed range to orbital conditions. This commitment involves both experiment and
computational fluid dynamics. New and modified ground test facilities, both blowdown and
pulse, will be used to explore scale and speed. CFD and computer growth provide a tool
which was not available during the 1960's in the first dedicated venture into hypersonic
airbreathing propulsion. CFD is being applied in a partnership role with experiment to
provide detailed understanding of the experimental scramjet data and to assist in
projecting the ground facility data to flight.

This paper will trace in more detail the history of scramjet technology development
in the United States leading to a statement of the present status of that technology.
The challenges of scramjet propulsion from takeover Mach number to near-orbital speeds
will be noted and the solution approaches will be discussed.

THE STATUS

An understanding of the current status of scramjet technology in the United States
demands a brief review of its history. Serious considerations of scramjet applications
began around 1960. Since then, three distinct periods can be noted. The first was a
period of relatively intense activity dating from the early 1960's to about 1975. The
second was a period of an apparent, but perhaps deceptive, lull in scramjet research
which occurred from about 1975 to 1985. The third, and current period, began around 1985
and is highlighted by renewed national interest in scramjets.
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Initial Interest: 1960-1975 - A good description of scramjet research activity
during this period is contained in reference 4. This reference and discussions of
scramjet chronology with Ernest A. Mackley of the Hypersonic Propulsion Branch at the
NASA's Langley Research Center were most helpful in obtaining mch of the information
detailed here.

In the late 1950's and early 1960's, the United States Air Force was considering an
"Aero-Space Plane." Various contractors and the NASA were also involved in this study
and Dr. Antonio Ferri was suggesting the use of scramjets to Mach 20. The Aero-Space
Plane was, in concept, a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle utilizing airbreathing propulsion
and a small rocket. The study indicated that the optimum staging was greater than one
stage (about 1.5) and that the state of the technology could not compete with rocket
technology in terms of risk for an orbiting mission because of scramjet vehicle
development costs. Other organizations involved in scramjet research during this period
included The Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory under contract to the
Navy, Marquardt, General Applied Science Laboratory (CASL), General Electric, and United
Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL).

In May 1965, the NASA awarded Phase I contracts to Marquardt, General Electric, and
Garrett/AiResearch for competition to build a hydrogen-fueled, dual-mode scramjet called
the Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE). The ultimate goal of the HRE program was to test a
complete, hydrogen-fueled, regeneratively-cooled engine on the X-15 research airplane.
In July 1966, Garrett/AiResearch was selected as the HRE Phase II contractor to work
towards that goal.

As the NASA HRE effort was gaining momentum in the late 1960's, scramjet research
was also being aggressively pursued by others (ref. 4). The Air Force funded tests of
hydrogen-fueled scramjets developed by UARL, General Electric, GASL, and Marquardt.
JHU/APL continued scramjet research for the Navy and began testing complete scramjet
engines in free-jet tests in 1968. Also, in 1968, the Hypersonic Propulsion Branch at
NASA Langley was beginning to work the problem of an airframe-integrated scramjet which
would produce high installed thrust.

The X-15 research aircraft program was cancelled in January 1968, thwarting flight
tests of the HRE. Only a mock-up of the external shape of the HRE (no through flow) had
been flown at that time: one flight at Mach 4 and another at Mach 6.7 (figure 3). The
HRE program was converted to a ground test program to test a Structural Assembly Model
(SAM) and an Aerothermodynamic Integration Model (AIM). The SAM (figure 4) was a
cryogenic hydrogen-cooled model which was used to verify heat transfer and cooling
design. Tests of SAM were successfully conducted, but without engine combustion, in NASA
Langley's 2.44-m High Temperature Structures Tunnel (HTST) at Mach 7 from September 1970
through May 1971 (ref. 6). The AIM was a water-cooled, hydrogen-fueled, boilerplate
model which was used to verify propulsion performance. It was tested at Mach 5, 6, and 7
in the Hypersonic Tunnel Facility at the NASA Lewis Plum Brook Station from October 1972
through March 1974 (see refs. 7 and 8).

The airframe-integrated scramjet (figure 5) had evolved to a firm design at Langley
in the early 1970's and was proceeding towards a research-scale engine for inhouse tests
(ref. 5). A Langley inhouse thermal/structural design study of this flightweight
airframe-integrated scramjet was started in 1972 (ref. 9). This study was followed by a
competition resulting in a contract to Garrett/AiResearch to further this design study
(ref. 10). Both studies initiated with and built upon HRE technology. Significant
improvements in engine flight time and cycle life were projected.

The status of scramJet technology in the United States in 1975 at the end of this
initial period of high interest can be summarized as follows. Efficient scramjet
internal thrust performance (including dual-mode combustion) had been demonstrated in a
variety of configurations with a variety of fuels (ref. 4). However, the issue of high
installed thrust called for continued and increased study of the airframe-integrated
scramjet designs. In addition to its contribution relative to thrust performance, the
HRE program had initiated hydrogen-cooled structures technology. An excellent start had
been made in the areas of design and fabrication of flightweight structures, cooling
systems, and support hardware and software (fuel control values, fuel pumps, a digital
engine control system, etc.). The analytical thermal/structural studies of the airframe-
integrated scramjet promised significant improvements over HRE technology.

The Apparent Lull: 1975-1985 - This decade was a period of relative inactivity in
the hypersonic airbreathing propulsion arena. This could partially be charged to the
tremendous success of rockets in placing man on the moon and in propelling the U.S. Space
Shuttle into orbit. Amidst this national lull, however, small scramjet research efforts
were maintained at JHU/APL and at NASA Langley. JHU/APL continued to pursue its scramjet
work for the Navy and Langley's Hypersonic Propulsion Branch continued to pursue the
challenges associated with hydrogen-fueled scramJets. Langley's attention had shifted
from the pod-mounted, axisymmetric HRE type of engine to the work which had begun in 1968
involving an engine with greater suitability for hypersonic flight in terms of installed
thrust performance. This engine, called the airframe-integrated scramjet (figure 5), had
rectangular cross sections perpendicular to the flow direction and, hence, grouped
modules were very efficient in capturing airflow which had been precompressed by the
aircraft forebody. In addition to the forebody acting as an external compression inlet,
the aircraft aftbody was used to continue the engine nozzle expansion. This made the
aircraft, in essence, a flying engine. The airframe-integrated aspect of this scramjet
not only reduced the compression required by the module inlet but also reduced the
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physical size of the engine module needed to produce the required thrust (compared to an
engine located outside the shock layer). Smaller engine modules translated into lower
drag, weight, and cooling requirements. The airframe integration also required, for
performance at higher Mach numbers, the ingestion of the aircraft forebody boundary layer
by the engine module.

At Langley, researchers were concentrating their efforts on a fixed-geometry version
of the airframe-integrated scramJet for application up to the Mach 10 to 12 range
(ref. 5). The design (figure 5b) featured inlet sidewall sweep and a cutback cowl which
allowed the inlet bottom to be open for flow spillage and, hence, easier starting at the
low flight Mach numbers. Three swept instream struts served to complete the inlet
compression process and to provide multi-plane fuel injection points both perpendicular
and parallel to the airflow. Airflow capture percentage automatically increased as Mach
number increased because of the decrease in flow downturning caused by the sidewall and
strut sweep.

To test engine components of airframe-integrated scramJets as well as complete
scramjet modules, a ScramJet Test Complex had evolved at NASA Langley by the mid- to
late-1970's. This complex consisted of existing aerodynamic facilities for inlet tests,
a hydrogen-combustion-heated direct-connect combustor test facility capable of flight
total enthalpy duplication to Mach 8, and two free-jet engine test facilities capable of
testing complete, hydrogen-burning, subscale scramjet engine modules (approximately 18 cm
by 15 cm frontal area) at duplicated flight total enthalpies from Mach 3.5 to Mach 8.
(refs. 11-12). The Combustion-Heated Scramjet Test Facility (CHSTF), employing
hydrogen/air combustion to heat the test gas, provided Mach 3.5 to 5.5 test capability.
The Arc-Heated Scramjet Test Facility (AHSTF), employing an electric arc to heat the test
as, provided Mach 4.7 to 8 test capability. A summary of many of the research efforts
n the ScramJet Test Complex from 1970 to 1986 as well as an extensive bibliography are
presented in reference 13.

In December 1976, the first test of three Langley subscale airframe-integrated
scramjet designs (figure 6) was conducted at Mach 7 in Langley's AHSTF. Two models of
the initial scramjet design (figure 6a), which incorporated three swept instream fuel
injection struts, were tested at Mach 4 and Mach 7 at both Langley and GASL from 1976 to
1979 (ref. 14). This particular engine had also been the focus of the earlier
propulsion, aerodynamic, and thermal/structural studies (refs. 9 and 10).

Tests of a second Langley airframe-integrated scramjet design, the strutless
parametric scramjet, were conducted in various entries into Langley's CHSTF and AHSTF
from June 1982 to April 1988. This engine (figures 6b and 6d) was a versatile research
model which could easily be changed into numerous configurations without removal from the
test facility. Parametrics studied included inlet sweep, inlet compression angle,
contraction ratio, cowl position, fuel injection location, flameholder design, combustor-
inlet isolator length, and degree of boundary layer ingestion. Extensive research with
this engine covered a simulated flight Mach number range from Mach 3.5 to 8.

The third Langley airframe-integrated scramjet design, the step-strut model
(figure 6c), was actually a variation of the parametric scramjet engine. The variations
consisted of different (unswept) inlet sidewalls, a single instream fuel injection strut
featuring a stepped leading edge, and the addition of inlet top surface compression and
combustor/nozzle top surface expansion. This engine was tested in Langley's CHSTF at
simulated flight Mach numbers ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 from July 1983 to December 1984 and
it awaits tests in the AHSTF from Mach 4.7 to 8.

Results from the Langley subscale scramjet tests were projected to a flight
situation using cycle theory. This projection included consideration of multiple
modules, forebody boundary layer ingestion, heat losses, and increased scramjet nozzle
expansion. Comparison of engine thrust with calculated aircraft drag indicated
sufficient acceleration thrust margin.

The conclusion from the above discussion is that the apparent national lull in
scramjet research in the U.S. from 1975 to 1985 was somewhat deceptive. Although the
number of researchers involved during this period was small, significant progress had
been made in airframe-integrated scramjet research. More than 1500 tests associated with
airframe-integrated scramjet modules had been conducted from Mach 3.5 to 8 and numerous
factors affecting engine performance had been investigated including degree of forebody
boundary layer ingestion, flow profiles, combustor-inlet isolation requirements, fuel/air
mixing, piloting and flameholding, and scramjet geometry. The status of the technology
demonstrated a positive outlook for scramjet propulsion with flight projections
indicating thrust margin.

Renewed National Interest: 1985-1990 - The success of the subscale scramjet tests
together with signiticant advances In computational fluid dynamics, structures, and
materials helped to create interest in the National Aero-Space Plane. Because of the
NASP, scramjet research in the United States has become a national effort. The NASP
program is a three-pronged effort involving three airframers, two propulsion contractors,
and a Technology Maturation Program involving government laboratories, universities, and
private industry. Both NASP prime propulsion contractors, Rocketdyne and Pratt and
Whitney, have tested their scramJet concepts in Langley's subscale engine test
facilities. In addition, an airframe-integrated scramjet designed by JHU/APL has been
tested in Langley's CHSTF as a part of the NASP program (figure 7). Parameters studied with
the JHU/APL engine included inlet bleed, boundary layer energization, combustor-inlet
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isolator length, fuel injection location, heated hydrogen, and film cooling. Tests of
the Rocketdyne, Pratt and Whitney, and JHU/APL engines have added to and extended
significantly the existing Langley data base on airframe-integrated scramjets.

The number and capabilities of the available and planned engine test facilities have
also continued to grow. Engine Test Facilities (ETF's) have been constructed at Aerojet
and Marquardt for use in the NASP program. These facilities, with free-jet nozzles about
1 meter square, permit larger scramjet modules (relative to the Langley subscale modules)
to be tested up to Mach 8. The planned reactivation of the Hypersonic Tunnel Facility at
NASA Lewis' Plum Brook Station will offer scale similar to the ETF's with duplicated
flight Mach numbers of 5, 6, and 7. In addition, the capabilities of the Langley
ScramJet Test Complex will increase as the 2.44-m High-Temperature Tunnel (2.44-m HTT)
comes back into service in 1991. This facility (ref. 15), with its new oxygen
replenishment system and two new facility nozzles, will allow tests at Mach 4, 5, and 7
of multiple subscale scramjets complete with fore and aft body simulation. Also, much
larger single module tests will be possible including hydrogen-fueled and regeneratively-
cooled, flightweight structures. Preflight testing of actual flight engine modules would
be possible (with limits on scale) to provide for reliability and flight safety at least
up to Mach 7. Flight envelope expansion techniques would be required beyond Mach 7.

The proposed use of scramjets to near-orbital speeds on the NASP has focused
attention on techniques to determine scramjet performance at these more extreme
conditions. Certainly, CFD must play a key role in this high Mach number regime just as
it must over the whole speed range. However, experimental methods are required for
testing scramjets and/or scramjet components at conditions simulating flight to orbit.
This requirement exists not only to determine scramjet performance experimentally, but
also to provide CFD code validation to instill confidence for more extended use of CFD
where experimentation may not be feasible.

The huge power requirements, high pressures, and high heating rates associated with
near-orbital, true-temperature flight simulation has forced reliance upon pulse
facilities as key facilities for scramjet research. Scramjet combustor tests have been
underway for some time in the Calspan reflected shock tunnels and in the reflected shock
tunnels with free piston drivers at the University of Queensland in Australia. The
existing NASA Ames reflected shock tunnel as well as new reflected shock tunnels with
free piston drivers currently under construction at Rocketdyne (RHYFL) and at the
California Institute of Technology (ref. 16) will provide the U.S. with Mach number
capability for propulsion testing up to orbital speeds. The RHYFL facility will be the
largest facility of its type and will permit tests of full-scale engine components
(ref. 17).

Shock tunnels, in heating an essentially stagnated gas, are plagued by large amounts
of nonequilibrium dissociated oxygen and, hence, do not offer real air as a test gas. To
diminish this problem, a unique pulse facility called the shock expansion tube (refs. 16,
18, and 19), has been reacti'7ated at the General Applied Science Laboratory and scramjet
combustion tests are in progress. This facility, now called HYPULSE, was originally
constructed in the 1960's at NASA Langley and was operated there until 1983. Its
distinguishing feature is enthalpy levels above Mach 20 flight simulation without
signiitcant oxygen dissociation.

The current status of scramjet technology in the U.S. can be summarized as
follows. Research is more intense and more national in scope than it has been at any
previous time. Progress in subscale scramjet tests, CFD, materials, and structures has
encouraged this renewed interest. Projection of the subacale engine data to flight has
resulted in sufficient confidence in the scramjet cycle up to Mach R that a commitment
has been made to pursue this technology to larger scale and much higher speeds.

THE CHALLENGES

The primary challenge to the use of scramjet propulsion for single-stage-to-orbit
vehicles is to prove the cycle over the speed range (from takeover Mach number to
orbital) in ground facilities and to reliably project the results to flight with
demonstration of adequate thrust margin. To meet this challenge, more extensive ground
tests are required to explore scramjet performance which emphasize larger scale and
increased speed and a close partnership between experiment and CFD will be essential.

The Challenge of Scale - Subscale tests of airframe-integrated scramjets at Mach 8
and below have been in progress since 1976. These tests have generally consisted of a
single subscale module (18 cm high by 15 cm wide by 1.8 m long) either centered in the
facility nozzle free jet or mounted to ingest a portion of the facility nozzle boundary
layer. Larger test facilities are required to experimentally investigate both multiple
module installations of the subscale engines (three or more modules) and larger single
engine modules. These challenges of scale can be faced at Mach 4, 5, and 7 in NASA
Langley's 2.44-m HTT. This facility (ref. 15), which uses methane/air combustion to heat
the test g.is, represents the commitment to study scramjet scale effects with the addition
of the oxygen replenishment system and new Mach 4 and 5 nozzles. Shakedown tests of the
facility are currently in progress. The 7.9-m-diameLer test pod of this propulsion
facility is shown in figure 8.

Three of the initial scramjet tests planned in the 2.44-m HTT are shown
schematically in figure 9. The first is a subscale engine, the strutless parametric
scramjet which was tested previously in the CHSTF and the AHSTF, mounted on a sled which
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simulates an aircraft forebody (figure 9a). The 18-cm high engine also has an (optional)
larger nozzle exit area to more nearly simulate the expansion achievable on the aircraft
aft end. Both the engine module and the module/sled combination can be mounted on three-
component force balances to measure axial and normal forces and pitching moments. The
purpose of the test is twofold. The first is to assess the 2.44-m HTT as a scramjet test
facility by comparing engine results directly with those from the smaller facilities
(CHSTF AND AHSTF). The second is to assess the effects of various nozzle exit areas on
engine performance. Testing of this configuration will commence in late 1991.

The second scramjet test in the 2.44-m HTT will consist of three subscale modules
mounted side by side on the same aircraft sled used for the first test (figure 9b). The
purpose of this test series is to investigate the realities of a more flight-like
scramJet installation. The effects associated with outboard modules encountering
different flow fields than inoard modules will be noted. Interactions between modules
caused by combustor-inlet interaction or unstart of one module will also be
investigated. Again, the module group and the module-group/sled combination will be
mounted on three-component balances while side forces will be measured with extensive
pressure instrumentation.

The third scramjet test in the 2.44-m HTT will be a single larger scale engine
module (figure 9c). This model will be at least two times the scale of the previously
tested single subscale modules (36-cm high with four times the captured air flow). Much
larger scale modules are also under consideration, perhaps as large as 0.75-m high by
0.6-m wide by 7.50-m long. Modules of other shapes could also be tested with widths or
heights up to 1.2 meters. Model length is more restricted unless further tunnel modifi-
cations are made. These larger modules will deliver information on the effects of engine
scale when compared with results from the smaller engine modules. In addition, at least
some parts of these larger engines will be flightweight hardware complete with hydrogen
regenerative cooling and these configurations would hopefully evolve to a full
fl ightweight engine module.

The Challenge of Speed - We have experienced a Mach 8 barrier to date in testing
scramijets. Not only do facility flow vitiates and nonequilibrilum effects grow in
importance above Mach 8, but total enthalpy requirements increase dramatically. Total
power requirements also increase significantly if modules are sizable and test times are
similar to those of lower Mach number (less than Mach 8) facilities. For instance, as
shown in figure 10, with a fixed dynamic pressure simulation, the total enthalpy
requirements at Mach 16 are roughly four times the requirements at Mach 8 and power
requirements are doubled for a given flow area. Both total enthalpy and power
requirements dictate shorter test times for reasons of thermal survivability and economy.

A partial answer to this challenge of speed appears to be pulse facilities, i.e.,
devices such as shock tunnels and expansion tunnels which operate at total enthalpies
representative of high flight Mach numbers (up to orbital), but with very short test
times (1 is typical for shock tunnels, 0.5 ms typical for expansion tunnels). The
altLtude/Mach number location of pulse facilities relative to an airbreathing SSTO flight
corridor is shown in figure 11 (private communication with Dr. John I. Erdos, CASL). The
requirements for pulse facilities cover the upper two-thirds of the Mach number range.
The operating principles of these facilities are illustrated in the wave diagrams shown
in figure 12. By providing an acceleration tube in place of the reflected shock, the
expansion tube produces high total temperature gas with far less dissociation than is the
case in the reflected shock tube. The addition of the free piston driver to both types
of facilities produces higher total enthalpy, higher total pressure test flows.

As mentioned in THE STATUS section of this paper, scramjet efforts are underway in
some pulse facilities, including reflected shock tunnels in Australia (ref. 20) and in
CASL's expansion tube. Reflected shock tunnels at Cal Tech, NASA Ames, and Rocketdyne
will be available in the future for scramjet testing. The Rocketdyne facility,
figure 13, will offer full-scale testing of engine components.

While providing valuable scramjet test data, these facilities are not the sole
answer to the challenge of speed and each has serious drawbacks. For instance, in most
cases, only some components of a scramjet will be tested, usually a combustor section in
direct connect. Oxygen dissociation in the test gas is a severe problem in the reflected
shock tubes as shown in figure 14 (private communication with Dr. John I. Erdos, GASL).
This problem is certainly alleviated considerably in the expansion tube. However, very
short test times are a concern in all of the pulse facilities. This is illustrated in
figure 15 where representative test times are shown for the RHYFL facility as a function
of simulated flight velocity (private communication with Dr. Patrick Hurdle, Rockwell
International/Rocketdyne Division). Test times in this facility will be greater than
other pulse facilities discussed in this paper. Test time translates into test flow
length and ultimately to the size model which may be tested. The rule generally used for
the aerodynamics of external flows is that the model size can be only about one-third of
the length of the test gas slug. The required test times for propulsion experiments are
less certain and the question is raised of the suitability of some pulse facilities for
exploring certain flow phenomena, i.e., some techniques for increasing fuel/air mixing
might not be appropriate for investigation, time for boundary layer separations to form
may be questionable, etc. Hence, data from these facilities must be scrutinized
carefully to avoid misinterpretation and CFD can help in this assessment. CFD is already
beginning to play a role in the pulse facility arena by attempting to duplicate the small
amount of scramjet data available to learn flow field details as illustrated in figure
16. Here, Rogers and Weidner (ref. 21) compared CFD estimates of pressure distributions
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in a supersonic combustor with experimental results obtained by Stalker (ref. 20) at
simulated Mach 9 and Mach 16 flight conditions.

The Challenge of Design for Performance - The key challenge for engine design is to
invent an integrated engine Flow path with practical features to obtain near-optimum
hypervelocity performance with adequate thrust across the speed range. Several aspects
of this challenge have been addressed up to Mach 8 in the Langley subscale scramjet tests
as illustrated in figure 17 by the representations of scramjet data obtained
experimentally (not actual data). Precompression effects, or angle-of attack effects,
are important for the airframe-integrated scramjet as demonstrated by the scramjet
internal pressure distributions and thrust performance curves shown in figure 17a. Data
of this type were obtained by varying the total enthalpy of the test flow (to simulate
variation of flight Mach number) with the facility nozzle Mach number constant. For a
fixed value and location of fuel injection, the expected increased pressure level and
upstream influence is noted as incoming total enthalpy is reduced. The resulting
increase in thrust performance (at constant stagnation pressure) is also shown. In
figure 17b, the use of an ignitor gas (20 percent SiH 4 , 80 percent H2 , by volume) and
physical flameholders are illustrated. Note that flameholding and thrust performance are
achieved when hydrogen is injected both from the ignitor gas orifices and the primary
fuel injection orifices. The flame is extinguished and thrust is lost when the upstream
hydrogen is eliminated. Means for appropriate inlet-combustor isolation must also be
included in the engine design for use at the lower flight Mach numbers as demoustrated in
figure 17c. Large combustion-induced pressure rises occurred on inlet forward-facing
surfaces as fuel flow rates were increased. The isolator eliminated this combustion-
induced inlet drag with resulting increases in thrust performance. The relative effect
of facility nozzle boundary layer ingestion on thrust performance (in partial simulation
of forebody boundary layer ingestion in flight) is illustrated in figure 17d.
Contributors to the performance differences may be captured air mass flow rate, total
pressure, and effectiveness of fueling the incoming air profile. Inlet compression must
also provide the proper throat height and flow conditions for adequate fuel/air mixing,
ignition, and flameholding. The effects of inlet contraction ratio on thrust performance
are shown in figure 17e to illustrate this point. As contraction ratio is increased,
engine width is decreased allowing increased fuel/air mixing, and the higher static
pressures and temperatures with lower flow velocities promote ignition and combustion.
Note that combustion does not occur at the lower contraction ratios except at higher fuel
equivalence ratios.

At higher flight speeds (greater than Mach 8), inlet, combustor, and nozzle problems
take on new proportions. Viscous effects become considerably more important at the
higher Mach numbers because the thicker boundary layer can change the effective inlet
shape near the inlet entrance and increase local pressures significantly. Fuel/air
mixing and efficient combustion are extremely important at the higher Mach numbers, and
the fuel must be injected in the airflow direction to preserve the momentum of the
injected fuel. Here, shear layer mixing may not be sufficient and other induced-mixing
methods may be required. In all cases, care must be taken that total pressure losses
caused by these mixing enhancement techniques do not diminish performance. Finally, it
is extremely important that the nozzle expansion process be accomplished very efficiently
in a reasonable length, but not so rapidly that thrust is lost due to lack of
recombination of dissociated combustion products.

All of the problems discussed above are being attacked experimentally and progress
is apparent. However, a complete understanding of the various problems is difficult
experimentally because of the sparcity of appropriate instrumentation, especially in the
internal scramjet flows. To complicate the issue, incoming flow to the scramjet from the
facility nozzle may contain flow pecularities which affect the scramJet internal flow
and, hence, thrust performance (i.e., flow nonuniformity, boundary layer characteristics,
turbulence levels, different gas species due to the test gas heating process or to nozzle
flow nonequilibrium, etc.). To help sort out the effects of incoming flow irregularities
and to understand scramJet internal phenomena, CFD must be used in concert with the
experimental data. Once agreement is obtained between CFD and experiment on key measured
parameters, details of the flow field can be ascertained from the CFD results.

The CFD/experimental partnership is being pursued ever more vigorously in scramjet
research programs. Figure 18 illustrates the application of CFD to a scramjet test
conducted in NASA Langley's AHSTF (ref. 22). The CFD simulation was applied to the
entire experimental configuration including the facility nozzle and the scramjet inlet,
combustor, and nozzle (figure 6d). For simplicity, a zonal method of solution was used
where the problem was computed in distinct axial sections. Therefore, flow conditions
where scramjet component interactions were likely were avoided to insure validity of the
numerical predictions. The types of CFD programs used for each flow zone are noted in
figure 18a. Full elliptic techniques were applied where flow separation was likely.

Pressure distributions calculated along the scramjet sidewall with and without fuel
injection are shown in figure 18b. Comparison of this type of CFD data with experiment
would be used as a qualifier of the CFD adequacy. An example of the insight to flowfield
details provided by CFD is shown in figure 18c at several combustor axial stations.
Hydrogen mass fractions are shown for one-half of the combustor width beginning with the
fuel injection station. The seven discrete orifice fuel injection locations can be
clearly seen. Integrations at each station quantify bulk mixing efficiencies. In the
high pressure region near the cowl, initial penetration of the fuel is reduced. In
addition, because of this high pressure region, the hydrogen is deflected upwards
resulting in a fuel deficit near the cowl which persists throughout the engine. This
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effect is noticed even more in the hydrogen mass fraction profiles on the sidewall shown
in figure 18d. Very little combustion occurred in the hydrogen-deficit region near the
cowl; combustion was also decreased in the lower pressure regions near the top of the
combustor (figure 18e). These types of flowfield details, especially the lack of fuel
near the cowl and the reasons for this deficit, illustrate the importance of the CFD/
experimental partnership. As CFD capability grows in accuracy and confidence, techniques
to improve scramJet design to overcome problems such as fuel/air mixing and combustion at
all speeds can be screened by CFD prior to pursuing experimental verification.

The Challenge of Projection to Flight - The ultimate goal of ground-based tests of
scramjets is to prove tnat the engines will provide adequate performance in flight.
Hence, reliable techniques for projecting the ground data to flight must be developed.
Recall that projection of the Langley subscale scramjet data to flight using cycle
analysis techniques was partially responsible for the current interest in NASP. However,
these analytical and empirical techniques may not be completely sufficient for
development of the scramjet as a flightworthy propulsion system.

To understand the problems associated with projecting ground data to flight, one
must understand the deficiencies of some of the ground data. As noted in the previous
section, the flow approaching the scramjet from the facility nozzle is usually not
totally representative of that approaching a flight engine. Techniques to heat the test
gas (combustion, electric arcs, etc.) to the appropriate total enthalpy for flight Mach
number simulation normally leave undesirable species such as water vapor and carbon
dioxide in the flow. In addition, the very high stagnation temperatures required result
in dissociation of molecular species, especially oxygen, in the plenum chamber. If flow
conditions are such that recombination does not occur during the facility nozzle
expansion, atomic oxygen and nitric oxide (in addition to polyatomic molecules in
vibrational nonequilibrium) will enter the scramjet model. Therefore, the test gas
approaching the engine is not real air.

Test gas composition irregularities in the test flow of typical hydrogen-combustion-
heated and electric arc-heated scramjet test facilities such as Langley's CHSTF and AHSTF
are illustrated in figure 19a and 19b. Water mass fractions of more than 30 percent
result if hydrogen combustion facilities are used to produce Mach 8 total temperature
levels. In figure 19b, calculated nitric oxide (NO) mass fractions up to 9 percent are
in the flow exiting the AHSTF arc heater. After dilution with ambient temperature air to
achieve the desired total temperature for flight Mach number duplication, calculated NO
levels are lower and vary with Mach number. Nitric oxide concentrations measured
spectroscopically are slightly lower than the calculated values on the average. The
effects of the water vapor and the nitric oxide on scramjet performance must be
duplicated analytically or numerically and understood before the scramjet test data can
be reliably projected to flight.

Forebody boundary layers which are ingested into the engines during ground tests are
almost certainly not proper simulations. Turbulence levels vary widely between
facilities, usually are not quantified, and are probably not representative of flight.
Also, flow irregularities due to facility nozzle design may be present, as shown in
figure 20 in both two-dimensional (2-D) contoured nozzles (ref. 23) and in square-cross-
section nozzles contoured on all four surfaces (ref. 24). These particular
irregularities involve counter rotating vortices near the center lines of all walls of
the square-cross-section nozzles (note Mach number contours in figure 20b) and the flat
sidewalls of the 2-D contoured nozzle (figure 20a). In reference 23, CFD analyses were
performed (using a zonal approach similar to that of reference 22) of the 2-D Mach 6
nozzle flow and of the flow through a scramjet inlet (figure 6d) situated in various
positions at the nozzle exit (figure 20c). Vertical centerline unit mass flow rate (0u)
profiles at the inlet throat are shown in figure 20d for three different inlet
orientations. In the first case, the inlet ingests the vortical flow from the flat
sidewall; in the second case , the inlet ingests a more normal boundary layer from the
top contoured nozzle surface; and, in the third case, uniform flow enters the inlet (a
similar case to the inlet centered in the nozzle exit). Note the significant differences
in the pu profiles from the top surface to the cowl at the inlet throat. This
emphasizes the necessity of complete CFD simulation of experimental cases if the most
accurate use is to be made of the experimental data in understanding the flow field and
in projecting the data to flight.

The issue of model scale must also be considered. Fuel/air mixing is viewed as a
scalable quantity in the absence of combustion. However, scaling of fuel/air mixing to
different size engines is not so straight-forward in the real case with combustion and
the situation is worse if kinetics are a factor. Testing at increased pressures in an
attempt to apply pressure/dimension product scaling may not be possible due to facility
limitations and may be suspect anyway in the complex scramjet flowfield.

At present, CFD codes have limitations in modeling internal flows and these
limitations increase as Mach number increases. However, as CFD grows in validated
capability and as computers provide more storage and faster computations, the CFD codes
will provide us with tools which were not available in the 1960's during our first
venture into airbreathing hypersonic propulsion. Using CFD, one can envision the
followin8 path to flight which can be accomplished with increased confidence relative to
empirical and analytical techniques.

The first step in projecting ground facility data to flight is to predict, using
CFD, the results from the ground facility scramjet tests. This means that all known flow
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conditions must be calculated beginning with the flow through the facility nozzle and
proceeding completely through the engine. This process must include flow contaminants
and nonequilibrium effects in the nozzle, actual nozzle and model wall temperatures for
proper boundary layer simulation, proper fuel injection and mixing modeling, and, of
course, the inclusion of actual chemical and vibrational kinetics (as opposed to the
assumption of either equilibrium or frozen flow). Early attempts are already underway to
apply this predictive approach as discussed in the previous section of this paper.
However, this approach is in its infancy and will require computations in the scramjet
where component interactions can be observed as opposed to the zonal method used to
date. Success in this predictive capability for the ground-based results should be more
challenging than the actual flight situation and, hence, should lend confidence for the
second, and final, step to flight projection.

The second step is simply to calculate the scramjet performance in flight using
CFD. Certainly, quantities such as turbulence levels will be different from the ground
tests (where this parameter may even have been a variable used to achieve agreement
between CFD and experiment) and will not be well-known over the entire flight regime of
the NASP. However, this partnership between CFD and experiment for projection of ground-
based data to flight should be the most accurate technique to instill confidence in
flight success in terms of scramjet performance.

SmUNARY

Scientists in the United States are focusing once again on the challenge of
hypersonic flight with the proposed National Aero-Space Plane. The extensive research of
the 1960's has been revisited in the light of new airframe-integrated scramjet engines.
Small, but persistent, scramjet research efforts during the national lull in hypersonic
airbreathing propulsion research demonstrated the high probability of satisfactory thrust
margin in flight up to Mach 8. With this knowledge, as well as advances in CFD,
structures, and materials, a commitment has been made to pursue challenges associated
with scale and speed to assess scramjet performance to orbital conditions. This national
commitment involves airframers, engine companies, government laboratories, universities,
and other parts of private industry. New facilities to explore both scale and speed are
evolving and research is proceeding at a more rapid pace than ever before. The current
effort in hypersonic airbreathing propulsion has a tool which was not available to the
similar effort of the 1960's, i.e., computational fluid dynamics. The success of the
NASP single-stage-to-orbit mission is highly dependent on a close partnership roll
between experimental methods and computational fluid dynamics.
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(a) Three-strut engine model.

(b) Strutless parametric engine model.
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Figure 8.- The test section of the 2.44-meter High Temperature Tunnel.
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Figure 13.- Rocketdyne Hypersonic Flow Laboratory (RHYFL).
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Discussion

RAMETTE
About subscale scramjet, it seems that there is a minimum length

limitation due to the kinetics of the supersonic combustion at high Mach
number. Could you comment about this minimum length order?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
First considerations of minimum length will depend on the scale of the

scramjet and the corresponding length required for the fuel/air mixing to
occur with the particular mixing techniques employed. As you suggest, however,
the actual "minimum length" for the mixed fuel to burn may be greater than
that required for fuel/air mixing due to the flow kinetics. A positive factor
in reducing the kinetics problem could be higher combustion entrance pressure
at the higher Mach numbers created either by higher inlet contraction ratios
or by higher test facility total pressure (pressure-scale relationship). In
the final analysis, however the available subscale data will have to be
predicted using CFD and CFD will be used to aid in the assessment of the
performance of larger scramjets, particularly at higher Mach number.

MARGUET
In view of the existing state of research on supersonic combustion, how

accurately can you predict the performances at Mach 8, 12 and 20? Is it of the
order of a few percent points at Mach 8 and 100% at Mach 20?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I understand that your question is in reference to the figure which you

presented this morning which showed much less tolerance for uncertainty in
scramjet performance at high Mach numbers than at the lower Mach numbers. As I
noted in my presentation, a significant quantity of scramjet performance is in
existence at Mach numbers below 8, but there is much less data at higher Mach
numbers. I believe we feel comfortable with performance prediction
capabilities below Mach 8. As scramjet-related pulse facility data become more
abundant, We can assess our quantitative prediction capability in the high
Mach number range more accurately than is possible at the present time.

NINA
How to enhance fuel/air mixing in supersonic combustion? Should we look

for a combination of mechanisms (shock waves, jet penetration, ...)?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
At Langley, we use criteria developed by Anderson several years ago which

relates fuel/air mixing for a given fuel equivalence ratio to orifice size and
spacing and to the air gap which is to be fueled. These criteria exist for
both normal (to the airflow) and parallel fuel injection. Enhancements to
exceed this degree of fuel/air mixing would no doubt employ combinations of
the mechanisms you mention, as has been discussed in the literature.

CAZIN
Pour un "Program Manager" responsable d'essai en vol avec un nouveau

moteur, pensez-vous qu'il soit possible de faire des essais en vol, sans avoir
auparavant des essais au sol dans des conditions r~alistes? I1 ne suffit pas
de v6rifier les performances pendant quelques millisecondes, il faut aussi
v~rifier le comportement du moteur en ambiance thermique, l'injection, la
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regulation ....

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe the 2.44-m HTT at Langley can be used to conduct such

flight-qualifying tests of very large scale scramjets (flightweight handware)
up to Mach 7. I don't see the use of pulse facilities for such large scale
testing of scramjets at the higher Mach number except possibly the testing of
scramjet combustors in a facility such as RHYFL. And, as you mention, this
would only be for a few milliseconds. Hence, flight-qualifying of a scramjet
to very high Mach numbers will probably consist of an extremely close
partnership role between all forms of experimental data and computational
methods coupled with a very gradual flight expansion program which will be
re-coupled with computational methods.

WINTERFELD
Is there any information on the problem of reaching the steady-state

situation in the pulse facilities for supersonic combustion? The temperature
of the wall plays a key role for the ignition. The testing times are low.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:
This is a big issue. There is a computational paper to be presented at

ORLANDO to determine the flow time necessary to reach a steady state
situation.
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SUMMARY

The design requirements of alrbreathing propulsion for space transport application strongly depend
on the particular mission demands and differ markedly from those of conventional airbreathing
propulsion systems. Especially the low thrust densities and high thermal loads at high Mach
numbers demand a systematic approach to design and selection of possible propulsion concepts.

This paper Intends to discuss main problems of propulsion system concepts and of their
development/reelizatlon as well as to present attempts for possible solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A hypersonic technology programme following an aerodynamic space transportation concept using
alirbreathing propulsion and/or constituting a hypersonic aircraft could become a technology vehicle
for Europe in the next decades. Since this technology vehicle requires Innovative solutions
throughout it would justify longtrm engagement, creating a series of subsequent high technology
developments in important existing fields of endeavour.

Apart from development of technologies for a hypersonic vehicle the development of appropriate
propulsion systems is of prime importance.

2. ADVANCED HYPERSONIC PROPULSION

Two main areas of hypersonic flight are W F

'Hypersonic Transport" and "Space H i I
Transportation Systems'. Hyos Tas. SaeTasotto

Besies next generation of supersonic civil HST faive stg) TSTO SSTO
aircraft (SST) the global air traffic demand for .M.... .... .--. --.. 7 -- >8
much faster going airft could possibly load
to the development of a HST in the
medium/far future. The more relevant use of a Similar Technologies

hypersonic aircrat/propulsion technology will
be in space transportation systems. FIG. 1: Areas of Hypersonic Flight
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Alrbreathing propulsion should be applicable up to flight Mach numbers shown in FIG. 1 for the HST
reap. the twin stage to orbit (TSTO) or the single stage to orbit system (SSTO).

Technologies needed for realization of a HST-vehicle for global distances and of the TSTO booster
stage are similar within a lot of aspects. Therefore this paper will discuss the process of design
optimization for the propulsion system of a TSTO-system with a long-range-cruise option.

The aerodynamic first stage of a TSTO with its airbreathing propulsion system and the rocket
propelled second stage combine the advantages of both, aircraft and rocket without forcing to much
of a compromise.

Airbreathing propulsion of a SSTO should performe up to very high flight Mach numbers. The
supersonic combustion ramjet (SCRamjet) theoretically could manage this but even last 40 years of
development are not promising that it will do it with a positive overall system pay-off in the near
future.

3. MISSION TASK

The twofold mission task of the first stage of a
TSTO-system like Snger Is shown in FIG. 2.
Besides performing the ambitious accelerated .ANW"O00-
climb to stage separation at hight
Machnumber also an ambitious cruise phase
could be required to avoid dependence on an
extra-European take-off site or to enlarge the a
launch window.

Based on well known experience,
development phase should be planned taking
into account that component shortfalls will @
occure (drag, weight, thrust, SFC). Minor or
larger parts of the cruise phase are to be
abandoned if the small payload ratio which Is
very sensitive to component shortfalls, is not FIG. 2: Twofold Mission Task of a TSTO
allowed to diminish.

Therefore the following priority of design compromise must be given for both the vehicle and the
propulsion system:

1. Absolute design priority given to accelerated climb phase.

2. Cruise capability added by dimensioning fuel capacity.

Taking Into account the Influence of staging Mach number on engine and vehicle design (heat
protection, aerodynamic compromise, engine size, etc.) the optimum Mach number of stage
separation respectively switch-over to rocket mode will be limited to:

TSTO: airbreathing up to M, = 6 - 7

SSTO: airbreathing up to M. 8.
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4. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS TO PROPULSION SYSTEM

The mission induced requirements differ MOST DEMANDING REQUIREMENTS
markedly from those of conventional
airbreathing 'propulsion systems. The three
most demanding requirements are defined in o Sufficient Thrust at Take-Off
FIG. 3. and for Transonic Acceleration

o Applicability up to M, > 6
Especially low thrust density and high thermal

load of airbreathing propulsion at high o High Thrust Density
Machnumbers demand a systematic approach atHigh Mach Operation

to design and selection of possible propulsion
concepts with lower priorities given to other FIG. 3: Requirements to Propulsion System
design aims of the system.

During accelerated high-Mach flight in the dense atmosphere an aerodynamic space transport will
obviously be driven by a ramjet. For take-off, subsonic climb and acceleration to a suited switch-over
point the ramjet Is to be combined with any kind of a turbojet or with a rocketmotor.

FIG 4 shows the airflow specific thrust of a ramjet vs. flight Mach number. The slopes have been
calculated for poor as well as for fuel-rich combustion with the given maximum heating
temperatures. To get high thrust density even at the upper Mach numbers combustion should
operate at nearly stoichiometric fuel/air ratio. To avoid extreme thermal loads at combustor and
nozzle (> 3000 K at Me = 7) gas temperature could be limited to a reasonable Ttmax = 2600 K by
fuel-rich combustion offering a further increase in thrust density.

r2SO - 500-- - - -

N N

WS, rg \ .\ " m x
RJ kg/s 1(.24dh)

_5_0 1 2 3 ; 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 $ 7
- - 1 - -,

FIG 4: Airflow-Specific Thrust of Ramjet FIG. 5: Fuel-Specific Thrust of Ramjet

Fuel-specific thrust, "specific impulse', gets markedly worse if combustion is fuel-rich (FIG. 5).
Therefore this mode will not be allowed during cruise. During accelerated climb however the
increased fuel flow will more or less be compensated by higher thrust density, especially at those
peak Mach numbers where thrust demand is dimensioning the engine size. Drag losses and gravity
losses will decrease.

Larger hydrogen fuel flow furthermore offers a larger heat sink to match increasing cooling problems
at high Mach numbers.
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5. PROPULSION SYSTEM CONCEPTS, PROBLEMS AND IDEAS

5.1 Parallel vs. Integral Arrangement

In FIG. 6 schematics are shown as examples
only of two different arrangements combining
a ramjet with a turbojet.

The upper figure shows a parallel
arrangement. Both engines the turbojet and
the ramjet use the same air inlet but different
nozzles. At high Mach operation the turbo
engine bay is hermetically sealed against hot -I
through flow (ram air temperature > 2000 K at
Mach 7) and ventilated with air which is
precooled by heat exchange with the ramjet FIG. 6: Turbo-Ramjet Configurations /Lit. 3/
fuelflow.

The bottom figure shows an integrale combination offering a nearly continuous transition of a mixed
turbo/ramjet mode to a pure ramjet mode at high Mach operation. Throughflow of the ramjet burner
will be realized even at take-off and low flight Mach numbers by the turbo engine working as ejector.
Nozzle pressure ratio is slightly supercritical at take-off and will increase rapidly with flight Mach
number.

When using it as an ejector the turbo engine of the integral arrangement (bottom) for same thrust at
take-off and at transonic speed can be dimensioned about 25 % to 30 % smaller/lighter as almost
double the airflow is reheated compared to the parallel arrangement (upper figure). A slightly
increased SFC at low-Mach operation will easily be compensated.

On the other hand ramjet burner and surfaces of ramjet air duct, that are to be actively cooled at high
Mach operation, could be dimensioned smaller of the parallel arrangement compared to the integral
one.

In an only coaxial arrangement, with the turbojet and the ramjet not operating in an integral mode
during take off and at transonic speed, the turbojet of course has to be sized to about the same
dimensions of the parallel arrangement.

To make provisions for sealing the turbo engine and to ventilate it with precooled air always is
necessary at high Mach operation. This is independent of arrangement and of the type of turbo
engine used.

5.2 Fully Integral Turbo-Ramjet

In the fully integral turbofan-ramjet combination the rammed hot airflow passes the windmilling fan of
the turbo engine even during pure ramjet mode operation. To be run up to flight Mach numbers near
to Moo = 7 the high temperature fan now has to resist air temperatures of more than 2000 K. Cooling
technology well known of turbine blades is not easily to be transferred to blades of a fan.

The fan will be powered by an air-breathing turbo engine or by a turbine driven with rocket exhaust
gases (turbo rocket, TR) or with heated hydrogen (turbo expander cycle engine, ATE).
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Fla. 7 shows the MTU's Hyper Crisp with ts R. ,~
air-breathing core engine driving the
counterrotating variable-pitch fan.

At high Mach operation the core engine is to
be sealed and ventilated with cold air. FIG. 7: Turbofan-Ramlet Hyper Crisp /Lit. 4/

If an air/fuel heat exchanger is integrated in front of the core engine, the fan could be run with a fan
pressure ratio FPR > I at flight Mach numbers up to M., = 4.5 instead of producing pressure losses
only after the core has been run down and sealed at about M 0 a3. This could offer good advantage
for fuel consumption of the Hyper Crisp if used in a hypersonic transport.

Limiting the peak flight Mach number to a value well below M a,= 6 a turbo rocket or a turbo
expander cycle engine could be run without air/fuel heat exchange if the high temperature fan and all
cases are made out of carbon materials. Same as the Hyper Crisp with air intercooling they could be
used with advantage as propulsion systems of a HST.

5.3 Heat-Exchanger Key Technology

Need of an air/fuel-cooler is evident with every type of turbo engine of a hypersonic propulsion
system for flight Mach numbers beyond M. = 5 to 6. Size and arrangement depends on the airflow
to be cooled, the effectiveness asked for and on integration conditions.

A heat exchanger should absolutely have an axisymmetric arrangement (FIG. 8) if installed upstream
of a turbo engine or Integrated into its flow path. This arrangement is of advantage even of an
Intercooler cooling down air for the turbine or for ventilation, as a lot of problems during
development of a heat exchanger for high temperature gradients are based on the absence of
rotational symmetry otherwise.

Elliptical tubes under development at MTU could predominantely be suited as matrix of such a heat
exchanger. Its development Is to be accounted for key technologies independent of a special engine
concept as air Inlet and material work are. 5_CW___

2- of both flows at entrne__ _

H2 .rsm loaon"

H2  10 -

it ) I , I. I
0,

Air III I

0 2-

Matrix ttlAe
;0.5

Air
-~ ~ ~0.2

Air ~0.1__
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Effectliveness

FIG. 8: Axisymmetric Heat Exchanger FIG. 9: Influence of Heat Exchanger Effectiveness
on Weight, Volume and Frontal Area

The influence of heat exchanger effectiveness on weight, volume and frontal area is shown in FIG. 9
for constant conditions of both flows at heat exchanger entrance and for constant pressure losses.
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Concerning weight and size of the heat exchanger as well as pressure losses and wall temperatues
of the tubes, high heat exchange effectiveness intentionally is to be abandoned. This especially is
Important for the first rows of tubes where the wall temperature could eventually be hormonized by a
ceramic coating in the stagnation point area.

5.4 Effects of Air Precooling on Turbojet Size

Thermal problems of turbo engines at high EFFECT OF AIR PRECOOLING
flight Mach numbers can markedly be reduced
by integrating a H2/air heat exchanger
upstream the low pressure compressor.
Engines then always feel a lower "apparent" o Increased flow density at compressor inlet
flight Mach number. - Increased engine air flow

The main effects of air precooling are listed in o Lower power demand for compression
FIG. 10.

o Lower temperature at compressor exit
FIG. 1 shows in the first and in the second - Increased Mach capability
configuration integral combinations of a turbo-
ramjet. While the upper one is the same as
shown In FIG. 5 the turbojet of the second
configuration is installed downstream of a FIG. 10: Main Effects of Air Precooling
H2/air heat exchanger.

As the large fuel flow for heating the total air flow within the ramjet combustor is available as heat
sink for precooling, the heat exchanger can be designed for an unusual low effectiveness of less
than 40 % in the design point. This will save weight, volume and pressure drop (see FIG. 8).

-" i' -- --. . ..-. . . .-

RJ + TJIPC

-~~i~ -~ - -- - ----

TJ/PC + Bypass

FIG. 11: Turbo-Ramjet and Precooled Turbojet
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The following advantages of this configuration can be summarized:

1. For same total airflow and same thrust at transonic flight the turbo engine now can be
dimensioned smaller by some 30 % depending on the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and
when compared to the turbojet of the upper figure. That means about half the size of the turbojet
when not being used as an ejector for the bypass/ramjet air (parallel arrangement shown in FIG. 5
or coaxial arrangement not operating in an integral TJ/RJ mode).

2. The turbojet can now be operated at full power up to a flight Mach number of about M, = 4.5
and improve thrust and SFC of the ramjet.

3. Beyond this flight Mach number the turbojet should continuously be throttled back limiting the
temperature at compressor exit to a constant value of conventional engine technology and
offering power supply to the secondary power system of the vehicle.

4. No hermetical sealing provisions at entrance and exit of the turbojet. The H2/air heat exchanger
needed for intercooling the air ventilating the sealed turbo engine of upper configuration during
ramjet operation now is replaced by the same larger axisymmetric precooler.

5. If boundary layer of the fuselage forebody parallel coax. configuration
is sucked in by air intake and will not be 100- + +
spilled through the bypass channel then %
the heat exchanger will smoothen down the
flow distortion in front of the turbojet. A 80

boundary layer bleed channel therefore will
not necessarily be used. E 60

a 40-
The influence of jet mixing and precooling on 40;

the propulsion system weight is shown in FIG. 0

12. It can be seen that the turbojet related E

weight by this measures could remarkedly be
reduced. In the case of the precooled turbo-
ramjet the additional heat exchanger weight 0 without ejector ejector
will mainly be overcompensated by the jet mixing type type
smaller turbo engine and by the omission of +
sealing provisions and of the boundary layer precooling

bleed channel. Weight saving by a simplified FIG. 12: Influence of Jet Mixing and Preecooling
secondary power system is not included, on Turbo-Ramjet Weight (w/o fuel)

5.5 Precooled Turbojet with Unheated Bypass

The bottom FIG. . 1. shows a precooled turbojet with reheat and with an unheated bypass passing
surplus air to the L Jter nozzle throat at transonic flight conditions and up to about M. = 4.

The use of this engine type in an aerodynamic space vehicle launcher up to a staging Mach number
of about M __ = 6.5 has been discussed in detail in /1/, also showing the savings in mission fuel
compared to other turbo-ramjet configurations.
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5.6 Air-Breathing Rocket

In a single stage to orbit vehicle (SSTO) the air-breathing rocket (FIG. 13) could accelerate the
vehicle up to Mw > 8 operating in air-breathing mode, if air inlet and heat exchanger are designed to
be submitted corresponding high air temperatures.

HE

L 3t
PB 4t

q
1/Jr

h

FIG. 13: AIr-Breathing Rocket /Lit. 5/

In this engine type rammed air at first is cooled down by heat exchange with the cold air after leaving
the compressor. Compression close to the boundary phase curve results in a considerable reduction
in compression effort. Early calculations for cycle optimization have shown (Lit. /1/) that liquefaction
of the air and compression in liquid phase will not pay off. Combustion in the high-pressure chamber
preferably is somewhat fuel-rich.

While being very effective at medium and high flight Mach numbers this engine type will offer an
unsufticient thrust at take-off and initial climb. The following procedure could be of advantage:

1. Sled assisted acceleration to about 250 m/s.

2. During take off and subsonic climb through the humid lower atmosphere, due to the icing danger,
both precoolers are not to be throughJlown by liquid hydrogen and compressed air acting as heat
sinks.

Dimensioned to less than halt the flow capacity of the precooled turbojet shown in FIG. 11, the
turbomachinery during this phase will operate as a conventional turbojet engine at partload
conditions ( . 70 % reduced rotor speed). To fulfil the initial-climb thrust demand a small LOX-
flow is to enrich the somewhat fuel-rich combustion in the high-pressure afterburner.
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3. After climb out to an altitude of about 8 km at first the H2/air precooler and then the air/air heat
exchanger will be switched on. Air flow and nozzle pressure ratio now will increase to more than
three times the Initial value.

4. With increasing flight Mach number preburner heating has continuously to be throttled back.

The nozzle throat downstream the high-pressure afterburner even at full-power operation needs to
be controlled within the same extension as we are used of conventional ramjets. The reason is the
overall pressure ratio of the total turbopart (Pt4/PtlE) being nearly independant of the flight Mach
number and supercharging the pressure ratio of the conventional ramjet cycle by a factor of
about 10.

While this engine type could offer high thrust density and a good fuel consumption especially at high
Mach operation, the major problem will be that it needs a more efficient air/air heat exchanger of
much larger size/weight than the engine types shown above.

6. INTERACTION OF VEHICLE, PROPULSION AND MISSION TAYLORING

When tayloring the design of vehicle, of propulsion system and of optimum flight trajectory to the
mission requirements of a HST or of a TSTO booster stage we have to recognize that these three are
stronger Interconnected with each other than the design of subsystems of conventional aircraft we
are used to be. Therefore any isolated optimization will lead to a nonharmonized overall solution.

6.1 Flight Trajectory

FIG. 14 shows a simplified but typical flight trajectory of a TSTO booster stage. It has been r.alculated
for a constant ratio of total pressure/total temperature at exit of air intake. To limit induced drag
during transonic flight where aircraft drag and engine installation losses are large, subsonic climb
should'nt lead to dynamic pressure below 20 kPa.

For a TSTO system which will performe only a 35 km

few launches/year, noise requirements to .0 9 o' 2
300 Pconventional airliners should not necessarily H -o-

be design driving. Even with respect to 2
European autonomy TSTO launches could .,/ 3o_ 1 .z" I...
performe in the south of Spain and go out (0 /_ .. La..

over the Mediterranean Sea.

Flight trajectory/aircraft should climb quickly /
through the dense ozone layer. If a cruise 10 ," ophase requirement is superposed on a TSTO- 5 sign

launch (see design priorities given in chapter -

3) then cruise out and cruise back could be 0bec
flown in a flight altitude of about 25 km, the 0 1 23 4 5 6 7
minimum altitude for a long range HST-cruise.

FIG. 14: Flight Trajectory
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With increasing flight Mach number the trajectory should climb to lower dynamic pressure. This will
cause the angle of attack growing up to values beyond the LID-maximum important for a long range
cruise phase (HST).

But for an accelerated climb of the TSTO booster stage maximum L/D is not permitted to be a main
goal for overall vehicle design. In this case the influence of wing loading and of flight trajectory on
the design of air intake and nozzle (dimensions and operational conditions) and on transonic drag
will be of more importance.

6.2 Inlet Capture Area Augmentation

FIG. 15 shows increasing angle of attack vs. flight Mach number for the a.m. flight trajectory and for
aesign wing loading of about mo/Atot 0650 kg/m 2 . This has two main effects:

1. Growing up precompression by fuselage/wing will limit flow Mach number Mo at air inlet to lower
values. The intake system is to be designed for little above Mo o 4 only even if the maximum
flight Mach number will exceed Map = 6.5. This will lead to a better pressure covery, ease

construction and save weight of intake and nozzle system.

2. Augmentation of free stream capture area rapidly increases with angle of attack and flight Mach
number (FIG. 16). This will lead to smaller dimensions/lower weight of intake and nozzle system
as thrust demand at high Mach operation is dimensioning for these ramjet components.
Furthermore a lot of Installation drag of the propulsion system will be saved during transonic
flight.

3 6 3,4

1 3 / 5I "1 2 3

25 -An-le 3o0 A. o
0. ,. A.

and~A 0ne ahNme o CpueAe

o A.. sin a

G 2 2 3 5 6 7

FI.15: Angle of Attack at FIG. 16: Augmentation of Free Stream
and Inlet Mach Number M0  Capture Area

The dash-dotted slopes show minor positive effects if angle of attack would be decreased to half the
value by selection of wing loading and flight trajectory.
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6.3 Installation Drag

Installation drag of the propulsion system mainly consists of three parts:

- drag of splitting the forebody boundary layer,
- Inlet drag (spillage drag, bypass drag, cowl drag, bleed drag),
- propulsion related afterbody drag.

1. Significant drag of splitting the forebody 2o0- - -

boundary layer upstream the air intake D

could be avoided, if configuration of intake
system and arrangement of the turbo - - -

engine in the propulsion system permit.the TJ/PC[P>IAuJ

boundary layer to be sucked in (e.g. all 10
configurations of FIG. 11). Ao , I~ , I nJA

\D as ~.2~O
2. The three a.m. parts of Inlet drag are S

plotted In FIG. 17 vs. flight Mach number of
the engine configuartion at bottom of [J
FIG. 11. The corresponding C0 2 3 4 6 7

geometrical/aerodynamical areas are also M.
shown.

The extremely sensitive spillage drag can
not be avoided at transonic flight due to
geometrical reasons of construction.

The less sensitive bypass drag disappears A

at M,,4, when the turbojet takes the 3
whole inlet airflow. If bypass air flow would t r
be kept out of the Intake, then spillage drag bypass
would be Increased especially at transonic 2

flight by values of about three times the
bypass drag. Therefore the integration of a
bypass channel along the turbo engine Is
not to be abandoned in most of hypersonic
propulsion systems.

Ramp bleed drag has been neglected in -- .

FIG. 17 since it was supposed that shock
system could be stabilized by the bleed of FIG. 17: Inlet Drag of TJ/PC and
only a small part of the boundary layer at Corresponding Areas
ramp edges.

Cowl drag is not critical especially as it offers additional lift.

3. Propulsion related afterbody drag mainly depends on nozzle design. It will be reduced markedly
by the expansion of bypass air flow at transonic flight.

If no bypass would be Integrated about one third of uninstalled thrust could be eaten up by inlet
spillage drag and afterbody drag at this flight condition.
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6.4 Thrust Dimensioning Procedure

In FIG. 18 the vehicle drag divided by the number of engines Is plotted vs. flight Mach number along
flight trajectory PtE/TtE = const. Thrust slopes of the turbo ramjet and of the precooled turbojet
(FIG. 11 upper resp. bottom configuration) show that transition to fuel-rich combustion could be
necessary at high Mach operation if oversizing of the ramjet (weight, transonic drag) shall be avoided
and though the effects of high angle of attack were taken Into account.

500.tO , 50.tO

TJ/PC N

Th tRJ+TJ koR +s- TJ/PC

200 20

Ac"ou ,llm A¢"I,
6 m '1

swthigo/tepr noe.,

maimmreea emertr .40 liiIta =20 heotmm sc-o poinOofulrc

0[_ rockot Ave -or

om i, ws calcuatedor0M. 2 3 r M = 5

FIG. 18: Vehicle Drag and Fully Installed FIG. 19: Fuel-Specific Thrust (fully installed)
Thrust of RJ + TJ and TJ/PC

Due to icing danger the precooled turbojet has to perform take-off and subsonic climb without
switching on the precooler.

Corresponding slopes of fuel-specific thrust are shown in FIG. 19. Concerning a comparable low
maximum reheat temperature limit Ttmax = 2400 K the optimum switch-over point to fuel-rich
combustion was calculated for Mae,= 3.2 resp. M,, = 5.4 in an overall optimization attempt

including thrust dimensioning (engine size) and vehicle design (wing loading).

Pushing forward the temperature limit will shift the switch-over Mach number to some higher values.
1.1 4 engines 5 engines

An arbitrary oversizing of the installed thrust ,/R0 (turbo ramjet) (turbo ramjet)

not oriented to the specific character of an
aerodynamic booster stage with air-breathing
propulsion could launch the vehicle out of the
dense atmosphere in an unfavourable way. 0.9 -

This would lead to wrong assessing the trajectory

thrust/weight ratio and specific impuls of the o. - - IGEW
propulsion system and the aerodynamic o/. I/II
vehicle design. 0.7

/7/

To show the correlation between optimum 0
Installed thrust and ascent trajectory as an . o.s 1.0

example the SANGER-mission was calculated -6.,

with a predesigned system approach along FIG. 20: Correlation of Installed Thrust,
two different ascent trajectories. Flight Trajectory, Range, Launch Mass
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A small disadvantage has been found with the a.m. flight trajectory compared to the original one. In

FIG. 20 the range is plotted for both trajectories and the original overall vehicle design. With the flight

trajectory of FIG. 14 leading to higher altitudes than the preliminary SANGER trajectory at high Mach

operation (-4 ac and AI/Ao Increased) thrust will be oversized.

Left columnes have been calculated with 20 % lower Installed thrust. With the a.m. flight trajectory

the vehicle design could be scaled down by 15 % fulfilling all range requirement while the scaled

down design could not get the required range on the original ascent trajectory as acceleration at high

Mach operation was to slow now with the 20 % lower thrust.

7. RESUMEE

To give an first idea of the complexity resp. fully integral prop. syst.
development risk of the different propulsion 2/ J
system concepts discussed in this paper ,. /. -,

when compared to their performance, FIG. 21 - "  Airbr',
shows an authors attempt to assess this, , T R- Tj Rkt 

problem. The assessment was based on the --X N.....

application in a TSTO system. + TJ e RJ)

E parallel; TJ/P. TJ/PC

elecor typ + R\

Performance
(1 / tot. propulsive weight)

FIG. 21: Propulsion System Concepts
(TakeOff to M > 6.5)

Main Problems and Ideas are to be summarized:

I TSTO SYSTEM: 4 MOST DEMANDING UNCONVENTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS:

Combines advantages of air-
breather/rocket and aircraft/reentry Applicability up to NJ, > 6.
vehicle without forcing to much of High thrust density at high Mach

comprimise. operation.

2 TWOFOLD MISSION TASK OF TSTO 5 HIGH TEMPERATURE LOAD AT HIGH

BOOSTER STAGE: MACH OPERATION:

Design priority to be given to accelerated Active cooling of combustor, nozzle and

climb phase. partially of inlet duct with H2 -fuel.
Ventilating of turbo eng. with intercooled

3 EXTREME INTERACTION OF VEHICLE, air.

PROPULSION, FLIGHT TRAJECTORY:
6 THRUST DENSITY AT HIGH MACH

Optimization of isolated subsystem OPERATION:
misleading.

Increased by fuel-rich combustion.
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7 AIR LIQUEFACTION 12 HEAT EXCHANGER:

Not relevant for optimized cycle Axisymmetric arrangement keeps down
lot of development problems.

8 SCRAMJET
High effectiveness Intentionally must be

Positive overall system pay-off not to be abandoned.
seen in the near future even if integrated
into a dual-mode combustor. 13 KEY TECHNOLOGIES:

9 RAMJET SIZE/WEIGHT SAVING: - air intake
- H2 -technology (fuel-rich

Augmentation of inlet capture area by comb.)
enlarged precompression (high ot by - heat exchanger
appropriate wing loading and flight - high temperature
trajectory). materials
Fuel-rich combustion.

14 SPIN-OFF FOR FUTURE AERO SPACE
10 TURBO ENGINE SIZE/WEIGHT SAVING: ENGINEERING:

About 25 % at same transonic thrust by Much larger benefit from development of
integral arrangement. aerodyn./air-breath. launch system
About one third additional by air compared to not recoverable rocket
precooling. system.

11 INLET DESIGN:

Design Mach number depending on cC.
(wing loading, flight trajectory).
Abandoning boundary layer splitter and
bypassing the turbo engine will reduce
Inlet drag.
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TURBOJET POTENTIAL FOR HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
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Jeffrey N. Stricker & Douglas J. Essman
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Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio USA 45433

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, interest in manned hypersonic flight has increased significantly.
System studies historically have utilized ramjet power for high supersonic/low hypersonic speeds
and supersonic combustion ramiets (scramjets) at higher speeds. The drawback of these types of _ -__ (.
propulsion devices is their inability to perform at takeoff and relatively low speeds. Therefore,
for relatively low speed operation (Mach 0-3), a third form of propulsion is required. The turbine 31
engine has typically been chosen for this role. (1

The disadvantages of a three mode propulsion system (turbojet-ramet-scramet) are the
complexity, weight and costs which accompany it. Inlet and exhaust geometry variations required
for proper integration play a major role. Propulsion weight is a key factor to maximize vehicle
capability. When a propulsion device is not being utilized, it is dead weight to the aircraft
system. Therefore, for reasons of simplicity, reduced system weight, and cost, it seems prudent
to minimize the number of propulsion mode transitions required.

This paper will explore the utilization of the turbine engine for aircraft propulsion up to
the scramjet transition. Examination of the uninstalled cycle performance is presented as well as
an assessment of installed engine operation in a hydrogen fueled aircraft. Both non-afterburning
and afterburning (A/B) turbine engines are compared to turboramJet and air-turboramjet (ATR)
engines for a Mach 5 long duration cruise mission along with a pure acceleration mission, i.e.,
the turbomachinery is used to accelerate the vehicle to a MaCh number where the scramjet can take
over. From this assessment, a baseline engine configuration/cycle is defined for feasibility
studies and critical technology identification. A discussion of the feasibility of the preferred
concept from an engine component by component standpoint is provided as well as a discussion of
technology risk compared to the state-of-the-art.

UNINSTALLED PERFORMANCE

To determine the desirability of
turbomachinery at hypersonic velocities, it is -,
useful to ascertain whether the turbine engine
provides competitive uninstalled performance
compared to devices more commonly considered
for hypersonic flight. Four types of
turbopropulsion devices were studied; a cooled Dry Turbojet Air-Turbo-Ramiet (ATR)
non-afterburning (dry) turbojet, an uncooled
afterburning (A/B) turbojet, a turborajet, and
an uncooled recuperated air-turboramjet (ATR) .

(Figure 1). In all cases, hydrogen was used
for fuel. For turbomachnery operating above
och 4, a fuel-ar heat exchanger was used for
cooling compressor bleed air. Fuel inlet
temperature to the heat exchanger was assumed
to be 800°F, simulating fuel usage for vehicle Afterburning Turbojet Turboramjet
cooling. The turbine inlet temperature of the
ATR was limited to 2050*F due to heat
exchanger, fuel delivery and uncooled expander Figure 1 - Cycles Examined
turbine material limitations. Maximum burner
temperature was limited to stoichiometric
combustion. Table I shows a comparison of the
various cycles.

Figure 2 illustrates the performance of the cooled non-A/B turbojet, uncooled A/B turbojet,
turboramjet, and ATR operating between Mach 5 and 6. Even with extremely high turbine temperature
capability, the dry turbojet exhibits poor specific thrust performance relative to the other forms
of propulsion. The afterburning turbine engine utilizing a more conservative turbine rotor inlet
temperature (TRIT - 2800°F) is very competitive with the turboramjet and ATR in thrust performance
and advantageous from a fuel consumption standpoint. The competitive performance of the ATR is
primarily due to the higher nozzle pressure ratio which may not be useful in an actual application
due to nozzle size limitations (Figure 2 assumes full expansion of exhaust gasses). In all cases,
performance degrades rapidly as Mach number is increased.

It is envisioned that the weapon system transitions to the scramiet propulsion mode at a Mach
number between 5 and 5.5. This is primarily because of performance degradation and material
constraints for the turbomachinery as well as minimum Mach number capability for the scramJet.
Component design sensitivities to performance for the dry turbojet were evaluated to determine the
criticality of the design parameters (Figure 3). The most vital parameters to performance were
burner efficiency and exhaust nozzle performance (CFG). The latter was found to be the most
critical with a 3.8 percent reduction in net specific thrust for each percent loss in thrust
coefficient. Rotating component efficiencies were found to be less critical. The baseline
leakage was .5%. This small level of leakage tends to make percentage changes In leakage appear
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A/B TJ DRY TJ TURBORAMJET ATR

Pressure Ratio 10 10 10 5
Throttle Ratio (T4max/T4) 1.114 1.114 1.114 ---

Main Burner Temp. 28000F 4000OF 4000OF ---

Afterburner/Ramburner Temp. Stoich --- Stoich Stoich
Efficiencies:

Compressor 85% 85& 85% 85%
Main Burner 99% 99% 99% 99%
Turbine 85% 85% 85% 70%
Afterburner/Ramburner 95% --- 90% ---

Cooling:
Turbine Stator 0.0% 5.5% 5.5% 0.0%
Turbine Rotor 0.0% 6.0%2 6.0% 0.0%
Exhaust Nozzle 15% 3  10% 3  10% 3  5%

Transition Mach Number --- 4-5 ---
Pressure Losses:

Main Burner 9% 9% 9% 9%
Rear Duct 1%(cold) 4% 4%(cold)4 4%(cold)4

Gross Thrust Coefficient .985 .985 .985 .985
Engine Thrust/Weight 10 10 10 10

1 - Varied to give 28000F Tmetal
2 - varied to give 2700*F Tmetal
3 - Compressor interstage bleed
4 - Hot loss is a function of exhaust temperature

Table 1 - Baseline Cycle Comparison (Sea Level Static)

u\ Turboraujet
HYDROGEN FUEL 

U "% \

(ALTITUDE - 100,000 ft)

Dry

z ~Afterburning
u TTurbojet
04.

...... TURBINE INLET. ........ . TEMPER URE

IN a a ii

SPECIFIC THRUST (Ibf/lbm/sec)

Figure 2 - Performance Comparison (Uninstalled)

15 CFC 15

2 Change In 5.0 Nn/80,0OOft
Specific Thrust (Dry Turbojet) Z Change In Specific

tburn 10 Fuel Consumption

5 5

Sran

leakage leak

15 o-7jjZ" 5 10o 15 -15 -0 .

ra - Change In Flcrb 
t t

10

Pra ter c 2 Change In
"coop n burn -5 -5 Parameter

-10 1

CFG

-I0 -I0

FPa-15 s-15
Figure 3 - Performance Sensitivity
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to have a small impact on performance. In reality, leakage could increase dramatically which will
have a profound impact on performance. Hence, leakage is also an important parameter to achieve
good performance.

With the aid of an engine simulation model,
part power performance of the various cycles z 13
was determined. Advanced compressor maps were
generated and utilized for each engine. Both
turbine engines were operated with a throttle 1 1 5.0 Mn/80,000 ft
ratio just over 1.1. Throttle ratio is defined
as maximum combustor exit temperature over sea ,

level static combustor exit temperature. 1
Throttle ratio is a method to hold corrected 0

airflow constant up to a given inlet
temperature resulting in increased thrust at AT
elevated inlet temperatures. As flight speed E ... . -.
increases, turbine inlet temperature increases ..

to maintain constant corrected flow. This can *.. ......-

continue until maximum turbine inlet U ._ ...-

temperature is reached. An installed analysis D
to determine optimum throttle ratio was U ry .AfterburningW --- e urng

performed and will be discussed in a later H Turbojet
section. Figure 4 illustrates that, at a given U
thrust level, the turbojet cycles have more
favorable specific fuel consumption which

potentially translates to increased range. The SPECIFIC THRUST (lbf/lbm/sec)

dry turbojet nearly equals the afterburing
turbojet cruise fuel consumption, but pays a Figure 4 - Engine Cycle Power Hooks

penalty in terms of reduced maximum specific
thrust.

Another key flight point occurs during
acceleration through the transonic drag rise. 1.2 Mn/20,000 ftsystm' 5perfrmace i shon inFigre 5 Forz. Trboraeiet
A comparison of the various turbopropulsion " AV 0osystem's performance is shown in Figure 5. For :! Afkbunu ATR

the turbojet cycles, increasing pressure ratio 
trnA

increases specific thrust and reduces specific . Turbojet

fuel consumption. Diminishing improvements in .'a Dry Turbojet

performance for pressure ratios above 10 imply 
'

limited benefits for pressure ratios above this As
level. For the dry turbojet, increasing 0
turbine inlet temperature increases specific PRESSURE RATIO

thrust along with specific fuel consumption.... .-.
For the afterburning engine, increasing turbine 

......-..

inlet temperature decreases specific fuel . .'" 0-15
consumption accompanied by a smaller increase 30W TURBINE INLET
in specific thrust. The ATR nearly parallels TEMPERATURE

the 5 pressure ratio afterburning engine in X 2 in in its im i

specific fuel consumption yet presents a much SPECIFIC THRUST (lbf/lbm/sec)
higher specific thrust. This is due to a much
higher nozzle pressure ratio (NPR). Concluded Figure 5 - Transonic Performance Comparison

are that both dry and afterburning turbojets
should be designed for moderate SLS pressure
ratios and that maximum turbine inlet
temperature is critical to the dry turbojet.
An installed analysis was performed to further
examine desirable cycle characteristics.

From the uninstalled performance
assessment, the afterburning and dry turbojet
cycles are competitive with other forms of high
speed propulsion devices. The afterburning
turbojet offers desirable specific fuel
consumption with competitive specific thrust
compared to the ATR and turboramjet. The dry
turbojet offers favorable specific fuel Fuel Hydrogen

consumption characteristics, but delivers low Take Off Gross Weight 140,000 Lbs

specific thrust relative to the other cycles. Payload 5000 Lbs
Engine Plus Fuel Fraction 45.8%

Wing Span 54.8 Ft

INSTALLED PERFORMANCE - Wing Loading 79.3 lbs/Sq Ft

LONG DURATION CRUISE-VEHICLE (LDCV) Wing Aspect Ratio 1.7

Wing Planform Cranked Arrow

The aircraft described in Table 2 was used Propulsion 4 Close Coupled, Pod

for turbomachinery propulsion system evaluation Mounted Engines, (2 per

for a Mach 5 cruise flight mission. Figure 6 Nacelle)

illustrates the drag polars for the vehicle. Inlet Mixed Compression

The reference area used is 1764.3 square feet. Nozzle Fully Expanded C-D
Axisymmetric (Referee)

The inlet design was derived from the NASA
HYCAT-IA (Ref. 2). This vehicle was designed
for Mach 6 operation. Modifications were TABLE 2 - AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
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necessary to utilize this inlet in a Mach 5 MACH 5 INTERCEPTOR DRAG POLARS
vehicle. A delta drag coefficient, as a
function of flight Mach number, was applied to 0.90/
the HYCAT inlet to account for the variation of 0 1.#/30K
critical spillage drag. The delta spillage 0.80- /3 2.0MN/40K
drag coefficient was subtracted from the total
inlet drag coefficient across the flight 0.70- 3.OMN/60K

envelope in order to redesign the inlet for
Mach 5 operation. 0-60- 40MN/7

The mission assumes that the aircraft takes 0.50-

off and climbs at a constant flight dynamic

pressure (q) of 1000 pounds per square foot 0.40

(PSF) until it reaches Mach 5. It then begins Z
a Brequet cruise radius mission with a 180 0.30

degree, 1 1/2g turn to return to base.
Aircraft takeoff gross weight was held constant 0.20

with radius being the figure of merit (FOM). 0.10
For the installed performance assessment, all
data is referenced to the baseline dry 0.0011
turbojet. 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45

Evaluation of turbojet thrust sizing LIT COEFFIIENT
requirements revealed variations as a function
of engine cycle. The dry turbojet is sized at Figure 6 - Mach 5 Interceptor Drag Polar

the cruise condition due to its lack of
hypersonic thrust performance while the
afterburning engine, because of its
stoichiometric augmentor, has its thrust sizing
point in the transonic drag rise region. 1.8-

Afterburning
Figure 7 shows how the turbine engines at Turbojet Dry Turbojet

various pressure ratios compare to the --. - - -_-

turboramjet and ATR. Inlet sizing was not 10

optimi7ed for the turboram et, thereby allowing
a qualitative assessment only. Maximum range Turboramjet
for the dry turbojet occurs at higher pressure 

cis

ratio designs than in the afterburning case due
to balancing variations in thrust sizing and
its effects on the amount of power throttling
required at cruise. Both the dry and uJ O. ATR
afterburning engines appear competitive to the
ATR and turboramiet. LDCV MISSION

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate mission 
015.

performance variations to key engine operating
characteristics. High throttle ratio designs
are attractive to the dry engine configuration
since this increases the flow size of the
engine transonically for better inlet matching 10 15

and provides higher thrust for high Mach flight SEA LEVEL STATIC PRESSURE RATIO
conditions. The afterburning engine with its
inherently higher specific thrust optimizes at Figure 7 - Mission Performance Comparison

a lower throttle ratio fur enhanced fuel
management. Increasing the turbine temperature
of the dry turbojet shifts the optimum pressure

TURBINE INLET
TEMPERATURE

Baseline DryInn.urbojet 4400q--

i Ii

Afterburning
'U Turbojet F LDCV MISSION< (Dry Turbojet)

eu8 LDCV MISSION

12 SEA LEVEL STATIC COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO
ENGINE THROTTLE RATIO

Figure 8 - Vehicle Sensitivity To Throttle Ratio Figure 9 - Vehicle Sensitivity To Turbine Temperature
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ratio to a higher value where the
increased energy available can be LDCV MISSION
better utilized. Assessments of SLS Dry Turbojet Afterburning Turbojet
thrust-to-weight levels for both dry
and afterburning turbojets indicated
values of about 10 appear attractive. In -iz Airflow In -i5Z Airflow
Radius benefits diminish rapidly at At 5 Mn ) At 5 Mn
higher values. N N.

As mentioned previously, future Ba sIe

exhaust systems may not be able to > Baseline

fully expand the exhaust gasses at all
flight speeds. One suggestion is to a n- Baseline

utilize the airframe aftbody as an
expansion surface at maximum flight
speeds. At transonic flight,
additional base drag may result
because of overexpansion on that I; A
aerodynamic surface. A sensitivity SLS PRESSURE RATIO SLS PRESSURE RATIO
analysis was conducted to determine
vehicle performance impdct due to Figure 10 - Vehicle Sensitivity To Engine/Inlet Matching
increased transonic drag. Installed
transonic thrust was reduced 15%. LDCV MISSION

Figure 10 illustrates how optimum
compressor pressure ratio increases Dry Turbojet Afterburning Turbojet
due to reduced transonic thrust. Also
illustrated is the substantial tA _eim. "e
influence of transonic engine Baseline Bsline

performance on vehicle radius.

An effort was undertaken to assess ,
the sensitivity of the mission radius o--
to the engine/inlet matching. Airflow W .. an
at Mach 5 for the dry and A/B turbojets - -15% Transonic

was decreased by 15%. This led to a Thrust -152 Transonic

reduced inlet capture area and lower 
Thrust

inlet bypass drag at transonic/low

supersonic flight. Figure 11 reveals
how the flow change improved mission
performance for all but the high
pressure ratio dry turbojets and L_.
shifted the optimum pressure ratio for 5 6 11 i i i 0

both the dry and augmented designs to SLS PRESSURE RATIO SLS PRESSURE RATIO

a lower value. Figure 11 - Vehicle Sensitivity To Transonic Thrust

Short Duration High Acceleration Vehicle (SDHAV)

An alternate mission was examined which will be referred to in this paper as the Short
Duration High Acceleration Vehicle (SDHAV). This mission utilized the same aircraft as described
in Table 2. Conceived as a first stage accelerator, a maximum dynamic pressure (q) climb profile
of 1000 pounds/squdre foot was assumed from sea level static until Mach 5 transition speed was
obtained. Engine size is set by a requirement for time to accel/climb of 13.3 minutes (based upon
related study efforts). Engine plus accel fuel weight became the figure of merit. Minimizing
this weight combination allows more payload by reducing overall propulsion "dead weight".

Since the mission is essentially a max
power run to speed, Mach 5 cruise fuel
efficiency is not as critical as in the LDCV
mission. This amplifies the effect of
transonic thrust sizing. Figure 12 illustrates
how the various engines compare along with the SDHAV MISSION
effect of pressure ratio, Again, turbine engine
propulsion appears competitive. Optimum
pressure ratios for the dry turbojet now occur I.It ATR
at a lower value than for the afterburning
configuration. This reversal from the LDCV
mission is due to the lack of balance needed
between cruise specific fuel consumption and U In, Dry Turbojet

thrust sizing requirements. Optimum pressure
ratio for the dry turbojet occurs when minimum Z
excess thrust is provided at both the transonic
and Mach 5 operating condition. This results Inrrning
in lower propulsion weight due to engine size -- Turbojet
reductions which more than offset the increased
acceleration fuel required. The afterburning 0

engines optimize at a higher pressure ratio as g TurboramiJet

compared to the previous mission because of the le is
desire for high transonic specific thrust.

SLS PRESSURE RATIO
Mission performance variations due to Figure 12 - Alternate Mission Performance Comparison

engine characteristics exhibited the same
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trends as described for the LDCV mission. Analysis of overexpansion at transonic flight speeds
showed a moderate increase of optimum pressure ratio due to increased criticality of transonic
thrust margin. For afterburning turbojets, reduced airflow at the inlet sizing point had a small
effect on pressure ratio selection and tended to flatten out the perforinance curve. ihis is
attributed to its thrust sizing point remaining at the transonic drag rise while reducing bypdss
and spillage drag. Conversely, a higher pressure ratio dry turbojet is thrust sized at maximum
flight speeds which greatly increases the size and weight of the engines. Decreasing the flow
size at this flight point amplified this condition.

Because of the special problems associated AETERBURNING TURBOJET (Sea Level Static, Standard Day)

with turbine engines exposed to high speed Compressor Pressure Ratio 10

flight, a conceptual study of various Max. Turbine Inlet Temp. (TIT) 2800*F

components including the compressor, turbine, Afterburner Temperature Stoichiometric

combustor, heat exchanger, and nozzle was Throttle Ratio (TITmax/TITsls) 1.114

performed. The cycle selected for further Component Adiabatic Efficiencies: 85%

analysis is described in Table 3. The Combustor 99%

conceptual design study encompdssed a matrix of Turbine 85%

design variables and materials. The flight Afterburner 95%

points used in the analysis are commensurate Combustor 9%

with a flight dynamic pressure of 1000 psf. Exhaust Duct (dry) 1%

For simplicity, only axial rotating stage Cooling:
configurations were considered. Turbine stator 0.0%

Turbine Rotor 0.0%
Exhaust Nozzle 15%

Compressor (Interstage compressor Bleed)
Fuel Hydrogen

At Mach 5 flight, the compressor exit Nozzle Thrust Coefficient .985

temperature presented in Figure 13 allows for
three potential materials: Columbium, ceramic Table 3 - Baseline Engine Cycle Stack

composite, and carbon-carbon. It is the
opinion of the authors that carbon-carbon (c/c)
represents the highest risk and columbium the
lowest. To simplify the design matrix, each
compressor was assumed to be monolithic (made
of one material). Columbium blading was assumed
to be uncoated. With this assumption, design 

4WA TRBURE

constraints for columbium were considered to be Carbon/Carbon

equivalent to current metallic blading
technology development. Ceramic composites and Columbi

carbon-carbon were set at lower levels due to
their structural limitations and coating
requirements. Columbium first stage ceramic composite

aerodynamic loading was limited to a level 2= .

comensurate with advanced nickel alloy comp. Glass
compressors. In this paper, aerodynamic i Alloys

loading is defined as: icel Alloys
COMPRSSORTitanium Alloys

Aerodynamic loading Uh2  ra-i

Where: FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
g =32.2 ft/sec
J = 778 ft-lbs/BTU Figure 13 - Mach No. Impact On Component Gas Temperatures

6H = Delta enthalpy (BTU/lbm)
Uh = Hub speed (ft/sec)

12 Metal (Max) SPECIFIC FLOW (Lbm/Sec-Ft
2 )

Structural and mechanical limitations for M xCm

the non-metallic materials are anticipated to 30 . . 34 3 TiS
restrict the blade camber and twist. Therefore, M-_
the aerodynamic loading for carbon-carbon was I m

reduced 50% relative to columblum while the BaseP SPEED
ceramic composite was fixed near the median T SEED

between the two. For all compressor designs, a t ceramic Composites

constant tip diameter design was chosen for 1.4 z
simplicity and enhanced aerodynamic loading.... ........
To maximize the potential performance, each Carbon/Carbon

compressor configuration was assumed to be 12-

designed at its maximum loading. Figure 14 - - --- ---

shows the tip relative Mach numbers for each
material. Ceramic composites and
carbon-carbon, because of structural and - - SEA LEVEL STATIC

coating considerations, need large leading edge
radii resulting in excessive shock losses at
higher inlet relative Mach numbers. Hence,
these materials cannot run at the inlet
relative Mach number levels of the uncoated Figure 14 - Compressor Tip Relative Mach No. Comparison

columbtum.

With compressor size and speed determined by the inlet design, compressor exit size was found.
Sea level static, maximum power was used as the design point based on an assessment of the
variation of compressor exit axial Mach number along the flight path. Compressor exit axial Mach
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number was set at 0.35 at design to satisfy diffuser and combustor requirements. Several
variations of design pressure ratio and stage count were assessed. For this paper, only the
baseline cycle will be presented.

Figure 15 shows compressor frontal area as OVERALL PR 10
a function of radius ratio. The inlet radius AERO LOADING 0.6
ratio of each material design is set by a FIRST STG. REL. MN 1.25
desire for minimum compressor frontal area. SEA LEVEL STATIC

Decreasing the stage count leads to increased 2,
stage work which requires increased blade speed
and radius ratio to stay within design limits. Baseline 5 STG
For both carbon-carbon and ceramic composite
compressors, increasing the number of stages 4I

beyond six appears to have diminishing returns
when qualitatively evaluated against the added
weight of extri stages as well as the 2.28.2%
structural implications of the low radius ratio 9 is
design. For the columbium compressor, it was
determined that the minimum number of 

F-C
Z

compressor stages is three, in order to meet o STG
design requirements. 14

Figure 16 shows the baseline compressor
designs for all three materials. Additional W I %
benefits of higher loading capability are 12
exhibited by the significant frontal area
reduction for the columbium and ceramic i t 7 STG

composite compressors relative to
carbon-carbon. Figure 17 illustrates how the I0
exit rim speeds of the three compressors V o7 U O
compare to current man-rated designs ds a FRTSG U/I AI
function of compressor exit temperature. Shown FIRST STG. RUB/TIP RATIO
is that all three designs require revolutionary Figure 15 - Compressor Stage No.
advancements. Some reduction in engine life Impact On Frontal Area
requirements would help to reduce this
significant technology jump. SEA LEVEL STATIC

OVERALL PR 10

TURBINE CORRECTED AIRFLOW 200 LBM/SEC

Figure 13 shows that for the uncooled
turbine inlet temperature selected, only
columbium and carbon-carbon are viable Carbon/Carbon
material candidates for an uncooled turbine.
Figure 18 compares the baseline afterburning C jj iW f Ceramic Composite
turbojet with and without turbine cooling at U 20 Columbium
two flight conditions. The cooled turbine
assumes 5% of the engine airflow is used for
turbine cooling. Shown is that turbine 10
cooling has little effect on overall engine
performance. Therefore, a material with
marginal temperature capability could be
used with some degree of turbine cooling. 0

Ceramic composite turbines were evaluated
with the assumption that the turbine would Figure 16 - Compressor L 1out Options

be high risk in an uncooled configuration 170
and moderate risk in a cooled configuration.

Clumbium
Evaluating the turbine design at its li

flow sizing condition, Figure 19 shows how
the rim radius varies as d function of stage SEA LEVEL STATIC
number and aerodynamic loading. Aerodynamic 1 501
loading is defined in the same manner as
specified for the compressor. The turbine
was assumed to be a constant rim radius to 1 1400
enhance its energy extraction potential. As
the stage aerodynamic load increases, the
rim radius decreases yielding a more 1300

streamlined flowpath design, reducing Ceramic Composite

frontal area and weight as well as turbine N
rim speed. Assuming a choked turbine inlet, c 12. TECHNOLOG

a nominal flowpath divergence, and a Cb ar
representative exit Mach number, Figure 20 Carbon/Carbon

shows how the turbine flowpath varies lice
relative to the three baseline compressors
for one, two and three stage turbines at
these aerodynamic loadings. The desire to low
minimize both frontal area and number of
stages is most easily achieved with the
columbium turbine which requires only a m leim m t m
single stage turbine. For the non-metallics, COMPRESSOR EXIT TEMPERATURE (F)
two stage designs appear most attractive at
these loading levels. Higher loading levels Figure 17 - High Mach Compressor Material Requirements
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M = 
1.21 /ALT= 200 ft 0* 5A / ALT 100000

af

UKOMS CUR UNCOAtM Cone

19 100

I.J EI LI
10 PR, 6 STG., C/C COMPRESSOR Figure 18 - Turbine Cooling Impact On Performance

46 CORRECTED AIRFLOW 200 LBM/SEC

z

S3&'

1 Stage

Comp. Exit Tip

Comp. Exit Hub 2 Stage

3 Stage

s 1 12 1,5 1.7 Compressors Turbines

TURBINE AERO LOADING

Figure 19 -Turbine Design Tradeoffs c=3

- 31 STG.

t Carbon/Carbon [ 2 STG.

3 STG.

0. .2 G(J:)(A X)/U h2

ozf

t Columbium C
EI

Figure 20 -Turbine Design Matrix i
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Ii 3 STJ
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may be possible which result in a single stage turbine design. A single stage, non-metallic

design presents higher structural and manufacturing risks.

Figure 21 shows the corrected work required as a function of flight Mach number. Corrected

work is defined as:

10 PRESSURE RATIO COMPRESSOR

Wcorr = e

Where: ,

6H = Delta enthalp
8 = Turbine Inlet Temperature

(deg R)/519. 20

Compared to current metallic turbines, work
levels are well within the state-of-the-art for
single stage designs. For non-metallics, the F 15
risk is considered moderate for the two stage
designs. Two stage turbines were chosen for
the non-metallic baseline designs while the
metallic turbine utilized one st&9e. 18

U

COMBUSTOR

The combustor geometry was defined by 0 2 3 4 5
centering the inner and outer radii about the FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
turbine inlet. Using the results of the engine
cycle analysis and assumed values of combustor Figure 21 - Turbine Work Requirements

length to height, the combustor volume, space
heat rate and burner residence time were
calculated. Combustor sizing and heat release
loadings were evaluated across the flight path.

Figure 22 shows the inerre p TURBINE LOADING 1.2
Fitrrlationship 2 STAGE TURBINE

between various combustorCORRECTEAILO20LN/C
W 'HSEC

between various combustor design parameters. 10 PR. COMPRESSOR (6 STG.)

Space heat rate increases rapidly with
increasing combustor reference velocity. It
was assumed that using hydrogen fuel would
allow higher than typical space heat rates 4

currently used for JP type fuels. A maximum
space heat rate value of 20 million
btu/hr-ft-atm was chosen resulting in a burner
residence time of 4.6 milliseconds. 20 x 106

0APPROX. RANGE

In In 141 IN Is In In
Indications are that with some development COBUSTOR REFERENCE VELOCITY AT 5N/100EFT (FT/EEC)

risk, the hydrogen combustor is feasible. The
greatest challenge to the combustor design is Fit -e 22 - Combustor Design Tradeoffs

projected to be in the fuel delivery system
because of the high fuel inlet temperatures.

HEAT EXCHANGERS
HYDROGEN

One of the more critical technologies for 20W FUEL TEMP.

hypersonic flight will be the distribution and t AT HTX INLET (oR)

control of thermal loads. Figure 13 shows that r2g 3

even inlet air temperatures at Mach 5 are too no IN Fuel To

high for cooling the nozzle and bore components. ' I Fuel In Comb.

Using the heat sink capability of the hydrogen Z
fuel, a fuel/air heat exchanger was used to 24M J"
coul engine air for critical system components 24
at all flight speeds above Mach 4. The -A,. 11"CE
hydrogen fuel temperature entering the heat n [ Exit ar

exchanger was elevated from its tank 2= D Air Air

temperature to simulate aircraft cooling ,-' *

requirements.

Figure 23 shows the variation in combustor F/A - .A6 R

inlet fuel and cooling air temperature as a 26% C LING AIRFLOW
function of compressor exit bleed air and
aircraft fuel delivery temperature. The shaded Im

areas indicated regions of interest for various
flight speeds. At Mach 5, the cooling air In IU IN S ii

temperature is reduced 15% from compressor COMBUSTOR FUEL TEMP. (R)
discharge temperature. Heat exchanger fuel

inlet temperature was fixed at 800F based upon Figure 23 - Heat Exchanger (HTX) Temperature Tradeoffs

estimated aircraft heat load requirements.
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The engine bore will require further cooling than previously described. Suggested is that a
portion of fuel be tapped prior to full aircraft routing and used to cool a small portion of

compressor bleed air. Due to the small amount of flow required, this heat exchanger could
conceivably be integrated into the bore area. With this approach, it is believed that the bore

components may be cooled sufficiently for reasonable life retention. The high risk associated

with this technology can be reduced by the introduction of advanced high temperature bore

components (i.e. bearings, seals, etc.) and innovative structural/mechanical designs.

EXHAUST NOZZLE 'i

The exhaust nozzle represents the most
critical technology for superior aircraft 

Bg

performance. Nozzle internal thrust performance 
F U -

must be balanced across the flight envelope 0 on
with installation effects such as boat tail and
wave drag. For this conceptual design, a E 0R .
simplistic approach was used with only internal 0 4 ALTITUDE 100,000 FT

performance considered using the loss stack-up E 5.0 MACH NO.

shown in Figure 24. This figure illustrates i U2

the trade between expansion and angularity
losses as a function %f area ratio. A nozzle
length to diameter ratio of 7 was assumed.
Peak performance occurs between 15 and 16 area
ratio. However, because of diminishing NOZZLE AREA RATIO (A9/A8)

returns, an area ratio of 10 was considered in Figure 24 - Nozzle Loss Buildup
addition to a fully expanded design.

Figure 25 compares the full expansion
nozzle, the 10 area ratio nozzle using straight --
flaps, and the 10 area ratio design using a
bell curvature design for the diverging flap.
The full expansion nozzle thrust coefficient is

approximately 98.3% and is over 5.5 feet longer
than the baseline area ratio nozzle which
incorporated a thrust coefficient of 96.9%.
The bell shaped nozzle is projected to have

equivalent performance as the straight flapped
version but with a reduced length of almost 4
feet. For reasons of reduced weight, the 10
area ratio, bell shaped nozzle was chosen.

AVAu-10 Al/l1 IM-isu/-i
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS B/N-427 t3/I-6.5 I/N-10

The performance analysis presented
indicates that the turbine engine provides Am Er b IW S Lih**
competitive performance up to low hypersonic
flight velocities. Described have been the Figure 25 - Nozzle Design Options

desirable operating characteristics, both

uninstalled and installed. Sensitivity analyses at Mach 5 indicate that nozzle gross thrust

coefficient is of prime importance, with component efficiencies having a secondary impact on

performance. The dry turbojet requires very high levels of turbine inlet temperature to have
competitive specific thrust. For all cycles, proper engine/inlet flow matching can substantially

enhance vehicle performance. From a technology risk standpoint, the afterburning turbojet is more
desirable. It does not require the very high levels of turbine inlet temperature as dictated for

the dry turbojet cycle and provides competitive performance to the turboramjet with substantially
reduced complexity.

Key components needed for an afterburning turbojet for Mach 5 operation have been assessed to

determine their feasibility. From a conceptual design standpoint, there appears to be no
technology barriers which preclude the development of this system. There are however, various

levels of risk associated with the different components which can only be overcome by exploratory

and advanced development efforts. It is recommended that research programs be formulated to

address these technology challenges. It is further recommended that the turbomachinery concept be

considered in future activities relating to hypersonic propulsion devices because of the

tremendous potential payoffs in terms of simplicity and performance.
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Discussion

RAMETTE
For the carbon/carbon compressor, did you take into account the oxydation

problem, the protective coating which is needed and the correlative impact on
the air flow.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes; the carbon/carbon and ceramic composite compressors were assumed to

be coated. The result is a reduced aerodynamic loading and increased leading
edge radius for these materials. This is why the carbon/carbon and ceramic
composite compressor are larger in radius and require more stages to produce
the pressure ratio of 10 at sea level static.

BOURY
Do you think that such an advanced turbojet could be a good accelerator

for the NASP?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, I do. This in no way implies that this configuration is or is not

currently under consideration. This study was performed totally outside the
realm of NASP.

RODI
What kind of materials do you envisage for bearings and what kind of

fluids for cooling and lubrication systems?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I cannot comment on this question.

TARIFA
1. Would you explain the cooling system of your nozzles and the fig of

15% cooling flow.
2. Have you considered the possibility of the use of other nozzles as

plug nozzles with advanced materials?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. We feel that 15% would be adequate to cool the various components.
2. No, we did not.
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SUMMARY

This paper exhamines the application of Airbreathing Propulsion Systems to
Winged Launchers.

The characteristics of Ramjet based, LH2 fuelled, powerplants are analysed.
In the first part the main Ramjet design parameters are highlighted.
In the second part options (Rocket, Turboengine) for the boost phase from

take-off to Ramjet mode transition are described, and their potential
applicability to Single Stage-to-Orbit (SSTO) and Two Stage-to-Orbit (TSTO)
launchers is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Winged Launchers with Airbreathing Propulsion are mainly aimed at a decrease
of recurring costs of Space Transportation Systems and at an increase of their
flexibility and reliability.

The launcher operating envelope, consisting of subsonic, supersonic and
hypersonic flight regimes, requires combined cycle engines, which may be
conceived starting from the basic concepts of Turbojet, Ramjet and Rocket.

Mission requirements in terms of cross range and launch window, as well as
launcher configuration, determine the powerplant selection. A high
Thrust-to-Weight ratio powerplant is mandatory for a satisfactory SSTO payload,
while in the TSTO configuration the staging allows powerplant performance
optimization to a higher extent.

From take-off up to low supersonic speed, adequate thrust may be obtained
either in Turbomode or in Rocket mode.

From supersonic up to hypersonic flight regimes, the high stagnation pressure
allows the Ramjet mode operation with high Specific Impulse. Alternatively a
Turboengine may be selected, provided that the incoming air is precooled. This
option leads to high Thrust-to-Weight ratio engines, with Specific Impulse
penalties at high speed because of the required overfuelling. Precooled engines
are suited for SSTO launchers conceived for a direct ascent mission. When
flexibility in terms of cross range and launch window is required a Ramjet based
powerplant is envisaged both for SSTO and TSTO launchers.

2. RAMJET DESIGN FEATURES

2.1 VEHICLE PRECOMPRESSION AND POWERPLANT SIZE

The maximum intake mass flow is increased by the precompression caused on the
incoming air either by the wing or the fuselage depending on the engine
installation. This effect is enhanced by the precompression surface incidence
and by the flight Mach number (Figure 1).

At high speed (Mach 4-6), the increased mass flow is swallowed by opening the
nozzle throat area, with a Net Installed Thrust improvement (Figure 2). The
consequent reduction in the nozzle area ratio tends to decrease the Specific
Impulse, while the improvement in the recovered pressure tends to increase it.
The two counteracting effects lead to the trend in Figure 3.

At low speed (Mach 2-3), the increased mass flow leads to augmented intake
spillage. The low total pressure limits infact the maximum mass flow which the
engine can swallow maintaining stoichiometric combustion. Net Installed Thrust
and Specific Impulse penalties are consequent.

In order to assess the influence of the forebody precompression on the
powerplant size, the interaction between flight incidence and dynamic pressure
has to be investigated throughout the ascent trajectory. For a given wing
loading, a higher flight incidence requires a lower dynamic pressure. While the
former effect improves thrust, the latter tends to reduce it at the same extent.
A trade-off is therefore necessary, which has to be closely related to the
optimization of the ascent trajectory and to the vehicle aerodynamic design.
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2.2 INTAKE

The simplest shock structure to compress the incoming air mass flow is the
normal shock wave (Pitot intake). At high speed, this solution leads to a low
pressure recovery factor. An improvement is allowed slowing the supersonic flow
upstream the normal shock by a number of oblique shocks, which increase with the
flight speed. The optimum pressure recovery factor is reported in Figure 4 for
solutions at different number of shocks.

At constant flight dynamic pressure the intake configuration is determined
by the thrust decay at high speed. The recovered pressure too has to be taken in
account in the intake selection since the powerplant mass depends on the
internal pressure. Figure 5 provides the guidelines for the selection of the
shock structure. At Mach 6 the 4 shocks intake provides 85% of the isentropic
intake Net Thrust. An additional oblique shock would infact allow a thrust
increase about 6% only; on the other hand, the recovered pressure increase would
be = 50%. The associated mass penalty for a Ramjet cylindrical configuration is
about 30-40%, /1/. The 4 shocks intake represents therefore a good compromise
between powerplant performance and mass.

The incoming air may be compressed either outside the intake or inside,
thereby determining the intake configuration. The increased flow turning
caused by the external compression leads to a cowl drag penalty at low speed.
The internal compression overcomes this, but starting problems and the risk of
subcritical operating mode arise.

A design compromise is the mixed compression intake of Figure 6, with 2
external oblique shocks and I internal oblique shock. External oblique shocks
are obtained by flat ramps, whose angle is controlled by jacks, in order to
maximize the mass flow throughout the ascent trajectory.

2.3 COMBUSTOR

The design burner area at each flight speed is established by the recovered
pressure and the intake mass flow. The burner area in Figure 7 has been
evaluated assuming a combustor entry Mach number of 0.2, which is consistent
with the aerothermodynamic design of a reheat type burner. The continuous line
indicates stoichiometric combustion, while on the dashed line a lean combustion
has been assumed to avoid thermal choking. Infact at low speed, the combustor
is not able to swallow the maximum intake mass flow with stoichiometric
combustion. The burner may then operate either lean with intake full capture or
stoichiometric with intake spillage: in both cases a thrust penalty has to be
paid. The Ramjet thrust at low speed is therefore fixed by the burner area,
while at high speed the thrust is fixed by the intake lip area. The selection of
the relative scale between burner and intake is hence established by the minimum
flight speed required in the Ramjet mode, which on the other hand depends on the
operating mode in the subsonic-transonic boost phase.

Another important aspect worth to be mentioned in this section is the
fuelling schedule selection throughout the ascent trajectory.

Net Thrust increases with equivalence ratio (Figure 8): the reduced slope
for rich mixtures is due to the combustion temperature decrease.

Specific Impulse (Figure 9) shows an optimum for lean mixtures, which shifts
towards stoichiometric combustion at high speed.

Minimum propellant consumption for a direct ascent mission is achieved by
minimizing the Effective Specific Impulse, which is defined by combining the Net
Thrust and the Specific Impulse as the Net Thrust minus the Vehicle Drag divided
by the Propellant Mass Flow. For a given powerplant size, stoichiometric
combustion allows optimum acceleration up to supersonic speeds. The thrust decay
at high speed requires overfuelling for an adequate acceleration (Figure 10).
The optimum fuelling schedule is the dashed line through the maxima of the
Effective Specific Impulse curves. As the powerplant size is enlarged (Figure
11). the degree of overfuelling at high speed decreases, and a better Effective
Specific Impulse allover the ascent trajectory is obtained, thereby reducing the
propellant consumption.

A trade-off is therefore necessary between mass and propellant consumption,
in order to define powerplant size and fuelling schedule. Of course this
procedure has to be integrated with the ascent trajectory optimization in terms
of dynamic pressure and incidence.

2.4 NOZZLE

The area range required in the throat depends on the burner area and
consequently on the minimum flight Mach number in the Ramjet mode (Figure 12).
The throat area at high speed reduces because of the increase in the engine
recovered pressure and the decrease in the intake mass flow. The resulting
nozzle throat area range is about 10:1 for the Ramjet operation from Mach 2-3 to
Mach 6-7.
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Concerning exit area definition, for the operation at high speed (Mach b-6),
adequate flow expansion is provided by an exit area equal to the intake lip
area. For the operation at low speed ( z Mach 3), an area ratio of 2-2.5 is
needed (Figure 13). The final selection depends again on the operating mode for
the boost phase.

A 2-D nozzle with flat ramps in a configuration similar to the intake would
represent the optimum geometric solution to meet the required throat area range.
Unfortunately when a large nozzle exit area is needed for the operation at low
speed the flat plates lead to high mass penalties. Mass savings in the 2-D
nozzle configuration may be obtained by limiting the length of the nozzle ramps
and expanding the gases in the rear of the fuselage (Single Expansion Ramp
Nozzle, SERN).

Alternative solution to save mass is the axi-symmetric configuration. The
area range in the throat may be achieved by a petalled system similar to the one
used in conventional jet engines, and by arranging a central plug to meet the
minimum throat area requirement (Figure 14).

The SERN nozzle requires a square configuration for the engine installation,
while the plug nozzle requires a cylindrical one.

Installation mass and engine performance have to be carefully taken into
account for the configuration selection in view of the high sensitivity of the
Net Installed Thrust to the nozzle performance, particularly at high speed, as
highlighted in Figure 15. A 1% reduction in nozzle efficiency causes a 2%
reduction in the Net Installed Thrust at Mach 2, while the sensitivity increases
up to 6-7% at Mach 7. In addition nozzle losses increase too, due both to
kinetic effects, caused by dissociation in the combustion process, and to cold
flow effects, i.e. form and friction losses, due to the increase in the nozzle
area ratio.

3. LOW SPEED PROPULSION

Turboengine or Rocket may be utilized to accelerate the vehicle from take-off
up to supersonic speed.

The Rocket option involves propellant consumption penalties because of the
low Specific Impulse. On the other hand the powerplant mass is kept low because
of the high Rocket Thrust-to-Weight ratio. The Ramjet-Rocket concept is
particularly suited for the SSTO application on the basis of the light weight
and of the vacuum operation capability.

3.1 TURBOMODE

Either Turbojet or Turbofan may be selected among conventional Turboengines.
Turbofan has to be preferred for its better dry Specific Impulse when long
cruise phases at low speed are needed. On the contrary Turbojet Specific Impulse
is superior in the reheated mode during aceleration phases.

Turborocket is an alternative option whose peculiar feature is the
decoupling of compressor and turbine flows. The turbine is powered by the fuel
which has been either preburned with onboard oxidizer or regeneratively
pre-heated (Turboexpander).

In the Turborocket a compressor pressure ratio lower than in conventional
Turboengines allows equal nozzle pressure. The reduced mass of the turboengine
leads then to an increased Thrust-to-Weight ratio. In addition, if the same
limit of Turbojet for compressor delivery temperature is considered, a higher
maximum flight speed is allowed. For applications in which flexibility in terms
of low acceleration levels or cruise phases is required conventional
Turboengines are still to be preferred because of their better Specific Impulse.

In the present section the selection of the main Turbojet design parameters
are discussed.

Turbine Entry Temperature (TET) has to be increased to its technological
limits (1800 - 1900 K) throughout the ascent trajectory in order to optimize
reheated Specific Impulse and Thrust-to-Weight ratio. Turbine Entry Temperature
is therefore the engine main control parameter during acceleration phases.

The rotational speed is set at the allowable maximum value to run the engine
with optimized performance throughout the trajectory.

As flight speed increases, the work required to compress the air increases,
leading to compressor pressure ratio reduction and consequently to reduced
thrust (Figure 16). Meanwhile compressor exit temperature progressively
increases (Figure 18) approaching its technological limit, that is about 900 K
for Nickel based alloys. Once this condition has been reached, Turbine Entry
Temperature has to be reduced, thereby leading to the steep performance decay
represented by the dashed lines in Figure 16 for Net Installed Thrust and in
Figure 17 for Specific Impulse.

Considering these technological constraints leads to limit Turbojet operating
mode up to about Mach 2-3, depending on the compressor design pressure ratio;
Turbojet design i3 then defined by selecting compressor pressure ratio and size.
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For the pressure ratio selection a trade-off is necessary among take-off,
transonic and supersonic performance. The increase in the design pressure ratio
improves take-off and transonic performance, but the limit on compressor exit
temperature is rapidly reached as flight Mach number increases. A large reheat
burning area is therefore required for transition to Ramjet, with consequent
mass penalties and Specific Impulse reductions in the Mach 2-3 range. A good
compromise is a design pressure ratio of 8-11 in the transonic flight regime,
with a reheat burning area of about 1.25-1.5 times the intake lip area. The
corresponding transition to the Ramjet mode takes place in the flight Mach
number range of 2.7-3.0.

The Turbojet scale relative to the intake lip area is determined to provide
an adequate acceleration at transition to the Ramjet mode. A large excess Thrust
is infact available at take-off and in the transonic flight regime. In addition,
if a cylindrical powerplant configuration with the Ramjet bypass duct wrapped
around the Turbojet is chosen, the compressor face area determines the nozzle
exit area. These aspects lead to a nozzle exit area 2-2.5 times larger than the
intake lip area.

As previously mentioned an alternative solution to the Turbojet could be the
Turbofan to take advantage of its better Specific Impulse during cruise. Of
course the final selection involves a fine definition of mission requirements.

3.2 ROCKET MODE

As already pointed out, the high Thrust-to-Weight ratio and the vacuum
operation suggest the Ramjet-Rocket powerplant for the application to the SSTO
launcher.

On the basis of the high sensitivity of this launcher with respect to the
powerplant mass and performance, the definition of the engine main design
parameters requires a close integration between propulsion system and launcher
in the optimization process.

Payload sensitivity to a 1% change in Rocket vacuum Specific Impulse is
10-20%, /1/. The highest sensitivity comes out from the cross range requirement
during the ascent trajectory, which may be necessary in order to meet latitude
change requirements.

Figure 19 shows Ramjet and Rocket modules separately installed in the
launcher rear fuselage. This configuration allows to decouple Rocket and Ramjet
performance optimization and to avoid performance and mass penalties associated
with the integration.

Both Rocket and Ramjet area ratios have to be defined on the basis of their
influence on the launcher configuration and on its payload.

The Rocket nozzle exit area has to be traded-off by taking into account the
influence on the vacuum Specific Impulse, on the installation drag in the
airbreathing phase and overexpansion losses at low speed. Another parameter to
be considered is the overall base area, which determines the fuselage finess
ratio, thereby influencing structural efficiency and wave drag in opposite
directions.

A trade-off for Ramjet area ratio, that is the nozzle exit area divided by
the intake lip area, is also necessary. The increase of this parameter allows an
enlarged combustor area, which improves performance at low speed but penalizes
the powerplant mass.

For the trade-off analysis, a high pressure (25 MPa), LOX/LH2, staged
combustion cycle rocket engine has been assumed.

The results in terms of payload injected in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) by a SSTO
designed for a direct ascent mission are in Figure 19 . An optimum Ramjet nozzle
area ratio of 2.0-2.5 is needed, with a Rocket nozzle area ratio of 180:1. The
resulting payload fraction is about 2.5%. Ramjet engine is operated from the
transonic regime. The transition to the Ramjet mode takes place in the 2.0-2.5
Mach range by a progressive switch off of the Rockets. The maximum Mach number
in the airbreathing phase is 5.5.

The eventual cross range requirement is met by reducing the acceleration
in the airbreathing phase. This is obtained with a reduced size of the Ramjet,
thus leading to a consequent propellant penalty. The requirement of european
basing for the launcher, which corresponds to a cross range of about 2000 km,
involves a 50% reduction in the payload fractions of Figure 19, at constant
Gross Lift-off Mass (GLOM).

The Ramjet modules configuration of a SSTO with a Gross Lift-off Mass of 570
Mg, designed for a payload of 7 Mg in LEO (b60 KM, 28.50), launched from Istres,
is depicted in Figure 20. Four Ramjet engines, 2.42 sqm intake lip area each,
are packaged in a square configuration below wing and fuselage. Relevant
performance of the Ramjet engine is shown in Figures 21 and 22 respectively in
terms of Net Installed Thrust and Specific Impulse.
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6.CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Ramjet based powerplant has been envisaged for Winged Launchers.

The powerplant size, the fuelling schedule, as well as the intake
configuration have to be defined on the basis of Ramjet thrust requirement at
high speed, taking into account ascent trajectory and vehicle aerodynamic
design.

The minimum Ramjet flight speed is determined by the burner area.

Exhaust nozzle selection determines powerplant installation configuration and
performance.

In a Turboramiet configuration a conventional Turbojet allows acceleration
from take-off up to Mach 2.7-3.0 with a minimum propellant consumption. Despite
the low Thrust-to-Weight ratio of the Turboengine, this powerplant is envisaged
for the application to TSTO.

In the Ramjet-Rocket configuration a high chamber pressure Rocket allows
powerplant mass reductions with performance penalties in the boost phase. This
configuration is suited for the application to SSTO launchers.
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Discussion

GARNERO
It seems to me that in your last results, you are not taking into account

the effect of the forebody. Don't you think that some of your conclusions as
for payload and thrust may be modified if you take into account the real local
flow under the plane (local incidence, local Mach number, local total pressure
recovery ...) in function of the forebody chosen and the position of the
inlets under the plane?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Results of figure 19 of my paper have been obtained by a complete

optimisation procedure, in which engine performance has been determined on the
basis of actual flight conditions (altitude, speed, incidence). Of course a
relatively simple approximation has been chosen for forebody precompression,
but this assumption is justified by the powerplant installation under the
wing.
(If you need more information please do not hesitate to contact me).



ECHANGEUR COMPACT POUR
MOTEIJR A COMPOSANTS INVERSES (M.C.I.)

par

Yves Rihaud
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F-92322 Chitilon - Cedex
France

Scimmalre

tUne preetude de diinensionneient d 'un echangeur cryogen ique a contre-courant pour moteur a
copants; inverses est effectuee en util1isant tine formulation analytique puis un code de calcul. Au vu
des premiers resultats l'integration de l'echangeur clans l'axe moteur semble possible sans trop de
penal isat ion de poids et de longueur. Le principal axe de recherche clans le futur sera orient6 vers tine
diminution du maitre couple A l'dhappement de la turbine.

A pre-sizing study on a counter current heat exchanger fitted for the inverse ccomponents
engine (I.C.E.) was performed first using analytical calculations and then with a calculation code. The
first calculation results show that the heat exchanger integration on the engine axis seems to be po-
sible without a too great penalty on weight and length. The future main research puroe will be directed
towards the reduction of the turbine exhaust sect ion.

Notatin

CP chaleur specifique A pression constante
dh diaznetre hydraulique
dQ puissance calorifique
dx elemient de longueur de l'dchangeur
dy epaisseur du tube
E efficacite thermique de l'edhangeur
h coefficient d'edhange
L longueur de 1 '6changeur
M ncinbre de Mach
in debit masse
Nu nomibre de Ntusselt
n nombre de tubes
p perimetre moui 116

pi ~presion d'arret
Pr nonbre de Prandt 1
r richesse
Re Reynolds
s section dle passage globale des gaz chauds

T, temperature d' arre3t
U vitss de le6cvulement

Vconstante isentropique
P masse specifique
P visctsite dynamique
A conduct ivite thernique

Indices

c fluide chaud
f fluide froid

- pour perte de charge
+ pour effet therm ique
E entree 6changerur
S sorti ic hangeur

1 - INrRXUrIa

Las etudes r~centes effectuses A l'ctRA stir le moteur A composants inverses, utilisant lhy-
drogene coium comubustible, ont mis en evidence les; qualitbs de ce concept destine A la propulsion a~rokiie
A grands viteem. En particulier il faut souligner que le compresseur est protege thermiquement, que le
xxstbre de degres de 1 iberte pour ajuster le point de fort ionnement du moteur est important et qu'enf in
lea performances thermopropulsivea sont excellentes; [11 [21. Cependant le maitre-couple, la longueir et
le poids de ce type de moteur sont lea aspects critiques de cette architecture, au nmiris dans la mesure
oi Pon ne cansidere que le lacteur et non pas l'avion spatial et sa mission. C'eat pourquoi l'objectif de
cette presentat ion est d apporter un premier 6dlairage aux proble m pooat par lee 6hangeurs cryogeni -
ques A couitre-courant qui pourraient 6tre util1isft dans ce cocept, des r~pomses mife approch~es devant
64tre doraikes en terme d'architecture, de performances, de dimensions, de poids et de materiaix.

2 - TSS~ATIM1 SUXrIRT IOU 14.C.I.

Le moteur A ccrpcants inverses, imnflux et de type GNERA ccsporte de 1'amnt vers I aval
(figure. 1) use entr~s d'air, us foyer avant, une turbine, us 6changeur cryog~nique a contre-courant entre
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gaz principaux et hydrogene, un compresseur, un foyer aval ou rechauffe, une tuyere de sortie.

Le cycle '-emprpli est presente pour trois nombres de Mach :au decollage, A Mach inter-
rnediaire (M =3) et A grand ncmbre de Mach (fig.2). Une compression efficace au decollage est realisee
par le coeur theimcxlynaxnique froid (turbine - eahangeur - compresseur) sous reserve d 'ut iiiser un debit
d' hydrogene suff isant dans 1' echangeur.

Pour le fonctionnement a richesse r = 2,4* le conpresseur est bien protege therniquement quel
que soit le nombre de Mach de vol puisque la temperature A 1 'entree de cet organe peut etre maintenue au
voisinage de T1 = 300* K.
La fig.3 montre que les performances thermopropulsives du moteur a composants inverses sont interessantes
et que le choix du rmode riche r = 2,4, regime donnant la poussee maximale, est imperatif au decollage.

3 - HYPOTHESES DE TRAVAIL Er~ CADRE DE 'ETUDE

- L~e fonctionnement de l'echangeur est analyse en premier au decollag , c'est Id que la fonction de
refroidissement est essentielle d'un point de vue thermopropul-sif.

- L'echangeur sera surtout etudie pour une richesse r -2,. Dans ces conditions la difference de tempe-
rature entre gaz chaud et gaz froid est constante tout le long de l'echangeur et la poussee du moteur
est alors maximale (fig.3a).

- L'efficacite thermique de l'echangeur sera prise a E = 0,5 environ. Pour E ) 0,8 les performances du
moteur sont excellentes mais le poids de 1'ezhangeur est trop important. Par contre pour E < 0,7 le
poids de l'echangeur est plus acceptable mais les performances du moteur sont trop faibles.

- Les calculs montrent (fig.4) que lorsque la pression d'arret dans la tuyere est grande par rapport A la
press ion exter ieure alors on peut consent ir une perte de charge non negl igeable dans 1' &changeur sans;
trop alte:rer la poussee. D'ou l'idee d'utiliser un "echangeur rapide" et donc compact et dont le nombre
de Mach de l'ordre de 0,3 a 0,5 salt le m~me qua celui utilise A l'echappement de la turbine.

- L 'hypothese d 'un ecoulement a grand nombre de Mach conduit a tenir compte dans 1' echangeur de la
variation de press ion d'arret d'origine thermi'e, dans les gaz principaux

d p,, d T, (1)
Pi 2 Tj

Les applications numeriques montrent que cet ef fet est loin d'etra negligeable at notaniment
lorsqu'on la compare aux pertes de charge.

- Loas pertes de charge a 1 entree et A la sortie de 1'echangeur sont negl igees. Des architectures ada-
quates seront recherchees af in de minimiser ces pertes aerodynamiques.

4 - ETUE DES CARACh2RISTESDE L'ECANEUR Er DE LA PE DE Ct1ARGE DES GAZ PRINIPAUX EN RErUME
'flJBULT -(Re >104)

Nombre de Reynolds

On suppcse que len gaz principawc (indice c) passent dans l'6changeur a l'interiaur de n tubes
de diametre individual dt, et de section de passage globale s = Tr dh2 x n

La noinbre de Reynolds peut etre exprime en fonction du debit masse iii, du nombre de tubes et du diametre
de chaque tube ou de la section de passage globale des gaz chauds

Re dh=4 rm 4= in 1

Coefficient d'echange thermique

Le coefficient d'e-change entre la paroi et les gaz principaux ent donne par le nombre de
Nusselt dont le conportement en regime turbulent est decrit par la loi

P= h.-dth - 0,023 Re 0.8 P /r (3)

'A
En tenant compte de (2) on obtient

h, 0,022 Pr'/'. n0~i * S O.0 (4)

Cette formula est interessante a manipuler. Elle permet notaimment de verifier que 1'6volution du co~effi-
cient d'echange entre le decollage et len grands nombres de Mach de vol ne depend que de l'evolution du
debit-masse.

Remarpue :Il calcul analyt ique de la surface d'6change presente dans len paragraphes suivants sera
effectue en supposant qua h, (gaz froid) est grand devant h. (gaz chaud). Pour des calculs plus exacts on
utilisera len formulen rappelees dans l'Annexe 1.

* r :rapport de melange hydrcqane/air ramene au rapport de melange stchicsetrique.



Surface et lonqueur d'6chanie 

1-

La surface d'6hange, ccanpte tenu de (3) (voir egalement l'Annexs 1) preixl la forms

=0.022 1-E P 2 3
(i). ~. O-

- Cette formuls ecritre qus pour r~duire is poids de 1'6charigeur ii faut une petite section de pasage
of ferte au fluids principal done un grandi nombre de Mach.

-Il est egalement interessant mais a un degr6 moinxlre de multiplier le ncxnbre de tubes, dans la mesure
Wi 1Pon rests turbulent. Ainsi lorsque le naubre de tubes est amltiplie par 1000 alors la surface
d'echange est divisee par 2.

La icagusur de I '6changeur pout s'6crire

L - J1 WI-12  E p.2./3. -jO2 
-n0. (6)

II apparait que la lcvgueur est foction do la section de paag glcbiable du fluide principal
mais qu'el le dftxd plus encore du nmbre de tue. Sa dipxdane avec I' efficacitb therinique E eat par
ailleurs bien connue.

Pertes de cag

La perte de presiau d'arret lie aux effets visqueux s'ecrit en mouvmt turhalent (hypothdoe

de tubes lisses et formule de Blasius).

p . 142 E p 21 0 0 (7) apres avoir te mu
ccmpte de (2) et de (6).

on constate que la. perts de pression d'arr~t depend tres psu du riambre de tubes, d'ou l'int~rdt du choix
d'un grand nombre de tubes pour diminuer is poids et la longueur. La perts de charge varis rapidement
avec la setion de passage. La parts de pression d'arret en valeur relative powr un ckbit masse dcmntei et
uris geanetrie dnib variera suivant la relation

~ i~ (1 + 1jj M2)11 T

P1  2 P1
2  (8)

on voit dorac qus ls rendement asrodynamique de i'6charxgeur va s'azneliorer sensiblement entre is fauction-
nenent au sol et celui A un naubre de Mach de vol de 1'ordre de 6,5 dans la. mesure ouz la pression d'arr~t
va augmenter sensiblement.

5 - CARPaTMISTIQUS DE L'ECMCUR EN4 R!XIME LAMIHAIRE (Re < 2103)
(gaz principaux)

En ecouleanent laainaire et dans ls cas d'un flux thernuque constant a la paroi is Nosselt est
defini par N~. - -4.36 (9)

Coefficient d'echaq

En suivant is m~ane cheminement qus pour les ecoulements turbuients on trouve is coefficient
dechange qui est donne par la relation:

h- 4,36 ( o 5. (L O.. X. (10)

Le coefficient d'echange deperxi alors, beatxcoup plus du nanbrs de tubes qu'en Acouiemeit tur-
bulent et par contre is debit masse n'intervient plus.

Lonqueur et surface__ d' ha

La surface d'echange depend essentielement de lefficacit& thermiqus, du debit masse, de la
section de passage globals of ferte au fluids et du ncmdbre de tubes:

pL = (4) --- Pr E Is\---

La longueur de lechangeur est cette fois ci ind~peradante de la. section de passage globale et inversement
proport icmnel is au nanbre de tubes

L1 1 . PrE i~1
4,36 1- -E )-A n (12)
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Pertes de cag

La perte de pressicai d'arret par effets visqueux est cette fois-ci totalement izrl~pendante du
nombre de tubes

P,- 1,835 PrE R
2 (3

NWanmoins les foniules (7) et (13) en laminaire et en turbulent prentnent des formes assez voisines.

6 - FX)P=ICNNEENr HM AflAPrATICEN

Four ume geaioetrie donnee ii apparait (Annexe 2) que l'efficacite thermique depend essentielle-
ment du debit masse. La figure 10 mcntre que lefficacite thermique de lechangeur vanie peu en ecule-
snent turbulent. Ainsi lorsque le debit masse eat egal & trois fois le debit masse a l'adaptatici alors
lefficacite thennique passe de E =0,75 a 0,71.

Au contraire en ecoulement laminaire la diminution de lefficacite thermique lorsque le debit
masse augmente est beaucoup plus rapide. Ainsi quand le debit masse passe de ladaptation A trois fois
cette valeur alors E passe do 0,75 A 0,5. Cette chute rapide de lefficacite se traduit par une baisse
brutale de la ccompression fournie par le moteur a canrxsants inverses.

7 - APPLIC-ATIONS

tin programme de calculs numeriques de dimensionnement a etce realise af in d'etudier des cas plus
generaux que ceux decrits a laide des formules analytiques. Il eat aussi pcssible detudier lea cas o~i
la richease eat differente de 2,4 ou enczore lea situations ou le coefficient d'ehange de ihydrogene eat
comparable a celui des gas principaux. 11 eat egalement possible de prevoir le maitre-couple global de
l'echangeur. Les calculs presentes ont 6t6 effectues pour une efficacite thermique E = 0,75 et pour un
nanbre de Mach du circuit d'hydrogene M. - 0,01. Les resultats sont fournis en supposant que lea gas
principaux passent a l'int~rieur des tubes de6paisseur 0,2 mm et de densit6 3. Notons; que cette densite
eat envisageable car la majeure partie de 1lchangeur peut etre fabriquee en utilisant des alliages
d'aluinium tandis qua la partie chaude qui eat sensiblement & la temperature de l'hydrogene
sortant (t - 7800C) peut etre constituce par des alliages de titane.

Las reaultats sont presentes pour lea regimes de6coulement laminaire (Re < 2103) puis turbulent
(Re > 1 04) des gas principaux. Dens lea deux cas les courbes; sont tracees A nonbre de NUsselt constant.
Dans le cas turbulent si le N~isselt eat constant alors le Reynolds eat constant. La fi1g. 5 donne i 'evoiu-
t ion dui poids de 1' echangeur rapporte A la poussee, en fonct ion du nanbre de Mach des gas principaux. On
"erifie qu'en ecoulement laminaire le poids de lechangeur depend essentiellement du diametre des tubes.
Au contraire en ecoulement turbulent le poids depend a la fois du diametre des tubes et dui nom~bre de
Reynolds. Le danaine deLtude eat limite A M - 0,4 en laminaire et a M - 0,45 en turbulent car au dela
(fig.6) la perte de pression d'arrft depasse 50 * et un blocage sonique s'installe alors rapidement A
l'interieur de l'6changeur. La fig.7 montre que la lcngueur de 1lechangeur eat tres- faible en ecoulement
laminaire et par contre qu'elle atteint plusieurs metres en 6coulement turbulent.

La fig.8 permet de preciser le ncmnbre de tubes, qui bien sCir eat tres important en ecoulenent
lamnnaire alors que des ncmibres beaucoup plus moderes sont obtenus en 6coulement turbulent.

La fig.9 donne 1 evolution de la section de passage des gas chauds et du maitre couple de
1echangeur avec le nanbre de Mach. La sect ion de passage de 1 hydrogene altere peu le maitre-couple

(Mh-0,01) par contre en ecoulement lamninaire le maitre-couple eat accru de 3 M2 environ du fait du grand
nombre de tubes. L'xae de lensemble des resultats presentes sur lea fig.5 a 9 montre qua le meilleur
ccmpromis semble etre obtenu pour us ncwnbre de Mach des gas chauds egal A 0,45 et un nombre de reynolds
egal a 101. La can ou~ l'6coulement eat laminaire et ou le diametre hydraulique des tubes eat egal A 3 mmn
semble attrayant mais il demande 106 tubes, ceux-ci etant distants l'us de lautre de quelques dixiemes
de millimetre. Cette configuration semble donc difficilement realisable.

La solution optimale eat presentee dans le tableau 1 ci-apres. on verifie que le coefficient
d'echange pour lhydrogene eat a peu pres dix fois plus grand que celui pour lea gas principaux.

- Des formules analytiques ont etc etablies dens le cas d'hypothesea simplif iees pour permettre de
dimensionner rap idement un echangeur cryogen ique a contre-courant pour M.C.I. et notanunent d 'etudier
lea evolutions du poids, de la longueur de celui-ci en fonction dui nombre de tubes et de la section de
passage des gas principaux.

- tin programmne de calcul a etc? 6tabli pour traiter des can plus generaux et permettre d'accoder egalement
au maitre-couple de 1 '6hangeur.

- Les applications numeriques de ce programmne de calcul ant permis d'explorer lea dcviainas on le rnarbre
de Reynolds des gas pnincipaux eat laminaire puis turbulent. Les evolutions des grandeurs; caracterisant
Ia gecuntrie de 1lechangeur en foction du nanbre de Mach des gas principaux et dui diamntre des tubes
dans le cas laminaire ou dui Reynolds dans; le cas turbulent sont conformes & celle donnees par lea
for-mules analytiques. La meilleur canprcmis sur lea caracteristiques gecwntriquea de 1 'changeur eat
obtenu en regime thermuque faiblement turbulent, la poids obtanu eat environ 10 1de la poussee et la
longueur de celui-ci eat de 2,50 mtre.
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- Le regime di6culement situ& dans; la transit icwn laminaire-turbulent peut slaverer irteressant por
parfaire l'cptimisaticn de l'6changeur. Il reste cependant a verifier que le declenchement artificiel
de la turbulence accroit autant le coefficient d16ahange que la perte de charge. L'intebrit de tubes
mumis d'ailettes doit ausi etre d~mctre.

- Im reaultats de cette pr6etijie mnrtrerit que le principal handiicap du M.C. I. ccnerne l importance du
maitre couple a 1 ichapement de la turbine. Cette difficulte doit pouvoir etre minimisee d'une part en
jouant sur les parametres, de fixatioun du cycle thermodynamique et d'autre part en adz~ptant l'architec-
ture dui moteur a composants inverses.

TABLEAU 1

CARATISTI- DE L' HMWMR OFrIMIS9
A TUE IO GAZ PRINIPAX

Geometrie. cote gaz chauis, et Perte de charge

pressicn d'arrdt d'entree 3104 pascals
temperature d'arret d'entree 1400 I(
diame-tre des tubes 16 mmn
nabre de Mach a 1 entree 0,5
nonibre de Reynolds A mi-echangeur 1 04
section de passage dui fluide chaud 5,6 mn2
secticti totale 6,4 M2

longueur de 1' Achangeur 2,50 mn
ncmnbre de tubes 27500
poids/poussie 10,2
perte de pressico d'arret 46 %
coeff icient d'6change gaz chauds 118 (M.K.S.A.)
poussee au d~ool lage 2105N,

caractieristizues, du circuit d'hdrogeri

presizn d'arret d'entree 2106 pascals
temperature d' arret d' entrie 20 kc
diametre hydraul ique
(cas oI Poc oisit des tubes a hydrogine) 1,7 num
coefficient d'6change pour Phydrgmbe 1170 (M.K.S.A.)
nombre de Reynolds 1240

[11 P. COMNSOU, P. DUSAN and Y. RIBAlD. "Woteur A cycle inverse" (I.C.E.). Demande de brevet France
8707396,26587

M2 Y. RIBAUD. Inverse cycle engine for hypersonic air breathing propulsicui-9 th Syrp. on Air Breathing
Mines Athdne (Grice), September 4-9, 1989.
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ANNEXE 1 (rappel)

1 - COEFICIE'r DECANG GLMAL

Si Von considere une lcrigueur elementaire dx de l'echangeur, la puissance calorifique traver-
sant la surface ncouillee correspcndante ds - p dx, o p represente le perimetre moujille s'ecrit:

dq - hp dx (T, - Tf) Wo T-, - Tf represente la difference de temperature entre le flux chaud et le flux
froid et h le coefficient d'echange global tenant ccnpte des effets de conduction et de convectic-i et qui
prend la forme

dy repres entant Vepaisseur de la paroi metallique separant les deux flux etA _la conductivite thermi-
que du metal.

Les applications numeriques mnctrent que la resistance thermique du metal est negl igeable
devant celle des deux gaz.

2 - LCMU!LJR Er SURFAE D 'D1AtK

on distingue deux cas suivant le rapport des capacites calorifiques des deux fluides
a) it cOf j hc,

La longueur L de 1'echangeur est donn6e par

L~ ' ."~' L .I (T - Tf.I

La surface d'dchange est donn~e par le produit pL, lindice S correspond aux conditions de sortie et
l'indice E aux conditions A l'entree de 1'6changeur.

b) MfC.f = alors T_, - Tf - cste - (,bT)-f
c'est ce dernier cas gui est e~tudie au d4§ollage. La. longueur de l'Achangeur se6crit alo-s, sous

la forme

L-C -E (MC -1/2).

h p (T)-f p.h 1 - E 1 -E 1

ANN4x 2

FczcrcttMNEM HO-ADAPATICN DE L ECM4[OM

La. geonetr ie de 1' echangeur etant ckinn~e les performances de celui -ci dependent essent iel lement
du debit-masse.

Ecoulement turbulent Re = in( 0.5 > 104

Efficacit6 thermique E:

1 - 1 - 12,82 pr2/' 1 )-n .S-

E L(10 ~- -

Perte de charge:
ptip,- - 1.35810-' pO2 ihi7 . nO 0625 .s-

2
.
37 5

L

Ecoulement laminaire Re =. <~(4 210-'

Efficacite thermique E

1 - 7,310-2 pr ( 1L

Perte de charge

pA p,- - 25,13 m.p~.n
L S2
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G4omitrie Rtglage Cour thermodynamnique Rdglage Giomitrie

variable T2  froid T6 variable

Fig. Y -Schema de Principe du moteur A composants invers6S (Brevet ONERA).
Notations : E.A : entribe d'air - F, :foyer 1 - T: turbine - Ech : changeur

C :compresseur - F2: fo yer 2 - T S. :tuyere de sortie.

66 6

4H 6 S#

F2 T

F2  

44
2

2. 7 F1 T

- T 
5 Ech rS 3A

01 F1 3
C S M-3 SM-0 Ech0

#H 
6

F2

TS

S F1  T Fig. 2 - Cycle thermopropulsif du M. C. I.,
represente dans le plan (enthalpie - entropie) et

C E ch 3 pour trois nambres de Mach.

4 EA

0

ISP (S)
5000-

2500
/Riches r 2.4

/ Mach

Fig. 3a - Performances maxinlales: impulsion
sp~cifique.

Mach

0 24 6

Fig. 3b - Performances maximales :Poussde
unltalre.
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Fig. 4 - Evolution de la pouss6e unitaire
= avec le rendement aerodynamique do

100IEch = 0,95 1'6changeur.

-qECh= 0,5

Mach
0246

Poids/Poussde

0,3- Re. = 104
'(0,017<dh<0,04)

-rRe. =2 103
dh = 0,006m\

Fig. 5 - Evolution du poids do I'echangeur en fonction 0,2-* Re - 2 104
du nombre de Mach des gaz principaux A lentree. -(0,035<dh<0,072)

(courbes A NO cte)
dh = 0,003m -. +

0 V0,'2 0:3 0'4

Api/pie

0,4-

Laminaire
Re,= 104

Re, 2 104
0,3-

Fig. 6 - Perte de pression d'arrdt dans le6changeur

0,2-en fonction du nombre de Mach denfre.

0,1,

01 0:2 0.3 0,
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n

106-
8- \ Rec 2 10

4 2

6-
105- Laminaire 1 dh= 0,003m ,2 dh=-0,006m

Turbulent3 Rec= 104 4 Rec 2 104

N.Rec= 104

2-

dh =0-006m4

dh = 0,003m

0 0:2 0:3 0, 4 M~ 0:1 0.'2 0,'3 0,4

Fig. 7 -Longueur de I'echangeur en fonction du Fig. 8 - Nlombre de tubes en fonction du
nombre de Mach Mc (courbes A Nu = Gte). nombre de Mach.

ST 0 (mn2)

x dh 0,003M

20- dh=0,006m

Re, =2 104
10- Rj~e, =l104

0,5-

5-
+ Ocoulement turbulent (gaz chaud)
. Licoulemnt lammnaire

Ni. mlmadaPtabon
0 01 0,2 0,3 0,4 0 123

Fig. 9 - Evolution de Is section des gaz chauds Fig. 10 - Evolution de l'efficacitd thermique de
et du. maitre-couple de i'echangeur avec Ie 1l6changeur avec /e debit masse mi.

nombre de Mach.
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Discussion

RICAULT
Y-a-t-il des probl~mes de givrage ou de condensation des produits de

combustion i 1'entr6e de la turbine?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Oui, si l'efficacit6 thermique de l'6changeur est 6gale A 0.8 et si la

temp6rature A l'entr6e de la turbine est trop faible. Dans les calculs
pr6sent~s il n'y a ni givrage ni condensation des produits de combustion.
Si on peut 6viter le givrage alors les performances seront augment6es au
d6collage.

BRAVAIS
Compte tenu des mauvais coefficients d'6change cot6 air, ne pensez-vous

pas qu'un 6changeur A ailettes permettrait de diminuer la masse de
1'6changeur?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Effectivement, les ailettes sont souvent utilis~es dans le cas o l'un

des gaz a un faible coefficient d'6change par rapport au deuxi6me gaz - le
point d~licat, dans le cas qui nous int6resse, est que si nous utilisons des
ailettes nous allons augmenter la surface d'6change mgme si nous pouvons
eventuellement gagner sur le poids puisque celles-ci sont tr~s fines, or nous
ne pouvons d6pasjer une perte de pression d'arret de 50% et donc la presence
d'ailettes va nous conduire A un maitre-couple encore plus important.

BRAIG
Your concept makes some sense to me as far as thermodynamics are

concerned. But especially at low Mach numbers, I expect a low thrust related
to cross section, as by heating up behind the intake, you increase the volume
slow, and you continue to increase it by expanding in the turbine.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Je suis d'accord avec vous mais dans la mesure oui la vitesse d'6jection

est 6lev6e pour une m6me pouss6e on pourra diminuer le poids de l'entr~e
d'air. D'autre part la pression d'arr~t 6tant importante A Ja sortie du
compresseur le poids de la tuy~re sera plus faible. D'autre part nous n'en
sommes qu'au d6but de l'6tude et de nombreuses am6liorations sont possibles.

WEYER
At Ma--O the engine concept you are proposing probably has a very low

thrust to weight ratio because of large turbomachines. How can you provide
sufficient overall thrust for vehicle take-off?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Vous mettez l'accent sur le point d6licat qui est le poids et le

maitre-couple important du moteur et c'est bien logique! Seulement il ne faut
pas oublier les points positifs : les poids de l'entr~e d'air et de la tuy~re
vont Atre r6duits, la vitesse d'6jection 6tant importante ainsi que la
pression d'arret dans la tuy~re. D'autre part l'6tude ne fait que d6buter et
de nombreuses ainliorations sont possible.
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LABSTRACT

Combined air breathing-rocket propulsion systems have been studied and carried
through proof-of-principle demonstrations during the last three decades. Currently,
a number of countries are studying and in some cases actually starting development of
demonstrator vehicles for hypersonic flight which use combinations of air breathing
and rocket propulsion. A summary of this activity including the propulsion options
being investigated is discussed in this paper.

This type of propulsion is much more revolutionary in nature than most previous
propulsion developments and thus results in technology challenges that are even more
severe than those faced by either conventional air breathing propulsion or rocket
designers. These include: 1) propulsion/vehicle integration, 2) engine stability
over a wide operating range, 3) high performance over a wide operating range, 4)
system level thermal management and 5) advanced materials. A discussion of these
technical issues including the impact of underachieved development goals on system
level performance is also included in this paper.

Introduction 1

Future military and civilian aerospace objectives of the world's major nations
include a strong interest in missions and vehicles that fly at sustained hypersonic
speeds within the atmosphere and, in many recent ventures, include space
transportation as the ultimate goal. The United States is pursuing their NASP
(Ref.1), the Federal Republic of Germany is progressing on their Sanger vehicle (Ref.
2), and France and Japan are actively studying vehicles that utilize both rocket and
air breathing propulsion (Ref. 3 and 4). These advanced hypersonic/space launch
vehicles are considered to be justifiable primarily because recent advances in
propulsion, materials,electronics, and coputational fluid dynamics (CFD) provide
substantial technology foundations for a development program by a major nation or a
group of nations in the next decade or two.

All of these hypersonic/space launch vehicles utilize combinations of air
breathing and rocket propulsion. Air breathing propulsion is used for at least some
portion of the flight envelope since flight within the earth's atmosphere can take
advantage of air as a source of oxygen for chemical propulsion. Rockets, while
required for exoatmopheric flight, have such low specific impulse that the use of air
breathing propulsion within the atmosphere may result in a lighter, lower cost
vehicle. This advantage is illustrated by the relative levels of specific impulse
for various propulsion cycles shown in Figure 1. Air breathing propulsion typically
has an order of magnitude higher specific impulse at the low end of the Mach number
range and has the potential for a significant increase over rockets at hypersonic
flight conditions.

FIGURE 1. SPECIFIC IMPULSE FOR VARIOUS PROPULSION DEVICES.
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Another conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 1 is that no one propulsion
concept is optimum over the entire flight Mach number range. Turbojets and other
turboaccelerators have very high specific impulses at low Mach number, but are
limited to operation below approximately Mach 5. Ramjets can operate from a Mach
number below 2 to approximately Mach 6 and supersonic combustion ramjets (scramjets)
cover the upper Mach number flight regime. Chemical rockets, which produce a low,
but nearly constant specific impulse for the entire flight, may actually be higher
performing at high Mach numbers. These characteristics strongly suggest that some
combination of air breathing and rocket propulsion systems might be optimum for space
launch/hypersonic flight vehicles which take off from the ground and accelerate to
hypersonic conditions within the atmosphere.

Although a space launch vehicle could carry separate air breathing and rocket
propulsion systems, the cumulative weight and volume requirements would impose a
large penalty. If both air breathing and rocket propulsion concepts are combined into
a single propulsion system, a considerable synergistic benefit accrues due to shared
components and functions.

Combined air breathing-rocket propulsion concepts have evolved from the rocket
and the two basic air breathing types: 1) the turbojet, 2) and the ramjet. The
turbojet is the progenitor of turbomachinery devices which mechanically compress air
so that heat can be added prior to expansion through a turbine and an exhaust nozzle.
Ramjets are air breathing devices that are accelerated via other propulsion to a
speed sufficient to aerodynamically compress the air prior to adding heat and
expanding through an exhaust nozzle. Unlike the turbojet and ramjet, which use
atmospheric air as an oxidizer, the rocket carries its own oxidizer as well as its
own fuel.

Representative combinations of these three basic engine types are listed in
Figure 2, where their interrelationships are shown as overlapping areas of the
circles representing the three basic engine types. There are combined cycle concepts
based on any two and all three of the basic types. Derivatives of the basic types
(turbojets, ramjets and rockets) which have potential application for hypersonic
flight are listed in Figure 2. There are numerous other concepts beyond those
listed, although the bulk of the historical development work cited in the open
literature for hypersonic flight are represented by the underlined items in Figure 2.

A previous paper (Ref. 5) describes each of the combined cycle concepts
underlined in Figure 2, and reviews the major advances in hypersonic propulsion
during the last three decades. In this present paper, the focus is on the unique
characteristics and development issues for combined air breathing-rocket propulsion
of the future. First, the overall mission/vehicle design considerations are
discussed including a review of current world-wide development. This is followed by
a discussion of technology challenges for combined air breathing-rocket propulsion
systems,including the impact of underachieved scramjet development goals on system
level performance.

FIGURE 2. BASIC ENGINES AND COMBINED CYCLES.
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Overall Mission/Vehicle Desian Considerations

Combined air breathing-rocket propulsion systems have potential application on
at least three board categories of missions/vehicles: 1) space launch vehicle, 2)
hypersonic cruise airplanes, and 3) hypersonic missiles. Each of these categories
will be discussed in terms of design considerations for combined air breathing-rocket
propulsion systems. The discussion on space launch vehicles and hypersonic cruise
airplanes will be treated as one since development of these two concepts has many
similar aspects and is actually being done with common technology demonstrators which
are designed to be applicable to both missions. The hypersonic missile application
will be discussed separately.
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Space Launch/Hvmersonic Cruise Vehicles - using the information in References 1
through 4, Table I was developed, which summarizes the published status of
hypersonic/launch vehicle and propulsion development activities for several leading
countries of the world. It should be noted that there are reports indicating that
the Soviet Union is also active in this emerging technology, but published data is
insufficient to catalog in the Table I format.

TABLE 1. HYPERSONIC/SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE AND PROPULSION
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. FIRST

PROPULSION CURRENT FLIGHT
COUNTRY MIIN VEHICLE SYSTES FUELS STATUS DATE

USA Space launch NASP X30 - Ramjet/scramjet Cryo H2 • Full scale module 1997
Hypersonic flight eonstrator) Rockets : liquid complete engine

• Various low speed • slush system tests
systems

FRG Space launch Sanger Turboramjet Cryo H2 • Ramjet tests 1999/2000 2
Hypersonic flight (demonstrator) (1st Stage) • TurboramJet (1st stage)

TSTO Liquid Rocket technology tests
(2nd Sto)

- Scramlet(future)

FRANCE Space launch STS 2000 • Turboramlet Cryo H2 * Concept studies 2010/2020 3
Hypersonic flight (studies) ramjet/rocket

" SSTO • Rocket/ramjet/
rocket

- Scramjet
" TSTO • Turborocketramrocket

- Turbofan/ramrocket

JAPAN • Spece launch Space Plane • Turboengine concepts Cryo H2 • LACE tests 21st Century 4
Hypersonic flight (demonstrator) • LACE • iqud • Turboramlet tests

* SSTO • Ducted Rocket/ • slush Turbojet studies
* TSTO Ejector Rocket Scramlet design

- A-B Expend. • Scramlets
Boosters • Rocket

The following conclusions can be drawn from examination of the Table I
information and more detailed reading of the published data:

* 3oth space launch and hypersonic cruise are mission objectives.
* Hypersonic vehicles using combinations of air breathing and rocket engines

are planned for first flight within the present decade.
a Both Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO) and Two Stage to Orbit (TSTO)

vehicles are being developed.

e SSTO vehicles will utilize ramjets/scramjets for use
in the hypersonic flight corridor because of their
inherently high specific impulse and low weight.

" SSTO vehicles will transition from scramjets to rockets
at the upper end of the hypersonic flight corridor.

" TSTO vehicle first stage propulsion studies include a
wide variety of turboengines, rockets, and LACE; actual
development to date is limited to combined cycle
turboengines and LACE.

0 Cryogenic hydrogen is the universal choice for fuel because of its high
energy content for performance and its large heat capacity for vehicle and
engine cooling.

A combined air breathing-rocket propulsion road map (Figure 3) was constructed
based on a synthesis of the propulsion system studies shown on Table I. The
interrelationships between propulsion types and the flight spectrum from take-off to
orbit insertion are described in the following statements.

* An all rocket propulsion system is capable of performing over Zhe entire speed
range from take-off through earth orbit insertion. Its specific impulse is lower
than the air breathers except at the higher hypersonic flight conditions;
however, its specific weight (engine weight per pound of thrust produced) is
also usually lower than air breathers.

* A rocket can also be used as supplemental propulsion for air breathing
hypersonic propulsion systems that may require thrust augmentation at 1) take-
off, 2) during the transonic high drag pinch-point, 3) high hypersonic flight
conditions beyond the range of scramjet effectiveness and 4) exoatmospheric
flight into low Earth orbit.

Low/mid-speed air breathing propulsion is focused on either the various versions
of turbomachines that use mechanical compression or the ducted rocket that uses
a rocket chamber as an ejector/jet pump to aerodynamically compress the air
prior to heat adaition.
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* Ducted rockets quickly transition to ramjet mode to minimize the impact of their
low specific impulse on vehicle performance.

" Turboaccelerators, because of their high specific impulse, can be used until
either their specific impulse drops below that of an accompanying ramjet or
their rotating machinery can no longer withstand the high energy level in the
ram air. In the former case, it will transition to an air breathing ramjet;
whereas for the latter case, it will transition either to a scramjet or directly
to a rocket for the high speed portion of the flight corridor.

* Mid/high speed air breathing propulsion is the domain of the ramjet. At lower
speeds the subsonic combustion ramjet is optimum, but transition to either a
rocket or supersonic combustion (scramjet) is required when flight Mach numbers
approach and extend beyond Mach 7. At these flight conditions, the flow energy
is so high that it must remain as kinetic energy rather than being slowed down
to subsonic velocity and converted to available thermal energy in the form of
prohibitively high static pressures and temperatures. Thus, the scramjet best
fits the wide niche in hypersonic flight between the ramjet and the point where
the rocket provides equal or greater performance.

FIGURE 3. AIR BREATHING-ROCKET PROPULSION COMBINATIONS.
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Considerations for selecting specific propulsion concepts not only involve the
mission objective but also the degree of technical risk willing to be assumed. For
example, the space launch/hypersonic flight demonstrator vehicles listed in Table 1
take different paths on the propulsion road map shown in Figure 3 primarily because
of the different degree of technical risk assumed by the sponsoring nation. The HASP
demonstrator is a maximum risk/maximum payoff concept that derives highest propulsion
performance over the entire flight regime by incorporating a low speed system, a
combined ramjet/scramjet for much of the regime between take-off and orbit, and a
rocket system for orbital insertion. In this way, the higher performance potential
of air breathers can be achieved over the entire flight regime. In orde- to achieve
this level of performance, however, the inherent development risk for each of these
different modes of propulsion has to be assumed.

The FRG, on the other hand, has elected to assume a lower level of propulsion
development risk with their Sanger concept. Referring back to Figure 3, the Singer
takes of f with a turboengine and transitions to a rainjet mode at supersonic flight
speeds. As the Mach number limit of the ramjet is approached at approximately Mach
7, vehicle stage separation occurs and the rocket-powered second stage takes over for
acceleration to orbit. This concept eliminates all development risk associated with
the scramiet, but of course sacrifices the superior performance potential of the
scramiet for much of the hypersonic portion of the flight path.

The above discussion explains some of the factors going into the selection
process for combined air breathing-rocket propulsion systems installed in space
launch/hypersonic cruise vehicles. Because of these factors and since the propulsion
technology base is not well developed at this time, different designers select
different propulsion concepts for basically the same mission definition. However,
the selected fuel is the same for each of the major projects listed on Table 1, viz.,
cryogenic hydrogen in either a liquid or slush (liquid/solid) form.

The reason why hydrogen is the chosen fuel for these applications can be
understood by comparing its properties that relate to energy release and cooling
capability with corresponding data for representative hydrocarbon fuels (Table 2).
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From this comparison, it is apparent that heat of combustion for hydrogen is
approximately 2.5 times as much as the hydrocarbons, which is responsible for the
very high hydrogen specific impulse in comparison with representative hydrocarbons
(Figure 1). Extrapolation of this data indicates that hydrocarbon scramjet specific
impulse would be insufficient for vehicles that either cruise at higher hypersonic
Mach numbers or, worse yet, must approach orbital velocities.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF FUEL PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS.

HEAT OF LIQUID MAX HEAT SINK CAPACITY
COMBUSTION DENSITY BTU/LB

FUEL BTU/LB LBFT 3  PHYSICAL CHEMICAL TOTAL
(ENDOTHERMIC)

HYDROGEN 51 600 4.7 6700 6700

METHANE 21 460 28 1350 1350

MCH 18 630 48 1016 940 1956

DECALIN 18 240 56 1020 950 1970

JP-7 18 500 48 269 269

A comparison o its cooling capability with hydrocarbon fuels results in a
similar superior rating for cryogenic hydrogen. As shown in Table 2, its total heat
sink capacity is nearly an order of magnitude better than the hydrocarbons, and even
the endothermic fuels are not comparable to hydrogen. The additional cooling
capability of hydrogen is required for a single stage space launch vehicle such as
the NASP where critical heating problem areas require a fuel with a high cooling
capacity to provide a practical vehicle design.

The principal negative physical property of hydrogen is also displayed on Table
2, viz., its density. It is approximately an order of magnitude lower than the
hydrocarbon fuels. This characteristic must be accepted to achieve the performance
and cooling advantages of hydrogen, and results in large vehicles to accommodate the
large volume requirements for the low density hydrogen fuel.

Hypersonic Missiles - Both tactical and strategic future hypersonic missiles are
possible applications for combined air breathing-rocket propulsion systems. Studies
for both types of hypersonic missiles at NASA Langley have concluded that, unlike
hypersonic aircraft which use cryogenic hydrogen fuel, missile volumetric and
logistic considerations dictate the use of dense, non-cryogenic liquid hydrocarbon
fuels (Ref. 6). Although tactical and strategic missiles have vastly different
aerodynamic requirements, the propulsion disciplines are similar for both types.

These studies have indicated that hypersonic air breathing missiles have a
unique potential for combining speed, range, and maneuverability in a relatively
lightweight vehicle. These attributes, which are advantageous to both tactical and
strategic missions, are achieved through the careful integration of the propulsion
system with the airframe and the synergistical coupling of aerodynamic, propulsion,
and structural disciplines.

The NASA Langley hypersonic missile studies assumed booster rocket launch and
acceleration to Mach 3.5, followed by dual mode ramjet/scramjet propulsion for
acceleration and cruise at Mach 6.0 and 100,000 feet altitude. A rocket booster
approach for low speed propulsion is only one of the three options listed in the
Figure 3 propulsion road map. The other two low speed options involve air breathing
propulsion in the form of either a ducted rocket or various types of turbomachines.

For missile application, the ducted rocket or ejector ramjet (Figure 4), has the
advantage of simplicity and low weight similar to the rocket booster, but also
incorporates a significant performance improvement over the rocket. This performance
improvement becomes more significant with increasing flight Mach number, so that at
Mach 2 its specific impulse is nearly twice that of a liquid rocket, as shown in
Figure 5 for a typical installation. Another advantage of this combined air
breathing-rocket propulsion concept is the inherent thrust margin available from the
rocket at ramJet/scramJet cruise conditions. This feature adds a significant control
force margin to the missile for greatly improved maneuverability and perhaps
survivability.
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FIGURE 4. EJECTOR RAMJET CYCLE.
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FIGURE 5. DEDUCTED ROCKET SPECIFIC IMPULSE.
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Combined Air Breathing-Rocket Propulsion Desian Considerations

Hypersonic flight using air breathing propulsion introduces a number of
development challenges that are listed in Table 3 and were discussed in a previous
paper (Ref.5). However, when rocket propulsion is combined with the air breathers,
each of these development challenges takes on additional significance. These
combined cycle effects are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Pronulsion/Vehicle Integration - At hypersonic speeds, the propulsion system
efficiency must be high, the engine must add minimum drag and weight to the vehicle,
and the engine must process as much air as possible. These objectives are best met
by considering the entire underside of the vehicle as part of the propulsion system.
This concept, referred to as airframe-integration, is illustrated in Figure 6. The
concept utilizes the vehicle forebody for part of the inlet compression and the
aftbody as part of the nozzle expansion. To obtain the required thrust at the higher
Mach numbers,the inlet must capture nearly all of the air processed by the vehicle
undersurface bow shock.
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TABLE 3. HYPERSONIC PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS.

Hypersonic Propulsion Requirements

* Propulsion/VehIcle Integration
- Inlet Capture Area
- Thrust/Drag
- High Response Controls

" Engine Stability Over Wide Operating Range

- Stable, Started Inlet Flow
- Combustion Stability/Inlet Isolation

- Multimode Operation
- High Response, Vehicle Integrated Controls

a High Performance Over Wide Operating Range

- Large Capture Area Inlets
- High Pressure Recovery Inlets
- High Component Efficlencies
- Large Expansion Ratio Nozzles

" System Level Thermal Management

- High Temperature, Fuel Cooled Structures

* Advanced Materials

- High Strength-to-WeIght
- High Temperature Capability
- Oxidation Resistant

FIGURE 6. SCRAMJET-VEHICLE INTEGRATION.
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In order to integrate a rocket into the closely coupled propulsion/vehicle
configuration described above, special care must be taken to assure that the rocket
installation minimizes any additional drag and/or weight penalties. One possible
integrated installation which meets these criteria is a rocket thrust chamber buried
within a ramjet/scramjet duct as shown in Figure 7. This rocket installation does
not introduce any additional aerodynamic drag, and minimizes the weight penalty of
the rocket by eliminating the need for a separate rocket nozzle extension. The cowl
inlet door can be closed off, as shown in Figure 7, during the rocket-only mode of
operation or left open if sufficient air is available to produce additional thrust
from the air breathing component of the propulsion system.

FIGURE 7. INTEGRAL ROCKET USES ENGINE DUCT FOR EXPANSION.
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Stable Operation Over Wide Oleratina Ranae - To meet this requirement, air
breathing hypersonic propulsion systems must provide for 1) stable, started inlet
flow; 2) combustion stability/inlet isolation; and 3) integrated engine/vehicle
controls to manage the very short time constants. In addition, a combined air
breathing-rocket engine has to maintain stable operation over a wide operating range
during which it transitions from one cycle to another.

This puts further complication into the engine control system for two reasons.
One is that the control parameters for each of the individual operating modes (e.g.,
turboaccelerator, scramjet, and rocket) are quite different and unique to that cycle.
Therefore the number of control parameters are increased and the control system
becomes more complex. Second, the transitions from one operating mode to another is a
dynamic process that must be controlled so that transient operation does not lead to
operating instabilities, and propulsion functions such as geometry variation and
engine air and fuel flows are smoothly readjusted.

High Performance Over Wide Operating Range - At hypersonic speeds, the
propulsion system efficiency must be high. This means that inlet, engine, and nozzle
cycle parameters must approach ideal values to produce high net thrust and high
specific impulse.

Scramjet performance was calculated using NASA Langley's SCRAM code over a range
of hypersonic Mach numbers from 10 to 20. Cryogenic hydrogen was the fuel selected,
and was burned in stoichiometric proportions (4 = 1.0). A total engine contraction
ratio (Ao/Am n) of 12.0 and a total engine expansion ratio (Aexit/Ao) of 2.0 were
selected as being representative of engine geometry designed for this flight Mach
number range. A freestream dynamic pressure of 1000 lbs. per square foot and a
vehicle angle of attack of 00 was assumed for all calculations. In addition, three
levels of the major component efficiencies were input to illustrate the effect of
achieved component efficiency on engine level delivered performance. The levels of
performance and their definitions are explained in Table 4.

TABLE 4. SCRAMJET COMPONET PERFORMANCE DEFINITONS AND LEVELS.

COMPONENT EFFICIENCY DEVELOPMENT LEVEL

EFFICIENCY DEFNITION IDEAL NOMNAL UNDERACHIEVED

INLET, 1KE KNEnC ENERGY 100% 97.5% 95%(REF. 7)

COM3USTOR ATAL ENERGY RELEASE 100% 90% 80%
71C IDEAL ENERGY RELEASE

NOZZLE, CN ACTUAL STREAM THRUST 100% 97.5% 95%
IDEAL STREAM THRUST

The component efficiency levels selected for the "nominal" and "underachieved"
definitions were somewhat arbitrarily assumed. It should be noted that scramjet
thrust and specific impulse are very sensitive to each of these inputs and
assumptions at hypersonic flight conditions. Therefore, the performance levels
displayed on the following figures should be taken only as representative values
consistent with the inputs selected and not the absolute limit levels of performance
for scrajets.

The relative magnitude of gross thrust, ram drag, and net thrust was calculated
over a range of hypersonic flight conditions using the above described techniques and
assumptions. The results are displayed on Figure S. The following observations can
be derived from an examination of this analysis.

" Ram drag is 90 to over 100% of gross thrust over the range of component
performance levels and flight conditions assumed.

* Net thrust is extremely sensitive to levels of component performance assumed,
with the degree of sensitivity increasing as Mach number increases.

* Net thrust turns into net drag at the higher hypersonic Mach numbers, with the
crossover point depending on the level of component performance achieved.
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FIGURE 8. SCRAUJET GROSS THRUST, RAM DRAG AND NET THRUST COMPARISONS.
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To determine the impact of underdeveloped component efficiency on scranjet
engine developed performance, parametric data was calculated for all combinations of
efficiency levels shown on Table 4. This procedure was followed to determine the
first-order independent effects of underdeveloped performance for the inlet, the
combustor, and the nozzle.

The inlet parametrics are shown in Figure 9, where delivered scramjet specific
impulse is plotted vs. flight Mach number. From this data, it is apparent that
scramjet performance is very dependent on high inlet kinetic energy efficiency. The
specific impulse vs. Mach number slope becomes increasingly steep as7 decreases,
and an?, = 98 to 99% would appear to be required if scramjet powered-light is to
be achieved at higher hypersonic Mach numbers.

The impact of incomplete combustion on scramjet performance is shown in Figure
10. Combustion efficiency is not a strong factor in determining delivered scramjet
specific impulse for these conditions. In fact, it is almost insignificant as the
flight Mach number approaches 15. Therefore, very high combustion efficiencies are
not a design development requirement for Mach 10 or higher scramijet propulsion.

FIGURE 9. EFFECT OF INLET EFFICIENCY ON SCRAMJET PERFORMANCE.
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FIGURE 10. EFFECT OF COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY ON SCRAMJET PERFORMANCE.
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A high nozzle coefficient is a requirement for achieving acceptable scramjet
performance, as displayed in Figure 11. The trend is quite similar to the
sensitivity of specific impulse to inlet kinetic energy inlet efficiency. A nozzle
coefficient of 98 to 99% is probably a development requirement if a scramjet is to be
used at the higher hypersonic Mach numbers.

FIGURE 11 . EFFECT OF NOZZLE THRUST ON SCRAMJET PERFORMANCE.
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When all of these effects are considered together, scramjet specific impulse vs.
flight Mach number is as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that scramjet specific
impulse crosses the rocket level at a flight Mach number that strongly depends on the
level of component efficiencies achieved. Consequently, if a hypersonic mission
requires flight at hypersonic Mach numbers greater than about 12, either very
complete scramjet development must be assured or, more prudently, a high performing
rocket system should be incorporated into the total propulsion system. Combined air
breath ng-rocket propulsion systems provide a capability that can assure that
adequate thrust at the highest possible delivered specific impulse is available for
further vehicle acceleration even if underdeveloped scramjet performance is not
discovered until the flight program determines the actual thrust-drag relationships.

In order to provide maximum rocket specific impulse, installations such as shown
in Figure 7 provide an extremely large expansion ratio for a high pressure rocket.
This results in an improvement in specific impulse that is estimated to be similar to
the trend shown in Figure 13. This analysis indicates that a 5% improvement in
specific impulse (500 vs. 475 sec.) results from the increase in expansion area ratio
achieved by using the complete scramJet expansion surface vs. the limited expansion
of a typical conventional rocket nozzle.
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FIGURE 12. INEFFICIENCY EFFECTS ON SCRAMJET VS. ROCKET COMPARISON.
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FIGURE 13. INTEGRAL ROCKET EXPANSION PROVIDES HIGHEST PERFORMANCE.
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One additional design parameter was examined for its influence on combined air
breathing-rocket propulsion at hypersonic flight conditions. This study examined the
influence of scramjet total expansion area ratio (Aexit/Ao) on thrust and specific
impulse. The results are displayed in Figure 14 where CT and IS are plotted vs.
flight Mach number for three levels of Aetit/Ao, i.e., 1, 2 and 3. These results
indicate that engine expansion area ratio as a strong influence on performance that
increases with Mach number.

Typically, there is very little latitude to increase expansion area ratio since
hypersonic vehicles usually require the maximum inlet area and expansion area
possible to generate enough thrust over the entire flight corridor. For example,
with propulsion integrated designs similar to the concept sketched in Figure 6, the
inlet can usually capture a quantity of air that is equivalent to a stream tube that
is about 50% of the vehicle cross-sectional area. Even using as much of the boat
tail area as possible for an expansion surface, the total scraumjet expansion ratio,
Ao/Aexit, is limited to a factor of somewhere between 1 and 2.

Therefore, if the propulsion thrust is sized at some condition other than
hypersonic cruise, it may pay off to shrink the scramjet so as to increase its
permissible expansion area ratio and thus increase its specific impulse at the cruise
condition and cover the thrust deficient during a portion of the relatively short
duration acceleration by using rocket thrust. However, the adverse impact of
scraiJet downsizing on forebody drag must be included in this trade-off study.
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF EXPANSION RATIO ON SCRANJET PERFORMANCE.
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Thermal Management - Combined air breathing-rocket propulsion systems installed
in hypersonic vehicles will pose thermal management problems for the designer.
Active cooling of both the airframe nosetip and leading edges may be required in
addition to the propulsion system inlet, combustor, and nozzle. These vehicles will
use the cryogenic hydrogen fuel to regeneratively cool critical surfaces, which would
otherwise quickly lose their strength and melt at the temperatures generated even on
a streamlined body at near-orbital speeds in the upper atmosphere. After the
hydrogen has been used for cooling, it is imperative that the resultant thermal
energy be recouped by using the high temperature propellant in the engine and thus
increase the delivered performance.

One additional heat load must be considered when rockets are combined with the air
breathers, and that is the requirement to cool the rocket thrust chamber/nozzle. On
a performance basis, the most beneficial rocket cooling method is to regeneratively
cool these components so that the heat absorbed by the wall is pumped back into the
fuel. This increase in fuel enthalpy thus compensates for the energy reduction in
the thermal boundary layer of the combustion gases. However, regenerative cooling of
the rocket components requires that the t'mperature of the fuel be kept below a limit
determined by the maximum material operating temperature plus the bulk temperature
rise of the fuel in the regenerative cooling circuit. This, in turn, limits the
amount of heat that can be absorbed by the rocket fuel from the actively cooled
airframe surfaces and other components of the propulsion system.

Lightweight. High Temperature Materials - To withstand the temperatures for
hypersonic flight, materials will have to be lightweight, i.e., high strength to
weight ratio, and retain their structural properties even in the very high
temperature hypersonic environment. Candidates include ceramic matrix composites,
metal matrix composites, and carbon/carbon with oxidization coatings. Besides high
temperature strength properties, sufficient ductility will be required to accommodate
the thermal strains and provide the cycle life necessary to meet the reusability
requirements of future space launch/hypersonic cruise vehicles. Also, the materials
used will have to be readily fabricated with integral coolant circuits. Finally,
these materials for combined cycle engines will have to meet the demands of variable
geometry, necessary for air breathing inlets, combustors, and nozzles over the flight
spectrum from sea level static to low earth orbit. Properties associated with
sliding friction and sealing such as lubricity and surface finish have to be
compatible with the geometry variations required.

Concluding Remarks

Air breathing hypersonic propulsion systems are being studied and are currently
in the technology validation phase. Demonstrators that will validate the technology
for both space launch and hypersonic vehicles are scheduled for initial flight within
the present decade.

Because they use the air within the atmosphere for a large fraction of the total
amount of required oxygen, they show promise of a large reduction in vehicle take-off
weight and total cost, when compared to an all rocket system. For missions requiring
exoatmospheric flight and even for flight within the atmosphere, the benefits of
rockets are great enough to assure that combined air breathing-rocket propulsion
systems will be developed and become operational in the early part of the Twenty-
First Century.

i i Io
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The engine development challenges for this type of propulsion are beyond those
faced by either air breathing or rocket designers in the past. The following list
are considerations for those who are at the cutting-edge of this new frontier for
aerospace propulsion.

* Stable operation over wide operating range
* High performance over wide operating range
* Thermal management including active cooling
* Advanced composite materials
* High response control system
* Low density, cryogenic hydrogen fuel
* Propulsion/vehicle integration
* System operation with combined air breathers &rockets

0 Verification of design analysis techniques
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ABSTRACT 1IIU 1 IIHIH1 iflI!
Extensively utilizing a special advanced airbreathing propulsion archives database, as well as direct contacts with individuals who were
active in the field in previous years, a technical assessment of cryogenic hydrogen-induced air-liquefactiodi, as a prospective onboard
aerospace-vehicle process, was performed and documented in 1986 (U.S.A. context). This paper summarizes the resulting assessment
report prepared under U.S. Air Force sponsorship. It presents technical findings relating the status of air-liquefaction technology, ca.
late-1960s, both as a singular technical area, and also as that of a cluster" of collateral technical areas including: Compact lightweight
cryogenic heat-exchangers; Heat-exchanger atmospheric-constituents fouling alleviation; Para/ortho hydrogen shift-conversion
catalysts; Hydrogen turbine-expanders, cryogenic air-compressors and liquid air pumps; Hydrogen recycling using slush hydrogen as
heat sink; Liquid hydrogen/liquid air rocket-type combustion devices; Air collection and enrichment systems (ACES); and
Technically-related engine concepts.

BACKGROUND

The Advent of Basic LACE

With the advent of liquid hydrogen as an operational aerospace vehicle propulsion fuel 1 ", roughly in the mid-1950s, researchers at The
Marquardt Company devised a unique propulsion cycle predicated on the unique cryogenic heat-sink qualities of this fuel. It v:. -iferred
to as the Liquid Air Cycle Engine (LACE) 2 . A simple schematic of this engine type is presented in Figure 1. Conventionally referred to as
'Basc LACE' (to distinguish it from the large number of related concepts since described), this concept utilized the low-temperature,
large heat-sink characteristics of its liquid hydrogen fuel in a heat-exchange process with inlet-processed air to be utilized in the
combustion prezess, to cool and ultimately liquefy that air. The rationale for liquefying the air was to permit it to be pumped to
high-pressure by means of a lightweghtAow-shaflpower liquid pump, of the type used in liquid-propellant rocket engines, rather than a
conventional ambient-temperature air compressor of the type used in turbojet engines. These latter, by comparison, are physically
large and heavy pieces of rotating machinery, requiring large-shaftpower driving means (e.g., high-output multistage turbines),

As reflected in the schematic diagram, once pumped to high pressure (ranges of 10 to 100 atmospheres were targeted), the liquid air
was injected into a rocket-type combustion chamber/nozzle unit, i.e., a rocket-type thrust chamber. In effect, a liquid air/liquid
hydrogen rocket engine is achieved in the LACE concept, in which the oxidizer is advantageously supplied from the atmosphere, rather
than from a vehicle propellant container. The appealing consequence to performance is that only the fuel mass flow is counted in the
determination of specific impulse, rather than both fuel and oxidizer as is the case with rocket engines- The oxidizer is considered
'free*.

However, as clear from the schematic, the weight and concomitant complications of two major pieces of equipment not required by
rocket engines are now required: an air-induction subsystem ("intake") and a air-liquefaction heat-exchanger subsystem. These
represent non-trivial 'costs* for this non-tanked source of oxidizer. For one thing, the thrust/weight ratio achievable with LACE is
extensively reduced from the ca. 50-100:1 range of liquid rocket engines. For another, since the engine must be operated within the
atmosphere, unlike a rocket-powered launch vehicle, which typically exits the atmosphere in the low-supersonic speed regime, a rather
different vehicle ascent trajectory is now required. This flight path will be characterized by relatively high aerodynamic structural and
saroheating loads which must now be sustained by the vehicle and its propulsion system.

The specific impulse for Basic LACE is usually stated to be in the range of 1000 seconds, again on a fuel-only mass-flow basis, more than
doubling that of hydrogen/oxygen rocket engines. But, very significantly, this is very substantially below the performance of an optimal
hydrogen-fueled airbreathing engine, say a turbojet- cycle machine, for which the range of 5000-7000 seconds would be anticipated,
depending mainly on stoichiometry. The cause for this variance is mainly a fundamental constraint associated with the basic
hydrogen-induced air-liquefaction process: in Basic LACE much more than a unity equivalence ratio (stoichiometric) amount of liquid
hydrogen fuel is required to liquefy the air, typically a factor-of-eight more.

As will be seen, much of the technology development work to be summarized here, was dedicated to various innovative schemes to get
around this intrinsic cycle limitation. A description of these technical approaches, in effect, provides a basic 'theme' for the present
paper. Also, several propulsion systems which utilize the many technologies brought forward for this purpose (performance
Improvement) are to be described. One of these, SuperLACE was purported to achieve full obviation of the equivalence-ratio constraint
intrinsic to Basic LACE by integrating a numbr of the de-richening approaches and technologies to be considered in this paper.

Advanced Alrbreethlng Propulsion Archival Database (Utilized In the Assessment)

In early 1984, the Plans Office of the AFWAL (Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories) Aero Propulsion Laboratory-
Wright-Pattermn Air Force Base, took initial steps to reassess the application of advanced airbreathing propulsion for Earth/orbit space
transportation missions. Historically, rocket propulsion, solely, has been utilized for launch-/space-vehicle propulsion. However, some
application studies and a certain amount of technology development effort in support of the airbreathing launch alternative had been
conducted in the 1955 - 165 period. Since then, this R&D effort dropped to less than a 'sustaining" level. Consequently, it was judged
that not much of substance had been accomplished on the airbreathing option for Earth/orbit space transportation systems in the last two
decades, judging from the available technical literature, as well as from personal-contacts with those who had worked in the field
earlier.

Now the Asro Propulsion and Power Laboratory,
Supericgts rotr to refeareces listed at the end of the text section of the paper. Wrgh Research and Development COnter (AFSC)
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With a renewal of interest in auvanced propulsion systems for Earth-to-orbit transportation, and in recognition of this past work, the
need to establish an archival data base became apparent. The technical reports of twenty years earlier might have very considerable
value in advancing plans for nsw propulsion systems. This documentation acquisition step was mechanized about mid-1984 by the Aero
Propulsion Laboratory through a contracted task by Battelle Memorial Institute's Columbus Division, assisted through a subcontract to
the Astronautics Corporation of America's Technology Center. As a consequence, the *Advanced Airbreathing Propulsion Archives Data
Bass" was established by late 1984 at Battelle, with an initial set of technical documents having been acquired, and suitably indexed and
abstracted.

A very evident technical topic in these archival documents is the present subject of cryogenic hydrogen-induced air liquefaction and its
directly related set of technologies. Appropriately, the *archives' were extensively consulted in the preparation of the assessment
report 3 which this paper attempts to summarize. As covered above, the initial propulsion system application involved was the Basic
LACE (Liquid Air Cycle Engine). Subsequently, in support of the Air Force's multifaceted "Aerospaceplane" program of that time-period,
substantial funding was applied to support application studies of advanced variants of LACE (e.g., SuperLACE), selected experimental
technology development efforts, and a limited hardware system demonstrations of LACE itself, and key aspects of the Air Collection and
Enrichment System (ACES). Additional component and subsystem technology development work was accomplished under this aegis, as
well, e.g.,production and characterization of 'slush hydrogen*.

This work was conducted mainly in the early and mid-1960s at numerous airframe, engine, and selected aerospace subsystem
manufacturers' facilities, as well as at certain Government laboratories. Also, a number of non-aerospace firms were involved.
Subjected to a sharply decreased funding level past 1965, this work virtually ceased shortly thereafter. Certain related systems studies
continued into the late 1960s, but there were no further experimental hardware developments of note.

" Now the Aero Propulsion and Power Laboratory, Wright Research and Development Center (AFSC)

Background of Special Assessment (Summarized In this Paper)

Consistent with the formation of the advanced airbreathing propulsion archives database, the present assessment was initiated in
late-1985. as a subcontracted facet of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory's contracted activity performed by the Dayton, Ohio, office of
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), under Air Force prime contract F33615-84-C-0100. The presently reported work
was conducted under SAIC subcontract by the Astronautics Corporation of America (ACA), at its Madison, Wisconsin, Technology
Center. The present author was responsible for this activity as a former employee of ACA.

A significant highlight of the assessment process was the Air Liquefaction Technology Technical Exchange Meeting which was sponsored
under ACA's subcontract. By special invitation, some twenty persons having directly applicable experience in one or more
air-liquefaction related technology area participated in this two-and-a-half day event It was held at ACA's Technology Center in Madison
on 6-8 May 1986. The numerous expert presentations given during the meeting contributed directly to the final assessment report3 ,
which was compiled and given limited, restricted distribution in the Fall of 1986. The present paper is an unrestricted summary of that
report.

INTRODUCTION

An Interrelated "Cluster" of Diverse Technologies

The cryogenic hydrogen-induced air-liquefaction technical arena, viewed broadly, constitutes not so much a single monolithic technology,
but rather a set of interrelated, sometimes disparate technologies, based upon engineering accomplishments of record. Basically,
systems-level requirements are seen to dictate which technologies are to be drawn upon, and how. This "cluster of diverse
technologies" characterization is reflected graphically in Figure 2.

Along the lines of this portrayal, each of these technologies were, in the basic assessment, briefly characterized and interrelated with
other technologies in the context of advanced propulsion system possibilities. This is summarized in this introduction using the following
organizational structure:

1. Compact Cryogenic Heat Exchangers and Atmospheric Constituent Fouling Alleviation
2. Increasing the Refrigerative Effect of Cryogenic Hydrogen
3. Air Collection and Enrichment System (ACES)

Specific technological topics (i.e., many of those named in Figure 2) will now be individually introduced under the above named functional
headings. For example, para/ortho hydrogen shift-conversion catalysis is to be covered as an important "refrigeration enhancement"
measure (hem 2, above).

I. Compact Cryogenic Heat Exchangers and Atmoepherlc Constituent Fouling Alleviation
Central to this "cluster* of technical areas (Figure 2) is the basic hardware means of conducting the air-liquefaction process:
gAnc-.hydrogaen/&a'r ba exchangrs. Closely associated with air-liquefaction heat exchangers is the problem of

atmoaahsric-constituent fouling and means for its alleviation. The atmospheric constituents in question include water vapor and moisture,
the latter in the form of both small and large water droplets (e.g., clouds and precipitation, respectively). Other constituents which can
impair heat exchanger operation include carbon dioxide and argon, both found naturally in the Earth's atmosphere. The principal fouling
mechanism is the formation of solids (e.g., water ice) on the active heat-exchange surfaces. This significantly reduces the heat-transfer
effectiveness (usually represented by a heat transfer coefficient) and can also physically block airflow passages. Both effects degrade
heat exchanger performance, reducing the amount of air liquefied by a given amount of hydrogen. In fact, heat exchanger operation can
even be terminated by this fouling action.

2 Increasing the Relfvgerilvs Effec of Cryogenic Hydrogen
A number of technologies closely associated with air liquefaction relate to the important performance objective of increasing the
"refrigeration effect" of hvdroaen as the direct means of liquefying increasing amounts of air (via heat exchange) for a given amount of
hydrogen. This need stems from the critical limitation implied in the inherent over-rich operation of elemental air liquefaction cycles
(i.e.. too much fuel per unit air oxidizer). Functionally, this is a consequence of a basic heat-exchange constraint to be discussed, namely
it takes far more hydrogen (as refrigerant) to liquefy a specific quantity of air, than is needed to combust with the resulting liquefied air
at stoichiometric conditions, i.e., that "chemically correct" mixture ratio leading to maximum combustion product temperatures. This
means that the associated propulsion system must be operated very fuel-rich. Generally speaking, propulsion system performance is
maximized at. or near, stoichiometric conditions. Consequently, this "forced" fuel-rich operation detracts from performance, in fact
very signdcantly so as indcatd in the case of Basic LACE.
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To repeat, the salient propulsion system ramification of this over-rich operation is much lower than maximum-possible specific impulse
levels. Thus, there is a strong incentive to "de-richen' the cycle by increasing the refrigeration effect of the available hydrogen. Five
examples of quite different refrigeration-enhancement technologies of this kind are listed below and discussed in the main-text section of
the paper.

* Para/ortho hydrogen conversion catalysis
* Hydrogen turbine expanders and cryogenic air compressors
* Hydrogen recycle operation, requiring subcooled tanked hydrogen (e.g., *Slush')
* Liquefaction of only pan (or none) of the intake air
* Incorporation of a liquid air regenerator boiler unit

3. Air Collection and Enrichment System (ACES)
Mention has been made of the 'air collection" approach in which liquefied air is collected in flight, processed onboard, and stored in
vehicle cortainers for subsequent use in effecting powered flight over the remaining mission profile (e.g., ascent to orbit), rather than
being immediately consumed in the engine. Such stored liquid air could, in principle, be used to operate a 'post-collect' propulsion mode
for further acceleration as a liquid air/hydrogen rocket, capable of operating in both the atmosphere and in the space environment. Such
a system was initially proposed by the Marquardt Company, ca. 1956, being dubbed the *Air Hoarder process. However, mainly because
of the preponderant inert nitrogen fraction in liquid air, leading to low specific impulse rocket performance, this stored liquid air
approach was ultimately judged to be of little interest.

Researchers at General Dynamics' Convair Division late- revived this approach, in effect giving it new life, with an irnovative concept.
This was based on separating the liquid air into its two basic constituents, oxygen and nitrogen. The inert nitrogen was disposed of
overboard during the collect mode, while the remaining liquid enriched air* (LEA) was to be stored aboard the vehicle. LEA is
essentially liquid oxygen (typically at 9n-percent purity, the remainder being nitrogen).

The key to this air collection and enrichment system (ACES) approach was developmental success with the air separation (enrichment)
device to be carried onboard the vehicle. Several technical approaches were developed, as will be discussed later. . The General
Dynamics researchers took steps to patent one separator approach, the rotating cryogenic distillation device, later carried to the
full-scale boilerplate hardware stage by Linde Division of Union Carbide Corporation. Their concept will be described later (later Figures
g and 10).

LIGHTWEIGHT COMPACT CRYOGENIC HEAT-EXCHANGERS

Heat Exchanger Technology

Hydrogen-induced air liquefaction technology, to be a practicable advanced aerospace propulsion system approach, assumes that a
number of supporting technologies at the component and subsystem level can be developed and suitably integrated. The specific
technologies vary with the basic propulsion system design approach. However, there is one fundamental technology which is pivotol in
importance for all of the leading system approaches: lightweiaht, compact cryoaenic heat exchanger subsystems, This provides the
hardware basis for the cooling and liquefaction of air using liquid hydrogen as the coolant or refrigerant.

Figure 3 reflects the key parameters of interest in the basic cryogenic hydrogen/air heat exchange process under consideration. As
suggested in Figure 1 (Basic LACE), the heat exchanger is conventionally broken down into two physically separate units, a precooler,
which removes the sensible heat from the air through heat exchange with the hydrogen, and a condenser which removes the latent heat of
condensation, liquefying and perhaps subcooling the air somewhat prior to its passage into the sump from which it will be admitted to iwe
liquid air pump (again, see Figure 1). A counterfilow heat-exchange process was pursued, that is the air and hydrogen flowed 'against
each other- in opposite directions. The fundamental thermodynarr'ic constraint which ramifies into the intrinsic highly fuel-rich nature of
the Basic LACE system discussed above is that of a 'temperature pinch" effect in the condenser. In maintaining a sufficient *driving
delta-T' throughout the heat-exchange process, a minimum practical temperature differential of the order of 5 to 15 degrees (Celcius)
must be allowed for at the pinch region (upstream and downstream, larger temperature differences then occur). For this condition, in a
practical heat exchanger, it works out that only about one-eighth the amount of liquid air is produced as that required for stoichiometric
combustion with the hydrogen fuel (and refrigerant).

Typically, bare- or finned-tube tube-and-shell (hydrogen within the tubes) or plate-fin construction was considered for the precooler
and condenser assemblies. Airflow was usually directed across the face of the tubes as shown in Figure 4. The tubular units investigated
were of both in-line and staggered configurations (with respect to the airflow path). The principal firms performing heat-exchanger
work at the time of aerospaceplane were Allied Signal Aerospace (then Garrett AiResearch), who accomplished most of the experimental
fabrication and some of the testing, and Marquardt, who carried out major component-level and system-rig testing. Numerous types and
patterns were initially screened in hot-water/air characterization tests, prior to fabricating larger units complete with headers and
manifolds. Several materials were used in fabricating experimental units, aluminum, stainless steel and nickel. Aluminum alloy
construction was generally favored, with tube diameters of about 3 mm (1/8 in) and wall-thicknesses ranging from the order of 0.1 to
0.3 mm.

A representative cross-counterflow tube-and-shell arrangement is shown in Figure 5. "Fluid 1' is cryogenic hydrogen and 'Fluid 2' is
air. Units of this type, fabricated by Allied Signal, were tested at Marquardt's Research Field Laboratory at Saugus, California in setups
of the type shown in Figure 6. Evacuated perlite-insulated casings were used to thermally isolate the heat exchanger in vertical rig
testing. Noie that the air supply was typically 'tanked' air which was dried (of moisture) prior to being admitted into the test hardware,
thus conveniently obviating any icing problems in the system-level testing (upper sketch, Figure 6). However, when ambient air was
processed, severe icing problems were met (lower sketch).

These small-scale (10 x 10 cm cross-sectional area) heat-exchanger elementr were tested both as components and in the context of an
overall operating system (lower, and upper sketches of Figure 6, respectively). The liquid air produced was pumped to combustor
operating pressure by an electrically driven centrifugal pump. The highlight of this work was the full operation of a small-scale LACE
system in which the thrust chamber (8 x 10 cm rectangular cross-section) was successfully operated for several minutes4 .
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Atmospheric Constituent Fouling of the Hoet-Exchanger

As mentioned in the Introduction, a salient operational problem of such heat exchangers is atmosnheric constituent foulIng. e.g.,
atmospheric moisture freezing out within the heat exchanger, reducing its effectiveness and even blocking further airflow through the
system. Other potential contaminants are carbon dioxide and argon, the contaminant of concern being a strong function of the propulsion
system type and flight conditions involved. For example, water-icing was the key problem for Basic LACE, whereas CO2 fouling was of
greater concern to ir-collect schemes (ACES).

Water icing of heat exchanger heat-transfer surfaces (e.g., tubes, fins, plates) is the primary fouling problem in air-liquefaction
systems which operate in the early acceleration flight profile, that is, from launch/takeoff, through relatively low altitudes, where
atmospheric water content is concentrated. Excluding rainfall or in-cloud operating conditions for the moment, the most challenging
atmospheric conditions for water ice-fouling of heat exchangers would be a sea level pressure, hot, 100-percent relative humidity
situation. It 'all weather" vehicle operational capability is to be achieved in addition, the icing situation would be further aggravated by
an ascent encounter with rain and clouds. Means of physically stripping water droplets from the intake airflow and possibly
water-streams from vehicle surfacee upstream of the inlets would be necessary in the" instances.

Atmospheric-constituent carbon dioxide and argon fouling phenomena, on the other hand, were considered to be mainly associated with
high-altitude, high-speed air liquefaction as employed in the case of onboard air collection type systems, e.g., ACES (Air Collection and
Enrichment System; see later discussion). Under typical air-collect flight conditions, say Mach 3 and above 15,000 m, atmospheric
water content (in terms of the water-to-air mass ratio) is several orders of magnitude lower than at sea level. Hence, the C0 2/argon
constituents are then of dominant concern, overshadowing the effect of water icing.

Numerous heat exchanger fouling alleviation measures have been considered and several methods have been demonstrated
experimentally. Among these are variations on surface finish and coatings (e.g., tube-surfaces which are "slippery" to prevent ice from
clinging), element vibration or shocking to disengage solids, pulsed or cyclic flow changes, and various types of additives to the air
stream. In addition, numerous new-and-novel ideas have been proposed along the way, and there seems to be much room for development
of effective alleviation approaches.

Potential Problem of Hydrogen Leakage Within the Heat Exchanger

In pursuing practical heat exchanger harJware, with literally hundreds-of-meters of tube lengths, and large multitudes of connections
,9.g., tube/header joints), the possiblity of higher-pressure hydrogen leaking internally into the airstream being processed looms as a
large problem. This could create a fire or explosion hazard. Faulty joints which might "open up" under the stress of operation, cracks
and porosities in the materials of construction, and numerous other failure modes (e.g., foreign object intrusion) must be addressed and
successfully countered if safe and isliable propulsion flight equipment is to be achieved.

INCREASING THE REFRIGERATIVE EFFECT OF CRYOGENIC HYDROGEN

It will be recalled from the background discussion that a severe performance penalty is experienced in the Basic LACE system due to its
very fuel-rich operation, versus that potentially available, were the cycle to be operated at stoichiometric conditions, namely 1000 vs
5000-7000 seconds of specific impulse. This situation is attributed to that fundamental heat-exchange pinch-temperature condition in
the air condensing part of the exchanger discussed earlier. Under the second topic covered in the introduction, a number of methods for
ameliorating this problem have been assessed. The leading examples are now discussed topic by topic.

Para/Ortho Hydrogen Shift Conversion Catalysts

Molecular hydrogen exists in one of two forms with respect to its atomic-nucleus spin orientation. Para-hydrogen, the lower
energy-state form, has a same-rotation arrangement, while ortho-hydrogen has an opposite-rotation orientation. In other words,
pars-hydrogen nuclei have parallel spin-vectors, whereas ortho-hydrogen nuclei have opposing spin-vectors. As shown in Figure 7, the
equilibrium para/ortho composition varies with the temperature of the hydrogen. At ambient temperatures (and higher) "normal"
hydrogen is approximately 75-percent ortho-content and 25-percent par-content. At normal boiling-point liquid conditions (20 K, 36 R),
the equilibrium material is essentially 100-percent para-torm.

Liquid hydrogen as conventionally produced and delivered to the user is essentially 100-percent para-form material. The reason for this
is that, were hydrogen to be liquefied at its "nomal" 75/25 ortho/para makeup, it would be in a non-equilibrium state. With the passage
of time (measured in hours) the higher energy-level ortho state molecules would spontaneously shift to the para form, and in so doing
release heat. Thus heated, the liquid hydrogen would fairly quickly boil away into vapor and (normally) be lost. Thus, there would be a
gross loss of 'storability' of the liquid hydrogen due to the resultant internal heating effect. For this mason, in the production process
as hydrogen is being cooled and liquefied, ortho/para shift conversion catalysts are used to accelerate the otherwise much-slower
spontaneous shift. Additional refrigeration is provided to remove the ortho-to-para conversion internal heat generation.

Thus, there is a non-sensible/non-latent refrigerative heat-sink "built-into" liquid hydrogen which can be potentially tapped to increase
the hydrogen's rerigerative effect in the heat-exchange process with air. If the para-to-ortho shift, allowed for by the rising
temperature of the hydrogen, can be implemented, some part of this "built in" shift-conversion heat sink can be capitalized upon for
additional cooling capacity. In terms of magnitude, this heat-sink is substantially larger than hydrogen's latent heat of vaporization.
That is, roughly speaking, as much low-temperature cooling can be accomplished from the para/ortho shift, as can be gotten from the
hydrogen vaporization process.

To accomplish this, pir/ortho catalysis of hydrogen can, in principle, be mechanized in the internal hydrogen flow passages of the heat
exchanger to significantly enhance the cooling capability of pam-form hydrogen in the air liquefaction process. This catalytic effect could
strongly promote the endothermic pars-form to ortho-form conversion which would naturally, but far too-slowly, take place without
catalysis as the hydrogen is warmed up in the heat exchange process. A properly selected catalyst, however, can very positively affect
the kinetics of this conversion process. Otherwise, the conversion would not occur at significant levels because of the limited hydrogen
residence times in realistic heat-exchanger and engine designs.

Thus, the concept of physically incorporating high-activity para/ortho-conversion catalysts into the heat-exchanger hardware was
developed. Significant research was carried out on lightweight, high-efficiency para/ortho shift-conversion catalysts in support of this
potential means of augmenting hydrogen's refrigerative effect. This approach is reflected, for example, in the SuperLACE system
concepi discused later.
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Hydrogen Turbine Expanders

A second approach for enhancing hydrogen's refrigerative effect is to extract enthalpy (roughly, the 'internal energy content" of a
material) from the hydrogen by causing it to perform work, thus recooling it for a distinct refrigerative-effect advantage. An
exemplary enthalpy-exuaction technique is the use of a mechanical work-producing gas-expander device, for flightweight equipment,
this is usually in the form of a hvdrogen turbine expander. At the cost of a measurable pressure drop, the temperature level of the
hydrogen can be significantly reduced, thus allowing it to liquefy more air than otherwise. Since, upstream of the heat exchanger, the
liquid hydrogen must be initially pumped to some elevated pressure level in most practical applications, it appears that this pressure drop
requirement can usually be accommodated with minimum penalties.

A distinct advantage of the turbine-expander approach is the resulting output of shaftpower. This shaftpower can be productively used to
drive pumps, compressors (see next section), and other auxiliary units (e.g., electric generators). Design work accomplished on
air-liquefaction based engines to date indicate that, in fact, all or most pump-power requirements can be provided by such hydrogen
expanders. The use of a turbine expander is reflected in the SuperLACE system discussed subsequently in the paper; see later Figure 14.

Cryogenic Air Compressors and Liquid Air Pumps

In some promising propulsion cycles related to air-liquefaction, cryogenic air compression machinery can be productively used.
Compressing the very cold gaseous air requires a much smaller, lower-power compressor than required for the same amount of
ambient-temperature air. The "cryojet" family of concepts, in fact avoids the final liquefaction step, and compresses all the airflow up
to combustor entry conditions, thereby avoiding the condenser pinch-temperature problem (the heat-transfer constraint now, however,
moves to the final stages of precooling).

Cryogenic air compression can also assist directly in air-liquefaction dependent concepts. In effect, more air can be liquefied once it is
compressed because, both the condensing temperature is raised, and the latent heat of condensation is reduced at increasing air pressure
levels. The archives reveal that significant study attention was given to this class of machine, often using turbine-expander drive means,
in some aerospaceplane propulsion schemes. The General Electric Company examined one and two-stage centrifugal-compressor concepts
as reported in conjunction with the Marquardt work on overall propulsion systems. This represents a third approach for leaning-out the
cycle.

Essentially all liquid air using propulsion systems require liquid air pumps. This follows from the fact that the heat-exchanger sump from
which the liquid is withdrawn is at low, often subatmospheric pressure. To be effectively utilized in a combustor operating at elevated
pressures, a pump must be interposed within the systems. A more-or-less conventional rocket engine type turbopump unit will meet this
requirement, with possibly one exception: the low net positive suction pressure (NPSP) requirement just referred to. This may signify
special inducer-technology or separate boost-pump needs. Otherwise today's liquid oxygen pump technology should be directly applicable
to achieving a high-performance, lightweight liquid air pump.

Hydrogen Recycling (and Slush Hydrogen)

A fourth, again distinctively different, technical approach for refrigeralive-effect enhancement of hydrogen is referred to as
rycle operation (see later Figure 13 for a simplified engine/vehicle propellant flow schematic). This approach is usefully applied in
certain multimode-type combined cycle engines where non-air-liquefaction operation, such as ramjet mode, using hydrogen as fuel,
follows the cessation of air-liquefaction operation during flight. Here, additional vehicle-tanked hydrogen, to be later used in such
non-liquefaction modes, is "borrowed" for its extra refrigerative effect, thereby augmenting that cooling effect of the hydrogen being
immediately consumed. This extra hydrogen, considerably warmed up in the air condensation process, is returned to the vehicle tank, or
recycled, as cold gaseous hydrogen.

Within the tank, the recycled hydrogen gas must be rjjgjje1je for basic containment reasons and to restore it for subsequent use as
pumpable liquid fuel, e.g., to fuel higher-speed ramjet/scramjet mode operation. This reliquefaction is conventionally accomplished by
directly distributing and injecting the recycled warmed-up gaseous hydrogen into the tanked liquid hydrogen. Such hydrogen recycling
requires, naturally, an additional heat sink beyond that available in saturated (boiling) liquid hydrogen, as is usually the tanked hydrogen
condition. To provide this heat sink, the hydrogen must be initially in a subcooled form. To maximize the amount of heat sink available,
and thereby obtain a maximum amount of recycled hydrogen, the hydrogen is usually specified to be a solid/liquid mixture at its triple
point temperature (about 13 K. 25 R). In this way both sensible and latent heat-sink is added.

This mixture is descriptively referred to as slush hydrgen which is typically at a 50/50 mixture ratio, solid to liquid, by mass. Figure
8 reflects the normalized (to normal boiling point [NBP] liquid hydrogen) enthalpy and density relationships as a function of subcooling and
liquid/solid mass fraction. As can be seen (left-hand scale), slush hydrogen offers an additional advantage of about a 15-percent
increase in fuel density over conventionally-tanked saturated liquid hydrogen (leading to reduced tank volume and weight). On the liability
side, facility and procedural means for producing and maintaining slush-form hydrogen must ultimately be provided for in a practicable
operational setting. This potential drawback has yet to be fully explored or otherwise quantified in terms of cost/benefit aspects. There
are, however, new technologies on the horizon which may be advantageously brought to bear on the problem (one of these is magnetic
refrigeration 5 .

Less Than Full-Airflow-Liquefaction Systems

Yet a fifth approach, this time involving overall engine design considerations, increases the refrigerative effect of the hydrogen in terms
of reducing the relative amount of air being refrigerated (see later Figure 12 for an illustration of this approach). This is achieved by
selecting other than 100-nercent of the engine airflow to be liquefied. Observing that it is the air-condensing step, not the preceding
air-precooling step, which establishes the amount of hydrogen required to liquefy the air, this generic approach considerably reduces the
low-temperature demand on the hydrogen, allowing it to operate on a lesser amount of air than otherwise in the condenser, particularly.
This, in turn, acts to lean out the engine cycle -- the critical end-objective.

Numerous design variations exist in the pursuit of this particular approach, including the following examples:
(I) the gczyoje family of engines, such as versions of "SuperLACE" and *PACE" (Precooled Air Cycle Engine), is one in which none, or
only a small fraction, of the processed air is liquefied. The rest of the air is maximally cooled, and thereby densified, providing for
much more compact, lighterweight, and lower-power- demand air-compression devices than conventionally required in, say, turbojet
engines (see above discussion of cryogenic air compressors). The net result is increased performance in a lighter-weight engine.
(2) SWit-airdow engines have been conceptualized which fractionally divide the airflow into both a liquefied and a non-cooled airstream,
the liquefied air being produced by cryogenic hydrogen heat exchange, pumped to pressure, and burned with hydrogen, under either
fuel-rich or stoichiometric conditions, depending on the design (see later Figure 12 for a simplified schematic of the RamLACE engine
concept which is based on this approach). This, in turn, provides the means of compressing the non-cooled airstream, following which,
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the remainder of the hydrogen is injected and burned. Examples include the Liquid Air Turboaccelerator (LATA) and the RamLACE/
ScramLACE concepts. The former uses a conventional mechanical compressor, the latter an air-augmented rocket type "jet compressor'.
(3) Precooled and/or Intercooled Turboaccelerators are basically conventional turbojet/turbofan-based engines which use their limited
available quantities of combustion hydrogen to cool the airstream somewhat, increasing Its density to achieve advantages similar to
those of cryojet systems. However, near-saturation conditions are not approached as they are in cryojets. In being compressed, the
denser air allows for modest reductions in compressor hardware size and power extraction requirements, at the expense of the weight
and airflow pressure-drop in the heat exchanger required.
(4) Hydrogen Expander, Reenerative Hydronen Air Turborocket. Air Turbo Exchanger. and other such proposed engine types, are
technically related to the above turbomachinery based systems, but they differ mainly through heat addition to the hydrogen from
combustion processes, sometimes in addition to heating provided by high-speed flight intake air (see, for example, the
hydrogen-expander engine discussion in Reference 1). Larger quantities of compressor shaftwork can be extracted through subsequent
tudbin-expanson with such hydrogen heating, following which, the hydrogen is burned in the engine. These systems are not, however,
usually viewed as *air liquefaction related' systems.

Lquld Air R eeneetercller

Returning to the various methods for enhancing the refrigeration effect of hydrogen, a sixth design approach involves incorporating a
second air-precooling heat exchanger in which pumped-up liquid air, not hydrogen, is used as an adjunct upstream (airflow-wise) heat
exchanger coolant. This liquid-air-coolant heat exchanger element is usually the first to be encountered by the inducted airflow. Being a
regenerative process, the consequential heating and vaporization of the liquid air is advantageous to engine performance, hence, this heat
exchanger unit is sometimes referred to as a regenerator/ boiler unit. The liquid air regenerator/boiler is especially beneficial to the
in-flight air collection system approach to be discussed below. Here, ram-air, taken in at supersonic flight conditions at elevated
temperatures (well over ambient temperatures are now experienced, depending on flight speed), adds to the "refrigerant-resource' of
the heat-exchange process.

This approach requires special consideration of the heat exchanger materials of construction. Above Mach 3 to 5, other than aluminum
alloy construction must be considered because of elevated air temperatures. Such initial air precooling with liquid air obviates another
potential problem area of high-temperature hydrogen heat exchangers: increased hydrogen diffusion through elevated temperature
thin-walled materials. The increased "leakage" of hydrogen at higher materials temperature into the internal engine airstream could,
obviously, consistute a hazard if combustion ensued. Whether this is a *real problem* or not apparently remains unresolved. In any
case, liquid air precooling may be usefully employed in future engine designs. (See the SuperLACE system concept presented at the end of
the paper.)

AIR COLLECTION AND ENRICHMENT SYSTEM (ACES)

Tanking Up Liquid Oxygen In Flight

Yet another and different technical approach for performance improvement in certain kinds of air liquefaction systems which have been
examined extensivelyis referred to collectively as the air collection and enrichment system (ACES). Figure 9 is a highly simplified
operating schematic of one version of this approach. The vehicle accelerates to its 'collect" altitude and speed (typically Mach 3 to 5),
and while operating on hydrogen-fueled ramjet mode, air is partially withdrawn from the inlet diffuser at recovery pressure and passed
through the heat-exchanger series, beginning with a liquid nitrogen-cooled counterflow-type precooler. This liquid nitrogen has been
separated from the liquid enriched air (LEA) which is to be stored for later use in conducting the flight. The warmed up nitrogen is
productively dumped into the ramjet as added inert propulsive mass and exhausted through the nozzle overboard.

When the vehicle tank is fully loaded with LEA (typically 90-percent oxygen, 10-percent nitrogen), the collect-mode is terminated and
the vehicle reaccelerates on ramjet-mode followed by LEA/hydrogen rocket-mode operation to staging conditions, or flight directly to
orbit. In some version of the ACES, a common *multimode thrust chamber' is used for both ramjet and rocket operations, including
initial takeoff and climbout to ramjet takeover conditions (Mach 2-3). Marquardt created an inlet-valve controlled rockettramjet engine
concept, referring to it as the 'Hyperiet" for this purpose. This concept was actually static-tested in rocket mode at fairly large-scale
(but on storable propellants, not cryogenics).

Air Separation Into Oxygen and Nitrogen - Various Approaches

The governing technology of the ACES concept is the air-separation device, for which several variants were proposed. The principle one
of these is a flightweight and flight-worthy air-separation-process device referred to in General Dynamics' U.S. Patent 3,779,452 6 as
a 'rotary cryogenic distillation separator". This patent is reflected in Figure 10. Its operation is akin to that of the standard large
distillation-tower air-separation process used industrially all over the world by the industrial gas community. However, the rotation
feature provides for much higher than one-gravity acceleration levels on t.e cryogenic liquid/gas separator trays used in this process,
thus greatly compacting and reducing the weight of the apparatus required. The technical problem addresssed is the reduction in
thickness of the boiling-air *froth' layer. This type of unit was actually built and successfully tested as a non-flightwight, full-scale
module by Linde Division of the Union Carbide Corporation under Air Force sponsorship.

An alternative to the cryogenic separator approace, an elevated temperature chemical separatiori method was conceptualized and
explored at the laboratory level in the mid-1970. This device used the principle of reversible *chemical gettering" of oxygen from air.
It was not, however, taken to the large-scale experimental level of development enjoyed by the cryogenic separator. More recently
(than the 1960s), the use of semipermeable membrane technology, now more highly developed within the industrial gas industry, has
been suggested for nitrogen/oxygen separation in flight systems.

In contrast to those techniques reviewed earlier, ACES does not improve the cycle equivalence ratio, but rather increases the effective
(not actual) specific impulse of what is basically a rocket engine cycle for the final acceleration phase of flight. As covered above, it
does this by collecting and 'sorting ou" the inert nitrogen component of air (about 80 percent of air by mass), leaving *enriched air,
essentially liquid oxygen, with some small amount of remaining nitrogen diluent, to be tanked aboard for subsequent use in the engine.

This provides combustion temperatures and exhaust-gas molecular weights nearly the same as that of a "neat hydrogen/oxygen rocket,
thus improving the overall specific impulse of the system well above that which would be the case with liquid air (LAIR). In ACES
vehicle systems, the post-collect vehicle gross weight can be substantially higher than its initial, or takeoff weight (e.g., it can be as
much as doubled).
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TECHNOLOGICALLY RELATED PROPULSION SYSTEM CONCEPTS

RamLACE and Sc.amLACE (Including Hydrogen Recycle Operation)

One of the techniques for reducing the fuel-richness of the propulsion cycle described earlier, was the option of not liquefying all the air
taken aboard throught the inlet. An interesting concept of this type derives from the rocketramjet type approach explored by numerous
organizations over the past several decades. Specifically, the Ejector Ramjet, explored by Marquardt in the mid-t960s was the basis of
a series of derivitive concepts, some of which utilized an air-liquefaction process. The .jector Ramjet, a non-air-liquefaction engine
concept is a combined-cycle (airbreathing/rocket) system in which an internally mounted primary rocket subsystem provides for an
air-augmented rocket mode of operation to accelerate this lightweight, relatively simple engine to ramjet takeover speeds, wherein
ramjet-mode was operated for further acceleration and/or cruise. Under Air Force sponsorship, a subscale exploratory research and
development program concluding with a 45-cm (18-inch) diameter non-flightweight ground-test series was conducted between 1963 and
1967 by Marquardt.

Simultaneously, under NASA sponsorships a series of Ejector Ramjet derivitives, and other combined-cycle engine types were explored
by a team of Marquardt, Rocketdyne and Lockheed-California Company for advanced launch vehicle applications. The database created in
this work (Contract NAS7-377) has been recently used in an assessment of combined-cycle propulsion for single-stage-to-orbit
applications for the Air Force. The final report for this study provides extensive information on both air-liquefaction and
non-liquefaction variants of the basic Ejector Ramjet system7.

The initial air-liquefaction variant of the basic Ejector Ramjet is the RamLACE system (Figure 12), in which the primary rocket
subsytem utilizes liquid air in lieu of onboard-tanked liquid oxygen. Otherwise, it retains its bimode (air-augmented rocketramjet)
capability. The association with Basic LACE is readily apparent, however, the basic air-augmented rocket cycle selected (referred to as
the diffusion and afterburning cycle) precluded a fuel-rich rocket operation. Excess rocket fuel would combust with the air during the
mixing process, penalizing performance and causing other problems potentially. A modification to the Basic LACE approach was
necessary, since it is intrinsically a very fuel-rich device. The solution was to operate the primary rocket stoichiometrically, injecting
the excess fuel in the afterburner or ramjet combustor. The net effect then, in this split-airflow operations (only a portion of the air is
liquefied, namely that required for the primary rockets) was a considerable leaning out of the cycle from an equivalence ratio of 8 to
about 4. Specific impulse was increased from about 1000 to 1400 seconds, a measurable improvement.

Subsequent studies of the Ejector Ramjet type engine evolved a version capable of transitioning into supersonic combustion ramjet
operation, following ramjet-mode acceleration, the Ejector Scramjet. In analogy, the ScramLACE derivitive was conceptualized.
ScramLACE is quite equivalent to RamLACE with regard to its air-liquefaction process for initial acceleration. A variant of ScramLACE
is Recycled ScramLACE which is portrayed schematically in Figure 13. Through recycling some of the hydrogen during the
air-liquefaction mode of operation, as described earlier, the cycle is further leaned out to the order of equivalance ratio of 2, and
specific impulse rises to about 2700 seconds. Of course, this requires that slush hydrogen be initially loaded into the hydrogen tank and
maintained as such into the flight.

SuperLACE: Combined Effect of Hydrogen Refrigeration Effect Measures

Thus, there are numerous technical approaches for enhancing the refrigerative effect of the available hydrogen to, in effect, reduce the
fuel-richness of the engine operating cycle and thereby increase specific impulse performance. Quite important to note, these techniques
are usually not mutually exclusive. That is, they may be utilized simultaneously to compound the additive refrigerative enhancement
effect. The Recycled ScramLACE (Figure 13) just described utilized several approaches; two were named: split-airflow and hydrogen
recycling, and a third was also used: para/ortho catalysts.

A completely different engine synthesis approach, The Marquardt Company's SuperLACE propulsion system (Figure 14) was
conceptualized earlier and applied to aerospaceplane concepts of the early 1960s. it utilized as many as four of the above-discussed
technical approaches:

* Para/ortho conversion catalyst
* Turbine expander
* Hydrogen recycle (slush)
* Liquid air regenerator boiler.

By this combination, the engine cycle was specified to operate near-stoichiometrically, achieving a sea-level static specific impulse in
the range of 6000 sec. However, this performance level was apparently never demonstrated experimentally, SuperLACE remaining
mainly a 'paper engine" of those times. It is further described below.

SuperLACE/ACES - Culmination of Aerospaceplane Propulsion Planning

Figure 15 reflects a compilation of many of the technical approaches and features discussed so far in this paper. This is a generalized
specific impulse performance plot over the flight speed range equivalent to that required for attaining low Earth orbit for a
single-stage-to-orbit aerospaceplane vehicle concept, ca. the early 1960s. Starting at the low end of the specific impulse scale, a
reference hydrogen/oxygen rocket engine case is reflected (horizontal dashed line). The 1000+ second (initial condition) range of Basic
LACE (hatched area) is shown over its estimated speed regime of Mach 0 to 8. Its performance decreases with speed, largely a
consequence of increasing ram drag in an inlet that completely "stops" the airflow (in order to provide liquid air statically).

The vertically running lines labeled "Hyperjet' refer to that convertible rocket/ramjet concept created by Marquardt, referred to
earlier; the lines note several options for shifting from initial rocket mode to ramjet mode, as a function of flight speed and altitude. The
hatched area marked *Growth" is an allusion to the supersonic-combustion ramjet (scramjel) mode of operation, Mach 8 being judged to
be the upper limit of subsonic-combustion ramjet mode. it should be noted that at that time (early 1960s), scramjet operation was only
being initially investigated by the propulsion research community.

The descending (with speed) characteristic called out for "ACES" is simply what was expected to be the performance of a
hydrogen-fueled ramjet during the acceleration/cruise/acceleration phase where the "air-collect" operation was performed. Operation
of ACES at speeds beyond Mach 8, as described above, utilized rocket-mode operation using hydrogen/LEA propellants. The actual
specific impulse level achieved is that line just below the reference rocket boundary, a measure of the 10-percent nitrogen diluent in the
oxidizer. However, the fact that the LEA was "taken aboard" at intermediate flight-speed conditions, rather than being ground-loaded (as
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would be the case with the rocket), provides for an elevation of the performance to an "integrated value' ranging from about 1500
seconds down to just below 1000 seconds at orbital speed.

Finally, returning to the highest performance low-speed, end of the scale, we find "SuperLACE" specific impulse levels of 5500 to 6500
seconds at sea-level, static conditions, then ranging down to about 4500 seconds at ramjet takeover conditions. This is a level of
performance which can be estimated for a more-conventional neary-stoichiometric hydrogen arbreathing turbomachine (e.g., turbojet,
variable-cycle engine). To the extent that SuperLACE is a credible concept, this same level of performance is seen to be provided in a
lightweight engine (Figure 14) without major rotating machinery subsystems.

Although never developed to a prototype stage, SuperLACE is a rather vivid demonstration of the technical theme expressed in this
paper. That is, starting with the simple Basic LACE concept (Figure 1), combining various technological measures for increasing the
refrigerative effect of the liquid hydrogen coolant, combined with steps to minimize the amount of air being liquefied, permits an
extensive leaning out of the very fuel-rich LACE operating point, all the way to nar-stoichiometric operation in SuperLACE. This yields
about a six-fold increase in specific impulse, as reflected in Figure 15.

Perhaps the "most advanced* of the aerospaceplane propulsion systems as were contemplated at that time is this combination of
SuperLACE and ACES, descriptively, SuperLACE/ACES represents the culmination of advanced propulsion thinking of that era. If one
were to question this perception by asking 'where is scramjet?" he or she would be asked to recall that scramjet operation was only
just being initially contemplated as a potential *growth* step, at that time (as stated in the figure). Later on, the significance of
scramjet-mode operation has bee recognized as, perhaps, much more than this.

RsmLACE/ScramLACE Engine Family: Emphasis on Hypersonic Ramjet Operation

Following on with this thought, the considerable hypersonic ramjet (both subsonic- and supersonic-combustion modes) work
accomplished in the mid- to late-1960s, combined with the obvious complexities intrinsic in concepts such as SuperLACEACES, led to
the creation of alternative kinds of propulsion systems applicable to hypersonic flight. Figure 16 in effect combines previous Figures 1,
12 and 13 (while substituting Recycled RamLACE for its ScramACE equivalent of Figure 13). As discussed, this Ejector Ramjet based
family of engine concepts (discounting Basic LACE for a moment) were evolved at Marquardt, primarily, a number of years after the
demise of aerospaceplane. These concepts reflect some of the benefits of the significant advancements made in the interim period,
especially those in the hypersonic ramjet field, including ground-tests of a subscale flightweight hydrogen-fueled/cooled
subsonic-combustion ramjet at Mach 6 and 8 and testing of dual-mode or convertible engines, capable of both modes of combustion.

Consequently, these newercombined-cycle engine concepts were configured expressly to provide for essentially uncompromised
hypersonic ramjet mode operation, in that they provided a clear throughflow passage for air, including all-supersonic flow. The Hyperjet
component of SuperLACE/ACES, in general, appears not to be so amenable to the wide speed-range hypersonic ramjet operation. In some
views, today, high-performance ramjet/scramjet operation appears vital for achieving high payload fraction single-stage-to-orbit
systems, such as those examined in more recent times, e.g. 7.

The three engine concepts reflected in Figure 16, once again, point up the theme of this paper progressive cycle leaning-out strategies
being applied to raise the specific impule level of the propulsion system for the hydrogen-induced air liquefaction process In the flight
speed regime of Mach 0 to 8 (in the extreme). RamLACE/ScramLACE systems typically convert to ramjet mode at about Mach 3. What
this means is that, for this class of propulsion system, the air-liquefaction process is performed only over about one-eighth of the total
speed range for a single-stage-to-orbit ( SSTO) system. As documented. e.g.7 

, this signifies a lesser contribution of the attendant
increased specific impulse gain, than would be the case for the first-stage vehicle of a two-stage-to-orbilt system, for instance. For
Mach 6 staging, about half the speed- range would involve air-liquelaction operation. The added weight of the air-liquefaction equipment
now becomes an especially sensitive design-parameter, possibly impacting heavily on payload performance.

Current Interest In Air-Liquefaction Based Propulsion Systems

Evidence of reawakening interest in the specific subject of air liquefaction was noted in about 1984, perhaps not so much in U.S.
Initiatives, but rather by activities of those overseas. The HOTOL concept brought out by UK researchers about that time, based on
limited information releases to date, can be inferred to involve some of the technologies covered here. In another comer of th world,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LId., of Japan, presented a novel air-liquefaction based propulsion system in a 1984 technical paper which
mainly described their hydrogen/oxygen rocket engine developments and plans8 . A second paper, focusing on "Air Condensing Type Air
Breathing Propulsion Systems g was presented at the International Astronautical Foundation (IAF) Congress in October of 1986. Yet a
third paper, presented in the Fall of 196810, presented a number of variants of the Basic LACE concept naming many of the technologies
and concepts addressed in this paper: viz., ACES, recycling of cryogenic propellants and tanked propellants subcooling (slush), cryogenic
air compressors, turbine expanders, and the liquid-air regenerator/boiler.

Figure 17 reflects an innovative air liquefaction engine schematic from the initial paper. Note that air precooling and condensing is
accomplished using both cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen for refrigeration (.he latter presumably being used for later rocket-mode
operation). in addition, propellants recycling and propeliants subcooling to provide needed heat sink are reflected. A novel liquid oxygen
direct injection (*lox spray*) into the heat exchanger is also included.

Discussed in the most recent paperl 0, and updated occasionally in the technical press, e.g.1 1, is Japan's plan to modify their LE-5 and
LE-7 hydogen/oxygen rocket engine to operate as an advanced LACE system. Complete with individual high-speed inlets, multiples of
these units are contemplated as booster engines for launching a 'space plane* vehicle. it is stated that payload can be tripled by
substituting the advanced LACE boosters for solid-propellant rocket boost units. A longer-range target discussed is the *SSTO type
space plane, called out as a 350 ton (GTOW) winged horizontal takeoff and landing vehicle powered by 3 advanced LACE units whose
engines are stated to be capable of initial specific impulse levels of 1500 to 2500 seconds, increasing to the peak range of 5000 to 6000
seconds at flight speeds of Mach 3 to 6.
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SUMMARY

Consideration of cryogenic hydrogen-induced air-liquefaction, as an onboard aerospace propulsion system process was initiated with the
Basic LACE (Liquid Air Cycle Engine) concept very shortly following the selection of liquid hydrogen as an operationally accepted fuel in
the mid-1950s. Almost immediately, under the aegis of the U.S. Air Force's aerospaceplane program, steps were taken to improve the
performance and operational versatility of this LACE starting point The basic strategy was to loan-out the very fuel rich LACE system.
This involed various measures for increasing the refrigerative effect of the liquid hydrogen coolant in the cooling and liquefying of air
taken aboard the vehicle, and/or reducing the amount of air required to be liquefied. A rather different air-liquefaction approach was
ACES (Air Collection and Enrichment System). This was focused on the in-flight acquisition of tanked liquid oxygen for the final
propulsion stage of operation to orbit or to staging conditions (multistage vehicle).

The technologies for accomplishing this strategy, many of which were experimentally developed in the late-1 950s/early-1 960s,
represent a *cluster* of related, but yet often disparate technical approaches. These technologies have been, and continue to be (e.g.,
cited Japanese work) considered separately, more often together, in the formulation of a set of advanced propulsion system concepts.
Among these proposed systems, there may well be one, or several engine concepts which will someday be developed to complement or
supplant rockets and conventional turbomachine airbreathing engines for future vehicle systems. Such systems will be targeted to be
capable of providing routine and affordable Earth-to-orbit transportation, as well as hypersonic-ramjet sustained high-speed flight
within the atmosphere.
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Discussion

STOLLERY
You mentioned some modern concepts such as HOTOL and the Japanese

projects. How would you rate the promise of these modern developments?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
To the author's understanding, with the notable exception of the cited

R&D activities in Japan, not very much has been announced concerning such
"modern developments", although inferences that such work is proceeding have
been made from time to time (e.g. HOTOL).
For space transport system applications, whereas air liquefaction processes
may be a significant benefit to the first-stage vehicle of a two-stage
vehicle, such may not be the case in a single stage to orbit (SSTO) system.
Here, specific impulse gains in the "low speed" regime, say Mach 0-3, must be
put in balance with inert weight gains, operational complexity, possible
safety and reliability problems, and added life-cycle costs.

WEYER
How do you get the water out of the air before liquefaction?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
There are two distinct forms of water as natural atmospheric constituents

water droplets, as in precipitation or clouds, and water vapour. During the
heat-exchanger research and predevelopment activities of the early sixties in
the US, numerous technical solutions to this vexing problem were proposed.
Without going into any details, two generic approaches were taken in these
proposals, both of which focused on water-vapour icing : 1)water/ice removal
from the flow stream of air upstream of the cricital region in the hydrogen
cooled precooler, and 2)water freezing as a fine particulate material, in situ
in the airstream which is then allowed to pass on through the heat exchanger.
In the latter approach, a fine-particle ice-in-liquid-air slurry was to be
formed which would assumedly cause no downstream problems.

DINI
Did you try to compute the air liquefaction heat exchanger surface? I am

thinking it is quite large and voluminous.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The author (himself) merely surveyed the applicable technical literature

and performed no design calculations leading to estimates of required
heat-exchanger active surface requirements. However, the questioner is to be
assured that the investigators involved, at the time of this work (1950's and
early 1960's), did indeed produce such estimates in quantitative terms of
heat-exchanger size and weight, the latter being included as a significant
contributing item in engine weight. Integration of the physically large
heat-exchanger volumes into the engine and vehicle usually posed a significant
design challenge.
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AD-P007 948

AERODYNAMICS OF RIGH SPEED AIR INTAKES

- STATUS REPORT ON AGARD FDP-WG 13 -

Dr. Wolfgang SCHMIDT
MESSERSCHMITT-B6LKOV-BLOHM GMBH
Military Aircraft Division

P.0.Box 801160, 8 Munich 80
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

Future fighter concepts require air intakes with not only good performance
characteristics over an even wider operating range, but also require inlet
designs with low signature characteristics. The thurst of the working group's
effort is to evaluate existing design tools and experimental capabilities for
providing the innovative design concepts that meet the ever demanding challen-
ges for engine inlets of advanced vehicle configurations.
The present paper will give a brief survey over the different objectives
of the working group.

1. SCOPE OF WORK

This study will examine and review semi-empirical inlet design tools, steady
and unsteady computational fluid dynamic methods, and existing wind tunnel
testing techniques for developing advanced air intake designs. Capabilities,
limitations, and fruitful paths for the future will be determined. The effort
will probably emphasize supersonic and hypersonic intake designs, where such
problems as distortion swirl, buzz and strong shock interactions will receive
detailed attention.

The Working Group will cover three main topic areas:

(1) Computational Methods
(2) Testing Techniques and
(3) Design Methodologies.

Membership on the Working Group has been carefully selected to provide a
distribution of expertise in these areas.

2. MEMBERSHIP OF NG 13

Wolfgang Schmidt Dornier/MBB FRG FDP-Member, Chairman
R.G. Bradley General Dynamics US FDP-Nember, Deputy Chairman
J. Leynaert ONERA France FDP-Member
T.J. Benson NASA Lewis US
N.C. Bissinger MBB FRG
E. Farinazzo AZT Italy
E.L. Goldsmith ARA GB
G. Laruelle ONERA France
P.A. Mackrodt DLR FRG
L. Surber AFWAL/FIMM US
D. Welte Dornier FRG
Contact to PEP:
Ch. Hirsch University Brussels Belgium PEP-Member

Meetings held:

- September, 1987 Naples Italy
- June, 1988 NASA Langley US
- November, 1988 RAE Bedford GB
- September, 1989 ONERA Modane France

Last Meeting planned for (I
- October, 1990 DLR G8ttingen FRG

AGARD Report will be published as AGARD-AR 270, 1991.
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3. CONTENTS OF THE WORKING GROUP 13 REPORT 270

3.1 Intake Design and Performance (E.L. Goldsmith)

Section Title Author Content

I Introduction Goldsmith Title self explanatory

II Definition of intake performance Goldsmith Internal flow: ram compression efficiency, engine face flow
parameters & description of engine distortion, flow stability, flow quantity.
intake flows External flow: pre-entry & cowl forces.

III The initial design process Surber The process of 'first guessing' a design & making the
initial estimates of performance.

IV Intake design and performance for Surber US post Concorde & STA experience.
long range supersonic a/c

V Intake design and performance for Goldsmith/ 1 Introduction
agile strike/fighter a/c Surber 2 Isolated intakes

3 Intake airframe integration

VI Intake design and performance for Welte 1 Introduction
V/STOL Military aircraft 2 General concepts & specific examples of flight

tested vehicles
3 Performance of representative V/STOL intakes in

static & transient conditions
4 Auxiliary intakes
Appendix - specific examples of V/STOL intakes

VII Intake design & performance for Laruelle VKI Lecture amplified & including input from BAe/RAE
airbreathing missiles

3.2 Numerical Simulation of Intakes (N.C. Bissinger)

Section Title Author Content

I Introduction Bradley

II Testcases for CFD Benson/ Detailed Description of Test Cases and Experimental
Bissinger Results

Ill Computational Methods Benson/ Description of CFD Methods used
Bissinger

IV Analysis of CFD Results Benson/ Presentation, Comparison and Analysis of
Bissinger CFD Results

V Conclusions all Summary Study Results

3.2.1 Selected Test Cases for CFD Calculations

Test Case Flow Type Number of
Calculations

1 Transonic Normal Shock/Turbulence 4
Boundary Layer Interactions

2 Glancing Shock/Turbulent Boundary Layer 4

Interaction

3 Subsonic/Transonic Circular Intake Duct 6

4 Semi-circular Intake 1

5 Circular Pitot Intake 1

6 NASA P8 High Aspect Ratio Mixed Compression 6
Intake

7 NASA Lewis 40/60 Axisymmetric Mixed Compreszion 3
Intake with Bleed

8 Tailor Mate A-1 Intake with Fuselage 2
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3.2.2 CFD Results by Individual Contributors

Data-Formats, scales and plots have been specified and mailed to all partici-
pants to ensure ease of comparison.

Besides the CFD results all contributors have been asked to supply informa-
tion on

o CFD method used
o Computer used and CPU Time spend, Memory
o Grid and Grid Refinements
o Starting Conditions, Boundary Conditions
o Convergence History
o Mass Flow Along Duct - Quality Check of Calculations
o Turbulence Models, Length Scales
o Transition Criteria, Conditions used
o Experience / Difficulties
o "Tricks".

3.3 Air Intake Testing Methods (J. Leynaert)

Section Title
I Scope and Purpose
II Tests of Subsonic Transport Aircraft Intakes
III Supersonic Air Intake Tests
IV Transonic and Subsonic Tests of Fighter Plane Air Intakes
V Special Test Devices
I Conclusions, Recommendations.

Futhermore, one intake model has been selected and has been tested in
different wind tunnels in FRG, France, GB. Comparative results will be
discussed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

o Working Group compiled comprehensive information about transport
and military aircraft as well as missile intakes
- design methodology, integration concepts
- computational tools in advance design as well as for final

detailed analysis
- wind tunnel testing techniques and testing limitations
in the speed range subsonic, transonic, supersonic.

o No information is contained for hypersonic configurations exhibiting
real gas effects, however
- advanced computational tool allow for extensions, if

physical model is provided.

" Validation/calibration of computational tools is extremely
difficult due to the limited amount of experimental data.

o Interference/Interface Air Intake - Engine needs further considerations.
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Discussion

POVINELLI

COMMENT (following the question regarding the use of axisymmetric models for
CFD validation)

I would like to mention that although in concept the use of axisymmetric
models is sound, any model misalignement or the existence of non-uniformaties
in the tunnel flow may lead to the development of secondary flows on the model
surface. One must, therefore, carefully evaluate these effects.

CAIN
Given the problems associated with the 3D nature of "2D plane flows" in

experimental facilities, could you make a comment on whether axisymmetric test
cases can truly be regarded as two-dimensional?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In principal, yes. However, for most test facilities the free stream

conditions are not really perfect parallel in disturbed flow.This free stream
conditions will also introduce 3-dimensionality into the problem. Furthermore,
we have to support interference effects since we have to support the model by
either strut or string. Therefore, I do not believe in any real
two-dimensional experiment.

STOLLERY
Some comparisons between CFD predictions + Holdens experiments on a

compression case have shown that unless the real 3D geometrics is used for the
CFD prediction, agreement with experiment is poor.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I fully agree. Unfortunately, all experiments ment to be 2-D, are 3-D in

reality. So, all comparisons should be made on the 3-D basis. But,
experimental b.c. are only known at maximum to the 2-D extend.
Conclusion : new experiments with extensive experimental data for all b.c. are
needed badly!
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IES DI MIS1S D'AII POUR LIJCEtUR
AERIZZI RYPIOUIQUU|

(Supersonie-Iyprsonia inlet Studies

for Aerospaceplane)

par

C. SANS, P. CHANPIGNY, P. DUVEAU, et C. GINOVART

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A6rospatiales
Bolt. Postale NO 72 - 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX

FRANCE

Las progrds techniques et technologiques ont permis de d6finir et d'utiliser avec succis des lanceurs de
satellites. Pour limiter Ie coat des lancements, des navettes r6utilisables ont ensuite 6t6 r6alisdes. Un
nouveau pas sera franchi avec des appareils & d6collage et atterrissage horizontal.

Cex appareils, nono ou bi-tage, seront 6quip6s de moteurs nouveaux, capables d'assurer Is propulsion
dan. toutes lea phases do vol.

Actuellement, seuls des noteurs conbin6s paraissent satisfaire & ces exigences. En particulier, le
recours a des moteurs a6robies pour des vols atmosph6riques semble souhaitable.
D'od la n6cessit6 d'installer des primes d'air ; de leur choix d6pendra, en grande partie, Is rdussite de
cea projets. En particulier, le bilan de masse et le coefficient de d6bit seront des paranbtres
pr6pond6rants ; la r6cup6ration de pression 6tant de moindre importance car limit6e en fait par la tenue
m6canique du conduit et donc par son poids.

Dana une premi6re partie, lea m6thodes de d6finition envisagies seront pr6sent6es. Les principales
reposent sur :

- des calculs semi-empiriqueo qui tiennent compte de l'exp6rience acquise, des lois d'interaction chocs-
couches limites connuea, des d6versements lat6raux et bien sur des pertes par choc ;

- des calculs EULER 2D et surtout 3D dans lequel l'influence du pidge i couche limite interne doit 6tre

prise en compte ;

- & plus long termse, des calculs bas6e sur la rdsolution des *quations de NAVIER-STOKES.

Done la seconde partie, des exemples de dimensionnement de prises d'air seront proposds, en particulier
pour des moteura du type Fus6e-stato-fus6e.

Pour terminer, lea probl6mes d'int6gration de la nacelle au fuselage seront 6voqu6s. La nature de
l'6coulement au droit do la prise d'air 6tant a prendre en compte dbs le d6but de l'6tude afin d'dviter
des fonctionnements d6fectueux ou des train6es externes prohibitives.

ManTAC1

Recent improvements in technology have allowed to design rockets to launch satellites.
Reusable shuttles were then required to limit launch costs.

A new step will have to be taken towards horizontal take-off and landing aerospaceplanes. These single or
two stage vehicles will need new propulsion systems, able to provide enough thrust in the whole flight
corridor.

Nixed-propulsion systems seen to be well adapted to this project. During atmospheric flight air-breathing
engines will be necessary to improve performances.

Thus inlets will have to be installed. The succems of this project will depend upon the choice of the
inlets, for which mama estimates and mass flow ratios will be paramount objectives. Pressure recovery
seems to be of less importance at high Nach numbers because of structural stresses.

Current design methods will be shown in the first part ; they are based on :

- semi-empirical predictions, using experimental data bases, shock boundary-layer interaction laws, shock
and side overflow losses ;

- 2D and 3D EULER codes taking into account the internal bleed effects
- and NAVIER STOKES codes for specific problems.

In a second part, some examples of inlet design will be presented for rocket-ramrocket engines.

As a conclusion, problems of inlet integration will be presented. Flow-field in the entry plane of the
inlet will have to be taken into account from the very beginning of the studies to avoid limitations and
detrimental external drag effects.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Dopuis plus do 30 ans, des fusdes permettont Ia mise en orbite terrostro do satellites. Leur poids, mais
surtout leur noubre ost en constante Drogression et no semble pas devoir diminuer dans un procho avenir.

Cette 6volution et ls sophistication toujours plus poussde do ces matdriels posent les probidmes des
cofits do lancomont ot do lour rdcup6ration dvontuollo on cas d'avario ou on fin d'activitts.

Vest pourquoi, nous assistous progrossivement i une transformation de acyons do lancoment (f igure 1), Ia
f usd0 classiquo, sans aucuno rdcupdration, laissant pou A pou Ia placo & uno fusde comportant uno navotto
rdutilisablo pour laquollo los cofits do lancomont sont ddj& theoriquomont divisds par cinq.

Cotte technique, aujourd'hui quasiment maitriske, nWest quo 1e premier pas vera un lanceur entikremont
autonome et rdcupdrablo, susceptible do dhcoller ou d'attorrir do ou sur los grands afiroports
intornationaux.

2 - GUUALITIS

Co lanceur, cot adronof, sera-t-il mono ou bi-6tage ? Los projets, en cours envisagont indiffdremment los
deux solutions (figure 2). Dans l'immkdiat, et dans Vattento d'autres types do propulseurs quo ceux
envisagds aujourd'hui, uls ont tous rocours au mode abrobie pendant une ou plusiours phases du vol. D'oa
la nhcessit6 d'installer des prises d'air porformantes.

Los moteurs correspondant ndcessairemont & Ia combinaison do plusiours propulseurs 616mentaires connus,
tels quo turborkactour, statordacteur ou fusie, il est bien 6vident quo solon 1e concept choisi, la
nature et 1e domaine d'utilisation do la prise d'air seront fondamentalement difidrents.

En particulier, l'utilisation d'un turborkactour ou d'une fusbe dans Ia phase do ddcollage ot los nombres
do Mach do transition en fin do phase adrobie imposeront des lois do ddbit et do rondements 6minomment
variables.

Tout en restant dans des gdndralitds, il est ndcessmire A titre d'exemplo do citor quelques moteurs typos
(1] [2] et do priciser, autant quo faire so pout, los lois do ddbits correspondant & Ia phase atrobie
dans chacun des cas (figure 3).

Un des premiers concepts oat celui qui associe Ia fuade et le statoriacteur. Pour ce moteur dit "fuade
stato-fusdo", le mode adrobie pout d6marror apris 1e passage du transsonique pour fournir une poussde
additionnelle au mode f usd0 et fonctionnera onsuite soul, en combustion subsonique, sur une plage do
nombro do Mach pouvant atteindre Mach 6 avant do c~der la place au mode fusde pour la misc en orbito. On
voit alors quo la prise d'air doit captor un tube do courant, dont la section Ao pout varier dans un
rapport do 1 A 5 pour couvrir los bosomns du motour.

Le second moteur combin6 envisag6 associe 1e turbofusde, 1e statordactour et la fusdo. Depuis 10
ddcollage jusqu'A Mach = 2 environ, 1e turbo assure la pousado, onsuito le turbofuade ot 1e stato
fonctionnont conjointement jusqu'aux alentours do Mach 4, puis soul 1e stato rosto allum6 jusqu'au mode
fusie, cotto dernidro transition 6tant au plus tard rdalisde & Mach 7.

Dans ce cas, l'optinisation des prises d'air doit 6tro rdalisie dans un tris large domaine do nombres do
Mach. Los performances do collos-ci ayant uno influence tris prononcie sur cellos du turboriacteur.

Le troisidme moteur combin6 qu'il oat nicossaire do citor, car il diffire sensiblement des autres, dana le
traitement des prises d'air oat 10 fusie-stato-fusio avec un mode do fonctionnement du statorbacteur en
combustion suporsonique (SCRANJET).

Apris Ia phase do dicollage assurie par la fusie, 1e stato fonctionne d'abord avec une combustion
subsoniquo, poursuivie aux grands nombros do Mach par une combustion suporsonique pour laquelle le
ralentissoment do 1'dcoulomont par la prise d'air sera limit6 & des nombros do Mach suporsoniques
modiris, assurant uno bonne combustion. Dana ce cas, la transition terminale vors le mode fusie doit
pouvoir 6tre trim nettement reportie au-del& do Mach 7, voiro Mach 12. Los performances globalos seront
cependant tris sensibles aux efficacitis do la prise d'air.

Ces quelques gindralitis montrent bien quo les performances des prises d'air et principalement le
coefficient do dibit conditionnent en grando partie la faisabilit6 des projots do lanceurs airobios et
qu'il oat nicessaire, au stade do l'avant-projot, do connaitre avoc suffisamment do pricision coin
parambtros pour ripondre au mieux A la demande des motoristos.

Vest pourquoi, sous 1Vigide du CNES et en collaboration avoc lea principaux industriels franjais SNECMA,
SEP, AEROSPATIALE ot AND-BA, 1'ONERA chorche a diveloppor des outils qui pormottont uno meilleure
comprihension des icouloments internos et qui puissent fournir les performances escompties do prises,
d air suporsoniques.

Ces 6tudos me divoloppent autour do trois axes priviligids qui sont

- 1e diveloppomont do mithodes seini-ompiriques,
- 1 adaptation des mithodes numiriques,
- lea ossais en soufflerie.
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Los deux premiers points vont Atre ddveloppds avant do nontrer leur aboutissement, reprisentd par 1.
pridimansionnement d. quelques concepts de prises d'air assocides & 'an moteur combin6 du type f us6c-
stato-f usd0.

Ensuite, quoiques probldmes d'intdgration du fuseau moteur at donc do la prise d'air seront 6voquds.

2 - X M ODII DITUDNgo DES P11338 DIAIR

2.1 - Nihodes Imfi.Emiigues

La but rocherchd est d'obtenir, I. plus rapident possible et & moindre coat, sane estimation
suit isaument prdcise des performances d'une prise d'air gdomitriquement ddfinie, do manu~re & permottre
l'Avaluation do la poussds du propulseur.

Un programmo informatiqus a 6t6 divelopp6. sur la base do calculs simples et rapides at l'appui d'une
banque de dounds rassomblant de nombroux essais.

Come nous allons is voir. ce programme prond en compte

- les diffdrents chocs isur des raspes do compression,
- le ddveloppemont des couches limitas sur los rampes de compression,
- lseffet do ddvorsement par los flancs, provoqud par la compression do l'6coulemant,
- ls dibit du pug. interns on rdgimo supercritique,
- la pertes internes.

2.1.1 - Calcul do llefficacitd muaals

k partir d'une g6omdtris donnds. 'an calcul do coucho limite st of fectud at pormot do dii inir do
nouvelles rampes do compression "engraissies" do li6paissour de diplacement S* de la couche limits.

Rnsuito, un calcul classique do chocs obliques (compto tenu 6vontuolisment do lours intersections et des
lignes do glissement associiss) ost rialis6 sur la nouvslle gdomdtrie.

L'eificaciti maximals correspond en fait A 'an rigimo subcritique pour lequol, le choc intern. do
recompresuion so trouve toujours situ6 dons 'an plan tris voisin de la soction droits passant par 1. bord
d'attaqus do la carins. Dana ce plan, ii sst possible de dilimiter des zones affectios, ou non salon los
cas de calcul, par les ondes do choc issues des rampos de compression (figure 4) et do comptabiliser
ainsi l'eificacit6 thiorique due aux chocs obliqueos st aux diiffirontos portions du choc droit final.

Il rosts ensuito & tonir compte des pertes intsrnes. a partir de la bass de donndos disponible a VON M ,
callos-ci ont 6t6 moddlisiss sous la form. d'une coefficient Mf fonction uniquomant du nombre do Mach
ifi amont.

Dans coo conditions, isifficacit6 maximal. de la prise d'air st donnie par uno relation de Ia forms

Un example do risultat, pour 'an. prise d'air classiqus A trois rampes de compression externe ot una
compression interne do 50 dans 1e plan do la carbno sat prisenti figure 5.

On pout romiarquer quo l'i~ irt maximal sntro lea privision. donis par cs calcul st colui qui no
prendrait en compte qus lox pertos par chocs est divis6 par deux.

11 rests toutefois uns incertitude lido & la loi do porte. internos qui sst 'an compromis entre difidrents
concepts de primes d'air.

2.1.2 - Calcul du dibit moteur maximal

Les calculo pricidents do couch. limits, do chocs et do lours intersections 6tant of foctudo, on pout
alors calculer 'an coefficient do dtbit giomitriqu eon 6coulomient bidimensionnel (t gdomitrique).

Il faut alors diterminer ls dibit 6vacu6 latdralement Cetiet tridimonsionnal) sln 10 principa dicrit
dans [3) et qui a 6t& gindralis6 & V0113 A des prises d'air bidimensionnolles suparsoniques avoc des
rampes do compression 1 1, 2 ou 3 diidros.

La premiire opdration consists A ddterminor lea surfaces (Si) comprises ontrs la chocs, Ie bord
d'attaquo des ilanco, la cartne at la ligne thiorique qui ddlimite 1e tube de courant qui pindtre dens Ia
prise d'air (figure 6).

on supposo alors, qus le dibit Avacu6 latiralement (gi) oat proportionnel A cos surfaces Si et A 1licart
de prsssion (pi-po) oxistant sur cos surfaces entre lea cdtis interns & la prise dair at extorno.

On 6tablit ainsi 'an coofficient G

I pi-po
G- I Si IC-

Al po

ot alors ti a k 0
o6 k ast diduit d'una corrilation ds risultats oxpirimentaux.
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Par ailleurs, I. dkbit du pidge interne est caicuid en fonction do Is pression r~gnant dans ceiui-ci
(pip) et do a section do sortie.

La pression pip est estim~e ipartir do la proasion derrifre lea chocs en fin de rampe do compression et
do is detente issue du bord de fuite do celle-ci.

Ces d~bits, retranchds au ddbit gdomdtrique permettent avec une bonne approximation, lestimation do
ceiui qui sera disponible pour le moteur.

Un exesple de risultat est prdsent6 figure 7.

2.2 - Udthodes aua~rigMe

2.2.1 - Recherches foadaaentsies

La prdvision des performances des prises dCair n6cessite un effort important dons le domain. fondamental,
pour divelopper des moddies th6oriques adaptds, conjointement avec les recherches sur le plan purement
nuadrique.

En premier lieu, une comprdhension physique approfondie des phdnombnes persettra ld6tablissement des lois
A introduire dana lea codes nuadriques. Cette comprdbension et is validation des moddles A partir
d'expriences eat une 6tape important. ndcessaire et prdalable & tout ddveloppement des mdthodes
numiriques.

Los points los plus ddlicats do cette modtlisation portent sur

- 1e d~veloppeuiont des couches limites & grands nombres do Reynolds,
- linfluonce do la temphrature do paroi,
- lea interactions onde do choc/couche limite.

Ce dernier sujet revdt une importance capital. dons is conception des prises d air, en particulier au
travers du comportemont do ia turbulence au cours do lintoraction.

2.2.2 - Codes do calcul

Los codes de calcul existant ou en cours do diveloppement pour d'autres applications ndcessitent une
adaptation dans le cadre des 6tudes do prises d'air.

Actuellement, les ddfinitions do prisos d'air pouvent 6tre dtaydes par les codes de calcul EULER 2D et 3D
pour lesquels is prize en compte du pidge interne est effective.

Des codes Wavier Stokes existent 6galement, mais lour application aux problbmes gdn~raux do ls d~finition
des prises d'air au stade do IVavant-projet ndcessite encore beaucoup do ddveloppement, et no sera do
touts fagon envisaghe quo pour quelques points particuliers.

Los codes de calcul EULER soot donc actuollement los plus utilisds. Parmi les codes disponibles A
lOWERA, celui dinommi FLU3N [8] eat le plus adapt6 A traitor des 6coulements supersoniques prdsentant do
fortes discontinuitds.

Coest un code multidomaine, qui rdsout lea 6quationa dENULER 3D instationnairos. Le schima numdrique
utilis6 eat bas6 sur une discritisation dhcentrde do type volumes finis. Pour 1e calcul des flux
num~riques. difftrentes approches sont disponibles :VAJILEER, ROE, OSBER, et le second ordre en espace
eat obtenu au moyen de lapproche NUSCL.

Dans as version implite, 1e code utilize une technique do factorisation do type ADI plan par plan,
coupl~e i une mithodo do relaxation GAUSS-SIEDEL dana is troisitme direction.

ILe traitement des conditions aux: limites est rdalis6 soit par relations do compatibilit6 soit par calcul
des flux.

Dana lapplication aux prizes d'air auporsoniques, le rdgise do fonctionnement do la prise dsair oat fix6
par ls preasion statique on fin do diffuseur et 1'6coulement dana le pifge eat atptonatiquement calcul6 en
imposant une section do sortie sonique.

Pour des conditions d'utilisation en bidimonsionnel (maillago do 25000 points) le tomps de calcul oat
d'environ 1000 aecondes sur CRAY 2 pour une convergence atteinte on 5000 it~rations.
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Uin gemeple de maulng. est prisent6 sur Ia figure S. II correspond A une prise d'air bidimonsionnelle
essay** en soufflerie. Cette auette d'essai comporte d. trbs nombreuses prises d. pression qui
fournissent lea 6lhments nhcessairos & Ia validation des codes do calcul.

Un trach des iso-Mach obtenu, pour un tonctionnemont en rhgime supercritique et pour un nombre do Mach
ifi anoint corrospondant A 1 adaptation (no - 2,7) est donn6 figure 9. Il montre bien la position des

chocs dans Ie conduit interne et 1. passage du supersonique au subsonique & Ventrhe du dif tumour.

Un example de comparaimon des pressions sur he prof ii interne do ha carine relovhos en essai et do celle.
obtenues par 1. calcul out prhment6 sur la figure 10, on pout observer une bonne concordance dans toute
l& partie afont du prof ii ou ha couch. linite n'est pa. encore trop dhvelopphe.

3- D inI uU =I PRINU DIllR

Los mithodes do calcul dhcrites prhchdemment rendent do grands services hors do ha ditinition et du
dimensionnoment des prises d'air ; en particulier ellba persettont do connaitre avec plus do prhcision
los performances dons tout ho dosaine7, do vol. Cependant, il taut bien reconnaltre quo ce n'est qu'a
posteriori, qu'il est possible do vhritier quo ha prime d'air dhterainhe rhpond bien au problimo posh.

Par aillours, 1s choix do sa forms, do ma ghonhtrie, fix. ou variable, du nombre do Mach d'adaptation,
etc.. * no dhpendent pas seuhement des performances & rhalisor, d'autres critiros et non des moindrem
entrent on jou, comme par exemple :1I poids, les contraintes thermiquem et structurales, ou les traindes
externes.

Los principes 96nhraux ot les diffhrontm concepts de prisest dair envisageables pour satistairo aux
bosomns des motours combinhs pour lanceurs airobies ont 6t6 dhcrits dana la rhthrence [41. A partir des
choix qui oat 6t6 proposis, un prhdimensionnement do trois types do primes d'air a 6t* rhalish pour un
motour "fushe-stato-fusde".

3.1 - Prime d'air A section de cautation fix*

Usne premibre dhfinition (figure 11) a 6t 6tablie A partir des rhaultats d'emsais dCune prime d'air
adaptho A Mach 2,7, co gui nlest pas nicessairomont he nombre do Mach idhal d'adaptation maim qui a
lavantago do corner les problimom relatits a ce type de prime d'air et do servir do base do comparaison
avec une prise d'air du mime type adapthe a un nombre do Mach plus 6lov*.

Pour assurer Ia mission, at en particulier Ia pousshe nhcemsaire au moteur, il taut quo 10 dhbit soit
toujours suftisant. Danz 10 cam d'une adaptation A N w 2,7, ceci impose un dimensionnoment pour I. dhbit
1. plus 6lev6 (aux onvirons do Mach 3,5/4,0 pour le moteur choisi on example) d'o6 une section do
captation importante. L~e dhbit obtenu & bas nombre de Mach emt alore trim nottement exhdentairo ce gui
entrains uno trainhe do captation tris 6lovho et la nhcossit6 de mettre en place des trappes do dhcharge.

Pour limiter ces inconvhnients, on pout adapter la prise d'air a un sombre de Mach plus &lovh Ma - 4
par example. La loi de dhbit obtenue ainsi, figure 11, me rapprocho do cello nhcessaire au motour, mais
on reste toutetois asses 6loignts.

tine modification 616mentairo, maim pas nhcessairoment muff isanto, consisterait aussi & prolonger vera
h'amont los raspem do compresmion par uno plaque plane, A incidence nulle, avec tlancm, ceci augmontorait
Ia section do captation A haut Mach en incidence.

En conclusion, co type do prise d'air, mans aucun artifico, est donc ditficilomont adaptable a ce genre
do mission.

3.2 - Prise d'air A mection do cantation variable

Pour mioux rhpondre aux bosomns du motour, 10 concept de ghomhtrie variable a alors 6t6 envisagh ; Ia
premiire solution proposho (4] est do faire pivoter lensemble ramps do compremmion-carkne autour d'un
axe situ6 dana 1. pu~g. A couche limits interne (figure 12).

Cetto disposition impose la position invershe par rapport au fuselage, coest-a-dire que ha carine serait
placie c6t6 fuselage.

Dana ces conditions, en choisissant correcteaent ha section do captation et ha longuour de ha premihre
ramp. (gui prhsonte une diviation null. sans rotation), ha variation du dibit ot laugmentation do ha
compression donc do letfficacith lorague 10 nombre do Mach augmentseost assurho par be pivotement de
l*ensemblo rampos do compression-carino. Pour loxomple considhr6 ici, une rotation de 120 ost nhcessaire
pour couvrir ha plago des dibits domandia.

Cotte conception a toutefois un inconvhnient gui provient do linclinaimon de plum on plus forte do ha
carine et par suite d'une trainhe oxterne important.. Do plus, compte tonu do h& promitre rampo,
lonusomble sat sonsibloment plus long.

3.3 - Fri". dair smmtriauie a sm6tris variable

Cette dernure conception (figure 13) a l'avantage do supprimer ha cartne ot donc a priori de diminuer ha
train#* externe. Lte fait d'utihiser deux shries do rampes planes, shparhes par un premier pitgo qui
absorbs en #rands partie lts rhfhexiono des chocs, persist do limiter les portes intornem.
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Toutefois, des interactions existent avec les flancs come dans les prises d'air ciassiques en
suradaptation.

La quasi totaliti de is compression est interne et des problimes d'amor~age ou de stabilit6 de
ld6coulement peuvent apparaitre (un col A section variable peut pallier cet inconvdnient).

line premidre adrie d'essais a ddjA Wt effectude & lONERA (figure 14) dana is domaine 2 ( Mach ( 5,5 et
lea r4sultats obtenus sont prosetteurs.

Ce concept de prise d'air eat satisfaisant dana la assure o4 celie-ci s'adapte bien aux lois de ddbit
recherch6es. Sa longuour est un peu plus importante que dans 1e cas prdcddent et son intdgration A un
enhemble propulsif muiti-moteurs plus ddiicat.

4 - PLOILMS D' ITIGRT10h A U IZAli NOTMU [5]

L'un des aspects et non des soindres. des probidmes rencontrks lora de is ddfinition d'une prise d'air
est lintigration de celle-ci, et donc du fuseau moteur, au fuselage.

11 eat bien 6vident quo lea ddfinitions prdcddentes et donc lea calculs de performances, ne sont
possibies que si Von a une connaissance auffisamment prdcise de ld6coulement qui sera capt6 par is prise
d'air.

En particulier, le nombre do Mach, lincidencs, is ddrapage 6ventuel, is hauteur de la couche limits sont
des 616sents essentiels dont ii eat ndcessaire de tenir compte (6] [7].

De Is form. du fuselage, dansas partie avant, ddpendra is hauteur et la nature do la couche limite
(figure 15). De nouveau, un compromis sera ndcossaire entre los performances intrinsdques de is prise
d'air et Is traInde externe provoqude par id6trave qui sdpare is prise d'air du fuselage.

La ou lea prises d'air occuperont une envergure importante, is figure 16 prdsente pour Mach = 6 et
a = 40, des risultats d'essais pour cinq positions en envergurs A partir do is ligne mdridienno centrals.
lea hauteurs de ia couche limite varient du simple au double Selon que Von se trouve Sur isle ou&
Z/h - 2,4 ; h correspondant & is hauteur de is prise d'air (h-W0,03 L).

5 CNCUSO

In conclusion, ii eat important de rappeler qus lea performances des moteurs atrobies, dans un domains ds
vol trds 6tendu de nombres de Mach (0 1 6 ou 7 et plus dana is cas d'un scranjet) et A des altitudes
comprises entre 0 et 30 km. seront pour leur plus grands part, conditiones par Is quantit6 et is
qualitd do idcoulement ingir6 par les prises d'air.

De plus, 1Vdtude des prises d'air, avec suffisaument de pr~cision. nest possible que si Von connait
l'6coulement au droit du plan do captation et en m~me temps, lea bssoins exacts des moteurs.

Ceos conditions rdaiisdem, lesadmthodes de caicul semi-empiriques persettent une approche des performances
et do justifier le bien-fond6 de is ddfinition gdomhtrique retenue.

Lea calculs nua~riques, a'ils renseignent sur ia nature de l'6coulemsnt interne et permettent dsexpiorer
le domain. de vol. ne sont pans encore suffisamment fiables pour juger des performances intrinsdquss de
chaque concept.

Dons cette optique, des essais en soufflerie restent nhcessaire pour roomier lea performances.
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Figure 3 Noteurs coabinds et lois de d4bit
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Figure 4 Calcul de l'efficacitt maximale Figure t. Exesple de rduultat
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Figure 6 Calcul dui dibit otear axial iAc
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Figure 10 :Couparaisons - Calcul - Exprience Figure 12 Ddfinition prime d'air A section de
captation variable
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Figure 13 D~finition prize d'air sym~trique A
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Discussion
SCHMIDT

1) You mentioned that you use Euler Methods. What can be reached with
Euler Solutions?

2) What are the real gas effects on internal flows and intake flows?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) Dans les cas de calculs avec les codes EULER, les r6sultats peuvent

9tre consid6r6s comme bons et repr6sentatif s jusqu 'au choc de recompression
final parce que les interactions sont faibles et parce qu 'il n'existe pas de
d~collement. Dans le cas contraire, il est bien 6vident que seuls des calculs
Navier Stokes sont repr~sentatifs.

2) Les effets de gaz r~els n'ont pas une importance fondamentale avant
des nombres de Mach voisins de 5 ou 6.

TOWNEND
Your fig. 15 shows the strong connection between cross-section design and

boundary layer accumulation along the forebody undersurface centre line. Have
you drawn any conclusions with regard to desirable shapes which will avoid
complicating the engine designer's problem?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Avant de proc~der au calculs il faut avoir une bonne connaissance de

l'6coulement capt6 par la prise d'air. Ii est sfir qu'il faut faire tr~s
attention i 1'6coulement capt6 par la prise d'air et la forme du fuselage. Des
calculs sont actuellement effectu~s sur des formes diff~rentes pour essayer de
diminuer les 6paisseurs de couche limite et d '6viter les probl~mes.
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S,,n ASPECTS OF SHOCK-WAVE BOUNDARY LAYER
INTERACTION RELEVANT TO INTAKE FLOWS

By
J.L.Stollery

The College of Aeronautics
Cranfield Institute of Technology

Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL
England

SUMMARY

The paper discusses four main topics:
(i) 'Two dimensional' shock induced separation,
(ii) Three dimensional glancing interaction,
(iii) Shock/shock boundary layer interaction, and
(iv) Hypersonic viscous interaction.

Wherever possible both laminar and turbulent flows are considered and reference is
made to experimental data and to the results of mathematical modelling. The paper ends
with some thoughts on future research topics and the facilities needed to pursue them.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The following symbols are not always defined in the text or in the figures.

C constant in the viscosity-temperature law v = CT
Cf skin friction coefficient
D diameter of leading edge
f function of, see f 5
h enthalphy
L distance to compression corner (see figures)
p pressure
4 heat transfer rate
Re Reynolds numbeL p., u. ()/u
St Stanton number Z I / . u. (hr - hw)

T temperature
u velocity
x)
y ) Cartesian co-ordinate systems defined in the figures
z)
ai wedge angle or compression-corner angle
a value of a for incipient separation
6 boundary layer thickness (y = 6 when u/u = 0.995)
6
L value of 6 at x = L

viscosity
P density

Suffices _

e value at edge of boundary layer displacement thickness
f.p. flat plate 00
o stagnation point (abbreviation stag. also used)
r recovery
w wall
- free-stream

1. INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic design of an engine intake for a supersonic or hypersonic vehicle
is a very challenging task. Before reaching the combustion zone the airflow has to be
slowed down (relative to the aircraft). This can be done very abruptly through a single
normal shock wave standing just ahead of a pitot-type intake. Although this has the
merit of avoiding shock-wave boundary-layer interaction within the intake, the loss of
total pressure makes this simple solution quite unacceptable for flight Mach numbers in
excess of M_ = 1.5.

Theoretically shock waves in the intake can also be avoided by the careful design
of an isentropic compression surface. In practice the result would be a long, heavy
intake, difficult to adjust to varying flight Mach numbers. In reality the intake
designers use a number of (mostly oblique) shock waves to compress and decelerate the
incoming flow. It is the interactions between these shock waves and the boundary layers
growing along the intake walls that can lead to separation and significant modification
of the desired flowfield.

Fig.l shows a mythical hypersonic intake which demonstrates all of the topics
discussed here. Quasi two-dimensional interaction occurs at A, B and C and glancing
interaction at D and E. In section 2 the conditions for the incipient '2D' separation
of both laminar and turbulent boundary layers are reviewed and the effects of separation
on the pressure and heat transfer distributions are described.
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The oblique shock wave BC also interacts with the side-wall boundary layer in the
region D, Fig.l. Unfortunately boundary layers are more sensitive to this so-called
glancing interaction than to the '2D'-type and the resulting flow is more complex.
Section 3 describes such flows and also covers the related types of glancing interaction
generated by struts in the intake. These struts may be swept and/or blunt-nosed.

At hypersonic speeds two additional problems may appear. These are shown in Fig.2,
namely shock-shock interaction and viscous interaction. The intense heat transfer at
sharp leading edges makes some degree of blunting inevitable. If a shock wave from the
intake compression surface intersects the bow shock ahead of the blunted intake lip as
shown in Fig.2a, a number of complex flows can develop around the lip. These are reviewed
in section 4, which draws attention to the high pressures and heat transfer rates that
may still occur locally.

The very large shear stresses in hypersonic boundary layers generate high
temperatures which reduce the density and so make the layers thick (Fig.2b). The layers
can be thick enough to significantly affect the outer flowfield and hence the pressure
distribution in which the layer develops. This mutual interference between the external
flow field and the boundary layer growth is termed viscous interaction. Unless the way
in which the boundary layer modifies the effective shape of the intake is allowed for,
the required performance will not be achieved. A simple way of estimating viscous
interaction is given in section 5.

2. 'TWO-DIMENSIONAL' INTERACTION

No real interaction can be genuinely two-dimensional but the term is used for
configurations where there is a substantial spanwise region over which the flow does not
change. A configuration relevant to engine intakes is the compression corner (Fig.3) and
a considerable amount of data now exists.

2.1 Laminar Flow

Typical pressure and heat transfer distributions taken from the work of Needham
(Ref.l) at M. = 9.7 are shown in Fig.4. As the turning angle (shock strength) is
increased so the pressure rises smoothly until separatior 1.urs. As separation proceeds
so the single shock springing from the corner for attached flow is replaced by two shocks
from the separation and reattachment regions respectively, with a plateau in the pressure
distribution between them. The heat transfer rate distribution differs from the pressure
signature in the corner region. One of the characteristics of laminar flow is the local
reduction of heat transfer in the corner and separated flow regions.

An important criterion for the intake designer is t1,a angle for incipient
separation. A simple dimensional argument at hypersonic speeds (Ref.l) leads to the
suggestion that

M, ai2 = const. X = M4 (C/ReL)

A correlation of experimental data given in Ref.l suggests the relation M. a. = 1.4 X
where a. is measured in radians. Although intended for M_ >5 this equation seems to give
a rough guide even at supersonic Mach numbers. What is obvious is that supersonic
laminar layers are easily separated e.g. M. = 3., ReL = 106 , a. = 4*" Fortunately in
most flight conditions at modest Mach numbers the Reynolds numters will be high enough
for the boundary layer to be turbulent and hence much more resistant to separation.

The mathematical modelling of supersonic laminar flow over a compression corner has
been under continual development ever since the 1940's. Simplified analytic methods
based on the boundary layer equations gave way to numerical solutions of the integral
momentum and energy equations in the 1960's. The explosive growth of computing power,
allied to the extensive development of the numerical techniques needed to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations for laminar flow, have resulted in powerful and accurate models
now being available. The recent paper by Rudy et.al. (Ref.2) shows how attached,
incipient and fully separated laminar flows can be calculated. When the real experimental
geometry is duplicated the agreement with the measured results is excellent.

2.2 Turbulent Flow

The corresponding pressure and heat transfer distributions for turbulent flow over
a compression corner are shown in Fig.5. In contrast to laminar flow the heat transfer
in the separated region increases and the close similarity in form between the two
distributions is obvious. This has led to a number of simple methods of calculating the
heat transfer once the pressure distribution is known, (see for example Ref.3 by Coleman
and Stollery).

Turbulent flows can turn through much larger angles without separating and a
collection of incipient separation data is given in Fig.6a. It is impossible to correlate
and explain all the data shown, partly because of the difficulty of defining the incipient
separation condition in turbulent flow. Dolling and co-workers (Ref.4) have shown that
the flow is unsteady. Hence most measurements of ai reflect a mean value and the mean
will vary with the technique chosen. Nevertheless a definition of a. is useful because
at least it gives a value below which the effects of separation are relatively unimportant.
Elfstrom (Ref.5) has proposed a separation criterion based on a "slip" Mach number at the
wall. Using a particular family of velocity profiles the Mach number profile can be
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constructed for any given Reynolds number and wall temperature ratio. Extrapolating the
'linear' part of this profile near the wall down to the surface enables a 'wall Mach
number' to be calculated. The incipient separation angle is then defined as the wedge
angle needed to detach an inviscid flow at the 'wall Mach number'. This simple method
seems to predict the trends with Reynolds number, Mach number and wall temperature as
shown in Fig.6. Using his method Elfstrom managed to correlate many of the data shown
in Fig.6a. The figure emphasises that even at M. = 2, turning angles of more than 100
can usually be sustained without separation. At hypersonic speeds ai can exceed 200.

The experimental data measured by Coleman and Stollery (Ref.6) have been used as
test cases for the validation of some mathematical models. The Reynolds-averaged
compressible Navier-Stokes equations were solved using a variety of turbulence models.
Although the results looked promising, at the time of publication (1987) no single model
was able to predict all the test cases (Ref.7 and 8).

3. GLANCING INTERACTION

In an intake there are likely to be side walls at right angles to the shock
generating surfaces. The oblique shocks providing the compression will therefore cut
across the side wall boundary layers as shown in Fig.l. Moreover there may be struts or
supports in the intake and everywhere there is a strut/wall junction a glancing
interaction will result.

3.1 Turbulent Flow

In a glancing interaction the pressure xise across the shock feeds forward through
the side-wall boundary layer causing the surface streamlines to deflect well before they
reach the shock wave (Fig.7a). For sufficiently strong shocks the side-wall surface-flow
lifts off (separates) and rolls up to form a weak vortex as shown in Fig.7b. The
separated region interacts with the external flow causing bifurcation of the oblique
shock and a complex flow pattern develops in the corner (Fig.7c). Near the reattachment
line high pressures and high heat transfer rates are measured.

Experiments have been made with turbulent boundary layers throughout the Mach
number range 1.4 < M. < 11 though data are sparse for M. > 4. Most experimenters define
the onset of separation using surface oil flow patterns. A comparison between such
measurements of incipient separation and the simple criterion due to Korkegi, M. a. = 170,
is shown in Fig.8. Note that the measurements at M. = 11 were made in a shock tunxel
with insufficient running time for surface oil flow patterns to develop. In this case
ai was determined from the appearance of a plateau in the streamwise heat transfer
distributions and an increase in the fluctuations recorded by the local thin film gauges.
It is immediately apparent from a comparison between figures 6 and 8 that the turbulent
boundary layer is more susceptible to glancing-interaction than to interaction of a
quasi-two-dimensional kind. Thus unless some form of boundary layer control is used it
will be difficult to avoid separation from glancing interaction. The only redeeming
feature of the flow is that the effects are fairly local and may only affect a small
percentage of the mass flow subsequently entering the engine.

There have been a number of mathematical models of the glancing shock interaction
generated by a sharp wedge. All simulate steady conditions and confirm the mean features
of the flow found experimentally. References can be found in the review by Stollery
(Ref.9).

3.2 Laminar Flow

The structure of the flow is very similar for both laminar and turbulent layers
but, as expected, laminar layers separate more easily. The amount of laminar data is
small but in 1980 the Von Karman Institute in Belgium began a study at M. = 2.25. Even
at a turning angle of 40 the oblique shock wave was strong enough to separate the side
wall boundary layer by glancing interaction. In a corresponding numerical experiment
Degrez solved the full Navier-Stokes equations. These calculations confirmed the
vortical nature of the separated zone and gave good agreement with the measured pressure
distributions on the side wall.

3.3 Struts within the Intake

For supersonic inlets there are unlikely to be any struts across the flow but for
scramjets the fuel may be added from the base legion of wedge-type struts. If these
struts have a sharp leading edge then the glancing interaction between the strut-
generated oblique-shock and the boundary layer growing along the surface from which the
strut is mounted, will be precisely as described above, (sections 3 to 3.2 inclusive).
If however the strut is swept, or blunted, or both, then a whole new variety of changes
can occur.

Sweeping a sharp edged strut backwards weakens the shock strength at the root so
reducing the interaction. But sweep also reduces the Mach number normal to the leading
edge so that shock detachment from the leading edge occurs at a lower wedge angle.
Usually sweep-back is beneficial and conversely sweep-forward is thought to be
detrimental though little experimental data exists.

At high-supersonic speeds and hypersonic speeds some blunting of the leading edge
may be essential. A blunt strut generates a curved shock wave standing off from the
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leading edge. The interaction of this bow shock wave with the wall boundary layer can
generate a rich variety of complex and probably unsteady flows. Figure 9 gives a
simplified picture of the mean flow in the strut-wall junction region. Although only
two vortices are shown, in practice as many as six have been indicated by surface oil
flow patterns. So far as the wall is concerned the maximum pressures and heat transfer
rates are recorded near the attachment lines where the flow passing over the vortices
returns to the surface, for example the region near the point A in Fig.9.

A more serious problem occurs on the leading edge of the strut. The bow shock
causes boundary layer separation which in turn generates an oblique shock springing from
the separation line. This oblique shock wave intersects the bow shock and modifies its
shape (Fig.9). Immediately below the shock intersection point in the plane of symmetry,
the flow is now processed by two (weaker) oblique shock waves instead of by the strong
bow shock wave surrounding the rest of the strut. The result is a supersonic stream of
high total pressure which impinges on the strut leading edge to give a very localised
region of high pressure and very high heat transfer rate (region B, Fig.9). Measurements
with turbulent boundary layers at supersonic Mach numbers have indicated local heat
transfer rates around three times the stagnation point value. Laminar boundary layers
are much more prone to separation so the interaction region for a given strut leading
edge diameter is far greater. Laminar flow measurements at M. = 14 along the leading
edge of a circular nosed strut reached a peak 4 of 10 times the stagnation point value,
due to the shock/shock interaction described above. This type of flow is also very
important near intake lips and will be discussed in greater detail later.

The mathematical modelling of these complex blunt-strut/glancing-interaction flows
is improving rapidly. Pictures taken from the work of Hung and Buning (Ref.10) clearly
show the vortex formation and match the experimental surface oil flow patterns (Fig.10).

Two ways of reducing the interaction problems are (i) to make the strut leading
edge radius as small as possible, (ii) to sweep the leading edge. Figure 11 (from Ref.ll)
shows the beneficial effect of a small nose radius (RN) but since 4 is proportional to
l i-fN there is clearly a limit to the reduction possible. The effects of sweep are very
powerful and mostly beneficial. As the blunt edge is swept backwards so the size of the
interaction region collapses (Fig.12), the strengths of the vortices are weakened and the
pressure and heat transfer rate peaks in the surface distributions are greatly reduced.
More importantly the shock/shock interaction pattern is changed and the peak heat transfer
rate along the strut leading edge is significantly lowered (Fig.13, taken from Ref.12).
The only adverse effect may be due to leading edge contamination. The flow at the
leading edge of an unswept strut will be laminar and the maximum heat transfer rate will
be the laminar stagnation point value. If the strut is swept and is mounted from a
surface over which the boundary layer is turbulent then the turbulent flow in the
junction may contaminate the complete leading edge attachment line so significantly
increasing the heat transfer rate values. Contamination depends on the radius of the
leading edge and the sweep angle, as well as the Mach number and Reynolds number. Poll
(Ref.13) has established the conditions under which contamination occurs.

If a straight swept strut spans two surfaces then one junction will have a swept-
forward configuration. Intuitively such a junction looks unattractive but there are
currently few experimental data on which to base a judgement.

Once again the recent mathematical models of turbulent flow around a swept blunt
fin junction show great promise and correctly predict the experimental trends, (Ref.14).

Finally before leaving this section on glancing interaction it is important to
emphasise the unsteady nature of many of these flows. Most methods of measurement and
flow visualisation record an average or mean property because they are not fast enough
to do anything else. However fast-response pressure transducers and microsecond spark
photographs do indicate flow unsteadiness. Turbulent flow is by its very nature unsteady
but Dolling (Ref.15) shows that the pressure fluctuations recorded in wind tunnel
investigations of the glancing interaction region are greater than those in the oncoming
boundary layer. Not surprisingly the unsteadiness effects are larger for blunt struts
than for sharp ones. There have not been many studies of laminar glancing interaction
but spark photographs suggest that these flows are steady.

4. SHOCK-SHOCK INTERACTION

If the lower lip of an intake has to be rounded to alleviate the heating problem
then shock-shock interaction may occur (as shown in Fig.2 and as described in ( 3.3).
A classic paper by Edney in 1968 (Ref.16) explained this type of interaction and divided
the problem into six different classes. He showed that the particular category depended
on body geometry, the strength of the impinging shock and its position relative to the
body. Figure 14 based on the report by Keyes and Hains (Ref.17) shows the various types
of interaction that could arise from an oblique shock wave meeting the bow shock ahead
of a cylindrical intake lip. The greatest amplification Factor F (where F = 4 peak/4
stag) occurs for a type IV interaction,where a supersonic jet is created which then
impinges on the intake lip. Provided the jet remains laminar it seems that F - (Ppeak)O
and so increases with Mach number. If however the supersonic jet becomes transitional
or turbulent the peak heat transfer rate is increased still further.

Measurements are difficult because the peak heat transfer rates are very localised
and the flow may again be unsteady. The practical importance and the severity of shock/
shock interaction was demonstrated as early as 1967 when a strut carrying a ram jet model
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below the X-15 burned through during a flight at M = 6.7 and the model tore loose. In
Holden's tests (Ref.18), specifically designed to examine the intake lip problem, F
values for a single oblique shock configuration ranged from around 5 for laminar flow
and reached more than 20 for turbulent jet conditions.

Of course an intake may have two (or more) wedges to help compress the flow. In
Holden's experiments a single wedge of semi-angle 12.50 was replaced by a double wedge
system turning the Mach 8 flow through 7.5 and then 50 (Fig.15). If the two oblique
shocks coalesced just before interacting with the bow shock ahead of the lip, then both
the peak pressure and peak heating rate were increased (F rose from around 20 to nearly
30). However by suitably positioning the lip so that the two oblique shocks were still
separated when reaching the lip-bow-shock, the interaction could be spread over a large
area. The peak pressure was reduced by a factor of 4 below the single wedge case, whilst
F was reduced from around 20 to 7.

Finally Holden showed that sweeping the cylindrical intake lip 300 reduced the peak
heating rate by about 30%, but more tests are really needed. It must be remembered that
all the experiments at M. = 8 referred to above, have turbulent impingement conditions
onto a laminar stagnation point. If the intake lip is swept there is the danger of
turbulent contamination of the attachment line from the lip-root junction. With the jet
already turbulent further contamination along the attachment line may be relatively
unimportant but if the shock/shock interaction was entirely laminar then contamination
by sweeping the lipback, might be very damaging.

As long ago as 1976 Tannehill et.al. (Ref.19) calculated the two-dimensional shock-
shock interaction flow field by using a time-dependant, finite difference method to solve
the Navier-Stokes equations. Their results at M. = 4.6 looked very promising but no
direct comparisons with experiment were possible at that time. Since then numerical
results have been sparse.

5. VISCOUS INTERACTION

At hypersonic speeds the displacement effect of the boundary layer can be
significant, particularly for laminar flow. As an extreme example Fig.16 shows the
displacement effect at M. = 25 for a two-wedge intake with each wedge turning the flow
through 100. The difference between the 'real' and inviscid pressure distributions is
marked. The boundary layer 'smears out' the pressure rise over much of the second wedge,
the only beneficial effect is the reduced heat transfer rate. If the boundary layer is
turbulent then the effects of viscous interaction are far less significant but will
inevitably modify the pressure distribution (and heat transfer rate) in the neighbourhood
of any sudden change of shape.

The analysis used is detailed in Ref.20 but basically the equation set

Ye = fl (6*) (1)

6* = f 2 (Pe) (2)

Pe = f3 (ye) (3)

has to be solved simultaneously for a given geometric shape, yw(x). The problem can be
made accurate (and complex) or approximate (and simple) depending on the choice of fl,
f2 and f3- In Ref.20 equation (1) is written as Ye = Yw + 6*,an acceptable approximation
at hypersonic speeds. The displacement thickness 6* is expressed as a function of the
(as yet unknown) pressure distribution using the momentum integral equation and Eckert's
reference enthalphy method. Finally the tangent-wedge rule is used to calculate the
pressure distribution assuming that the pressue is constant across the boundary layer
(Pe = Pw ) " The heat transfer rate is estimated using Reynolds analogy in its simplest
form i.e. St = Cf/2.

The only difference in the analysis between laminar and turbulent flow lies in the
form of equation (2). Expressions for both types of flow and details of the extension
from two-dimensional to axi-symmetric flow are given in Ref.20.

Obviously a simple method like this can only give an indication of the main features
of viscous interaction. More accurate results can be obtained from programs currently
under development which solve the Navier-Stokes equations for supersonic and hypersonic
intake flows. For example the application of Navier-Stokes codes to some complex scramjet
inlet configurations is described in Ref.21.

6. FUTURE RESEARCH AND FACILITIES REQUIRED

This brief outline of just four regions of shock/boundary layer interaction has
pinpointed some areas of continued interest to intake designers. The susceptibility of
laminar 'two dimensional' flows to separation may limit acceptable wedge angles.
Solutions could involve some method of boundary layer control or alternatively transition,
since turbulent layers are far more resistant to separation.

Tests already completed show how complex the flows are surrounding glancing
interactions. With a sharp-edged-strut the incipient separation angle is far lower than
for the corresponding '2D' flow. Once separation has occurred there are doubts concerning
the steadiness of the flow. For a blunt-strut, separation is more likely and the degree
of flow unsteadiness will increase. The benefits of sweep back are clear but the effects
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of sweep forward are unclear. Similarly the utility of fillets does not seem to have
attracted much attention.

Few of the experiments on shock/shock interaction have duplicated a '2D' intake
geometry so more information is needed, not least to confirm that the flow is steady.
Finally the effects of viscous interactions must be considered, if only to ensure that
they are small.

Transcending all these detailed questions lie two phenomena which will powerfully
influence the whole flow field, namely transition and real gas effects. Facilities have
recently become available, and others are being constructed, which more correctly simulate
real flight conditions. 'Quiet' tunnels will be able to model atmospheric conditions
more closely so that more reliable transition data will be available. Stalker tubes and
enhanced shock tunnels will generate flows with significant real gas effects which can
be used for direct testing or the validation of CFD codes. Code validation will be
crucial because no experimental facility is likely to be able to model completely the real
flow in a hypersonic intake.
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Fig.15. The double-wedge shock interaction model of Holden, (Ref.18).
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Discussion
WEYER

You discussed geometric measures to improve the effects of shock -

boundary layer or shock - corner flow interaction! What do you think on active
boundary layer control to improve the situation and what amount of boundary
layer suction e.g. is necessary?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Active boundary layer control can be effective at a compression corner.

Experiments show that slots, suction and blowing can delay separation, but the
resulting systems required are complex. My recollection is that when suction
is used, a considerable amount of fluid has to be removed.
I do not know of any experiments attempting the active control glancing
interaction. Since the area affected by glancing interaction is large, such
control might be difficult to achieve.

ONOFRI
What can you say about real gas effects at high flight Mach numbers?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Up to about Mach 7 real gas effects are small and therefore unlikely to

affect the flows described here. Increasingly above mach 7, real gas effects
could have to be considered. For example the stand-off distance of bow shock
wave ahead of a blunt leading edge will be reduced by real gas effects. Hence
the geometry of any shock/shock interaction would be affected.

HOURMOUZIADIS
I was surprised by the trend of the boundary layer thickness in the

viscous interaction case. The thickness decreased downstream. This is rather
unusual. Was that an attached boundary layer in the forward part of the ramp
or was it separated?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The boundary layer was attached. In the adverse pressure gradient the

boundary layer will thin quite fast. You can see that experimentally. It
concerns the displacement thickness. The behaviour is different from the low
speed behaviour.
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Hypersonic inlet research activity at NASA is reviewed. The basis ror tne paper
is the experimental tests performed with three inlets: the NASA Lewis Research Center
Mach 5, the McDonnell Douglas Mach 12, and the NASA Langley Mach 18. Both three-
dimensional PNS and NS codes have been used to compute the flow within the three inlets.
Modeling assumptions in the codes involve the turbulence model, the nature of the
boundary layer, shock wave-boundary layer interaction, and the flow spilled to the out-
side of the inlet. Use of the codes in conjunction with the experimental data are help-
ing to develop a clearer understanding of the inlet flow physics and to focus on the
modeling improvements required in order to arrive at validated codes.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a review of the hypersonic inlet activities at NASA. Generally,
the NASA work has covered the range from Mach 5 to 18. The research has been of a compu-
tational and experimental nature with a two-fold objective: (1) to develop an improved
understanding of the physics and chemistry of inlet flow fields and (2) to validate the
numerical codes used for high-speed inlets. The objectives result from the basic philos-
ophy developed for the National Aerospace Plane project; namely, that numerical codes can
be validated using ground test data and extrapolated to higher velocities. Since the
ground experimental data base is limited to Mach 8 and lower, extrapolation of the compu-
tational methods must be made from Mach 8 to the Mach number, approximately 16, where
airbreathing propulsion terminates.

A number of codes have been used to date within NASA for inlet flows. Code develop-
ment and modifications have taken place over the last several years and the emphasis
today is on the application to various inlets that have been tested. Those inlets
include the Mach 5 inlet at NASA Lewis Research Center, a General Dynamics Mach 12 con-
figuration and a Mach 18 NASA Langley inlet. Only a limited amount of data is available
for each configuration.

The numerical methods used have included a PNS code, the PARC NS code, the SCRAM3D
and CFL3D. Generally, the codes employ a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. Assumptions
are made regarding the state of the boundary layer and spillage has generally not been
computed. Thick upstream boundary layers are computed in some cases having a forward
extension surface. In this paper a comparison of the experimental and computational
results will be reviewed.

RESULTS

Mach 12 Generic Inlet

The simple rectangular inlet configuration shown in Fig. 1 was tested at Mach 12.26.
A flat plate of 30-in. length preceded the entrance to the inlet in order to simulate
the boundary layer growth on the forebody of a hypersonic aircraft. Compression wedges
form the top and bottom walls of the inlet and the contraction ratio was equal to 5.
Swept sidewalls which connect the upper and lower walls prevent compressed flow from
spilling over the inlet sides.

Computations were made with a three-dimensional PNS LBI implicit scheme (Ref. 1)
with grids of 80 by 60 by 750 on a Cray X-MP. This solver includes real gas effects
(Ref. 2) as well as dissociation and ionization modeling (Ref. 3). For this experiment,
however, the inlet air was only heated sufficiently to avoid condensation, and the real
gas modeling was not required. The issues that are of importance in this computation
are the assumptions regarding the state of the boundary layer, the turbulence model,
spillage of flow around the sideplates and shock boundary layer interaction. For the
PNS computation it was assumed that the boundary layer was turbulent starting on the
leading edge of the flat plate, the cowl leading edge and the sidewall leading edges.
The turbulence model used was a Baldwin-Lomax model and spillage was not considered.
Modeling of the shock boundary layer interaction involved the use of a flare approxima-
tion in order to allow the PNS to march through the region of flow separation. The
results of the PNS solution are shown in Fig. 2. Contour plots of constant Mach number
within the inlet are shown. The concentration of lines near the walls indicate the
boundary layers, while concentrated contours in the freestream indicate shock wave loca-
tions. The flow features seen are boundary layer buildup on the flat plate followed by
thickening on the sidewalls and ramp surface. Shocks generated by the compression wedges
are seen as horizontal lines, and the sidewall shocks are vertical lines.
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Basically, the important physics occurring are that the low energy flow in the side-
wall boundary layer has been swept up the sidewall by the ramp shock, and then down the
sidewall by the cowl shock. Further downstream, the shock waves cross and are distorted
by interaction with the sidewall boundary layers and the expansion fan on the ramp sur-
face. Additional complex interactions then occur as the flow moves downstream. The PNS
solution fails when the ramp shock wave reflects from the cowl and strikes the ramp sur-
face, resulting in large corner separation of the low energy flow.

An alternate view of the three-dimensional flow is obtained with sidewall particle
tracing (Fig. 4). Interaction of the ramp and cowl shocks with the sidewall boundary
layer causes the particles to converge near the shock interaction point. The particles
are then displaced due to the vortex motion. Flow migration details are evident in this
computational simulation. As a sidenote, since the vortex persists downstream, it itas
been proposed that enhanced fuel mixing could occur with judicious injector locations
downstream (Ref. 4).

Navier-Stokes computations have also been carried out for the generic inlet at NASA
Langley with CFL3D (Ref. 5). In this case, the boundary layers were assumed turbulent
on all surfaces from the leading edges. The turbulence model used was a Baldwin-Lomax
model and spillage over the sideplates was not considered. In the vicinity of the shock
boundary no special modeling was employed. Figure 5(a) shows the pressure distributions
for the ramp and centerline cowl surfaces. Figure 5(b) shows the side plane distribu-
tions. Comparison of the CFL3D results and the experimental data show good agreement,
particularly along the centerline where shock locations appear to be well resolved by
the code. The viscous interactions occurring along the side plane are not accurately
resolved. There is a significant underprediction of the pressure on the ramp side
(Fig. 5(b)). In addition, CFL3D was used to compute the heat transfer on the ramp and
cowl surfaces (Figs. 6(a) and (b)). The experimental peak heat fluxes are underpre-
dicted for the ramp centerline but well predicted for the cowl surface.

For the ramp and cowl side planes (Fig. 6(b)), the peak prediction is lower on the
ramp whereas the cowl side prediction is not qualitatively correct. Again, strong vis-
cous effects are predominating along the side walls of the inlet in agreement with the
complex behavior shown in Figs. 2 to 4. Further analysis of the Mach 12 inlet is under-
way at the NASA Centers and industry.

Mach 5 Inlet

A rectangular mixed compression inlet designed for Mach 5 operation and tested at
NASA Lewis is shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b) (Ref. 6). A series of ramps generate oblique
shock waves external to the cowl. An oblique shock from the cowl leading edge reflects
from the ramp surface and terminates in a normal shock downstream of the inlet throat.
Operation in the wind tunnel was such that a Mach number of 4.1 occurred on the first
ramp. The inlet incorporates variable geometry with collapsible ramp and variable bleed
exits on the cowl, sidewalls and ramps. Bleed of 0.5 percent was removed on the ramp
upstream of the shoulder. Additional bleed from the cowl and sidewalls was approximately
8.8 percent of the capture mass flow. Figure 8 shows the location of pressure rakes and
probes in the model. A 0.5-in. strip of grit was applied near the leading edges of the
ramp and sidewall to ensure that a fully turbulent boundary layer was ingested by the
inlet.

Navier-Stokes computations were carried out using the PARC3D solver (Ref. 7) on the
NAS Cray 2. Grid sizes of 151 by 81 by 41 were used with hyperbolic packing so that the
first point was at a y+ of 2. Bleed was simulated by imposing a constant mass flux
through the porous bleed surfaces based on the experimental data. The boundary layer was
assumed to be turbulent throughout, and the turbulence model was that of Baldwin-Lomax.
Flow spillage over the sideplates was also not computed in this case.

The computed ramp pressure results are compared with experimental data in Fig. 9.
The agreement of the computations with the data is very good throughout the computed
length of the inlet. Figure 10 shows the comparison for the cowl pressure distribution.
The disagreement of the results at an x/h of 4.2 is believed to be due to the fact
that one of the translating probe assemblies is located in the same region where the
fouir static pressure taps are located. Because the retracting probe does not completely
retract into the wall, additional shocks are generated which biased the data. Pitot
pressure profiles were compared with data at various locations along the inlet. Fig-
ure 11 shows the pressure profile from rake 3 which was located on the centerline and in
the region of the second ramp (Fig. 8). The agreement of data and computation is very
good. Along the sidewall, however, the agreement is much poorer, as shown in Fig. 12
for rake 7. The corner effects are not being adequately simulated. An improved turbu-
lence model may improve the comparison in these corner regions. Figure 13 shows the
pitot pressure omparison for rake 10 mounted at 450 from the corner of the cowl and
sidewall at stati a 59.6 from the start of the inlet. This region of the flow is domi-
nated by low energy vortical flow as seen in Fig. 14. Large variations in the pitot
pressure are seen as one moves from the corner into the stream. Measurements in these
regions are also very difficult.

The Mach 5 inlet was also analyzed using the SCRAM3D Navier-Stokes code by Rose
(Ref. 8). A Baldwin-Lomax turbulence was used, assuming turbulent boundary layers.
These results also reveal strong glancing shock wave-boundary layer interaction leading
to large regions of low momentum flow on the sidewalls. Rose carried out a number of
numerical experiments to control the vortex phenomena in the corner regions. Figure 16
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shows the baseline or no control case, followed by cowl cutback, cowl bleed and removal
of a part of the sidewall. These modifications were made near the inlet ramp shoulder.
It may be seen that these modifications were ineffective in eliminating the vortex
region. Even with the cutback sidewall, the low momentum fluid exists along the entire
sidewall. Some attenuation is seen along the cowl surface for that case. It is evident,
however, that the shock-boundary layer physics within a rectangular shaped inlet will
lead to pressure losses in the corner regions. However, if these regions can be utilized
in an "integrated design approach" (Ref. 4), then combustor/nozzle design may benefit
substantially. Further computations of the Mach 5 inlet with improved simulation of the
bleed zones is underway, as well as further analysis of the test data.

Mach 18 Sidewall Compression Inlet

A sidewall compression inlet has been designed and tested at NASA Langley by
Trexler. As seen in Fig. 17, the compression occurs on the sideplates. The experiments
were run at an entrance Mach number of 18 to 22 with and without a flat plate upstream t
simulate fuselage boundary layer buildup. The entering boundary layer was approximately
one-third the cowl height. Computations were made by Rose (Ref. 9) using the SCRAM3D
code. Laminar boundary layers were assumed on cowl and sidewalls, and a Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model was used.

Figure 18 shows the Mach number contours along the vertical centerplane for an
entrance Mach number of 18.1. The contraction ratio was 4 and the.cowl leading edge is
located at the entrance to the constant area section. All of the convergence occurs
along the sidewalls, which generate a pair of shock waves that intersect on the vertical
centerplane. A large pressure rise is felt on the ramp surface. Further downstream, the
shocks interact with the sidewall boundary layers and reflect and intersect again on the
centerplane at the indicated position. A further rise in pressure causes ramp boundary
layer separation.

The Mach number contours on the horizontal centerplane are shown in Fig. 19. The
intersecting sidewall shocks and the intersecting reflected shocks are visible. Since
the sidewall shocks strike the sidewall well upstream of the shoulder, shock cancella-
tion is clearly not achieved. The reflected shock waves, however, are seen to cancel at
the shoulder. The strong viscous interaction effects are very evident at these flow
conditions.

Calculated Mach number contours are shown in Fig. 20 for both the horizontal and the
vertical center planes with an entrance boundary 2.ayer. The entrance plate reduces the
Mach number from the entrance value to about Mach 12. Separation of the boundary layer
on the ramp, caused by the sidewall shock waves, causes a large upstream influence. As
the ramp boundary layer thickens, an oblique shock occurs reducing the inlet flow to
Mach 8. Sidewall shocks and their intersection are seen in the horizontal centerplane.
The sidewall shock wave angle is substantially increased due to the reduced Mach number
entering the inlet. The ramp shock falls outside the cowl leading edge. Figure 21 shows
a comparison of the experimental and computed surface pressure distributions on the ramp
centerline, tor the case where the cowl is moved forward. In this particular comparison,
the numerical code yields results which are higher than the measured data and also rises
faster than measured. Further data analysis and comparisons are underway at the present
time, which will lead to a more complete understanding of the flow in this class of
inlets.

CONCLUSIONS

Through the use of a variety of numerical simulations and experiments, the basic
flow features within rectangular hypersonic inlets are becoming better understood. Fast
running PNS solvers in combination with much longer running but more sophisticated
Navier-Stokes codes are providing a clearer picture of shock structure and boundary
layer behavior in inlets. Clearly, the flow fields are highly three-dimensional, vis-
cously dominated and contain significant flow separations. Shock wave-boundary layer
interactions persist down to the throat and beyond. As the propulsion community moves
towards the validation of these codes, a number of issues still remain which will impede
the application of the methods for the design of hypersonic inlets. Perhaps the first
concern is that regarding the nature of the boundary layer within the inlet. Although
attempts are made to ensure the presence of turbulent layers, for example, questions
still remain regarding the existence of transitional layers. Installation of hot film
gauges on the walls would provide the numerical analyst with the proper information to
use within his computer code; be it laminar, transitional or turbulent. An additional
issue is concerned with turbulence modeling and the ability of the Baldwin-Lomax model
in regions of glancing shock wave-boundary layer interaction. Current turbulence models
appear to yield good qualitative flow characteristics, but may be inadequate for quanti-
tative predictions. Alternate models are needed. A third concern deals with the neces-
sity of including the zone outside of the inlet in order to provide proper boundary
conditions for the computation. In spite of these concerns, the understanding and agree-
ment (i.e., on centerline) are very significant. The Mach 5 inlet presents the same con-
cerns but with the complication of bleed flow on all four surfaces. Modeling issues
related to turbulence, boundary layer transition and spillage are made more complex with
a distributed mass flux boundary condition. Again, it is remarkable that such good
agreement, with limited data, was achieved for that inlet. A great deal more effort will
be required to analyze the test data and develop the proper modeling for a bulk of the
data.
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The sidewall compression presents a unique approach to inlet design. Computations
of the three-dimensional flow field and associated shock structure provide us with a
great deal of physics. The limited data provides a basis for an improvement in current
modeling. Use of the experimental data and empirically derived correlations may serve
as a basis to produce improved viscous modeling. It is important to point out that in
all of these inlet tests, the tunnel flow was sufficiently low to avoid real gas effects.
Hence, the comparisons presented in the paper are only aerodynamic in nature. More sig-
nificant modeling issues will surface as test data is acquired in high-enthalpy flows.
Finally, the need to analyze variable geometry with transient disturbances will provide
a significant challenge.
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Figure 3. - Mach number contours viewed from aft (ref. 1).

Figure 4. - SIewall particle tracing, M -12.25 (ref. 1).
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Discussion
GARNERO

1) Can you give us the CPU time for one calculation, for example for the
Mach 12 Generic Inlet, with a three-dimensional PN 5 LBI implicit scheme and
CRAY X-MP?

2) Do you think that a Baldwin-Lomax Turbulence Model is sufficient to
compute internal aerodynamics in hypersonic inlets or do you plan to use more
complex models like K-E model for example?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) 3-D Parabolycal Navier-Stokes computations for the Mach 12 Generic

Inlet on a Cray X-MP typically take 45 CPU minutes, using a linearized block
implicit scheme. Navier-Stokes solutions for the same inlet take much more
time, i.e. 10 Hrs of CPU time.

2) The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence has been extensively used for inlet
computations. However, it has been found to have significant shortcomings.
Higher order turbulence closures have been investigated and are under study.
In addition, a program is in place with the objective of developping improved
turbulence and transition modeling for hypersonic flows.

KORZ
The glancing sidewall shocks and the resulting separation and secondary

flow would seem to have the potential for a significant input on modular
scramjets configurations. Would you comment and indicate if any evaluations of
this phenomenon have been carried through the entire scramjet flowfield,
including the combustor and nozzle?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Sramjet modular configurations would utilize multiple sidewalls over the

span of the inlet. At each of the sidewalls, the potential for regimes of
secondary flow is present. Hence a considerable fraction of the flow area can
be affected by this phenomenon. At the present time, no data has been
presented which tracks the secondary flow through the combustor/nozzle in a
scramjet. There are measurements in a Mach 3.5 rectangular inlet, however,
which does show the persistence of the vortex through inlet, through a normal
shock and into a subsonic diffuser. The effect of this secondary flow on inlet
performance and inlet unstart must be evaluated. It is noted that the presence
of this flow feature may provide some benefit for enhanced mixing of fuel. It
has been suggested previously that injection of fuel into the vortical flow
region at some point within the aft portion of the inlet may lead to greater
fuel spreading and additional time for chemical reaction.
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SUMMARY

The high specific heat of hydrogen compared with air leads to turbine stages which have
low pressure ratios for comparable levels of specific work. In high speed propulsion
systems designed for reusable space launch vehicles, the choice of scantlings is
influenced by the need to minimise weight consistent with the achievement of the
required efficiency. The effect of unit increase of mass in a component is, typically,
to increase the take-off weight by approximately five units, and efficiencies
significantly lower than those of normal aero-gas turbine practice are adopted. A
multi-stage turbine design with overall pressure ratio of 7.6 and overall loading AH/u2
= 31.4 is described in the paper. A parametric study covering a range of mean diameters
and number of stages was performed, in which the aim was to establish the trends of
efficiency against weight. The final design has ten stages with a common hub diameter.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes some of considerations influencing the preliminary design of a
hydrogen turbine. The investigation formed part of a wider study performed recently in
the U.K. into the technical and economic feasibility of a winged, air-breathing, single
stage to orbit (SSTO) launch vehicle.

Some of the broader issues governing the desired mass and performance characteristics
of the turbine are discussed; together with a summary of the important differences
arising when pure hydrogen is used as a working fluid rather than, for example, air or
combustion products. This is followed by a more detailed examination of the aerodynamic
and mechanical design philosophy and the manner in which these factors interact.

GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The optimisation of a propulsion system and its components cannot be achieved without
considering the performance requirements of the vehicle as well. This situation is
especially true of air-breathing launch vehicles where the variation of gross take-off
weight (GTOW) to weight at main engine cut-off (MECO) is a factor of 5:1; and the
payload itself is a mere 15% of the vehicle dry weight.

The overall measures of propulsion system performance are thrust/weight ratio and
specific impulse. Vehicle performance (payload fraction) is a complex function of these
two parameters, depending on the mission objectives and trajectory profile. An SSTO
vehicle launched directly into an equatorial orbit from Kourou favours a high
acceleration trajectory employing a relatively high (by air-breathing engine standards)
thrust/weight ratio, moderate specific impulse propulsion system. The contribution of
the turbine to the overall mass properties of the engine and its specific impulse are
obviously dependent on the particular thermodynamic cycle employed.

Early trade-off studies revealed that an optimum isentropic expansion efficiency of

around 75% yielded the best compromise between mass and fuel burn.

Some of the turbine cycle parameters are as follows:

Rotational speed N/IT 11 rps/IK
Expansion ratio 7.6
Specific work ratio 4789 kJ/kg/K

These factors led to the choice of a multi-stage turbine of 7 - 10 stages with

relatively low Mach number blading.

HYDROGEN AS A WORKING FLUID

Employinq hydrogen as a working fluid presents opportunities for improving the specific
power output of turbines, but it also results in some unusual mechanical design
difficulties.

Figure 1 Illustrates a comparison between the thermodynamic and transport properties of
I w - i eia i lmllna m m i •. .
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hydrogen and air at room temperature and pressure. The low molecular weight of hydrogen
(2.016) results in a specific heat capacity almost fifteen times that of air. However,
since both gases are principally composed of diatomic molecules the specific heat
ratios (y) are almost identical.

The net power output of a turbine is given by:

w = mCpnisT1[l-ll/RllY-l)Y]

Therefore for the same inlet temperature and overall pressure ratio the hydrogen
turbine requires only 1/15th of the mass flow to deliver the same power. However, the
volumetric flow rate, given by:

V = mRT/P

can be shown to be independent of working fluid molecular weight since this reduces to:

V = [(y-l)/y]T/P

Therefore one would expect turbines using different working fluids but producing the
same power output with similar entry conditions to have similar flow areas.

Since the acoustic velocity in hydrogen is almost four times that in air, exceptional
levels of specific work output are possible with subsonic blading. The power output per
stage is given by:

w = muAvw

where u is the mean blade speed and Avw is the change in absolute whirl velocity of the
fluid. This may be expressed also as:

w = mu
2 H/u2

The aerodynamic loading coefficient AH/u 2 and flow coefficient v /u are largely
determined by efficiency considerations. As loading increases above a value of unity
the efficiency falls due to increasing secondary and leakage losses. Also, increasing
the flow coefficient leads to smaller blade height (reduced aspect ratio) and therefore
to further increase in losses. Thus at a fixed target efficiency level, loading and
flow coefficients are defined to within a relatively close tolerance band. The mean
rotor blade speed u is normally constrained by either mechanical or aerodynamic
considerations. Since the work per stage is given by:

w = MU2AH/u
2

it is desirable to increase the blade speed as much as possible in order to maximise
the power to weight ratio. However, increasing mechanical stresses (a a u 2 

.) exert an
upper limit on the rotor tip speed depending on the strength to weight rat 8of the
rotor material and the structural efficiency. Also in some instances where relatively
small volumetric flow rates are employed and/or low rotor rotational speeds, increasing
blade speed (by increasing annulus radius) results in diminishing annulus height to the
extent that rising flow losses put an upper limit on blade speed. For this particular
application the optimum mean blade speed is close to the structural limit. Therefore at
a similar efficiency level and blade speed, the hydrogen turbine produces a stage work
only 1/15th that of an air turbine (for the same inlet conditions), due to the reduced
mass flow, thus requiring 15 times as many stages. Summarising, if the turbine is
structurally limited to the same tip speed as a conventional air turbine, for similar
inlet conditions the work per stage of a hydrogen turbine is much lower than that of an
air turbine despite the aerodynamic potential for increased blade speed due to low gas
Mach numbers.

Hydrogen also introduces mechanical design problems, the most severe being hydrogen
embrittlement. This can occur as a result of several physical mechanisms such as:

(i) Chemical attack - hydrogen reacts with an alloying element, e.g carbon in steel to
form high pressure pockets of methane, growing at grain boundaries and internal voids.

(ii) Internal hydrogen pressure formation - reaction product is molecular hydrogen,
relatively immobile in most materials, the hydrogen precipitates at internal interfaces
developing high gas pressures.

(iii) Dislocation interaction - affects the plastic behaviour of material by
dislocation pinning etc.

(iv) Hydride formation - atomic hydrogen can react with some phases within the material
to form a less dense hydride phase. This precipitates at regions of high strain and is
often a brittle material.

(v) Lattice bond interaction - hydrogen interacts with the lattice to reduce the
crystal bond strength and the intergranular strength.

Within a given material any one or several of these mechanisms can act simultaneously
to erode the physical properties.
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The embrittlement effect varies noticeably with temperature. At liquid hydrogen
temperatures there is insufficient thermal energy to dissociate the molecule and
consequently embrittlement seldom occurs. Above 170K effects become noticeable, the
degree of embrittlement being affected by surface catalysis effects and relative
material solubility levels. At room temperature marked reductions in tensile strength
occur, for example the notched tensile strength of nickel superalloys can be reduced to
25% of their normal values. At elevated temperatures, surprisingly the tensile
properties can often be more or less restored, though time dependent properties such as
creep strength can be severely degraded.

The majority of hydrogen embrittlement studies to date have been aimed at the commonly
used aerospace alloys of steel, nickel, titanium, aluminium and cobalt. The behaviour
of titanium alloys is largely determined by the relative quantities of the alpha and
beta phases present. The alpha phase has a low solubility but reacts to form titanium
hydride, conversely the beta phase has a high solubility but does not react. Within
complex alloys which are mixtures of the two phases, the beta phase can act as a
pathway for attack of the alpha phase; the TiH formed at the phase boundary is brittle
and results in an 18% increase in volume. Nickel alloys are severely embrittled by
hydrogen especially the higher strength varieties utilised for disc materials. Hydrogen
embrittlement has been observed by nearly all the mechanisms mentioned and can occur at
temperatures up to 600°C.

The behaviour in hydrogen of the more advanced materials currently under study for
spaceplane applications is still poorly understood. Carbon/carbon which is a candidate
hydrogen turbine material due to the reducing atmosphere, is not attacked by molecular
hydrogen at temperatures up to 1000'C but is rapidly attacked by atomic hydrogen. At
typical equilibrium concentrations at turbomachinery temperatures and pressures,
sufficient atomic hydrogen exists to liberate significant quantities of methane.
Therefore it would appear that development of new coatings is required. Thermodynamic
calculations on the reactivity of silicon carbide indicate that significant degradation
of materials containing SiC fibre reinforcement could occur.

From a design viewpoint, measures that can be taken to reduce the probability of
component failure are:

(i) Use non-susceptible materials wherever possible.

(ii) Avoid designing components with stresses significantly greater than the yield and
be careful to avoid local stress-raising features.

(iii) Use diffusion resistant coatings (e.g. gold, copper) that inhibit the ingress of
hydrogen into the parent material. These coatings, however, only work well at moderate
temperatures, due to rising diffusion rates with increasing temperature. Of greatest
long-term potential are the catalytic type coatings that inhibit molecular hydrogen
dissocation and promote atomic hydrogen re-combination. A considerable advantage of
these coatings is that their effectiveness is independent of thickness, therefore they
can be applied with an almost negligible mass penalty.
Another difficulty associated with the use of hydrogen as a working fluid is the
possibility of cold welding. In the event of fast rubbing metal to metal contact in an
inert atmosphere, the mobile electron clouds within metals can mix causing cold
welding, since the oxide film normally present on metal surfaces is not regenerated.
This is of particular concern for both rotor and stator tip seal design, and also the
internal seals within the turbomachine necessary for cooling systems and bearing load
control. The assumption throughout the turbine design is that a non-metallic material
must form at least one half of a seal assembly, typically a ceramic liner. The
alternative design philosophy of seals which never touch would result in unacceptable
performance penalties.

Finally the compatibility of hydrogen with the bearing cooling and lubrication system
must be considered. Conventional petroleum based lubricants will hydrogenate when in
contact with hydrogen. In this application however, sources of cool (liquid or gaseous)
hydrogen were not available, therefore a separate bearing coolant gas, namely helium,
was chosen for compatibility with the lubrication system.

TURBINE TYPE SELECTION

There are many types of turbine available to the designer, and the selection is based
on mass and efficiency considerations. The following discussion briefly describes the
reasoning behind the eventual choice of a subsonic, axial flow multi-stage turbine.

(i) FLOW DIRECTION

(a) Centrifugal inflow. Centrifugal impellers have a high tip speed capability and are
especially well suited to small volumetric flow rates (where axial flow stages would
incur severe tip clearance losses). However, they are limited to aerodynamic loadings
of about 1.0, thus resulting in many stages to cope with high pressure ratios.
Multi-staging of centrifugal turbines is complicated by the ducting, resulting in
considerable weight, and this option was rejected.

(b) Radial outflow (Lungstrom). The radial outflow turbine has advantages for a high
pressure ratio application in that it can accomodate the expanding flow without a large
increase in blade height. However there are formidable stressing problem% due to the
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offset rotor bending moments, and also the blade speed of the first few stages is
inevitably far below the level that can be achieved by well designed axial flow
machines. These two disadvantages result in a machine achieving a relatively low power
to weight ratio.

(c) Axial flow. The advantages of an axial flow device are that each blade row may be
designed at its optimum blade speed for maximum power to weight ratio, and also stage
loadings up to 5 or greater may be contemplated. In addition there is a negligible
ducting weight penalty when stages are stacked together to form a multi-stage turbine.

(ii) SUBSONIC VS SUPERSONIC BLADING

Supersonic flow turbines are extensively employed in rocket engine turbopumps due to
their exceptional power to weight ratio and the high expansion ratios. They are
especially well suited to hydrogen working fluid where the acoustic velocity is high.
The efficiency levels however are rather low for this application, the best designs yet
(to the authors' knowledge) being the Space Shuttle main engine turbopumps peaking at
65%. Therefore unless a breakthrough in the design of supersonic turbines is achieved,
an alternative subsonic type must be adopted.

(iii) PARTIAL VS FULL ADMISSION

Partial admission is an advantage when small volumetric flows are utilised since it
permits an increased tip speed whilst maintaining an acceptable blade height to limit
tip leakage losses. But there are additional losses due to blade passage filling and
emptying at every revolution. No advantage could be shown for partial admission since
in any case blade speeds were limited by stress rather than by hub/tip radius ratios.

(iv) GEARED VS DIRECT COUPLED DRIVE

Interposing a gearbox between the turbine and the driven component can be an advantage
in certain cicumstances, for example in liquid rocket systems where a single turbine
drives both pumps via a reduction gear. However, a power limit exists above which the
weight and complexity of the gearbox become prohibitive. Preliminary trade-off studies
showed that a direct coupled drive was lighter.

(v) IMPULSE VS REACTION STAGES

The distribution of pressure drop through the blading is of great importance in
determining the overall efficiency of the expansion process. In reaction blading the
pressure drops are split between the rotor and stator blade rows, depending on the
degree of reaction. A 50% reaction turbine for example has equal pressure drops across
the rows, more strictly defined as having equal static temperature drops. When operated
at a moderate stage loading (AH/u2=l) it attains a high efficiency. To achieve this
however, effective tip sealing is essential. As loading is increased, efficiency falls.

Impulse blading has all, or nearly all, of the stage static temperature drop across the
stator blades. In practice it is usual to provide a small positive reaction (say 10%)
in order to obviate diffusion. Impulse stages can be velocity compounded, an
arrangement in which a large pressure ratio is adopted across the first row of stator
blades, generating a very high velocity which is then passed through two or more rows
of rotor blading with a stator or stators interposed to reverse the flow direction. For
hydrogen as a working fluid, it is possible to achieve these high velocities in a
subsonic flow. With blading of this type, rotor tip leakages are moderate and only the
stator blading, which is easier to seal, need be provided with more effective seals.
Conceptually, it is possible to design a series of velocity compounded stages to run in
tandem to give the correct overall pressure ratio. At low values of u/Co A two-row
velocity stage may be more efficient than a single row stage, see figure 2.

In the course of the turbine design it was decided at an early stage to manufacture the
rotors as integrally machined blade and disc assemblies (bliscs). This was possible
since the turbine entry temperature was low enough to permit uncooled blading,
therefore the disc head and rotor blades did not need to accomodate cooling passages.
The resulting simplification in rotor construction represents a considerable weight
saving, although it is not practicable to provide integral shrouding. The aerodynamic
design was therefore influenced by the need to balance the unshrouded rotor tip leakage
loss against the loss in the more efficient stator hub seals. Together with the
efficiency target of 75%, a pressure compounded low reaction design was developed for
the required duty.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

In order to establish a baseline turbine design, blade and disc materials were limited
to the current generation of nickel and titanium alloys. This philosophy led to a high
degree of confidence in the proposed rotor construction and resulted in an accurate
mass estimate. The turbine inlet temperature is relatively modest by aero engine
standards and obviated the need for blade cooling. Uncooled blading allows a simpler
rotor construction as the blades can be made integral with the rotor. Udimet 720 was
specified for the first and second stages, but for the others the gas temperature is
low enough for the creep resistant titanium alloy IMI 834 to be used. Hydrogen
embrittlement of the blades and disc rim was prevented by a combination of protective
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coatings and judicious design. It was proposed to manufacture the U 720 sections by
electro-chemical machining (ECM) and the titanium either by ECM from a forging or a
combination of ECM and linear friction welding of seperately machined blades to the
discs. To ensure an acceptable profile standard, the minimum axial chord was set at 15
nm for manufacturing reasons, a constraint which was adopted in the aerodynamic
optimisation procedure.

Following manufacture of the individual stages, the discs are joined near the rims hy
welding except for a bolted joint between the nickel and titanium faces. The resulting
drum is gas-tight, preventing ingress of hydrogen, and is filled with helium under
pressure. The disc stresses can be driven to a high level in the inert atmosphere.
The stator blading is grouped into segments, assembled from the outside and then keyed
into a cylindrical pressure vessel forming the outer shell of the turbine. The dynamic
seals within the turbine are designed to run on ceramic liners in order to prevent cold
welding. The rotor stages are shroudless, but the stator blades are prrvided with
platforms to allow labyrinth seals to be fitted.

Many types of bearings were considered for this application. Magnetic and aerodynamic
types have potential in the long term and do not require lubricants, but these were
rejected in favour of simple rolling element bearings. Silicon nitride rollers and
balls permit an increased DN value and result in low heat generation rates due to the
high stiffness of the material. In order to arrive at an absolute minimum complexity,
low mass lubrication system, it was proposed to design a total loss oil system for the
thrust bearing. Oil fed from a pressurised tank is atomised by a high pressure helium
jet sprayed directly onto the bearing.

The roller bearings may be either grease packed or coated with a solid lubricant; heat
removal being effected by external gas cooling. The lubricant initially selected was
one of the perfluorinated polyether family, which due to their low vapour pressure are
particularly well suited to space applications.

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

A parametric study was performed in which three turbines at different radii were
designed to investigate the influence of stage number and diameter on weight. It was
evident from the loading chart of Smith (ref. 1) that an exit angle of approximately
700 is optimum at a given stage loading AH/u2 (see figure 3). Stage mean-line values of
reaction, pitch/chord ratio and aspect ratio were assumed, and an efficiency prediction
iethod applied. The stage loading AH/u2 and Va/u required to achieve an overall turbine
efficiency of 75% was thus obtained. This procedure was repeated for each of the three
values of radius chosen. The higher radius turbine was significantly heavier and was
therefore rejected.

The final choice yielded a ten-stage design having a constant hub radius throughout and
average stage loading of AH/u 2 = 3.1. Since only a limited production run was
envisaged, design and manufacturing costs had to be minimised, so a "repeating" stage
blade design was proposed. Common rotor and stator blade profile geometry on the first
nine stages was used, stages 1 - 8 being cropped versions of stage 9. Stage 10 was
off-loaded and had different profiles, in order to limit the exit swirl angle.

CONCLUSIONS

A high expansion ratio multi-stage hydrogen turbine was designed, having rotors
constructed of current generation superalloys.

An optimum mean blade speed was identified which maximised the power/weight ratio,
whilst meeting the target efficiency level. The resulting rotor tip speed was close to
the structural limit, governed by the disc material; however, due to the high acoustic
velocity in hydrogen, the blading was subsonic throughout.

Due to the very high specific heat capacity of hydrogen, ten highly loaded axial flow
stages were required to meet the required duty. The degree of reaction was chosen to
give the best compromise between leakage losses and diagram efficiency.

The resulting design including rotors, casings and manifolding yielded a specific power
output of 0.45 Mw/Kg.

REFERENCE
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ETUDE D'UNE TURBINE MULTI-ETAGES A HYDROGENE

POUR DES APPLICATIONS EN PROPULSION COMBINEE

Yves MARION - Jacques DESCLAUX
Soci~lt6 Europienne de Propulsion

Division Propulsion A Uquldes et Espace
BP 802 For6t: do Vernon

27200 VERNON - FRANCE

Le souci do d6firiir les caract6ristiques :performances, encombromont et masse d'un
moteur n6cessite de connaltre avoc pr~cision at d~s 10 stade do l'avant-projet is
taille do Is Turbine ot son fonctionnoment.

Pour r~pondre A co bosoin, Is Soci~t6 Europ6onne do Propulsion a d~voloppA des outils
simplifi~s do pr~diction do performances do Turbines multi-6tagos. Ainsi, & partir des
sp6cifications, do larges 6tudes param~triques sont pr~sent~es, conduisant au pr~dimen-
sionnemont optimisA d'une veins arodynamique corotative. Uns version contrarotative
sst 6galoment pr~sent~e ot compardo. Lors do cotto Atude, on estimo 1'influence des
principaux paramAtres quo sont Ia vitesse p~riph~rique, 10 nombro d'Atages, ot is taux
do d~tento, ou 10 d~bit, compte tsnu d'une contrainto do hauteur d'aubagos miniznale A
respecter.

L'influenco do is nature du gaz hydrog~no sur 10 choix des principaux param~tros sora
expliqu~e ot compar~e avec d'autres gaz plus commundment utilis~s comme Ilair ou Is
m~lange hydrogAne - vapeur d'sau.

INTRODUCTION

Le dossin adrodynamique d'uns turbine axialo peut on g~ndral Atre divis6 en trois
phases. La promidre phase consists d'abord A d~terminor los paraniftres globaux do fonc-
tionnoment et inclut is fluids utilisA, lea niveaux do pression ot do tomp~raturs, is
puissance requiso, Is d~bit, Is vitesse do rotation ot parfois Is rondement. La
douxi~mo phass conduit on g~n~ral & is d~tormination du nombro d'Atages, do is taille
do Is turbine ot do Is hauteur ot des d~viations des aubos, du taux do d~tonte at du
rendemsnt global st pour chaque Atagos. A is fin do cotto phase, on connait Is triangle
des vitesses en ontrA. et sortie do chaqus roue. La troisi~me phase consists A d~tor-
minor los g~om~tries d'aubages respectant los triangles do vitosso et n~cessito Iluti-
lisation do codes do calcul sophistiqu~s, bi ou tridimensionnel, do typos fluids
parfait ou visqusux.

Ces trois phases sont Atroitement lides on ce sons quo Is nivoau do performance roquis
on phase 1 d~pend fortsmont do is s~v~ritA des triangles do vitesses s~lectionn~s on
phase 2 ot do Is qualitA des profile do Ia phase 3. En g~n~ral, lors do Ia phase 3 des
effots additionnels do tenus mficanique comme l'Apaisseur des aubos et do leur bard do
fuite, los joux en bout d'aubes sent pris en compte.

Cot article pr~sente uno m~thode simple pour estimer lee performances d'une turbine
multi-Atagos en fonction du nombro d16tages, du rayon moyen do Is veins, c'ost-&-diro
do Is vitosso p~riph~rique puisque is vitesse do rotation ost impos~e, et du taux do
d~tento.
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L' optimi sat ion, ports sur is recherche dui d~bit minimal entrainant is turbine, sachant
quo Is hauteur d'aubages du premier distributeur ne doit pas Atre plus petite quo
10 mm. Pour cheque 6tags, des expressions simplifi~es du rendement faisant intervenir
is g~ow6trie des triangles de vitesse considdr~e, Is facteur de charge de l'Atage,
l1angle do sortie dui distributeur, et les pertes; d'aubages; seront utilis~s.

A partir do sp~cifications d~taill~ss, deux dimensionnoments, l'un corotatif, l'autre
contrarotatif seront optimis~s et cozupar~s.

Nomenclature

Cp :Constants dui gaz J/Kg.K
h :Hauteur d'aubes mm
H :Enthalpis sphcifique 3/Kg
n :Nombre d16tages
N :Vitesse de rotation tr/mn
Pu Puissance en Watt
P :Pression bar
Q :D~bit-masse kg/s
R :Constante dui gaz J/Kg.K
RM : Rayon moyen de veins mm
S :Entropie J/Kg.K
T Temp~rature K
U :Vitesse p~riph~rique rn/s
V :Vitesse absolue rn/s
w : Vitesse relative rn/s
a :Angle absolu mesurA par rapport A la direction p~riph~rique -d~g.

:Angle relatif mesur6 par rapport A Ia direction p~riph~rique -d~g.

:Rapport des constantes du gaz

T-r Rendement isentropique bas& sur un taux de d~tente total-total
yS:Rendement isentropique bas& sur un taux de ddtente total-statique

t? :Coefficient de ralentissement dans un distributeur

ly :Coefficient de ralentissement dens uns roue mobile
6D :Pertes d'Anergie cin~tique dens un distributeur

6R :Pertes d'6nergie cin~tique dens uns roue mobile.

Indices

e . Entr~e de la turbine
i . Indice de 1'Atage
is . Isentropique
T-S - Bas6 sur un taux do d~tente total-statique A travers la turbine ou un Atage
T-T - Bas6 sur in taux de ddtente total-total A travers Ia turbine ou un 6tags
ii . Composante tangentiells
t . QuantitA totals
x . Composante axiale
0 . Station de calcul entrde fitage
I . Station de calcul entre stator et rotor
2 . Station de calcul sortie rotor.
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DWIIX DES PRICIpAuX pIRawTRES RUPRES TATI VS OR 1A VEINK, DES VITMSSE KY DES
RELATIWIS AEROTRENNKXOUES

Dana un Atage do turbine compronant un distributeur fizo et uno roue mobile, on consi-
d~re la d~tente d'un gaz A partir des conditions d'arrbt (Pro, Tto) A la pression sa-
tique p2. La diagramme enthalpie - entropie (H-S) donna les caract~ristiques thermody-
namiques de la d~tente does la veins. Cr

Notations pour un 6tage corotatif P

Diagrammo Enthalpie -Entropie

- Avoc lea notations utilis6os pour 16 diagrimme (H-S) et donn~os dens la nomenclature,
on ddfinit deux types do rondement do l'Atsge.

La premier est un rendement total-total, d~fini habituollement coxme 10 rapport entre
le travail sp~cifique quo fournit Io gaz ot le travail sp~cifique qu 'il aurait fourni
si la d~tante correspondent au rapport do prossion totals A travors l'Atage avait 6t6
isentropique c'est-A-diro

'nT-T z a (I)
&"T-T

De mime, on d~finit un rendement total-statique cairns 6tent Ie rapport entro le travail
sp~cifique qua fournit 1e gaz et le travail spdcifique qu'il aurait fourni si Ia
d~tente correspondent au rapport do la pression total. en entrie A la pression statique
do sortie do I'6tage avait 6t6 isentropique. Ce qui slAcrit

am (2)
TIT-S xSI,S_

Con quntitis relatives A un Atag. peuvent Agalement Atre utilis~es pour une turbine
multi-AtagA.. Simpiament, pour d~finir lee rendements correspondents, on samme lee tre-
vaux apicifiques fournis par tous lee Atages et la rapports de pression concernent la
turbine compbte.

Rappels our lee triangles do vitese

En utilisent des notations coh~rentes avec la nomenclature et lee num~ros des stations
do travail, on caractirise complitement urn ditente doe un 6tage de turbine en asso-
ciant au diegramme enthalpie-entropie un triangle des vitesses.
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On donne deux examples de triangulations utilis6es habituellement

I I 'V4

V44

A 4

Triangle des vitesses 1 Triangle des vitssses 2

Pour caractfiriser is rendement d'un 6tage, de noanbreux auteurs utilisent comae para-

ui~te dobas 1. oeficiet d chage 7- reliant Is travail sp~cifique donn6 par

l'Atage au carr6 do la vitosse p~riph~rique.

Puisque is travail sp~cifique ON peut s'6crire en fonction de la variation do vitess
tangentielles OH - U OVU, ii rests quo Is coefficient de charge pout s'6crire - t

d~pend donc directement do la forms du triangle des vitesses. Pour lea triangles 1 et 2
repr~sont~s ci-dessus, la vitease axialo consid~r6e comnas constants A travora la roue
correspond d'une part A un crit~rs de dimensionnoment souvont utilisA, et d'autre part,
conduit A des calcula simplifi~s utils pour r~alisr un avant-projet. La viteso
axiale apparait alors comime un nouveau param~tre.

Pour le triangle 1, un degrA de r~action non nul donne une acc~l~ration dana is rotor.
Pour oe triangle classique, on Acrit lea relations

Val V, COSCI 1  W P 2 Sinkfz Wai2

V 1 V Siait W 2 SiN2

soit at1 I z 2 't Vl I =

On a alors AiV, = Vu1 - V. 2

= V I Cosea, + V2 cOSCt2

XV1 cosey 1 # P12 COSI 2 -U

22 V1 Icosel1 - U

-2 VX Utga I

soit dana ce cas Ag= 7-: (3)
U2 tgU1 1U
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Le triangle 2 correspond A un degr6 do r~action nul et approhime la notion plus usuelle
do pression statique constants aux barnes de la roue. On 6crit

A v lw ' AN W91 - WI12

:2 W1 cosO1

:2 [V 1 cosOI, UJ -2 X U]

soit dans ce cas AH =2 [ik - 1 (4)

Expression des pertes dens les aubages

D'apr~s le diagrainas enthalpie-entropie, on exprimo is travail sp~cifique isentropique
do l'&tags an fonction du travail sp~cifique rdel st dss pertes d'aubages par la rela-
tion:

ou W 2 W2

w2
2 is 2~

tR: 2 _T

repr~sentont lee pertos d' &nergio cin~tique respectivement dans le distributeur et la
roue. On introduit on g~n~ral des coefficients do ralentissement

*!I t W2

qui d~pendont do la g~om6trie et dos param~tres do fonctionnoment des aubagos. On ob-
tiont alors pour 6D at 6SR lee expressions:

Ainsi apr~s calculs, on obtiont

- Pour le triangle de vitesses 1

6 LLLV2 1RD 2* 2p' x sx2o

6 ~L 2LV2 1
B 24V, SA2 Oil

6 ~ ~ E V2 , + 2 _1 UV
D 2,2 2XX s2x,
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Expression des rendements d'6tages

En combinant lee relations pr6c6dentes, on obtient des expressions sisplifi6es du ron-
dement d' un 6tage oia interviennent seuleinent les parazAtres suivants

coefficient de charge T2 , coefficient de vitesse Uangle do sortie du distributeur,
coefficient.;de ralentissement qg et ~

Ainsi, pour le triangle 1,

U2 avec AHz2 tgct U 5
TIT-T 1qV2 _* YX cv 2 

_____o,

U2 2 V2 2 * 2J IU )snJ

qui prend ia valour maximale

~T-T ( 2 2) ~ pour -~stgct 1

Pour l. triangle 2,

-
2 _*2

ANT.T( L2 22 2

U2 tgtgctU

qui prend sa valour maximalo

Pour A go

avec A W2 2P) 1

et B *2

2 i
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DIHENSIONNEMENT D'UNE TURBINE A HYDROGENE - INFLUENCE DE LA NATURE DU GAZ

Les turbines de moteurs pour propulsion combin6e peuvent Atre aliment~es par des gaz de
caract~ristiques thermodynamiques aussi inhabituelles que de l'hydrogdne (not6 GH2 ).

On 6tudie Ia sp~cificitd d'un dimensionnement r~sultant de l'utilisation de ce gaz avec
le dimensionnement d'une turbine A air.

Rappel des valeurs des constantes de gaz

- Pour l'hydrogdne R - 4139 J/Kg.K =1,389

- Pour l'air R - 287 J/Kg.K =1,4.

Cons~quences sur le triangle des vitesses

Pour un m~ine taux de d~tente, donc A nombre de Mach comparable (les 2 gaz 6tudi~s ont A
peu prAs une m~ine valeur de t ) la vitesse des gaz est plus grande dans la turbine GH2
que dans la turbine A air, soit ici dans le rapport des racines des constantes de gaz,
c'est-A-dire

F-19= 3,8N287

Inversement pour un mgine niveau de vitesse, ls noinbre de Mach dans Ia turbine & hydro-
gine est 3,8 fois plus petit que dans la turbine A air.

De m~ine, pour qu'une turbine A hydrogdne ait un triangle de vitesse hoinoth~tique A ce-
lui d'une turbine A air, il lui faudrait une vitesse d'sntrainement 3,8 fois plus
grands, probablement inacceptable du point de vus m~canique.

Cons~guences sur le rendement

Les charges par Atages importantes obtenues pour le dimensionnement de la turbine a hy-
OH

drog~ne conduisent A des coefficients de charge U 7- importants et donc A des faibles

valeurs de rendement. Cette situation peut Atre am~lior~e en utilisant, pour une charge
donn~e, un grand nombre d'Atages et donc des 6coulements nettement subsoniques.

Cons~quences sur la hauteur des aubes du distributeur

Pour de mAines valeurs du d~bit r~duit et du rayon mayen, la hauteur des aubes pour le
gaz hydrogdne augmente comae le rapport des racines des constantes de gaz. Ce qui est
favorable pour le respect de la contrainte sur la hauteur d'aubes du distributeur. Sur
la figurellon repr~sente pour 3 valeurs de constantes de gaz (hydrogAne - gaz de com-
bustion H2/H20 - Air), la hauteur des aubes en fonction du nombre de Mach en sortie du
distributeur.
ETUDE PARAMETRIQUE DU DIMENSIONNEMENT D'UNE TURBINE A HYDROGENE - VERSION COROTATIVE

Les donn~es de base de l'6tude correspondent aux sp~cifications d'une turbine entral-
nant ls compresseur d'un moteur turbofus~e expander ayant au point de dimensionnement
les performances suivantes:

- Puissance sur arbre Pu - 45 MW
- Temp~rature d'entr~e Tto = 850 K
- Pression totals d'entr~e Pto 5 90 bar
- Pression totals de sortie Pts - 5,3 bar
- Vitesse de rotation N - 6045 tr/mn
- Fluide utilis6 GH2  Cp - 14779 J/Kg.K

W 1,389.

On notera Ia sp~cificit6 du gaz utilisA, de l'hydrog~ne froid, part icul irenent 6ner-
g~tique. L'influence de cette sp~cificit6 sur le dimensionnement sera analys~e plus
loin, en effectuant des comparaisons avec d'autres gaz.
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Contraintes prises en compte lora du dimensionnement

Pour des raisons do tenue mdcanique, la vitesse p~riphdrique au rayon moyen de la veine
no doit pas d~passer la valour do 300 rn/s.

U s 300 rn/s

Do s~me, Ilutilisation d'une veine do grand diamAtre, d'un taux de dfitente 6lev6 ou
d'un grand nombre d'6tages conduit A une rdduction de la hauteur des aubes du premier
distributour et entrainerait son injection partielle. Pour maintenir un fonctionnement
do la turbine en~ injection totale, on dficide quo les hauteurs des aubes no doivent pas
Atre plus petites quo 10 mm h 0m

Objectife do 1'6tude

Los objoctifa do l16tudo mont do d~terminer 10 diambtro, 10 nosabre d'6tagos do la tur-
bine qui respecters lee sp~cificationa avec un d~bit minimal.

M~thode do pr~dimonsionnomont

A pertir dos conditions du projet correspondent aux spdcifications

- charge globebe (y Y RMt

- vitosse d'entrainemont au rayon moyen )RTg

- d6bit r~duit Q 4rt

pte-

On choisit les param~tres muivants

- Nombre d'Atages n

Pour notro mfithodo davant-projot, nous avons utibis6 une r~partition do chare d6-
croissant. 10 long des n 6tegem. Cette r~partition respects une loi du typo - . ote

oO OR ropr~sente 10 travail sp~cif ique r~alisd sur un 6tago at Tt: la temp~raturo
d'arrbt & 1'ontr~e do l'6tae. Cette hypoth~so conduit A uno expression analytique
simple do Ie valour do la tomp~reture A l1entr~e du j-iime 6tage d'une turbine do n
Atagos.

Ti T 1 - Ti

Dana cotto expression, To at Tn,1 corrospondent aux temp~raturos A l1entrdo do la tur-
bine, ce qui set une donn~e du prodimensionnomont, ot A la sortie, quantit& qui set
connue loraque be puissance et Ie d~bit do Ie turbino sont connus.

- 10 ddbit do la turbino

- Ie rayon moyon quo lVon consid~re constant entre l'entr~e et la sortie do la turbine.

Dana cette 6tude, on n'a pas consid~r6 do turbine A rayon 6volutif

- uno promi~re estimation dos pertos, pour le celcul des coefficients T et q; , quo
Von a corril~s do manidre simplifi~e A be giotutrie des aubaeos (facteur do forms -
pas relatif - d~vietion), ainsi qu'A lour fonctionnoment a~rodynemique.

R~sultats

En fonction des peresobtres 6tudi~s, los principeux r~sultats obtenus sont lea aui-
vents:

- d'epr~a lea valeurs des nombres d16tages, d~bits et vitesses p~riph~riques consid6-
r~s, lee gammes do =.~ obtonus conduisent A l'utibisation d'eubea A action. On a
donc cebculA lea vaeurs des coefficients do vitoaso d16tage. -et lea rendemonts

U
d'6tage Ij T-7 A 1'aide des relations (4) et (6).

- lee vaeurs des teux: do d~tente do cheque Atago et donc be vaeur do be pression
d'elimentetion do be turbine
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- les valeurs des hauteurs de sortie de chaque distributeur et en particulier la
hauteur du premier distributeur, donc une allure de la veine a6rodynamique compl~te

- une estimation du rendement global de la turbine.
Analyse des r~sultats :pour un taux de d~tente donn6

Sur lee figures 1 at 2, on a repr~sent6 pour une pression d'alimentation donrx~e de
41,5 bar, c'est-&-dire pour un taux de d~tente dormA puisque la pression de sortie est
fix~e, l'Avolution de la hauteur d'entr~e et du rendement de la turbine en fonction du
rayon mayen de la veins (que IlIon fait varier de 300 A 500 mm pour respecter la c,n-
trainte d'encombrement) et ceci pour diff~rents nombres d'Atages. Ces abaques indiquent
clairement les sens de variations des diff~rents param~tres.

Ainsi, sur la figure 1, une augmentation du rayon de la turbine entraine une augmenta-
tion de la vitesse p~riph~rique at donc du rendement de la turbine, et ce de maniare
pratiqusiuent iin~aire. Ce qui se traduit, toutes choses Agales par ailleurs, par une
diminution du d~bit. Ces deux effets - diminution du d~bit, augmentation du rayon - se
combinent pour expliquer la diminution de hauteur du distributeur. Ce comportement
tient au fait que pour la plage do rayon de veins consid~r~s, une diminution du facteur

OR
de charge U-de chaque 6tage am~liore son rendement donc celui de la turbine. Sur ia

figure 2, Ia contrainte sur la hauteur d'aubage minimum de 10 mm donne Ie point de
dimensionnement optimal, pour la pression d'alimentation considkr~e, ici 41,5 bar.

L'infiusnce du nombre d'Atages est Agalement indiqu~s. On a AtudiA le cas de turbines
do 6, 10, 14 6tages. Globalement, pour la gamme do paramitres Atudi~e, une augmentation
do son nombro d16tages a conduit A une augmentation du rendement de la turbine. Cette
tendance sembis d'autant momns marqu~e que is nombre d'Atages est grand. Ainsi, pour un
rayon Rm - 400 mm, passer do 6 A 8 Atages augmente is rendement de 4 points, do 12 A 14
Atages de 1,3 points.

Pour ce qui concerns la hauteur d'entr~s du distributeur, l'influence du nombre d'6-
tages est claire. Ainsi, comine on vient de le voir, si l'augmentation du nombre d'6-
tagos diminus ie d~bit, slo diminue aussi la charge du premier Atage, donc is nombre
de Mach en sortie du premier distributeur, ce qui tend & en augmenter les hauteurs,
comme indiqu6 sur la figure 11.
Des deux sffsts antagonistes, et dans la plage do paramAtres consid~r~e, clest is se-
cond qui l'smporte, et globalement, accroitre is nombre d'Atages augments les hauteurs
d 'aubages.

Analyse des r~sultats :pour uno hauteur d'entr~e donn~s

L'abaque do ia figure 3 oiQ Von a repr~sontA l'Avolution du d~bit en fonction du rayon
de veine pour diff~rents nombres d'6tages ot une hauteur do distributeur impos~e ot
6gale a io -m permet do d~terminer is dimensionnement optimal. Do cet abague, on tire
los informations suivantes:

- is gain ds d~bit st r~ol sur touts la plage do nombres d'6tagss Atudi~e, mais plus
is nombre d'6tages est grand, momns is b~n~f ice est important. Ainsi, pour un rayon
moyen do 400 mm, on gagne 0, 8 Kg/s ds d~bit en passant do 6 A 8 6tagos, mais souls-
mont 0,3 Kg/s en passant do 12 A 14 Atagos

- pour chaqus nombro d'6tages, ii existe un rayon mayen au-del& duquel is gain do d~bit
n'est plus significatif. La valour do ce rayon correspond au dimensionnement optimal.
Cotto valour d~pond du nombre d'Atages. Ainsi, un dimensionnement optimal correspond
A 6 6tages et Rm - 460 -m ou 10 6tagos ot Rm - 440 mm, ou 14 Atages et R3 - 400 mm.

Cet abaque no permet pas do d~finir d~finitivement et uniquomont sur dos critdres a~ro-
dynamiquos un dimensionnemont optimal. Des coefficients d'6changes corrAlant is d~bit
ds is turbine (ot donc l'ISP du moteur) au rayon moyon, au nombre d'6tages et & sa
masse (encombrement radial at axial - Disques - Aubes - Carters et arbres) permettent
d'optimiser 1e dimensionnement au niveau du moteur.

A titro d'sxemple, on donne on figure 12 is g~om~trie do is veins a~rodynamique d'uns
turbine do 10 Atagos v~rifiant lea sp~cifications. On donne 6galement en fonction du
num~ro d'Atages, le rendement ot 1e factour do charge do l'Ataqe.
KTU9 PARAHITUIQUN Dii DXMINSIOHNIENW D' IfE TURBINE A RYDROGE - VERSION CONTRA-
ROTA?! VI

A partir do sp~cifications gui sont lea wmos qu'au paragraphs 2, on a of fectu6 une
6tude paramAtrique du dimonsionnement d'une turbine A hydrogane dans le cas contra-
rotatif.
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On appelle turbine contrarotative une turbine pour laquelle tine pr~rotation eat donn6e
A l'6couleaent par un distributeur A Ilentr~e de la turbine, lea roue suivantos, toti-
tea mobiles, fournissent le travail ap~cifique en tournant alternativement aux vitesses
phriph~riques U et -U. Ce. doux viteases, succoaaivement positives puis nigatives, peu-
vent 6tro do valeurs absolues diff6rentes as ce cas Wes pas 6t6 6tudji. On a consi-
d~r6 ici des rouse axiales, mont6os sur deux arbres iabriqi~s et tournant respoc-
tivament aux vitesses do rotation N et -N, is valour do N 6tant la mame quo pour Is
version corotativo. On voit donc quo pour le dimonsionnement contrarotatif, la vitease
do rotation relative des roues mobiles oat doublie par rapport au cas corotatif.

Notations pour tine turbine contrarotative

Pour I. ler 6tage, qui oat un cas particulier dana 1e cas contrarotatif, lea notations
sont lee mimes qu'en I. Pour Ie cas des rouse suivantes, le diagramme Enthalpie
Entropie (H-S) donne loa caract~ristiquies do ls d~tente.

P ,. A

1-10 4

Va

Roue contrarotativo $

Comae pour 1e paragraphe 1 at avec des notations compatibles avac cellos donn~os dana
la nomenclature, on d~finit lea doux typos de rendements, tin rendamont total-total

'ITT A i-T-T

UIT-S -N AH
sT-S

On remarque que dana 1' expression des rendementa, seules lea pertes dane lea rouse in-
terviennant.

Triangle des vitessos

Vans tine turbine contrarotative, le r6lo d'une rouie oat double. Uno roue dolt d'abord
assurer tin travail ap~cifique at ensuite redresser l'Acoulement come l'aurait fait tin
stator, &f in d'alimenter correctament is roue suivanta. Le triangle choisi a donc
l'allure suivante

U
V,

d

Triangle des vitease contrarotatif

v~rifiant lee relations al - a2 at V1 * V2 -
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Comae pour les triangles de vitesses correspondant A des turbines corotatives, on 6ta-
blit des relations simples permettant de r~pondre A l'avant-projet. Ainsi, la relation

entre le coefficient de charge OR- etl ofiintd ies v devient

V V7 cosa1I u = V 2 cosoU2 = V1 Cosa I

soit tlVu =2 V1 Cosa I

-2
tgCt

et alors AH 2 _x

U2  tgol U
De mdme, pour 1'expression du rendement, on obtient aprds quelques calculs simples dans
le triangle des vitesses contrarotatif,

2*IU

qui prend sa valeur maximale pour

M~thode de pr~dimensionnement

Les objectifs 6tant les mimes que pour le dimensionnement corotatif, 1'6tude param6-
trique a 6t6 men~e de la m~me manidre. En particulier, on a conservA la mAine loi de
charge sur les 6tages et la mani~re de pr~senter les r~sultats est la mAine.

On pr~sente ainsi en figures 4 et 5, pour une pression d'alimentation de 41,5 bar, les
6volutions des hauteurs d'aubages du premier distributeur, du rendement de la turbine
en fonction du rayon de la veine et pour diff~rents nombres d'Atages. Sur la figure 6,
on donne 1'6volution du d~bit pour les n~mes plages de param~tres, la hauteur du dis-
tributeur valant 10 mm.
Comparaison du dimensionnenent corotatif et contrarotatif

Application num~rique simple

On peut comparer de maniAre simple les deux dimensionnements en calculant, pour un cas
de charge d'6tage identique, les rendements respectifs du cas corotatif et Contra-
rotatif.

OR
Choisissons par exemple un coefficient de charge -i U 7. Pour un angle absolu al - 25*

dans les deux cas, le coefficient de vitesse vaut:

en corotatif (Triangle i action) -~=2,098

en contrarotatif 5= 1,632

Avec une hypothdse de pertes dans le stator 4~=0, 95 et dans le rotor 'P0, 9 pour le
cas corotatif, et Y4 = 0,9 dans le rotor pour Ie cas contrarotatif, les expressions des
rendements d~montr~es pr~c~demnent donnent:

en corotatif (Triangle A action) TIT-T =0,680

en contrarotatif 7T-T =0,722

Bait un avantage de 4,2 points en faveur du dimensionnement contrarotatif.

De fagon plus complAte, on a d~termin6 les domaines d'int~r~ts respectifs des dimen-
sionnements corotatif et contrarotatif en repr~sentant sur les figures 9 et 10, las
rendements d'6tage en fonction du coefficient de charge, une hypoth~se 6tant prise pour
les coefficients de pertes.
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amSur coo abaques, on voit qus pour do faibles valeurs do =p (turbines peu charg6es

turbines A grando vitesse pdriph6riue), l'utilisation d'une turbine corotativo oat
consoill~o. Jusqu'& une valour do - 6 pour des valeurs do coefficients do pertes

OR
valant k - 0,95 etT - 0,85, do = 2 pour 0,95 ot 0,90. Au-delA do ces

valours, qui correspondent A des turbines trds charg~es -turbines tournant & basso
vitesse p~riph~rique - on a b~ndf ice A utiliser une turbine contrarotativo.

Analyse des rdsultats

On pr~sonte en figures 4 St 5, pour uno pression d'alimentation do 41,5 bar, los 6volu-
tions des hauteurs d'aubages du premier distributeur, du rendement do la turbine en
fonction du rayon do la veine et pour diff~rents nombres d'Atages. Pour ceo deux
abaques, le sons do variation des param~tres est le mgine quo pour 1e cas corotatif.

Sur Ia figure 6, on 9 reprdsent6 l'Avolution du ddbit en fonction du rayon do veins
pour diffArents nombre d'Atages et une hauteur do distributeur impoode at &gale A
10 mm. Cot abaque indique quo

- pour la gamine do rayon do veins 6tudi~e, il exists, pour un nombre d'Atages donnA,
une valour do rayon optimal pour laquolle la d~bit est minimal. Cetto valour optimale
du rayon est d'autant plus petite quo le notubro d1Atages est grand. Par exeample, pour
une turbine do 8 6tagos, le d~bit diminuo pour un rayon do voine croissant jusqu'&
460 mm ot croit ensuite. Co rayon optimal vaut 440 -m pour une turbine do 10 Atagos,
420 mmi pour 12 Atages et 400 mm pour 14 Atagos. Une bonne connaissance do ce rayon
optimal ost primordialo pour of fectuer un dimonsionnoment compdtont.

Sur les f igures 7 ot 8, on a mis on Avidence quo 00 rayon optimal do dimensionnoment
exists aussi pour los versions do turbines corotatives. Par oxemple, pour une turbine
corotative do 6 Atagos, une augmentation do rayon do veins au-del& d'une valour do
600 mu eat d~favorable et auguiente, 1e d~bit. Pour une turbine do 20 fitages, c'sst au-
dol& do 380 mu quo V'on a plus avantage A augmontor 1e rayon do veins. Toutefois, cos
deux turbines, donndos ici A titre d'exoznple, no vdrifiont pas les spdcifications d'en-
combroment.

Comm. pour Ie cas corotatif, ii est ndcessaire do connaitre les coefficients d'Achangs
corr~lant 1e dimensionnement earodynamique et sa masse pour ddterminer los parain~tros
optimaux do fonctionnement do la turbine.

A titre d'oxemple on donne, on figure 13, la gdomdtrie do la veins a~rodynamique d'uno
turbine contrarotativo do 10 Atages vAdrifiant los sp#-cifications. On donne Agaisinnt on
fonction du num~ro d1Atage, 1s rondoment ot 1e factsur do chargo do l'Atage.
Comparaison des turbinos 10 Atages corotative et contrarotative

Sur le tableau suivant, on a risumA los principalos caract~ristiquos des doux turbines
s~lectionn~os.

Turbine Turbine

corotativo contrarotativo

Noinbre d'Atagos 10 10

Rendement 0.708 0.744

D~bit (Kg/s) 11.9 11.5

Vitesso p~riph~rique (m/s) 278.5 278.5

Prcession d'alimentation (bar) 37.5 36.1

Pression do sortie (bar) 5.3 5.3

Tempdraturo (K) 850 850

Encombromont radial (mm) 940 950

Encombremont axial (mm)

hauteur d'entr~e (mm) 10 10

Masse (Kg) A ddtorminor A ddtorininer
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Du fait des valeurs de coefficient de charge utilis~es (- U-2- de 1'ordre de 6 pour les

premiers 6tages de 4 pour les derniers), on a avantage A utiliser un dimensionnement
contrarotatif. Ainsi, le rendement de la turbine contrarotative est suprieur de
3,6 points A celui de la turbine corotative, donnant un gain de d~bit de 0,4 kg/s. De
plus, un dimensionnement contrarotatif, qui diminue l'encombrement axial de la turbine
par suppression des distributeurs inter-6tages, devrait donner un gain de masse
important.

CONCLUSIONS

Dans ce papier, on a present6 un dveloppement des 6quations permettant le calcul des
rendements de turbines axiales corotatives ou contrarotatives en fonction de leurs tri-
angles des vitesses. On a mis en 6vidence le domains d'int6rrt respectif des deux
variantes, en fonction du coefficient de charge OH/U 2 . Come application, on a effec-
tu6, A partir de larges &tudes param6triques, le pr6dimensionnement compar6 d'une
turbine de forte puissance tr&s charge en version corotative et contrarotative. Dans
notre cas particulier, un avantage a 6t6 mis en 6vidence en faveur de la version con-
trarotative, b n~fice que l'on a chiffr6 A 3,6 points de rendement menant A une
6conomie de d~bit de 0,4 kg/s. On doit noter que les niveaux de rendements annonc~s
sont calculus A partir des mod~les de pertes bibliographiques correspondant A des
aubages ayant de bonnes r~partitions de vitesses, des pas relatifs, des jeux en bout
d'aubes et un effet de blocage de bord de fuite raisonnable. De mA-me, pour d~terminer
avec pr~cision le domaine d'int~rft respectif des dimensionnements contrarotatifs ou
corotatifs, on doit 6tre prudent sur la r~partition des pertes entre les roues fixes et
les roues mobiles.
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Discussion

YORouZIdeide t keep (AH/Tt) constant for all stages and you have a
reduction of (4H/u ).Since Mach numbers are very low, why do you decide to
keep (AH/T t) constant?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Vest un crit~re de dimensionnement que nous utilisons fr6quenment. On

aurait Pu faire une 6tude en utilisant des r~partitions de charge constantes
sur tous les 6tages. Cela n'aurait pas modifi6 les conclusions. Ce crit~re
peut e~tre int~ressant pour le fonctionnement hors nominal de la turbine.
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Aerodynamics and Stabilization of Combustion of Hydrogen Jets
Injected into Subsonic Airflow

by

J. Koopman, M. Rachner, H. Wiegand, H. Eickhoff

DLR, Institut fUr Antriebstechnik
Linder Hohe, 5000 Kdln 90, West-Germany

SUMMARY

The aerodynamics and stabilization of burning hydrogen jets, injected transvers-
ally into a subsonic airstream, have been investigated. The structural behaviour of
deflecting cold and burning jets were studied by flow visualization. Experiments and
numerical analysis on jet penetration have been performed. Flame extinction limits of
"wake stabilized" flames were established and correlated.

NOMENCLATURE -

a - - constant used in relation (7)

A 105 kg K/(m 1 .5 s) - parameter combination

Ar m2  - inlet area

b m - width of rectangular H2-injection hole

B m - channel width

d m - diameter of circular H2-injection hole

D m - combustion chamber diameter

H m - channel height

I - - momentum density ratio

1 m - length of rectangular H2-injection hole

Kd - - constant in equation (2)

Lo m - characteristic length of particle path in the wake region

P N/m2  - chamber pressure

PH2 N/m2  - total hydrogen pressure

T K - combustion temperature

Tair K - air inlet temperature

TH2 K - total hydrogen temperature

TH2 K - hydrogen temperature in expanding jet

= TH2 x (P/PH2) (Y- ')/ y

Uair m/s - axial air velocity

UH2 m/s - axial hydrogen jet velocity

Vair m/s - radial air velocity S-

VH2 m/s - radial hydrogen jet velocity

Wair m/s - circumferential air velocity

WH2 m/s - circumferential hydrogen jet velocity

x m - axial coordinate

y m - radial coordinate - _

z m - circumferential coordinate

ci deg - jet expansion angle 00

S - - ratio of specific heats

- - equivalence ratio

kg/m 3  - density

Ti sec - induction time

TR sec - residence time of a particle in the wake region

1. INTRODUCTION

In an ongoing national technology program airbreathing propulsion concepts are
being investigated for vehicles capable of transporting considerable payloads to
heights up to 30 km and flight Mach numbers up to 7. It implies combined turbo- and
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ramjet propulsion systems. For ramjet operation the subsonic combustion mode leads to
chamber pressures between 1.5 and 10.0 bars, as well as air inlet temperatures between
400 and 2000 K, depending on the flight Mach number /I/.

One turbo-/ramjet configuration is coaxially arranged. In this case, during the
ramjet operation mode, the airflow is bypassing the inactive turbojet through an
annular channel and then expands into the can-type combustion chamber. In order to
illustrate the overall behaviour of the flow, an example of a 2D-numerical simulation
of such a combustion chamber flow is shown in Fig. 1. The incoming flow is deflected
towards the symmetry axis by a system of flow guides in order to avoid an inacceptably
large wake region in which flow instabilities might occur and which, as numerical
studies have shown, would retard mixing. In order to promote hydrogen-air mixing,
hydrogen was assumed to be injected transversally from the guide vanes into the
deflected air flow. The flow simulation was performed with a FiL'ite Volume-Navier-
Stokes-Code for solving turbulent reacting flow fields /2/. The hydrogen fuel was
assumed to be injected through slots resulting in an axisymmetric flow field, and
combustion was modelled by assuming chemical equilibrium. The upper part of Fig. 1
shows the flow-field, whereas the lower one shows some radial profiles of unreacted
hydrogen. A major feature of the flow is the rather poor mixing of the hydrogen with
the air, which is partially due to the assumption of slot injection.

At low flight Mach numbers the need for flame holding arises. One way of flame
stabilization is to inject the fuel as discrete jets transversally into the air. In
this case the fuel jet with its wake flow serves as a flame holder, whereas at high
flight Mach numbers of the ramjet operation regime self-ignition occurs. Homogeneity
in the circumferential hydrogen distribution would be promoted by the use of many small
diameter hydrogen jets. On the other hand, homogeneity of the radial hydrogen distrib-
ution demands hydrogen jets with larger injection hole diameters. Moreover, flame
stabilization favours larger diameter hydrogen jets, too. Therefore, in this paper
aerodynamic and stabilization characteristics of burning jets injected transversally
into a subsonic airstream are addressed in a combined experimental and theoretical
study.

2. FLOWFIELD MODELLING

A fuel injection system might be formed by trinsverse jets arranged coaxially.
In order to reduce the air flow rate, just one fuel element was studied in a
rectangular windtunnel, Figs. 2 and 5. Fig.2 shows the principal arrangement. This
geometry corresponds to a row of jets at the wall of an annular inlet section of a
combustion chamber, if the side walls of the channel are substituted by cyclic
boundary conditions. This applies if:

- the chamber height H is small compared to the chamber diameter
- the jet interaction is small due to a high aspect ratio b/B and 1/B.

The influence of these two different conditions, fixed wall and cyclic boundary
conditions, was studied numerically.

The experimental results presented in this paper were obtained for different inlet
conditions of air and H2, as well as with H2-jet diameters of d = 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and
2.0 mm. Details of chosen parameters will be given later. Also a rectangular H2-jet
with a 0.5 x 1.7 mm H2-injection hole was investigated.

A Finite-Volume-Code was used for solving the stationary 3D-Navier-Stokes-eqns. in
primitive variables in a successive manner using the SIMPLE-pressure correction scheme
on a nonstaggered grid. A standard k-E-model /3/ was used and combustion was taken into
account by a one-step-reaction, in which the reaction rate was assumed to be turbulence
controlled and modelled by the Eddy-Break-Up-model /4/. It was not designed to account
for combustion stabilization. The numerical flow calculations performed use for conven-
ience rectangular H2-jets of 1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm and 1.0 x 3.4 mm. All calculations
were based on a 43 x 40 x 17 mesh.

The complexe nature of the deflecting H2-jet is illustrated in Fig. 3. View A-A
reveales a pair of vortices in the wake of the jet, which is crucial for flame
stabilization. As the jet is deflected, so do the vortices. Therefore, they can be
identified in the downstream crossection B-B again. At the end of the calculation
domain, 120 mm downstream of the jet center, the vortex pair still exists. The jet
penetrates deeply into the crossflow, thereby interacting with the upper wall.
Replacing the circumferential boundary condition of fixed walls by cyclic boundary
conditions proved to have but little effect on all calculations presented. It assures
that the results obtained for the channel geometry are indeed transferable to a row of
weakly interacting jets.

An impression of the time mean jet spreading is given in Fig. 4. Lines of constant
equivalence ratio D = 0.1 are shown in crossections downstream of the H2-inlet. A
characteristic kidney shape of the jet developes resulting from the deflected vortex
pair. The value of 0 = 0.1 was chosen, because it represents the lean burning limit of
a well-stirred H2-Air mixture.
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3. EXPERIMENTS

To simulate the airflow conditions with respect to pressure and temperature a
continously operating blow-down windtunnel was used, Fig. 5 /9/. Air is fed from a
pressure tank via a throttle valve into an electric air heater. in a nozzle down-
stream of a smoothing chamber the flow is accelerated before coming into the actual
test section. The test chamber, which has a square flow passage of 25 x 40 mm, was
manufactured from a forged block. The side walls are 25 mm thick quartz glass screens
with a usable area of 190 x 40 mm. By means of inserts with cooling capability, wall
temperatures can be adjusted up to 473 K, depending on the type of coolant. Mass flow
is controlled by a critical nozzle upstream of the air heater. With another critical
nozzle, upstream of the air cooler, the pressure level in the test chamber is main-
tained.

Gaseous hydrogen is injected through 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm diameter wall bounded
orifices. A specially adapted ignition and injection system was used. This system
consists of coaxial metal pipes separated by an electrical insulation of teflon,
forming the two poles for a high voltage driven spark which ignites the hydrogen
flowing through the inner pipe. The air flow deflects the cold hydrogen jet. The
electric spark ignites the mixture in the wake of the jet and the resulting flame on
its turn ignites the main hydrogen jet, which is located downstream. For igniting the
hydogen jet a static pressure of at least 4.0 bars was necessary.

With air pressures up to 20 bars, temperatures up to 800 K and air velocities
up to 120 m/s, it is possible to simulate conditions of the inital operation range
of the ramjet mode at moderate flight Mach numbers.

The image of the luminous flame is recorded by a normal TV camera stored on a
frame grabber in a PC and visualised at a connected monitor. The monitored grey-level
distribution of the light intensity in the shadowgraph allows to define colour ranges.

The structural behaviour of burning and cold jets can be studied by using
Schlieren flow visualization techniques. Because of the anticipated small refraction.
due to the change in density in and around the hydrogen jet, an optical set-up was
selected which allows an optimum utilization of the sensitivity of a Schlieren system.
The illumination was done by means of a nanosecond pulsed light source (nanolite) /10/.
If the camera, Fig. 6, is substituted by a Hycam high-speed camera and synchronized
with the nanolite, each film frame - independent of the image frequency - is only
exposed for 50 ns and hence the motion is frozen under the given assumptions. In this
way it is possible to photograph extremely fast motions and resolve them in their
micro-structure.

Fig. 7 shows two Schlieren images as an example of a cold (7a) and a burning
(7b) hydrogen jet. In both cases the parameters were the same as in the calculated
flowfield of Fig. 3. A review of all Schlieren images led to the following observat-
ions, more or less common to all cases studied :

- There exist sharp jet boundaries separating the jet flow from the flow of the
surrounding air as can be seen in Fig. 7.

- These jet boundaries appear more clearly on the Schlieren images of the
burning jets, due to the strong density gradients caused by combustion.

- A unique statement on the magnitude of the spreading of the burning jets
compared to the cold ones could not be given, because the inner jet boundary
could not be identified as clearly as the outer one. This was due to relative
wide dark areas at the inner jet boundary on the photographs caused by the less
steep, negative density gradients there. Additionally the images show structures
outside the focal plane (z = 0) of the Schlieren optics, which have, due to the
kidney shape of the developing jet, (see Fig. 4) an effect on the image of the
inner jet boundary.

- The burning and cold j.ts exhibit for all chosen flow parameters a micro-turbul-
ence structure consisting of small turbulent eddies of the same order of
magnitude 0(0.5 mm). In the case of the burning jets the jet boundaries exhibit
more regular and roundish structures than for the cold jet flows.

An impression of the dynamic behaviour of the turbulence structure is given in
Fig. 8, which shows three successive images taken from a burning hydrogen jet. The
motion of large coherent structures can clearly be observed. The tracing of the moving
stiuctures on succeeding images allows tie determination of the structure convective
velocity. Values above the air inlet ve rcity are to be expected. For Uair = 35 m/s
values of 40-70 m/s increasing with axial position were found.

Evaluation of a complete series of high speed images revealed that the local
macro-structure of the jet boundary began to form at the inlet of the jet and although
being distorted - survived up to the end of the channel, passing the observation
section in 1/300 -1/1000 sec.

4 RESULTS
4.1 JET TRAJECTORIES

Long time Schlierey. images represent the axial development of the time averaged

jet penetration. A dimensionless form of the penetration curve is

V = f (X
7f()
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where I is the momentum density ratio and d /I the momentum length scale. This
dimensionless form was already used by Brzustowski /il/ in an analytical investigation
and by Gollahalli et al. /12/ in an experimental investigation on diffusion flames in
crosswind.

Plotting the dimensionless penetration function using a double-logarithmic scaling
of the axes exhibits an approximately linear function. I, Fig. 9 the correlations
for burning hydrogen jets, using different pressure ratios and air inlet conditions
giveh in Tab. 1, were plotted for three different injection diameters d = 0.5 mm,
1.0 nic and 2.0 mm. An interesting feature of the plot is the approximately same slope
found for all three diameters. It corresponds to a power law:

Kd )021 (2)

where Kd is a constant depending on the diameter d. Fig. 9 exhibits a decrease of Kd
with increasing jet diameter. Investigating cold jet flow for the same jet diameters the
same tendency for Kd was found. This is in agreement with nonreacting jet penetration
correlations given by Holdeman et al. /13/ and - for the plane jet - by Kamotani and
Greber /14/. According to Holdeman /13/ the influence of the limited dimensions of the
channel crossection enters the penetration correlation by the H/d - and B/', - ratio,
resulting in the observed decrease of Kd with increasing d. This effect coula also be
observed in the present numerical calculations of two burning jets with different
rectangular injection areas (1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm and 1.0 x 3.4 mm).

Table 1 : Parameter values used in Fig. 9

d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 mm

PH2 11 7 11 31 21 bar

Pair 4 6 6 8.5 8.5 bar

Tair 271 271 271 279 279 K

Uair 34 42 40 61 63 m/s

d 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 mm

PH2 7 11 16 11 16 bar

Pair 6 6 6 8.5 8.5 bar

Tair 279 279 279 279 279 K

Uair 39 57 52 62 56 m/s

d 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 mm

PH2 8.6 9.5 10.25 11 12 13 14 bar

Pair 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 bar

Tair 279 283 282 282 282 282 282 K

Uair 56 52 50 48 48 45 39 m/s

Penetration trajectories for cold and burning jets of the same diameter d were
also compared. For the smallest diameter investigated, d = 0.5 mm, no systematic diff-
erences between data from cold and burning jets were recognizable within the scattering
of the data. For d = 1.0 mm a somewhat larger penetration of the burning
jet compared to the cold one was found. This effect could be seen more distinct in
case of d = 2.0 mm, where the burning jet shows a much larger penetration than the
cold jet, as demonstrated in Fig. 10. This figure is based on parameter variations
given in Tab. 2.

In addition to the experiment3 on jets issuing from three circular hydrogen
injection holes, a jet from a rectangular injection hole of 1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm was
investigated. It was found that the penetration was only little influenced by changing
the hole orientation. The slope of the dimensionless, double logarithmic plots of the
penetration curve turned out to be the same as in case of the three circular holes.
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The burning jets from the rectangular holes were observed to penetrate deeper than the
cold ones. This also applies to the jets from the circular holes. As an example Fig. 11
shows the penetration of a burning jet and its cold counterpart for the rectangular
1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm (i.e spanwise orientated, cf. Fig.2) injection hole. As a fictive
diameter d of the recangular hole, the diameter of a circular hole of same crossection-
al area was used. This resulted in a value of d = 1.04 mm used for non-dimensionalizat-
ion.

It has been observed that a burning free jet without crosswind shows a somewhat
smaller spreading rate compared to the corresponding cold jet /15/. Less spreading
should result in a deeper jet penetration as it was observed in the present investig-
ation.

Table 2 Parameter values for Fig. 10. upper part cold jet, lower part : burning jet

d 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 mm

PH2 6.24 7.05 7.9 8.6 9.5 10.25 11 12 13 14 bar

Pair 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 bar

Tair 279 279 279 279 283 282 282 282 282 282 K

Uair 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 68 68 68 m/s

d 2.0 2 .0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 mm

PH2 8.6 9.5 10.25 11 12 13 14 bar

Pair 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 bar

Tair 279 283 282 282 282 282 282 K

Uair 56 52 50 48 48 45 39 m/s

The experimental investigations were accompanied by numerical flow simulations.
Experimentally observed jet boundaries obtained from the Schlieren images correspond
to a narrow zone of high density gradients. It appeared reasonable to define the
radially outer trajectory of a line of constant equivalence ratio (P as the outer
calculated jet boundary. The steep gradients of the equivalence ratio at the outer jet
edge for the burning as well as for the cold jets cause only a modest sensitivity of
the calculated jet boundary on the choice of the 0-value traced. In this study a value
of 0 = 0.1 was used as it represents the flammability limit of a hydrogen - air mixture
/8/. A typical plot of calculated equivalence ratio isolines 0 = 0.1 in all x,y-planes
projected on each other can be seen in Fig. 12. The flow case is the same as used in
Fig.ll. The outermost contour of all projections of 0 - isolines was taken from Fig.
12, nondimensionalized and sketched in Fig. 11 together with the already discussed
penetration trajectories taken from the long time exposure Schlieren images. The same
was done for the cold jet with exactly the same parameters chosen. Considering Fig. 11
it can be seen that the calculated cold jet penetration curve exhibits the same slope
as found in the experimentally obtained penetration of the cold and burning jet.
However, the calculation shows somewhat higher values of penetration. For the burning
jet the different slope of the calculated penetration curve compared to the measured
data points reveales deficiencies of the numerical flow simulation which might be due
to the turbulence as well as the combustion model used. Especially the combustion model
is not adequate at the jet base, where it predicts a too fast heat release. Another
reason for the observed differences may be a grid dependence of the numerical solution,
resulting from the need for a finer grid in the vicinity of the jet base. This asV_ for
a zonal grid scheme.

4.2 FLAME EXTINCTION

Under suitable operating conditions a transverse jet acts as its own flameholder.
The wake region depends on the air flow Reynolds number, based on the jet diameter. For
the flow around a cylindrical body, combustion promotes the establishment of a well
defined steady vortex pair in the wake /16/. Such a counterrotating vortex pair whose
-otational axis shows the same orientation as the deflecting mean jet flow, can be
±centified in the flowfield shown in Fig. 3. The combustion products recirculate and
transfer heat into the cold fresh mixture, until ignition occurs. In this way flame
stabilization is established by the vortex pair.

The upper part of Fig. 13 represents a digitalized direct photograph of a jet
flame, manipulated to distinguish discrete zones of different brightness. It can be
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speculated that the high level of brightness visible as the left white spot in this
figure corresponds to the region of strong heat release in the wake of the jet. In the
lower part of Fig. 13 a separation between non-reacting cold hydrogen and fresh ignited
hydrogen is possible.

Before presenting experimental results parameters influencing flame stabilization
will be discussed. Following the hypotheses of /17/,/18/ flame blowoff is determined by
the ratio of the induction time Ti and a characteristic residence time TR of a gas
particle along its path in the wake of the jet. The burning jet is expected to reach
its blowoff limit if the residence time TR falls below the induction time Ti, that is:

TR < (3).
Ti

The induction time is determined by reaction kinetics and is a characteristic measure
of the time needed for the air-fuel mixture to react. Sousonov et. al /17/ give a
formulation for Ti for hydrogen air combustion, where Ti exhibits an inversely propor-
tional dependency on the pressure P, and an Arrhenius type dependency on the resulting
combustion temperature. An additional term expresses the influence of mixture equi-
valence ratio on Ti. For a crude estimation it is sufficient to keep in mind that Ti
increases if P or T decrease or the mixture composition moves away from stoichiometry

Ti = f (P , Y , I -1 1! (4).

Forming TR by a characteristic length Lo of the recirculation region and the free
stream air velocity Uair we get :

TR = La (5).Uair
As Lo is a measure for the extent of the wake it is expected to enlarge with jet
injection diameter d and the jet expansion angle. The jet expansion angle has a first
order one dimensional dependence on the jet pressure ratio PH2/P. We now get for the
stability relevant ratio (3) :

TR =f ( ,T, 1 d, P 2 ) (6) .
Ti ' U--air' d, -7 P

Flow parameter changes which increase TR/Ti are expected to stabilize the flame. From
relation (6) we therefore expect the following tendencies: Raising chamber pressure,
hydrogen pressure ratio, jet injection diameter or reducing air velocity have stabil-
izing effects on the flame. The combustion temperature T in the wake will principally
rise if the inlet temperatures of air or hydrogen rise, causing a stabilizing effect
according to (6).

In the present investigation the blowoff limits of the hydrogen flame were de-
termined by continuously diminishing the hydrogen pressure for constant hydrogen
Lemperature and constant chamber pressure. A decrease of the jet pressure ratio has a
destabilizing effect according to relation (6). This results in a flame blowoff if the
jet pressure ratio falls below a limiting value. This pressure ratio was chosen as the
dependent variable for the stability measurements. This means stability influencing
changes in the indepent parameters chosen were compensated by the needed change in the
observed limiting PH2/P-value to arrive at the blowoff limit.

Fig. 14 shows some results demonstrating the influence of air inlet conditions
Uair, Tair and Pair on stability for a circular hydrogen injection hole with diameter
d = 0.5 mm. The results confirm the tendencies expected from relation (6). Fig. 14
already exhibits the problem to find a suited entity reducing the many curves if
possible. Using the combination:

A : P ( TH2 + a Tair ) /d / Uair (7)

where "" denotes values registrated immediately before extinction of the flame. Here
"a" is a constant obtained from experiment to be a = 0.27 . As abscissa for the plots
"A" reduced the many different curves to approximately one functional dependency shown
in Fig. 15. It i6 hased on a curve fitting of measurements for parameter combinations
using the values of Tab. 3.

Table 3 : Parameter values used for Fig. 15, for constant hydrogen temperature of 290 K

d 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 mn

Tair 290 290 423 573 K

Pair 2-8 2-12 3-8 3-9 bar

Uair 30-90 30-80 40-90 55-95 m/s
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In addition to the experiments on blowoff limits of transverse jet flames with
circular injection holes, experiments on jet flames issuing from a rectangular inject-
ion hole (1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm of Fig.2), the larger dimension orientated spanwise,
were also performed. For the investigated flow parameter range of Tab. 4 the flame
could only be extinguished at very low values of the hydrogen pressure ratio : PH2/P
1. This low pressure ratio was found even for the lowest value of the argument A = 0.23
of relation (7), obtained from the investigated flow parameter combinations of Tab. 4.
Consequently this means a considerable improved stabilization of the rectangular jet
flames compared to the circular jet flames (cf. Fig. 14). The inserted value of the
diameter needed to calculate A was d = 1.04 mm belonging to a fictive circular inject-
ion hole with the same crossectional area as the used rectangular nole.

Table 4 : Operational values for the jet with rectangular injection crossection

Injection 1 x b = .5 x 1.7 mn

Tair 293 423 573 K

Pair 2-10 2-10 2-10 bar

Uair 40-90 50-110 65-125 m/s

5. CONCLUSIONS

Transverse jet flames are stabilized by recirculating hot combustion products in
their wakes at a wide range of conditions. The stabilization range for jet flames
issuing from a rectangular jet, with the main dimension orientated spanwise, appeared
to be remarkably larger than that for jet flames with circular injection holes.
In a first order approach the penetration trajectories of the outer jet boundary, which
is controlled by large coherent structures, characterize the mixture behaviour of the
observed jets.

Numerical calculations, showing details of the flowfield, are able to predict
fairly well jet penetration. Optical methods, like shadow- and Schlieren methods give
insight into the interactions of the injected gaseous hydrogen jet with its environ-
ment. Short time exposure Schlieren photography illustrates the structure of the jet,
high-speed Schlieren cinematography gives an impression of the jet structure dynamics.
By long time exposure Schlieren photography the penetration trajectories were
determined.
The penetration trajectories show

- the same functional dependency of the penetration on x/d and the momentum
density ratio I,

- a dependence on the diameter of the orifice,
- differences between non-burning and burning jets.

Extinction limits were analized experimentally and correlated.
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Fig. I Ramjet Combustion Chamber.
- upper part: Flowfield
- lower part: Profiles of Unburned Hydrogen Volume Fraction

IY H2

Fig. 2 Basic Channel Geometry.
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Fig. 5 Schematic Arrangement for the Supply with Compressed Air
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b)

Fig. 7 Schlieren Images of the Deflecting Jet.
a) Cold Jet Flow
b) Burning Jet Flow

to

to+2Mt

Fig. 8 Time Sequence of Schlieren Images s t =3/5000 sec.) of Deflecting Jet.
(Uair = 35 m/s, VH 2 =1190 rn/s, d =0.5 m)
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Fig. 11 Penetration Trajectories for the Rectangular
Injection Hole 1 x b = 0.5 x 1.7 mm.
- Experimental Data and Calculated Results
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Fig. 13 Burning Jets.
-upper part: Digitalized Direct Photography

NUair = 31 m/s, P = 6 bars, VH2 = 1150 m/s, 1 95, 1 x b =1.7 x 0.5)
-lower part: Schlieren Images

(Uair = 52 m/s, P = 8.5 bars, VH2 = 1200 m/s, I1 59, 1 x b =0.5 x 1.7)
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T air = 290 K

Tair = 573 K

10 p: bar

stable -J -4 --

burning 4 -v
- -1 49-7.7 5
p -477

5-'

-7- 

-7

1-. , I j I 5,* I I I' I

25 50 75 m/s 100
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Fig. 14 Extinction Limits.
- Influence of Air Inlet Conditions for the d = 0.5 mm Injection Hole.

100 Tair = 290 K d = 0.5 mm

1 T air 423 K d = 0.5 mm

-stable D Tair 573 K d =0.5mm
b burning V T air = 290K d=1.Omm

5

extinction cc

0 '

A

Fig. 15 Extinction Limits.

- Influence of the Combining Parameter

A = P ( TH2 + a Tair ) /d / Uair (a a 0.27)
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Discussion

HARLOFF
1) Have you compared static wall pressure measurements with predictions,

especially behind the jet?
2) Have you compared computed turbulence quantities with measured

quantities?
3) Please, comment on your perception of the grid adequacy.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) Although we measured wall pressures in the inlet flow, as well as

downstream of the injection point, we did not compare prediction with
measurement.

2) The measurement shown are just observations. They give an integral
picture. We did not made, until now, any field measurements. So consequently
we did not compared computed turbulence quantities with measured quantities.
We plan to make LDA field measurements which will enable us to make detailed
comparisons between calculated and measured quantities.

3) The calculations have been made on one orthogonal grid. Considering
the small jet dimensions compared to the channel dimensions, there must be a
grid dependance. We are working on a numerical scheme using two different
grids. One grid to resolve the jet and its wake, the other grid to resolve the
channel flow.

BILLIG
Can you go to higher crossflow velocities in either your experiments or

your analysis and if so do you have plans to go to supersonic cross flows?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We are investigating subsonic airflows. We are planning to go to inlet

flow Mach numbers around .65.

WEYER
What is the cross flow Mach number you investigated so far?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The example I showed was M = 0.25 but we investigated Mach numbers about

0.45. We must achieve higher Mach numbers.

WINTERFELD

COMMENT : It is interesting to note that if you use a cylindrical flow holder
for flow stabilisation you find the square root of the diameter of the
rod in the correlation for the stabilisation parameter.
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Summary

The interaction of numerous parameters affect excitation and development of

combustion instabilities, and determine the excited acoustic modes. There-

fore, to avoid combustion instabilities, it is essential to make out the

sources of disturbancies and to interrupt the feed back loop. The newly de-

veloped method of *Active Instability Control" (AIC) opens experimental op-

portunities for this kind of diagnostics, because after having stabilized

the oscillating system it starts to oscillate again if the AIC-system is ___ -

switched off. It takes about 300 msec until the oscillation is again fully

developed. During this transition period we are able to register the com-

bustion chamber pressure, the intensity of chemical reaction and the flame

contours time resolved by high-speed/-schlieren-cinematography. Experiments -

with a laboratory combustor showed, that during the onset of instability

various mechnisms of excitation can be observed. Further investigations - W
pointed out that although vortex shedding is an important driving force for

oscillations, it is not the origin for instability. '00

1. Introduction

The appearance of self-excited combustion oscillations in technical combustion chambers is always unde-

sirable as it can extinct the flame and can damage the mechanic structure in extreme situations /1, 2/.

In jet-flames, the oscillations frequently occur together with vortex shedding at the nozzle rim. The in-

teraction between pressure oscillations resulting from unstable combustion and vortex shedding has not yet

been fully investigated for enclosed jet flames. Literature references on this topic are not entirely con-

sistent. On one side, there are reports that vortex shedding is primarily dependent on flow velocity and

nozzle geometry /2, 3, 4/ . Other authors show a direct correspondence between combustion chamber acou-

stics and the frequency of vortex shedding /5/. Using experimental evidence on the transition from stable

to unstable combustion this paper shows which mechanism is primarily responsible for these phenomena.

2. Active Instability Control of Combustion Oscillations

The experiments described in the present paper make use of the method of "Active Instability Control"

(AIC) /6, 7, 8/. AIC is based on the principle of antinoise where an existing sound field is eliminated by

interference with an externally superimposed field.

This long known principle has been realized in re-

cent years, generating the control sound field by

very fast electronics. Fig. I illustrates 'he expe-
MIRPN rimental setup of the AIC system. A microphone in

REFERENCE SIGNAL the combustion chamber registers the pressure oscil-

;lations. The signal is filtered and preamplified.
00 HOLDER The conditioned signal then is phase shifted by a

Co required amount and drives a loudspeaker via a power
SFIER PREAMPLIFIER amplifier.

Provided the correct phase shift and amplification,

the interference between the generated sound field
AoPLIFIER EHIFTER and the existing field in the combustor leads to the
T m PlASSextinction of the pressure oscillations. The combus-

% R I tion chamber flow becomes stationary and the oscil-
PREMAS-D lations of the heat release and pressure decreases

LOUDSPEAKER to zero as it is observed in fig. 2. A laboratory

combustor (propane and air) is operated under osil-

latory conditions with a frequency of about 630 Hz

Fig. I: Flow diagram of the AIC-system and pressure amplitudes of 200 Pa (pp). The oscilla-

(Active Instability Control) tion of the heat release rate t is measured by the

intensity of the Oft-radical radiation /9/. The time

zero on the time scale marks the onset of the power input by the loudspeaker. The combustion pocess is

stabilized after 65 msec with only 50 dB of noise left. In contrast to the method of antinolse practi-
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cally no loudspeaker power is required to keep the A

combustion stable once the control has been achieved. HEAT RELEASE OSCILLATION Q
Sound pressure and acoustic velocity are diminished by l ,A , ,-..

interference, thus reducing the energy fluctuations ffVYVVVVY'V-

which are responsible for excitation of the acoustic PRESSURE OSCILLATION
oscillations. Only the remaining small stochastic per-
turbations have to be controlled by the AIC. In compa-
rison to this laboratory experiment the technical ap-
plications require a scale up by a factor of several
orders of magnitude. The largest combustion chamber so VOLTAGE INPUT BY AIC
far controlled by AIC had a thermal power output of
250 kW /6/. A damping effect if 23 dB was achieved.
Besides making technical use of AIC, this method is ----------
also suited to investigate what the mechanisms are 065 ms
which cause combustor instability. TIME FOR SUPPRESSION

2.2 AIC as a Method to Investigate the Mechanisms of OF OSCILLATIONS

Combustion Instabilities

If in the case of AIC stabilized combustion the loud- 'Fig. 2: Suppression of combustion oscillations by AIC
If i th cae o AI stbilied ombstin te lud-t>0: Alt-system acting

speaker is switched off, naturally the system will 
be

unstable again after a short time. Therefore we are in the position to study the onset of combustion
oscillations without disturbancy of the flow field from outside.

The development of combustion oscillations in a laboratory burner (Fig. 1) with a jet flame is shown in

Fig. 4. A nozzle with a diameter of 2.7 mm and an annular flame stabili-
027mm zation (Fig. 3) serves as flame holder. The gas (75 % CH4 + 25 % H2 ) and

air to the combustor are supplied premixed with a mixture ratio of
A=0.95 (airst/air). The length of the combustion chamber is 320 mm,

the mixing chamber is 145 mm long. The flow velocity near the nozzle

.. .. exit is approximately 26 m/sec.

We note from fig. 4 that after turning off the AIC a steady oscillation
with a frequency of 405 Hz is obtained in region one of fig. 4. The

pressure amplitude is 130 Pa (pp). The amplitude of the heat release
oscillation related to the steady state combustion rate (/a) amounts

* 32 %. After 160 msec a transition takes place to region two which re-
presents the fully developed oscillatory state without any further chan-

ges. While the frequency remains unchanged, pressure amplitudes increase
Fig. 3: Nozzle design to 230 Pa. The heat release amplitude has also become much larger

(%-68 %).
The reason for the increase in heat release and pressure oscillations from region one to region two is

easily found by measuring the phase shift between both oscillations. While the phase shift is Aw-20* in
region one, it becomes zero in region two. Therefor the driving force has become much stronger due to a

better fullfllment of the Rayleigh-criterion with an increase oft the oscillation amplitudes.
The transition from smaller (region

1) to larger (region 2) amplitudes 60 Q/ 1%
is reflected by the behaviour of the

flame which was recorded by a high

speed camera. Schlierenphotos 
of the 0

flame are presented in fig. 5 with

fig. 5a showing the stable flame.

Periodic changes in the flame length -60
which correspond to the oscillation
in region I of fig. 4 are observed 100 P (Pal
in fig. 5b. Fig. Sc reflects the

flame changes due to the state of 0

oscillation in region 2 of fig. 4.
The changes in flame length is a
measure for the heat release fluc- -100

tuation since the het release is a
function of the flame surface. A 0 100 200 300 (msI
closer inspection of fig. 5b and 5c STABLE AIC REGION 1 REGION 2

gives evidence that the transition COMBUSTION OFF &p.20- &O,0'

from region 1 to region 2 in fig. 4

goes along with a change in the Fig. 4: Transition from stable to unstable combustion

flame shape. In addition to the pul-

sating flame in fig. 5b we note an overlapping with vorticies in 5c leading to larger amplitudes of energy

and pressure oscillations. Now vortex shedding has become the dominant feature in sustaining the oscilla-

tions at the same frequency.
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a) Stable combustion

-180" -144" -108 -72" -36" 0. 36 72" 108" 144" 180"

b) Flame oscillations immediately after AIC cut off - no vorticies

-14"4 108" -72" -36* 0. 36 72" 108" 144" 180* 216

c) Fully developed oscillation with vorticies

Fig. 5: Schlieren-photos of flame for one cycle; 0": Maximum Heat Release

RESONATOR
Therefore vortex shedding in jets without and with com- RSNT

bustion will be considered somewhat more closely in the

next section. MICROPHONE

3.1 Vortex Shedding in Jets without combustion NZL

The previous experiments and also the work of other au-
thors /2, 3, 5, 10/ suggest that vortex shedding is an
important mechanism to cause heat release fluctuations FILLED WITH SOUND
and thereby to sustain pressure oscillations if Ray- ABSORBING MATERIAL
leigh's criterion is fulfilled. Wether it is fulfilled
or not will certainly depend on the vortex shedding fre-

quency which depends on the flow pattern of the jet.
While the situation is quite well known for free jets,

there is still a discussion on the interaction between
the vortex shedding and the acoustic conditions if the
jet is confined by a combustion chamber. We have ther-
fore performed a number of experiments for free and en- A) FREE JET B) ENCLOSED JET
closed jets with and without superposed combustion
processes. Fig. 6: Vortex shedding in free and enclosed jets
The vortex shedding of a C02-jet in air was investigated experimental setup
with the experimental setup of fig. 6a. The jet flow nozzle diameters 2.7, 3.0, 3.5 mm
came out of a sharp edged nozzle and was visualized by
SchlIeren-photography. A Schlierenphoto is displayed in
fig. 7 for a nozzle exit velocity of 6.4 ms- and for a
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nozzle diameter of 5 m. In agreement with other

authors /11, 12/ a linear realtionship is obtained if
the vortex shedding frequency is plotted versus flow

rate. The Strouhal number is Sr - f.D/u = 1.22.
The free jet was exposed also to sound waves of a loud-

speaker which emitted frequencies of 100, 400 and 700
Hz. It is evident from fig. 8 that the vortex formation
adjusts itself to the frequencies imposed from outside.
Therfore it is no surprise that vortex shedding from

jets in combustion chambers is strongly influenced by
the eigenfrequency of the system. Fig. 9 serves at an
example. It exhibits Schlierenphotos of an enclosed cold

jet with a vortex frequency of 600 Hz corresponding to
the eigenfrequency of the combustion tube. A variation
of the resonator length changes eigen- and vortex shed- 5- S MM IMICROPHONE
ding frequencies as plotted in fig. 9. We therefore con- RE- 4000
clude that the rate of vortex formation is strongly U - 6.4 0 SEC

coupled with the eigenfrequency of the tube and provides

a mechanism for a still stronger coupling between heat Fig. 7: Schlierenphoto of a C02 -jet in air

and pressure oscillations.

EXCITING FREQUENCY
Hz 400Hz 700 Hz 100 Hz 400Hz

D3,5mm; 5=4,6 m/sec 0=2,7mm, i=5,9 m/sec
Fig. 8: Vortex shedding in a free jet influenced by acoustic excitation from below

RESONAIOR WALL f [Hz
600 ESTIMA ED

,E IGENFREQUENCY

400

200

0
100 20O 300 1mm]

AIR CHAMBER LENGTH

0 - 5 MM

U - S MISEC Fig. 10: Comparison of vortex shedding frequency

LENGTH OF RESONATOR 0.15 M with resonant frequency after f-c/4.(L + Lcrr)
o nozzle diam. 3.0 m + nozzle diam. 3.5 mm

Fig. 9: Schlierenphoto of vortex shedding

for an enclosed jet
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3.2 Vortex Shedding in Jet Flames and Combustion Instabilities

Similar experiments as in section 3.1 were performed with jet flames. While the vortex shedding of free
jets was easily influenced by superimposed sound waves, it was found in the presence of flames that the
combustion process exerts a strong stabilizing effect on the free jet flow due to the increased viscosity
of the hot gas. No vortex shedding was observed even if the amplitudes of the superimposed sound waves
were increased by an factor of 100 which was the limit for our Ppparatus.
Due to the stabilizing effect
of the flame on the vortex for- Q/Q
mation, we were able to observe 60
two different types of combus-
tion oscillation after the
AIC-system was switched off. 0
The first type of oscillation
is the type as figured out in -60
fig. 4 with two distinct re-
gions. Region 1, which corres-
ponds to the Schlierenphotos of 100 P
fig. 5b, is initiated by the
interaction between sound velo- 0
city and the flame. Obviously
the pressure amplitudes of the
initial oscillations are large -100
enough to initiate vortex shed- , , 7
ding, thereby increasing heat 0 100 200 300 [ms]
and pressure amplitudes leading STABLE AIC REGION 1
to the powerful self sustained COMBUSTION OFF AP- 20
oscillation in region 2 of
fig. 4. The oscillations pre- Fig. 11: Transition from stable to unstable combustion with acoustic
sented in fig. 11 were measured damping
in the same combustion chamber,
which was damped acoustically
by a 10 mm hole in a position 150 mm away from the flame holder. As expected, the amplitudes of heat and
pressure oscillations are smaller than in fig. 4 are not sufficiently large to generate vorticies. The
flame therefore remains in the state of region 1.
f[1Hz] Finally the combustion frequenciesf H]were compared with the estimated ei-

800 Xgenfrequencies of the combustion
ESTIMATED COMBUSTION system for different chamber lengths.CHAMBER FREQUENCY Fig. 12 gives evidence that the mea-sured combustion oscillation frequen-

600 cies follow the calculated eigenfre-
quencies.

400 4. Conclusions

The appliction of AIC has shown
clearly for the system under conside-

200- ration that the initial oscillations
originated by the interaction between
acoustic velocity and flame. Vortex
shedding took over as the dominating

0 mechanism after about 150 ms when the

0 200 400 500 pressure amplitudes were large enough
CHAMBER LENGTH [mm] ----at.- to generate vorticies. Similar in-

Fig. 12: Comparison of measured combustion oscillation vestigations for other systems and

frequencies with resonant frequencies after geometries are in progress.

f-c/4 (L+Lc,,,)
o nozzle diam. 3.0 m + nozzle diam. 3.5 m
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Discussion
LIEBERHERR

1) Has the wave shape of the pressure traces in region 1 and 2 been
analyzed? As a rough guess the traces in region 1 might be sinusoidal,
indicating a linear coupling, and in region 2 they might be deformed,
indicating non linearities as vortex phenomena can be.

2) Has the estimated eigenfrequency of the chamber been calculated by
solving the wave equation with varying sound velocity or has an average sound
velocity been assumed?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) Yes, the waveforms of region 1 and region 2 have been analyzed. The

waveshape of region 1 is quite sinusoidal, while the waveshape in region 2
shows a slight deformation to a non linear form. I agree with you that at
higher amplitudes non linearities play an important role.

2) The acoustic eigenfrequency of the chamber has only been estimated by
the average sound velocity.

HOURMOUZIADIS
The oscillations in the combustion chambre and in the jet are usually

coupled with the stability characteristics of the jet flow. Have you observed
that with combustion higher amplitudes were necessary to initiate
oscillations? Did you investigate cold and hot jets?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
We made, as shown, investigations on cold jet and we found that

combustion stabilises the flow pattern, but if there is vortex shedding in the
flame you get a large amplification of the pressure oscillations.

WINTERFELD
In a real combustor we have a mixture of longitudinal transverse and

radial frequencies. Is this AIC system also applicable to the damping of the
different oscillations?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
You should use different loudspeakers or modulate the injection flow of

the spray at several points in the combustor. We have not tried this yet.
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SUMMlARY
This paper will present a disciplined analytical method that describes the different

engine operating modes and internal flow structures in dual mode ram-scramjet combustors.
Solutions for physical systems are dependent on empirical data bases from unit process
experiments which include shock trains, jet penetration and mixing. A synopsis of an
experimental data base will be presented and the method by which it is embodied in the
analytical models will be discussed. The models will then be applied to develop design
procedures for combustor-inlet isolators, discrete hole injectors, controlled shear layer
mixing and will establish the efficacy of sudden expansion steps for anchoring shock trains.

INTRODUCTION
The preferred engine cycles for applications that require efficient propulsion power

over the range of flight Mach numbers of 3 to 8 are the dual mode ram-scramjet (DMR) and the
dual combustor ramjet (DCR) (Refs. 1-3). The techniques discussed herein are applicable to
either of these two types of engines and in many aspects to other engine cycles and/or a
broader range of flight speeds. In both the DMR and DCR the structure of the internal flow
changes dramatically over the range of operating conditions. At high ER and/or low Mach
numbers the flow is dominated by strong internal shocks and a large internal area ratio must
be provided to accommodate the heat release. At low ER and/or high Mach number the internal
shock structure is weak and optimum cycle performance is obtained in a near constant area-
heat addition process. These significantly different operating characteristics introduce
difficult design challenges. When strong shock structures are present combustor-inlet
interactions must be controlled to prevent inlet unstart. Modulating the effective area
ratio of the heat addition process requires tailoring and controlling the injection and
mixing processes to avoid or minimize the need for variable geometry.

As contrasted to scramjets operating at very high flight speeds, i.e. above about Mach
12, the axial momentum of the fuel is an insignificant contribution to the engine thrust.
Moreover, strong disturbances of the main flow that are created by cross stream injection
of the fuel can be tolerated. Thus the benefits of increased fuel penetration and enhanced
mixing generally dictate injection from discrete holes transverse to the air stream. The
number of grid points needed for a CFD solution capable of resolving the details of
underexpanded wall jets interacting with a viscous, shock dominated duct flow is of the
order of 106. Moreover, when existing turbulence models are applied to this class of flows,
the results are suspect. Consequently, alternative methods for design of injector-
combustors and the analyses of the flowfields are currently needed.

APPROACN
The inlet-combustor design methodology is schematically depicted in Figure 1. It

begins with parametric sensitivity analysis wherein a broad range of engine geometries,
engine cycles, flight trajectories, etc. are examined to determine some insight into which
general classes of conceptual engine designs are candidates for meeting specified mission
requirements. From the candidates, preliminary conceptual designs of the vehicle and the
engine flow path are selected. For these flow paths an engine cycle analysis, RJPA (Ref.
4) is used to provide the sensitivity of engine performance to all of the parameters that
can be considered as design variables in the injector, inlet-combustor isolator and the
combustor. A corresponding activity, not covered herein, is the design, testing and
flowfield analysis of the inlet which provides the inlet variables for RJPA. Fundamental
to the utility of this design approach are a number of carefully conducted basic process
experiments to provide an empirical data base for four models. These are: jet penetration,
mixing, heat transfer/shear and inlet/combustor interaction. Experiments are currently
underway that apparently will lead to revisions in the mixing models previously used. A
subsequent paper will discuss these revisions and the subject will be treated only
superficially herein. The models together with RJPA are used to guide the internal engine
flow path. With the internal engine lines established, a simplified finite difference
technique is used to analyze the flow. The development of the code is covered in Ref. 5.
Techniques for testing the combustor in the free jet (FJ) semi-freejet (SFJ), direct-connect
(DC) and semi-direct-connect (SDC) modes are presented in Ref. 6. Finally, the test results
and flowfield analysis provide the perforrance and operating characteristics of the engine,
revised design guidelines to repeat the process, if needed, and a calibration and/or
validation of the design and assessment codes.

ANALYSIS OP TE FLOWFILD
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the entire flowfield in a dual mode ramjet-

scramjet engine. The pressure increases from the free stream, P0 to P1 across the forebody
shock and to P3 on the external compression surface. The cowl reflected waves raise the
pressure to P4 at the entrance to the isolator; shocks in the isolator increase the pressure
to P,. Generally, the pressure at the combustor exit Ps is lower than P.. and expansion in
the exhaust nozzle further reduces the pressure to P6.

The model used to describe the details of the processes taking place in the internal
duct is shown in Figure 3. The sketch is typical of the DMR configuration. Gaseous fuel
is injected at either sonic or supersonic conditions at angle a into a supersonic air
stream. Design techniques for liquid fueled combustors are similar but are treated
elsewhere (see eg. Ref. 7). The blockage due to the combined effects of the injection and
heat release generates a "shock train" disturbance that, in general, originates upstream of
the fuel injector ports and extends into the combustor. At moderate combustor inlet Mach
numbers M,, i.e., 1.5 to 4 and typical fuel-air equivalence ratios, i.e., 0.5 to 1.0, the
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pressure rise associated with the shock train is of sufficient strength to separate the
incoming boundary layer. In the well-designed engine, an isolator is placed between the
combustor and the air inlet to prevent the combustion-induced disturbances from disrupting
the flow in the inlet. The length of the shock train is defined as the length of the
corresponding s-shaped pressure rise and is given as St. The distance that the shock train
extends into the combustor is Sd. Empirical relationships for St and S. obtained from
correlations of experimental data will be presented later. As flight speed increases, M4
correspondingly increases and the strength of the pressure rise in the shock train reaches
a maximum and then decreases. Thus, the separated zone may not be present at high MO.

Downstream of the shock train, mixing and combustion are intensive, with large radial,
axial and, perhaps, circumferential gradients in flow properties and chemical composition.
This region extends from station s to station e and is labeled "2 or 3D mixing and
combustion zone." Further downstream, the mixing and combustion is less intense, and the
gradients are considerably weaker. This region extends from station e to station 5 and is
labeled "1D approach zone." In the integral models, the flow in this region is approximated
by one-dimensional mean flow properties at each axial station. For finite difference
solutions either the complete set of the Reynolds' averaged Navier Stokes equations are
solved or simplifying assumptions are made. For the simplified model that will be
discussed, circumferential symmetry is assumed, and, therefore, regions s to e and e to 5
are indistinguishable. Radial gradients in flow properties and composition are typical but,
in general, the gradients decrease as the combustor exit is approached. The control
boundary which forms the basis for the integral models comprises the plane at section 4
upstream of the shock train, the throat of the injector, the injector and combustor walls,
and the combustor exit plane at station 5. Flow properties on the end planes need not be
constant, but to simplify the discussion that follows, representative mean values of p. u,
p, h and T are taken at stations 4 and 5 together with the respective geometric duct areas.
For more rigorous analyses when gradients are present, mass averaged values are used in
conjunction with a suitably defined area that simultaneously satisfies continuity, energy
and mass-averaged total pressure.

To enhance understanding, the initial discussion will be simplified to the case of 7
= 1.4, uniform flow at defined flow stations, zero wall shear and heat transfer, and no
consideration of fuel mass and momentum. Later these constraints will be relaxed but with
the expense of requiring a high speed computer to obtain solutions. Conditions ahead of the
precombustion shock are denoted by 4, downstream of the shock by s and at the combustor exit
by 5. In this simplified model the wall static pressure distribution is given by

A E- s E- -

PA - constant - P4A4  - P5 A5  (1)
4

thus the wall force can be obtained from

5 P
PdA- (1-) [ P5A5 - p PA 4 ] (2)

In the subsequent discussion, a revised expression for the wall force will be
introduced which accounts for the "s" shaped distribution that is schematically shown in
Fig. 2.

Momentum ation 2 2

P5A5 It+ -YM 52 - P4A4 [ (4+74 (- 3

Combining continuity & definition of sound speed

P4M4A4 /T4 1 - P5M5A5/T5i (4)

Combining (4) and (1)

T ( 12:: (M)2 f (M4 4:Y1;
T 2 4;4 4I

T T tM 5 I2 +' (1-1) 41 2 )
t T T [ 2+(v 11: + YM4)

t t 4 - 2 + (-1-) 2 e _ F-IM 5 2 6

- + E7M 5 (7)P4

A -[PJ C [ (1 + 42) (1-f) 1+YM 2) + (e-1) (8)
A s] 2
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Pt Pt /P I+ 14)- (1-e) S! 521 -1[2(-1)M2

P - P 4 -t/ 2 1P4  _2+Qvl)- (9)
t Pt/4  '+ 145 [j )M

Equations (5)-(9) give, respectively T5/T 4, Tts/TtA, PS/P,, AS/A4 and Pts/Pt, for specified
values of e and M5. However, e and M5 are not independent and, in general, e - f(MS) is not
known a priori. Consequently, the solution is iterative and the computational effort is
dependent on the choice of the iteration variable and the particular combination of the
basic equations.

A constraint on the range of M5 values that result in allowable solutions is the
"entropy limit." This limit arises when the heat addition is sufficient to thermally
"choke" the flow. For heat release in a constant area, frictionless process (i.e. a
Rayleigh line) the entropy limit occurs at M5 = 1. For other situations, e.g. converging
or diverging flows, with or without friction there can be a singularity in the solutions to
the conservation equations that, in general, occurs at M5 0 1 (see e.g. Ref. 8). In the
completely general case, analytical derivations have been obtained (Ref. 9) but they are so
complex that they offer no advantage over direct numerical methods. However, when the
process is constrained to e = c in the region of station 5, simple explicit relationships
(Ref. 10) between e and M. hold, viz

- /,(YM2;R - ;1O
- 7M3'/1e-)

2  M 1 7/[f7y( 1 -)J (10)

The subsequent discussion will show that the solutions for a shock pressure ratio
corresponding to that required to separate the incoming boundary layer will be of special
interest. Additional modeling must be introduced to specify this value of PS/P.- For
turbulent boundary layers the very simple relationship M.Sp 2 = 0.58M.2 yields P..,/P, values
that correlate a wide range of data as shown in Fig. 4. For planar flows the value of P,.P 4
is obtained from an iterative solution of the oblique shock equation for the shock angle,

2 (+1) M4 in- 2sin20-1] [YM2sin20+l

- 0. 584 _2(M.) sep - [1142sn2a _ (_f_)] [QvY~ M42 sin 2 +2j 11

then
2 2

[P./P4se - 2'7Mz sin a - (-Y-1)/('Y+l) (12)

Results for a particular set of initial conditions, M4, = 2.5 and y = 1.4, for a
combustor having an area ratio of 3 are shown in Figure 5. The pressure-area distributions
for several TtS/Tt4 values are given for selected values of the pressure ratio across the
shock in the combustor inlet. For clarity, only four sets of curves are shown: for no
shock, for an oblique shock with P./P 4 = 2.375 = (P,/P 4)..p, for an oblique shock inlet with
(P./P 4) = 5, and for an oblique shock with P./P. = 7.125.

Each set of solutions is bounded above by the stagnation temperature ratio that results
in a sonic exit limit, M5 = 1. The lower bound corresponds to an entropy limit which, in
effect, means the solutions from the c = constant family having the same P/P, but a lower
Tts/Tt, would violate the slope constraint from equ. (10). These two constraints result in
ranges of possible Tt5/Tt. that increase with increasing P./P 4. For any total temperature
ratio between approximately 1.0 and the maximum possible value corresponding to a normal
shock with M, = 1, there are an infinite number of possible solutions that lie within the
prescribed P./P 4 bounds. However, it is argued that when sufficient isolator length is
provided to confine a shock train having a static pressure rise equal to P./P 4, the preferred
solution for the corresponding Tt5/Tt. will be the entropy limit solution. Furthermore, when
Tts/Tt4 exceeds the value corresponding to (P./P)Ns, the downstream slope constraint is
relaxed and solutions may exist as long as M, 2 1. If an isolator is not provided, then
the precombustion shock strength cannot exceed (P/P,)..p which for M. - 2.5, (P/P4)..p = 2.375
occurs at TtS/Tt4 = 1.406 for As/A. = 3, R5 = 2.543 and Z = 2.524. Higher TtS/T.4 values would
require different initial conditions (generally a lower M) which may or may not be available
in a physical apparatus. The solid curve for Tt./Tt. = 1.016 with the origin at PS/P = 1 is
the wall pressure distribution meeting the constraint of equ. (10) i.e. 1 = 2.923 but not
constrained to be one-dimensional between stations 4 and 5. The dashed curve is the
pressure distribution for a one-dimensional isentropic expansion. The near superposition
of the two curves, coupled with the fact that Tt5/Tt, = 0, lends additional credibility to
the argument that the c - c model yields results that closely approximate physically
observed flows.

Further discussion of the experimentally observed wall pressure distributions must
await the introduction of wall shear and the modeling of a shock train in a flow having
gradual rise in pressure as contrasted to the shear-free-step-increase in P5/P. used so far.
These refinements will be included in the next section. Other general features of the flow
processes, however, can be presented without introducing these complexities.

A rather abrupt increase in shock train pressure rise in low area ratio combustors with
small increases in total temperature is depicted in Figure 6. Curves of P./P, as f(Tt,/Tt)
for entropy limit solutions are shown for selected values of A5/A4. For a combustor with
As/A, = 1.1 and M. = 2.5, increasing TtS/T., from 1.432 to 1.542, a mere 7.7%, doubles PS/PA
from 3.56 to 7.125. On the other hand, for large area ratio combustors, e.g. AS/A 4 = 4, the
shock pressure rise varies about linearly with TtS/Tt,

Figure 7 shows the effect of combustor area ratio on the total pressure recovery in the
heat-addition process. Curves for selected values of TtVTt, between 1.1-3.0 are shown.
Points above the dashed line correspond to entropy-limit solutions and those below the
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dashed line are for shock trains with normal shock pressure ratios. Solutions are shown for
Ms values between 1-2.5. Entropy-limit solutions exist for R5 > 2.5, but they are not
included. Whereas larger values of As/A 4 can accommodate higher heat-release rates, there
is an associated loss in total pressure recovery.

It is convenient to introduce an additional reference state to examine some flow
structures wherein the flow areas at stations 4 and 5 are not known a priori. Here station
4 is specified as lying on a known isentrope, i.e. S, is defined. The reference state r is
the sonic point lying on that isentrope, i.e. S4 = Sr and Mr = 1. Flow station r may or may
not exist in a physical system. Solutions are generated for various values of As/Ar wherein
M4 is treated as an independent variable with conditions corresponding to the isentropic
relationship

A direct-connect combustor test apparatus is a convenient and pertinent physical system
to frame the discussion. Figure 8 is a schematic illustration of plausible flow structures
in a direct-connect combustor. The previous discussion covered the flowfield shown in case
a, wherein the pre-combustion shock is stabilized in an isolator and conditions at station
4 are known a priori. Case b) is for the case where the heat release occurs downstream and
the precombustion shock can be stabilized in the diverging area. Case c) corresponds to
high TtS/Tt4 and corresponding P./P, values that cannot be accommodated by the isolator. Case
d) is a combustor tailored to heat release schedules such that an isolator is not required.
In general, the conditions at 4 for cases b, c and d correspond to P,/P, = (P./P) . .p Z3 given
by equs. (11) and (12). However, as shown in Figure 9, the absence of an isolator severely
restricts the allowable operating range of ER values.

In Figure 9 the combustor total temperature ratio TtS/Tt, is shown as a function of
combustor entrance Mach number M4 for A,/A. values of 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12. Three families
of solutions are shown: 1) shock separated entropy limit solutions which correspond to the
limiting TtTt4 for cases b, c and d in Fig. 8; 2) normal shock entropy limit solutions
which correspond to the limiting Tts/Tt, for case a in Figures 8 and 3) normal shock solutions
with M, = 1, which corresponds to the maximum Tt5/T,4. The M5 = 1 solutions would not occur
in direct-connect combustors with these initial conditions, but serve as a useful reference
point for engines having an inlet-combustor isolator designed to operate with strong shocks
and high back pressures. The curves are general in the sense that limiting Tt5/Tt, values
can be obtained either for a prescribed M4 and different A5 by examining different As/Ar or
A./A, lines, or for a prescribed As by examining different M4 on a given A5/Ar curve.

To fully appreciate the large impact of the isolator on the maximum Tt./Tt4 it is
necessary to reintroduce some simple modeling to estimate M4 = f((M0) and Tt5/Tt4 = f(ER, Tte)
recognizing the approximate nature of the 7 = 1.4 and the other simplifying assumptions.

The total temperature ratio is assumed to vary with ER as

T5/Tt4 + ER[[4500/Tt) 4.0.3]1 (14)

and for an inlet with a moderate overall area contraction
M4 /O -0.5 - 0.01 (H0 - 3) (15)

where T, = Tt0 = T0 (I + (-y-) M02/2] and Me is the corresponding flight Mach number. Table
1 lists values of Tt5/Tt4 and M4 over the region where shocks in combustors are of importance
in dual mode engine designs.

TABLE 1 - TYPICAL COMBUSTOR INLET CONDITIONS FOR y - 1.4 ANALYSES

MO M 4 Tt5 Tt4  
M
0  M4 Tt5 Tt4  M0  M4 Tt5 Tt4

ER=l ER=0.5 ER=l ER=0.5 ER=l ER=0.5

3 1.50 4.72 2.96 5 2.40 2.58 1.79 7 3.22 1.74 1.37
4 1.96 3.38 2.19 6 2.82 2.07 1.54 8 3.60 1.52 1.26

A cursory look at Figure 9 and Table 1 will show that for ER = 1, TtS/Tt, values exceed
those for shock separations for all M, = f(MO). Even at ER = 0.5, M0 must be greater than
6 to obtain entropy limit solutions that do not exceed shock pressure rises for attached
flows.

Since Figures 5 to 7 were for M4 = 2.5 it is convenient to use this M. as the reference
point for discussing shock structures in direct-connect apparatus. For M4 = 2.5, equ. 15
gives M0 = 5.234, equ. 14 gives TtL/Tt4 = 2.436 at ER = 1.0, A,/A = 2.443, (P,/Pi)NS = 7.125
and (P,/P 4 ),., = 2.375. Table 2 lists data pertinent to several modes of operation of direct-
connect combustors. The As/A, values are the combustor area ratios for 14, = 2.5 at the listed
As/Ar values that are plotted in Figure 9 plus that for As/Ar = 6.674 which corresponds to
ER = 1, ? = c and P,/P, = (P./P ,),s = 7.125. For P./P 4 = (P./P .),, and c = ?, ER varies from
0.226 to 0.314, thus for ERs lower than, or equal to, these values oblique shocks could be
stabilized at M, whether or not-there was an isolator provided. Here it is presumed that
fuel injection is controlled such that heat is added in such a manner that combustion is
completed at the prescribed As. An alternative method for ER values less than e = I would
be to stage combustion, moving injection downstream, so as not to exceed the values for
(P,/P,), as shown in the lower set of curves in Figure 9. For direct-connect testing
without an isolator (Figure 8d) small increases in ER would be obtained by letting the
precombustion shock move upstream into the air supply nozzle. The limit would occur with
the shock near the throat, which would permit ER - 0.334 at Tts/Tt, = 1.48 for A6/Ar = 4 and
ER = 0.501 at Tt./T , - 1.72 for A./A, = 12.
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TABLE 2
LIMITING EQUIVALENCE RATIOS IN COMBUSTORB WITH M4 = 2.5, y = 1.4

4 18Sp - 2.375; c-1 NORMAL SHOCK M5 < H5

A5 A5  Tt5 Tt5 FT P

A1  A4  M 5 ER T5-- T4 T t 4 5T t 4T R T  P 4 5
4 5

4 1.637 0.226 1.325 0.649 1.932 7.125 1.386 0.724 2.039 7.125 1.0
6 2.456 0.260 1.374 2.320 0.932 2.339 7.125 1.689 1.0 2.436 7.125 1.608
6.674 2.731 0.269 1.387 2.398 1.000 2.436 7.125 1.754
8 3.275 0.284 1.408 2.551 1.000 2.436 6.470 1.917

10 4.093 0.301 1.432 2.728 1.000 2.436 5.923 2.109
12 4.911 0.314 1.451 2.871 1.000 2.436 5.596 2.261

The large gain in operating range that occurs with the use of an isolator is shown in
the listings for e = 1 with P,/P 4 S (P,/P)w.s.. For AS/Ar < 6.674 the maximum ER is still <
1 and for A,/A. > 6.674 ER = 1 and P./P 4 < (P/PJ),.s.- In fact, somewhat larger ER values
would be realizable in the direct-connect apparatus with an isolator because the origin of
the shock train would recede into the air supply nozzle and most of the shock train pressure
rise would still occur in the isolator as shown in Figure Sc. The maximum TtS/Tt4 values
would be the peaks in the AS/A. curves shown in Figure 9, Tt5/Tt, = 2.372, ER = 0.955 in the
As/Ar = 6 case and TS/T,. = 2.050, ER = 0.731 in the AS/A. = 4 case. The corresponding

locations for the shock would be at M4 = 2.273 and 2.089, respectively. Note that if the
example chosen for examination had been for a lower M4, e.g. < 2, the peaks in the AS/A.
curves for the normal shock solutions would occur at higher M. so the structures shown in
Figure 8c would not be observed in direct-connect testing. In an engine having an inlet
capable of withstanding higher back pressure, ER = 1 would be attained at the AS/A. = 6 with
a normal shock in the isolator with M5 = 1.608. For AS/A = 4, the maximum ER is 0.724,
TtS/Tt4 = 2.039 with M, = 1 as shown in the last column of Table 2.

Whereas, the simplification realized by modeling the precombustion shock as a step rise
in pressure was convenient in the introductory discussion, a more realistic pressure
distribution is needed to proceed with a description of the flow with finite boundary
layers. Since it will be necessary to modify the momentum egu. (3) it is also a convenient
place to include shear, wall heat loss and the mass and momentum of the "injectant." The
resulting equations are still not too cumbersome if the -y = constant limitation is retained.

The mass of the injectant and the wall heat loss can be included, simply by adding (1
+ f) and AQ terms to the combined mass, energy and state equation, i.e.

P 5A 5 4  ~~/2 r2+ '-M421/

(1+f) j-2 y)M 2 /2(16)
P4 A4 M5 TS-AJ' + (IM5

where f - mass flow of the injectant/mass flow of the propellant stream. In discussions
wherein this method is used to analyze low speed ejector ramjets, the bypass ratio replaces
f, the principal stream becomes the injector with conditions at the discharge plane being
station 4, and the captured air stream replaces the fuel; AQ is usually referenced to T,4,
i.e. AQ/Tt4 is modeled to retain simplicity.

Fuel momentum, shear and the pressure distributions in the shock train and in the
remainder of the 2 or 3D mixing and combustion zone (see Figure 3) are introduced in a
modified form of the momentum equ. (3) i.e.

(P + P ( Cf M4 2

KPAd- A4) + K
1  

J (e" Ad) + (-) (P5A5 -PsAe) - 2 P4AW

-P5 A [i( + YH5 2) - P4 A4 (1 + 'K4 2) _ PfAf (1 + _yMf2 cos ~](17)

where

Adis the duct cross sectional area at the end of the shock train
A.is the duct cross sectional area at the beginning of the 1D approach zone
K is obtained from empirical relationships which account for the "s" shaped shock train
pressure distribution, i.e. K = JdpdA/P.(Ad-A4 ). Since these modifications to the
modeling permit the handling of sudden expansion at station 4, i.e. step geometries,
it is also possible to include flow situations wherein P. < P,. This will occur at low
ER values with relatively large step area increases. In these cases K can be obtained
by either analytical or empirical methods

K1accounts for a nonlinear pressure-area distribution in the 2-3D mixing and combustion
zone. It, too, can be obtained by analytical or empirical methods. Note that there
are combustor geometries that have constant area sections following a step that is
sufficiently long to contain the beginning of the ID approach zone at station e. For
theue cases A, - Ad and equ. 17 is simplified. However, P., in general, is not equal
to P,.

An interesting special class of solutions are those that have shock trains with pressure
rises loes than that corresponding to a normal shock, significant heat release in the
constant area section and continuing heat release to station 5. Entropy limit solutions
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in this region are quite sensitive to minor changes in heat release rates. Thus,
considerable latitude exists in the interpretation of existing experimental results.
Nonetheless, it is presumed that the simple formulation K2 = Pd/P. will prove to be
acceptable from forthcoming analytical and/or experimental data bases. The wall pressure
and shear forces are therefore:

JpdA - KPs(d A4) + (-] K PSAe 2 14 K PA + (-C) (P5A 5-K2P sAe) (18)

5 Cr  A - C (_) P A f C PM4 2()J; wdA. - Cfq4w " p f[ 4P4w- Cf 2 P4Aw (19)

Ais wall surface area
Cfis mean skin friction coefficient obtained from empirical data or suitable modeling
Pfis the pressure of the injectant
Afis the cross-sectional area of the injectant
M fis the Mach number of the injectant
a is the angle of injectant relative to the air stream

Dividing equ. (17) by P4A4 and rearranging with the substitution

-YM42 A+ ff +-I 2Cos aJ+ + 2 (20)B 2 fA 4  P 4 A 4  f I M4J

yields
P5 A 5  ( M52 + ) - B

A A4 5 )(21)

From the wall pressure distribution

c-i I-c

A 5 /A 4 - (P5.Ip 4) E(P 5/P4) eA d/A4  (22)

and, with the same method as was used from equs. (7) to (8), gives

P P - (K + 1) i -K + B P

and

A4 T--K. (K -1)- K+ B

[KK1 2 + K A -+-7 e-2+K
_1 2  1  + A- - + _1 24 _ K

The method for obtaining entropy limit solutions, given initial conditions and modeling
for Cf, AQ, K, Ki, K2; Ad and A., is to select M., solve (16) for P5A5/P 4A4 , solve (10) for
C = ? then solve (21) for P./Pf, (23' for P,/P, and (24) for Ad/A4 . For a particular value
of A./A,, M, is then the iteration variable. To obtain the 'i9" factors it is necessary to
examine the character of the shock train structure and the pressure distributions
downstream. Results then become dimensional and are dependent on particular geometries.
However, one additional simple case which has physical significance is that of a sudden
expansion or step combustor geometry wherein the shock train structure does not extend
beyond the constant area section A. = Ad and P. = P., as shown in Figure lba. In this case
the prescription K = K2 = 1, which is tantamount to assuming that the base pressure is P.,
and the pressure in any remaining length of the coolant area section is constant. This
type of flow has been observed in some experiments.

For this case the effects of each of the additional terms that have been introduced
can be examined singly and collectively. To preserve continuity in the discussion, an
example previously studied (see e.g. Figure 5) viz, M, = 2.5, AS/A, = 3, Tt/Tt4 = 2.0706,
Cf = a= AQ Tt, = 0 can serve as a reference. The entropy limit case from Figure 5
corresponding to these conditions has P,/P, = 5 and 9 = 2.178. Including the f term in
equ. (16) would increase P,/P 4 to 5.373 ( = 2.148). With Tt5T,, = 2.0706 and the modeling
of equ. 14 and 15, ER = 0.7458 and f, = 0.02175 for a fuel with a stoichiometric f. =
0.02917 (i.e. H2). As in Table 2, the assumed free st eam conditions are M0 = 5.234, T,
= 400"R. This reference is shown as curve 1 in Figure lob. Whereas, the length scale
remains arbitrary, in this sketch the length and ar-a are linearly related for
convenience. Thus Ad/A. = 1.5 occurs at X/L = 0.25 and the wall shape in the diverging
portion of the combustor would be flat in a planar configuration and very slightly "bell"
shaped in an axisymmetric configuration. Curve 1 has a step increase in pressure at the
combustor entrance followed by a monotonically decreasing pressure which ignores the
presence of the step increase in area. In effect it is the pressure distribution that
would correspond to a continuous area distribution (e.g. a cone) and an unrealistically
thin incoming boundary layer in a physical system. Curve 2 shows the dramatic decrease
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in the shock pressure rise to P./P. = 2.864 (1 = 2.057) simply due to the step geometry
with Ad/A 4 - 1.5, since the other additional terms have yet to be introduced. For the
remainder of the cases shown in Figure lOb, f = 0.02175 and Ad/A4 = 1.5, thus curve 2 can
be viewed as a more appropriate reference to examine the effects of shear, wall heat flux
and axial fuel momentum.

Curve 3 shows the effects of heat loss to the combustor walls; a value of AQ/Tt4 =
0.02 was used in this example. This heat loss in the absence of a corresponding increase
in fuel temperature causes a trivial decrease in P/P, to 2.821 (1 = 2.065). When the fuel
is used as a regenerative coolant and the fuel temperature is accordingly increased, the
effects balance. Consequently, since the effect is small or negligible, AQ/Tt, was set
equal to zero in all other cases. Note, however, when other than normal injection is
used, fuel temperature is fundamental to obtaining the c ntribution of fuel momentum.
Curve 4 shows the effect of fuel momentum for a prescribed fuel temperature on the
results. To study this effect additional assumptions for Mf, Ttf and a must be made. The
term PfA./P 4 A. from equ. (20) can be expressed as

Pf 1/2 1 /2-"2+ (7-1H42] 1/2 (5

P A Tta 1" (.R/ J [ f2 + ( Yf- 1)Mf 21 (5

Taking -4 - yf = 1.4, .A, = 28.965, -O'f = 2.016, Ttf = 2000°R, Tto = 2592°R and f =
0.02175 yields PfAf/P 4A4 = 0.0724. If coaxial injection is assumed, a = 0 and cos a = 1.
For these conditions, the effect of fuel momentum is significant, both in reducing P/P.
by about 0.421 to 2.443 (Z = 2.170) and in increasing the stream thrust in the combustor
exit. The latter is an especially important consideration in engine operation at higher
flight Mach numbers.

Curves 5 and 6 show the large effects on the pressure distribution due to shear for
values of Cf A/A 4 = 0.1 and 0.2. Whereas the geometries shown in Figure 10a are
arbitrary, they are not unrealistic, in that 1/d - 1/h - 16. For this axisymmetric geometry
A /A4 = 20.303, thus the Cf value for curves 5 and 6 would be 0.0049 and 0.0098. These
levels are somewhat more than double the typical range of about 0.002 to 0.0045. On the
other hand, for a rectangular combustor having a width w = 4h,, A.JA4 

= 48.546, thus Cf =
0.00206 and 0.00412, respectively, for curves 5 and 6.

Note that the P./P, values for all of the cases exceed (P,/P,).., = 2.375 for M, = 2.5,
thus it is implied that an isolator is located upstream of the combustor. The subsequent
discussion will show that the required length of the isolator increases rapidly with
increasing P./P,. Longer isolators increase engine weight and internal friction.
Moreover, higher P./P, increases the maximum stress and in turn the structural weight.
Consequently, the inclusion of the step can lead to large practical benefits in combustor
design and overall vehicle performance.

Engine performance as measured by the thrust coefficient CT and specific impulse If,
however, is only weakly dependent on the range of effects examined in cases 1-6. This
argument is substantiated by the data summarized in Table 3. The shock pressure rise
PJ/P,, static and total pressure ratios P/P. and Pt /Pt,, and the combustor exit Mach number
M, are listed for the various combustion processes. To gain an appreciation of the
relative insensitivity of CT and If on the details of the flow structure, case la has been
added. Case la is a hypothetical combustion-expansion process that would have the highest
possible efficiency. It is comprised of a partial heat addition to Mach 1 in a constant
area duct, followed by a constant Mach = 1 heat addition to yield the same overall heat
release as cases 1-6. This brings the flow to an area ratio A/A4 = 1.640 and a pressure
ratio P/P, = 3.068. Then to put this case on an "equitable" base with cases 1-6, the flow
is isentropically expanded to A/A4 = 3. Note that the flow structure in the constant area
section would be a constant pressure process initiated by a shock train. The shock
pressure rise is obtained from the momentum equ. i.e.

Ps/P4- (I + YM4 2)/(l + -y) - 4.0625 (26)

The heat release is obtained from the energy state and continuity equ. i.e.

TABLE 3

FLOW CONDITIONS AND ENGINE PERFORMANCE
WITH DIFFERENT COMBUSTION PROCESSES

M 0 - 5.234; T - 400*R; qo- 1000 Ibf/ft
2
; M4 - 2.5; 7 - 1.4; Tt /Tt4 - 2.0706; Mf - 2.5;

PfAf/P 4 A 4 - 0.0724; f - 0.02175; A 6 /A 0 - 1; Ttf - 2000°R

A - 1 P6 /P0 - 1

P
A P P t P A

C AS E C -S 5 M 5  M 6 C 6 C IfA 4  DEC 
T

t P P 5 P 6 P T sf 6 A T f
4 DG t4 4 4 t40sec A0 se

1 0 90 0 5.373 0.6881 1.994 0.3120 3.048 3.800 0.6687 2452 3.991 2.339 0.7288 2672
la 0 90 0 4.063 0.6402 2.095 0.3399 3.139 3.621 0.6849 2511 4.056 2.332 0.7418 2720
2 0 90 0 2.864 0.7435 1.889 0.2864 2.959 3.991 0.6513 2388 3.923 2.457 0.7025 2576
3 0 90 0.02 2.821 0.7356 1.896 0.2868 2.965 3.951 0.6353 2329 3.930 2.458 0.7144 2619
4 0 0 0 2.443 0.6755 2.019 0.3188 3.071 3.754 0.6729 2467 4.008 2.382 0.7341 2691
5 0.1 90 0 3.450 0.8218 1.758 0.2592 2.854 4.233 0.6309 2313 3.854 2.551 0.7077 2595
6 0.2 90 0 4.160 0.8916 1.656 0.2412 2.778 4.420 0.6149 2254 3.801 2.613 0.69S2 2560

S4/P 0 - 28.157; A0/A4 - 7.926; T t - 2592'R; VKE - 0.98; VN - 0.98; [P/P 4)N.S. - 7.125 (Ps/P 4 )SEP - 2.375
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T t/T t5a - [1+-YH 4,]/[(1+fm 4 (1+-Y)] - 1.3865 (27)

which with equ. (14) gives f = 0.007852. For the M = 1 heat addition process the area
ratio is

1+7v

A5b /A 5 - [lI+f b] [Tt5b /Tt 5a] 2 -1.6404 (28)

where the temperature ratio, Tts%/Ttsa = 2.0706/1.3865 = 1.4934 and the mass ratio for this
second phase of combustion, (1 + f,) = 1.02175/1.007852 = 1.01379. From the end of the
M = 1 heat addition the flow is isentropically expanded to the conditions listed in Table
3. It should be stressed that whereas the flow in the diverging portion of the combustor
in case la is a sequence of one-dimensional processes, cases 1 to 6 are not so
constrained, thus any specification of uniform flow properties at locations other than 4
and 5 is not warranted.

Two nozzle processes are examined, expansion to the free stream capture area, i.e.
A/AO = 1 and expansion to the free stream pressure, i.e. P,/P. = 1. In both sets of
results the listed values of the Mach number M, and either PdP = 1 or A&/AO = 1,
correspond to an isentropic expansion from station 5 to station 6. Losses in the
expansion process are taken into account by multiplying the exit stream thrust by an
efficiency v7 = 0.98, thus

CT (1 + M, 2) P6A6  (1+ 2- _ 1)6_1 (q/P) 0  (29)

and LPA
andAT . 0  T [O

if TT 0 2  (30)
*fq0A0  f P0 &0 2f A0

To obtain PtI/Pto, PJP0 and A0/A4, an assumption for inlet efficiency, E = 0.98 is
necessary where

__ ("-i+22 (31)
P0

r r .1/2
P4  P t4  2 (-1) MO 2-11 0 P4M4  2-i (7-1) M02

PP I 1 (32) AP 1(33)P0 t + (A1) 4 PoMo 2+ (7l)M4

which yields Pt4/Pt0 = 0.6949, P,/P0 = 28.157 and AO/A 4 = 7.926.
Acknowledging that the absolute values of If and CT are only approximate due to the

1.4 constraint, some of the more interesting conclusions that can be drawn from the
information in Table 3 are:

1) Whereas the total pressure recovery in the "combustor" is quite different in the
cases examined, the differences in CT and If are quite small, e.g. case la has 41% greater
Pt/Pt. than case 6 but only 11% higher CT and If for A6 = A. and 6% higher CT and If for P6
= P0.

2) Confining the precombustion shock train to the isolator (case 1) produces 5.6%
higher CT and If than when the shock train is permitted to extend into the step combustor
(case 2). Nontheless, the corresponding higher pressure and greater length, isoiator may
lead to using the step as the preferred engine design.

3) Gains in performance of about 8-13% are realized when the nozzle fflow is
expanded to free stream pressure. This suggests that the nozzle exit/air capture area
ratio A6/A0 should be in the range of 2.4 to 2.6 for these engine configurations when
operating at Tt,/Tt. = 2.0706 and M0 = 5.234. However, the increases shown in Table 4 would
be somewhat compensated by increased cowl and/or inlet additive drag.

4) Introducing design complexities beyond those required to obtain the flow
structures corresponding to cases 1 or 2 with the objective of increasing C1 and If are not
apt to be fruitful. This judgment is based on a comparison of the case 1 and 2 results
with those from the optimum process, case la. Moreover, the relatively small differences
among cases 1, la and 2, which hold the other pertinent parameters, CT, AQ and a = 0,
provides an explanation for the often observed small differences in engine performance
reported by various investigators using markedly different models for the combustion
process.

5) Increases in shear (cases 5 and 6 vs. case 2) increases the total pressure loss
in the combustor and the engine thrust potential. This adds to the previously discussed
detrimental effects due to the large increases in P,/P,. At this MO, maximum pressure in
the combustor and the upstream extent of the shock train are usually of more concern than
losses in C1 and I,. This is generally true in the M. range of about 5 to 7.5. Above
No = 7.5 losses in CT and If are relatively more important. Whereas, the net force on
the combustor walls decreases as the shear increases, the pressure force increases. This
can cause ambiguity in the interpretation of experimental results from direct-connect
combustor or complete engine test apparatus. It is difficult to distinguish between the
effects due to incomplete heat release and those due to shear. This problem is a
principal factor in establishing the need for global measurements of wall force (e.g. with
a thrust stand) and the energy release (e.g. by calorimetric means). Table 4 is included
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TABLE 4

THRUST LEVELS IN DIRECT CONNECT AND FREE JET TEST APPARATUS

M0 -5.234, TO - 400"R, P0 -0.3622 psia, 7 - 1.4, M4 - 2.5, T4 - 1151.8"R, P4 - 10.196 psia

A0 -A 6 - 396.3 in;2 A4 - 50 in2 ; A5 - 150 in
2

Tt5  CfAw -

CASE T 5A4 fPdA [rwdA TOTAL ENGINE
T 4 lbf W lbf NET THRUSTlbf

2 2.0706 0 1844.9 0 1844.9 1792.5
5 2.0706 0.1 1947.8 223.0 1725.0 1736.4
6 2.0706 0.2 2076.5 - 446.0 1630.5 1692.2
7 1.0000 0 409.8 0 409.8 168.9

(ISENTROPIC)
8 2.0492 0 1815.9 0 1815.9 1745.3

( -- 0.98)

to lend insight to this issue. The contribution of wall pressure and shear forces in the
combustor and the net force in a direct-connect test apparatus are listed in columns 4-
6. The last column lists the net internal force on an engine in a free jet test at the
corresponding flight condition. To quantify the results, a particular size direct-connect
test apparatus (viz A4 = 50 in

2) was arbitrarily selected. The corresponding inlet and
nozzle areas in the free jet engine with A6 = A0 are 396.3 in

2. Cases 7 and 8 have been
added to aid in the development of the arguments. Case 7 is for no fuel or heat addition
in a shear free combustor and thus corresponds to "engine out" operation of case 2. Case
8 is a minor variant of case 3 which is to show the effects of inefficiency in heat
release. In this case, the "combustion efficiency," based on temperature rise, is taken
as 0.98, thus f = 0.02175 and Tt5/Tt, = 0.98 (2.0706-1) + 1 = 2.0492. Other conditions, not
listed in Table 4, for cases 7 and 8, respectively, are: P./P 4 = 1.0 and 2.818, Pt/Pt,4 =
1.0 and 0.2868, P5/P4 = 0.1776 and 0.7350, 46 - 4.779 and 2.966, P&/P0 = 1.1813 and 3.948,
and CT = - 0.0614 and 0.6342. Ratioing differences of values listed in Table 4 shows that
a 1% increase in n, would produce the same increase in fPdA as a 0.014 increase in CfA.,/A 4.
Thus a discriminator in addition to an integration of wall pressures would be needed to
deduce iD= or Cf. A bulk calorimetric measurement of i7c would provide the discriminator.
Likewise, a thrust measurement would suffice, since the same 1% increase in 17c would
produce a thrust increase equivalent to reduction in CfA./A4 of 0.0117. Comparison of the
two measurements, or with P./P 4 , would provide a test of consistency. The problem of
identifying the origin of loss from a measurement of thrust in a free jet engine is even
more difficult, due to the addition of losses in the inlet and nozzle losses and the
impracticality of making calorimetric measurements. Interestingly, for the selected
example, viz an engine operating at K0 = 5 with A5/A4 = 3, the thrust contribution by the
combustor is about equal to the net thrust of the entire engine.

Further refinements in the analysis of flows in combustors requires a more detailed
explanation of the flow in shock trains. Before proceeding to this discussion it can be
noted that the simplification used so far, viz uniform flow at station 4, f and 5 and a
calorically perfect gas (i.e. 7 = constant) can be removed to handle "real gas" flows.
The changes are:
MASS FLOW PHA puA - f pudA (34)

T t
ID, 7 - c 1D GENERAL

MOMENTUM PA[(I+ M 2). PA + puAu X Jjj + Pu ) dA (35)

1D, I - c 1D GENERAL

ENERGY C-T 1+ LM2 _ puA h + ] (pu) h+ dA (36)

ID, - c 1D GENERAL

STATE P - pRT - P- f (p, ', T) (37)

ID, I - c ID, GENERAL

Current versions of RJPA, in general, handle the equation of state as a mixture of species
in local thermodynamic equilibrium. An option is also available to account for
"unmixedness" wherein the product species is assumed to comprise equilibrium products and
unreacted fuel at the same pressure and temperature. Note that when the general form of
the equations is used, it is necessary to define a mean value of N. in order to define
"entropy limit" solutions from Eq. 10.

INLNT-COMBUUTOR INTERACTION MODEL
The model for inlet-combustor interaction is based on a description of a "shock

train" or "pseudo shock." The structure is characterized by a series of either oblique
or lambda shocks which are spread out over the length, s, as shown in Figures 3 and lla.
For low pressure rises across the "shock train," and/or thin entering boundary layers,
local separation is not present. For relatively higher pressure rises and thicker
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boundary layers the pressure rise of the first wave of the shock train is sufficient to
locally separate the boundary layer. Subsequent waves in the shock train increase the
mean pressure, such that pressure rises significantly in excess of that which causes the
boundary layer to separate can be maintained. Indeed, normal shock pressure rises are
readily observed, as must be the case to permit operation of the dual mode engine cycle
in the subsonic combustion mode.

In an engine, if the combustor and inlet are not connected by an isolator that can
withstand the pressure rise and separated flow, then the inlet will unstart and combustion
gases can be expelled from the engine. In the direct-connect combustor apparatus, shown
in Figure 8, if the injector/combustor is close coupled with the air supply nozzle the
shock train will recede into the nozzle. To avoid either problem, the inlet-combustor
isolator is added to stabilize the shock train. An important design consideration is the
isolator length. It must be of sufficient length to prevent inlet unstart, but not overly
long, which would result in excessive weight and additional shear losses.

The same type of shock train or "pseudo shock" structure can be generated in an
overexpanded or throttled, nonreacting flow. This technique has proved to be quite useful
in obtaining data over a broad range of conditions, to provide the basis for design of
combustor-inlet isolators. Rather extensive data bases have been obtained for cylindrical
(Ref. 11), annular (Ref. 12) and rectangular ducts (Refs. 13-15). The modeling used
herein is an extension of that introduced in Ref. 11 to cover all three classes of duct
geometry and both the oblique and lambda shock structures. The lambda shock structure
shown in the nonreacting case (Figure 14c) is equally cogent in an isolator-combustor.
This structure is present at relatively low Mach numbers when the boundary layer is
relatively thick. The redundant normal shock waves in the central portion of the flow
result in sequential decelerations and accelerations. This process can be quite
dissipative. Indeed, the maximum static pressure rise in this flow structure is lower
than that corresponding to a single, normal shock.

It appears that it is possible to relate the pressure rises in shock trains in the
different duct geometries by a suitable choice of the fundamental length (i.e. length,
width, height) scales and the boundary layer parameters. The data and modeling of Ref.
11 from cylindrical ducts with oblique wave structures will serve as the foundation upon
which more general modeling will be constructed.

A simplified reconstruction of the structure of the shock train for data from Ref.
11 is shown in Figure 12. In this approximate analysis, expansion fans are represented
as single waves and curvature of the waves is neglected, except at points of intersection.
Wave angles are constructed to yield local Mach numbers in general accord with the pitot
pressure measurements. Calculated local Mach numbers are shown, and comparisons of the
corresponding pitot pressure ratios with the measurements at r = 0.125 in. and r = 0.375
in. are given. These comparisons indicate that the general character of the oblique shock
structure has been depicted, and that both the compression and expansion processes in
reality consist of a multiplicity of oblique waves which produce continuous rather than
step changes in Pt'/Pto. Note that the interaction of the probe shock with the duct wave
structure also leads to a lack of precise definition of wave locations. The calculated
value of static pressure across the initial compression wave is 2.4 and the corresponding
local Mach number is 1.98, which is in very close agreement with the separation criteria
given in Equ. 11 and 12 and supported by the data in Figure 4. Finally, the flow
reconstruction coupled with the wall static pressure data shows that the flow in the duct
exit is primarily supersonic for final to initial pressure ratios, P,/P,4 less than the
corresponding normal shock value.

A striking feature of the pressure distributions from Ref. 11 is the similarity in
shape and/or slope of all of the profiles for a given case. Indeed, if all profiles for
any one case are shifted by superposing the data points from one with the trace of
another, they collapse to a single curve. This suggests that the wave structure for tests
with P,/P, lower than the maximum P./P 4 , represents just a proportional part of the wave
structure present in the maximum case. This argument was substantiated in Ref. 11 from
comparisons of pitot pressure measurements similar to those shown in Figure 12. It should
be noted, however, if the initial conditions ahead of the shock train would be
significantly different, e.g. in a rapidly developing boundary layer, superposition would
require introduction of the pertinent boundary layer scale. Granting this argument, it
suggests that just the values of P,/P. for the various cases can be used to examine methods
for further collapsing of the data. When the end points P, from each static pressure rise
curve are ratioed to P, and these points are plotted vs. the total distance st over which
the pressure rise acts, the curves are superposed. For a given s,, the larger the M4, the
higher the required compression. This is the trend that would be expected if one segment
of the shock train is examined. If the segment is taken as a fixed length and one simple
wave reflection, then the shock angle would be fixed. For a given shock angle, the
pressure rise increases with increasing Mach number. From linear theory, it would be
expected that (M,2-1)-' would tend to collapse the data. This normalization is necessary
but not sufficient to obtain the desired "universal" model for shock trains in ducts.

The next step is the consideration of viscous effects, since the shock train is a
flow with strong viscous-inviscid interactions. Unfortunately, the data base is limited,
thus the remainder of the modeling rests on heuristic arguments. For the same Ps/P4, st
was found to vary inversely with Re,% and directly with D(O/D)". Each of these trends is
expected. The 0 values for these tests were obtained from boundary-layer calculations
based on the momentum-integral method of Ref. 17. Note, however, that the exponents on
Re# and O/D may be unique to cylindrical geometries and flows with oblique rather than
lambda wave structures. As Re, increases, the boundary layer can withstand a larger P.,/P,
before separating, therefore the initial shock angle is steeper and st is smaller. The
inverse scaling with diameter is due to the trend toward geometric scaling, which is not
strictly geometric according to the data correlation, unless both D and 0 change uniformly.
The variation with boundary-layer thickness is, in a qualitative sense, the same as
observed by Lustwerk (Ref. 18) and in a quantitative sense, consistent with that described
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by McLafferty in Ref. 19. Figures 8-12 of that reference present normalized st vs
normalized 6". Assuming direct proportionality between 0 and 6, it is possible to show
the 04 dependence, but considerable scatter is present in the data. In the limit, as 0
approaches zero, st should also approach zero, since it should be possible to stabilize
a single, simple, normal or oblique shock. Just this situation was produced in a
combustion experiment described in Ref. 18, in which the boundary layer was removed just
upstream of the shock.

Figure 13 shows the degree of success obtained in the correlation procedure, where
the results of Ref. 17 are included in the summary. Some scatter is present but a simple
quadratic relationship

s J(M42 _ 1) Re k/ I[D(O/D)' - 50 [P 9 / 4 _ 1] + 170 (P,/%) 2 (38)

as shown by the correlating curve adequately represents all of the data. The empirical
correlation not only defines the end point st of the pressure rise curve, but the entire
wall pressure distribution simply by replacing st with s and P5/P4 with P./P.

To apply this model to design of the isolator and combustor, it is also necessary to
locate the origin of the shock train relative to the combustor entrance, i.e. the isolator
exit. For internal ducts wherein the demarcation between isolator and combustor is crisp,
e.g. a step, no ambiguity arises. For other configurations the location of the furthest
upstream fuel injector is used to anchor sd. The distance that the shock train extends
into the combustor sd is taken and the value of s from equ. 38, setting P/P = P.5 ,/P. where
the separation pressure ratio is from equs. 11 and 12.

Stockbridge (Ref. 12) has made very extensive measurements of the flow structure of
shock trains in coannular supersonic flows. Figure 14 shows static pressure distributions
in the annulus for initial Mach numbers of 1.66, 2.35 and 2.89. The corresponding mass
flow ratios of annulus to center duct ("gas generator") are 2.51, 0.84 and 2.92,
respectively. The axial coordinate has been made dimensionless by dividing by the annular
duct wall separation distance. For a nominally constant outer mass flow rate, a decrease
in w denotes an increase in the inner flow, which can then expand further, thereby
reducing the annulus exit pressure by ejector action. The character of the pressure rise
curves is quite similar to that of the curves from the cylindrical duct. This suggests
that the shock train structure may also be similar. Figure 15 summarizes the data for the
coannular duct tests using the same ordinate and substituting h for D in the parameter on
the abscissa. Although the correlation is not quite as good as in Figure 19, it can be
argued that it is adequate for using as the basis of design of an isolator.

Data for rectangular ducts is available from Refs. 13-15. Whereas, analysis of the
data is still in progress, some preliminary observations can be made. In Ref. 11 the
length of duct available for stabilizing the shock train was greater than st for the
strongest pressure rise, P./P 4. The boundary layers were relatively thick and the lambda
shock structure was clearly observed. Computed flowfields were in general agreement with
the observed flow structure. The P./P 4 values were significantly greater than (P./P 4)..p but
(PP.).s could not be obtained. This is rather clear evidence that a highly dissipative
shock train structure can be realized. The authors were able to collapse the static
pressure traces from the two nominal duct flow Mach numbers M. of 1.6 and 2.45. At Mach
1.6 collapsing of the data with superposition required normalization to the upstream
boundary layer thickness. At Mach 2.45, collapsing the data in the same manner as that
of Ref. 11 sufficed. Effort is now underway to obtain a "universal" correlating equation
by adjusting the exponents in Reo and (P/D) in equ. 38.

INTRODUCTION OF THE SHOCK TRAIN STRUCTURE INTO TEE ISOLATOR-COMBUSTOR DESIGN
It is convenient to use examples in discussing the significance of the shock train

structure in the isolator-combustor design. The particular conditions are the same as
those used to develop Figure 10, viz, Mo = 5.234, q0 = 1000 lbft2, and P,/P0 = 28.157.
The dimensional duct diameter or height is taken as 3 in. Using equ. 38 values of st and
8d can be found for a range of boundary layer momentum thicknesses. Results are shown in
Figure 16. The very strong dependence of the required length of an isolator s = (St - sd),
on P, is apparent. This suggests that methods to reduce 9, such as boundary layer bleed
and/or energization could greatly reduce so which may lead to substantial gains in overall
vehicle performance. The large increases in required isolator length for higher PdP,
values reinforce the arguments made previously regarding beneficial effect of steps which
reduce the PJP, at a given ER (see Figure 10). Moreover, this also gives additional
insight into the strategy of limiting the maximum ER at the flight condition which sets
the overall requirement on isolator length. In this procedure, so values are calculated
for the entire range of operating conditions and engine geometries. Then for selected
values of so, weights are determined to provide the basis for optimizing the overall
configuration.

With the shock train pressure distribution and location modeled, it is now possible
to obtain the "K factor" introduced in equ. 17 and include this refinement in cycle
analyses (e.g. RJPA). Since A(x) in the combustor is a function of shape, the "K factor"
is shape dependent but is not dependent on the scale of the combustor or the momentum
thickness of the boundary layer. To obtain K, equ. 38 is used to define P(x) and with
geometry, i.e. A(x), K - 4[ pdA/P.(Ad- A) is calculated using standard numerical
integration methods.

JET PENETRATION MODEL

The literature is rich with experimental results, data correlations and modeling of
jets in cross flow (see e.g. Refs. 21-34). Some controversy exists regarding which of the
parameters that have been used, in fact, have a foundation consistent with fundamental
aspects of the flow structure. The modeling presented herein in a revision of the method
discussed in Ref. 21. The genera method for normal injection is extended to include jets
at all orientations and revises some features of the correlation parameters so as to be
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in closer accord with new insights into the physical structure of the flow. The revised
model should also resolve some of the aforementioned controversial issues.

Figure 17 shows schematic representations of typical flowfields that have been
observed for angular injection of gaseous jets into a supersonic main stream. They are
categorized with regard to the size of the boundary layer relative to the jet diameter di
and whether the injection pressure is matched or underexpanded, relative to a
representative pressure in the distributed flow. The representative pressure has been
named the "effective back pressure" Peb (see Ref. 21) and is taken as a representative
average static pressure around the emerging jet when the boundary layer momentum thickness
is small relative to the jet diameter, i.e. 0 < di. When the boundary layer is thick
relative to dj, i.e. 0 % di the effective back pressure is taken as the pressure required
to separate the boundary layer. The matched pressure condition occurs when the pressure
in the discharge plane of the jet matches the effective back pressure, i.e. P = P.b" In
this case the jet undergoes little if any expansion as it is turned downstream. In many
situations Pj > P.b, consequently the jet is underexpanded. The general barrel-shock
structure, terminating in a Mach disk is similar to that observed in injection into a
quiescent medium. Downstream of the Mach disk, the jet continues to turn and the pressure
in the jet approaches the pressure in the mainstream ahead of the disturbance, P..

The structure of an underexpanded jet discharging into a quiescent medium is similar
to the structure of a jet into a supersonic cross flow. To relate the two structures it
is necessary to equate the height of the Mach disk in a quiescent medium, Y, to the arc
length along the centerline of the Mach disk S, for the jet in cross flow. Modeling is
required to obtain S, from schlieren photographs, wherein the height of the center of the
Mach disk Y, is readily discernible. For this the jet centerline is assumed to be a
parabola and the angle of the centerline at the Mach disk, 61 is modeled to follow

6 1 - 6 - 180/x sin 6J [1-exp.I- 8qa/q J] (39)

yi/s1- (l+1tan 61/tan 6 l]/ [f(6 1) + f(6j) Itan 6 /tan 6j] (40)

where f(6) - 1/2 csc 6 + 1/2 tan 6 In cot 1/2 8 (41)
This modeling not only results in maximum vertical displacement of the Mach disk for
upstream injection (at 61 120") which is in accord with the experimental results of Ref.
22, but also has the appeal in that Y, = 0 for 6j = 0" and 180*. Note that in the genera
model the correlating dimension was the height of the Mach disk, Y, rather than arc length
which has the obvious deficiency for injection at angles other than 90".

The remaining item for relating the two barrel shock structures is the specification
of the effective back pressure for injection into supersonic cross flow. The modeling for
P.b in the thin boundary layer is P.b = (PIJ [0.37(Pj + P 1) + 2 P.]/4 where P~j and Pi are
the pressures that correspond to oblique (or normal) shocks on an effective solid body at
wedge angles of 61 and 61. This change from the genera model yields a more realistic
average pressure surrounding the barrel shock at all angles of injection. For 6J a 90,
P~j is the static pressure downstream of a normal shock in the main flow. These changes
lead to nearly perfect correlation between the data sets for barrel shocks in quiescent
medium and in cross flow.

Slight changes have also been made in the modeling of the centerline of the jet
trajectory from that of Ref. 21. This portion of the jet is treated as an effective body
whose local cross-sectional area is given by

(A/Aj1 ) - r/rJ - 1 + 1.45 Rn (Pj/Peb) [1-exp(-0.322 S/Dj)] (42)

The jet penetration model should only be used in the near field of the injector, i.e.
x/d J < 50. At this point the jet and main flow are nearly coaxial for typical engine
operating conditions. The jet penetration model specifies the center of mass of the jet
and the cross-sectional area of the effective solid body. The unified theory (Ref. 21)
provides a method to obtain the mean flow properties in the main flow, that are consistent
with an overall momentum balance of the two fluids. Two of the several methods that can
be used to proceed downstream are: 1) global mixing and combustion model, and 2) modular
analysis of scramjet flowfields. Method 1 is the subject of a forthcoming paper. Method
2 will be briefly summarized. Both methods have the attribute of minimal computer
requirement which is mandatory for use as affordable design tools.

SHEAR AND BEAT TRANSFER MODEL
The models for shear and heat transfer are based on a large number of measurements

made with liquid and gaseous fuels in direct-connect and freejet engine tests (Ref. 35).
By far, the bulk of the measurements were of local and regional heat transfer rates.
Consequently, the veracity of the shear parameter depends on the assumption that the
modified form of the Reynolds analogy that was used to deduce shear is valid for flows
with exothermic reactions. Figure 18 ir a graph of the resulting shear and heat flux
parameters. The average gas-wall enthalpy difference is defined as

Ah -ht4 + htf + 0.5 fqcHf - hw (43)

where ht, and hit are the total enthalpies of the incoming air and fuel, respectively; h.
is the enthalpy of air at the average wall temperature; f is the fuel/air weight ratio,
n, is the combustion efficiency and ANf is the heating value of the fuel.

MODULAR ANALYSIS OF SCRAN, ET COMBUSTOR
The general features of the modular analysis of scramjet flowfields presented in Ref.

5 are shown in Figure 19. The first step is to solve the integral equations in accordance
with the methods already described for given initial conditions and combustor geometry.
This yields the axial pressure distribution P(x) for modeled values of wall shear f,, and
heat transfer Q., and an assumed value for the combustion efficiency q.. With P(x) so
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defined, a simplified finite-difference calculation that avoids calculating flow in the
separated regions is made to obtain r., Q_, and q, analytically. Inherent to the finite-
difference method are models for kinetic rates and turbulent mixing. The integral
solution is then repeated using these values of %, Q., and , to obtain a new P(x) and so
forth. The iteration ends when the flow area A(x), obtained from the finite-difference
solution, agrees with the geometric area downstream of station x.

In principle, a finite-difference solution could be obtained using the geometric
A(x), and thereby avoid depending on P(x) from the integral method. In practice, the
presence of the separated zone would have to be accurately calculated, and the simplifying
assumptions that permit the use of the boundary layer or parabolized forms of the Navier-
Stokes equations could not be made. The form of the conservation equations would be
elliptic and solutions would have to be obtained using time-dependent techniques.
References 36 and 37 describe routines for such techniques that require hours of CPU time
on the largest computers. Given the uncertainties that still remain in adequately
describing kinetic processes, their associated rate constants, the transport properties,
and the models for turbulence, the simpler, far less expensive approach has considerable
merit.

At present, solutions have been obtained that were based on the assumption that
radial and circumferential pressure gradients are negligible, thereby permitting use of
the boundary layer form of the conservation equations. Additionally, it is more
expeditious to first solve for the inviscid "core" flow in the combustor, iterate for
P(x), and then solve for the boundary layer using edge conditions from the core flow and
a dense grid point spacing in the radial direction. Conversely, if the fuel distribution
is unacceptable a new conceptual design may have to be considered.

CONCLUSION
These techniques have been used to design several dual mode ram-scramjet engines

including SCRAM. Extensive testing of the SCRAM engine at Mach numbers of 5, 6 and 7.2
has firmly established the veracity of these methods.
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Discussion
WINTERFELD

Is the correlation for the shock train pressure also applicable to the
case where the fuel injectors are mounted inside the duct. It seems to me that
there is an interaction of the boundary layer and the fuel injection.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The principal phenomenon that is causing these shock trains is the

overall blockage in the duct caused by the heat release. The interaction of
injectors and boundary layer is relatively a second order phenomenon. Most of
the shock exist ahead of the injectors. If you go beyond this regime, so that
the downstream condition no longer controls the processes, the details of the
injector determines the shock structure and it becomes very important.

RAMETTE
The data you show are for steady flow computation. In the scramjet there

are unsteady phenomena as shock-boundary interaction. Do you intend to extend
your model to unsteady flow?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Professor Adamson at the Michigan's university has just begun that

problem. He is using our input and is doing the unsteady flow problem. The
data I showed you today are 20 to 25 years old but we run a new finit
difference method for a hydrogen combustor. It works fine, the physics have
not changed in 25 years.
The unsteady question is an important one because it very much dictates the
length. From measurements in the engine we know the magnitudes of the pressure
rises for the unsteady part.

WINTERFELD
You showed us the complicated procedure for the design of a supersonic

combustor. What is the value of the first guess using the inviscid flow in
this combustor?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is what we do. We start with the inviscid solution, this is a very

simple equation. The viscous solution takes two pages. We design on the basis
of the inviscid solution. There is aiminor adjustement in the shock train,
within the empirical modelling of the shock train length.
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USE OF SECONDARY FLOWS FOR RAPID MIXING IN SCRAMJET COMBUSTORS

by
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SUMMARY

An efficient scramjet combustor requires rapid mixing of parallel supersonic streams of air and injected fuel. The ve-
locity differential between the two streams may not be enough for spreading the mixing layer. To augment the mixing
process, secondary flows can be generated by a skewed supersonic nozzle for the fuel. A conical ramp that shields the
injector can provide large lateral gradients in the airflow. The Unified Solution Algorithm (USA) code developed by
Rockwell International was used to compute inviscid flowfields over typical configurations. The results are presented in
this paper. The interaction of the pressure and density gradients in the air and fuel streams at the injector exit appears to
be the major source of rapid mixing of the streams.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, it has been recognized that the use of a supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) for hyper-
sonic propulsion is primarily dependent on rapid and efficient fuel-air mixing and reaction. In the very high speed vehicle
configurations, both the air and fuel streams enter the combustor at high Mach numbers, essentially in the longitudinal
direction. The growth of the mixing layer is reduced considerably as the Mach numbers of the streams are increased as
shown by both experimental and theoretical investigations of References (1) and (2).

Several investigators have examined potential techniques for mixing enhancement, noting that rapid mixing of super-
sonic streams of fuel and air in a short length is essential for hypersonic airplanes. Kumar, Bushnell, and Hussaini (3) sug-
gested techniques for enhancing turbulence and mixing in scramjet combustors. They examined the influence of an oscil-
lating shock numerically for increasing the level of turbulence. Drummond and Mukunda (4) studied the interaction of
fuel-air mixing layer with a curved shock. Their computations show that the vorticity generated led to enhanced mixing
and reaction.

Some experimental studies also report on mixing enhancement in supersonic shear layers. Menon (5) studied a weak
shock interaction with the shear layer, and found that there is a significant spreading of the shear layer downstream of the
shock interaction. Experiments carried out by Sullins, et al, (6) show that the spreading rate of the mixing layer can be
increased if the pressures in the two streams are different.

Turning to practical applications of mixing enhancement schemes, recent experiments by Northam, Greenberg, and
Byington (7) show the use of injector ramp configurations to improve fuel-air mixing. The hydrogen fuel nozzle used in
these experiments is a conical nozzle of 1.7 Mach number, and the airflow Mach number is 2.0.

Schadow, et al, (8) experimentally studied the mixing of supersonic coaxial jets. The inner jet was of M = 3 and the
outer jet of M = 1.8. The geometries of the center jet were circular and rectangular of 3:1 aspect ratio. Their results show
that rectangular configurations for center jets have better mixing characteristics. Entrainment behavior of elliptic and
rectangular jets confined in a circular shroud were compared to a circular jet by Wilson, et al, (9). They found that noncir-
cular jets gave considerably improved entrainment. Swithenbank, et al, (10) found that improved mixing and combustion
were obtained by incorporating vortex generating tabs at the trailing edges of the ramp between fuel nozzle and surround-
ing airflow.

Encouraged by the findings in the above cited investigations, we chose to study the effect of a highly nonuniform fuel
jet from an asymmetric nozzle. Unlike a ramp of rectangular configuration, we chose a cone with its axis inclined to the
airflow. The interaction between the two nonuniform supersonic flows at the injector exit is expected to generate increased
vorticity for mixing enhancement.

SKEWED NOZZLE IN A CONICAL RAMP

We chose a conical ramp to generate nonuniformities in the oncoming supersonic airstream. This conical ramp sur-
rounds a skewed fuel nozzle whose exit cross section is also circular. The selection of circular cross sections for the ramp
and the fuel nozzle reduces the wake area and minimizes base drag. The skewed nozzle contour can be designed to pro-
duce a highly nonuniform but shock-free supersonic jet of fuel. A typical configuration for such a nozzle-ramp combina-
tion is sketched in Figure 1. The interaction of the nonuniform fuel jet with the surrounding nonuniform airflow is the
source of secondary flows to promote rapid mixing. After passing through the shock, the airstream flows around the coni-
cal ramp in helical paths. Similarly. the fuel stream flows in helical paths inside the supersonic nozzle. These helical paths
upstream of the injector exit are indicated by solid arrows in Figure 1. As the air and fuel streams come together, the
airstream squeezes the fuel inwards at the bottom, and the fuel jet plumes upwards at the top. These secondary flows are
due to pressure differentials in the two streams and are shown by dashed arrows in Figure 1.

Inviscid flowfield analyses were performed using the USA code developed at Rockwell International. The details of the
code and its usage are not discussed here, but can be found in Reference (11). The injector configurations and results of
numerical computations are discussed in the following subsections.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Skewed Nozzle in Conical Ramp

CONICAL RAMP

The fuel flow and airflow have different stagnation conditions, but in the numerical algorithm the reference values for
the pressure, density, and velocity must be the same in the two regions occupied by fuel and air. It is easier to choose the
nozzle throat conditions as reference values, since the fuel nozzle design needs to be operable over a wide range of com-
bustor conditions.

Since the conical ramp establishes a flowfield into which the fuel jet is injected, the ramp configuration and the flow
conditions around it is discussed first. Uniform airflow at the combustor entrance is denoted by its Mach number Mi,
nondimensional pressure Pi, and nondimensional density pi. Consider a cone of half-angle 13 lying on its side along a wall
of the combustor so that its centerline is at an angle 13 to the oncoming flow. Consequently, the windward generatrix of the
cone makes an angle 213 with the oncoming airflow, whereas the leeward one is aligned with the flow.

In computing the flow around the conical ramp, the airflow is assumed unbounded in the lateral direction except for
the plane on which the cone is lying. The Euler solutions of the flow are similar at all cross sections normal to the x-direc-
tion of the oncoming airflow. It is sufficient to construct a two-dimensional grid at the nozzle exit with the origin at the
center of the cone. The flowfield is exterior to the cone and bounded by the combustor wall. The computational grid is
constructed accordingly as shown in Figure 2(a). The lateral boundary of the grid is chosen at a sufficient distance from
the cone. The numerical computations are carried out for M i = 3.3, Pi = 0.039 Pre; pi = 0.47 Pref and cone half angle 13
= 10 deg. The computed shock configuration and nondimensionalized pressure contours between the cone and the shock
are shown in Figure 3. Note that Pef = 500 psi (34.47 kPa) and Pref = 0.094 Ibm/ft3 (1.505 kg/m 3) are chosen correspond-
ing to the fuel nozzle throat conditions as discussed earlier.

SKEWED NOZZLE

Into the flowfield around the ramp, as established in the preceding subsection, we introduce an appropriate nonuni-
form fuel jet. Features required by the fuel jet are rapid mixing and entrainment between the two streams. Also, the fuel
exiting from the nozzle is to be carried away from the combustor wall. After leaving the conical ramp, the fuel stream
must plume outwards in the upper regions and plume inwards in the lower regions as shown in Figure 1. The contour of a
supersonic nozzle to meet this objective is not unique, but we chose one typical three-dimensional contour to examine
the potential of this concept to enhance mixing. The procedure adopted in arriving at the skewed contour and numerical
analyses of the flowfield is described below.
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An axisymmetric nozzle of area ratio 6.2 and length 77% of an equivalent 15 deg cone was designed using the opti-
mum thrust contour program developed at Rocketdyne several years ago based on Reference (12). This contour is shown
in Figure 4(a) and in the throat region has a radius of curvature 1.5 times throat radius Rt.

The maximum wall slope is 25 deg, at g = 0.644, and a wall slope of 16 deg is reached at the nozzle exit at 4= 4.151.
This optimum thrust contour can also be described in cartesian coordinates , r, and t as

rl = Recos 0
t= R.cos4)

where 4 is the azimuthal angle and R is defined in terms of t from the optimum thrust nozzle contour program, and
depicted in Figure 4(a). Downstream of = 0.644 R,, the skewed contour is defined in cartesian coordinates x1, y' and zt

by setting

x= - 0.644 Rt,
y' = T) - AT), and
Z, 

= 
t.

The amount of skewness depends upon ATI. For the example, we chose ATI such that the curve obtained by setting in =
= 0 in the above relations yields a circular arc of radius 19.214 R t.

The skewed nozzle thus obtained is shown in Figure 4(b) in the x'-y' plane. The upper wall has an exit slope of
5.15 deg and the lower wall has an exit slope of -25 deg measured from the x' axis.

Starting with the method-of-characteristics solution for the axisymmetric flowfield at x' = 0, the three-dimensional
flow in the skewed nozzle is solved by using the USA code, referred to earlier in the Euler mode. The computational grid
in the x'-yI plane with 27 points in the x' direction and 51 points in the azimuthal direction is shown in Figure 5(a). Since
the flowfield is symmetric in z' the computations are limited to the region of positive z' values. The cross sections are all
circular with their centers lying on the grid line passing through the origin. The computational grid in the cross plane at
the nozzle exit is shown in Figure 5(b) with 31 points in the radial direction and 51 points in the azimuthal direction.

The numerical results of the flowfield computations showing the nonuniformity at the exit of the skewed nozzle are
shown in Figure 6. There are no discontinuities in the Mach number contours nor in the nondimensionalized pressure
plots to indicate shocks in the nozzle flow.

INTERACTION OF NONUNIFORM AIRSTREAM WITH
NONUNIFORM FUELSTREAM

In the preceding sections, the airflow conditions downstream of a conical ramp and the fuel flow conditions at a
skewed nozzle exit were described. Now it is necessary to bring the flows together and examine their interaction down-
stream of the proposed injector configuration. These two flows are computed separately but they are compatible at the
mutual boundary because the same values of Prf and Pref are employed in the computations. The mutual boundary at the
injector exit is a circle and no rear-facing step between the nozzle flow and the airflow is considered in our Euler compu-
tations. Furthermore, flow separation of the nozzle flow as it meets the combustor wall is to be avoided. Similarly, the fuel
jet as it plumes out at the nozzle exit should not cause separation of the external airflow around the cone.

Suitable translation and rotation of the x1, y', z' coordinates shown in Figure 4 can satisfy these requirements and agree
with the x. y, z coordinate system shown in Figure 2. The nozzle flowfield described in Figure 6 can now be introduced
into the interior of airstream described in Figure 2.

Note that across the interface between these two zones occupied by fuel and air there are discontinuities in pressure,
density, and tangential velocities. Figure 7 shows these pressures and densities in the two zones as functions of azimuthal
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Figure 4. Design of Skewed Nozzle Contour
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(a) x'-y' Plane (b) Azimuthal Plane

Figure 5. Computational Grid for Skewed Nozzle Flow Analysis
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Figure 6. Nonuniform Flow Conditions at Nozzle Exit

angle. Immediately downstream of the nozzle exit, these two flows meet to reach an intermediate value of pressure and a
common flow direction. There will remain large differences in density and velocity of air and fuel. It is the strong gradients
in pressure. density, and velocity that generate vorticity downstream of the injector.

In the Euler computations considered here employing the USA code, we lack the effects of viscosity, turbulence, and
chemical reactions. However, we maintained the identity and continuity of the chemical species of air and hydrogen fuel.
The computational grid in the lateral plane is in two zones as mentioned earlier, and the number of grid points are already
described in the respective subsection. Forty grid points were chosen in the axial direction, up to a distance of L =2D. The
grid size is increased downstream of this station since we expect reduced gradients in the flow parameters. Between L= 2D
and 1, = 8D we choose 50 grid points.

We examined the numerical solutions at various distances from the injector to evaluate the magnitude of the vorticity
vector and also the cross-flow velocities. Figure 8 shows vorticity contours at various distances downstream from the injec-
tor. It appears that the vorticity in the flowfield spreads to a lateral distance nearly one diameter from the fuel-air inter-
face at the injector exit. Cross-flow velocity vectors in each of the planes examined are shown in Figure 9. We observe
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that considerable entanglement of the airstream and fuel stream occurs by a downstream distance of 8 times the fuel
nozzle diameter. Even with a fine grid, there is considerable smearing and broadening of the gradients of flow parameters
inherent in numerical methods. However, one can define the regions of considerable crossflows and increased vorticity
downstream of the fuel nozzle.
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Figure 9. Crossflow Vector Diagrams at Various Downstream Distances

CONCLUSIONS

It is observed that the nonuniformities in the flows lead to considerable generation of vorticity and entanglement of the
two streams from the numerical computations carried out on the interaction of a nonuniform supersonic jet of fuel with a
nonuniform supersonic jet of air. Present computations are limited to inviscid, nonreacting, perfect-gas streams since we
wanted to explore the potential of the new concept of a skewed fuel nozzle in a conical ramp. The present numerical
results indicate that this type of injector contributes to necessary fuel distribution. In the near future, FNS solutions will be
computed including chemical reactions to evaluate the mixing and combustion enhancement one can obtain within a lim-
ited length of a supersonic combustor.
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Discussion

STOLLERY
What was the ratio of the nozzle exit diameter of your nozzle to the

boundary layer thickness?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The paper we have presented here is based on EULER solution of a non

uniform supersonic jet of fuel interacting with a nonuniform air stream
bounded by a side wall. Since we are dealing with inviscid flow interactions,

the boundary layer on the side wall is ingnored. The cross flows discussed in

the paper have their origin in the pressure and the density gradients in the
inviscid flow- The boundary layer is quit small compared to the exit diameter
of the nozzle.

WINTERFELD

COMMENT : In the old days of supersonic combustion activities in the sixties

we investigated this configuration experimentally and compared it with a ramp

of rectangular shape. The aim of that was to show the vortices and
how these ramps work and we could not get a lift of the hydrogen jet away from

the wall. We wanted to separate the hot combustion from the wall. With a
square ramped injector you have clear shock fronts aside and therefore in part
of the flow, where you have no shocks, you can get quite clear vortices but
with this conical ramp injectors we could not get any succes.
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SUMMARY

One method of heat addition to a supersonic flow is by means of shock-induced
combustion or in this particular study a detonation wave. In order to assess the
performance potential of a propulsor utilizing such a mode of heat addition a first
order inviscid computational scheme based on Godunov's method was developed. This
computational method was chosen since it allows one to track flow-field
discontinuities such as shocks and slipstreams, thus making it possible to generate a
vehicle geometry operating at design conditions for given freestream conditions. This
same code was also used to determine the flow-field generated by a given body geometry
at off-design conditions. Pressures acting on these planar and axisymmetric bodies
were calculated and used to determine various performance parameters over a range of
Mach numbers.. Two configurations consisting of multiple shock external and internal
inlet compression, followed by an oblique Chapman-Jouguet detonation wave, were
considered. herodynamic performance of planar multiple external shock inlet
compression vehicles acting as lifting-rr3pilisive bodies (integrated engine-airframe
confiqurations) was also investigated. Off-d&sign performance of these geometries was
evaluated by varying the heat addition to the C'low in order to obtain the desired
thrust-to-drag ratio. For most body geometries operating at flight Mach numbers less
than the design Mach number, it was found that no value of heat addition would
maintain the design thrust-to-drag ratio. However, for flight Mach numbers greater
than the design Mach number it was found that there usually existed at least two
values, and in some cases three, of heat addition which would give the design
thrust-to-drag ratio.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CT thrust coefficient, Th/(v )

D drag

H total enthalpy

L lift

M Mach number

;a mass flow rate of air 92-16988
max maximum

p pressure 1110 fl01 .
q heat addition

o nondimensional heat addition, q/(C pT)

r coordinate; ordinate in planar, radial in axisymmetric case

T temperature

Th thrust

u x coordinate of velocity

v r coordinate of velocity

V total velocity

x coordinate; abscissa in planar, axial in axisymmetric case

Y specific heat ratio, C p/Cv
1 p propulsive efficiency, (ThxV)/(0aQ)

p density

a denotes free-stream condition

INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic ramjets have been the subject of many investigations (Refs. 1-8).
Cycle analyses of these ramjets show that, in order to avoid very high temperatures
and levels of dissociation of the gases and achieve reasonable levels of thrust,
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combustion must take place at supersonic speeds. Two main concepts of supersonic
combustion have emerged: (1) Injection of gaseous fuel into a supersonic flow where
the air and fuel mix gradually and, being at reacting temperature and pressure,
simultaneously burn, i.e., the "diffusive" burning supersonic combustion ramjet
(Scramjet), (2) shock-induced combustion where a shock is employed to increase the
temperature of premixed fuel and air to a point where chemical reaction will start.
This is the "shocked-combustion" ramjet (Shcramjet). The rate of chemical reaction
(burning) depends on the state of the gas after it has been compressed by the shock
and the shape of the confining walls. For extremely fast reactions where the area does
not increase rapidly enough, a "detonation wave" is generated. In this case the
effects of the heat release are felt in full by the shock, and the wave behaves as a
discontinuity across which energy is released. Therefore, the "detonation wave"
ramjet is a purely hypothetical particular case of a shcramjet. It should, however,
be noted that shock-induced combustion differs from detonations in gases in that the
chemical reaction behind the shock does not necessarily affect the shock. A number of
ramjet configurations were advanced based on these two concepts of supersonic burning.
The scramjet concept has gained more attention and has been quite extensively
developed into practical engine configuration.

The full potential of shcramjets has not yet been explored in a systematic
manner. Earliest works in this area were those of Dunlap, Brehm and Nicholls (Ref. 2)
and Sargent and Gross (Ref. 5), which presented engine performance characteristics
(specific thrust, specific fuel consumption) in the flight Mach number range
3 < ? < 10 based on a simplified one-dimensional analysis. These initial studies were
followed by a number of detailed experimental investigations of normal and oblique
shock-induced combustion and detonation waves. The phenomenon was found to be stable,
reproducible and "friendly" (Ref. 5). It was also concluded that the "shock-induced
combustion employed in a hypersonic ramjet offers control of the combustion processes
over a wide range of flight and diffusion Mach number" (Ref. 11).

In Ref. 13 Townend studied a more elaborate hypersonic detonation ramjet
configuration consisting of multi-shock diffusers optimized by the Oswatitsch
criterion and matched (analytically) to strong or Chapman-Jouguet detonation waves
(normal or oblique). Thus, in the case of full expansion in the nozzle, one can
maximize the thrust for a given heat release, or the propulsive efficiency for the
specified cycle temperature. He concluded that Chapman-Jouguet detonation
is competitive with heat addition at constant pressure, and that some operating
problems of hypersonic detonation wave ramjets - such as premature ignition,
dissociation, boundary layer separation induced by detonation - may in some cases be
avoided. He emphasized "the need for research on oblique rather than normal
detonation and on conical rather than plane waves" (Ref. 13).

More recently, R. B. Morrison published two reports (Refs. 14, 15) on oblique
detonation wave ramjets, in which he studied in some detail multishock external and
internal compression diffusers, fuel injection losses, combustion chamber
configurations, effect of chemistry on oblique detonation wave ranjets, and of
real-gas effects on nozzle expansion. Estimates of the propulsion performance of
external and internal compression ramjets are also reported based on simplified
one-dimensional analysis. He concludes that "the oblique detonation wave ramjet
offers a great potential as an airbreathing propulsor to extend the useful range of
ramjet flight Mach numbers from 6 to 16 and above. Specific impulses and thrust
coefficients that would be obtainable in the above flight range would exceed 70
percent of ideal". Detonation wave ramjets were also investigated by F. S. Billig and
co-workers at the Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory (see, for
example, Refs. 16 and 17), within the context of a wider study of external burning in
supersonic streams.

The concept of heat addition to a supersonic flow by shock-induced combustion has
been actively developed in the USR (see, for example, Refs. 18 and 19). A simple
model of a hypersonic ramjet is presented in Ref. 21.

A revival of interest has occurred lately in detonation wave combustion ramjet
propulsion for hypersonic flight (Refs. 22-27). In Ref. 22 the oblique
detonation wave engine, in combination with a dual-fuel, dual expander rocket engine,
has been proposed as a propulsion device for a single stage earth-to-orbit vehicle.
In Ref. 23, the analysis performed by Morrison in Ref. 15 has been taken a step
further by assuming more realistic working gas properties and considering a more
elaborate detonation wave model. The estimated performance parameters (fuel specific
impulse, thrust per unit inlet area, etc.) are essentially based on a one-dimensional
cycle-type analysis rather than on a specific vehicle geometry. Computational fluid
dynamic methods are used in Refs. 24 and 25 to investigate the stability of standing
oblique detonation waves. Expertierltdl and numerical simulation of fuel (hydrogen)
injection designs as well as the mixing anti subsequent formation of an oblique
detonation wave are reported in Refs. 26 and 27.

In this paper a first-order Godunov scheme (Ref. 28) was used to determine the
geometry of a body and the associated flow-field at design conditions. Propulsive
(and in planar cases aerodynamic) performance of these axisymmetric and planar bodies
was then determined by integrating the pressure distribution acting on all surfaces.
The performnc, 3V these geometries operating at Mach numbers greater and less than
the design Mach number was also evaluated by use of the above mentioned code. In
order to make meaningful co.mp-avons the thrust-to-drag ratio (Th/D) was maintained
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constant. This was achieved in the on-design case by assigning a value of heat
addition Q which gave the desired maximum cycle temperature (for results presented
here T /T. - 10) and varying the vehicle geometry until a Th/D - 1 (cruise
conditTas) was achieved. For off-design cases the body geometry obtained from the
on-design case was fixed and the heat addition was varied in order to achieve the
desired thrust-to-drag ratio. Cruise conditions (Th/D - I) were chosen as a basis of
comparison since planar geometries can also act as lifting-propulsive flight vehicles
and their performance at these conditions is of greatest interest. Aerodynamic and
propulsive performance over a range of maximum cycle temperatures, flight Mach numbers
and thrust-to-drag ratios for on-design geometries can be found in Ref. 29.

THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The equations for an inviscid, non-heat conducting flow are:

+
A+8b_f4 (1)

bx ar

where p 1 1 p

pu2 +p puv + puv

pUv b p,2+p f= pv2 (2)

puv pvH pvI-(

(v - 0 for planar flows) and u, v, p, p and H are the velocity components in the x and
r directions, pressure, density and total enthalpy, respectively. These equations
were solved using Godunov's first-order scheme (Ref. 28) which requires that the flow
everywhere be supersonic. The method was chosen because it allows, if desired, the
tracking of discontinuities (shock waves, slipstreams, ...) in the flow with resulting
shape (discontinuous) profiles of the flow variables across them (no smearing effect).
This capability is essential for the inviscid detonation wave ramjet flow analysis, as
it allows the exact determination of the inlet shock intersections with walls, the
cowl lip position, the position of the detonation wave, of the slipstream separating
the nozzle from the outer flow, and the position of any shocks which are formed or die
out in the flow field. It is also essential for off-design cases since it allows one
to determine the point where the detonation wave is generated and how the complex
shock structure changes as the flight Mach number deviates from design conditions.

If S is the area of an annulus in the x = const plane limited by two circles of
radii r+(x) and r-(x) such that r-(x) 4 r C r+(x), then it can be shown that the
differential equations of motion, Eq. (1), and the relationships of strong
discontinuities are equivalent to the following system of integral conservation laws:

d f r dr = (Ar' -b) + f fdr (3)
dx r. r-

where r' = dr/dx, and X, b and f are given by Eq. (2). In the case of planar flows
the integral term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) vanishes. Integrating the system
of equations (3) from x to x0 + hx (see Fig. 1) and applying the mean value theorem
to the integrals along the contours of the elemental quadrilateral of the
computational grid, the following finite-difference relations are obtained (notations
are shown in Fig. 1):

(Ahr) J-1/2 - (ahr)j-/2 - (A -Bhx)j - (AA - 'hx)j- 1

(fhr) j+1/2 + ( rlj-i/2 (4)
+ hx r 2

Here AJ - rJ-r . Vector quantities denoted by capital letters, I and 1, represent the
value of the victors a and t along the "longitudinal" sides of the elemental
quadrilateral. These values are determined from the solution of the Riemann problem
of interaction for two semi-infinite uniform supersonic flows in j-1/2, j+1/2 and
j-1/2, j-3/2 regions. The downstream values of the flow variables (denoted by
superscript j-1/2 at x0 + hx) can be calculated from the system of equation5- (4).
With appropriate boundary conditions given on r - R-(x) and r - R+(X) (walls, free
boundaries, axis of symmetry, ...) and the proper restriction on the step size hx,
stemming from stability considerations, the whole flow field of interest can thus be
determined. It is clear that any strong discontinuity in the flow field (e.g., shocks
and slipstreams) generated by the solution of the Riemann problem can be tracked by
taking the discontinuity as one of the r+(x) "longitudinal" lines in the computational
domain.
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ON-DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Based on the above described numerical scheme a computer program was developed to
compute the entire flow field and track the strong discontinuities of the two planar
or axisymmetric detonation wave powered hypersonic vehicles (Fig. 2, on-design
conditions). The main difference between these configurations is the type of
compression and the direction the flow is turned in the inlet. It is assumed that the
fuel (e.g., hydrogen) is injected either in the inlet or in the channel (Fig. 2) and
is thoroughly mixed before the mixture reaches the detonation wave station (for an
up-to-date investigation of this problem see Refs. 26 and 27). The temperature of the
combustible mixture as it approaches the detonation wave must be less than its
ignition temperature. It is raised above the ignition temperature by the shock
component of the detonation wave and the rapid energy release couples with this shock
to form the detonation wave. The gas (air, air/fuel mixture and the nozzle exhaust)
is assumed to be perfect with constant, but different, values of the specific heat
ratio on both sides of the detonation wave. The shock tracking capability of the
computer program is extensively used to generate the vehicle geometry at design
conditions so that any undesirable shock reflections are eliminated.

Two types of multi-shock inlets: external (Fig. 2, configuration I) and internal
(configuration II) were considered. To generate the geometries operating at design
conditions configuration I employs two equal strength shocks, whereas a three equal
strength shock system is assumed for configuration II (see Refs. 14, 15 and 23). By
specifying the forebody angle (an input to the computer code) and free-stream
conditions at design flight Mach number, the computer will determine the inlet wall
angles (at point A in configuration I and at points C and D in configuration II) the
shock system and the entire inlet flow field. In the axisymmetric case shock strength
equality is satisfied at points A, C and D where the shocks are formed. In
configuration I, the leading edge of the cowl is placed at the intersection point B of
the inlet shocks, while in configuration II, the leading edge of the cowl is placed on
the shock OC. Thus, for given fixed free-stream conditions and inlet configuration,
the degree of compression is controlled by the forebody angle which is one of the
parameters in the evaluation of the propulsive performance of the detonation wave
ramjet. No real-gas effects (caloric imperfections) on the performance of the inlets
were considered in the present investigation.

In the first phase of this study the detonation wave is considered as a
discontinuity across which a certain amount of heat (Q) per unit mass of gas is
released (the Chapman-Jouguet model). The specific heat ratio is assumed to be
different on both sides of the detonation wave y = 1.4 before and y = 1.25 after the
detonation wave. At design conditions the wedge angle which initiates combustion,
point B in configuration I and point E in configuration II, was determined from the
condition that the detonation wave formed at this point was a Chapman-Jouguet wave.
The position at point F where the detonation wave intersects the upper contour of the
vehicle is accurately determined by tracking the detonation wave.

The combustion products with the specified value of the specific heat ratio
(y - 1.25) are expanded from the conditions just behind the detonation wave. Because
of the asymmetric location of the nozzle walls and the absence of a sonic throat, the
design of a maximum thrust nozzle for given flow conditions of the detonation wave
presents a formidable task. Therefore, the asymmetric (half open) nozzle which is
formed by the lower surface of the main body of the vehicle and the upper surface of
the cowl was designed by assuming that the Chapman-Jouguet detonation wave is
immediately followed by a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan centred at a prescribed radial
distance from the point where combustion is initiated along the first characteristic
which coincides with the detonation wave (see Fig. 2). The upper contour of the
nozzle was formed by the Prandtl-Meyer flow streamline initiated at the intersection
point F of the detonation wave and the body, up to point G where its slope is zero,
followed by a cosine-type contour which insured a zero slope trailing edge. The
length of this portion of the nozzle contour, from point G to the trailing edge I was
specified by prescribing the angle between the straight line joining the two points
and the horizontal datum. Similarly, the upper surface of the cowl was formed by the
Prandtl-Meyer streamline passing through the point where combustion was initiated.
For a given flow condition behind the detonation wave it was possible to control the
intersection point H of the upper cowl surface and the planar lower surface, and hence
the length of the cowl. The same method of cowl design was also adopted for the
axisymmetric case. The lower surface of the cowl was aligned with the oncoming flow
direction for all configurations except the planar version of configuration I. For
this case the lower surface of the cowl was assumed parallel to the forebody wedge
lower surface if the slope of the upper surface was greater than zero. If the upper
surface slope was negative then the leading edge angle of the cowl was set equal to
that of the forebody wedge angle. The thrust (and lift) generated by the two
configurations was determined by integrating the pressure along its wetted contour.

OFF-DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The body geometry used for the off-design cases is simply that obtained in the
on-design case, although determining the point to initiate the detonation wave is
somewhat different in the off-design case. As a consequence of the mixing assumption
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stated above, it was found that the detonation wave could be formed on the surface of
the cowl or in midstream between the cowl and the body. Which of these occurs depends
on the location of the intake shock wave, which contains the flow between the
free-stream and the body, relative to the cowl. For external compression geometries
at flight Mach numbers less than the design Mach number the shock wave angle increases
so that the entire cowl is located within the inlet flow and by the above assumption
within a combustible mixture. Therefore the detonation wave is formed at the leading
edge of the cowl as in the design case. For flight Mach numbers greater than the
design Mach number the wave angle between the free-stream and body decreases giving
rise to two methods by which the detonation wave may be generated, depending on the
cowl geometry and orientation. If the upper surface angle of the cowl is greater than
zero a shock wave is formed at the leading edge. If this shock wave intercepts the
shock wave generated by the body then the intersection point represents the point
where the detonation wave starts and continues until it intersects the body. If this
leading edge cowl shock dies out beore it intercepts the intake shock or if the upper
cowl angle is less than zero, in which case the shock wave does not even form, then it
is assumed that the intake shock reflects as a detonation wave. For internal
compression, the detonation wave was formed at the same location as in the design
case. It should be noted that in both configurations the detonation wave generated at
off-design conditions will no longer be at the Chapman-Jouguet point.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The two configurations (planar and axisymmetric) considered in the present study
are shown in Fig. 2. The shocks and sliplines tracked by the computational method are
also shown. For given incoming flow conditions and flight Mach number the aerodynamic
and propulsive characteristics of these integrated configurations were determined
subject to the following conditions.

The total drag of the vehicle is balanced by the generated thrust, i.e., cruise
conditions are assumed. For on-design operation:

1. A maximum engine cycle temperature, T /T , is prescribed, where Tmax is the
temperature immediately downstream of"'e ;oint where the detonation wave is
initiated.

2. The detonation wave is operating at the Chapman-Jouguet condition at its point of
initiation.

The following parameters were evaluated:

(a) the thrust coefficient,

CT =T

&a.

(b) the propulsive efficiency,

Th x V

and (c) the cruise efficiency,
npL/D

where Th is the total generated thrust, the captured air mass flow rate, V., the
free-stream velocity, 0 the heat addition per unit mass, and L/D the lift-to-drag
ratio of the planar configuration. Each point on the performance curves represents a
specific computer-generated configuration.

In all cases the inlet or forebody angle was maintined at 5* and the angle
between the line joining points F and I (see Fig. 2) and the free-stream was
maintained at l0*.

CONFIGURATION I - PLANAR BODY

This configuration acts as a lifting-propulsive body. Lift is generated by the
intake, nozzle section and the lower cowl surface, whereas thrust is generated by the
nozzle and the upper cowl surface. As mentioned previously, the cowl lower surface
angle relative to free-stream is set equal to the forebody angle in cases where the
upper surface leading edge of the cowl is positive. For negative values the angle
between the upper and lower leading edge surfaces of the cowl was maintained at 5'.
Therefore, one finds that as the Mach number increases beyond a certain value the cowl
angle relative to the oncoming flow increases. This results in a noticeable change in
flight performance (see Ref. 28 for details) and for the cases studied here
((Tmx/T)design - 10) occurs at about M. - 12.
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Figure 3 is a sketch of a typical Th/D vs. 0 obtained for this planar
configuration, and has a characteristic shape of an inverted V. Several noteworthy
conclusions arise from this sketch. For a given body geometry there is one value of 0
which gives a maximum Th/D. If 0 is decreased then Th/D decreases. Physically this
is due to the fact that the detonation wave angle decreases and is ingested by the
nozzle, i.e., it intercepts the nozzle wall downstream of the nozzle inlet, hence the
detonation wave is weakened and the nozzle does not feel the full effect of the
detonation wave and produces less thrust. If the value of 0 is greater than that
corresponding to the maximum Th/D then the detonation wave intercepts the intake wall
before the point where the nozzle begins, thus producing increased drag. This is well
illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows a body designed for Nt- = 10 operating at 14. = 10.4
for two different values of Q, a low and high value, which both give a Th/D = 1.0. For
M. 10.4 the detonation wave is formed in midstream whereas for M, = 11.4 it is
formed on the cowl surface as shown in Fig. 4. The maximum Th/D occurs when a value
of Q causes the detonation wave to intercept the body at the point where the nozzle
inlet starts. Figure 3 shows that this maximum Th/D decreases as the flight Mach
number decreases, with Th/D x - 1.0 at the design point since the design criteria
requires that the nozzle beg'" where the detonation wave intercepts the body. For
M < M the Th/D < I and for M, > M dei_ there are two values of 0 which
give _T.8's 9 .0, resul fng in low and hlgh temper fure conditions since temperature is
proportional to heat addition. When the detonation wave is formed by the criteria
mentioned previously it is found that up to a flight Mach number of 11.2 the
detonation wave is formed within the intake flow, and as the Mach number increases the
point where the detonation wave is formed moves away from the cowl and towards the
body and farther downstream of the cowl leading edge. However, as this occurs the
oblique shock generated by the upper leading edge surface of the cowl is weakened.
When the flight Mach number increases beyond 11.2 the cowl shock dies out before it
intercepts the intake shock generated by the body. Consequently for Mach numbers
greater than this value the detonation wave is now generated on the cowl surface.
Figure 4 shows several shock interactions at various conditions. Varying the
initiation point of the detonation wave leads to the discontinuity in slope as shown
in the plot of n vs. M. (Fig. 5). This figure also shows, as one might expect, that
the propulsive eficiency decreases as one deviates from design conditions,
particularly for a high value of Q. The thrust coefficient C curves (Fig. 6) show
clearly that the high value of 0 generates a greater thrust twan that at design
conditions whereas the low value of 0 generates less thrust which is what one
anticipates from the discussion above. As one deviates from the design condition the
lift-to-drag ratio increases as shown in Fig. 7. This is in agreement with the above
explanation since if drag decreases L/D increases. If thrust increases then drag also
increases but the increased drag produced by the intake also contributes to lift as
does the increased thrust produced by the nozzle. Cruise efficiency (Fig. 8) is less
than that at design conditions, mainly due to the decrease in propulsive efficiency.

In general, as the value of 0 is increased, for a constant value of flight Mach
number, the point where the detonation wave intercepts, the body moves forward out of
the nozzle and into the intake section. This detonation wave is always reflected by
the body as a shock wave for off-design conditions (see Fig. 9). As the M, approaches
the M - • the intersection of the detonation wave and the body which gives a
Th/D moves closer to the point where the nozzle is formed (Fig. 10).

For a design Mach number of 12 the leading edge upper surface slope of the cowl
is less than zero, resulting in a substantial difference in performance since the cowl
now produces only thrust. Consequently the detonation wave is generated on the upper
surface of the cowl in all cases and this is reflected in the fact that there are no
discontinuous changes in slope for the various performance parameters.

For this design Mach number the Th/D vs. 0 for various flight Mach numbers is
different from that of Mtdesign = 10. As shown in Fig. 11 the Th/D vs. 0 curve again
consists of an inverted V, as was the case for M s - 10, however this time the
maximum is a relative maximum, followed by a relagvsegainimum as 0 increases. If the
value of Q is increased still further the Th/D increases until at some point the Mach
number behind the detonation wave is sonic. It is believed that this result of three
values of 0 giving Th/D - I is due to the orientation and length of the cowl. Low and
mid-values of Q behave as before however, for high values of 0 the detonation wave
reflects from the body as a shock wave and this shock wave reflects from the upper
surface of the cowl. Also, as the flight Mach number increases, the point where the
reflected shock intercepts the cowl moves back toward the trailing edge. The result
is that the relative minimum Th/D increases with Mach number until at some M. it is
greater than Th/D - 1 (i.e., M - 13.8). Therefore, at high Mach numbers, there
exists only one value of 0, namely the lower value which gives Th/D = 1.

Figure 12 shows that at low M the mid-value of 0 gives a higher lift over drag
than that of the low 0. This is probably due to the fact that for mid-O drag
increases and so does the thrust and lift. But the negative lift generated by the
cowl does not begin to have a significant effect until a higher Mach number is
reached. For the high 0, one sees that the thrust, and hence drag (Th/D = 1),
increases with decreasing M. but the lift over drag decreases. This implies that the
upper surface of the cowl is rapidly decreasing the lift since it is responsible for
any downward force or negative lift produced. This is not surprising considering the
fact that there are high pressures acting on the cowl due to the shock wave reflecting
off its upper surface.
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The propulsive efficiency is shown in Fig. 13 behaving, as one might expect, with
higher values of 0 giving lower propulsive efficiency. Cruise efficiency, Fig. 14, is
very similar in form to that of propulsive efficiency indicating once again that
propulsive efficiency is the dominant parameter.

Examination of Figs. 12 to 14 shows that for low and mid-Q, performance values
tend toward the design value as one would anticipate. The high value, on the other
hand, does not correspond to the design condition at all, since in this case it so
happens that, for this high value of Q, the thrust produced by the cowl and the nozzle
is sufficient enough to counteract the increased drag produced by the detonation wave
intersecting the inlet wall. Due to the fact that a high 0 value exi3ts, one finds
that for this configuration it is possible to obtain Th/D = 1 for M. < M dasian . Such
values are also shown in Figs. 12 to 14. Temperature plots for the three different
values of Q over a range of i, (Fig. 15) indicate that they are well within the
realm of real-gas effects which are not accounted for in this study. They are
presented here for interest since, from a design point of view, such high temperatures
and their associated losses are of little practical use.

CONFIGURATION I - AXISYMMETRIC

Two axisymmetric bodies, one based on a design Mach number of 10 and the other on
12, were studied. In both of these cases the lower surface of the cowl was aligned
with the free-stream. As a result of this common design geometry it was found that
for both cases the thrust/drag ratio as a function of heat addition Q was in the form
of an inverted V. As in the planar case, the maximum Th/D occurs when the detonation
wave intercepts the point where the nozzle begins. For values of Q less than that
which gives maximum Th/D, the detonation wave intercepts the body within the nozzle
section. Higher values of Q cause the detonation wave to intercept the body in the
intake section, causing an increase in drag. For low values cf 0 the inlet flow
expands just prior to the detonation wave, thus weakening the detonation wave. This
does not occur for high values of Q. The effect of heat addition and flight Mach
number on the detonation wave for the cases presented here are similar to those for
the Mach dein = 10 planar case. It should be noted that the cowl length for the
Mach 12 des gis greater than that for Mach 10. As a result of this longer cowl it
is possible that, under certain values of 0 and flight Mach number, the reflected
shock wave generated by the body when the detonation wave intercepts it, can also
intercept and reflect from the upper surface of the cowl. This occurs when the flight
Mach number is large and for high values of heat addition.

Figures 16 and 17 show the thrust coefficient and propulsive efficiency,
respectively, for a Mach 10 body design. The thrust coefficient behaves as one might
expect, there is a slight rise in propulsive efficiency around Mach 11, but the value
of propulsive efficiency never exceeds that obtained at design conditions.

For Mach 12 designs the thrust coefficient is shown in Fig. 18. The
discontinuity in slope which occurs for high values of Q at Mach 13 is due to the
shock wave reflecting from the cowl upper surface, as explained above. This behaviour
is also apparent in the propulsive efficiency curves shown in Fig. 19. For low values
of 0 it is unexpectedly found that the propulsive efficiency decreases to a minimum at
about M. = 12.4, then rises slowly as M_ increases. For this configuration and
geometry, as well as all others, the high value of Q varied more than the low, and
that these values of Q were usually greater than the design values.

It was found that for these axisymmetric geometries no value of heat addition
would give a Th/D = 1 or greater for flight Mach numbers less than the design Mach
number.

CONFIGURATION II - AXISYMMETRIC

The Th/D curve for this configuration is shown in Fig. 20. It is similar to that
obtained for the planar Mach 12 design. However, for the geometry studied here, it
was found that the local maximum Th/D for Mach numbers other than the design Mach
number never reach a value of one. However, a very large value of Q did give a
Th/D = 1, but the Mach number behind this high Q value detonation wave was only
slightly greater than one. As the flight Mach number was increased, the value of Q
also had to be increased until at some point (M_ = 10.6) the flow was sonic behind the
detonatiot, wave.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results presented here one can conclude that, provided the flight
Mach number is greater than the design Mach number (planar or axisymmetric), there
exist at least two values of heat addition parameter which would give the design
thrust-to-drag ratio for the external compression detonation wave ramjets. There were
also cases in which there could be a third high value of heat addition which would
give the desired Th/D = 1; however, in this case the temperatures obtained were
extremely high and well within the realm of real-gas effects. It was found that, for
flight Mach numbers less than the design Mach number, the Th/D was always less than
the design Th/D except in the case where the third value of Q existed. The existence
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of this third high value of heat addition seemed to be completely dependent on
the geometry of the body.

For the internal compression geometry studied here it was not possible to obtain
Th/D > 1 for flight Mach numbers above or below the design Mach number, except for
very large values of 0 which correspond to the high third value discussed above.

In general it can be stated that the off-design performance deteriorates relative
to on-design performance, particularly in the case of propulsive efficiency and, where
applicable, cruise efficiency. Furthermore, the results obtained seem to suggest that
off-design performance is highly geometry-dependent.
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Discussion
ESCHER

In this concept, fuel injection and mixing takes place during the inlet
or air precompression process yielding a homogeneous fuel/air mixture at the
detonation wave.

1) What mixing means have been considered, either conceptual or
experimental, for creating such a homogeneous mixture?

2) Can avoidance of "premature" ignition and combustion be assumed
(considering the very low ignition energy of hydrogen fuel) by reverse flow
components in the boundary layer?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) Several methods of mixing are possible. Some concepts involve

injecting the hydrogen fuel at various angles relative to the inlet flow in
order to induce mixing. Another method, which has been investigated, is the
phenomenon of mixing enhancement induced by the oblique inlet compression
shocks themselves. Extensive further research is needed to accomplish a
sufficient degree of homogeneity of the fuel/air mixture before the detonation
wave.

2) This is also another phenomenon which will have to be further
investigated. Premature ignition could be avoided by carefully controlling the
temperature of the mixture before it reaches the detonation wave. Further
research is also necessary in this area.

TOWNEND
The propulsive efficiency values seem low for the Mach numbers and

tempratures used. For such flow models, it should be possible to obtain
propulsive efficiencies of 50% to 60% as I recall. Please can you comment on
this?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Propulsive efficiency is geometry dependant, so for the design

methodology used here one obtains efficiencies which seem low, but, it is not
unreasonable to assume higher values are possible since the design methodology
here is by no means an optimum one. It should also be noted that as the
thrust-to-drag ratio increases so too does the propulsive efficiency. So the
results presented here (Th/D=I) represent the lowest efficiencies. One also
finds that the propulsive efficiency can vary from 0.1 to 0.8 for low to high
Mach numbers respectively. More details can be found in reference 29 of this
paper.

SCHWAB
You showed examples for Mach numbers between 10 and 12. What are the

reasons for the design at these Mach numbers? What happens for design Mach
numbers lower than 10?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The choice of Mach numbers between 10 and 12 was rather an arbritary

choice. The major restriction was computing time and money.
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ABSTRACT

Wave Combustors, which include the Oblique Detonation Wave Engine (ODWE), are attracLive propulsion concepts for hyper-
sonic flight. These engines utilize oblique shock or detonation waves to rapidly mix, ignite and combust the air-fuel mixture
in thin zones in the combustion chamber. Benefits of these combustion systems include shorter and lighter engines which will
require less cooling and can provide thrust at higher Mach numbers than conventional scramjets. The Wave Combustor's ability
to operate at lower combustor inlet pressures may allow the vehicle to operate at lower dynamic pressures which could lessen
the heating loads on the airframe.

The research program at NASA-Ames includes analytical studies of the ODWE combustor using Computional Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) codes which fully couple finite rate chemistry with fluid dynamics. In addition, experimental proof-of-concept studies
are being carried out in an arc heated hypersonic wind tunnel. Several fuel injection designs were studied analytically and
experimentally. In-stream strut fuel injectors were chosen to provide good mixing with minimal stagnation pressure losses.
Measurements of flow field properties behind the oblique wave are compared to analytical predictions.

NOMENCLATURE

Ct = Thrust coefficient
I., = Specific impulse
M = Mach number
ODWE = Oblique Detonation Wave Engine
p = pressure
q = dynamic pressure
R. = Reynolds Number
T = Temperature
TAV = Trans-atmospheric Vehicle
V = velocity
X = lateral distance from centerline of strut
y = vertical distance from nozzle floor

Z = axial distance fron trailing edge of strut

0 = equivalence ratio

Subscripts

t = total
o = free stream value

INTRODUCTION

The use of detonation waves to initiate and enhance combustion has been proposed since the 1940's'. Some analyses have
been made using both normal and oblique waves2

.
3 . Normal waves are hard to stabilize and they produce higher stagnation
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pressure losses than oblique waves. However, it is not clear that stabilized oblique detonation waves have been established in
laboratory conditions4 '. While free-running normal detonations have been observed to be classaical Chapman-Jouguet waves
with sonic gas velocities behind the wave, stationary oblique waves do not necessarily fulfill this condition. We will define
an oblique detonation as a wave where the pressure field generated by combustion behind the wave influences the wave itself.
This influence is manifested in a rotation of the oblique wave to a more normal orientation. The limiting case is an oblique
Chapman-Jouguet detonation where the normal velocity component behind the wave becomes sonic. Further heat addition will
cause the wave to detach from the anchoring point and rotate to a more normal orientation.

Several studies have been made recently of the application of oblique detonation waves to hypersonic propulsion ' 7 . These re-
ports have shown that heat addition at an oblique detonation wave can provide combustor performance equal to the conventional
scramjet combustor. While the deliberate creation of shock waves may seem to create additional losses, the detonation wave
can be considered to be the last wave in a multi-shock diffuser. In addition, there is analytical evidence that heat addition with
shocks may not be as inefficient as previously thought 8. Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that shock waves can be avoided
in supersonic combustors with fuel injection and boundary layer regions. Indeed, the design of supersonic combustors should
utilize the shock waves to enhance mixing and combustion.

TRANS-ATMOSPHERIC VEHICLE MISSION STUDIES

In order to determine the performance potential of the ODWE, a simulation of a typical single-stage-to-orbit trans-atmospheric
vehicle (TAV) mission was completed. Performance and sizing estimations for the TAV were made using a hypersonic vehicle
synthesis code for trans-atmospheric designs'. Estimates can be made of aerodynamic characteristics, aero-thermal heating,
propulsion system performance and structural/subsystem weights. An automated vehicle closure algorithm iterates the trajec-
tory analysis to close the design on both vehicle weight and volume.

To size the vehicles, a mission was selected which carried a payload of 15,000 pounds into a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) of 120 nau-
tical miles altitude. A horizontal takeoff in the easterly direction from Kennedy Space Center was assumed, with an on-station
duration of six hours. Two ascent trajectories were studied, with dynamic pressures of 1000 and 2000 pounds per square foot
(psf). The flight path was constrained to give 100 pounds per square inch (psi) duct pressure at lower supersonic Mach numbers
and a maximum mean surface equilibrium radiation temperature of 2000 F (1367 K) for high Mach numbers. The speed at
which the airbreathing engine thrust was augmented by a rocket was optimized to minimize the gross takeoff weight. A descent
trajectory was flown near peak L/D to maximize the descent cross-range capability. Fuel reserves of 2% of mission fuel were
assumed for the landing maneuver.

General Vehicle Design

The general vehicle configuration, shown in Fig. 1, is a lifting body with aft mounted horizontal and vertical tails. The total
propulsion system consists of two airbreathing engines, one for Mach numbers below 6, and a scramjet or an ODWE for the
remaining part of the flight. In addition, a rocket engine is used in conjuction with the air-breathing engine for the high altitude,
high Mach number portion of the trajectory. Liquid hydrogen is the fuel for all engines.

One-dimensional Engineering Analysis of ODWE

A one-dimensional engineering code was developed to provide the engine data base for an analysis of Trans-atmospheric Vehicles
powered by either ODWE or scramjet engines. The engine data was then used in another code for mission analysis studies.
The results of these comparisons were presented in Ref.10. The first calculations were made for a scramjet engine. After
succesful tests of the modifications, a second version of the code was developed to model the ODWE. Both simulations were
one dimensional, and involved many simplifying assumptions which are common in this kind of analysis.

A detailed description of this propulsion model was also presented in Ref.10. For the scramjet case, the inlet operates in a
four shock mode which gives good performance over all flight conditions. However, for the ODWE case, the oblique detonation
wave acts as a diffuser, so fewer inlet shocks are needed. In this mode, two inlet shocks are sufficient. The viscous and pressure
drag forces from nose-to- tail on the underbody or engine side of the vehicle are accounted for in the two engine performance
parameters, specific impulse and thrust coefficient. The thrust coefficient is defined as the thrust normalized by the product of
dynamic pressure and capture area. Engine specific impulse is obtained by dividing thrust by the fuel weight flow rate. The
remaining vehicle drag not accounted for in the thrust coefficient, which includes the top, sides, cowl bottom surface and control
surfaces is assigned to the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics. The efficiency of the propulsion system depends on various
factors including the flight Mach number, dynamic pressure, forebody shape, fuel temperature and equivalence ratio.

General Engine Performance

The results of the engine performance calculations show that specific impulse and thrust coefficients depend on dynamic pres-
sure, combustion efficiency, fuel temperature and equivalence ratio. Certain trends can be observed. As shown in Fig. 2, it
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is evident that higher heat recycling from the engine leads to higher injected fuel temperatures and larger values of specific
impulse and thrust coefficient. We assume that the fuel is injected at a constant Mach number of 2.5. As more heat is added to
increase the stagnation temperature, significant momentum can be gained from the fuel injection. However, fuel temperature is
limited by the amount of heat which can be absorbed from the structure and by the temperature limits of the materials used to
store and transport the fuel. In this study, we will assume that 90% of the heat loads have been absorbed by the fuel. The fuel
is then heated to a limiting temperature of 1100 K (1520 F), which is representative of the current materials available for fuel
storage and transport. If this temperature limit is exceeded, then an amount of fuel in excess of stoichiometric must be used.
The resulting equivalence ratio versus Mach number schedule for the scramjet is shown in Fig. 3 for various fuel temperature
limits.

Since the ODWE combustor is shorter, a stoichiometric mixture can be maintained to a Mach number of 17.5 compared to 14
for the scramjet, for a fuel temperature of 1100 K. While heat recycle increases engine performance for stoichiometric mixtures,
the effect of using excess fuel to maintain a specified temperature limit may increase the thrust coefficients but will lower the
specific impulses as shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the cooling requirements seriously affect the performance of the engine at
high Mach numbers.

Scramjet Engine Performance

The calculated performance of the scramjet engine is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of Mach number for a dynamic pressure of
2000 pef and an equivalence ratio schedule which maintains the fuel temperature below 1100 K. It can be seen that the specific
impulse begins to drop at Mach 14 due to the rise in equivalence ratios necessary to maintain the 1100 K fuel temperature limit.

ODWE Performance

The ODWE performance was also calculated for dynamic pressures of 1000 pef and 2000 psf. In Fig. 4 we compare the perfor-
mance of both the scramjet and ODWE for the q=2000 pe case. It appears that the ODWE has better performance than the
scramjet at high Mach numbers, but has lower specific impulse below Mach 15. The reduced performance at low Mach numbers
is due to the steep wave angle of an oblique Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation, and therefore to higher shock losses. The wave
angle can be reduced if either the Mach number is increased or the Chapman-Jouguet Mach number is decreased (i.e. the static
temperature prior to the detonation wave is increased or 0' is decreased). Therefore, the ODWE favors operation at high Mach
numbers.

The ODWE also takes advantage of a shorter combustor which requires less cooling and less excess fuel it higher Mach numbers
than the scramjet. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the knee in the specific impulse curve, which indicates the start of the excess
fueling schedule, begins at a higher Mach number for the ODWE than for the scramjet. Since the problems of mixing and
ignition delay impose a long combustor for high Mach numbers, it is clear that increasing the combustor length causes the
performance of the scramjet to drop at lower Mach numbers, when fuel must be injected in excess of stoichiometric.

For the ODWE, the benefits of a shorter combustion chamber, which results in a shorter, lighter engine will also be evident in
the vehicle size and weight calculations which are discursed later.

Scramjet Vehicle Performance

A scramjet powered vehicle was modeled using the predicted engine performance data for the trajectory of constant dynamic
pressure q=2000 psf. Since the scramjet is very inefficient below Mach 6, a hypothetical engine system with an average effective
specific impulse of 1000 seconds was used to propel the vehicle from horizontal takeoff to Mach 6. Aerodynamic heating con-
siderations required that the dynamic pressure of the flightpath begins to drop below the specified value of 2000 pe at Mach
17 to about 250 psf at Mach 22. This low dynamic pressure requirement at high Mach numbers necessitates rocket power
augmentation which begins at Mach 18. The amount of thrust provided by the rocket is larger than the thrust produced by the
scramjet, and the rocket thrust fraction continues to increase until orbital speeds are reached.

The scramjet powered vehicle which flies a 2000 psf trajectory weighs 460,512 pounds and carries a 15,000 pound payload into
orbit. The scramjet engine, low speed engine and rocket motors comprise 8.6% of the takeoff weight. For comparative purposes,
a vehicle which flies a 1000 psf trajectory was also studied. This TAV is heavier at 623,000 pounds. The main reason for the
increased weight is the lower mass capture per unit area of inlet, which requires a larger, heavier engine and associated structure.
Also, the lower thrust-to-weight ratio results in a longer flight time to orbit which consumes a greater amount of fuel.

ODWE Vehicle Performance

The hypersonic vehicle using the ODWE has somewhat different weight characteristics. Since the ODWE offers superior perfor-
mance above Mach 15, the point of rocket turn-on is delayed to Mach 19. The ODWE can operate at higher Mach numbers than
the scramjet, and continues to provide a higher fraction of airbreathing thrust to orbital speeds. Therefore, less rocket thrust is
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needed and a lower mass fraction of liquid oxygen (LOX) is consumed, 12.5% versus 15.9% for the scramjet. This represents a
weight savings of 22,000 pounds compared to the scramjet. In addition, the shorter combustor length provided by the ODWE
allows a shorter, lighter engine which saves about 5,000 pounds. The ODWE represents 3.7% of the gross weight, compared to
4.4% for the baseline scramjet engine. While the fuel weight fraction is higher for the ODWE, the actual fuel weight is 14,000
pounds lower. As a result of all these factors, the ODWE configuration weighs 409,500 pounds, some 51,000 pounds less than
the scramjet vehicle (for q=2000 pef), and carries the same payload of 15,000 pounds to orbit. Note that the payload weight
fraction is increased from 3.3% of the takeoff weight for the scrarnjet to 3.7% for the ODWE.

Since the scranmjet has better performance below Mach 15, and the ODWE above Mach 15, a combination of these two engines
may be ideal. This hybrid engine would use a two-shock diffuser for the whole Mach range. At low Mach numbers, the mixing
length and ignition requirements are less severe, and a relatively short combustor can be used in a scramjet mode. At higher
Mach numbers, the diffusing shocks would move aft into the combustor. The engine would operate in the oblique detonation
mode in the aft section of the combustor. Therefore, cooling is required only for a fraction of the combustor, and the drop in
performance due to cooling requirements would still occur only at very high Mach numbers. The design of such a hybrid engine
would require more sophisticated, 2-dimensional analysis. Work in that direction is progressing.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF ODWE

The analysis of the ODWE has been made with levels of sophistication ranging from one dimensional, steady, perfect gas flowil

to unsteady, 2-dimensional, viscous, shock capturing codes with finite rate chemistry' 2,13 . These codes are used to simulate
and guide experiments aimed at proving the existance and stability of oblique detonation waves and their use in supersonic
combustors.

Proof-of-concept studies of the ODWE are focused on the establishment of stable oblique detonation waves. A NASA-Ames
arc heated hypersonic wind tunnel facility has been chosen for the experimental program. This facility can simulate combustor
inlet conditions of Mach number and enthalpy. However, it cannot presently reproduce the expected pressures. Therefore it
was necessary to determine if the low pressures would prevent the establishment of a detonation wave. This verification was
carried out in several ways. The simplest method utilized a 1-dimensional, steady flow, finite rate chemistry program 11 which
calculated ignition delays and combustion behavior behind a 300 oblique shock wave. Inputs to this simulation included a
hydrogen-air reaction mechanism taken from the literature12 .

The results of these 1-dimensional calculations demonstrated the strong dependence of ignition delay and combustion rate on
pressure and temperature. As temperature and pressure are increased, combustion occurs closer to the wave. However, this
program did not simulate any coupling between heat release and wave angle so the question remained whether a detonation
had been created. There is very little information in the literature on the spacing between the shock wave and combustion
zone for a detonation, except that they appear to be almost coincidental. However, some estimates of coupling can be made by
generating characteristics in the combustion zone and determining their intersections with the shock. If these characteristics do
not intersect the shock within the bounds of the combustion chamber, then there is not enough coupling to be classified as a
detonation. Instead, there is shock induced combustion.

For the nominal experimental conditions, the air in the wind tunnel exits the nozzle at Mach 4.6 with a pressure of 0.016 atm
and a temperature of 840 K. Combustion behind a 30* oblique wave takes about 0.5 milliseconds corresponding to a distance
normal to the shock of approximately 5 centimeters. Raising the pressure by a factor of 5 shortens the distance to about 0.7
centimeters. This coupling should create a detonation. Indeed, more sophisticated analyses employing a 2-dimensional, fully
coupled CFD and finite rate chemistry code have shown the existance of a detonation under these higher pressure conditions 13 .

A solution would be to raise the pressure or temperature to guarantee a detonation in the experiment. While the temperature
can easily be increased, this effect could cause the fuel to ignite prematurely. One method of raising the pressure would be to
create a preliminary oblique wave in front of the detonation wave. However, this may not be necessary since the introduction of
hydrogen fuel will also create oblique shocks which can have the same effect. These effects will depend on the size, shape and
number of injectors and their location in the experimental set-up.

It was possible to approximate the static pressure rise due to fuel injection when some simplifying assumptions were made. For
example, if the fuel injection was assumed to occur at constant pressure in an inviscid airstream, then the fluid momentum can
be related to the stagnation pressure losses. While stagnation pressure and Mach number are reduced by injection, the static
pressure and temperature are increased. These increases will be beneficial to the ignition process behind the oblique wave.

If the injection losses are due only to the streamwise component of momentum, then the stagnation pressure losses can be
easily estimated14 . For the case where M = 4.6, a stoichiometric amount of h,. "-gen injected at room temperature results in
a stagnation pressure loss of 12%. This pressure loss is equivalent to an obliqu, .,ock oriented at about 21* to the horizontal
which turns the flow at about 9.5*. The downstream Mach number is then reduced to approximately 3.7 and the static pressure
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and temperatures are raised by factors of 2.4 and 1.3 respectively. These higher pressures and temperatures will shorten the

ignition distance behind the oblique wave. The pressure field due to combustion should influence the oblique shock wave and
create a detonation. In reality, the hydrogen injection will create shock waves which will cause higher stagnation losses than
predicted by this analysis along with higher static pressures and temperatures.
While the increased pressures will shorten ignition delays behind the oblique wave, raising the temperatures may create pre-
ignition problems prior to the wave. One consideration for injector design .nd location is premature ignition of the fuel. A
study was made of the effects of introducing fuel at various locations inside the wind tunnel nozzle. The results indicated that
fuel must be introduced at a location in the nozzle somewhere downstream of the point where the area ratio is 10. However,
extensive modifications would be required to inject fuel in the existing nozzle. This result led to the study of strut type injectors
which would be located at the exit of the nozzle.

Injection Simulations

In order to verify some of the simplified analyses of fuel injection and combustion behavior, a more sophisticated computer
simulation was employed. This code is described in detail elsewhere13', 4 . Many different simulations were performed to validate
the fluid dynamic and chemical kinetics portions of this code. Once the code was validated, it was used to guide the experimental
program. The first simulation consisted of wall injection through an orifice normal to the air stream. This configuration, which
could model injection from a flat plate resulted in an oblique shock ahead of the injected fuel. Unfortunately, the penetration
of the fuel jet was poor. A similar result has been observed experimentally, where fuel jet penetrations appeared to peak at a
value of about five times the orifice diameter s .

In an effort to improve the fuel penetration, a projection or finger was added downstream of the fuel orifice. In this case, fuel
was forced over the projection further into the air stream. However, a normal shock was also formed upstream of the injector
which reduced the flow velocities to subsonic values. Since a detonation can only exist in supersonic flows, this geometry would
preclude the establishment of an oblique detonation wave downstream of the injector. A third configuration was examined
where the finger was modified to include a ramp on the upstream side. Fuel penetration remained good and the fuel injection
shock became oblique. Most of the flow remained supersonic except for a small recirculation zone behind the leward side of
the projection. While this configuration appeared to provide improved penetration and supersonic flow downstream of the
injection point, this design would have to be installed on a wall where the high temperatures in the boundary layer region could
prematurely ignite the fuel. In addition, the boundary layer might decrease the fuel penetration. For these reasons, it was
decided to examine strut type fuel injectors located outside the nozzle. Here fuel could be injected by multiple struts into the
core flow region where viscous effects are reduced.

In order provide a better model of the detonation process, a 2-dimensional combustion code was also developed. This code
uses the same Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) algorithm as the injection model to capture strong shocks without smearing
or oscillations. Temperature oscillations could incorrectly predict premature ignition and invalidate the detonation conditions.
Finite rate chemistry is incorporated in order to model the heat release of the detonation process. The chemistry is fully coupled
to the fluid dynamics so that heat release will couple to the shock front and show the correct rotation of the detonation wave.
The fluid dynamics and chemical kinetics parts of this code were verified using many existing data sets and conditions13 .

Simulation of ODWE Experiment

The focus of this work was the simulation of the flow field in the strut region. This was done first with an Euler (inviscid)
computation to obtain the position of the reflected shocks. The computations were done for free stream Mach numbers of 4.5
and 5.4. Two values of the vertical separation between the struts were studied (0.67 inches and 0.75 inches). It was apparent
from the results that multiple shock interactions occured between the struts, as well as shock impingement on the flat surfaces
of the struts. It was clear that in the case of high stagnation enthalpy, extreme care should be taken in avoiding locally high
temperatures. In order to model the strut injection and mixing, a series of computations were made with greater refinements,
which included blunting the leading edge of the struts and providing a high grid density. The full Navier-Stokes equations were
solved for an assumed laminar case. The conditions were M.. = 5.4, T 0 = 42.2K, p., = 0.0128 atm, Re00 = 2x105 per inch.
The total length of the strut is approximately 5 inches and transition to turbulence should occur somewhere at the end of the
strut. However, because of the leading edge compressive ramp (70) and the porous transpiration plate in the first half of the flat
strut section, transition could be expected sooner. There is, however, no definite way to predict the transition with precision
and there were no measurements to determine the properties of the boundary layer on the strut. In addition, when fuel injection
takes place, the flow obviously becomes turbulent and the algebraic (Baldwin-Lomax) model is then unable to model the correct
physics. Ideally a 2-equation mode should be used at this point. The development and validation of such a model which uses
the turbulent kinetic energy equation is one of the high priority development areas.

An example of the injection patterns for two struts is shown in Fig. 5. This design indicated hot spots on the center strut which
caused the fuel to ignite immediately after injection. In fact, it was necessary to inject nitrogen at the tip of the strut to cool the
mixture and decrease the oxygen content of the boundary layer 14 . The strut design is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Fig. 5 shows the computed density contours in logarithmic scale for the strut flow field prior to fuel injection. Of special signif-
icance is the boundary layer detachment on the top and bottom surfaces, at the start of the trailing ramp section. In addition,
weak recompresion shocks are seen to originate from the trailing edge itself. This can also be observed in the computed density
field, although the pattern is more complex. It appears that weak shocks are thrown off from the pain of vortices on opposite
sides of the strut. The flow between the struts shows a regular diamond pattern from the multiple shock intersections. There
is also a recirculation region on the flat plate in front of the first shock impingement. Because of the good resolution of both
grid systems and numerical scheme, the pattern of shocks and expansion waves can be observed in detail, especially near the
recirculation region.

The corresponding schlieren record is shown in Fig. 6. In this picture, the flow between the two strut surfaces is very complex,
and there seems to be larger areas of flow separation and recirculation on the surfaces. It is difficult to obtain clear experi-
mental pictures of the flow. Most of the features of the flow, however, are reproduced by the simulations, especially the strong
bow shocks in front of the injectors and the diamond pattern of shock interactions. The mixing predicted by a 2-dimensional
simulation is very poor and is below the measured values. This can be explained by the importance of three-dimensional effects
with discrete orifice injection, especially longitudinal vortices. In addition, the turbulence levels in the experimental flow ae not
well known. A more detailed comparison could be obtained only if 3-dimensional computations are performed. These studies
are planned for the future.

Once the mixing simulations were completed, efforts were focused on the oblique wave which would be created by the wedge test
body. Since the creation of an oblique detonation wave was the goal, the model was extended to include finite rate chemistry
and heat release. This code was also validated using existing experimental data. After this code was verified, several detonation
cases were simulated. First, an oblique detonation was modeled in premixed hydrogen-air for M.o=4.2, p.=0.1 atmospheres
and T.=700 K which are close to proposed test conditions. The results presented in Fig. 7 show the oblique shock wave without
fuel reaction. When reactions are allowed, detonative combustion results and the wave rotates to a more normal position as
shown in Fig. 8.

S'nce the fuel injection simulations indicated rather poor mixing, a case was studied where a relatively unmixed fuel jet en-
countered the oblique shock. The results given in Fig. 9 show that the oblique wave, which was straight in the premixed case,
has been severely distorted by the fuel jet. The low molecular weight and high speed of sound of the fuel contribute to a lower
Mach number flow in the fuel rich areas which results in a more normal wave front.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ODWE

Facilities

The arc-jet facility consists of a 20-MW arc heater supplied continuously with high pressure air. The arc chamber can be
pressurized to 10 atmospheres. Air leaving the arc heater passes through a semi-elliptical nozzle with an exit area ratio of
36. A schematic of the test configuration is shown in Fig. 10. Note the injectors and test body which will be discussed later.
Enthalpies can range from 5 to 35 MJ/kg (2000- 15,000 BTU/b,,,) and air flow is variable from 0.05 to 0.68 kg/s (0.1-1.5 lb,/s).
Nominal test conditions for the ODWE experiment correspond to maximum pressure and minimum current. Upgrading of the
facility from 10 atmospheres stagnation pressure to 40 atmospheres is now in progress. This higher pressure will allow a closer
simulation of the conditions expected at the inlet of a supersonic combustor. A five stage steam ejector pump maintains test
cell pressures down to 13 mm Hg.

Injector Design

The fuel injection struts are designed to provide good mixing with minimal losses. Analytical evaluations indicated that hot
spots and recirculation zones would exist on and around the struts1 4 -". These regions would be undesirable since the goal
is to create a well mixed fuel-air stream which would not ignite before the oblique wave. The simulations indicated that the
transpiration of cool(300 K) nitrogen would prevent the premature ignition of the hydrogen fuel. The strut design, shown in
Fig.11, has a transpiration area ahead of the hydrogen injection orifices. The porous "felt metal" allows nitrogen to transpire
at a rate of 0.015 kg/s per strut, which represents about 5% of the main mass flow rate.

Hydrogen is injected through seventeen 1.52 mm(0.060 in) diameter orifices spaced 1.27 cm(0.5 in) apart. The orifices are drilled
at an angle of 30" to the flow direction. Two or three struts will be utilized depending on the results of further mixing and
combustion studies. The fuel-air ratio can be varied up to two times the stoichiometric value. The fuel rich condition will ensure
that most of the test body will be immersed in a stoichiometric or fuel rich flow. An estimate of the air-fuel mixing was made
using a semi-emperical mixing model17,1 8. This model, which is for sonic injection into a two-dimensional duct, accounts for
strut separation and orifice size and spacing. Based on this correlation, the mixing efficiency for 30" injection of a stoichiometric
mixture is 70% after a distance of 12 inches.
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Test Body

The oblique waves will be created by a water cooled wedge located approximately one foot downstream of the struts in the test
section. Optical access is provided by 12 inch windows on either side of the test section and a schlieren system will provide
photographic records of the wave angle with and without fuel. Pressure and temperature transducers on the wedge will be used
to assess the state of combustion behind the oblique wave.

Mixing Studies

A series of mixing studies were carried out in the hypersonic wind tunnel. The first set of tests were made with two injection
struts spaced from 0.5 in to 0.75 inches apart. the extent of fuel mixing was measured by an on-line mass spectrometer. Gas
samples were obtained by a probe which was mounted on a traversing table that allowed motion in all three dimensions. Some
results of the fuel-air determinations are shown in Fig. 12 for two locations, 0.5 inches and 12 inches behind the strut trailing
edge. While mixing is poor at 0.5 inches, it is significantly improved at 12 inches. The further location was representative of the
proposed position of the wedge for the detonation tests. Note that the fuel distribution at 0.5 inches resembles the simulated
case of Fig. 5 with relatively unmixed jets. The experiment verified the concerns about thermal failure at the areas of shock
impingement on the struts. Further mixing tests with multiple struts were carried out only with cold flow to avoid overheating
while hot flow tests were run with a single strut.

Oblique Detonation Wave Studies

After the mixing studies were completed, the wedge test body was installed in the wind tunnel. While the original plan was to
locate the wedge 12 inches downstream of the struts, this required the fabrication of new doors for the wind tunnel test section
to place the windows in the proper location for viewing. Unfortunately, there was insufficient time to fabricate these doors, so
the wedge was located in the field of view with the struts. Only 1.0 inches separated the trailing edge of the strut and the front
edge of the strut. While this placed the strut in a relatively unmixed region, it was thought that combustion could occur behind
the oblique bow shock of the wedge.

Tests were run with both helium and hydrogen injection to determine the effects on the wedge shock. The effects of fuel
injection can be seen by comparing Figs. 13 and 14 for the cases of no injection and injection, respectively. It was observed
that the injection of either combustible or inert gases caused a similar displacement of the bow shock. This was due to the low
molecular weights and high speeds of sounds of hydrogen and helium. The effect is to lower the Mach number of the flow and
cause the oblique wave to be more normal. During one test run, an increase in pressure was observed on the wedge with hy-
drogen injection, indicating combustion. However, in the limited time remaining for the tests, this phenomenon was not repeated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental and analytical program has been undertaken to study the characteristics of stable oblique detonation waves in
a NASA-Ames arc-jet wind tunnel. The analytical models have been used extensively to aid in the experimental design and to
ensure a successful experiment.

The existance of stable oblique detonation waves has been predicted previously for premixed hydrogen-air in supersonic flows.
However, complete mixing of the fuel and air streams is not possible within reasonable distances in supersonic combustors.
Therefore, it is necessary to introduce the fuel in a manner that provides good mixing in short distances with minimal losses.
Several injector designs were examined analytically and a strut type was chosen for its ability to introduce the fuel in the nozzle
free jet. The mixing characteristics and the effects of incomplete mixing on the detonation wave are still being studied.

The simulation of the strut flow field in the ODWE experiment provided great detail on the shock-shock interactions and
shock-boundary layer interactions. Notably, the flow structure near the injector is particularly detailed (shock, Mach disk). The
results agree reasonably well with .the experimental schlieren records.

A mission analysis study compared the performance of vehicles powered by a scramjet or an ODWE. The results showed that
the ODWE had better overall performance than the scramjet. The increased performance allowed the ODWE powered vehicle
to weigh less than the scramjet powered vehicle for the same payload weight.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of test set-up in 20 MW arc heated
wind tunnel. The strut injectors are shown at the exit
of the nozzle and the wedge test body is downstream.

OR Fig. 11. Schematic of fuel injector strut for
ODWE tests.
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Fig. 12. Measured fuel cocentrations at 0.5
inches and 12 inches behind fuel injection struts.4
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Fig. 13. Schlieren photograph of a shock wave created by a wedge in Mach 4.5 flow.
A single strut fuel injector is positioned slightly below the wedge centerline. No
fuel is injected in this case.

Fig.14. Schieren photograph of an oblique wave created by a wedge in Mach 4.5 flow.
Fuel is injected from a single strut. Note the displacement of the lower
portion of the wave compared to the previous figure.
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Discussion
WEYER

How do you prevent self-ignition within the area of fuel injection on the
struts? In real flight situations the temperature in the boundary layer on the
struts will be close to the stagnation temperature, and self-ignition will
happen!

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The use of struts for our ODWE experiments was necessary because of the

physical constraints of the test facility. They may not be used for a
prototype vehicle design/flight situation. However, various transpiration
cooling techniques have been proposed for sharp wing leading edges and could
be used for injector struts in supersonic combustion. For our test conditions,
nitrogen transpiration through "felt metal" was adequate to prevent the
pre-ignition predicted by Dr. Cambier's calculations.

SMITH
Did the experimental program include the injection of an inert light gas

such as helium to see if the shock wave movement was as expected with chemical
reaction?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Unfortunately, we did not have time to prepare this test because of the

time constraints placed on our test schedule. However, it is something to
attempt if future opportunities arise.

MARGUET
A quel nombre de Mach de vol minimal pensez-vous que le concept du

stato-r~acteur i d~tonation soit int~ressant?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Our initial one-dimensional analysis of the ODWE combustion showed that a

performance advantage occured at Mach numbers greater than 15 relative to the
scramjet. A two-dimensional analysis could possibly modify this result
somewhat. Nevertheless, we would expect the ODWE to be advantageous in the
higher Mach regime approching orbital speed.

ESCHER
Referring to the theoretical performance comparison between conventional

scramjet and the ODWE, two clarifications are requested :
1) What is the basis for scramjet having somewhat higher specific impulse

for a given flight speed, prior to fuel-rich operation?
2) What is the rationale for the ODWE reverting to fuel-rich operation at

a significantly higher flight speed than the conventional scramjet engine?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) This occurs at Mach numbers smaller than 15 because of greater losses

resulting from stronger ODWE diffuser detonation shock system.
2) The ODWE is smaller and lighter than the scramjet and, therefore, has

less surface area to cool. Consequently, the necessity for excess fuel is
delayed to a higher Mach number.
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WINTERFELD
1) What is the stagnation temperature in your last experiments?
2) We observed in our early experiments at high stagnation temperature

premature combustion around the jets in shock induced combustion.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
10 I do not have a stagnation temperature. The static temperature was

about 800 K. The Mach number was about 4.5.
2) Our calculation did not predict that phenomenon. We were accurate on

the prediction of the premature combustion on the surface of the injector
struts.
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RESUME

aerospatlal* - DMslon des Engins Tactiques - a d6volopp6 pour los bosoins do sos
programmo$ op~rotionnols 6 ce jour. des moleurs tros performonts. combin~s tus~e -
stotor6actour 6 large domaine do vol. Des progr~s d~clsfs oft p0 Otre accomplis dans ce
domaine gr~ce aim m~thodes do d~veloppement impliquant calculs. mod6lisation et un
Important programme d'essais au sol et en vol. ainsi qu4b lo pr~cislon e1 6 ta souplesse des
organes ombarqubs do r~gulation et do caicul. Le programme d'essas au sol comprend des
essais a~rodynamlques. des ossais analytiques do combustion permettont do connaftre le
domaine do tonctionnemont e1 daffiner los performances du motour (le bilan pouss~e-
traln~e est en offot tr~s sensible). des essals doenduranco 01 do synth~se. Outre r'utilisation des
moyons classiques (soutfierles on pariculor). 11 a fallu recourir 6 des Installations sp~ciflques
capobles do reproduireoau sol les conditions do pression. temp~rature e1 d~bit d'air
correspondant avoc pr6clion 6 cellos rencontr6os lors d'une mission r6ello. Codl est
particuli~rement Important du fait du caract~ro non permanent des flux dans le moteur pour
des traoctoiros 6 fart d~nIvei6 ot 6 Mach variable.

Le d~veloppemont d'un moteur combine pour lanceur posera des probldmes
oxp~rimontaux analogues. et1 rexpermence acquise dons lo domaine des installations et do la
m~thodologle doessais de stator~octeurs do missiles pout Otro pr~cleuse. bien quo los
difficults soront accrues du fail do [a grande tolle do ces moteurs et do I'tendue du
domaine do vol 6 6tudier.

11)- LE MOIEIIR COMINE:*

1e GRIFFON ( diapositive nl 1) Mott1 un avion exp~rimental pr~flgurant un intercepteur
supersonique propuMs par un motour combine lurbor~acteur stator~acteur . 11 a Wt6 etudie
dons lesaonn~es 1952 61961 .

Laossociatlon do ces doux moteurs. on un me groupe propulsif permet do profiler au mioux
des qualft~s propres 6 chaque type do moteur en fond ion des conditions do vol :

- bonnes performances do la lurbomachineoaux vitesses foibles ou mod~r~ment
supersoniques.
- boisso des performances do la turbomachine lorsque lo viesse saccroll.
compens~e par raugmentation do cones du stator~acteur.

La disposition des doux motours etln coaxiale. autorisant rutilisalon commune do ta prise
d'air et do lo tuy~re . Laodaptation do prise daoIr et tuy~re fixes, communes au doux
propulseurs. esl une caractbrisllque majeure do ce motour combine turbor~octeur-
stator~acteur .

Cello 6tude a 6t6 su*Ae dons les annbes 1960-1965 par des projels dostinbs 6 r~ollser un moteur
combin6 turbor~acteur double flux - stator~acleur 6 entree d'air et luy~re variable
(diapositIve no 2 ). Los eludes et essais r~oliss ont permis do volider un domolne do vol
6tendu C jusqi.14 Mach 401t 30000m~tres d'arntude ).

Dons l0 domaine des missiles lactiques. gr~ce 6 dos projets importants 0t des progrds
r~olis~s dons do nombreuses techniques ( a~rodynamique. syst~mos do pilotage et do
guidoge. mat~rlaux. m~thodologle d'essals au sol 01 en vol. ... ) le d~but dos ann~es 1970 a vu
nallre dos ongins d'une nouvelle generation , plus homog~nes techniquement e1 dont to
compocit6 accrue am~lioro sensiblement los capacit~s op~rationnelles (diapositive no 3)
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Ce soot les stator~octeurs, ei cclrateur int~or6. oui le syst~me propulsif est constftu6 par un
acclroteur tus~e et un stator~octeur de crosidre .Afin dle conserver au missile des
dimnensions el une masse limt6es et ainsi permetire son emport sous avian, raocclrateur
tus~e a 6t6 plac6 dons la chambre dle combustion du stator~acteur. Cette deni~re a vu son
architecture boulevers6e : le nouveau profil dle raolimentation en air a permis dle cr~er des
zones tourbillonnaires ( diapositive 3 bis ) dons le flux d'oIr 6, rint~rleur de lo chambre, assurant
ainsi lo stabilisation dle [a combustion sans accroche flamme, Ce qul permet d'int~grer
l'acc~lrateur 6a poudre.

La phase lo plus d~licate dle la mise au point du syst~me propulsif est lo transition fus~e
sttrotu diapositrve no 4). En une traction de seconde rengin dolt assurer:

- rouvert.we des opercules fermant les entr~es d'air pendant le stockage, 1'emport
et le tonctionnemnent dle r'acclrateur.
- r~jection dle lo tuybre d'acc6l~ration.
- ralimentation r6gul~e en k~ros~ne et l'aliumage du stator~acteur.

Les engins les plus repr~sentatifs de cette nouvelle g~n~ration sont :
- L'Al-Sol Mayenne Port~e ( ASMP ), missile 6~ charge nucl~aire dlont la mise en
service au sein dle rarm~e tranwaise, remonte 6 1986 C diapositive n* 5 ),
- LAnti-Navire Supersonique (ANS )successeur dle la famille EXOCET. dont to
faisabiit6 a Wt6 d~montr~e en vol , ( diapositive n 0 6 ).

La mise au point dle ces propulseurs a pu Otre accomplie grace 6i de nombreux: progr~s:
- dons les technologies des organes de r~gulation et de calcul:

" miniaturisation des 6quipements.
" utilisation dle calculateurs num~riques affront une grande souplesse

d'utilisation et une grandle pr~cision.
- dons les m~thodes de d~veloppement

2)- METlIODOLOGIE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE MOTEUIS AEROBIE

Lo m~thodologie de d~veloppemnent peut Otre r6sum~e sur le sch~ma suivant

M1,THODOLOGfIE DE DE'VELOPPEMENT DE MOTEURS A1EROBWES
Projet de vdhicule Trajectoire-"--

Essais adrodynaniiques F-Ssais de chambre de combustion1

I I
I 1124, 1c, Pouss6eI

Adrodynamique intene 0
I esenrdd'air TaW 12 o~

Essais au sot Recalage
J(denntesd'sas

Essais en vol
(donn&es d'essais) - - - - -_ - __
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3)- METHODOLOGIE DIESSAIS DE MOTEURS AEROBIF

Le programme des essals au sal comprend :
- des essals aerodvnamlaues aossuront la connaissance des coefficients
a~rodynamlques globaux do rengin (Cx, Cz ) et los caroctrstlques de
fonctionnement des entr6os dair (1, )
- des essals analvtiaues de combustion assurant la connaissance des
caractrstlques du stator~acteur (coefficient de pouss~e C- rendement
do pressIon,, rendement do combustion '1, domaine do fonctionnement
( extinction et Instabilit~s ).

ReQLI: los r6sultals exp~timentoux des essals a6rodynamlques et de
combustion permettent une modftiton do e propulsion du missile
(connolssonce pour chocjuo point do vol du Wion Gi- Ck. des unites de stabWt du
moteur). fournissont ainsi le domalne do fonctlonnement op~ratlonnel du missile.

Coft d~morche pout Otre repr6sent~e par to schema suivant:

SoufMerie a~rodynamique 
Soufflerie sp~cifique

Soufn(Combustion)

*Airodynamique externe .Essais analytiques
de combustion

= > C X 9 C z B I L A N C X C X - n 7 2 ' ' ~ ( Z

-Adodyamiue ntene Domaine exploitable 0=> limites de fonctionnemeni

1102 = f(M,Zsx) Marge de poinpage

MISSIN - RAJECTOIR

Outre los essais do combustion et les ossais a6rodynamique 1e programme des ossais ou sol
comprond 6galement:

- des essais d'bouioements ou sous systdmes
- des essais d'intbaration de sous svtdmes permettant des validations partiellos
(alimontation carburant, entree d'air, regulation, 6quipoments....)
-des essais d'enduronce dont I'objectif est do valider les choix des concepts ou
des motbriaux do protections thermiquos du moteur dons son enrvironnement .Ces
essais n~cessitent ia simulation precise des trajectoires avec reproduction de
1'6chauffement cinbtique externe .
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- des essais de synth~se oronuilon permettant une validation du fonctionnement
du syst~m-e propulsif complet et plus particuldrement des phases de transition.
- ties as de synh Xse Loaeau sal permettant to validation du Syst~me et dle
son installation de tir avant un essal en vol.- Les divers 6qulpements sont
embarqu~s et la definition est celle dle l'essai en vol.

Cette d~marche peut Otre repr~sent~e par le schbma suivant:

Essais d'endurance
Mio -4110 (rjcorsTenue thermique du

moteur en environnement)

Re6gulation
Essais de synth~se circuit carburant

propulsion statordacteur sa dso-ytme

f -acc~l~rateur d'6iuipements

Essais de synth~se Sgus-syst~mes
globale Equipements

/foteur + alimentationN Rgulation
crburant + r~gulation Essais d'int~gration
(+ 6quipements Jde sous-syst~mes et

+ entrees d'air Jessais de regulation

en vol e

4)- MOYFNS DESSAIS POUR MOTEUR AEROBIE-

La mise en oeuvre des stator~acteurs pour to propulsion des missiles n~cesstte donc des
mayens d'essais sp~cifiques trds performants, dont les caract~ristiques sont Mles 6 cefles des
engins .aerospatiole a developp6 ces techniques de pointe porce qu'eles Ataient
Indispensables 6 ses projets de moteurs .

Plusieurs modes dessais sont possibles :
- Ilaene IQ[~eVF ( dlaposltlve no 8 ) permettant des essals analytiques . Cemode est trds souple. 11 permet. si r'on connalt les caract~ristiques de r'entr~e dair.
de simuler des trajectoires compldtes ,
-l leCeifir S diapositive no 9 ), par principe 6, nombre dle Mach constant.
permet de simuier le fonctionnement du missile complet avec les entr~es doWi On
l'utilise pour ta mise au point de Ia transition et pour les essais de synth~se 6~ basso
altitude.,
- le iet libre AL, permet d'int~gror le missile complet dons la tuydre
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Ces trols modes sont repr6sent~s sur lo sch~ma cl -dessous:

1. =Essals-en veine forc&
- essais de diveloppement
- investigations systkmatiques Dk;blaiT Pd, PS

dans le domaine de vol i
- simulation de trajectoire complets Ejecteur si
- mesures de perfoirmances -- P, < 1,8 bar

2. Essais en jet semi-libre Mach , , -~ P.
essais de d~veloppement .- Ejcers

-essais de synthisi propulsion Ejctu ~d Ar

compliqu6 Ai P, variable

3. Essais en jet libre
- essais de synthkse
- mesure du bilan Mach , P, , T,

pouss&e - train&e

51- KESOINS EN ESSAIS ET EN MOYENS D'ESSAIS DES MOTEURS COMBINES AEROBII POUR
LANCEURS FUTURS

Le succ~s d'uo programme de lanceur fufur a6roble d6pend de la tr~s bonne connaissance
des performnces des moteurs. compte tenu par exemple, des coefficients de sensibilit6 de
[a masse do charge utile par rapport 6 leur pouss~e sp~cifique et 6~ tour consommation .

ierospalide m~ne actueltement une 6tude dont le but est de foumir des 616ments permettant
d'appr~cier lnt~r~t technique 01 6conomique des diff~rents moyens qluit seralt envisageable
do meif to en place pour r6tude et le, d~veloppement de fels moteurs.

A litre d'exemple deux concepts do moteurs sont reteflus:
- un turbo-stolor~acteuir-tus~e ( diapositive nO1I)
- un tus~e - stator6acteur-fus~e (diaposftive n0 12)
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FCompresseur- 
H

Ghdrateur de Tuy~re A ditent-dflexion

LOX -Turbine
02 H2

Turbo - Stato - Fus~e Fus~e - Stato - Fus~e

Remaroue: arosall examine 6galement, dons /e cadre de cette 6tude. un moteur
qul assocleralt 10 combustion sub et supersonique en stator6acteur:

- stotor6octeur 6~ combustion subsonhque de Mach 2 i6 6,
- stotor6octeur c6 combustion supersonique de Mach 6 6 12.

La premidre diff~rence qui apparait. si l'on compare un moteur de missile avec celul d'un
lanceur futur. est celle de la taille ( diapositive no 13 ) . Ceci ne sera pas sans poser des
problemes au niveau des mayens d'essais ( debits importants pauvant conduire 6 des
6chelles r~duites... ) .

Le corridor de vol d'un tel lanceur., pour des pressions dynamniques comprises entre 0,2 et 0,8
incluant ta plupart des lanceurs actuels. dons le domoine de nombre de Mach entre 0 et 6. est
par contre, mains s~vdre ( plus 6troit ? ) que celui d'un missile ( diapositive no 14 )

Chacun des deux concepts de moteur retenu a &t6 dons un premier temps. dbcomposb en
sous systomes ( entr~es d'air. tuydre et arri~re corps, circuit d'ergols. chambre de
combustion). Une attention particull~re a 6t6 portbe aux interfaces.

ELEMENTS MOTEURS ET INTERFACES

AVION en vol (MachZ . t -QUIPEMENTSMoemnrlai

ar rapport A ENTRtES CIRCUITS TYRSpar rapport A
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Les pdnclpanc points durs ont Wt Ist6s

FF SOUS-SYSTtMES DIFFICULTES

ENTREE D'AIR gdom~trie variable - integration - refroidissement -
distorsion - dimensions-

TUYtRE ET ARRIIkRE CORPS geom~trie variable - integration - refroidissement -
recombinaisons - intdractions de jet - bruit -

CIRCUITS D'ERGOLS gamme de debit - cryotechnie -

CHAMBRE DE COMBUSTION diffdrents modes - transitions - refroidissement -
cin~tique chitnique - m~langes - pollution-

Les besains en essais ont 6t obtenus en dressant des listes die clonn~es exp~rlmentales;
n~cessalres 6 la conception et 6 r'6tude des moteurs combln6s a6roble. non accessible ou
insuffisante 6~ ffieure actuelle .De mime, les. besoins en mavens d'essals 164s au caractbre
a~roble des moteurs ( donc: 6, rutilisatlon de souffieries ) oft 6t6 recens~s en tenant compte:

- des dlfficult6s technologiques en tonction de r~tendue du domaine de vol.
- des possiblt~s de travafller 6~ 6chelle r~dulte, avec ou sans recoupement
6ventuel avec: des essais 6i 6chelle 1.
- de o apise en compte do la diff6rence des performances obtenues avec: une
alimentatlon en air vlcl6 comparativement 6 celles rencontr6es avec de roir pur,
- des limites et des coOts des mayens cressals 6r mettre en oeuvre .

Deux exemples sont foumis cI-aprds. concernant 'entr~e dair et la chambre de combustion.
dons une des premleres phases d'6tude se rapportant 6 la definttion g~om~trlque.
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EXEMPLE No

DtF1NMTON D'ESSAIS :Entr~es d' air / DWinition g6om~trique

SIMULATION ENVIRONNEMENT MAQUETrE MAQUETTE
- neration air: Mach Re ct Tempdrature si Entree d'air refroidii ITRAE Maquette mdzaldlique reprisentative de la geomei

-Extraction : amor~age 6cbelle 1/107 ?cxpdrience jusqu'i 1/7 en ASMP)

-Simulation du fuselage et incidence

-Circulation refroidissement maquette si entree d'air refroidie

cQU~sON DEGRANDEURS MESURABLES,

- Press ions

- Strioscopie

GRANDEURS REPRtSENTAT1VES DE LA CONNAISSANCE A ACQUtR1R
- Recuperation de pression (11 02)

Captation1
Distorsion thermique

-Distorsion en preasion

EXEMPL N-2

D9FINMTON D'ESSAIS :Chambre de combustion ID~finition g~om~trique

r SIMflU1ATION ENVIRtONNEMENT MAQUEWE MAQUE77E
Generaton air: Debit, temperature en debut de chambre. Maquene m~tallique representative de Ia giomdtnic interne

(point imensionnant i Pdyn -1. Mach = 6) ITERFACES de la chaznbre de combustion prolongde par un debut de tuyt

- Extraction degaz de omsbustiocn tien aosuducol tuy~r.chvC
(point dimensionnant &Pdyn-=0.1;Z <35km)-3A5 etusur1(prF-S-F

- Aimentatinonnergos(gaz chaud H2 -H20Opour 17--S - F - Isecteursur (pour F - S - F ) 6ol
- Circulation refroidissement maquette (tvenwuellement) non ginstoire en sortie compresseur

ACQUISMTON DE GRANDEURS MESURABLES-
- Pression - Temperature en debut do chambre et en fin de chambre
- Pression - Tempdrature en amont du col d'alimentation en air (debit d'air)
- DMbits ergols
- Preasions instationnaares
- Flux thermiquea ( thefrmographie)

SGRANDEURS REPRISENTAT1VES DE LA CONNAISSANCE A ACQUtRIR
- Porte de preuuion de combustion - Distorsion thermique en entree tuytre

Rendement de combustion - Spectre des instabilitds de combusion
Carte themiique de paloi chamrbre - Composition dcs guz bn~I~s

- Gradient thcrmiquc de paroi chambre - Domaine d'alumage
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6)- LOGIQIJE DESSAIS POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE MOTEURS AEROBIE DEsniNES AUX LANCEURS

L6tude est dcoup~e en plusieurs phases 
FTR

-6tudes amont.
- d~finition des g~om~tries,
- projet.
- synthbse partielle,
- d~monstrateur.

Pour cette demnibre phase, l'6tude des moyens d'essals abrabie pourra montrer I'impossibilMt
de valider totalement tous les sous-syst~mes au syst~mes au sol . Dans ce cas it sera
n~cessaire d'6tudier la faisobiM d'un mayen d'essais en vol .

En parall~le seront men6es:
- des recherches fondamentales (mises au point de codes de calculs,...
- des recherches technologiques Cmat~riaux, g~om~tries vadab4es

refroidissement....)

A chaque phase correspond des types d'essais : on retrouve, par exemple, les deux fiches
d'essais pr~c~dentes correspondant 6i la definition g~om~trique des entrbes d'air et de la
chambre de combustion.

Un sch~ma complet de la logique d'essais figure ci aprds.

reCherche techioogiqlue (maz~riaux~paiaes,g~on~trie variable.....) hLGRAMD'SI ..........

recherche fondamentale -misc au point codes de calculs
- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTRtES lCalais im-4=asqua; Eu~iet3D; bunmd*&udes CsalCw uiCsii- gfr

EOTP calcut avec cin~tique cbimiqlue bureu d~absa Cluimcn-

CIRCUITr IERO calcul. d. peaw de chmg- utiud ao

CHAMBRE DE Caicui semi-em I usa;l rfoinmn
COMBUSTION igdode IDMD D S260s racuif bureau d'duedes 3~Cl etCfl

tmDES AMON T DtFINIIION GtOM~tMIQUE PROJET SYNTHtSES D9MONS-
PARTIELLES TRA~ihUR
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7)- COUVERTURE EN MOVENS DESSAIS DU DOMAINE DE VOL D'UNE ETUDE DE LANCEUR FUTUR

I SrS 2000 ) DE Ucoe4osoeaflice

La- couverture en moyens d'essais a 0t6 principalement r~alis~e au niveau europ~en . A titre
d'exemple sont pr~sent~es lo couverture, des besoins en g~ndration d'air pour essais
a~rodynamnique d'entr~es d'air et celle des besoins en alimentation des moteurs (en veine
forc~e).

' 20 0~ .. 1 1.0 I.0

0,4tA 0.52 4202 M MA .. .. .ns..
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SMNS OIESAIS OTOUBO fEoUU 00 COUVEATURE do. Oooso - ogm~~. 0o
(V.400 F-01

- .)L. Ib.j5L.. W) (t~*j nj~ TOAOSITSOH STATO-FUUE

PSERA SUA F F I7 54 544 .. G0

ONERAPOC4IS F 55 's I20. j
AS &Ads*s L2 F s5o ,* , 00 s .We IWA 50o I 5 o 000,? 1400 ~I

CEPP Vk F 375 7 072 375 40
2703 fu 7422 .5 I

MGIACONS 4 i 210 3 7 10 03
FP S501A Pi 7. 11.7 5.5 7.3 56 OP 0-

C~ftSI to 10 2 023 00 0.0 OSs.I5.I

O~CFJ4 'o 14 F 0 2 . 400.1 200 05 (Io....

RROE0 I A 2 .0 1.0 050 7 .07-

us54 RIT 500 5:10 450 272 07 -,1aPSCI, F S4 5.2 353 55 .0 o 5
ISECI Rli 030 1 29S 050 0.48 SO--7

ThA1SITIO* %IUOCUSE4TATO

000 f

______ 400 05

Go26 00 D e 010

BESOINS EN ALIMENTATION MOTEUA
(Veln. Forc~e)

OAblf d'sir (K9.'s) 500 200 50 100

PI souffi. (1,3 P12) (Bar) 1 .3-4.S 1.3-30 I .3*5 1. 30.4 5

TI south. (z T12) (Kelvin) 400 1800 1800 300

Ac (Vein. forcde) (mI2) 0,42 0.053 0.08 0.73

Pl southl. (AC=0.053) (Bar) 46 39 9.8 8.1
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11 apparalt que dans ces deux cas lo couverture existonte est globalement satisfalsante ou
que les moyens; compl~mentaires ( debits importonts 6, haute temp6rature ....) pourront Otre
mis rapidement en place, gr~ce 6 des financements approprl~s

TFSF BESOINS EN tIOVENS DESSAIS
FSF COUVERTURE EUROPEENNE

-ENTREES O*AIR:

* ......M ch 0 2 4 6
Cauverture en ---

REYNOLDS (Re/Revol) 1 1 0,75

ECHELLE (L/Lvfl) 0,25 0,25 0,20

TEMPERATURE (T/Tv0I) 0'8 0,4 0,6

BA. BAe ONERA/S4
S~JF:RE SSTINLR SST/NLR OLR/H2K

-MOTEUR VeIn. Forcie:

Mach 0 4,4 6

STi (K) 300 1000 1700
Couverture en .

PRESSION 100S 10o.g

DEBIT 60X 20.9

BANCS MOTEUR ."SE d. CE EA/r

11 a 6galement 6t6 mis en 6vidence dans le cadre de cette 6tude (non achev~e 6i ce jour)
que des ditficutes apparaissent dans certains sect eurs comme :

loI v~nficat ion des performances de 1'entr~e d'air 6, grande 6chelle et son lnt~gration.
-la v~rification des performances de [a tuydre (surtout pour des forts taux de detente ) et

son int~gration vis 6 vis de I'arridre corps.

Pour ces deux points. des essois en vol ovec des composants fortement instrument~s seront
certainement indispensobles .
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF A SOLID FUEL RAMJET

COMBUSTION CYCLE FOR HYPERSONIC FLIGHT CONDITIONS

by

P.J.M. Elands, P.A.O.G. Korting and R.G. Veraar
Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO
P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk

the Netherlands

and

F. Dijkstra
Delft University of Technology
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering
P.O. Box 5058, 2600 GB Delft

the Netherlands

Suna
A research program has been carried out to validate a numerical simulation of the

flow and combustion process in the combustion chamber of a solid fuel ramjet with
experimental results. Operating conditions were chosen to represent a sustained missile
flight at Mach 4 at an altitude of 13 km. Experimental data were obtained by burning
cylindrical fuel grains made of polyethylene and hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene in a
solid fuel ramjet using a connected pipe facility. For numerical simulation a computer
code was developed, describing rotational symmetric steady-state turbulent reacting flows
through channels with and without a sudden expansion. Calculations were carried out using
polyethylene as a fuel. For the validation emphasis was laid on the regression rate. The
results show that the computer code predicts the mean regression rate with reasonable
accuracy. The value for the effective heat of gasification is found to be very important.
The experiments and the calculations carried out show the feasibility to apply a solid
fuel ramjet for sustained hypersonic flight at these conditions.

Nomenclature

A area

c characteristic velocity
c specific heat at constant pressure

p

C thrust coefficientF
C drag coefficient

D diameter
D drag force
d diameter

ER equivalence ratio l /r(uel)/iair/ifuel)st

f mixture fraction
g variance of mixture fraction
h step height
h specific enthalpy
h effective heat of gasification

v

k turbulent kinetic energy
L length
M molar mass
m mass flow rate
p static pressure
q heat flux
R. universal gas constant

r regression rate
S source term
T temperature
T thrust
t time
u velocity in x-direction
v velocity in y-direction
V flight velocity
X coordinate ME
Y mass fraction
y coordinate

r diffusion coefficient
c dissipation rate of turb. kin. energy
n efficiency - W
4 mix ratio (m air/m fuel)

0 arbitrary independent variable
p density 0
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Subscripts

a ambient
air air
c combustion
c chamber
fr frontal
in inlet
j Euler index
N net
p port
s species
st stoichiometric
th theoretical
o initial
0 reference

Superscripts

mean
rate

0 reference

Acronyms

COPPEF A Computer Program for Parabolic and Elliptic Flows
HTPB Hydroxyl Terminated Polybutadiene
lNA Methylmethacrylate
pdf probability density function
PB Polybutadiene
PE Polyethylene or Polyethene
PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate
PML Prins Maurits Laboratory
SCMC sonic Control and Measuring Choke
SFRJ Solid Fuel Ramjet
SIMPLER Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Revised

Introduction

For about ten years a joint research program to investigate the flow and combustion
process in a solid fuel ramjet (SFRJ) has been carried out by the Prins Maurits
Laboratory TNO and the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of
Technology in the Netherlands. It encompasses both theoretical and experimental work and
is primarily aimed at getting a better understanding of the flow and combustion process
with their mutual interaction in the combustion chamber of an SFRJ.

In an SFRJ air is fed into the bore of a solid fuel grain, see Fig. 1. At the
interface between the pyrolyzing fuel and the air combustion takes place. Within the
framework of the research program mentioned above, the flow and combustion process have
been modeled theoretically (1], while combustion experiments have been performed using a
connected pipe facility [2, 3, 4].

diaphragm solid fuel aft mixing chamber

\I X 1 X \1 I throat

-I~ combustion
gases

recirculation developing turbulent
zone boundary layer 8T0258

Fig. 1. Schematic view on a solid fuel ramjet combustion chamber.

For this fundamental research, test conditions have been selected that were based on
flight conditions at sea level and at Mach numbers up to 3. This normally results in
inlet air temperatures between 400 K and 700 K and pressures between 0,4 and 1,0 MPa in
the combustion chamber, while the mass fluxes in the borl of the solid fuel grain remain
relatively low and may range between 100 and 400 kg/m s. Most of these studies were
performed using polymethylmethacrylate (POMA) and polyethylene (PE) as a fuel, since both
of these fuels are readily available and well documented in the literature. In addition
PMKA is transparent, which makes it particularly interesting for fundamental combustion
research, whereas the heat of combustion of PE is comparable with that of a more
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practical non metallized fuel like hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB).

Application studies have indicated that SFRJs may also be of interest at higher
flight Mach numbers (5]. For instance, the use of SFRJs to propel kinetic energy
penetrators in the range between 1 and 2,5 km seems to be extremely advantageous. In that
particular case the SFRJ should operate at Mach 4,5 to 5, resulting in inlet air
temperatures of about 1500 K and combustion pressures of approxipately 4 MPa. The mass
fluxes in the bore of the grain may attain values above 1000 kg/m a. Especially at these
high flight Mach numbers testing of SFRJs is expensive and requires special dedicated
facilities. This is particularly true for a proper simulation of inlet air temperature.
The air heater (vitiator type) that is presently available at the test facility of PML
can only raise the inlet air temperature up to about 1000 K. A special vitiator that will
raise the inlet air temperature up to 2000 K is presently being designed and is expected
to become operational by the end of the year. The air however will be polluted by
significant amounts of water and carbon dioxide.
At these extreme operational conditions, numerical simulation of the flow and combustion
process may reduce the costs considerably by eliminating extensive testing. Some testing,
however, will always be needed to validate the computational results.

This philosophy was also followed in a study in which the calculated combustion
behavior of an air-to-air missile, flying at a speed of Mach 4 at an altitude of 13 km
and powered by an SFRJ, is compared with experimental results. For the calculations
polyethylene was used as a fuel. The major results of this study are presented in this
paper. Since similar experiments were also performed with HTPB, the combustion behavior
of PE is also compared with that of HTPB.

Theoretical Performance of a Missile

To prepare experiments at realistic hypersonic conditions, an air-to-air missile is
considered, flying with a speed of Mach 4 at an altitude of 13 km. This missile, shown in
Fig. 2, is performing a horizontal flight in a sustained phase, by generating a thrust
which equals the drag of the missile. The sustain engine of the missile is a central dump
type solid fuel ramjet engine. The required air is supplied by means of four aft mounted
symmetrical inlets. These concern two-dimensional three-shock (two oblique shocks and one
normal shock) inlet systems operating at design conditions which results in an inlet
total pressure efficiency of 0,48 at Mach 4 [6]. Combined with the atmospheric conditions
at an altitude of 13 km [7], a combustion chamber pressure of 1,2 MPa can be obtained.

L

Fig. 2. Schematic view on the SFRJ propelled missile, D = 0,1 m,
L - 2,0 m, L = 0,3 - 0,4 m.

To facilitate comparison of the theoretical performance calculations with
experimental data and to avoid scaling effects, the missile is sized to an external
diameter related to the geometry of the fuel grains used in the experiments. This results
in a missile body diameter of 0,1 m. Assuming an LD = 20, the length of the missile
becomes 2,0 m. For such a missile a fuel grain with a maximum length of 0,4 m is
considered to be acceptable. The fuel block is designed in such a way that stoichiometric
combustion is achieved, to obtain maximum thrust per unit of air mass flow.
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The net thrust of the propulsion system follows from:

T -i r [ C c (1 + RC) - V0  ] (1)

where q. is the combustion efficiency and here assumed to be 0,9, while V0 is the flight

speed of 1180 m/s (Mach 4 at 13 km altitude) (7].
The thrust coefficient CF follows from the pressure expansion ratio, assuming ideal

expansion. The ratio of specific heats of the combustion gases is assumed to be 1,3
during the expansion process, which results in a thrust coefficient of 1,5 (8]. For the
combustion of HTPB and PE with air the values of the characteristic velocity are
calculated at various equivalence ratios using the NASA SP-273 computer program (9]. The
temperature of the air entering the combustion chamber is taken to be 900 K and follows
directly from the flight velocity and flight altitude. Both fuels are considered to have
a standard initial temperature of 300 K. The results of these calculations are depicted
in Fig. 3.

A 1500
1A IInlet air temp. 900 K Mach 4, 13 km

Fuel temp. 300 K comib. press. 1.2 vPa

S1400

1300

11200 ' -PE

/ HTPB -*

1100

1000 1I I
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25

ecoivalence ratio ->

Fig. 3. Theoretical characteristic velocity versus equivalence ratio

for PE and HTPB.

The aerodynamic drag of the missile is calculated from:

D CD 0,5 p. V02 Atr (2)

where C is the drag coefficient assumed to be equal to 0,35, and pa is the ambient

density (0,2655 kg/a3 at 13 km altitude) [7].
A r follows from the frontal area of the four inlets added to the cross sectional area of
the missile body.

1000
hfach 4 ] HTPB 

"  PE

A 750 altilude 13 kr n.
1 750

' Thrust

250

0

0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500

air msssflow through engine [g/s] ->

Fig. 4. Acting forces on the missile system assuming stoichiometric
combustion.
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The results of the theoretical thrust and drag calculations are shown in Fig. 4.
From this Figure it can be seen that a theoretical thrust to drag ratio of unity is
obtained at an air mass flow rate of about 0,8 kg/s. Air mass flow rates between 0,25
kg/s and 1,0 kg/s were selected for this study.

Theoretical Flow and Combustion Modeling

To describe the flow and combustion processes in an SFRJ, a computer program,
COPPEF, has been developed [1]. This program calculates rotational symmetric (2D)
steady-state turbulent flows through pipes with or without a sudden expansion or through
a single-sided sudden expansion configuration. Turbulence is accounted for by
Favre-averaging of the conservation equations and by modeling terms containing products
of fluctuating variables with the high Reynolds number version of the k-c turbulence
closure model. All governing equations can be cast in the following general form

a (pu) - -(r a )= (3)xJ ax 0a J

where # can be one of the following variables : u, v, p, k, c, h, f, g or Y., where r is

a diffusion coefficient, and where S is a source term.

The enthalpy h is defined as

h = Y'h (4)

where Y is the mass fraction of species s and

T
h = h 0 (T) + f c dT (5)

• T P
0

The equation of state is written as

Y
p = pR 0 T E - (6)

B S

The influence of density gradients on the turbulence field is taken into account by
a special pressure-velocity correlation term occurring in the equations for k and c [1].

At the inlet of the SFRJ combustion chamber the values of all variables are
specified. At the outlet and at the center line a no-gradient condition is specified for
all variables, except for the radial velocity which is zero. At the solid wall the
temperature, the mass fractions and both velocities are specified. The values of k and c
are not specified at the wall but are calculated just near the wall using wall-functions.
The two-layer wall-function method of Chieng and Launder [10] is incorporated in the
COPPEF computer program. This wall-function method is adapted in the case of a small
non-zero normal velocity at the wall. Heat transfer at the boundaries is taken into
account by coupling the heat flux to the wall to the near-wall variation of the
temperature. Mass transfer at the boundaries is included by the injection of gaseous fuel
at the solid wall. The injection velocity is a function of the heat flux.

Four combustion models have been implemented in the COPPEF computer program. Two
models, the diffusion flame models, are based on the assumption that the combustion
process can be described by one irreversible infinitely fast chemical reaction (mixed is
burnt) [11]. In one of these two models, the mass fractions are weighted with the a
probability density function (pdf) to take into account the effect of turbulence on the
combustion process. Both models require the solution of a transport equation for the
mixture fraction f, while for the 1 pdf also the variance of f, called g, has to be
calculated.

The third model is based on finite rate chemical kinetics and involves a large
number of species and reactions. Dissociation and formation of intermediates is included.
In this model the effect of turbulence on the combustion process is neglected.

The fourth model is the chemical equilibrium combustion model, which calculates the
chemical equilibrium of the combustion products. The equilibrium is considered to be
reached infinitely fast. This model takes into account dissociation of species and
formation of intermediate species. This model is much faster in CPU-time than the finite
rate chemical kinetics combustion model. Another advantage is that all kinds of species
can be considered, also species for which no kinetic data are available, like MMA or PB.
The chemical equilibrium combustion model is based on the STANJAN (12] computer code,
which solves for chemical equilibrium by means of calculating element potentials. The
equilibrium module is used at every grid node at every iteration cycle.

The choice of the combustion model used in the calculations has a small effect on
the regression rate (2]. Therefore it was decided to perform all calculations using the
turbulent diffusion flame combustion model, which is expected to yield the most reliable
results in flows where mixing is the flame controlling mechanism.
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A finite-volume integration method is employed to reduce the system of partial
differential equations describing the flow to a system of algebraic difference equations
which can be solved numerically. The combined convective-diffusive fluxes at the cell
interfaces are approximated with the Power-Law scheme (13]. The solution is done in a
segregated approach, in which an iteration procedure takes into account the non-linear
coupling between the equations. The strong coupling between the pressure and the velocity
field is handled by the SIMPLER-algorithm (13], together with a line continuity and a
block correction procedure.

In the COPPEF computer code the regression rate of fuel is modeled as follows (14]

r = (7)w~all v

in which is the local heat flux to the wall and h is the effective heat of

gasification, which is defined as the amount of heat required to bring 1 kg of polymeric
fuel from the initial state, usually solid taken at room temperature, to the pyrolytic
(gaseous) state at the pyrolysis temperature. The value of the effective heat of
gasification is very important, as was already noticed in Ref. (2]. Normally the value of
the effective heat of gasification used for PE is 4,5 NJ/kg (15]. Presently a research
study on fuel pyrolysis is being carried out [15,16], where it is believed that the
effective heat of gasification of PE is affected by the heating rate of the fuel surface.
If the mass flow rate of incoming air is increased, the heat transfer to the wall
increases and so does the regression rate, and hence the heating rate. This will affect
the surface temperature and therefore it is reasonable to assume that the effective heat
of gasification will also increase. Depending on the heating rate the surface temperature
will vary from 700 to 1000 K for PE, and the effective heat of gasification will vary
from less than 4,0 to more than 5,5 NJ/kg, see Fig. 5. These values depend on the heating
rate and on the composition of the pyrolysis products, i.e. whether monomer gas is
assumed or several different pyrolysis products (the so-called lump model [16]). Even if
the wall temperature is kept constant the effective heat of gasification will still vary
with the heating rate, due to the different composition of the pyrolysis gases.

6.0

Z~] monomer model
A
1 5.0

4.0
SluIrp 

model

3.0

600 700 800 900 1000

pyrolysis tern'erature [K] ->

Fig. 5. The effective heat of gasification as a function of the pyrolysis
temperature for polyethylene as predicted by two theoretical
models.

From this, it was decided to perform also some calculations while varying the
effective heat of gasification of PE in accordance to the above described mechanisms. The
values chosen for the effective heat of gasification can be found in Table 1.

It was assumed that the convective heat transfer mechanism is dominant and that the
radiative heat transfer may be neglected. This assumption is believed to be valid
especially at higher mass flow rates.

The Experimental Test Facility

At the Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO an experimental facility is available to
simulate solid fuel ramjet combustion (17]. A schematic view of the main parts of the
facility is given in Fig. 6. Not shown in this Figure is a the computer operated gas
supply system, which supplies air, oxygen, hydrogen and methane to the experimental
installation. Mass flow rates are controlled by sonic control and measuring chokes
(SCMCsj, with an accuracy of 3 % [18). In a vitiator methane is burnt with oxygen, to
raise the SFRJ inlet air temperature. During every experiment the oxygen content of the
vitiator exhaust gases is kept constant to that of ambient air. A three way valve vents
the heated air into the atmosphere before the actual experiment takes place. As soon as
steady conditions are reached within the vitiator, the three way valve is opened towards
the SFRJ.
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Table 1. Conditions for the experiments and calculations

* General

Fuels HTPB and PE
Oxidizer Air
Chamber pressure : 1,2 NPa
Air inlet temperature 900 K
Fuel grain length 0,3 m

o Experiments :

Initial port diameter 40 m
Inlet diameter 25 mm
Initial stepheight : 7,5 mm
Burning time 10-15 s for HTPB

25 s for PE

" Calculations

Wall temperature 800 K (assumed, (15,16])
Fuel : PE
Turbulent diffusion flame combustion model
20 x 20 grid system
Uniform inlet velocity profile
Inlet turbulence intensity 0,1

° Conditions for calculations

mass flow port stepheight h/d h (var) h,(fixed)
diameter f

250 gs 50 mm 12,5 mm 0,25 4,00 NJ/kg 4,5 NJ/kg
500 gs 60 mm 17,5 mm 0,29 4,25 NJ/kg 4,5 NJ/kg
750 gs 65 mm 20,0 mm 0,31 4,50 NJ/kg 4,5 NJ/kg
1000 gs 70 mm 22,5 mm 0,32 4,75 NJ/kg 4,5 NJ/kg

Fig. 6. Experimental set up.
1 vitiator.
2 three way valve.
3 solid fuel ramjet combustion chamber.
4 thrust bench.

The SFRJ set up itself consists of an injection chamber, a combustion chamber
consisting of a polymeric fuel, and an aft mixing chamber (see also Fig. 1). To ignite
the solid fuel grain hydrogen and oxygen are injected in the injection chamber, while
this mixture on its turn is ignited by a spark plug. The combustion pressure is
controlled by choosing a proper diameter of the nozzle, fitted in the aft mixing
chamber.The SFRJ, including vitiator and three way valve, are positioned on a thrust
bench, in order to measure the thrust. A data acquisition system is capable of storing 16
digital signals simultaneously.
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For the present test series cylindrical fuel grains, made of PE and HTPB were burnt
with vitiated air. The fuel grain length was 300 mm, while the initial inner diameter was
40 mm. To simulate Mach 4 test conditions the temperature of the inlet air was kept at
approximately 850-900 K, while the combustion pressure was 1,2 MPa. The mass flow rate
was varied between 250 and 1000 g/s. All combustion experiments with PE and HTPB had a
burning time of 25 s and 10-15 s respectively.

Pyrometry

The maximum temperature in the aft mixing chamber was determined, using a two color
pyrometer. The pyrometer determines the soot temperature, by measuring the ratio of
spectral radiances at respectively 577 nm and 830 nm. It is assumed that the temperature
of the soot equals the maximum gas temperature in the aft mixing chamber of the SFRJ.

Regression rate measurement

The regression rate in the SFRJ was determined by three different methods. To obtain
the overall mean regression rate the weight of the fuel grain was determined before and
after a test run. To obtain the local mean regression rate the fuel inner port diameter
was measured as a function of the axial coordinate, also before and after the test run.

During several tests the local instantaneous regression rate in the SFRJ was
determined using the ultrasonic pulse-echo technique (19]. In this technique ultrasonic
transducers are placed on the outer side of the fuel grain. Each transducer emits an
acoustic wave into the fuel. This wave is reflected at the burning interface within the
combustor, and this reflection (echo) is then received again by the same transducer. The
time derivative of the measured pulse-echo time is considered to be proportional to the
local instantaneous regression rate, as long as the combustion is quasi-stationary [19].

Results and Discussion

To compare theoretical and experimental combustion behavior, emphasis was laid on
the regression rate. The regression rate is considered to be one of the most important
design parameters since it determines the fuel mass flow rate and hence the mixture ratio
and therefore the overall system performance. In addition temperatures were measured and
combustion efficiencies were estimated.

Before calculated and experimental results are to be compared, some important
comments have to be made.
First of all, the COPPEF computer code assumes a steady state flow and combustion
process. However, this assumption is in strong contrast with the actual situation, where,
due to regular vortex shedding at the inlet, locally highly fluctuating quantities like
velocities, temperatures and species concentrations can be expected. Nevertheless, the
regression rates appear to change only relatively slow during the experiment, as will be
discussed later on.

Secondly, to simulate an experiment adequately, it is necessary to choose an
appropriate fuel grain inner bore diameter. In the experiment this diameter will vary in
time, while in the calculation this value is fixed. For the calculations the value of the
inner bore diameter was taken to be about 5 mm less than the final averaged inner bore
diameter after the experiment. The effect of diameter variation on the calculation
results can be significant and will also be discussed in more detail later on.

Thirdly, it is known that the heat transfer is dependent on the axial location, due
to different flow conditions. For example one can distinguish the recirculation zone from
the developing boundary layer, see Fig. 1. Therefore the effective heat of gasification,
the wall temperature and the pyrolysis products will differ with the axial position. In
the computer code this has not been taken into account, simply because not enough data
are available yet. When carrying out the calculations these quantities have been kept
constant and uniform and hence only the regression rate varies with the axial position as
a function of the local heat flux.

Finally, the regression rate is dependent on the inlet conditions [11,20]. Variation
of inlet conditions was not taken into account in this study. The inlet conditions used
for the calculations are specified in Table 1. In this Table the conditions used in the
experiments and the calculations are summarized.

Observed combustion behavior

Isolated experiments showed that spontaneous ignition and combustion of the fuel
grain did not occur within at least 10 s. This is attributed to the fact that the desired
level of inlet air temperature was only reached after some time, due to heat losses in
the piping between the air heater and the combustion chamber. Therefore it was decided to
use the hydrogen oxygen ignition system also in these experiments.

Almost immediately after termination of the ignition the equilibrium pressure in the
combustion chamber was reached.

A few experiments were also carried out to investigate the minimum step height to
initial diameter ratio to obtain sustained combustion. It was noticed that sustained
combustion could be achieved in all cases when using a step height to initial diameter
ratio of about 0,19 (7,5 mm / 40 mm). All reported experiments were carried out with this
step height to initial diameter ratio.

To investigate the behavior of the regression rate during the combustion process,
for some experiments the local instantaneous regression rate was measured continuously at
4 locations along the fuel grain by means of the ultrasonic pulse echo technique. The
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reeults of one experiment with PE at a mass flow rate of 750 g/s are shown in Fig. 7,
from which the following can be observed. First of all, the regression rate distribution
along the fuel grain changes in time significantly, especially in the region close to the
inlet. At the aft eid section of the fuel grain the regression rate hardly changes.
Secondly, the location of maximum regression rate shifts downstream during the combustion
process. Clearly the observed regression rate profile is dependent on time, especially in
the first 10 - 15 s of the combustion process. After this time the shape of the
regression rate distribution changes only slowly.
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A t=3 s
0.70

7 t=6 S

0.60 t= 11 S -" _!

0.50
t=16S-* /~/

4)/ PE 750 g/s Pc=1.2 NPa
0.40 t=21 s / Air :To = 900 K

A( Fuel :To = 300 K

0.30
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30

position from inlet (m) ->

Fig. 7. Experimental regression rate distribution for PE at several axial
locations at 5 subsequent instants, obtained by means of the
ultrasonic pulse-echo technique.

Overall mean regression rate

In Fig. 8 the experimental overall mean regression rate is given as a function of
the air mass flow rate, both for PE and for HTPB. From this Figure it can be noticed that
the mean regression rate increases at increasing mass flow rate. The observed regression
rates are somewhat lower than those reported by Schulte (21,22]. For PE also the overall
mean regression rate is calculated both for a constant effective heat of gasification
(4,5 MJ/kg) as well as a mass flow rate dependent effective heat of gasification, see
Table 1. The agreement between calculated and experimental regression rates is good,
especially if variation of the effective heat of gasification with the mass flow rate is
applied.
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Fig. 8. Calculated and experimental mean regression rates as a function
of air mass flow rate, for PE and HTPB.

The experiments with HTPB show regression rates which are one and a half to two
times as high as the observed regression rates for PE. A similar behavior was also
reported by Schulte (23]. This can be understood by comparing the value of the effective
heat of gasification for PE being about 4,5 MJ/kg with the value of the effective heat of
gasification for HTPB which is estimated to be 3,2 NJ/kg.
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Local regression rate

For a test condition of an air mass flow rate of 750 g/s calculated regression rate
profiles are given in Fig. 9. In these calculations only the fuel grain inner diameter
has been varied. The overall mean regression rate is approximately the same for all
calculations and is equal to the overall mean regression rate of the experiment. In this
Figure also the experimental regression rate profile is shown. This profile was derived
from inner bore profile measurements after the test and gives the mean local regression
rate. In the beginning of the test the step height to diameter ratio is relatively small
(0,19), but this ratio increases rapidly to about 0,32, due the high regression rate. It
is a well known fact that the location of the reattachment point, which is considered to
be equal to the point of maximum regression rate, depends on the step height to diameter
ratio [2]. Hence the regression rate distribution changes during the experiment, see also
Fig. 7, and the distribution given in Fig. 9 is the time averaged distribution.
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Fig. 9. Local mean regression rate as a function of the axial location.
Effect of variation of the inner bore diameter in the
calculations. hV = 4,5 MJ/kg.

In the calculations the regression rate distribution also changes with variation of the
step height to diameter ratio (Fig. 9). However, here the diameter and the effective heat
of gasification are constant along the fuel grain. Therefore it is not allowed to make a
direct comparison between the calculated regression rate profiles and the experimentally
determined profile. But it must be concluded that the choice of the diameter in the
calculations affects the regression rate distribution, while the choice of the effective
heat of gasification affects the value of the regression rate itself, see also Fig. 10.
The choice of a diameter that can be considered as a weighted mean of the experiment will
yield a fairly good prediction of the local mean regression rate.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of calculated and experimental local mean regression
rates for two mass flow rates. Inner bore diameter is 50 mm at
250 g/s and 65 mm at 750 g/s.

Flame temperature

In Fig. 11 the adiabatic flame temperature at chemical equilibrium is given as a
function of the equivalence ratio, both for PE and HTPB. This flame temperature was
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determined using a chemical equilibrium code [9). The temperatures in the aft mixing

chamber measured by the pyrometer are also plotted in this Figure. As can be observed, a

fairly good agreement between experimental and theoretical temperatures is obtained. Due

to the fact that the local equivalence ratio may differ from the overall equivalence
ratio, hot spots may occur and will be detected by the pyrometer. However, the maximum
temperatures observed by the pyrometer never exceeded the maximum theoretical flame

temperature.
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Fig. 11. Adiabatic flame temperature at equilibrium and maximum
experimental temperature versus equivalence ratio at specified
initial conditions for PE and HTPB.

Efficiency and performance

In Fig. 12 the combustion efficiency (c xp/c h) is given as a function of the

equivalence ratio. No corrections were made for heat losses. From this Figure it can be

seen that the combustion efficiency increases with increasing equivalence ratio, hence

with increasing air mass flow rate. Since the residence time of the combustion gases in

the engine decreases with increasing mass flow rate, the increase in combustion

efficiency may be explained by the increasing ratio between generated heat and heat
losses to the wall.
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Fig. 12. Efficiency based on the ratio of experimental and theoretical
characteristic velocities as a function of the equivalence ratio.
Fuels are PE and HTPB.

In contrast to one of the assumptions made earlier in this study for the sustained

flight of a missile, a combustion efficiency of 0,9 at stoichiometric conditions was not

proved. However, since the observed combustion efficiencies around stoichiometry were

rather close to this value, an efficiency even greater than 0,9 may be feasible by

increasing the turbulence intensity and by decreasing heat losses. This may be true in

particular for PE. The regression rates of PE however are relatively low and require

complicated grain designs to provide stoichiometric combustion at grain lengths not

exceeding 0,3 - 0,4 m for this missile system. WTPB is a more suitable fuel for this

application because of the higher regression rate (Fig. 8.).
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- The value of the effective heat of gasification is very important for the prediction
of the mean regression rate in an SFRJ, while the choice of the inner bore diameter
affects the distribution of the regression rate along the fuel grain.

- The COPPEF computer code is suitable to predict the mean regression rate and the
regression rate distribution of polyethylene in a solid fuel ramjet at operational
conditions.

- Using PE or HTPB as a fuel it may be well feasible to propel the specified missile
with a solid fuel ramjet engine in the sustained phase of a Mach 4 flight at an
altitude of 13 km.

- The ultrasonic pulse-echo technique is very useful to understand the history of the
combustion process and the regression rate distribution.
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SUMMARY

Integrated airbreathing propulsion systems for future hypersonic tactical missiles have been studied
under funding of the German MOD.
A 30 km range-Mach 5-antiradiation mission was selected for more detailed investigations.
Main aspects for the missile/propulsion design are
o simple design with no or minimum geometrical variability,
o no ejecta during boost/sustain transition,
o high average velocity (transition Mach number well above 3)
To minimize the mass fraction of the required booster propellant

- an optimum, common (non ejectable) boost/sustain nozzle must be adopted;
- the booster pressure should be optimized to use the strength potential of the ramcombustor structure;
- the intake must be closed during boost to reduce drag and to avoid dangerous buzz.
A special two position intake concept permits

+ intake closure during boost,
+ starting of the internal shock system,
+ cruise flight with minimum external drag and high pressure recovery at transition Mach numbers.
Based on promising test results of the DLR/Cologne obtained with a comparable intake model a new family
of intakes with different internal compression ratio and lip-bluntness has been designed.
A boron loaded ducted rocket with subsonic self throttling gasgenerator flow has been selected for cruise
flight propulsion due to its simple design, excellent combustion stability and the high level of existing
experience.
Even at combustor temperatures above the condensation temperature of boron-oxide, the volumetric impulse
of boron loaded propellants remains attractive. The ducted rocket gasgenerator can be integrated within
the missile forebody which also contains seeker, warhead, electric compartment and missile controls.
The missile flight control system is based on jet reaction using minirockets during boost and high pressure
intake tap air during cruise.

C/C material has been adopted for the structural design.

The superiority of the ducted rocket powered medium range antiradiation missile has been demonstrated by
comparison with a rocket powered missile having the same diameter and payload.

For short range (6 to 12 km) low level missions the solid fuel ramjet with integral boost will be an
attractive propulsion concept.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area, cross section 0( angle of incidence

blat lateral acceleration E nozzle expansion area ratio

c ,c flight velocity, average velocity a& centerbody cone angle (Fig. 11)

c* characteristic velocity 5NLi internal cowl angle of intake (Fig.11)

CO zero lift drag coefficient !N nozzle exit momentum coefficient

CF nozzle thrust coefficient

D diameter Subscripts

g acceleration of gravity

isp specific impulse 0o condition at free stream (Fig. 11)

L length 1 condition at intake exit (Fig. 11)

m mass 4 condition at nozzle throat

M Mach number 5 condition at nozzle exit

p pressure c chamber condition

Sre f  reference area for aerodynamic cp cruise propellant

coefficients E condition at intake entrance (Fig. 11)

V volume K condition at intake throat (Fig. 11)

AnXEK length of internal contraction zone (Fig. 11) L nominal intake capture area (Fig. 11)

A XzK centerbody translation for closure of sol shock on lip condition

intake entrance t total condition
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ducted rockets (also known as solid propellant ramrockets) for military applications are under investi-
gation at MBB and Bayern-Chemie since more than twenty years /1,2,3,5/.
The experimental work started with simple fixed flow ducted rockets using medium energy propellants.
Since the early 1970's the work concentrated on achieving efficient primary- (gas generator-) and secon-
dary- (ram-) combustion with highly boron loaded propellants. Stable combustion even under severe lateral
manoeuvres could be demonstrated during two successful flight tests with the EFA experimental missile
in 1981 /5,6/ (Fig. 1).
Meanwhile the effort was focused on variable flow ducted rockets with different amounts of boron content
/4,5,6/. Within the predevelopment program for a large antiship missile, a variable flow ducted rocket
engine (with integrated booster) was developed to flightweight-prototype status. The performance of the
propulsion system was demonstrated successfully in direct connect tests simulating different flight path
profiles /7/.
While the engine design and testing was done by MBB, the development of gasgenerator and integral booster
propellants was performed by Bayern-Chemie.

All the theoretical and experimental work mentioned above was done for ducted rockets operating in the
Mach 2-2.5 regime at sea level and below Mach 4 at high altitudes.
The influence of higher (moderate hypersonic) flight Mach numbers on design and performance of ramjets
and ducted rockets were investigated since 1983 under funding of the German MOD.
This paper presents some of the theoretical and experimental results obtained by the ongoing study
/8,9,10/.

2. DOMINATING ASPECTS FOR MISSILE LAYOUT AND PROPULSION INTEGRATION

The application oriented investigation of potential future hypersonic airbreathing missile propulsion
systems was based on anticipated tactical requirements. As illustrated by Fi. 2, a primary requirement for
all tactical missiles in Europe will be the capability to fly sea level missions.
Therefore the research work concentrated on missile and propulsion designs suitable to low level flight.
A typical antiradiation mission (Fig. 3) was selected for a detailed investigation.

Selection of basic missile confiquration:

With increasing flight Mach number
+ the required intake capture area increases with respect to the missile reference area,
+ the interference between intake and fuselage becomes more dominant.

Therefore at hypersonic speeds a separate investigation of rampropulsion and missile fuselage design
becomes useless.
With regard to - engine integration

- complexity (cost)
- structure mass
- volume
- aerodynamic characteristics

three families of missile configurations were analysed (Fig. 4):

Waveriders and blended body configurations offer superior lift to drag ratios. At sea level flight con-
ditions, however, the required lift coefficients (-50 g) can be attained at low incidence even with con-
ventional bodies with circular cross section. Consequently, the high lift to drag ratios of unconventional
configurations are of importance only at high altitude flight.
The governing aerodynamic parameter to determine the cruise propellant mass fraction is the following
term of zero lift drag coefficient, missile reference area and missile body volume:

m C Sref

mtransition (Vbody)

For a given (required) missile body volume and the corresponding reference area this parameter defines
the drag- and thrust-level for cruise flight.
It was demonstrated /8/, that conventional missile configurations exhibit minimum zero lift drag levels
especially when they are combined with suitable front intakes.
Their manoeuverability characteristics are acceptable (and can be improved by adding body-strakes).

Due to the superior properties summarized in Fi. 4, the conventional missile configuration with circular
body cross section is best suited for hypersonic sea level missions and was selected for the ducted rocket
integration and performance evaluation studies.

3. GENERAL ASPECTS FOR DESIGN OF THE BOOST- AND CRUISE PROPULSION SYSTEM

The general requirements for the propulsion system are listed in Fi 5:
Due to severe kinetic heating (freestream total temperature exceedTh-500 K at Moo = 5) the engine and
missile assembly should be kept as simple as possible. The use of adjustable structural components of the
engine and missile as
- variable intake geometry
- gas generator throttle valve
- fin controlls
should be avoided as far as possible especially during cruise flight.
A high boost end Mach number will help to attain favourable average velocities and to guarantee efficient
operation of the ramcombustor even without fuel flow control during cruise phase.
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Starting from zero velocity (launch Mach number zero) a booster propellant mass corresponding to 40 % -
45 % of the missile launch mass will be required to attain transition Mach numbers between 3.5 and 4. To
minimize the engine mass, the performance of the integral boost motor should be kept as high as possible
and not compromised by inproper grain and boost nozzle design. On the other side ejectable booster nozzles
should be avoided to reduce complexity and risks (endangering) of potential launcher aircraft.

Qptimization of boost motor mass (Fig._6):

The required mass of the integral boost motor depends on required velocity increment, non boost propulsion
masses and

o isp = c* Cr
o mass ratio propellant/booster-ramcombustor structure
o boost phase drag losses
o transition losses

The characteristic velocity c* depends on the propellant composition that can be adopted with regard to
signature and safety requirements. An excellent nozzle thrust coefficient Cl requires a nearly optimum
nozzle expansion ratio 6 and a proper nozzle contour with high exit momentum coefficient 90, . The
booster burning pressure should be kept as high as possible within the constrains of the ramcombustor
structure to obtain a maximum nozzle thrust coefficient and minimum structure masses.
The structure mass increases with the required chamber volume, therefore a high volumetric loading with a
case bonded grain and a small grain bore area are also required.
Minimum losses of missile velocity during boost-cruise transition can be expected, if a simple transition
procedure without nozzle- and port cover ejection can be realized. Minimum boost drag losses will be
achieved, when a high thrust level (p //+) can be combined with low external drag.
While the combustor entrance must be kept closed (with port covers) during boost in every case, an
acceptable external wave drag level requires a closed (or covered) intake entrance area too. As outlined
below, the intake closure prior to cruise flight is necessary to avoid buzz during boost and to improve
handling properties before launch.

Boosterdesi9D rules:

The structure of the booster chamber (i.e. ramcombustor) should be designed according to maximum strain
during cruise flight which depends on
- chamber pressure (determined by transition pressure recovery, flight mission envelope and engine

characteristics) and
- manoeuver loads.
These being the major factors specifying the structural strength, the booster burning pressure should be
chosen as high as possible with regard to specific boostimpulse, minimum chamber volume and maximum
thrust level (acc. to boost phase drag).
The nozzle exit area AS will be selected with regard to engine thrust and missile base drag ( a possible
body flare for missile stabilisation must be taken into account).
The nozzle area ratio C

should be kept slightly below the corresponding rocket mode optimum, to make sure that the nozzle thrust
coefficient at moderate post transition pressure ratios is not too much mismatched. The resulting nozzle
throat area

A4 = A5/e

should be appropriate with regard to the airbreathing rampropulsion mode, e.g.
+ thrust demand (cruise flight drag level)
+ intake capture area (external drag, payload volume)
+ fuel to air ratio (specific impulse)

and should yield sufficient high boost thrust levels to achieve attractive average velocities combined
with moderate boostdrag losses.
With regard to the large influence of nozzle exit momentum losses on ramjet thrust at hypersonic speeds,
the nozzle divergence angle should be defined well below typical values of solid rocket motors.

4. INTAKE INVESTIGATIONS

The most complex component of the airbreathing missile propulsion system is the air intake.

General intake sY§_Tem asStsFig._7

For flight Mach numbers below or around 5 a supersonic combustion engine is not competitive (with regard
to performance, booster integration, etc.) to a subsonic combustion ramjet. Therefore, only intakes suit-
able for subsonic combustion are of interest.
Internal boundary layer bleed could create a large amount of bleed drag and may lead to excessive thermal
heating within the bleed area. Consequently, bleed should be avoided.
Closure of the intake entrance area is required

+ to improve handling properties
+ to reduce drag prior to transition
+ and to avoid dangerous buzz during boost.

Sueerrity of the circular front intake (Fig.8)

The classical disadvantage of the circular front intake is the more difficult payload integration within
the intake centerbody. The associated volumetric loss becomes acceptable at hyersonic speeds, where the
subsonic duct area of the intake is much smaller than the capture area.
Looking at other evaluation criteria a distinct superiority of the front intake is obvious compared to the
side intake arrangement.
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Evaluation of circular front intakes (Fig. 9110 11)

The mixed compression intake has more problems with the starting process than the external compression
intake. In basic tests /12, 13/, discussed later on, a practical solution could be demonstrated. Inspite
of their very high internal friction losses, the performance of the tested mixed compression intakes is
by far sufficient to provide a maximum ramcombustor pressure in the order of 100 bar.
On the other hand, the mixed compression front intake exhibits a much lower external wave drag, than the
external compression intake types shown in Fig9. The external compression intake with the low drag
cowl has the particular disadvantage that t insiallation of the required intake entrance closure
appears unfeasible.
Therefore, the intake investigations were concentrated on circular mixed compression intakes.
Fig. 10 summarizes the typical features of the intakes under investigation since 1985:
Thie enterbody contour fits well with the internal contour of the intake cowl, so that the intake
entrance is closed, when the centerbody is in the forward position.
If, starting to retract the centerbody, an intermediate geometry of moderate internal contraction is
formed, the bow shock can be swallowed and the internal shock system can be established.
With started shock system the internal contraction may be increased far beyond the fixed geometry
starting limit. Now the intake operates at high performance with most favourable external drag.

As listed in Fig. 10, the front intake concept with translating centerbody offers two additional
advantages:

The lateral discharge of a few percent of high pressure ram air may be sufficient to controll the
missile.
The opening of the combustor port cover can be combined with the translation of the centerbody, so
that a simple propulsion concept without any ejecta may be realized.

Fig. 11 summarizes the prinzipal geometrical data of the mixed compression intakes under investigation.
amount of internal area contraction depends mainly on the minimum operating Mach number (transition)

required by the missile design.
With regard to supersonic friction losses, the length of the internal contraction zone should be kept as
short as possible. This is a rather complex task, as
- small internal cowl angles 4 HLi and
- the geometrical limitations for the starting of internal supersonic flow (being explained below) tend

to create long internal contraction passages.

Firstexprimentalexperience with closeable bhpersonic front intakes_ [ig. 12-1§

Stimulated by the theoretical considerations mentioned before, the DLR Cologne started with the develop-
ment of an Mach 4.5-intake for initial wind tunnel tests.
The model (Fig. 12)with the designation Hy 1 exhibits a very high degree of internal contraction and has
provisions TFiixensive internal bleed. The intake entrance could be closed by hydraulically activated
centerbody translation.
Fig. 12 shows the inviscid flow field and the corresponding Mach number distribution.
Using the centerbody translation, the intake could be started without problems using different bleed confi-
gurations.
With regard to - the massflow losses,

- the associated external drag
- and the internal heating problems

induced by bleed, the intake was modified for operation without boundary layer bleed. This intake with
reduced internal contraction was designated as Hy IA.

The measured pressure recovery at Msol = 4.5 and 50 degrees incidence (cf. Fig. 13)
+ corresponds to a kinetic energy efficiency of 91 %
+ and would result in 107 bar chamber pressure, which is well above the off-design pressure limit of an
airbreathing missile accelerating to Mach 5.

The minimum operating Mach number of the Hy IA-intake is in the 4.2 regime. To proceed with systematic
parametric studies and to expand the operational limits to lower Mach numbers (transition Mach numbers=3.6)
a new family of intake models was designed.
Fig. 14 lists the main design aspects. The modular windtunnel model allows 36 independent geometrical
v ions.
During the first tests performed at a freestream Mach number of 4.5, we experienced that closeable mixed
compression intakes will not start, if
- the initial increase - during centerbody retraction - of internal area contraction is too fast
- or additional intermediate throats are formed during centerbody translation.

These problems can be overcome by adjusting the internal contours of centerbody and intake cowl.

It should be mentioned, that the critical pressure recovery should not be too low just after starting of
the internal supersonic compression, when the centerbody is only moderately retracted. Insufficient con-
ditions for the intake start and simultaneous initiation of the ramcombustion may occur, if the critical
pressure recovery during the starting process is too poor. The thrust nozzle throat cannot swallow the
combustion gases formed form low air- but high propellant-massflow if the combustor pressure is too low.
Therefore the intake starting throat area should be significantly smaller than the final design throat
area AK •
This aspect must be added to the constraints for design of closeable mixed compression intakes, which are
summarized in Fig. 15.

The fundamental experimental and theoretical experience gained studying closeable mixed compression intakes
is listed in Fig. 16.
Performance, operating and installation characteristics of this type of intake look very promising for low
level hypersonic missile applications.

While the currently used centerbody translation gear performs very well with the windtunnel heavy weight
models, design studies are under way to explore the feasibility of light weight translation mechanisms.
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5. PROPULSION SYSTEM SELECTION AND MISSILE PERFORMANCE

For medium range hypersonic low level missions the ducted rocket has been selected (Fig. 17) as the most
suitable cruise propulsion system due to
- favourable volumetric heating values of appropriate (boron loaded) propellants,
- excellent functional safety ?combustion stability),
- minimum volumetric loss due to grain insulation (with regard to external kinetic heating) using grain
arrangements illustrated by Fig. 18.

For short range missions the solid fuel ramjet looks more promising (Fig. 17). A corresponding missile
design is presented at the end of this paper.

Main characteristics of the selected ducted rocket propulsion system for the medium range antiradiation
mission are summarized in Fig. 18:

Even for ramcombustion temperatures well above the condensation temperature of B203, boron is still
an attractive propellant ingredient due to its superior density.
A self-throttling gasgenerator with subsonic outflow was selected to avoid a complex thermal protection
system or an active cooling system required to protect the actuators of a throttle-valve. The grain
configuration depicted in Fig. 18 requires no special insulation against external kinetic heating.
(Case bonded propellants can hardly be used due to external recovery temperatures in the order of 1500 K).
While the missile accelerates after the boost-cruise transition, the propellant burn rate increases
slightly due to the simultaneously rising ramcombustor and gasgenerator pressures at increasing flight
Mach number. Nevertheless the intake supercritical margin keeps growing with increasing Mach numbers
and therfore only a moderate specific impulse can be realized during cruise flight. On the other hand
the cruise flight fuel consumption remains very low due to the exceptional low drag of the missile
design (with minimum wave- and base drag). The corresponding engine operation at low equivalence ratios
offers two additional advantages:

+ the thermal loads are moderate as compared to rocket engine operation,
" the engine exhibits favourable signature characteristics.

The integration of the payload into the intake centerbody of the antiradiation missile is illustrated by
Fi. 19:

A antiradiation seeker with a mass of about 4 kg is housed within the translating cone of the center-
body.
The sliding centerbody tube is supported by the central guide tube, which is fixed to the intake cowl
by four or six struts.
The fixed central guide tube contains
- the guidance and control compartment of about 8 kg (including fuze, battery and cooling device),
- a warhead (= 9 kg)
- and the ducted rocket gasgenerator.

With regard to kinetic external heating, the conventional arrangement of missile tail controls with
actuators housed adjactnt to the thrust nozzle cannot be realized.
Canard controls, as depicted in Fij. 20 permit much better provisions for the actuator thermal protection.
Taking advantage of the high ram air pressure (well above 50 bars at sea level flight) a simple jet reac-
tion missile control may be realized by lateral discharge of intake tap air. The lateral thrust of the
ram air discharge nozzles will be greatly enhanced by interference of the jet with the external hypersonic
flow. Thrust enhancement factors in the order of two may be expected.
For lateral thrust control during the boost phase of the missile a minirocket arrangement must be included
in the design.
Fig. 21 illustrates the overall arrangement and summarizes key parameters of the hypersonic antiradiation
missiTe under investigation:

+ 53 kg of aluminum loaded composite propellant are required to boost the missile to a Mach 3.6 transition
speed at sea level (launch Mach number eq. zero).

+ 23 kg of boron loaded ducted rocket propellant are needed for the 30 km of powered cruise flight at
sea level. While the terminal Mach number approaches 5.1, an average velocity of nearly 1500 m/s can
be attained (Fig. 22). For target distances of more than 10 km the average velocity of the missile is
well above 1200 m/s.

+ Lateral manoeuvers up to 50 g are possible at angeles of incidence between 4 and 5 degrees using small
strakes along the missile fuselage.

+ With C/C structures of about 30 kg, and a payload corresponding to Fig. 19 (21 kg) the missile launch
mass will arrive at 127 kg. The overall fineness ratio of the missile will be about 14.

Com r.s-ofairbreathingarnocket -ropulsion:

Fig. 23 shows a comparison of 220 mm 0 antiradiation missiles having the same payload but different cruise
proulion systems:
The integration of the payload within the missile forebody is much easier with the rocket powered
missile. The beneficial volumetric loading results in a shorter length of the payload compartment.
The wave drag of a (relative slender) 4:1 von KArmn ogive is still below the wave drag of the assumed
intake cowl (of only 45 % frontal area) having an intake lip bluntness required for C/C structures.
Nevertheless the rocket powered missile exhibits a roughly 30 % higher drag level (at M 25) due to
increased base and friction drag. Assuming an appropriate boost/cruise grain arrangement providing a
3:1 thrust ratio, 187 kg of aluminium loaded composite propellant are required for the 30 km sea level
mission.
The missile is accelerated to Mach 5 within 11.5 km and then cruises with constant speed. Due to the
limitation in boost thrust (using a common boost/cruise nozzle) the average velocity is decreased
especially for short range missions and reaches only 1200 m/s at maximum range.
With the missile diameter fixed to the value of the ducted rocket system the launch mass of the rocket
powered missile will be doubled compared to the airbreather (due to increased drag and much lower
specific impulse). The corresponding fineness ratio of 21 is unfavourable with regard to structural
loads. The greater missile masses will reduce the manoeuverabillty.
Signature and thermal problems are increased, using a rocket propulsion system with a combustion
temperature about 1000 K higher than with the ducted rocket.
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The insulation of the cruise propellant grain against external kinetic heating would be a major additio-
nal design problem for a hypersonic medium range rocket motor.

!2Lr .g2r22yg1g]I9!_22rr§ ) i9e missions

While the benefits of air breathing propulsion are evident for medium and long range missions, ram pro-
pulsion can be attractive even for short range applications. At Mach 4 + sea level flight conditions,
the mass of an integrated ram propulsion system will be favourable (in comparison to a rocket motor) when
the flight range exceeds 5 km /5/.
Boost/coast and continuous powered airbreathing missiles have been compared for an hypersonic ground to
air mission of 8 km.
For flight durations up to 6 sec. the expensive C/C structure may be substituted by insulated metal or
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) structures.
Facing roughly 4 sec of extensive kinetic external heating a case bonded cruise propellant grain can be
adopted. Under these conditions a solid fuel ramjet as depicted in Fig. 24 may be most attractive. In
comparison to a boost/coast rocket powered missile the ramjet offers tTe following advantages:
+ Superior average velocities at both minimum and maximum target distances due to extreme boost to

cruise thrust ratios and continuous cruise propulsion
+ More favourable missile control characteristics due to continuous cruise thrust and reduced Mach number
excursions.

+ No excessive kinetic heating associated with extremely high boostend-Mach numbers.
+ Excellent growth potential.

The missile design shown in Fig. 24 has a launch mass of 86 kg, a caliber of 197 mm and an overall length
of 2500 mm. A warhead of 10 kg can be delivered over an 8 km target distance within less than 6 sec.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Future hypersonic low level missions can be favourably realized using airbreathing propulsion with
o conventional missile design with circular body cross section,
o closeable mixed compression intakes with high pressure recovery at transition but low external drag,
o solid propellant ducted rocket propulsion with boron loaded propellant and subsonic, self-throttling

gasgenerator for medium range missions or solid fuel ramjets for short range missions.
The common boost/cruise thrust nozzle

+ facilitates the transition process
+ avoids dangerous ejecta
+ and gives high boost/cruise thrust ratios which result in superior average velocities even for short
range missions.
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Fig. 1 FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF BORON LOADED DUCTED ROCKET

PROPULSION IN FREE FLIGHT

* Two flight tests with MBB EFA missile in 1981

* Tandem boost fixed flow ducted rocket (40% boron)

* Mach 2 to 2.5; max. lateral maneuvers: over 30 q

EFA7
experimental
missile

FI2 FUTURE TACTICAL MISSILE APPLICATIONS

Flight mission Flight altitu.de:
__________ ia level Meium alt. High alt.

Anti-Tank X
-Radiation X
-Ship X
-Helicopt. X
-Aircraft X MX MX
-Missile X X MX

Fig. 3 DATA FOR SELECTED ANTI-RADIATION MISSION

- Launch Mach number 0 e NasILaunchg'1
- Cruise Mach number M., 5 (at sea level)
- Range 30 km
- Lateral acceleration A 50 g
- Mass of payload =*21 kg (seeker f4kg,

warhead =s9 kg)

Fig. 4 SELECTION OF PRINCIPAL MISSILE CONFIGURATION

Missile configuration

Front intake integration ++ 0 -

Side intake integration 0 0 4

Ramcomb. /booster lntegr. .. o -

Complexity, costs .. o0 -

Structure mass ++ 0 -

Volumetric loading ++ 0 -

Zero lift drag +. + 0

Manoeuvrability 0 + +

Suitability for N 5 SL + 0 -

LEGEE: ** very good. * good, o fair. - mrginal. -- unacceptabipy
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Fig. 5 REQUIREMENTS FOR M 5 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN

- Simple assembly (severe thermel heating)

- Fixed geometry sustain motor (complexity)

- Sufficient high Mtransition (favourable U,

efficient operation of fixed geometry

rampropulsion)

4 Boostpropellant massfraction 40 45%
- No ejecta (missile launch from aircraft)

Fig. 6 OPTIMIZATION OF BOOST MOTOR MASS

+ High CF -high pc I

.opt.E , opt. ToN

+ Min. structure (.pc compatible with design of
mass ramcombustor structure

* opt. volumetric loading

+ Opt. volumetric .case bonded grain
loading -lminimm A4 --* high pc

" Min. transition *short transition period
loss --e no ejecta

+ Min. boost drag max. thrust level --* high Pc A4
losses iclosed (or covered) intake en-( trance area during boost (drag,

buzz, handling)

Fig. 7 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR M 5 MISSILE INTAKE

o Intake suitable for subsonic combustion

engine (SCRJ not competitive at M 6 5)

o No internal boundary layer bleed

(excessive thermal heating, bleed drag)

o Requirement for closure of intake entrance

area prior to transition (handling,

ingestion of debris, boost drag, buzz)

Fig. 8 COMPARISON OF M 5 MISSILE INTAKE ARRANGEMENTS

Intake arrangement 1

External drag (boost & cruise) ++ --

Weight ++ --

Aptitude for closure of intake
entrance area +

Payload integration - ++

Maneuver characteristics +

Complexity, costs +

Ranking 1 2
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Fig. 9 COMPARISON OF CIRCULAR FRONT INTAKES (Ms ol5)

Type of intake Compression: mixed extern. extern.
Cowl angle : small large small

Pre entry drag ++ .. ..

Cowl drag ++ -- +

Drag of boost configuration + .. ..

Press. recovery at transit. o + +

cruise + ++ ++

incidence o + +

Mass flow characteristics o + +

Starting problems - ++ +

Feasib. for clos. of entrance + ++ --

Ranking I1 2 3

Fig. 10 FEATURES OF CLOSEABLE FRONTINTAKES
9 Centerbody forward, intake

entrance closed :

Favourable handling + boost

* Starting of shock system
with centerbody translation
at small internal contrac-

Stion; increasing contraction
with started shock system

* High performance and low
drag with backward center-

Addit. features : body

* Possibility for missile jet reac-
tion control using intake tap air

* Integation of moveable centerbody and port covers

Fig. 11 GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOSEABLE FRONT INTAKES

Cone angles: 120 a i1c a 15'

Shock on lip Mach numbers: 4.5 a Mso I a 5.6

Internal cowl angles: 60 i HLi -
9
0

Internal area contraction: .25 a AK/AE - 0.4

Length of intern. contr. zone: 0.7 a 'xEK/DLa 2.1

Centerbody translation: 0.5 • 48xZK/ DL 0.8

Fig. 12 INVISCID FLOW FIELD AND MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION

FOR THE DLR HY 1 INTAKE AT Mso I = 4.5 [11]

:: ( Flow field

-T - I I4Mach 
number distrib.

(High internal contraction intake design of the DLR

-Cologne with AK/AE -. 26 and internal bleed)
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Fig. 13 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY OF THE DLR HY 1A INTAKE [12]

HY 1A = modified HY 1 intake without bleed and

I diminished internal area contraction (.30)w

-. 4

0.2

0 .2 .4 .6 .8

0Mass flow

Fig. 14 DESIGN ASPECTS OF NEW HYPERSONIC INTAKE MODEL FAMILY

+ Lower minimum Mach number ---diminished AK/AE

+ Reduced supersonic friction -->shorter length of
intern. contr. zone

" Systematic parameter studies:

4Model-family with

o 3 values of internal contraction 136
o 3 throat divergence angle, vari-

o 4 intake lip bluntness ations

Fig. 15 CONTOUR DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR CLOSEABLE INTAKES

I Desired internal contract. with backward centerbody

2 Smoothly varying internal cross section

3 Short length of internal contraction zone

4 Contours giving minimum local expansion and admis-
sible pressure gradients

5 Fitting of internal contours for intake closure

6 Initially small internal contraction for starting
without formation of intermediate throats during
centerbody translation

7 Starting throat of intake significantly smaller
than design throat cross section

Fig. 16 EXPERIENCE WITH CLOSEABLE MIXED COMPRESSION INTAKES

* Overcontracted intakes can be started if appropriate

internal contours are adopted

* Satisfying performance can be obtained without bleed

even at incidence

# Drag of closeable intakes

- wave drag of closed configuration
- pre entry drag below shock on lip Mach number
- cowl drag

looks most favourable

Fig. 17 COMPARISON OF RA4JETS AND DUCTED ROCKETS

FOR MEDIUM RANGE HYPERSONIC SEA LEVEL MISSIONS

Type Off Propel- Com-
of p design Relia- lant in- ple-
ram- isp capa- bility sulation xity,
jet bility problems costs

LFRJ * o ++ 0 -"-

SFRJ o + o o - +

DR o + o + o
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Fig. 18 CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED DUCTED ROCKET

Propellant: 40% Boron composite propellant with

pressure sensitive burn rate

Gasgenerator: Design with selfadjusting subsonic
outflow

rod & tube grain
grain suprt tube

Performance: Low drag ---> low thrust demand

Operation of fuel

combustor with moert con-
considerable moert sump-• /specific
air excess . impulse tion
intake with wide at cruise low

supercritical |-6300m/s sig-
margin at cruiseJ at M=5) nat.

Fi. 19 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION WITHIN CENTERBODY OF

ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE INTAKE

Fuse .~War- Gas-
Cooling device Ihead gene-
Signal proces. 9kg rator

Anti-radi- Inertial ref. unit
ation Battery
seeker 4kg Interface 8kg

Minirocket / tap
air actuators

Fig. 20 PRINCIPAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE CONTROLS
Conventional canard
controls -------- ..

Jet reaction controls

Detail:
High pressure inirocket ba-
tap air jet re- (sed jet reaction
action control control during
during cruise r \boost

Fig. 21 220 MM 0 ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE WITH INTEGRATED

DUCTED ROCKET PROPULSION

e C/C structures 30 kg

* Payload 21 " Prformance:

* Cruise propellant 23 "  + 30 km SL

* Boost propellant 53 " + c = 1500 r/s

LAUNCH MASS 127 kg b/lat A 50 g

FINENESS RATIO 14 : 1 + Mmax - 5.1
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Fig. 22 AVERAGE VELOCITY E AND FLIGHT VELOCITY c.,OF

ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE DEPICTED IN FIG. 21

:[71 ' 't

1900 , , 
""

C, E

010 is 20 S (kn, 30

Fig. 23 COMPARISON OF 30 KM SL ANTI-RADIATION MISSILES
Data: increased

Fig. 21 friction--

dra21 kg payload /(D = 220 nfl)da

4:1 v.Karman ogive Rocket motor with

boost/cruise composite grain
Data of rocket-powered vs. DR:powered nissile jFig..21-

- Drag at M = 5 : +30% (incr. friction and base drag)

- Propellant : 187 vs 76 kg

- Launch mass : 250 vs 127 kg

- Fineness ratio : 21 vs 14

- Average velocity: 1200 vs 1500 m/s (at 30 km)

- Maneuverability : reduced

- Signature and thermal problems: increased

Fig. 24 HYPERSONIC SHORT RANGE (W0 km) MISSILE WITH INSULATED

CFRP STRUCTURES AND INTEGRATED SFRJ PROPULSION

Boost-confi gurati on

Cruise (SFRJ)-configuration

Solid Fuel Ramjet
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Discussion
WEYER

You described considerable high kinetic efficiencies of the air intakes
at high Mach numbers with no bleed. Did you make any detailed flow
measurements to study the intake internal flow?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The kinetic energy efficiency (see Fig 25) which was demonstrated with

the Hy 6M-intake model from MBB was obtained using a calibrated plug nozzle
measuring technique at the DLR Cologne. This well established measuring
technique gives accurate total pressure recovery and mass flow data. For
design and function of the ducted rocket these data are quite sufficient.
Detailed investigations of the internal flow governed by shock boundary layer
interactions would give valuable information for improved intake designs and
additional data for CFD-code validation. Due to the available funding however,
we could not perform such expensive experimental tests up to now.

ZKe F - Msol = 5.6

m No bleed

.91 "00,20 OHU= 6 '
40

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 Moo

rig 25 Maximum Critical Kinetic Energy Efficiency
Demonstrated with a Hy 6M-Intake Model.

CAZIN
With the choice of the inlet, have you problems with the integration of

the seeker?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Within the overall study discussed in the paper, a preliminary

configuration of an antiradiation seeker with conformed antenna was designed.
The seeker with no moveable parts and provisions for active cooling is
integrated in the conical part of the translating centerbody. For the
antiradiation mission, we therefore see no major problem for intake/seeker
integration.
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PtTOT SURvtYS OF TWO MODERATELY WIDER-EXPANDED JETS
by

T. M. Cain and T. V. Jones
Department of Engineering Science

University of Oxford
Parks Road

Oxford
England

SUMMARY

In the free expansion of the exhaust gases of engines flying at altitudes suitable for air-breathing

launchers, the turbulent shear layers interact with the jet shock structure, posing a challenge for CFD.
A series of experiments in this flow regime is performed to provide data suitable for code validation.

Angular and axial Pitot surveys of heated, high pressure, nitrogen jets exhausted from a Mach 3 conical

nozzle into a low pressure tank are presented. The results indicate that there is strong turbulent mixing
throughout the flowfield downstream of the first Mach disk in addition to a repetitive shock cell

structure.

WWI
1. INTODUCTION 0

The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling of low altitude (<70 km) rocket exhaust plume

flowfields has direct application to the prediction of infrared signatures and missile aerodynamics [I].
The computer codes developed by Dash et al. to meet this need have been extended for application to

the problem posed by the operation of scramjet engines [2]. As mentioned by Chuech [31, experimental

test data is still required to further verify and 'calibrate' the turbulence prediction methods for these
high speed compressible flows.

The underexpanded jets studied in the experiments (3-S that are currently used for comparison

with plume flowfield CFD [3, 6-8] are representative of those produced by supersonic aircraft nozzles.

The static pressure at the nozzle exit, P., is only slightly greater than that of the surrounding still air,

Pb and the ratio of the stagnation pressure, Po, to the ambient pressure is less than 20.

Experiments reported in the open literature that are representitive of plume formation at an
altitude of 30km, where P0 /Pb is of the order 104 are mostly limited to flow visualisation studies

performed prior to or during the early 1960's (9-12, reviewed In 13J. Attention then was largely focused
on the first shock cell in the jet, as is also the case in the more recent base flow studies at FFA [14].

Radiometric work at Calspan [IS, 16] has produced spatially resolved Infra-red measurements of model

reacting rocket plumes that have high-lighted the importance of the viscous/inviscid interactions that
occur in the plumes [I]. However, the highest pressure ratio for which detailed measurements of this

region have been made appears to be P. /Pb = 4 with P0 /Pb = 60. In that experiment by Kalghatgi et

al. [171, refractive index fluctuations in the exhaust of a liquid bipropellant engine were measured using

a crossed beam correlation technique that allowed calculation of rms density fluctuations and convective
velocity in the outer mixing layer of the jet but could not detect the shock structure in the plume. The

purpose of the present paper is to provide Pitot pressure measurements in the near field of moderately

underexpanded jets that correspond more closely to a plume produced by a rocket motor or scramjet

engine flying in the stratosphere.

A gun tunnel was adapted for use with small supersonic nozzles. The test gas, is compressed in

the tunnel's barrel and is normally expanded in a hypersonic nozzle to generate an Intermitent high

Mach number stream. In the test descibed here the gas was only partially expanded in a Mach 3 nozzle

to a pressure P. and then exhausted into the test section which was at a lower pressure Pb" Jets with

expansion ratios P./Pb = 18 and SO were investigated.

Z THE STRUCTURE OF MODERATELY UNDEREXPANDED JETS

When the pressure at the exit plane of a nozzle is much greater than the ambient pressure

surrounding the nozzle, the exhaust gas undergoes a rapid expansion in a Prandtl Meyer fan centered at

the nozzle lip ( Fig. I ). In the Inviscid case, the streamline closest to the wall is deflected through an

angle sufficent to expand the gas to Pb" Along all other streamlines, the gas is over-expanded by the

fan and its reflections from the axis of symmetry. Part of the recompression to Pb takes place through

compression waves which coalese into a shock that sits close to the free boundary and is descriptively

named the "Barrel Shock". The flow within the barrel shock is not influenced by the external pressure
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and it assumes the source-like nature that it would in a vacuum. It is well described by the model
developed by Albini [18], Boynton [19] and Simons [20] and has Leen the subject of previous experiments
for example Legge et al E211 and Anderson et a (22].

The flow external to the barrel shock is rotational as the gas has crossed the shock at different
locations which results in an entropy gradient across the shock layer. There Is also a significant static
pressure gradient across It due to the centrifigul acceleration required for It to follow the curvature of
the barrel shock. The shock/shear layer is further complicated by the turbulent mixing with the free
external stream. Despite these complications, simple models that involve the numerical integration of a
single ordinary differential equation that describes the free boundary trajectory, provide adequate
profiles of jets up to their maximum diameter (10, 19, 23 reviewed In 24].

In the case of moderately underexpanded jets the barrel shock Is too strong to reflect in a regular
manner from the axis of symmetry. A Mach stem is formed which in the axisymetric case is known as a
Mach disk. The Mach disk position is controlled by downstream influences which are transmited
upstream through the embedded subsonic region behind the Mach disk. Various models of Mach disk
formation have been suggested and they have been reviewed and added to by Peters and Phares [25] and
Abbet (26]. The Abbet model used in conjunction with MOC solutions has proved accurate in
comparison with some experiments (27] but is restricted in application by the assumption of no mixing
along the slipline between the supersonic and subsonic streams downstream of the triple point. Mixing
along the slipline, which has been measured (28] and observed (29], reactivates the hot, low momentum
subsonic gas, and as stated by Dash et a]. [30] "must be accounted for in any model of the flow behind
the Mach disk".

In the experiments reported here, the turbulent supersonic flow surrounding the Mach disk is
found to rapidly mix with the embeded subsonic flow and fluctuations in Pitot pressure are present at
all locations downstream of the first shock cell. The magnitude and frequency of the fluctuations is a
function of the pitot probe dimensions, but qualitatively they provide a clear indication that the jet is
fully turbulent.

3. APPARATUS

3.1 _C &R tunnel ud Nozzleg
The gun tunnel is a facility that generates a hypersonic flow for a period of 10 to 100 msec and

has been described previously [31]. The Oxford tunnel employs a large high pressure air reservoir to
drive a I20g piston down a 1Om barrel of %mm bore. The piston travels supersonically and forms a
shock which travels ahead of it at approximately Mach 2.4 in nitrogen. The shock reflects at the end of
the barrel and collides with the on-coming piston. This generates a third shock and the process
continues until the piston is brought to rest. The nature of the compression is evident in the pressure
signal obtained from a Kistler 601 transducer mounted 128mm from the barrel end, Fig. 2.

An estimate of the stagnation temperature is obtained by calculating the entropy increase
associated with the consecutive passage of the first four shocks. Each shock is assumed to result in a
velocity change of the gas equal to the initial piston velocity (which is derived by Iteration from the
pressure after the first shock reflection). A polynomial for the specific i:-at at constant pressure [32] is
integrated to calculate the enthalpy and entropy of the nitrogen when solving the conservation
equations for each shock. The calculated pressure history is in good agreement with the measured
pressure during the passage of the first three shocks but expansion waves emanating from the piston as
it decelerates result in weaker subsequent shocks. The actual entropy increase is expected to be
bounded by the values calculated for three and four shocks which leads to an estimate of the
stagnation temperature of 1203 K to 1233 K when the nitrogen (initially at 16'C) is compressed
adiabatically from 1.01 bar to 72 bar. These are the nominal stagnation conditions of the plume gas in
these experiments.

Two similar supersonic nozzles "'A" and "'B" were used in the tests and dimensions are given in Fig.
3. A nozzle was mounted at the end of the barrel and due to the small throat (4.2mm), the flow
continued for I second. Plume pitot measurements obtained at times other than during a 27 msec period
over which the stagnation pressure was steady were subject to disturbances due to wave motion within
the barrel, but it is demonstrated that it is possible to remove this influence from the signals by
normalisation.

3.2 Tlot vUna

The test section is a 0.9 x 0.6 x 0.6 m box that is connected to a 28m 3 dump tank by a 8m long,
0.4m diameter pipe. The nozzle exhausting into the test section creates an ejector action which results
in an intense noise field and low frequency 18Hz) oscillations in the test section pressure. The
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fluctuations were measured with "Sensortec LXI6O2A" piezoresistive pressure transducers (50 kHz
natural frequency) and found to be uniform within the confines of the test section at frequencies below
S00Hz. The ambient conditions do not Influence measurements within the first shock cell and by a
process of normalisation it is also possible to remove their influence on Pitot measurements

downstream of the Mach disk.

3.3 Shluyn Syatm

An example of schlieren photographs taken with exposures of 0.1 Vs (spark source) and 4 msec

(shutter) are given in plates I to 3. Photographs of both types have been available in the literature for a

considerable time, for a variety of under-expanded jets (section 1). Although the photographs are the

result of an integration of density gradients across the axisymmetric jet, the system is most sensitive

to the area of a shock that has a normal vector which is orthogonal to both the incident light and the

Toeppler knife edge. This behavior is evident in plate I by the very thin line that the barrel shock

produces on the photograph. The location of the shocks in a plane of the jet that cuts through the axis

of symmetry can therefore be measured directly for comparison with CFD or analytical predictions.

However, it has been found that the location of the barrel shock is rather insensitive to the model of

the expansion process and it does not provide a strict test of the prediction methods [19].

3.4 ITmywlBw M.echanams

Two traversing mechanisms were developed to allow axial and angular scans of the jets with a

pitot probe during the 27 msec over which the stagnation pressure is constant.

The axial traverse consisted of a round bar held in roller bearings that was free to travel 140mm.

(fig. 4) Its position was monitored with a reflective optical switch that detected the passing of thin

dark lines inscribed at intervals of 4mm on the bar's surface. A cubic spline was used to Interpolate

between the marks. A pitot pressure probe was mounted at the upstream end of the bar and a disk was

fixed to the rear end. The bar was blown downstream by the action of the jet during the run and the

diameter of the disk was chosen to result In a speed of approximately S m/s. The motion produced a

negligible change in the relative velocity of the probe to the gas which had a speed of 1.6 km/s (the

limiting velocity) upstream of the Mach disk. Downstream of this strong shock the velocity would be a

factor (-y+)/(y-) lower (where y is the ratio of specific heats) but at that position the stagnation

pressure is close to the static pressure, resulting in the probe motion having no measurable influence

on the pitot pressure.

An angular traverse was made by mounting a swinging arm on a pivot placed below the jet

centerline at the nozzle exit (Fig. 5). The arm was initially set at some angle to the flow and was

restrained there by a thin strand of nylon that passed over the nozzle exit. A strong rubber band was

attatched to the free end of the arm and to a securement point mounted below the centerline of the jet.

The strand is given sufficient purchase to counteract the force of the band but it melts when the nozzle

starts and releases the arm. The swinging arm and pitot probe that was mounted on It entered into

damped simple harmonic motion about the jet centerline, the period of which was adjusted to give an

adequate scan during the test time. The probe motion was monitored by a servo potentiometer at the

pivot point.

3.S slgf, robs

The pitot probes contained "Kulite XCQ-093" absolute pressure transducers that were fed through

hyperdermic tube of lengths that range from 15mm to 35mm and outside diameters of 0.8mm to 2.6mm.

The various probe geometries produced no measurable difference in Pitot pressure and it was concluded

that the probe shape was not influencing the measurements. A 25mm long, 0.8mm diameter hyperdermic

tube was used for the majority of the axial traverses but the length was reduced to 15mm for the angular

traverses to attain sufficient rise time to record the peaks In the thin shock layer outside the barrel

shock. The frequency response of the Pitot tubes is discussed in section 4.3. Regular calibration of the

piezoreslstive transducers and associated electronics has demonstrated the system sensitivity has

a precision of ./- 0.8 X.

3.6 Uft MUMueM

Signals from the transducers were multiplexed into a single Hewlett Packard 12 bit analogue to

digital convertor and stored in a b4kword memory. The multiplexer switched every I1 Lis and typically 6

channels are recorded for 0.4 seconds. The data was then transfered to a Hewlett Packard 9836 mini

computer where It was processed.

Spectrum analysis of the Pitot and background pressure signals was conducted with a Hewlett

Packard 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer, sampling a single channel at 256kHz for a period of 80 ms.
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4. PRiOCED)URE

41 ImIu a th 1k u Abmg.ao

The source nature of the expanding jet, results In density, p, falling with the square of the
distance from some point on the centerline near the nozzle exit. Since the velocity of the gas, V, is
essentially the limiting velocity in a steady expansion, the momentum flux (pV 2) falls with the square of
the distance from the source. The barrel shock is formed at a position where the component of the
momentum flux normal to it, the Newtonian pressure, is similar to the pressure in the surrounding still
air. This results in the plume dimensions scaling with L= D'( Po/Pb). The scaling is discussed In more
detail by Moran (33] and Draper and Sutton [34].

4.2 5090ng 2ff SW& a1 MKVnM

4.2.1 Wlthin the first shock cull. The pitot pressure, Pt, within the first shock cell is proportional to
the stagnation pressure Po and independent of the background pressure Pb" This follows from the
discussion above as the pitot pressure Is essentially the modified (y not equal to 1) Newtonian pressure
and the barrel shock marks the limit of influence of the background pressure.

4.2.2 Downstream of the Mach Disk. Downstream of the Mach disk the pitot pressure measured on the
axis of the jet is observed to rise rapidly and this can only be a consequence of the embedded subsonic
region mixing with the surrounding supersonic gas. An inviscid acceleration of the subsonic core would
not increase the total pressure of the gas and once it became supersonic the bow shock on the pitot
probe would again result in the measured pLtot pressure decreasing.

The mixing is sufficiently vigorous that a reasonable estimate of the maximum Pitot pressure
downstream of the mach disk can be made by assuming that the jet is one-dimensional with a static
pressure equal to the ambient pressure. When entrainment of the background gas is neglected,
application of the first law of thermodynamics results in the following expression for the Mach number
of the equilibriated jet, M.

where, a o is the speed of sound at the stagnation temperature, TO, and U is the velocity of the
equllibriated jet. U can be obtained from the momentum balance for a control volume that extends from
the nozzle exit to a station where the pressure is uniform across the jet and equal to Pb"

U 1- Pb/pe 2
Tie + 7YMe 2

Thus, the Mach number is essentially independent of Pb at high P./Pb and since the ratio Pt/Pb is
only a function of Mach number (Rayleigh's Pitot formula), the Pitot pressure should be directly
proportional to Pb downstream of the Mach disk.

In section S it is demonstrated that normalising the Pitot pressure with the back pressure and
plotting it as a function of the non-dimensional plume scale (x/L) produces results that are not
sensitive to small variations in Pb or Po'

4.3 Qbu Mua ralm fknm fth tammt &. 1mf Mmm3ts

4.3.1 Filteing. The turbulence downstream of the Mach Disk results in unsteady flow even under
conditions of constant stagnation and background pressures. The lowest frequency of the turbulent
disturbances may be estimated by the ratio of the mean velocity U/2 (Eq. 2) to the jet width and Is for
the largest jet studied, approximately 6 kHz. This is above the lower estimate for the resonance of the
2Smm Pitot tube, which is approximated by the quarter wavelength equation (35]. That is, the resonance,
f is equal to the speed of sound in the tube divided by four times the probe length, which equals
3.4 kHz if the gas in the tube is assumed to have accomodated to the wall temperature. Therefore,
filtering the signal with a passband from DC to less than fP/5 should prevent signal distortion by
either the probe or the turbulence.

A third factor to consider is the intense noise field in the test section and its effect on the Pitot
pressure In the jet. Spectrum analysis of the signal from a Kullte XCQ-093 2SA transducer with a 200
kHz natural frequency, placed in the test section outside of the Jet revealed high Intensity acoustic
noise of a uniform level from 2S0 Hz to S kHz. Beyond this frequency there is a decrease in signal
power of 22 dB/decade until 40 kHz.
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The scaling procedure of section 4.2 is only applicable for those frequencies for which there was

spatially homogeneous variation in the test section. A digital 3 pole Butterworth filter with a cut
frequency (-3dB) at SOOHz was found to reduce discrepancies between two pressure transducers placed
O.Sm apart in the test section from 20% to less than 2X. The signals were filtered once and then
reversed in time and filtered again to remove the frequency dependent time delay Inherent in the
Butterworth filter. Application of the same filter to a step function constructed with 0 0 ps point
spacing resulted in a rise time (lOX to 90%) of 900ps. Therefore, a step in Pitot pressure which would
occur for instance if the probe was swept downstream of an oblique shock, would typically be smeared
over less than I D' by the filter.

4.3.2 A Statistical Approach. The frequency of the signal was too close to that of the noise for the
temporal filter to be completely effective. By taking multiple samples of the mean level over long
periods (for example 0.2s) it was possible to discriminate between the signal and the noise on the basis
of randomness rather than frequency. This is made possible by the multiple centerline crossings that
occur with the angular traverse, or by using slow axial traverse speeds. Measurements taken during
periods of varying stagnation and background pressures were quasi-steady as the flow establishment
time was short compared to the timebcale of the variations in pressure. However, it was necessary to
introduce the scaling described in sections 4.2 to correlate the jet over the range of conditions to which
it is subjected by the pressure variations. The scaling effectively removes the low frequency disturbance
from the measurements, while the averaging removes the noise.

The procedure is implemented by splitting the spatial co-ordinate into typically 300 "bins" and
averaging the ordinate (Pt/Pb) in each bin. The non-dimensional arc length rO/L was the spatial
co-ordinate for the angular traverre.

All the data presented in section 5.3 has been reduced with this method as it was found to be
more suitable than the the temporal filter.

4.4 ETor EatimaUo

4.4.1 Within the First Shock cell. The error in the ratio Po/Pt resulting from uncertainty in the gauge
calibrations is less than 2%. Just upstream of the Mach Disk where Pt is close to the test section
pressure a significant component of the error in Pt is due to the +/-0.3mmHg uncertainty in the
measurement of the initial tank pressure. Distance from the nozzle exit is measured to within +/-0.Smm
by the optical detector and angles are measured to within ,/-0.|So with the servo potentiometer. The jet
centerline is established by the symmetry of the radial Pitot profiles. Representitive error bars are
plotted with the data.

4.4.2 Downstream of the Mach Disk. The uncertainty in the Pitot measurements when taken in the
turbulent flow behind the Mach disk and during periods of fluctuating stagnation and back pressures, is
a stronger function of unsteadiness and the validity of the correlation (scaling procedure) than It Is of
the accuracy of the pressure and displacement measurements. Confidence limits of 9S% are calculated
for the mean by using the "Student t-distribution" [36] to analyse the data.

S. RBSULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 kkliem

The schileren photograph taken with a spark light source demonstrates the turbulent nature of the
jet boundary. In the jet of plate I the shear layer between the barrel shock and surrounding air becomes
turbulent close to the nozzle exit and the disturbed nature of the shock and its reflection from the
triple point would indicate that the turbulence extends across the entire shear layer at the Mach disk
position. Streamwise streaks apparent on the schileren photographs of jets at higher nozzle exit
pressure ratios may be due to Gortler vortices (37] forming prior to transition in the concave shear
layer and this is currently being investigated. Mach disk position and diameter for a jet from nozzle "A"
with PO/Pb-613 have being measured as 0.91L and .077L respectively. Corresponding figures for a jet
with PO/Pb =1885 are .87L and .054L.

s .21 k &t SkA Stu

L.2.1 Plume Model. in the present study, attention is directed to the plume flowfield downstream of the
Mach disk and measurements within the first shock cell are made to define the nozzle exit conditions.
A program employing the method of characteristics to calculate the free expansion of the exhaust gas
while assuming conical one dimensional Isentropic flow to the nozzle exit was written to provide
comparison with the experiments. Vibrational equilibrium of the nitrogen within the nozzle was assumed
but vibration in the plume and downstream of the bow shock on the Pitot probe was taken as frozen
('r=7/S).
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.2.2 The Effect of Stagnation Temperature. If an Isentropic expansion of a gas with y = 7/S is assumed,
the exit Mach number, M., of nozzle "B" is 3.06. The effect of vibrational relaxation when T.= 1220 K is
to lower M. to 2.96 and also to decrease the static pressure at a give Mach number by a factor 0.93
after full recovery of the vibrational energy. Both effects result in a decrease in the predicted Pitot
pressure at any particular location in the plume. Agreement between, the MOC prediction with
relaxation in the nozzle, and the measurements for nozzle "B" obtained at the stagnation condition of
Po= 72 bar and To = 1220 K is very good (Fig. 6) but data obtained with T,= 820 K and P0 = 46 bar

agrees less well with the model and is indistinguishable from the higher temperature experiment. This
may indicate that vibration is frozen within the nozzle and that M. and total pressure are reduced by
some other mechanism. Tests with Nozzle "A" with To= 1030 K and P0 = 53 bar are also in good
agreement with the MOC if vibrational relaxation occurs (fig. 7), in which case the exit Mach number is
reduced from 3.07 (for y a 7/5) to 3.02, and the static pressure at a given Mach number is reduced by a
factor of 0.96.

5.2.3 The effect of Nozzle Boundary layer. Calculations of boundary layer displacement thickness made
by integrating the Momentum Integral equation (38] using turbulent, flat plate correlations for skin
friction and shape factor [39] indicate that it is 3.1% of the exit radius (with Po= 53 bar, To= 1030 K).
However, it would require a displacement thickness of 6% to decrease M. in the isentropic core
sufficiently to reconcile the small difference between the prediction and results. The influence of the
boundary layer Mach number profile on the free expansion has not been calculated and may account for
the discrepancy.

SI..4 The effect of Non-lmentropic Core Flow. An entropy increase due to shocks within the nozzle
could also account for low Pitot pressure measurements and the multitude of weak waves emanating
from the nozzle that are visible on the schlieren photographs are another possible source of the
discrepancy between the MOC solution and the measurements. The sensitivity of the Pitot
measurements in the far field to nozzle exit conditions made the measurements of static and Pitot
pressure within the strong gradients in the nozzle too innacurate to adequately define the exit
conditions and therefore it may be better to ascertain them from the plume measurements. This
approach was taken by Anderson et al (22] to define the orifice discharge coefficient when comparing
MOC predictions and experiments on sonic jets. For supersonic nozzles, a comparison of angular pitot
profiles in addition to the axial profiles helps to determine the correct combination of entropy increase
(drop in total pressure) and Mach number.

S.2.5 Determining Nozzle Exit Mach Number from Angular Pitot Profiles. An angular profile at x/D =

10.8 for Nozzle "A", is shown to agree well with a MOC solution for M.=3.0 in Fig. 8. Solutions for
M.%2.9 and 3.1 are included on the figure, to indicate the sensitivity of the profile to exit Mach number.

5.2.6 Nozzle exit Conditions. The nozzle exit conditions may be able to be calculated from the source
conditions and nozzle geometry, to a greater degree of accuracy than given by the one dimensional
methods employed in this study. However, for codes that proceed from nozzle exit conditions, the
following values for nozzle "A'" (which was used for all the following experiments) are suggested:
conical with a half angle of S degrees, M, = 3.02 with Po/P. = 39.4 (4% above the isentropic value). The
absolute values of temperature, and pressure were found to be unimportant over the range studied.

5.3 Mmuremenaa Downatream AL 1h RAs UlRk

5.3.1 Jet. Studied. Two underexpanded jets were investigated. One with PO/Pb = 1800 and the other with

Po/Pb- 6S0. The nominal stagnation conditions are P. = 72 bar and To= 1220 K for both jets, and the
background pressure was varied by a factor of 3. The increase in the background pressure results in a
corresponding increase in measured Pitot pressures and a -/3 decrease in the length scale, L. However,
the scaling procedures described in section 4.2 considerably reduce the difference between the profiles
for the two jets (Figs. 9 and 10) which justifies the use of the procedures in the data reduction to
decrease the influence of the relatively small variations in the nominal conditions.

5.3.2 Axial Fitot Profiles. The rise in Pltot pressure downstream of the Mach disk that is plotted on

Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) is due to mixing (section 4.2.2) and is at a rate higher than measured previously for
a Mach reflection in an axisymmetric supersonic diffuser (28]. In Back and Cuffel's experiment, the
inner edge of the shear layer did not intersect the centerline until approximately 2 Mach disk diameters
downstream of the disk. In the present experiments, the Pitot pressure rose within I disk diameter,
indicating that mixing had reached the centerline. The turbulent nature of the supersonic shock/shear
layer surrounding the Mach disk flow is probably the reason for the high mixing rate.

The dynamics of the plume which arise from the shock wave reflections at both the centerline and
the free constant pressure boundary (where they are reflected as expansion waves), result in a
re-expansion of the plume gas until the low static pressure in the core of the plume again causes the
surrounding plume gas to collapse back towards the center. The process is followed for 3 cycles in
Fig.9(b) from which it can be seen that plume gas Is beginning to equilibriate with its surroundings in a
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non-isentropic manner as expected from the control volume analysis (section 4.2.2).

S.3.3 Angular Pitot plofiles. Angular profiles at three radial stations are presented for each jet in

Figs.9(c) and 10(c). The profiles represent averages of greater than eight scans about the jet axis. The

axial co-ordinate of each station is calculated using the average characteristic length L Agreement with

the axial traverse results for the centerline value of Pt/Pb Is within the 9SX confidence Intervals.

6. CONCLUSION

Results are presented for the pitot pressure distribution in two moderately underexpanded jets

issuing from a Mach 3 nozzle. The data has been compared with method of characteristics solutions

within the barrel shock as a method of establishing the nozzle exit conditions. Downstream of the Mach

disk the data is presented in a form which minimises its sensitivity to boundary conditions and that

should make it suitable for testing CFD plume codes.
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0 O.SL I L
PLATE I: Nitrogen jet from nozzle "A", Po/Pb= 1530, 0.1 I±s exposure.

0 O.SL IL LS L
PLATE 2 Nitrogen jet from nozzle "B"', PO'Pb= 624, 4 meec exposure.

o 0.51- I L 1.5 L
PLATE 3:t Nitrogen let from nozzle *A", PO/Pb= 629, 0.1 zts exposure.
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Discussion
STOLLERY

How steady were the main features of the flow? For example if you take 6
independant microsecond pictures of the flow is the Mach disc in roughly the
same place?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The flow external to the barrel shock is unsteady due to the turbulence.

Schlieren photographs taken with a spark light source often show kinks in the
barrel shock and tilted Mach discs. Long exposure times blur the shocks. The
spatial extent of this bluring gives an indication of the RMS variation of the
shock position. Measurements of this variation in addition to the scatter in
the measurement of Mach disc diameter and position obtained from the short
exposures will be presented in the author's D. Phil thesis.
With regard to the unsteadiness associated with the slowly varying stagnation
conditions it appears as though it is appropriate to regard the jet as
quasi-steady as the scaling procedures discussed in the paper effectively
remove this influence.
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THE EFFEC'I uF COMBUSTOR FLOW NONUNIFORMITY ON
THE PERFORMANCE OF HYPERSONIC NOZZLES

by
P. Goel, S.L. Barson and S.D. Halloran

Rockwell International Corporation A D'P m n 7
Rocketdyne Division
6633 Canoga Avenue

Canoga Park, California 91303

SUMMARY

A parametric, 3-D, Euler, CFD study was carried out on a hypersonic vehicle engine nozzle. The configuration analyzed, though
generic, is representative of those being considered for current generation vehicles. A series of flow profiles ranging from completely
uniform to highly distorted were developed and introduced at the inflow plane of the nozzle in an effort to understand the associated
impact on nozzle performance. Nozzle performance is quantified for each case and a qualitative rationale for the performance impact
is developed.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in hypersonic vehicles powered by airbreathing engines has increased dramatically. The engine and airframe on such
vehicles are highly integrated, often utilizing the entire underside of the vehicle for compression and expansion of the flow (Figure 1).
Nozzle design for these vehicles provides several unique challenges. Hypersonic vehicle nozzles differ dramatically from those of
traditional rocket and jet engines in that they am largely nonsymmetric, often exhibiting true three-dimensional flow characteristics.
Earlier studies performed by Rao (1) and Foelsch (2) were instrumental in the optimization of the more traditional de Laval type
nozzle. However, the nozzle flows typical of hypersonic vehicles can not be modeled accurately as axisymmetric or two-dimensional
and, in fact, may be highly nonideal with shocks existing throughout the expanding flowfield. These nozzles are often composed of
internal and external portions, the internal part possibly having lateral and vertical geometric expansions. The external portion
typically makes up a majority of the expansion surface by utilizing the vehicle aftbody. The internal nozzle (engine) exhaust stream is
bounded by the external nozzle above, but is open to the freestream below. A further complication arises from the fact that the flow
exiting the engine combustor region and entering the nozzle is nonuniform and difficult to characterize. Proper optimization of the
integrated engine-airframe performance must account for all of these flow features by accurately predicting, as a minimum, the
complex 3-D flow and shock structures, and ultimately viscous, kinetic, and real gas effects.

Forebody - / traAftbody -

External Nozzle
Compression Surface

,-

Inlet// Af Flap_ i

Combustor I Internal Nozzle (0

Combustor Exit /
Nozzle Inflow Plane

Figure 1. Integrated Airframe and Engine

The Rockwell Unified Solution Algorithm (USA) computational fluid dynamics code (3, 4) has been applied to hypersonic vehicle
nozzle analysis. Because the code handles 3-D multistream flows, issues of dimensionality and the two flowstreams (engine and
freestream) are largely resolved. However, understanding the effect on nozzle performance due to the nonuniformity of the flow
passed to the nozzle remains largely unresolved. As the freestream air is processed it is distorted in several ways before reaching the
nozzle. The initial compressions on the vehicle forebody and further contraction within the inlet affect the flow uniformity, often
biasing the pressure toward the vehicle side. Boundary layer buildup on the long forebody surface can be significant. Within the
combustor, as air and fuel are mixed and burned, additional flow nonuniformity may be introduced or diminished depending on the
particular configuration. Thus, a great deal of uncertainty exists as to the detailed nature of the flow being passed to the nozzle.

A detailed description of the combustor exit profile would provide a spatial definition of all basic flow parameters (e.g. Mach
number, temperature, pressure, species). Efforts to define this 3-D flow profile have been made both experimentally and analyticai'y.
Experimental techniques for detailed descriptions of the combustor exit profile are limited. Nonintrusive techniques such as planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) are promising and showing increased use, but am not yet widespread. Analytical techniques are
often limited to one-dimensional thermal cycle calculations and simple two-dimensional flow codes. Additionally, 3-D CFD analysis
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has been performed in an effort to describe the entire vehicle-engine flowfield including the combustor. While extremely useful as an
aid to understanding qualitative effects, computer limitations combined with inadequate physical models for kinetics and turbulence
result in profiles of limited quantitative value. Thus, a significant number of 2-D and 3-D nozzle calculations have been based, for
lack of better characterization, on I-D cycle calculations, effectively starting the higher order analysis with a uniform average flow
condition.

The study described herein represents a first attempt to understand the sensitivity of hypersonic nozzle performance to inflow
nonuniformities. A realistic set of inflow conditions was chosen to make this evaluation. An appropriate set of atmospheric
conditions was defined for a generic vehicle flying at Mach 10. The Rocketdyne performance code (PERFO), a 1-D thermal cycle
code, was then ised to "process" the freestream air accounting for appropriate shock, compression, boundary layer, and combustion
effects, thus defining an average combustor exit condition. This was used as an average uniform nozzle inflow condition. The
inflow profile was systematically varied, starting with the uniform condition and then introducing an increasing amount of distortion
into the pressure profile. Distortion levels introduced were chosen to bracket those that might be encountered in a real engine. Other
flow parameters were adjusted according to isentropic relationships while conserving the overall mass and streamthrust of the average
profile.

NOZZLE CONFIGURATION AND FLOW CONDITIONS

The geometry chosen for this study (Figure 2), though generic, is representative of current concepts. It is comprised of two parts,
a short internal section and a relatively long external section, simulating a vehicle aftbody. The internal nozzle has parallel top and
bottom walls and diverging sidewalls. Thus, the internal nozzle flow expands laterally, but not in the vertical direction. A short flap,
set in this case in line with the bottom wall is also included. Such a device might be used for directing the exhaust flow. The external
portion, representing the vehicle aftbody, extends from the end of the internal nozzle top wall allowing the flow to expand in the
vertical direction. The freestream flow would exist just below the line of the internal nozzle bottom wall and flap.

tSPECIFIED

INFLOW
PROFILE

UNIFORM
FREESTREAM
CONDITION

Figure 2. Computational Domain

The average flow conditions applied at the nozzle inflow plane were:

Pressure (P) = 3392.27 lbf/ft2

Density (p) = 1.1067x10- 2 lbm/ft3

Mach (M) = 2.45

The ambient freestream flow conditions were:

Pressure (P) = 17.34 lbf/ft2

Density (p) = 7.87x 10-4  Ibm/ft3

Mach (M) = 10.0

A constant value of r-1.25 (ratio of the specific heats) was used throughout the computational domain.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The computational domain includes the internal lateral expansion nozzle, the aftbody (external nozzle) and the freestream below.
Because geometry and flow symmetry exist in the lateral direction, only one half of the nozzle was modeled, from the center plane to
the sidewall. The portion of the external nozzle analyzed is a projection of the internal nozzle exit plane.

Figure 3 shows the computational grid on the plane of symmetry. The computational domain is comprised of two zones. The
first zone contains the internal nozzle and the aft flap and utilizes a total of 6072 grid points. The second zone contains the external
nozzle and a portion of the ambient freestream flow, modeled with 16,698 grid points, making a combined total of 22,770 grid
points.
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The three-dimensional version of the Rockwell USA (Unified Solution Algouithm) code was employed for this computation. The
code was run in the time dependent, Euler mode, using approximate factorization, with the third order Total Variation Diminishing
(TVD) option. The Rockwell USA code solves the conservation law form of the Euler equation or the full Reynolds averaged Navier
Stokes equations using the finite volume approach with the implicit upwind biased solution methodology. Its ability to handle multi-
zone domains facilitates the solution of complex geometries.

For this computation, the domain was initialized with values obtained from a one-dimensional isentropic expansion fornulation.
The calculation was started with an initial CFL of I which was ramped up gradually to a maximum value of about 100 over 500 time
steps. A typical time step took under three seconds of CPU time on the NASA Ames Cray-XMP. A converged solution for a
nonuniform profile case was obtained in about 600 time steps using up a maximum of 30 minutes of CPU time. The solution was
considered to be fully converged when the residuals dropped more than four orders of magnitude.

FLOW NONUNIFORMITY DEVELOPMENT

The nonuniform profiles were developed from the uniform flow values given earlier such that the mass and momentum (stream
thrust) of the original uniform flow were the conserved.

To parametrically study the effect of nonuniform pressure profiles at the combustor exit/nozzle entrance plane, three basic
variations of the uniform pressure profile were developed. Semi-linear, quadratic, and cubic profiles for the ratio of static pressure to
stagnation pressure were first generated. Assuming local one-dimensional isentropic flow at the inlet cross section, the corresponding
Mach number profile was then obtained from this pressure profile.

Since

U M p1

an expression was obtained for the inflow stream thrust from which the stagnation pressure was obtained so as to maintain a constant
momentum.

In order to obtain the density profile, the ratio of density to stagnation density was evaluated from the Mach number profile
assuming, once again, local one-dimensional isentropic flow at the inlet cross section. The density profile was obtained after the
value of stagnation density was calculated from the expression for inlet mass flow. The pressure profiles were designed so that the
pressure values would gradually rise from a low to a high value. The profiles can be characterized in terms of a pressure distortion

parameter 11p, defined as

Pavg
Tip =

Pmax

where

Pavg = Area averaged pressure over inflow plane for each profile.
Pma,= Maximum pressure value in the nozzle inflow plane.

As mentioned previously the distortion levels introduced were chosen to bracket those that might be encountered in a real engine.
After developing the three basic distorted profiles, three new inflow pressure profiles were created by inverting the three basic ones.

By the previous definition these new profiles would have the same value of Tip as the basic profiles. However, for convenience, they
are distinguished by assigning them a negative value. Generating the three inverted profiles was done and to study the effect of high
versus low pressures on the cowl surface of the nozzle.
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Figure 3. Computational Grid Figure 4. Seven Nozzle Inflow Pressure Profiles
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Thus, six profiles with distinct values of rip (Tlp--±0.338, _+0.450, and ±0.724) were used. Combined with the uniform profile

(ljp=l.0) a total of 7 cases were analyzed. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the seven inflow pressure profiles. Figures 5a and 5b
show the resulting Mach number and pressure profiles associated with the three positive values of Tip.
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Figure Sa. Inflow Mach Profiles Figure 5b. Inflow Pressure Profiles

NOZZLE EFFICIENCY, PRESSURE FORCES, AND MOMENTS

In order to quantify and compare the operating and performance characteristics of these nozzles various performance parameters
were used. These are:

i) Nozzle efficiency - Cfg

This is the ratio of the actual thrust produced by the nozzle to the theoretical thrust that would be produced if the flow through the
nozzle were expanded isentropically to the ambient pressure (Figure 6). Cfg is a measure of how well the nozzle performs as related
to an ideal isentropic nozzle. It is defined as,

(rhU+PA)ji, + IPdA - P.Aexit
Cfg = (diU+PA)i. + jPmdA. -P.A.

where

Aexit = Area of nozzle exit
= Theoretical state of nozzle flow isentropically expanded to P.

P., = Ambient pressure
A. = Theoretical area for isentropic expansion of flow to P.

JPdA = Axial pressure force generated by the nozzle
JPdA. = Theoretical axial pressure force generated if flow in the

nozzle was expanded isentropically to P..

A x it M oo
P.

(PA)ln

(ihU)ln

Figure 6. Calculation of Nozzle Efficiency, Cfg

The value of the numerator can be obtained directly from the computed results. The denominator, however, can be simplified as
follows:

Since

tP, dA- = (ti--U-+P-'A-)-('hU+PA)in

the denominator thus becomes

- p.U2.A.
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Furthermore, since

Thus,
(mU+PA)in + fPdA - P.oet

Cf = M2Ay P.

In order to evaluate the denominator for the nonuniform profiles, it is assumed that

i=N

denominator = M2ioAiyP
i=l

whereby each computational cell at the inflow plane is considered as a separate stream tube and is expanded isentropically to Ai.
where the corresponding Mach number is Mi,. at the ambient pressure of P.

ii) Pressure Forces - IPA

To evaluate the lift, thrust and lateral forces exerted by the expanding flow on the nozzle, the wall pressures are multiplied with the
corresponding normal cell face areas along the axial, vertical, and lateral directions and summed. Thus,

JPdAx = Axial (thrust) force
JPdAy = Vertical (lift) force
IPdAz = Lateral (yawing) force - Reduces to zro for this case due to symmetry

iii) Moments Due to Pressure Forcs

To facilitate proper engine/airframe integration the pitching, rolling, and yawing moments must be evaluated. These moments are
generated as a result of the flow expansion and the corresponding pressure forces acting on the walls. The roll, pitch and yaw
moments are computed by multiplying the pressure forces calculated above for each cell by the corresponding centroidal distance from
a defined origin and summing up the moment in the xy, and z direction, assigning the appropriate sign convention for the clockwise
and anticlockwise moments.

Again, owing to the symmetry of the nozzle along the center plane, the yaw and the roll moments cancel. The pitching moment,
however, is important since it directly affects the overall vehicle. Depending on the particular vehicle, additional trim may be required
to offset the pitching forces generated by the nozzle, which may result in additional drag.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a nozzle to produce maximum thrust, the expanding flow must effectively transfer its pressure energy to solid wall surfaces.
Conventional de Laval nozzles generally have solid walls available on both sides for the expanding flow to transfer its static pressure
force. Three-dimensional hypersonic nozzles, however, have only a small portion of the outflow area bounded entirely by walls. For
the largest surface area, the vehicle aftbody, to be effectively utilized the flow must be "diverted" to allow the high pressure flow to
interact with the surface and consequently impart its energy. Flow away from the aftbody has no solid surface with which to interact
and therefore makes no contribution to the thrust production. The effect of high pressure as introduced in the assumed profiles is to
induce a turning of the internal nozzle flow towards the lower pressure area. When the flow entering the nozzle has a higher pressure
on the top, as in profiles 2, 4 and 6 07p = +0.724, + 0.450, +0.338), the flow streamlines tend to bend downward toward the lower
surface, away from the aftbody. Conversely, when the flow entering the nozzle has a higher pressure on the bottom, (profiles 3, 5,
7) the streamlines tend to turn upward towards the aftbody, thereby allowing higher pressure flow to interact with that solid surface,
thus augmenting the thrust. Figures 7a and 7b show this effect through the flow streamlines in the symmetry plane of die internal
nozzle and over a short portion of the aftbody. It is seen that for the case of higher pressure acting on the lower side of the internal
nozzle (1p=-0.45), the stream lines are turned toward the upper wall. Figure 8 shows the pressure profile on the nozzle top wall

along the centerline (symmetry plane) for the case of high pressure on the lower side (rp-0.45) and high pressure on the top side
(Yjp.s. 4 5 ). Higher pressure on the lower side not only turns the flow streamlines upward but also produces a strong shock which
ininges on the afibody just beyond the end of the internal nozzle producing higher pressures on that surface. This shock
impingemret and the consequent higher pressures which prevail along the top wall augment the thrust over that of the uniform inflow
case (n1l.0) or for that of the inverted inflow profile (n -0.45). Figures 9a and 9b show pressure contours within different
comnputaional planes for profiles 4 and 5, respectively. formtion of a shock and its subsequent impingement on the top wall
(profile 5, ep- 0 .4 5) can be seen in Figure 9b. This phenomena however is absent in the case of the inverted pressure profile, Figure

9a. (ilp-+0.45).
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Figure 7a. Streamlines, Profile 4, Tlp=+O. 45, Figure 7b. Streamlines, Profile 5, ilp=.O.4S,
High inflow pressure At Body side High inflow pressure At Cowl side

* 'Tip

* - HIGH PRESSURE ON COWL -0.45
-- - LOW PRESSURE ON COWL +0.45

cc -TOPWALL EXPANSION

i0U h~a. I I:* a." 7WM 6:M 10.0 311. 13. ILPS Is

Figure &. Pressure Profile Along Centerline of Body Surface (Top Wall)

9.Profile 4, iT p=+O.45, 9.Profile 5, ilp=.O.4 5,
Figure 9. Pressure Contours
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Figures 10a and lob compare the pitching moment ratio and the thrust vector angle, b, for different values of Tip. It is seen that

the pitching moment (normalized by that of the uniform case, Tip=l.0) varies significantly with the level of distortion. The general

trend, as depicted by the least squares curve fit in each figure, is toward a decrease in pitching moment for high values of lp (high

pressure at top) and an increase in pitching moment for low values of Tip (high pressure at bottom). This is consistent with the fact

that high pressure at the bottom results in higher pressure on the aftbody, the net results being an increased pitching moment.

The plot of thrust vector angle b shows the opposite tend. As the inflow pressure profile becomes increasingly biased toward the
bottom of the internal nozzle the thrust increases. Thc lift, however, tends to decrease due to the high lower cowl pressures

introduced at the internal nozzle inflow plane. The net result is that of a decrease in the thrust vector angle, b.

Both the pitching moment and the trust vector angle data are of great significance to the overall vehicle design and performance.
However, the total effect can only be evaluated by considering the integrated engine and airframe.

Figures I la and I lb show the variation of the pressure forces, JPdA, with Tip and the variation of Cfg, nozzle efficiency, with tp.

The nozzle efficiency is directly related to the thrust produced. The nozzle efficiency is directly related to the JPdA (thrust) produced

and, as such, it is generally seen that introducing higher pressures on the cowl (bottom of the nozzle) improves the nozzle
performance. As one would expect there is a limit to how great the flow distortion can be before the performance is adversely
affected.

1.2 12

1.11

C

Ej1.o - O l

4 El
0.9 

9-
El

0.8 , 8 i
0 -0.5 1 +0.5 .0 -0 -0.5 1 +0.5 .0

Distortion Parameter, 7ip Distortion Parameter, 71p

Increasing Pressure .. Increasing Pressure Increasing Pressure . Increasing Pressure

Toward Cowl Side _ Toward Body Side Toward Cowl Side Toward Body Side

Uniform Unlforn
Inflow Inflow

Figure 10s. Moment vs. Tip Figure 10b. Thrust Vector Angle vs. Tip
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CONCLUSIONS

A parametric three-dimensional Euler CFD study was performed to evaluate the effect of the inflow profile on the performance of
an integrated hypersonic nozzle. The incoming flow profile was distorted and seven distinct cases were analyzed. Using 1ip as a
measure of the distortion, the performance was quantified in terms of thrust jPdA), nozzle efficiency (Cfg), pitching moment, and the
thrust vector angle.

It was found that

1. Nozzle performance is greatly affected by the level of nonuniformity in the inflow profile. Serious effort must be devoted to
the accurate characterization of these inflow profiles.

2. Hypersonic vehicle nozzles, as typified by the study configuration, are highly nonideal. Shocks exist throughout the
flowfield. Depending on the inflow profile and the particular geometry considered some of the losses associated with the
shocks may be recovered if the flow can be made to interact with appropriate solid surfaces.

3. For the particular case analyzed, higher pressures introduced toward the bottom of the internal nozzle resulted in improved
axial thrust and nozzle efficiency, but at a cost of increased pitching moment. An integrated engine/airframe analysis would be
required to evaluate whether the additional thrust was sufficient to offset the possible increase in trim drag.
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SUMMARY

Problems connected to the occurrence of finite rate chemical processes behind shock waves in hypersonic flowfields
are analyzed and a numerical technique is proposed for their solution. The computational difficulties connected with
the presence of large gradients of the species concentrations are considered. A method is proposed, based on a shock-
fitting technique for the gaadynamic model and a variable step integration along the streamlines for the energy and
species conservation equations. This approach provides the needed resolution where it is actually required, without

becoming cumbersome elsewhere, and the relaxation layer behind shocks can be computed efficiently and precisely.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a methodology is illustrated to simulate the dissociation phenomena that occur behind shock waves
in airbreathing engines operating in hypersonic regime. Tipically these phenomena occur both in supersonic inlets
operating at high flight Mach numbers and in nozzle exaust jets, where a stror- -irframe-engine integration is required
or in ramrocket configurations within the mixing duct of ramjet and rocket exaust flows.

At high Mach numbers the fluid dynamic variables jump through the shock produces a large departure from the
equilibrium conditions. A chemical relaxation layer follows the shock, in which dissociation reactions occur in nonequi-
librium conditions and the air composition changes with a behaviour chacterized by strong gradients of temperature

and species mass fractions.
In order to obtain a proper numerical solution, a high spatial resolution is required behind the shock. This can be

achieved with adaptive grids, that are quite cumbersome from a computational perspective. A different approach has
been recently proposed by the author [1] to compute hypersonic exernal flows. Here a further possible application of
this approach, relevant to the calculation of the internal flows above described, is considered.

Instead of solving the fully coupled equation system, requiring an impractical amount of computational work
when implemented on multidimensional flows, the method follows the approach based on an operator splitting for
gaedynamics and chemistry firstly proposed by Li [21 and widely adopted [3,4,5]. Accordingly, the set of conservation
laws is split in two parts:

- the gasdynamic operator, describing the mass and momentum conservation of the mixture,

- the chemical operator, describing the conservation of the energy of the mixture and of the mass of each individual

chemical species.

In flows with dissociation-recombination reactions typical of hypersonic propulsion applications, the variables of
the gasdynamic operator have a quasi-linear behaviour and can be solved by standard approaches. The advantage of
using integration schemes based on an operator splitting is therefore to bound to the chemical operator the numerical
problems relevant to the stiff nature of the equation system and to the nonlinearity of the solution.

The proposed technique takes full advantage of this approach performing the integration over two different grids:
a standard one for the gas dynamic equations, and along streamlines for the chemical operator. Due to its one-
dimensional nature, the integration along streamlines can be easily performed by using a variable step procedure. In
this way high resolution can be provided where it is actually required, without becoming cumbersome elsewhere.

Moreover, the shock is treated by a shock-fitting technique, that provides a consistent and accurate way to describe
a reacting shock layer. Indeed, as discussed in the next section, while some problems seem to exist in imposing proper
boundary conditions when using a shock capturing procedure, the shock-fitting allows to assign the correct initial

conditions for the integration of the chemical variables along the streamlines; thus the relaxation layer behind the
shocks can be computed efficiently and accurately.

2. SHOCK WAVES IN FLOWS WITH FINITE RATE CHEMISTRY

The solutions of steady inviscid flows with chemical relaxation processes can be strongly affected by the modelling
of the shock wave. As a matter of fact, the boundary conditions for the integration of the chemical equations should
be enforced at the shock, and a physically consistent modelling of its structure is therefore mandatory. The same

"Associate Professor
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considerations hold in unsteady flows, in order to predict correct shock propagation speeds without generating spurious
waves.

The classical description of a "partly dispersed" shock wave [6,7] is based on the following assumptions:

- ahead of the shock and far behind it, the gas is in equilibrium;

- translational and rotational motions across the shock fit the variable conditions so fast that they can be considered

in equilibrium;

- vibrational excitation and variations of the chemical composition are much slower processes and can be considered
frozen across the fluid dynamic discontinuity of the shock. They relax in a layer following the frozen jump.

It should be pointed out that at the temperatures tipical of the hypersonic propulsion applications vibrational

phenomena approach equilibrium conditions and thus this assumption may appropriately be used in the modelling.
Nevertheless, as shown by Candler in [141, the same assumption yields a large discrepancy with the experimental
evidence when the vibrational relaxation layer is of the same order than the fluid dynamic length, for instance due to
the small reference length considered. Vibrational nonequilibrium models must be used in these cases.

As a consequence of this modelling the variables describing the chemical composition of the mixture start from the
values at the shock and reach the new equilibrium composition with a boundary layer behaviour. In particular, at the
shock the mixture composition is still frozen to the values ahead of the shock, and transition from these conditions to
the outer solution occurs in a thin layer with strong gradients of the nonequilibrium variables (Fig.1).

Numerical integrations of such a chemical relaxation layer give rise to specific problems that can be summarized
by two major items, that will be discussed in the following subsections:

- the singular surface is the position where the boundary conditions for the chemical integration must be imposed
and its detection and tracking must be very precise.

- the system of the governing equations is stiff, and demands suitable integration techniques; moreover the variables
describing the chemical process have strong nonlinear solutions that need a high space resolution.

2.1- Numerical handling of the shocks

In non reacting flows the numerical handling of the shock could be done by using a shock-capturing scheme or a
shock-fitting procedure. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Le Veque and Yee [9], in flows with finite rate chemistry the
accuracy and reliability of the solutions obtained by shock-capturing approaches could be questionable.

In fact in the solutions of non reacting gas performed by shock-capturing schemes the states ahead and behind the
shock are connected through some intermediate states that do not represent the actual physical structure of a shock
wave. When the gas is inert this is just a local behaviour that does not affect the flow downstream and the jump
relations are then properly obtained as weak solutions of the equations. On the contrary, in a gas with finite rate
chemistry, source terms artificially activated by these unphysical intermediate states can wrongly affect the overall
computation. To overcame this difficulty Le Veque and Yee [9] suggest either a front-tracking approach or the use of
subgridding.

These numerical shortcomings do not occur if a shock-fitting technique is adopted. Actually this approach seems
to be the more consistent and accurate way to numerically describe the reacting shock model. The fitting of the frozen
shock wave followed by the relaxion layer in nonequilibrium conditions strictly reproduces the internal structure of
the "partly dispersed" wave. Moreover, the "frozen-fitted shock" can provide exact initial conditions for integration
of the chemical operator.

2.2- Numerical Integration of the chemical relaxation layer

If two characteristic times are defined, the fluid dynamic time r and the chemical relaxation time r., the mathe-
matical model for flows with finite rate chemistry is provided by the following set of conservation equations:

- the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy, that in quasilinear form are

Dp +pq = 0
Dt

+__ + VP = o (1)
Dt p

Dh + I Dp = 0

Dt p Dt

- a state equation, written in the form h = h(p, T, C), where C is the vector of the N variables ci specifying the
state of nonequilibrium of the gas (for example the ci mass fractions of the i-species),

- the rate equation modelling the particular nonequilibrium process, that can always be written in nondimensional
form as

1 _(

Da 

(2
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where

bars denote non dimensional quantities of O(1),

Da = rf"/r. is the Damk~hler number that identifies three regimes: equilibrium flow (Da > 1), frozen flow
(Da < 1), nonequilibrium flow (Da % 1),
,r is the local relaxation time for the nonequilibrium process,

X is a measure of the departure of the system from the state of equilibrium C (p, T) implicitly defined by

X(, T, C') = 0 (3)

with the state equation that can be written as h = h(p, T, C*).

In principle the integration of the equation system (1-2) should not give rise to any numerical difficulty, provided
that locally is always Da % 1 or that the equation (3) replaces (2) when the equilibrium limit is approached. However,
it is not generally possible to localize in advance when and where the three regimes (equilibrium, nonequilibrium,
frosen) will occur and consequentely the more general nonequilibrium flow model described by (2) has to be adopted
everywhere, even in regions where the solution would be better obtained by solving the equation for the equilibrium
state (3). Integration of the equation (2) over the entire computational field can lead to different difficulties for
equilibrium flow regions and for nonequilibrium regions, that can be summarized as it follows:

a) in EQUILIBRIUM or near equilibrium flow regions the integration of (2) gives rise to stiffness problems. In
particular, when Da -+ oo the higher order derivative is multiplied by a vanishing coefficient and a singular
perturbation problem occurs.

The system of differential equations (1-2) becomes then stiffer and stiffer as the equilibrium limit is approached.
Stability requirements for explicit techniques force the integration step to be very small, i.e.,computationally
impractical. Larger integration steps are allowed only if:

- implicit schemes are used to satisfy the stability requirements. Nevertheless the solution, even if stable,
can be inexact, since the stiffness of the system of differential equations translates into ill-conditioning of
the matrix of the discretised equation system. In these cases appropriate implicit algorithms should be
adopted.
- the precision of the solution is ensured by a quasilinear behaviour of the variables (as for example in
nozzle flows with regular expansions). On the contrary, if the behaviour is strongly nonlinear, a suitable
resolution is mandatory: large steps will not provide reliable results even if stable solutions can be obtained.

b) in NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOWS behind shocks the chemical variables have a boundary layer behaviour. As
above referred, their transition from nonequilibrium conditions towards the new equilibrium state occurs in a
thin layer with large gradients. This feature leads to the conclusion that large integration steps for the chemical
equations are not allowed, even if implicit techniqes are adopted. Reliable results can be achieved only if a
suitable resolution is used in order to follow accurately the steep gradients of the solution.

In principle numerical problems can occur not only in integrating the chemical equations, but also in coupling the
solutions of chemical and gasdynamic equations obtained independently of each other, when iterative procedures
are used. Nevertheless in endothermic reactions like those occurring behind shocks, the gasdynamic variables
are not strongly affected by the variations of the chemical variables. In particular, they display a quasi-linear
behaviour even if the species mass fraction profiles are highly nonlinear as shown in Fig. 1 reporting solutions
for dissociating flows. Consequently the integration of the system (1) can be performed by standard approaches
on standard meshes, while linear approssimation of the gasdynamic values on the smaller grid used for the
integration of (2) can be considered satisfactory and does not yield further numerical difficulties.

From the above considerations it turns out that in chemical relaxation layers the integration techniques for the
system (1-2) can be based on separate algorithms for chemical and gasdynamic equations and should satisfy two basic
requirements, at least for the solution of the energy and species conservation equations: a) algorithms should be in a
suitable implicit form to face stiffness when approaching the equilibrium conditions, b) high resolution should be used
where strong nonequilibrium conditions occur. Meeting the latter requirement yields very burdensome calculations. As
a consequence, integration techniques including front-tracking and grid refinements are mandatory for multidimensional
solutions.

S. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

As discussed in [1,101, extending to reacting flows the quasi-linear lambda formulation [11], the most suitable set
of dependent variables has been considered to be (A, s, q, C)2' where, denoting with s the entropy, a the frosen speed
of sound defined by assuming a frosen composition of the mixture, and y the associated frosen specific heat rate, the
auxiliary variable A is expressed as a6 - 1

A =' 2

Following the procedure described in (1,101 the system of conservation equations (1) can be written in quasi linear
form as
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A, +q. VA+aV q =A (4a)

qt +q" Vq+aVA-OVs= (4b)

8e +q- V8 = i (4c)

c, +q.Vc.=6, i = 1,N (4d)

where 0 is the temperature and ii is the rate of production of each i-species, which takes into account the effects of
all reactions, including forward and backward steps. The other source terms A, i, a are given by

i

i

where with pi the chemical potentials, and with

-26 cc [in('2)] 1W

Q. = C, [In (!)] - 8i

In order to have the matematical model written in form of compatibility equations, the procedure reported in [11]
has been followed and extended to chemical nonequilibrium flows. Thus if eqn. (4b) is dot-multiplied by a unit vector
w and added to (4a), and defining n,r two unit vectors lying in the x-y plane, with n forming an angle ao with the
x-axis, the following general form for the compatibility equations are obtained:

(A + w q), + q V (A + w q) + a [w- VA + n. V (n q) + V (r -q) + k x q. Vao] -

- q" (q V) w - 0 w Vs + ST = 0 (6)

where
ST=A+w.4

Assuming w = n,-n, V, -r and w' = r, -r ,-n, n, four compatibility equations are obtained in the Riemann
variables Ri = A + wj • q, namely

(R), +Aj.VR+aw'.-V(w.-q) =$w. Vs+Rj+,+F (7)

withj = 1,4 and where

P = q. Vao F = akxq. Vao

A, = q+an R, = A+n.q

A2  = q-an R 2  = A-n.q

A3  = q+atr R3 = A+r .q

A4 = q-ar R4 = A-r.q

while the corresponding source terms are:

R = A + n , R2 =A-n.4, A =A+r.4, A4 =A-r. i

The redundancy of the above equation system can be circumvented, still following 1111, by a suitable recombination
of the equations, thus obtaining for the gadynamic operator the form:
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2 At - 2aSt + 2aq. VS+Ei=,A" -(VR -aVS) - 2q- VA+ 2P=A ()

2(q .n), +A,-(VR, - aVS) - A2 . (VR 2 - GVS) - 20q.,r = U0 (8b)

2(q- •), + As (VRs-aVS) -A,. (VR,-aVS) +2#q. n=V" (8)

where the source terms are defined as

4

A=U = 2 V" =4- ,,
i=1

while the chemical operator still holds its compatibility form (4cd):

a, + q-Vs=(

C, + q VC=C (9)

4. INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE

Solution of the system (8,9) can be obtained by Integrating the fully coupled system, as indicated in [8,171 for
one-dimensional flows. Nevertheless, the extension to multidimensional flows [161 requires a tremendous amount of
computational work that is actually not needed, since the high resolution required for Integrating the finite rate
chemistry is not generally needed for the gaadynamic integration. In fact, in the case of endothermic reactions, the
strong variations of the chemical variables have a weak overall effect on gasdynamics, whose variables show a quasi-
linear behaviour.

A more efficient strategy, suggested in [21 and currently adopted [3,5,101, consists in decoupling the equation system
in two parts, the chemical and the gasdynamic operators, and integrating them separately step by step. In particular,
the mixture is considered frozen when integrating the gasdinamics equations, while the fiowfield is considered frozen
when integrating the chemical operator. Details on the two algorithms are given in the following subsections.

4.1 The gasdynamic operator

The system of equations (8) is i-tegrated by an explicit two levels (predictor-corrector) finite difference scheme, with
2nd order accuracy. The integration is performed on body-fitted non-orthogonal coordinate lines. The formulation of
the equations written for non orthogonal H-grids is reported in details in [1,101.

The compatibility equations are discretised in the following way:
- the terms containing derivatives of the Riemann variables are discretized in space by means of upwind derivatives

computed with two mesh points at each level. The upwind direction is defined by the sign of the relevant
coefficient;

- the terms containing the entropy, as well as the chemical source terms, are treated by an upwind discretisation
in space according to the sign of the coefficient of the relevant Riemann variable term;

- the metric source term, which appears when the equations are written in a non orthogonal base, is determined
analitically.

The shocks are treated by a shock-fitting procedure, according the wide tested procedure introduced by Moretti.
While details about the technique can be found in 111,12], the main features can be summarized as follows.

At the shock the mixture is considered to have a frosen composition, and the jump-relations are solved starting
from the the values of the gasdynamic variables ahead of the shock, the direction of the normal to the shock profile,
and the value of A behind the shock. As a matter of fact, there is at least one Riemann variable on either side of
the shock that has the appealing property to be independent of its value on the other side. That variable can thus
be computed correctly without using derivatives approximated by differences taken accross the shock discontinuity.
Consequently, considering for example one-dimensional flows, and calling the two sides ahead and behind the shock
A and B, respectively, the following quantity can be defined

E &A

The relative shock Mach number, defined as M = (vA - W)/6 A (where w' is the shock velocity), can then be
determined by an iterative procedure based on the calculation of

S_( + + 6 )M - 11 (10)

Once the relative shock Mach number has been computed, the shock discontinuity is moved in the new appropriate
position connected with the integration step used and the values of the speed of sound, the velocity and the entropy
behind the shock are obtained by Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
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4.2 The chemical operator

The species conservation equations and the energy conservation equation (9) are integrated along the streamlines.
The Initial values of ci and a should be prescribed at an initial point of the streamline along with the velocity and
pressure along the streamline. The initial point is assumed to be the intersection of the streamline with the side of the
cell to which the point belongs, and ci and s are obtained by interpolating between the node values.

Since the integration is performed aiming at the steady state solution, the equations can be written in the form:

U C,=C

with C = (C, 8)T
The integration is performed along the streamline in the direction of the velocity by an implicit scheme based on

the following discretized form of the equations:

s(cn+ - C') (6 + 16n+)

Az 2

where the source term 6"+1 is expressed by a first order Taylor expansion with respect to the dependent variables.
A variable integration step is implemented by checking the solution obtained with a tentative step. Once the

increment AC has been computed, Az is considered unappropriate if the new concentration values are negative or if
AC/C is too large or too small. In this case, the discretisation step is changed according to the criterion suggested
in 18] and integration performed again.

Nevertheless, since the system of finite difference equations can be strongly ill-conditioned near the equilibrium
limit, the use of a direct method of solution can still give problems of accuracy, even if instability is avoided by using
implicit algorithms. An iterative procedure of the Newton type is thus adopted for solving the system. This procedure
takes few iterations and helps both in solving the stiffness near equilibrium, and to increase the accuracy in regions of
strong nonlinearities.

6. RESULTS

Some tests relevant both to internal and external flows have been performed. The preliminary results presented
here draw heavily on work done in collaboration with G. Moretti, B. Favini, F. Sabetta and M. Valorani.

The iest case for internal flows is that proposed by Montagnd in [191. Its geometry consists of two straight, semi-
infinite ducts of different cross sectional area connected by straight walls. This test allows to analise the basic numerical
aspects connected with the solution of supersonic intake flowflelds, where endotermic reactions occur. Nevertheless
a similar example, but with esothermic reactions, has been used by Bussing and Murmann 1161 to test their model
including the effects of finite rate chemistry to predict the flowfleld behind supersonic flameholders.

The domain of integration is defined by the supersonic entrance section, where the flow is in equilibrium, and an
exit section with a flow either subsonic or supersonic. The boundary conditions enforce conservation of total enthalpy
at the entrance and impose the normal component of the velocity equa: to zero on the axis and on the body.

The results presented here are obtained for nonreacting dows treated by a Moretti's shock-fitting technique 1121.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the scheme provides very accurate solutions. They are actually similar to those obtained
by shock-capturing techniques, even If a much coarser mesh has been used. In fact, as can be seen by the comparison
with the results In [19,161, the shock-capturing techniques do not yield a similar sharp behaviour for the shock profile.
This can (unphysically) activate reactions and wrongly affect the overall calculation.

A different application is reported in Fig. 3 and is relevant to hypersonic nonequilibrium flows about blunt bodies.
Details about the technique and the results are in [1,18]. The fdowflield considered Is the region between the bow shock
and the body. In Fig. 3a Mach iso-contours are reported for a freestream Mach = 25 and an angle of attack = 300.

The mass fraction iso-contours of the atomic oxygen are shown in Fig. 3b; the presence of a large nonequilibrium
zone can be recognized from their behaviour.

An assessment of the capability of the proposed technique is presented in Fig. 4, showing the temperature be-
haviour along the stagnation streamline. As the stagnation point is approached, the flow slows down and the mixture
composition tends to its equilibrium value, that should in principle be reached at the stagnation point, where the resi-
dent time Is infinity and reactions have enough time to be completed. As a consequence of this trend, the temperature
drops abruptly by - 10000 K.

It is practically impossible to obtain the same results without using a suitably small integration step in this zone.
Larger steps cannot indeed describe the nonlinear behaviour of the chemical variables, and yield locally unprecise
solutions.
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Fig. 2. Transient of a moving shock computed by Moretti's shock-fitting technique.
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SUMMARY

A Navier-Stokes computer code has been validated using a number of two- and
three-dimensional configurations for both laminar and turbulent flows. The validation
data covers a range of freestream Mach numbers from 3 to 14, includes wall pressures,
velocity profiles, and skin friction. Nozzle flowfields computed for a generic scram-
jet nozzle from Mach 3 to 20, wall pressures, wall skin friction values, heat transfer
values, and overall performance are presented. In addition, three-dimensional solu-
tions obtained for two asymmetric, single expansion ramp nozzles at a pressure ratio
of 10 consist of the internal expansion region in the converging/diverging sections
and the external supersonic exhaust in a quiescent ambient environment. The fundamen-
tal characteristics that have been captured successfully include expansion fans; Mach
wave reflections; mixing layers; and nonsymmetrical, multiple inviscid cell, super-
sonic exhausts. Comparison with experimental data for wall pressure distributions at
the center planes shows good agreement.

NOMENCLATURE

a sound speed

Cf skin friction coefficient

Ch heat transfer coefficient

Cp specific heat

Cv velocity coefficient

M Mach number

NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio

n nozzle efficiency

Pr Prandlt number

Pw local wall static pressure, Pw/P(o)

Re Reynolds number

T temperature

X streamwise distance

y ratio of specific heats

Subscripts:

c combustor exit

e nozzle exit

1 laminar

n unit normal

o freestream condition

s static condition

t total condition

t turbulent

w wall

V viscosity 92-16995
p density 92-16995
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate evaluation of nozzle performance is essential to hypersonic propulsion
because that performance is highly sensitive to net thrust. Highly integrated
fuselage/nozzle configurations may experience complex interaction of shocks, turbulent
mixing, differing levels of under/over expansion, and possible boundary layer separa-
tion. To simulate these complex interactions, the full Navier-Stokes equations need
to be solved and the appropriate computer code carefully calibrated before it can be
applied to the hypersonic nozzle flow field. The goal of the current study is to vali-
date the PARC3D code over a range of flowfield conditions and to examine the flow phys-
ics and overall nozzle performance over a wide range of flight conditions. The PARC3D
code solves the full, three-dimensional Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in
strong conservation form with the Beam and Warming approximate factorization algorithm;
the implicit scheme uses central differencing for a curvilinear set of coordinates.
The code was originally developed as AIR3D by Pulliam and Steger;1 Pulliam later added
Jamison's artificial dissipation and called it ARC3D.2 Cooper3 then adapted the ARC3D
code for internal propulsion and renamed the code PARC3D.

Code Validation

To gain confidence with the PARC3D code simulating the interaction phenomena
characteristic of hypersonic nozzle flow, experimental data were selected for code val-
idation as follows: a two-dimensional shock boundary layer interaction at Mach 14
(Holden4), and a Haack-Adams body (Allen5) with a favorable pressure gradient at
Mach 3. Previous configurations examined at NASA Lewis by Reddy and Harloff6 include:
a two- and a three-dimensional hypersonic nozzle at M0 = 5, for which comparisons were
made with computations of Spradley7 and others; and a three-dimensional corner flow
configuration at M0 - 2.94 of Oskam et al.8  The Reddy and Harloff 6 study provided
confidence in the PARC codes for a variety of complex shapes and high speeds.

Two-Dimensional Shock-Boundary Layer Interaction at Mach 14

The two-dimensional experimental data 4 at Mach 14 are used as the first test
case. The flat plate length was 1.44 ft, the ramp angle was 180, and the ramp length
was 1.14 ft. The Reynolds number per foot, based on total conditions, was 32x10 6 and
the computational grid 399 x 99. The predicted surface pressure coefficient and skin
friction are compared to the test data (Figs. 1 and 2): good agreement for both is ev-
ident. The predicted negative skin friction for the separated zone is also in good
agreement with experiment. As the boundary layer in the experiment was laminar, this
study validates the code at hypersonic conditions for laminar flow.

Haack-Adams Body at Mach 3, Turbulent

The axisymmetric Haack-Adams body, 5 was 3 ft long, had a length to diameter ratio
of 10, and a base to maximum diameter ratio of 0.532. The freestream Mach number was
2.96 and the Reynolds number based on static conditions 0.1x106 cm. Detailed velocity
measurements were made at 7 axial stations. Comparison of measured and computed veloc-
ity profiles at stations 2 and 7 (Figs. 3 and 4) are in excellent agreement with each
other. Axial stations shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were at 0.28 and 0.97 of the body length,
respectively. The streamwise pressure gradient is favorable for this configuration,
which is similar to the nozzle flow environment. The computed Cf (Fig. 5) shows ex-
cellent agreement with experimental data. This study validates the Baldwin-Lomax tur-
bulence model used in the PARC3D code for attached axisymmetric flow at a single Mach
number.

NOZZLE FLOWFIELD CALCULATIONS

Two-Dimensional Flowfield Calculations, Mach 5, Laminar

A generic three-dimensional nozzle7 is shown schematically in Fig. 6. Its length
was six entrance nozzle heights, the upper wall has a 200 slope, the lower splitter
length was three. The lower wall was horizontal up to one, where the wall expands at
a 60 angle. The flow was assumed to be laminar. The grid used was 199 x 99.

The nozzle entrance flow was assumed to be uniform, and the ratio of specific
heats 1.27 for both streams, the nozzle entrance velocity 1610 m/sec., the static pres-
sure 9206 N/M2, the static temperature 2311 0K, and the Mach number 1.657. The corre-
sponding freestream values were: 1765 m/sec, 506 N/m2 , 261 OK, and 5.0. respectively.
Upper wall static pressures and values from the GIM code, the Seagull code,9 and the
Method of Characteristics (0C) 9 are shown in Fig. 7. Pressures near the nozzle en-
trance are in agreement with the GIM results, but are higher in the aft region. The
inviscid results of Seagull and MOC lie between the current viscous solution and the
GIN solution in this region. The predicted flowfield is presented in terms of Mach
number in Fig. 8. The contact surface between the nozzle flow and the freestream de-
flecti downward, as is evident in the total pressure contour plot and the velocity vec-
tors.' Three-dimensional calculations were also performed for this nozzle.6
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Two-Dimensional Flowfield, Mach 3 to 20, Turbulent

Figure 9 shows the nozzle geometry used in this study. The initial divergence
angle is about 37° .

Freestream and Combustor Exit Properties

The ratio of specific heats, y, and the gas constant of the combustor exit are
considered constant throughout the entire flowfield (Table I). Because the static noz-
zle entrance Reynolds numbers, based on nozzle entrance height, are such that turbu-
lent flow is expected for the entire range of Mach numbers studied, turbulent flow is
assumed in the whole flowfield.

GRID

The grid used was 199 x 129, uniform in the x-direction (Fig. 10). Grids were
clustered by being stretched by hyperbolic functions near the upper and lower walls to
resolve the boundary layers, as well as downstream of the cowl to resolve the shear
layer. The grid was not adapted to the shear layer location, although this has been
accomplished by the authors in previous unpublished studies, which indicated that the
present grid was sufficient to capture the flowfield.

Boundary conditions are uniform inflow and extrapolated outflow properties for
supersonic flow. The supersonic/hypersonic inflow boundary above the exit was assumed
to be uniform. For subsonic outflow, the pressure is imposed by the sublayer approxi-
mation. These boundary conditions are ideal and more realistic inflow profiles can be
accounted for. The wall temperature is assumed to be constant at 1750 *R.

Mach 3 Flowfield

Velocity vectors for M0 = 3 (Fig. 11) show that the flow is overexpanded and a
shock propagates from the cowl lip to the upper nozzle wall. The exhaust flows along
the upper nozzle wall similar to a wall jet. A slight separation occurs on the upper
wall ahead of the shock (discussed below in terms of C ). The Mach number contours
are shown in Fig. 12. Due to the overexpanded flow at he end of the lower cowl, the
shear layer turns upward, which causes a shock to form above it.

Total pressure contours shown in Fig. 13 illustrate the gradient in nozzle and
freestream total pressure across the shear layer.

The divergence of velocity provides a scalar measure of density gradients such
that compressive and expansive regions of the flow can be visualized as dark and light
regions respectively (Fig. 14). The deflection angle of the shock from the cowl end
to the upper nozzle wall is about 390 and the Mach number in front of the oblique
shock is about 3.5. After the shock reflects off the boundary layer, it propagates in
the downstream direction. The boundary layer separates on the upper nozzle wall ahead
of the incident shock (further illustrated with the skin friction prediction below).
Details of this region show a small region of reverse flow. As the shock interacts
with the wall boundary layer, it initially reflects at a sharp angle. As the flow
moves over the surface of the separation bubble, it is turned less, as shown by the de-
crease in magnitude of the compression. At the aft end of the separation bubble, the
flow is again turned at a sharp angle and coalesces into the reflected shock down-
stream of the separation. Below the cowl, a shock emanating from the leading edge of
the cowl is observed, and is caused by flow deflection from the boundary layer along
the lower cowl wall. The expanding region of the flow downstream of the cowl is also
observed.

Wall pressures as a function of X for the three nozzle wall surfaces
(Fig. 15(a)) illustrate that the wall pressure initially decreases with increasing X
for both upper and lower nozzle walls. The interior nozzle shock intersects the upper
nozzle wall at about 2.8 ft, as evidenced by the marked pressure rise there. Because
the pressure beneath the cowl is greater than the pressure in the nozzle, the shock
forms in the nozzle.

Wall skin friction values are shown in Fig. 15(b) for the three surfaces. The
skin friction on the upper nozzle wall becomes negative at about 2.8 ft, indicating a
small region of reverse flow. The skin friction of the upper cowl wall is slightly
higher than that of both the upper and lower walls. The heat transfer for the upper
and lower nozzle walls is similar over the cowl's length (Fig. 15(c)) while the rise
in the heat transfer coefficient is observed at X = 2.8 ft, where the boundary layer
flow separates. In the nozzle the heat transfer is positive, indicating hot gas and a
cold wall, but below the cowl the heat transfer coefficient is negative, indicating
the reverse.

A large scale separation on the upper nozzle surface is predicted for laminar
flow (Fig. 16), whereas the turbulent computations show a small separation.
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Mach 6 Flowfield

Figure 17 shows the velocity vectors for M0 = 6. The flow, slightly overex-
panded at the cowl exit, expands behind the cowl by means of an expansion fan. The
wake is deflected upward, as indicated by the velocity vector angles and the position
of the velocity shear layer. No reverse flow at the upper boundary is indicated.
Mach number contours for the flowfield (Fig. 18) also indicate the location of the
shear layer while Fig. 19 shows its upward deflection as well as total pressure con-
tours.

Wall pressures (Fig. 20(a)) show that the interior wall pressure is overexpanded.
The wall skin friction and heat transfer values are shown in Figs. 20(b) and (c)
respectively.

Mach 10 Flowfield

The exhaust flow is underexpanded at Mach 10 as indicated by the downward deflec-
tion of the nozzle flow (Fig. 21). There are no indications of shocks inside the noz-
zle, but a shock propagates from the lower cowl lip downward due to the underexpansion
of the flow (Fig. 22). The total pressure contours at M0 = 10 (Fig. 23) show that
the flow is underexpanded and that the shear layer is deflected downward. The shock
deflection angle is about 180. Pressure is constant on the lower wall (Fig. 24(a)),
Cf and Ch wall values are also shown in Fig. 24.

Mach 20 Flowfield

The velocity vectors are deflected downward aft of the cowl due to underexpansion
(Fig. 25) which causes a shock to propagate from the lower cowl downward. The lower
cowl leading edge shock merges with the trailing edge shock about 26 percent of a cowl
length downstream of the cowl.

The flow along the curved upper nozzle surface turns and compresses, like flow
along a curved ramp, and a curved shock forms inside the nozzle. An upwardly deflected
shock behind the end of the upper nozzle wall is evident (Figs. 25 and 26). The Mach
number contours are shown in Fig. 26. Total pressure contours (Fig. 27) show the down-
ward deflection of the shear layer. The shock is detached from the lower side of the
cowl due to the boundary layer there. The shock from the leading edge of the cowl
merges with the shock from the aft end about 18 percent of the length downstream of
the cowl. An interior shock along the upper wall turns the flow towards the horizon-
tal axis. This interior shock is typical at overspeed conditions. The nozzle flow is
underexpanded (Fig. 28(a)); the upper wall pressure does not follow the lower nozzle
wall pressure but instead increases the full length of the nozzle, even inside the
cowl. The Cf and Cp values are shown in Fig. 28(b) and (c) respectively.

A perfect gas model has been assumed in these calculations, and the constant ratio
of specific heats (y) has been varied with flight Mach number. This assumption may
not be as valid at high Mach numbers as at low Mach numbers and should be further
investigated.

Nozzle Performance

The adiabatic nozzle efficiency, N, is the ratio of the nonisentropic to isentro-
pic expansion enthalpies between the combustor exit, c, and the nozzle exit, e. The
velocity coefficient, Cv, is the ratio of the actual to the isentropic velocity and is
the square root of the efficiency. The velocity coefficient increases with Mach
number up to M0  of 10 but decreases at M0  of 20. For example, Cv is 0.93 at M0
of 3, 0.98 at M0  of 6, 1.0 at M0  of 10 and 0.94 at M0  of 20. The reported Cv
values peak at M0  of 10 because the nozzle design Mach number is close to 10 and
the M0 20 is an overspeed condition for this nozzle. The frozen gas assumption has
been successfully used for ramjet, rocket, and hypersonic wind tunnel nozzle flows.
Because these values might be different with chemistry accounted for, the above Cv
values should be considered as relative. For example, Ref. 11 has reported that
finite-rate chemical recombination of dissociated species affects scramjet nozzle
force coefficients, at Mach 20, and that the nozzle flow analyzed was in vibrational
equilibrium.

Three-Dimensional, Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle, NPR = 10, Laminar

Three-dimensional solutions of a single expansion ramp nozzle are performed to
simulate the nonaxisymmetric nozzle flowfield in both internal/external expansion re-
gions and the exhaust plume in a quiescent ambient environment. Two different configu-
rations of the nozzle at NPR = 10 are examined. They were selected from te single
expansion ramp nozzles experimentally investigated by Re and Leavittll to analyze the
effects of various geometrical parameters and pressure ratios on the nozzles'
static performance.

The present converging/diverging nozzle has a long upper surface functioning as an
external expansion ramp, with a rectangular cross-section in the internal nozzle. The
edge of the flat sidewall is highly skewed at the nozzle exit to connect the upper and
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lower surface lips. The flow generated by large streamwise pressure differences ex-
pands from near reservoir conditions through the nozzle and exhausts supersonically
into the quiescent air. The resulting flowfield is characterized by flow expansion
inside the nozzle and by exhaust plume interaction with the ambient environment. In
particular, a strongly interactive flow structure containing a normal shock, expansion/
compression wave reflection, and separation can occur along the external expansion
ramp of the upper surface. Around this section, the free shear layer emerging from
the lip of the shorter lower surface acts as an artificial nozzle wall, and its trajec-
tory shape can alter the nature of the flow, depending on the ambient conditions below
it. The wave structure initiated by the shear layer may include an oblique shock or
an expansion fan emanating from the lower nozzle lip. This shear layer can also de-
flect the flow upwards at a high angle to interact with the upper boundary layer.

A similar pattern exists in the spanwise direction, where the sidewall creates a
vertical free shear surface starting at the skewed nozzle exit. At high Reynolds
number, the shear layer behind a sharp or blunt trailing edca may not be stable; how-
ever high Reynolds number interaction of the free shear layer is even more unstable in
a quiescent external environment than in a subsonic or supersonic external stream.
Consequently, a steady state solution may not be possible for certain flows with a
quiescent external stream. The three-dimensionality of the flowfield, its unsteadi-
ness, and stability considerations are some of the complications of the present prob-
lem, although only steady-state solutions are computed.

Converged solutions are compared with the experimental measurements for the
pressure distributions on the upper and lower nozzle surfaces. The configuration of
the nozzle (Fig. 29) has an upper two-dimensional flap and a shorter, lower two-
dimensional flap, both flat in the spanwise direction. Part of the upper flap extend-
ing from the throat area functions as an external expansion ramp. The edge of the ver-
tical sidewall is highly inclined. This arrangement gives a rectangular cross section
parallel to the exit plane aligned with the tilted edge. Intersections of the tilted
edge and the upper and lower nozzle walls normally occur upstream of the ends of the
wall surfaces.

Two nozzle configurations are examined (Fig. 30) with identical lower flaps and
sidewalls and a nozzle aspect ratio of width to height of 4, with the height measured
at the throat. Note that the flow expands to a lower pressure in case 2 because the
external expansion ramp is longer. The flat sidewall is assumed to have a very thin
thickness (0.0058 cm).

All boundary conditions are treated explicitly. Since a plane of symmetry exists
in the spanwise z-direction, only half of the nozzle flowfield is computed. Symmetry
conditions are specified on this centerplane. No-slip velocity and an adiabatic wall
temperature are imposed on the nozzle surfaces. In the farfield, still air conditions
at 101.3 kPa and 300 °K, are fixed at the upper and lower boundaries in the vertical
y-direction sufficiently far away from the nozzle; similar boundary conditions are
imposed at the farfield in the spanwise direction. In the streamwise x-direction, a
stagnation pressure of 1013 kPa and a stagnation temperature of 300 °K are specified
at the nozzle entrance. Other variables at this location are computed using the isen-
tropic relationships and a characteristic-like condition extrapolated from the inte-
rior. At the outflow boundary, streamwise flux gradients are assumed to be negligible.

For normalization, stagnation quantities at the nozzle entrance are taken as the
reference variables. The nozzle throat height and the speed of sound are the refer-
ence length and velocity, respectively. The Reynolds number is computed based on
these values. The reference temperature, pressure and length are taken to be 300 °K,
1013 kPa, and 2.54 cm, respectively. The corresponding Reynolds number is 5.618 mil-
lion.

Grid

The simulated flow includes the nozzle interior and exterior, which contains the
downstream exhaust. Since the nozzle has a symmetrical plane at the middle in the
spanwise direction, the spanwise regions include the interior half of the nozzle and
the flow exterior to the sidewall. The complete domain is then divided correspondingly
into subsections to simplify grid generation using an algebraic technique. To resolve
the viscous layers, hyperbolic tangent functions are used to cluster grid points in
regions near the walls. Patching these separate segments produces a final sheared grid
in Cartesian coordinates.

Figure 31(a) illustrates a view of the nonuniform grid in the x-, y-plane along
the streamwi. : direction. The grid clusters near the wall surfaces to the exhaust
region behind the inclined nozzle exit. Figure 31(b) presents a detailed view of the
same grid showing a high degree of grid nonorthogonality, particularly next to the
exit. The skewed grid lines result since one of the vertical curvilinear coordinates
aligns with the sidewall tilted edge to simplify the application of the boundary condi-
tions. Spanwise views of the grid distribution in the y- z plane are shown at two dif-
ferent axial locations inside the nozzle (Fig. 32(a)) and downstream in the exhaust
plume, (Fig. 32(b)). The vertical coordinates cluster about the interior and exterior
surfaces of the sidewall, and are not on a plane with constant x-coordinate.

The flow starts from the nozzle entrance, X - 0, where the total pressure is pre-
scribed, expands through the converging/diverging and external ramp sections, and
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exhausts into the downstream low pressure region, which is bounded by quiescent bound-
aries far from the nozzle. The farfield computational boundaries are approximated at
distances of 25, 10, and 8 characteristic lengths in the x-, y- and z-directions, re-
spectively. The solutions discussed below have been computed on a 135 by 120 by 50
grid for both cases. Of these, 60 by 40 by 30 grid points are employed in the nozzle
interior. The smallest grid is on the order of 0.001 near the wall regions for the y-
and z-directions. This grid gives typically two to four subsonic points in the domi-
nant supersonic viscous layers. For the x-direction, the grid is slightly refined
near the nozzle exit and is on the order of 0.01. In the figures discussed below, i
and I indicate the streamwise and spanwise grid indices respectively, while x and
z represent the corresponding nondimenslonal coordinates.

Case 1:

The converged result of the first case is presented with Mach number, density,
and pressure contours at several streamwise and spanwise cross sections; contours are
in equally spaced increments over the entire range of values unless otherwise noted.
Mach number contours on the center plane (Fig. 33(a)) show a typical exhaust plume con-
taining a steady-state, multiple inviscid cell pattern in the supersonic exhaust
core. The flow is sonic at the throat and highly supersonic at the exit. The first
inviscid cell appears very irregular and is bounded by an expansion/compression wave
system. Because of the inclined trajectory of the exhaust plume, the Mach waves ema-
nate from the ends of the flap surfaces, where the upper and lower free shear layers,
which depart from the nozzle walls at different angles, become the expansion and com-
pression ramps. The lower shear layer is very diffusive and largely due to lack of
grid resolution along this shear layer. The first cell has an average Mach number of
2.7, while the Mach numbers near the cell centers of the next two cells are about 2.3
and 2.0, respectively, showing a gradual decay of the core center velocities. The
core cells reduce in size and numbers towards the sidewall, (Figs. 33(b) to (d)) whose
effects become pronounced (Fig. 33(d)) with the appearance of the initial vertical
shear layer. The flow inside the nozzle has very thin viscous layers next to the
walls, particularly on the lower surface, and thus appears predominantly inviscid.

The spanwise contour views are shown in Figs. 34(a) to (d). Figure 34(a)
presents Mach contours at an axial station in the nozzle area, where the clustered
regions indicate the upper, lower, and sidewall surfaces. The contours in Fig. 34(b)
are located on the external expansion ramp. The structure includes the lower shear,
thin vertical shear, and upper boundary layers. In the exhaust region, these free
shear layers become thicker with downstream distance (Figs. 34(c) to (d)) in which the
plume boundaries are evident. The density contours at the center plane and on the
plane next to the sidewall (Figs. 35(a) to (b)) show a pattern very much like Mach con-
tours but out of phase. Density variation is also small across both shear layers.

This same variation occurs for the pressure (Fig. 36) which decays quickly to the
ambient value. The contours (Figs. 35(a) and 36) show a weak wave system in the
exhaust core, particularly after the first inviscid cell. Figures 37(a) and (b), and
38 depict typical density and pressure contours in the spanwise direction, plotted with
smaller increments for clarity. Note that large variations in density and pressure
occur inside the nozzle, and the exhaust flow does not deviate much from the perfectly
expanded condition. Finally, comparison made with the mweasured data (Figs. 39(a) to
(b)) for the upper and lower surfaces in the center plane show good agreement for wall
pressure distributions.

Case 2:

Solution of the second case is also presented in terms of the contours of the flow
variables. Figures 40(a) to (d) depict the basic flow pattern of the supersonic
exhaust into quiescent air. For this geometry, the upper plume boundary is well-defined
by the very thin free shear layer which follows the upper nozzle contour, and remains
nearly at this height downstream. The other shear layer is also deflected downwards
and is diffusive. Although the flow expands to about the same maximum Mach number in-
dicated in case 1, the supersonic inviscid core (Fig. 41(a)) is more extensive. As a
result, the fluctuating decrease of the core center velocities becomes smaller. More-
over, the flow is highly asymmetric along the exhaust center line. The sidewall
(Fig. 41(d)) causes the initial development of the vertical shear layer, which curves
irregularly towards the center plane as it progresses downstream since the spanwise
velocity component is large and positive in the initial region of the vertical shear
layer, but becomes small and negative downstream. The flow behind the inclined exit
consists of two small, separate supersonic regions next to the exit plane.

Spanwise views of Mach contours at various axial locations are given in
Figs. 41(a) to (d). The interior cross-sectional view (Fig. 41(a)) shows a thicker ex-
pansion layer in the lower half of the nozzle. Figures'(41(b) to (d)) depict the con-
tours at the axial plane on the external ramp region and the planes in the exhaust
region. Density and pressure contours in the streamwise planes are shown in
Figs. 42(a) to (b), and 43. A clear indication of the compression/expansion wave re-
flection can be observed at the first cell boundary Figs. 42(a) and 43 after which the
wave structure then becomes very weak with downstream distance. Spanwise variations
of density and pressure are illustrated in Figs. 44(a) to (b) and 45. Comparison
between the numerical prediction and experiment (Figs. 46(a) to (b)) show very good
agreement for the wall pressure distributions in the center plane.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The PARC3D computer code has been validated using a number of two- and three-
dimensional configurations with both laminar and turbulent flows. The validation data
used included wall pressures, velocity profiles, and skin friction. The validation
data cover Mach 3 to 14 with shock-boundary layer interaction and/or boundary layer
separation.

Two-dimensional nozzle flowfields were computed and overall performance for a re-
presentative scramjet nozzle from Mach 3 to 20. Matching the external pressure at the
cowl exit is necessary to avoid waves in the nozzle. At M0  of 3 and 6 the nozzle
flow is overexpanded and shocks are inside the nozzle, while the shear layer is de-
flected upward. The laminar M0 = 3 nozzle flowfield showed a massive separation on
the upper ramp surface, whereas the turbulent solutions showed only a small separa-
tion. At M0  of 10 and 20 the nozzle flow is underexpanded and shocks are outside the
nozzle, while the shear layer is deflected downward. At M0 = 20, a shock forms inside
the nozzle along the upper wall to deflect the flow from the radial to the horizontal
direction.

Three-dimensional solutions were obtained for two asymmetric, single expansion
ramp nozzles at a pressure ratio of 10. The computed flow consists of the internal ex-
pansion region in the converging/diverging sections and the external supersonic exhaust
in a quiescent ambient environment. The fundamental characteristics of the flowfields
for the prescribed flow conditions were predicted successfully and include expansion
fans; Mach wave reflections; mixing layers; and nonsymmetrical, multiple inviscid.cell,
supersonic exhausts. Comparison with experimental data for wall pressure distributions
at the center planes shows good agreement.
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TABLE I. - FREESTREAM AND COMBUSTOR EXIT PROPERTIES

Mo To, PO, Mc Tc, PC, y R,
R R ft-lbf/

psia psia ibm -R

3 390 1.7 1.0 4075 11.9 1.25 62.7
6 393 .4 1.5 4220 10.4 1.19 63.4

10 409 .15 1.9 5403 75.0 1.16 66.0
20 468 .03 4.6 5119 25.9 1.18 88.0
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Discussion
WEYER

Did you study the details of the free shear layers - using the computer
code - and what type of vorticity exists within supersonic free shear layers?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The details of the free shear layers have been qualitatively and

quantatively studied. The turbulence model used accounts for the changing
length scale associated with the vorticity distribution within tie spreading
shear layer. However, adequate representation of the shear layer spread rate
and vorticity are incompletely understood at hypersonic velocities.

ONOFRI
You showed test cases for high Mach number flows with shocks. Do you

think that chemical Kinetics and real gas effects play a substantial role in
these cases? What should be their influence on the propulsive parameters?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The paper presents flowfields using a constant property model. The ratio

of specific heats and gas constant were changed with flight conditions.
Results for variable real gas properties are outside the scope of the current
paper. Including real gas effects will decrease the performance compared to
constant property predictions.

HIRSCH
You mentioned the use of a "modified Baldwin-Lomax" model. Could you

comment on this and specify the modifications introduced.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The modifications to the Baldwin-Lomax model are necessary to account for

compressibility effects and for shear layers. The compressibility corrections
can be found in reference "Hypersonic Turbulent Wall Boundary Layer
Computations" by S. Kim and G. Harloff, AIAA 88-2829 AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE It.
Propulsion Conference Boston, Mass., July 11-12 1988 or NASA CR-182147 May
1988. The modification for free shear layer is necessary because the
Baldwin-Lomax model was developed for wall boundary layers.

SCHWAB
Based on the results obtained for the 2D-SERN nozzle configuration what

is the nozzle performance (gross thrust coefficient CFGI) for the flight Mach
number cases presented? Remark : I could not find the pertinent graph in the
paper.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The computed nozzle velocity coefficients for numbers 3, 6, 10 and 20 are

.93, .98, 1.0 and .99 respectively. These are listed in the paper under
"Nozzle performance", and should be considered to be qualitative. Real gas
effects and grid adaptation would probably change these values.
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SUMMARY

In this paper, a method based on the theory of characteristics is presented for two-
dimensional, supersonic nozzle design. Individual nozzle configurations for different
applications are obtained by combining the geometric attributes of the symmetric, single
expansion ramp, and Prandtl-Meyer type expansion nozzles. Corresponding to the design
criteria, such as minimum length and optimum thrust efficiency, relations between de-
sired properties of the flow field and nozzle geometry parameters are found, and a fami-
ly of length-optimized, two-dimensional, supersonic nozzles is defined. The method can
be applied for the design of wind tunnel and steam turbine nozzles as well as for thrust
nozzle design of high Mach number aircraft.

NOTATIONS

C+ , C- left-, right-running characteristics

f factor; defining initial turn angle at lower nozzle wall

H vertical displacement of medium stream line from nozzle throat to exit

L length of nozzle wall

M Mach number

x axial coordinate

y vertical coordinate

Sflow angle at nozzle throat

0total concave wall turn angle between sharp corner and nozzle exit

Y ratio of specific heats

6 initial turn angle at nozzle wall (sharp corner angle)

e flow angle

Mach angle; = p(M)

v Prandtl-Meyer function; = v (M,Y)

SUBSCRIPTS

E design condition at nozzle exit

1 lower nozzle wall

max maximum value ME D
min minimum value

u upper nozzle wall

w wall

1. INTRODUCTION

The exhaust nozzle for high Mach number fighter aircraft is one of the most crucial and
challenging components of the propulsion system. The design requirements for the nozzle
are high performance, flexibility, and integration with the airframe; this leads to
multi-functional nozzle systems with thrust vectoring and thrust reversing. Thrust nozz-
le systems currently investigated include two-dimensional, rectangular nozzle configura-
tions; references /l/ - /4/.

For hypersonic aircraft, the requirements for exhaust nozzle design are similar. The
nozzle pressure ratio varies from 3 at take-off to approximately 800 for Mach 7; the
nozzle throat area must be variable by a factor 5. Especially for transonic and high
Mach number flight, high nozzle thrust efficiency is necessary to meet the operational
requirements of the aircraft. Additionally, integration constraints are very high; in
order to reduce weight of the aircraft/propulsion system, the lower aft end of the fuse-
lage must act as a part of the upper nozzle wall. These requirements can be acconplished
by two-dimensional, asymmetric nozzle configurations ; references /5/ - /8/.

The first step in nozzle design is the determination of ideal, two-dimensional nozzle
shapes. Generally, this is accomplished by using an algorithm based on the
method-of-characteristics; the isentropic wall contours obtained from this first step
form the basis for further design work. In order to meet the performance and integration
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requirements for the nozzle, the ideal wall contours must be cut back, and an optimum
contour adjustment for the variation of ramp angles and throat area must be achieved.

In literature, e.g. references /3/ and /7/, rectangular nozzle design for high Mach
number aircraft is based on two ideal configurations, the symmetric (2DCD) nozzle and
the single expansion ramp (SERN) nozzle. In order to extend the number of basic configu-
rations in view of integration requirements for different applications, a nozzle design
method is presented in this paper resulting in individual, length-optimized nozzle geo-
metries.

2. DESIGN CONDITIONS

The discussed method for nozzle design is based on the theory of characteristics; only
the supersonic part of the nozzle from throat to exit is investigated. This is possible
since the supersonic flow field is independent of conditions upstream of the sonic line.
The convergent, subsonic portion should be designed to produce approximately the assumed
shape of the sonic line at the nozzle throat; references /9/ and /10/.

In Fig. 2.1, desired properties of the flow field and nozzle geometry parameters are
defined. The axial lengths of the lower and upper nozzle walls, L1 and Lu, as well as
the vertical displacement of the medium stream line from throat to exit, H, are normali-
zed by the width of the throat.

< Lu

-7
Lf

eeO
ME

Fig. 2.1: Desired Flow Field Properties and Nozzle Geometry Parameters

The definition of the family of optimized 2-D supersonic nozzles is based on the follo-
wing assumptions:

- parallel and uniform flow at the nozzle exit, characterized by the desired Mach number
ME and the flow angle e - 0;

- parallel, uniform and sonic flow at the nozzle throat, characterized by the flow angle
e = L;

- two-dimensional, irrotational, isentropic flow;

- perfect gas, characterized by the ratio of specific heatsY

For each combination of the listed design parameters ME, a and Y, the expansion of flow
from throat to exit can be realized by innumerable nozzle configurations. The objective
of the described design method is to limit the number of possible configurations to
cases with length-optimized wall contours. However, the minimization of nozzle overall
length is only part of this investigation. In consideration of applications for various
integration aspects, emphasis is put on optimized nozzle geometries with different ra-
tios of lower to upper wall length. Therefore, to define the complete design problem, an
additional design parameter is necessary which is introduced in Section 4.

As noted above, a straight sonic line at the throat is assumed for thq described design
method. According to reference /11/, the assumption of sonic line shape shows only a
small influence on the determined wall length for high design Mach numbers at the nozzle
exit. For two-dimensional, symmetric nozzles, a comparison between results of design
methods with straight and circular arc sonic lines is given in reference /9/; the method
based on a curved sonic line results in about 13 % longer wall contours.
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In order to provide the required increase in area and the change in flow direction bet-
ween nozzle throat and exit, the curvature of the wall contours downstream of the throat
must be first convex, and then concave. For the presented method, the nozzles are de-
signed as sharp-corner nozzles; the convex part of the contours is contracted to a sharp
corner at the throat. This results in nozzle geometries with the smallest ratio of wall
length to throat width; reference /10/. The sharp corners at the throat are defined by
the initial turn angles of the lower and upper nozzle walls, 61 and 6u.

With regard to boundary layer considerations, a substitution of the sharp corners by
circular arcs of small radius is possible without significant consequences for the de-
termined nozzle geometry.

To give further definitions, Mach waves of a general, length-optimized nozzle are shown
in Fig. 2.2. At the sharp corners, centered expansion waves are generated. The initial
wall turn angles and the strength of the expansion fans, respectively, are related to
the design parameters; the determination of these sharp corner properties is one of the
key problems of supersonic nozzle design.

Y C

Fig. 2.2:
!5_ Mach Waves of a Length-Optimized Nozzle

The kernel or expansion region of the nozzle, where right- and left-running expansion
waves are present, is given by the zone a-g-e-d-a. The simple wave or straightening
regions with only one type of expansion waves are defined by the zones a-b-c-g-a and
e-f-g-e; at their wall portions a-b-c and e-f, expansion waves which are incident on a
contour are extinguished by proper concave wall curvature design. Finally, the desired
parallel and uniform exit flow of the nozzle is realized downstream of the straight wave
segments c-g and g-f.

The MOC (method-of-characteristics) equations for two-dimensional, irrotational, su-
personic flow of a perfect gas can be written as

dv + de = 0 ; dy/dx = tan (e-g) (2.1a,b)

dv - do = 0 ; dy/dx = tan (9+R) (2.2a,b)

Eqs. (2.1) are valid for right-running (C-), and Eqs. (2.2) for left-running (C+ ) cha-
racteristics; the principle procedure for MOV-calculation is given in references /10/,
/12/ and /13/.

According to Prandtl-Neyer theory, the flow conditions at the walls immediately down-
stream of the sharp corners (points a and d) are d-ermined by

Va = 6 u ; ea= + 6u (2.3a,b)

vd = 6 1 ; d= L- 61 (2.4a,b)

From the flow direction at the nozzle throat and the initial wall turn angles, the total
turn angles of the concave wall contours, between the sharp corners and the nozzle exit,
are given by the geometrical relations

= 6 u + (2.5)

01 = 61 - a (2.6)

To get more information on requirements for length-optimized nozzle configurations,
three well-known nozzle geometries are analysed in the following section.

3. ATTRIBUTES OF WELL-KNOWN 2-D NOZZLES

Case 1: Symmetric Nozzle (a = 0)

In Fig. 3.1, Mach waves and stream lines of a two-dimensional, symmetric nozzle are
shown. This type of minimum-length nozzle is described in references /9/, /10/, /12/ and
/13/.
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Fig. 3.1: Flow Field of the Symmetric Nozzle - Case 1

To realize minimum length of the nozzle walls, reflections of the expansion waves at the

walls are avoided; the waves emerging from the sharp corners are extinguished when they

are incident on the opposite wall. The wall points of the nozzle exit (b and f) are

defined by the final waves of the expansion fans, a-f and d-b; for that reason, the
points b and c as well as d and e are identical.

Since e- 0 at tLe nozzle exit, integration of Eq. 2.1a for the right-running wave a-f

gives

Va + 9a - Vf = VE (3.1)

where vE = V(NE, Y).

From Eqs. (2.3) and (3.1), and since a = 0 at the throat, the initial turn angle of the
upper wall can be determined by

6u = VE/
2  (3.2a)

Furthermore, from Eq. 2.5, the total turn angle of the upper, concave wall contour is
given by

OU = VE/2 (3.2b)

Application of Eqs. 2.2a, 2.4 and 2.6 for the left-running expansion wave d-b leads to

the following relations for the lower wall

Vd -ed = Vb = VE (3.3)

61 = VE/ 2  (3.4a)

01 = VE/2 (3.4b)

Case 2: Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle ( = 0)

The centre line of the symmetric nozzle is a stream line, and can be replaced by a

straight wall. This leads to the asymmetric nozzle configuration which is shown in Fig.

3.2.

'•7 7 b,c :

d e,f,g
CXIVE O

Fig. 3.2: Flow Field of the Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle - Case 2

For this type of nozzle, a sharp corner is only existing at the upper wall; the expan-
sion waves generated at this corner are totally reflected when they are incident on the
lower wall. The exit of the nozzle is defined by the wave e-c; the points e, f and g as
well as c and b are coincident in location and flow properties.

The geometrical data of the upper wall are the same as for the symmetric nozzle, except
for the dimensions which must be doubled due to the assumed reduction of throat width.
Therefore, the wall angles are given by

6u - VE/2 u - vE/2 (3.5a,b)

61= 0 ; 1i1=0 (3.6a,b)
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Case 3:. Prandtl-Neyer Type Expansion Nozzle (CL- yE)

In Fig. 3.3, Mach waves and stream lines of a nozzle configuration for a = VE are shown.
The flow is accelerated and turned by an expansion fan which is generated at a sharp
corner of the lower wall. Downstream of the last wave d-b, the exit flow conditions of
the nozzle are obtained. Expansion waves which are incident on the upper wall are can-
celled. The points d, e, f and g as well as b and c are identical.

Since there is no change in slope at point a of the upper wall, the geometry of this
wall can be described by

6u - 0 ; 3u = CL (3.7a,b)

From Eqs. 2.4 and 2.6, and since CL - E, the properties of the lower wall are determined
by

61 -- ; 1= 0 (3.8a,b)

Fig. 3.3: Flow Field of the Prandtl-Meyer Type Expansion Nozzle - Case 3

With regard to boundary layer behaviour and thrust efficiency, one purpose of the design
of optimized nozzle geometries is to avoid compression or shock waves within the nozzle
area. By means of the described nozzle configurations, further design requirements can
be established in order to obtain minimum length of the lower and upper nozzle walls:

- Unnecessary reflections of expansions waves at the walls must be avoided.

- The concave curvature of the longer wall must result in cancellation of all expansion
waves which are incident on this wall. For the defined direction of a , and the
condition that compression or shock waves must be avoided, the upper wall is the lon-
ger one; Lu > L1 is also assumed for asymmetric configurations and a = 0.

- Since all expansion waves, incident on the upper wall, are cancelled, the end of the
lower wall must be defined by the final wave emerging from the sharp corner of the
upper wall. Therefore, the initial wall turn angle of the upper wall can be determined
immediately.

- Reflections of expansion wcves at the lower wall must be realized without changing the
strength of these waves; therefore, the corresponding portion of the lower wall must
be designed as a straight contour.

In consideration of the listed design requirements, the nozzle geometries described in
this section form the edge-points of a class of optimized nozzle configurations; these
points are defined by limitations for the flow angle at the throat and the initial turn
angle at the lower wall.

The flow angle at the nozzle throat is limited to

a= 0 .... VE (3.9)

For Cx < 0, nozzle design results in configurations identical to those for m > 0. For a >
vg, the desired exit flow of the nozzle could only be realized if compression or shock
waves are contained in the nozzle flow field.

For a = 0, the initial turn angle of the lower wall is limited to

61 = 0 .... 6u (3.10)

where 6u - vg/2. By means of the Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, it can be easily checked that, for
the assumed nozzle exit flow, 51 < 0 or 61 > 6u will result in compression or shock
waves.

For C - v3 , the nozzle geometry shown in Fig. 3.3 (61 -Ca) is the only configuration for
a flow field without shock waves.
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4. FAMILY OF OPTIMIZED 2-D NOZZLES

To define a family of length-optimized nozzle configurations, the attributes of the
nozzles presented in Section 3 are combined. In Fig. 4.1, expansion waves and stream
lines of a combined nozzle are shown.

d e

O.IVE 0.4

Fig. 4.1: Flow Field of a Combined Nozzle

Since the final wave originating from the sharp corner of the upper wall ends at the
lower wall point f, the initial turn angle of the upper wall can be determined. Integra-
tion of Eq. 2.1a for the expansion wave a-f, and application of Eqs. 2.3 result in

6 u = vwE / 2 (1 -CLIVE) (4.1a)

From Eq. 2.5, the total concave turn angle of the upper wall can be calculated by

Pu = + V 2 - (1 -a/VE) (4.1b)

The initial turn angle of the lower wall is not clearly defined; as shown in Section 3
for a - 0, this angle can be varied within certain limits to realize different ratios of
lower to upper wall length. The limits of 61 are determined as follows:

- The minimum value of 61 is given by

61,min = C (4.2)

This results in a straight and horizonal contour of the lower nozzle wall between
sharp corner and exit.

- The maximum value of 61 can be determined for the assumption that the end of the upper
wall is defined by the final expansion wave generated at the lower wall (point b in
Fig. 4.1). Then, integration of Eq. 2.2a for the left-running wave d-b, and applica-
tion of Eqs. 2.4 and 4.1a result in

6 1,max = C + vWE/2 . (1 -a /vE) - a + 6 u (4.3)

Again, for 61 < 61,mtn or 61 > 
6 1,max , the nozzle exit flow conditions could only be

obtained if compression or shock waves are existing within the nozzle flow field.

As depicted in Fig. 4.1, in general, the strength of the lower wall expansion fan is not
sufficient to define the end of the upper wall at point b. To realize the desired exit
flow at point c, some waves generated at the upper wall must be reflected at a straight
portion d-e of the lower wall. Because of Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6,

6 u + 61 = Pu + 01 (4.4)

and since the strength of any expansion wave within the flow field is not changed except
for concave curving of a wall, the rest of the expansion waves are adequate for the
required bending of the lower wall contour e-f.

Therefore, the initial turn angle of the lower wall can be defined by

61 - a + f. vE/2 • (1 -a/VE) = a + f. 6u (4.5a)

and then, from Eq. 2.6, the total concave turn angle of the lower wall is given by

01 - f" vE/2 • (1 -a/vE) (4.5b)

The parameter f defines the sharp corner angle of the lower wall and the strength of the
generated expansion fan, respectively; in order to obtain different ratios of lower to
upper wall length of the nozzle, f can be varied within the limits given by Eqs. 4.2 and
4.3

f - 0 .... 1 (4.6)

The presented method for individual nozzle design is based on the Eqs. 2.1, 2.2, 3.9,
4.1, 4.5 and 4.6. The design parameters are given by ME (or vE), a, Y and f; by these
parameters, the wall contours of the optimized nozzles are fully determined.
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As a result, possible nozzle geometries determined by this method are shown in Fig. 4.2.
For constant values of V1 and Y, the geometry of the nozzle is only dependent on the
parameters (I - CL /VE) and f. In the design map of Fig. 4.2, the family of
length-optimized nozzle configurations is defined by the lower half-side of the diagram;
the edge points of this triangle are given by the special nozzle cases presented in
Section 3.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0

' 1- /v

Fig. 4.2: Design Map for the Defined Family of Length-Optimized Nozzle Configurations

For f 0 the attributes of the cases 2 and 3 are combined. The lover wall is designed
as a straight and horizontal contour; the expansion waves which are incident on this
wall are totally reflected. For al- 0, a sharp corner is only existing at the upper
wall; for increasing values of a , the initial turn angle of the lover wall is in-
creasing, too, while 6u is reduced. For al V ; the sharp corner at the upper wall as
well as the concave portion of the lower wall wX1 disappear.

For f -..1, the final wave of the expansion fan emerging from the lower wall defines the
end of the upper wall; for this case, 6u is decreasing, and 61 is increasing from C. - 0
to vZ. For f - 1, the special nozzle cases 1 and 3 are combined.

For a 0 the initial turn angle of the upper wall is constant; 61 is reduced for de-
creasing values of the parameter f; (combination of the cases 1 and 2).

Finally, for Si VE, the nozzle exit flow can only be realized shock-free by the confi-
guration shown in Fig. 3.3 (case 3); therefore, the value of f is undefined for a- v1 .

General, length-optimized nozzle configurations are obtained by a variation of the para-
meters a /vE and f; by that, the attributes of the three special nozzle cases are combi-
ned. As an example, in Fig. 4.1 a nozzle configuration forC/v - 0.4 and f - 0.5 is
depicted.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In Fig. 5.1, two nozzle configurations with a small ratio of lower to upper wall length
are shown for different design Mach numbers. As noted above, the nozzle dimensions are
normalized by the width of the throat. Distributions of the Mach number along the walls
are presented in Fig. 5.2 for ME - 3 and Y - 1.3. The differences in Mach number just
downstream of the throat e re caused by different values of the sharp corner angle. Ac-
cording to the theory of characteristics, the gradient of Mach number along the wall (i.
e. acceleration) is vot zero at the nozzle exit; reference /9/.
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Fig. 5.1: Nozzle Wall Contours for Different Mach Numbers HE when Y - 1.3
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Fig. 5.2: Mach Number Along the Walls for Different Nozzle Configurations
when ME = 3 and Y = 1.3

In order to compare the integration capabilities of the nozzle configurations defined in
Section 4, the lengths of the nozzle walls and the vertical displacement of the medium
stream line from throat to exit are given in Fig. 5.3 - 5.5 for ME - 3 and 5. As shown
in the design map of Fig. 4.2, these dimensions of nozzle geometry are dependent on the
parameters (1 -a/E) and f for constant values of ME and Y.

The lower and upper wall lengths are changing in the opposite way for variing values of
f. Minimum overall length of the nozzle can be obtained for f - 1; for these nozzle
configurations, the upper wall shows the minimum, and the lower wall the maximum length
solution. For f = 0, minimum length of the lower wall is combined with a maximum upper
wall length.

For changing design Mach numbers, the tendencies are similar; this is also shown in Fig.
5.6, where the lengths of different nozzle configurations are plotted versus ME. Fur-
thermore, the influence of the ratio of specific heats on the wall lengths is given in
the flgure; since vE is reduced for increasing values of Y, the lengths of the nozzle
walls are decreasing, too.
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Fig. 5.6: Length of Nozzle Walls versus ME

The study has shown that length-optimized nozzle configurations still have high overall
length to throat width ratios, which is due to the assumptions for the nozzle exit flow.
For some applications, e.g. the design of wind tunnel nozzles, the assumed parallel and
uniform flow at the nozzle exit is an important design criteria, and therefore, large
nozzle dimensions must be accepted.

For other applications, e.g. the design of rectangular thrust nozzles for high Mach
number aircraft or hypersonic vehicles, a compromise must be found between performance
and integration constraints; for theses cases, the determination of isentropic wall
contours is only the first step in nozzle design.
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the structural materials development program for the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP). It indicates the
materials studied, the approaches followed, and the general properties being developed. The major materials classes include titanium-
aluminides, titanium-aluminide metal matrix composites, carbon-carbon composites, ceramic-matrix composites, beryllium alloys and
copper-matrix composites.

PREFACE

The U.S. National Aerospace Plane Program (NASP) is developing the technologies that are considered to be key to the
successful operation of hypersonic aerospace vehicles. The general goal of the NASP program is the construction and testing of an
experimental, fully reusable vehicle, designated the X-30, that will be used as a manned demonstrator of hypersonic flight. The
vehicle will use hydrogen-fueled, air-breathing ramijet/scramijet engines and will be capable of horizontal take-off and landing. It will
be designed to expand the envelope of high speed flight in and beyond the atmosphere to the point that access to low earth orbit can
be achieved.

To meet weight and performance requirements, the NASP X-30 engines and airframe will make extensive use of uninsulated,
load-bearing, lightweight structures. Active cooling with the hydrogen fuel will be used in many cases to keep temperatures within
the capabilities of the materials, but to minimize weight it will be vital to have materials that combine low density with the highest
possible temperature performance. Because of their potential for satisfying these needs, the materials classes of primary interest
include titanium-aluminides, titanium-based metal-matrix composites, carbon-carbon composites, ceramic-matrix composites,
copper-matrix composites and beryllium alloys.

The required materials and structures developments have been the subject of an extensive $150 million program that started in
March 1988. Known formally as the NASP Materials and Structures Augmentation Program, it is a cooperative venture of the five
prime contractors who are developing concepts for the NASP airframe and engines. In addition to these five companies, the program
uses the active participation of more than a hundred specialist subcontractors in addressing the various materials and processes
development needs. The scope of the development program extends to the fabrication and testing of full-scale demonstration
components of the various materials systems.

Each of the five prime contractors has undertaken the lead role for the development of one of five key classes of materials,
with each company participating in the development activities for all five classes. General Dynamics heads the refractory composites
area, involving carbon-carbon composites and ceramic-matrix composites. Rockwell has taken the lead for the titanium-aluminide
development and scale-up effort, based on the Ti3AI and TiAI classes of materials. McDonnell Douglas manages the effort on
titanium metal-matrix composites, comprising fiber-reinforced titanium alloys and Ti3AI intermetallics. Rocketdyne has the responsi-
bility for high conductivity materials, comprising copper-matrix composites and beryllium alloys. Pratt and Whitney has undertaken
the high creep strength materials activity, involving materials and structures intended for hot, actively cooled engine components.
This latter area centers on monolithic and reinforced TAL, using potentially compatible fibers such as titanium diboride.

Almost all of these materials are potentially important for hot, load-bearing structures in both the airframe as well as the
engines of the vehicle. On the airframe they would be used as lightweight skin panels of honeycomb-core, truss-core, or integrally
stiffened thin sheet configuration. Where necessary they would be cooled with the hydrogen fuel by incorporating appropriate coolant
passages into the structures. In the engines they would be used as the sidewall panels in the hot gas path of the rarmjet/scrarnjet. The
engine application represents a particularly severe environment in the sense of thermal, acoustic and mechanical loading. In this case
the structures will almost certainly have to be actively cooled, meaning that the materials will be in contact with hot hydrogen from the
fuel, hot oxygen from the incoming air, and the gaseous products of combustion.

The remainder of the paper describes the various classes of materials that are under development. Because they will find
application over all of the vehicle, little distinction is made between the engine and the airframe needs. The general materials classes
and associated processes apply equally to all areas, whether they are the small hot gas path panels of the engines or the more
extensive regions of the airframe. The specific property requirements will be different-for example, time at temperature--but the
materials themselves are not in general engine- or airframe-specific.

TITANIUM ALUMINIDES

Titanium-aluminide intermetallics are candidates for structures in both the engines and the airframe. They have essentially the
same density as titanium but lead to the possibility of much higher use-temperatures. The two intermetallic systems that are of
primary interest are based on the Ti3AI and TiAI compositions and have potential temperature capabilities of about 815C and 9800C
respectively.
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The principal drawback of the aluminides is their limited ductility and toughness properties at temperatures less than a few
hundred degrees. Coupled with the requirement for very high fabrication temperatures, this makes their processing difficult. Product
forms that require a large amount of metal defornation, such as sheet for honeycomb-core or truss-core panels, must be processed in
a carefully controlled manner to avoid cracking of the material during the reduction of the starting material to finished form. In
addition, the use of the aluminide components in load-bearing structures must take account of the probability that their ductility and
toughness characteristics will be limited in comparison to other materials, such as conventional titanium alloys.

New processing methods are being used to modify aluminide compositions and microstructures to yield structurally useful
materials. The goal is to achieve an appropriate balance of strength with toughness or ductility while retaining the low density and
high temperature characteristics that make the aluminides so attractive. One useful approach that has been quite successful employs
rapid-solidification powder methods to develop improved alloys and much of the NASP-related work in this area uses a rotary
atomization process to produce rapidly solidified powder. The powder is consolidated into fully dense billets that are then processed
into appropriate product forms. The process is now relatively mature and the equipment has been scaled up to the poin that it is
capable of making hundreds of kilograms of powder material a day.

Advanced thermal-mechanical processing methods have been developed for both the powder-produced intermetallics and
those made using conventional cast and wrought methods. These processes have improved the characteristics of the Ti3AI-based
alloys significantly and good quality sheet products are being produced. Sheet-processing methods for the harder-to-work TiAl-based
materials have also been developed but have yet to be scaled up to an economical production level. In terms of mechanical properties,
significant improvements have been made in the Ti3Al-based materials and they can be regarded as good candidates for broad
structural use. In the TiAI materials, a balanced set of mechanical properties--a suitable mix of strength, toughness, ductility, fatigue,
and high temperature properties--is still to be achieved.

Because much of the airframe and engine structure will be actively cooled, hydrogen at various temperatures and pressures
will be in contact with many of the structural materials. Hydrogen interacts adversely with most titanium alloys, leading to
embrittlement in many situations, but the titanium aluminides are mot resistant than conventional alloys, with the TiAI materials
being the least affected. Hydrogen-resistant barrier coatings will be needed for all the materials to some extent, and the development
of effective coatings is an integral part of the program.

TITANIUM ALUMINIDE COMPOSITES

Metal-matrix composites based on titanium-aluminides offer significant improvements in stiffness and strength over their
monolithic counterparts, making them attractive for the thin-gauge skin structures required for NASP. The basic technical challenge
in making these composites is to incorporate reinforcement fibers into the matrix without creating adverse reactions at the fiber/matrix
interface.

The conventional method for fabricating metal-matrix composites-involving the hot pressing of sandwiches of matrix
material and fibers--is difficult to accomplish with titanium-aluminides. They have poor fonmbility characteristics and they interact
with the fiber at the temperatures and times needed for consolidation. There is also a thermal expansion mismatch between the fiber
and the matrix that can lead to cracking of the low-ductility matrix on cooling from the consolidation temperature or during
subsequent thermal cycling.

In an alternative approach to consolidation, a rapid-solidification plasma-deposition (RSPD) process is used to fabricate
titanium-aluminide composites. The matrix material starts as a powder that is fed through a plasma arc to convert it into molten
droplets. These are deposited onto reinforcing fibers that are spiral-wrapped on a large diameter drum, where on impact they are
rapidly quenched to a solid state. Rotation and translation of the drum allows the build-up of a layer of matrix material on and
between the fibers. This solidified deposit of matrix material, containing a single layer of fibers, can be subsequently slit and stripped
off the drum and several of these layers can be stacked together and hot pressed to make a multilayer composite.

The RSPD process has been demonstrated successfully with SiC reinforcements in Ti3AI matrix materials and useful
mechanical properties can be obtained. The equipment itself has been scaled up to a pilot plant size that will allow the production of
reinforced sheet material that is about Ix3 m in size. The same process can be used to produce TiAl-based composites but the inherent
brittle nature of this material makes subsequent multi-layer consolidation difficult to achieve. This is principally the result of the
thermal expansion mismatch between the fiber and the matrix that produces residual tensile stresses in the matrix on cooling, causing
it to crack. Alternative fibers are under development that have a closer expansion match and better chemical compatibility to the TLAl
matrix material than is the case with the SiC fiber. These appear to be promising but this class of composites will require further
development to make them reliable structural materials.

XD COMPOSITES

The XD process can be applied to a variety of materials to form fine, close-spaced distributions of reinforcing second-phase
particles. The tam XD refers to the proprietary technique that is used to create the reinforcements. In essence, it is a process that
results in the fabrication of discontinuously reinforced metal matrix composites where the matrix can be any one of a number of
alloys and the reinforcing particles can be varied in terms of composition, size, shape and distribution. A unique feature of the
process is that the reinforcements are formed and grown in situ within the matrix, as distinct from being mechanically mixed as a
separate additive; as a result, the particle/matrix interfaces are clean and well bonded, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the
reinforcements.

The process can be tailored to produce a variety of second phase particle distributions, where the particle shape can vary from
spherical to needle-like. Mixtures of different reinforcements also can be formed that include coexisting sizes, shapes and types of
particles. In many cases, the dispersoids are very stable and can survive a remelting process; as a result, the material subsequently
can be cast into shaped components without destroying the reinforcement.
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The XD process has been used to make titanium aluminide composites where the reinforcing phase is titanium diboride. The
microstructures resulting from the XD process are attractive principally because they lead to significantly improved strength levels
over the useful temperature ranges of the aluminides. The properties are also essentially isotropic, making the materials useful for
complex-shaped structures that would be difficult to fabricate from continuous fiber reinforced materials.

CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES

Carbon-carbon composites have the potential for use as lightweight structures that could be exposed to temperatures in excess
of 14000C without the need for active cooling. Because of this capability, they are candidates for the airframe, where they could be
used as large, integrally stiffened skin panels on the hotter parts of the vehicle. They may be useful also for engine strucuires.

In general, from the point of view of availability as structural shapes, carbon-carbon composites can be regarded as mature
materials. There is a large base of knowledge available regarding their fabrication and practical use and they have been used in a
variety of applications. Several companies specialize in the manufacturing of components and there are several basic methods
available for making structural shapes.

There are technical problems to solve before they can be used as load-bearing, thin-gauge structural components for NASP.
Chief among these is the need for effective oxidation protection in the hypersonic flight environment. Existing protection schemes,
usually involving multilayer coatings and sealants, work reasonably well in situations where the material is taken up to a single high
temperature and then cooled, but they face significant problems when exposed to complex temperature cycles.

The basic difficulty with existing protection schemes is their use of refractory materials such as silicon carbide as outer
protection layers. These work well from a chemical standpoint but they can crack due to the thermal expansion mismatch between the
silicon carbide and the carbon-carbon substrate. To alleviate this problem, use is made of additional intedayers that oxidize to form a
glass that can flow and seal cracks. Unfortunately, these glasses do not flow readily at intermediate temperatures, reducing their
effectiveness over part of the temperature range of interest. Recent advances in coating technology have improved the situation and
small coated coupons have withstood the cyclic-temperature loading typical of a NASP environment. These improved protection
schemes have yet to be scaled up to the large, complex-shaped components needed for NASP.

CERAMIC-MATRIX COMPOSITES

Like carbon-carbon composites, ceramic-matrix composites have the potential for use at temperatures in excess of 13001C,
with the added advantage of a much higher degree of inherent oxidation resistance. Unlike the carbon-carbon materials, they are not
as mature as a class of structural materials and do not enjoy the same broad base of manufacturing -.xperience. They have not been as
widely used and they have limitations when it comes to using them for long times at the higher temperature ranges.

There are two general classes of ceramic-matrix materials that may be important for NASP: glass-ceramic-matrix composites,
useful up to temperatures of about 815*C, and advanced ceramic-matrix composites, potentially applicable at much higher
temperatures. Glass-ceramic-matrix composites are relatively well characterized and can be fabricated into product forms such as
honeycomb-core panels, truss-core panels, and other complex shapes. Advanced ceramic-matrix materials-such as silicon carbide
fiber reinforced silicon carbide (SiC/SiC)--are not as mature, principally because of the lack of a fiber that has sufficient stability in
the matrix when exposed for long times above 1000'C. Improvements are being made in these materials, and large, complex-shaped
demonstration components have been manufactured by specialist companies. A particular interest in the ceramic-mautrix materials for
NASP stems from their inherent resistance to hot hydrogen and they would be useful for actively cooled engine components..

BERYLLIUM ALLOYS

Beryllium is a commercially available material that possesses the advantages of low density, high elastic modulus, and very
good thermal conductivity. Its disadvantages include poor toughness characteristics, crystallographic-texture-sensitive properties, a
limited use-temperature of about 5400 C, and environmental concerns associated with the toxic nature of the oxide. In spite of its
problems, beryllium is successfully used in a wide variety of applications and there is a considerable body of experience concerning
its fabrication and handling.

In addition to the benefits of light weight, its thermal conductivity characteristics make it particularly useful for structural
components that are designed to transfer heat efficiently from one location to another. For NASP, the beryllium would be used
primarily in heat exchangers or actively cooled engine panels, where it would be in sheet form in honeycomb-core or truss-core panel
structures that would contain integral cooling passages within the structure.

COPPER-MATRIX COMPOSITES

Because the NASP vehicle will make extensive use of actively cooled structure, there is a particular interest in high thermal
conductivity materials, including copper-matrix composites. Copper itself has a good thermal conductivity but is heavy and its upper
use-temperature is limited by its low mechanical properties. Pitch-based, high modulus graphite fibers have excellent thermal
conductivity--better than the copper itself in the direction of the fiber--and the addition of these fibers to copper reduces density,
increases stiffness, raises the use-temperature, and significantly improves thermal conductivity in the direction of the fibers.

One approach to the fabrication of these composites starts with a process that places a layer of copper around each fiber in a
graphite fiber tow. The coated fibers are subsequently packed together and hot pressed into a fully dense material containing a high
volume percent of fibers. In practice, cross-plied lay-ups will be used to tailor the thermal conductivity and compensate for the direc-
tional effects of the fiber.
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Additional work in this general area addresses discontinuously reinforced copper composites. These are made by adding
alloying elements such as niobium to the copper and applying appropriate processing methods to form a very fine dispersion of the
alloying addition. In this way it is possible to strengthen the material without lowering the conductivity of the matrix.

COATINGS

Coatings will play an important role for all materials used in the NASP airframe and engines and are a key part of the
development activities for each material system. They can perform several critical functions, including control of temperature and
protection against the environment.

For temperature control, they are designed to have high emissivity and to be noncatalytic to the recombination of the
dissociated gases present in the hypersonic airflow across the skin. This can lead to a reduction of several hundred degrees in surface
temperature. For oxidation resistance, they can provide a suitable barrier that prevents contact of hot oxygen with the underlying
materiaL

The coating issue unique to NASP arises from the need to protect the materials against the effects of the hydrogen used for
cooling. Hydrogen diffuses readily through many materials and can form brittle compounds within the material. The development of
hydrogen barrier coatings is a critical challenge, especially coatings that are thin, lightweight, resistant to damage, and can be applied
to complex shapes, including internal passages. Successful coatings most likely will incorporate multilayer protection schemes
involving several thin layers of materials, each performing a contributing function.

Discussion
BOURY

You have shown a structure of metallic tube in carbon-carbon. Have you

noticed some problem of thermal contact between these two materials?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Yes, there is a problem. There is an expansion mismatch between the
materials. We need to have very close contact. We have no solutions with
confidence.

STOLLERY
Could you say something about the fatigue life that is expected of modern

carbon-carbon material? Engine manufacturers say that-in a few years we will
have entirely non-metallic engines.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is a question of trading off various properties. We can improve

fatigue performances in titanium aluminides at the cost of strength. We have
to achieve a balanced set of properties. The question of fatigue of
carbon-carbon is a different kind of situation. It is not a traditional
material. It has to be handled somewhat differently. How do we detect a flaw
in these materials?

OBSERVER (BRITISH AEROSPACE)

What are the difficulties to impregnate these materials with optical
fibers?

AUTHOR'S REPLY.
The problem is the survival of these fibers during the material autoclave

process.
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RESUME

Cet article passe en revue les dlff~rentes classes de matriaux qui peuvent itre envisagges pour la
construction des moteurs hypersoniques A cycle combln§ afroble/anar~oble. On montre que la grande
dimension des pices, des conditions inhabituelles de temperature et d'amblance soulivent des
probl~mes nouveaux dont la resolution passe par des programmes d'itude de grande a3pleur. Les
mat~riaux non mtalllques renforc~s ont une place aussi importante A prendre que les matriaux
mntalliques. L'assemblage de pices aussi dlssemblables nkessite de divelopper des solutions
ad6quates d'assemblage micanique et de r6soudre les nombreux probl~mes tribologiques qui ne
manqueront pas de se poser.

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the different categories of materials which can be considered for the
engineering and production of the future hypersonic combined cycle engines. The large size of the
parts associated with the non current conditions of temperature and environnement makes arise new
problems, the solution of which shall require programs of very large extent. The non metallic
reinforced materials have a potential place as large on that of the metallic materials on these
development;. The assembly of such dissimilar parts goes through specific solutions of mechanical
assembly and the solving of a great deal of tribological problems.
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1. MISSIONS ET BESOINS GENERAUX

Les v~hicules hypersoniques 1 vocation de lanceurs spatiaux seront tr~s difffdrents des v~hicules
anafirobies actuels du type ARIANE 5. L'mergence de ce type de v~hicule W'est envisageable que
s'ils permettent de r~duire, de fa~on sensible, les coa~ts du kilogramme de charge utile en orbite.
Leur int~rit potentlel reside dans la rfutilisation du v~hicule complet, sur un nombre de missions
importantes (200 & 500), et a terme dans une mise en oeuvre et une maintenance rfiduites.

Deux types de v~hicules sont envisageables:

- Mono~tage, propuls§ par des moteurs A cycles combines adrobies-fus~es.

- Bi-6tage, propuls6 par des nioteurs airobies sur le ler 6tage, puis fus~es sur le 26me atage, ce
dernier itage 6tant s~par6 au Mach le plus 6lev6 possible.

Dans les deux cas, on cherchera a prolonger le vol agrobie le plus longtemps possible pour profiter
de l'oxygine de l'air disponible comme comburant non embarqu6, (de fagon A limiter la taille du
vfihicule). Cela implique des dur~es de fonctionnement des structures dans des conditions
a~rothermiques particuliirement s~vires (voir Figure 1). Le prolongement du vol a~robie nest
ernsageable que si les performances des moteurs 1 cycles coinbin~s a~robies, dans ces conditions
a~rothermiques, se r~vilent encore supgrieures A celles des moteurs fus~es cryoggniques actuels ou
envisageables (con:,ommation des ergols enbarqu~s par unit6 de pouss&e, rapport pouss~e sur
masse ... ).

La plupart de ces moteurs utilisent l'hydrog~ne conue carburant. Cet hydrog~ne est stockg sous
forme liquide et constitue une source de frigories disponible, mais limit~e, pour refroidir une
partie des structures du v~hicule et des pikces de moteur, avant d'itre utilis6 6ventuellement
canine source d'enthalpie pour crier un entralnement *&canique, puis inject,4 dans la chambre
propul sive.

Enfin, les lois de trajectoires conduisent 1 rechercher des indices structuraux tr~s faibles, plus
particuli~rement sur les monfitages oi2 1 kg de structure est 1 kg de moins de charge utile pour
chacune des missions.

2. EXAMEN DES BESOINS POUR LES PIECES DU SYSTEME PROPULSIF

Les moteurs 5 cycles combin~s envisag~s sont en cours d'Evaluation (1) :Turbor~acteur
-stator~acteur, turbofus~e - stato-fus~e, fusfie-stato, stato a combustion supersonique..

Un moteur repr~sentatif de la complexit6 de ces concepts sera retenu pour lanalyse et les
d~veloppements ci-apr~s ; le turbofus~e - stator~acteur -fusge, moteur combinE d'un lanceur
mon~tage. Il est pr~sent6 en Figure 2 . Ses cotes principales et les conditions de fonctionnement a
un de ses points caract~ristiques sont sch~matis~s en Figure 3. Pour chaque type de pikces, il est
possible de dresser une liste de conditions g~n~rales et sp~cifiques de fonctionnement et en
dfiduire les besoins en matdriaux adapt~s -voir Tableaux 1 et 2 pour l'exemple.
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A partir de 11, il est possible d'envisager deux grandes families de mat~riaux disponibies, a
am~liorer ou A d~velopper pour r6pondre A ces besoins

- Les niatirtiaux hoenogines essentiellement m~talliques,

- Les mat~riaux composites a matrice m~tallique ou non.

Une premnire r~partition en est donn~e en Figure 4.

3. LES MATERIAUX METALLIQUES

La tempirature limite d'utilisation des alliages m~talliques est en g~n~ral netteinent inf~rieure 1
leur temp~rature absolue de fusion T en raison de deux ph~nom~nes physiques dont l'influence
devient significative a partir de 0.6 Tf:

- Les 6volutions microstructurales telles que la coalescence des pr~cipitfis, ou des grains. On peut
repousser cette limite en augmentant la fraction voluinique de phase durcissante et en rajoutant en
solution solide des atomes lourds a diffusion lente ; il existe toutefois une unmite li~e. aux
diagrammes de phases.

- Les ph~nom~nes d'oxydation-corrosion qui peuvent conduire a la rupture pr~inaturfie des piaces
lorsque la surface est suffisannent d~grad~e, et dont les pr~mices se font sentir par diffusion du
gaz r~actif de latmosphire dans les zones d'endommagement local (fissures).

3.1. Les alliages u~talliques

La Figure 5 illustre les propri~t~s m~caniques specifiques des principaux alliages m~talliques
compar~es i celles des composites r~fractaires. Le Tableau 3 rassemble les param~tres physiques
principaux (autres que m~caniques) des diff~rents types de mat~riaux. Si V'on excepte les alliages
d'aluminium dont l'utilisation est limit~e aux tempfiratures inf~rieures a 300*C on peut distinguer
quatre grandes classes d'alliages m~talliques pour applications a moyenne et haute temperature:

a). Les alliages de titane :m~me pour les alliages les plus r~fractaires, de type (Ti834), la
temp&-ature limite d'utilisation sera de l'ordre de 600*C ; signalons d'autre part que les alliages
de titane sont tris sensibles a la fragilisation par l'hydrog~ne et A loxyg~ne (feu titane), donc
difficilement utilisables dans la turbine.

b). Les alliages de nickel dont on distingue trois types

- Les alliages forges conventionnels (INCO718, WASPALOY ... ) dans lesquels la resistance
optimale est obtenue par un traitement thermom~canique comprenant un forgeage a la presse ou au
pilon. Ces alliages peuvent itre utiiisgs sous forte sollicitation m~canique Jusqu'i environ
650*C.

- Au-delS de 650*C les alliages coulgs-forggs ont une teneur en phase durcissante trop faible
pour que V'on puisse les utiliser dans les disques tr~s sollicitfis. On dolt alors passer aux
alliages 61abor~s par t4~tallurgie des Poudres (ASTROLOY, N18 ... ) et mis en forme par forgea~e
isotherme (2). Ces alliages pr~sentent une resistance sp~cifique exceptionnelle jusqu'A 750 C
environ.

- Au-dessus de 750*C le taux de phase durcissante n~cessaire pour assurer la resistance au
fluage impose des alliages coul~s non forgeables ; l'effet nocif des joints de grains qui ne
constituent plus des obstacles 3 la deformation est r~solu par l'utilisation soit de structures
de grains colonnaires soit de pi~ces monocristallines.

Les superalliages de nickel contiennent des teneurs en chrome et en aluminium leur assurant une
resistance intrinsique a l'oxydation et i la corrosion jusqu'a environ 900% pour des dur~es de
l'ordre de la centaine d'heures ; au-del3, des rev~tements protecteurs a base de CrAl et NiAl ont
604 mis au point (3) qui assurent une resistance A l'oxydation efficace Jusqu'A&12000C.

Les superalliages de nickel qui constituent un mat~riau bien adaptg A la turbine du moteur spatial
risquent de poser, au voisinage de la temp~rature ambiante un probl~me de fragilisation par
I'yro~e Ce point, qui risque d'&tre important, sera discut6 plus loin.

c) Les alliages de beryllium sont en fait int~ressants pour leurs propri~t~s thermiques
exceptionnelles et leur coefficient de Poisson anonnalement bas (Tableau 3) ; par contre, ils sont
p~nalisfis par leur faible point de fusion, leur tr~s grande fragilit6 et leur faible resistance et,
en ce qui concerne leur mise en oeuvre, par leur toxicit6.

d) Les alliages de niobium qui pr~sentent d'excellentes propri~t~s sp~cifiques au-dessus de 1200*C
ne peuvent fonctionner en atmosph~re oxydante. Leur utilisation n6cessitera, i la fois le
d~veloppement d'alliages plus r~sistants A 1'oxydation et celui de protections.
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3.2 Les cospos~s intermitalliques

Ces mat6riaux dont la composition repose sur la combinalson en proportions d~finies d'un petit
nogubre d'atomes organisfis cristallographiquement sont tr~s attractifs lorsqu'ils pr~sentent 1 la
fois une faile densitE et un module filastique Alevfi associfis A un large domalne de stabilit6
thernique.

Ces derni~res annfes lVeffort a 61:6 port6 sur les aluminiures tels que N13Al, MI, Tableau 1).
T13Al pr~sente des perspectives int~ressantes puisque la ductilit6 A 1 aubiante a Pu etre aniellore
par Vaddition de Niobium. 11 ne permet toutefois pas des applications au-dessus de 750*C en raison
de probl~nies d'oxydation et de chute de la r~sistance au fluage.Des compos~s plus 16gers canine
TiMl ou prisentant des temp~ratures de fusion tris 6lev6es connie MoS12 (4, 5) sont A l'6tude.

Les composfis intermfitalliques sont en gfingral fragiles i l'amblante et leur r6silience est toujours
faible. Compte tenu de leur faible t&nacit6, on envisage essentiellement de les utiliser conne
matrice pour des mat6riaux composites. Sur la Figure 5, figurent par exemple des r~sultats
encourageants pour le systdme SiC-T13Al . Ce type de syst~me est toutefois difficile a 6laborer et
reste i caractfiriser complftement, en particulier en fatigue thermique et m~canique.

3.3 Problime de la fragilisation par l'hydrogine

La turbine du moteur spatial sera aliment~e par un melange riche en hydrog~ne ; on risque de se
heurter alors au probl~me de la fragilisation par l'hydrog~ne des mat~riaux in~talliques.

Ce probl~me, bien connu depuis longtemps dans les aciers pr~sente deux aspects

- La fragilisation par V'hydrog~ne interne dissous dans le ni~tal,

- La fragilisation r6sultant d'une atiuosph~re d'hydrog~ne et life aux phinomanes d'adsorption et
d'absorption superficielle.

Les 6tudes de laboratoire ont montr6 que la fragilisation 6tait un phanoinane complexe, oii
interviennent de multiples facteurs, en particulier la microstructure de l'alliage. La Figure 6
montre, dans le cas de l'1NC0903, ]a d~croissance tris rapide de la ductilit6 avec la teneur en
hydrogL'ne. Cet effet est I reller I la perte importante des caractfiristlques de traction entaille
(contrainte, allongement).

La fragilisation par l'hydrog~ne interne est un ph~nomnne r~versible. On peut par exemple retrouver
les propri~t~s initiales grice A un traiteinent de d~sorption a une temp~rature de l'ordre de 500*C.
Par contre, sous pression d'hydrog~ne, la tenue en fluage des superalliages de nickel
polycristallins est fortement dfigrad~e.

Une caractirisation de cet effet dans les alliages retenus pour la turbine sera n~cessaire pour
garantir la dur~e de vie du moteur.

3.4 Perspectives

Actuellement, la temperature d'utilisatlon maximale des mat~riaux mfitalllques est de 1150%
environ. Une extension du dontaine d'utilisation est possible, grAce A l'utilisation de barriires
thermiques qul consistent en des d~p6ts de fines couches c6ramiques (par exemple, Zircone
stabilis~e). Un d~p6t de 0,2 mm d'6paisseur peut conduire a un gain en temperature de l'ordre de
150*C. Un gain nWest toutefois possible que si la pi~ce posside un circuit de refroidissement
interne.

On peut pr6voir deux types d'6volution dans l'utilisation de ces mat~riaux m~talliques

- Un gain en densltfi dans le domalne des tempfiratures moyennes (T < 1000C) par exemple par
1'introduction de compos~s interu~talliques ou de composites,

- Un accroissement de la capacitg en temp~rature grace au d6veloppement de nouveaux composes a
point de fusion 640v,

Parmi les probl~mes auxquels on se heurtera, on peut citer les ph6nonInes de fatigue m~canique et
thermique lies a la rapidit6 du d~collage.

Dans tous les cas se posera, au nlveau de la turbine, le probl~wne de fragilisation par l'hydrogne;
ld protection par d6p6t de m~taux pr~cieux (or) est efficace, il est toutefols souhaitable de
mettre au point des alliages ayant une r6sistance intrins~que A l'hydrog~ne.

4. LES MATERIAUX COMPOSITES :GENERALITES

L'utillsation des matfriaux composites constitue une voie prometteuse pour 6tendre le domalne
d'utilisation des mat6riaux massifs, m6talliques ou non. Le composite pr6sente l'int~rit d'utiliser
la tr~s haute r6sistance des fibres tout en conservant une certaine ductilit6 lorsque la matrice
est bien adapt6e. Toutefois, dans les difficult~s li6es A ces matfriaux il faut citer le
comportement anisotrope qui n~cessite l'adaptation de la texture au type de sollicitation, et
1 'utilisation de modiles mfcaniques de comportement plus complexes que pour les niat~rlaux
manoiIthiques.
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Les applications des composites sont spicifiques 3 la fois du type de fibres et de matrices ; c'est
pourquoi, nous les passerons en revue s6pardment.

4.1 Composites A base de titane

Ces matlriaux se caract~risent pour leur grande rigiditfi, leur r~sistance A la rupture 61ev~e
combin~e A une faible densit6 (voisine de 4). Dans le sons des fibres, les caractiristiques
micaniques spicifiques jusqul environ 700*C sont nettement supirioures A celles d'un superalliage
de nickel (Figure 7). Dans le sens travors, ces composites pr~sentont une faible ductilitfi et une
resistance voisine de cello de la matrice ; La tenue A Ilimpact est bonne en raison de la ductilit6
do ]a matrice.

Signalons le r6le essentiel jou6 par l'interface fibre - matrice :outre le r~le classique du
transfert de charge, Vinterface conditionne les cin~tiques do rfaction matrice - fibre.

La tris grande r~activitfi do la matrice do titane impose, si lVon veut utiliser des fibres fines et
tissables, la miso au point do traitements d'interface particuliers, tel quo 1e dfpbt do graphite
pyrolitique (Figure 8). Ces traitements confirent au composite une bonne stabilit6 thormique si la
temp~rature reste mod~rie (Figure 7).

Industriellement, ces composites sont tris difficiles A flaborer, en particulier si 1 'on cherche 1
utiliser des matrices interm~talliques telles quo T13AI, ou TiAl susceptible d'apporter un gain
supplimentaire on tompirature.

4.2 Composites A matrice verre

Los composites A matrice verre et I fibres longues peuvont itro consid~r~s coimme une extrapolation
sur los hautos tempfratures des explriences accuulhes sur los composites A matrices organiquos. Il
s'agit on effot d'un renforcement d'uno matrico A faible module (60 A 80 GPa) par des fibres 1 tris
haut module (200 GPa pour SiC. 300 GPa pour le carbone). L'incorporation de fractions do fibres de
30 A 50% permet d'obtenir un mat~riau tris risistant et A faible densit6 (2 1 2,5).

On pout distinguor deux classes essentielles do composites:

a) Los composites I renfort do fibres do carbone et A matrice borosilicate qui pr~sontont une
risistanco a 1'ambiante tris glev6e (600 MPa en traction et 1200 MPa en floxfon?.

Ces composites sont utilisablos jusqu'I 400% environ (Figure 9). Ils peuvont itro obtenus avec des
tissages 10, 20. 3D ou mime 50.

b) Los composites renforcls par des fibres do SiC (10, 2D ou trossls).

Ces composites sont momns rlsistants quo los prlcldonts 1 basso temiprature mais sont utilisablos 1
des templratures plus 6lovles :environ 600*C pour des matrices borosilicatos, Jusqu'3 1200*C
pendant un temps court (1 houro) pour des matrices LAS (Figure 9).

4.3 Composites theruostructuraux

Sous ce vocable la SEP a dlvelopp6 plusiours families do matlriaux A matrito carbono ou clramique.
Elle a ainsi 6tudii des matfiriaux composites carbono-carbone (SEPCARB). Ces matlriaux conservent
des caractlristiques tulcaniques 6levles A haute templrature ( 2500% environ) mais sont trls
sonsiblos I l'oxydation 3 partir do 400*C. Pour d'autres applications, requlrant uno durle do vie
en atmosphiro oxydante (air, gaz do combustion) supgriouro A quolquos heuros, la SEP a dlvoloppi un
procld6 do densification chimique on phase vapour do carbure do silicium (SIC) permottant la
fabrication do matlriaux composites A matrico clramique et fibres do carbone (SEPCARB-INOX).
0'autros matrices clramiques et d'autres procidls ont 6t0 6tudils par la suite (Aluine, zircone.
mullite ... ). Pour des spicifications plus oxigoantos do rlgime A haute tempiraturo en milieu
oxydant elle a dlvolopp6 los CERASEP (Sic-Sic). 11 ost possible do rialiser avoc ces composites dos
6l4monts d'assemblage tris varils (Figure 10).

Proprilths mlcaniques et thermiques

Contrairomont aux clramiques monolithiquos qui prlsentont un mode do rupture fragile, los
composites A matrice clramique possldont un comportement pseudo-plastique camme 1e montrent los
courbos do traction A difflrentes temp~ratures sous air d'un mat~rfau C/SIC 20 protlgl prlsentles
Figure 11. En cons~quence, ces matlriaux sont peu sonsibles au choc ou aux r~adients thermiques.

L'6volution do la r~sistance splcifique en traction des diffirents campo' tes thermos truc:turaux on
fonction do ]a temp~rature ost indiqulo Figure 12. Do par Jour risist ce mcanique splcifique
6lev~e associlo I uno bonne tonue I I 'oxydation, los matiaux: C/SiC (SL CARB-INOX) sont do tris
bons candidats pour la rialisation do composants haute temp~rature d'um mot- lir combinE pour lequol
le bilan do masse ost primordial.

Des Etudes do la sensibilit6 A la fatigue do ces matiaux ont Wt effectuies. Li6volution du
comportomont en traction apris un million do cycles do fatigue en traction -compression a 6tfi
caractfrislo. La r~sistance micanique en traction nest pas digradie par des sollicitations
cycliques. on note en revanche une diminution du module d'Elasticiti et do l'allongement A rupture.
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Durfe de vi, des co Wosants

La dur6e de vie sp~cifi~e des coanposants d'un aoteur combing sera probabalement supfirieure 1 100
heures. Pour de telles applications, des traitements de finition doivent Wte utllls~s afin de
prothger le mat~riau de l'oxydation par le milieu extieur (air, gaz de combustion). Des 6tudes
sur la protection contre l'oxydation ont 6t0 men6es dans le cadre des travaux sur les protections
thermiques d'Herm~s.

Des essais de vieillissement de *at~riaux ont W effectu~s en cyclage thermique. Des khantillons
ont subl 120 cycles thermiques sous air entre la tempfirature amiante et 1500*C avec: un palier a
haute temprature de 30 minutes. Cet essai correspond aux spicifications de dur~e de vie d'Herm~s
(2 fois la dur~e de vie de lavion). 85% des caractfiristiques mnkaniques initiales ont W
conservhes apras cyci age.

D'autre part, des essais sur pikces r~elles ont 6galement Wt effectugs :une pike correspondant A
un bord d'attaque de l'avion spatial Hernias a 60 testge A la plate-forme solaire d'Almaria
(Espagne). 15 cycles thermiques de 30 minutes (dont 20 minutes de palier) A une tempfirature
maximale de 15500C et deux cycles d'n dur6e cuul~e de pallier de 20 minutes A 17500C,
correspondant A une rentrae de sauvegarde ont 60 appliqu~s. Des charges macaniques ont W
appliqu~es A la pike durant Vessel afin de simuler les charges airodynamiques prisentes lors de
la rentr~e. Aucune rupture W'est intervenue lors de ces essais.

Un divergent de tuylre du moteur Ht47 (Figure 13) en C/SiC a 60 essayg lors de deux tirs successifs
en simulation d'altitude. La dur~e ctaaulfie de tir est de 1700 secondes et ]a temparature meximale
de la paroi d'environ 1700*C. Aucune 6volution du divergent n'a 6t observle apris ces deux tirs.

Perspectives d'Avolution des composites thermostructuraux

Les principales ealiorations envisag~es pour les matariaux composites thermostructuraux concernent
l'augmentetion des caractaristiques *4caniques, l'amlioration de la durae de vie et la
connaissance des caractiristiques maniques.

Grice I l'optimisation de la rhaologie de la liaison fibre-matrice et A l'utilisation de fibres
plus performantes, une augmentation importante des carect6nistiques mfianiques est possible. Une
r~sistance A rupture de 500 MPa pour un matariau 20 C/SiC et de 350 l4Pa pour un 2D SiC/SiC pourront
tris probablement etre obtenues d'ici 5 1 10 ans. L'utilisation, pour certeines pikes de
gaomatries particulilnes, de textures adepties, permettra 6galement de dipasser de faqon importante
ces valeurs. D'autre part l'utlllsation de fibres de SiC prasentant une meilleure stabilit6
therinique permettra dans les m~mes dllais d'6lever d au momns 200*C la tempgrature limite
d'utilisation des matlriaux SiC/SiC.

Pendant la mimae plriode, des progrls importants continueront d'itre rlalisls dans le domaine de la
protection contre 1 oxydetion de ces matfiriaux. Compte-tenu des rlsultats ectuels, 1 'objectif de la
conservation de 80% de la rlsistance mlcanique pour une durge de vie de 100 heures a 1700*C en
atmosphire oxydante constitue un objectif tout A fait rlaliste A moyen ter.

Une neilleure connaissance du comportement mlcanique de ces matlriaux permettra d'autre part une
plus grande fiabilit6 du dimensionnement et une meilleure performance des systanes rlalisfis i
1 aide de ces matlriaux. Les principaux doinaines d'gtude seront lors des procheines annles

- Le comportement en fatigue,
- La sensibilit6 au fluage,
- L'6tablissement de modiles de comportement,
- La dltermination de critires de rupture.

La mltrise des contr6les non destructifs permettra 6galement d'amgliorer la fiabilit6 et la
performances des systimes composites pour ]a propulsion combinge.

5. SYSTENES MATERIAUX POUR MOTEUR COMBINE

En plus des ceractiristiques intrinslques des matfriaux, 11 est important de considgrer les
contraintes ou intfirits lis 3 leur mise en oeuvre dans un systime complet.

Ce chapitre expose en fonction du systlme envisag6 (liste non exhaustive correspondent aux
sous-systlans du moteur prlsentfi Figures 2, 3 certains couples "conception/matlnlaux"
envisageables, leurs intlrits et inconvfinients respectifs, ainsi que quelques exemples de
rhalisation se rapprochant des besoins d'un moteur conmbing.

5.1 Prise d'air

Les premiers dessins de concepts font apparaltre des ensembles de tris grandes dimensions soit S
section carr~e (typiquement 2. x 2m) soit I section semi circulaire (2 A 4m de rayon) pouvant
dipasser une dizeine de mltres en longueur. Les pressions internes maximales sont tras Alevles (5 a
10 Bar) et ce A des tempgratures pouvant atteindre 1350*C.
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Une structure m~tallique 6ventuellement 6quipie d'une protection thermique, n~cessitant donc un
faible refroidissement est envisageable. Une autre conception de type structure chaude faisant
intervenir un mat~riau thermostructural, limitant le refroidissement aux actuateurs, est 6galenment
possible ; le choix se fera sur un bilan global entre masse du systime et besoin en
refroidi ssement.

La conception d'une structure chaude est attrayante mais elle impose une maltrise des technologies
permettant de fabriquer et d'assembler des structures de grandes dimensions, 16gires, r~sistantes
et rigides. Compte tenu des mat~riaux envisageables, ces techniques sont assez mal connues, ou au
debut de leur d~veloppement comme dans le cas des nsat~riaux composites A inatrice cdramique.

En effet, dans, le cadre du programme HERMES, une structure de grandes dimensions (1.7 x 0.8 metre)
pour un caisson de jouverne en Sepcarbinox Skinex (texture 3D haute resistance dfivelopp~e par SEP)
fonctionnant 3 1300 C sous air, est actuellement en cours de d~veloppement (voir Figure 14).

5.2 Compresseur d'air

L'architecture monoveine du turbofus~e-statofusge pr~sent6 Figure 2 devrait conduire 1 un bilan de
masse favorable. Le compresseur d'air devra cependant pouvoir supporter de hautes tempiratures,
typiquement 1350*C. Les diff~rentes pieces constituant ]a veine afirodynamique seront difficiles A
rialiser, en particulier les auies des roues mobiles. Deux technologies sont envisageables:

-La premiare utilisant les techniques de refroidissement actif mises au point pour les aubes de
turbine des turbor~acteurs. Le premier 6tage du moteur M88 peut ainsi supporter une temp~rature de
gaz de 1580*C avec une aube en alliage de nickel monocristalline, int~grant des canaux peruettant
une ventilation par de l'air frais,

- L'autre conception, basge sur une architecture de type aubes en mat~riau therinostructural
rapport~es sur un disque m~tallique, pr~senterait l'avantage de limiter le refroidissement 1 une
simple ventilation du disque.

Un programme de d~monstration de cette technologie pour un matiriau composite 1 matrice c~ramique
"Sepcarbinox* est en cours. Pour cette application le problime particulier du comportement au choc
(ingestion dt oiseaux) sera A examiner.

Les disques d, retention de ces aubes seront tris fortement sollicitis m~caniqueinent et
thermiquement afin de limiter leur ventilation. Les mat~riaux envisageables sont les matiaux
m~talliques avancds (interm~talliques I base de titane ... ) ou les matfriaux composites i matrice
in~tallique (Si(;/titane par exemple ... )

5.3 Turbine

La turbine de puissance du cycle turbofus~e pr~sent6 est caract~ris~e par un grand diamitre et une
temp~rature de jaz assez mod~r~e. L'objectif sera d'obtenir une Pikce 16g~re, perfonuante et s~re.
Les solutions et architectures possibles sont relativement nombreuses

-Disque et auti mtalliques ventil~s si besoin,

-Disque en m~tal ventilfi et aube en composite thermostructural,

- Disque en cor'2osite 3 matrice mtallique et aube en composite
therinostructural,

- Blisk mitallijue ventiI6 ou composite.

La Figure 15 pr~sente un exeimple de r~alisation de type monobloc en matiriau composite A matrice
cdramique de fa ble dimension.

La r~alisation d'une pice monobloc de grandes dimensions n~cessitera un contrale s~vire des
d~fauts sur des piL'ces critiques pour la s~curit6 du mteur. Une conception avec aubes en composite
A matrice c~ramique rapport~es sur un disque m~tallique serait alors plus attrayante.

5.4 Chambre de combustion a~robie

Les mat~riaux constitutifs des parois des chambres de combustion a~robies devront obligatoirenent
itre refroidis activement, compte tenu des trls fortes temp~ratures atteintes par les gaz de
combustion. Les parois se pr~senteront alors sous la forme d'une enveloppe externe structurale et
d'une enveloppe interne refroidie jouant un r6le de protection thermique, iventuellement
solidaires. L'enveloppe externe devra supporter une temp~rature assez 6lev~e (500 i 800*C), pour
utiliser au aleux les capacit6s de refroidisseinent du fluide refroidisseur. Un mat~riau de type
composite 3 matrice verre pourrait alors 6tre int~ressant pour r~aliser cette virole.
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Pour l'enveloppe refroidie, diverses solutions sont possibles

- Soit une chemise rifractaire ventilie par de Pair (double paroi, film ou multi perforation)
refroidi dans un achangeur air/hydrogine,

- Soft un faisceau de tubes assemblis et refroidis par circulation interne d'hydrogine. Des tubes
en bfrylliwu seraient int~ressants pour obtenir une rigiditg importante de cette structure tout en
offrant de bonnes propriftis thermiques,

- Solt une coque mitallique (alliage de cuivre en propulsion fusie), refroidi par circulation
d'hydrogine dans des canaux internes a cette parol. Pour ces applications, 11 seralt intgressant de
diminuer la tetupirature de ]a face chaude de 1 enveloppe interne afin de riduire le flux thermique
3 6liminer, et donc limiter le besoin en refroldissement. De ce point de vue, une coque interne en
matiriau rifractaire homogine seralt plus sOre et plus efficace qu'un dip6t de type barrire
thermique.

Les composites i matrice verre prfisentent une bonne 6tanchitfi mais le gain en tempirature sera
faible. Les CMC plus rifractaires prisentent par contre une periniabilit6 trop 6levie qu'll faudrait
riduire, et des difficultis d'assemblages avec la structure frolde.

5.5 Divergent de tuyire

Les divergents de tuyire sont giniralement des structures refroidies activement par ventilation
d'air au par circulation d'ergol. Pour les moteurs combinis, les surfaces seront importantes et les
capacitis de refroidissement limities.Un principe de refroidissement par rayonnement d'une
structure rifractaire, blen que conduisant A une perte d'6nergie, semble plus intiressant &
premidre vue. L'expience acqulse dans ce domaine avec les matiriaux composites thermostructuraux
est importante mime si des progris en dune de vie restent A accomplir.

La Figure 13 montre un divergent de type coquetier, en SEPCARBINOX NOVOLTEX texture 3D, diveloppie
et brevetie par la SEP, d'un diamitre de sortie de l'ordre du mitre, rialis6 pour le moteur du 36me
6tage d'ARIANE en 1988/1989. Des divergents en SEPCARBINOX d'un diamitre de sortie de 2.5 mitres
sont en cours d'6tude.

5.6 Couples tribologiques

En raison de la grande diversit6 des matiriaux utilisis dans le moteur hypersonique, existera un
nombre important de couples pice statique - pike mobile de natures variies.

Dans ce moteur, les conditions sivires de pression, de tempirature et de vibration seront la source
de problimes critiques d'orlgine tribologique. Plusleurs centaines de types de couples ont 61t6
recensis dont les caractiristiques d'usure, de fretting sont diffirentes. Un certain nombre de
solutions sont connues pour risoudre les problimes de frottement (application de bisulfure de
molybdine par exemple), mais l'introduction massive des composites dans le moteur engendrera
nicessairement de nouvelles mises au point.

CONCLUSION

La construction des moteurs combinis, pour la propulsion hypersonqiue, du type de celul projet6 par
la SNECf4A, fera appel a une grande variWt de matfiriaux qul seront utilisfis dans des conditions
sensiblement diffirentes de celles des moteurs aironautiques actuels. La grande dimension des
pikes et les kcarts de temnpirature tris importants qu'elles recontreront en service posent d'abord
le problime de la compatibilit6 de dilatation de celles-ci ainsi que celui de leur tenue a la
fatigue thermique.

Les choix de matiaux se feront en outre en fonction de leur risistance aux agressions des fluides
au sein desquels ils travailleront et en particulier de leur comportement vis-i-vis de l'hydrogine,
et de leur tenue 3 l'oxydation et i la corrosion. Compte-tenu des possibilitis de ditirioration
locale des revitements protecteurs, les matiriaux de base devront avoir une risistance intrinsique
suffisante vis-3-vis de ces agresslons.

La disponibilit6 de technologies de production et de mise en oeuvre de ces matiniaux sera tout
aussi diterminante. Ces technologies devront permettre la rialisation de pikes de grandes
dietunsions de formes complexes et comprendra la maltrise des procidis de liaison tels que le
soudage, le brasage, le collage, mais aussi des procidis de traitement de surface.

Enfin, la maltrise des techniques d'assemblage micanique entre des pikces de matiaux identiques
ou disponibles sera indispensable. Elle devra sVaccompagner de solutions 5 tous les cas nouveaux de
couples tribologiques dont le recensement aboutit a identifier un nombre considirable.
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Fig. 12 Resistance sp~cifique en traction des composites
thermostructuraux
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Fig. 13 Divergent en Sepcarbinox Novoltex

Longeron

Fig. 14 Structure pour caisson en Sepcarbinox Skinex
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Fig. 15 Roue de turbine en composite C/SiL
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TABLEAU I :CONDITIONS DE FONCTIONNEMENT DES MATtRIAUX DU COMPRESSEUR
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TURBINE DE TURBOFUSEE
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TABLEAU 2 :CONDITIONS ET FONCTIONNEMENT DES MATtRIAUX DE LA TURBINE

CARACTERISTIQUES DES MATERIAUX POUR HAVTES TEMPERATURES

BASE Ni M SIC /Ti SIVRE'i i C/ sic
BE (MIl) BASE NB Ti A T 3 A BASE ID 2D1 2D1 2D

DENSITE _______ 1.25 8.6 8,6-9.5 3,8 4,2-4,7 3,3-3.8 2.5 2.5 2.1

13OCTI1LITF A 20*C (2) 10 16 20 015 4 II019 ~ 1 0.3 0.9

DUCTILITE A 1000,C (1) 18 40 10 8 /0.7 e.1 0.4 0.9

KIC (MPA - VM-) 70 15 ' 15 is1 "1

TEMPERATURE DIE 'FUSION' 1290 1350% 2400% 1450*C 1600*C____

TENIJE A ['OXYDATION 400 10001C 9OIYC ? 6001c 600C 900,C 600'C 400*C
(MAT R I AU NU) I___

CONDIJCTIVITE THERMIQUE 150 20 ' 40 22 A.- 20 II//1.5 II17 II12

COEFFICIENT DIE DILATATION 14 15 8 10 /6,5 /2.8 I.3 /4.5

(V 10-6 /K) 1. 1.6 .1 1.7 -L 4.5

MODULE ELASTIQUE A 20 1018 1220 0
L'AJIBIANTE (GPA)2213171220 O

TABLEAU 3 :MAICRIAUX POUR PROPULSION HYPERSONICUE MODULE A L'ORIGINE
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